CORRIGENDA.
(1) Page 37, line 14, delete J. after Lord Wright.
(2) Page 52, line 7, fo.r respondent" read appellant. __
(3) P~ge 120, line 2 from below, for for read in
respect of.
(4) Page 121, line 15, {~(ter opinioo add that.
(5) Page 133, line 8, for and rf{/d to.
(6'1- Page 151, line 9 from belO\y, add a after been.
,7) Page 255, line 5 from below,_ for other certain
documents 1'ead certain other documents. (8) Page 256, line 10,01or Karapayi read Karapaya.
(9) Page 273, footnote, for 1393 read 1933.
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LLR.. 30 All. 32; Lwmmibai v. Hajee
!:rT. Yanch4r Singh, I.L.R. 46 All. 208;

l.l...R. 7i Cal. 61 ; Umed Singh v. Sobhag Mal,

\~he appellant was the plaintiff in
In his plaint he sets out that 'he is
June 1914 the owner in posses'dJand and that about two months
that the defendant had encroached
the District
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upon the land; so he had a survey made and prays
K.S. PAD!- for possession of the land encroached 'upon." The
ACHI
defendant filed a written statement saying' that he
V.
M.e. AND!
himself sold the holding tathe plaintiff, that ,evert
AMBALAM.
since
the sale the plaintiff and he had considE+ed a:
3AGULEY, J.
certain fence between the plot sold to :the' :plaintiffl
and that belonging lathe defendant as the, bocindary,
line. He denied that he encroached on the'. 81~in-~
tiff's lind or put. up any new fence since 1914."and~
pleaded, 'that even if' he were in possession 'of<..t he i
land he had been in possession of it since 1914~nd,
therefore the suit was barred by limitation.' On the ':
30th July,' 1932, the case 'was called and the diary
order runs as follows:
,',

1

co~msel.~;ly

,,~ould

l'n~~tteri

to

"Both
'th;;tt 'they'
like
refer,the
(land in dispute) tothe S.L.R. and abide by his decision."',

,

\

':, j

A letter was accordingly sent to the SuperintendentJ
of Land Record,s (page 12 of the file) asking him to~l
survey the ,land according to the saie deed forwar~6d1
,with the letter, and give a correct report ,as,' tOt
whether the existing well and the defendant's hohsej
encroached on the plaintiff's ·limd. 'The Supei~-i.;Il- j
,tendentof Land Records sent in a report wqi~h,~
ends up :
<.'
"For these reasons I hold that, the defendant's" hdhse '
encroaches upon the plaintiff's land 4 inches at north-easterl1cqtner
'and that the existing well also encroaches upon the phintiff's)and
to the extent of 1 foot and 8 i~ches and one foot respeetively;:~~,:,

One would have ,thought so far as the su~ey
'work was concerned it would have completed:fhe
case, but the defendant's pleader filed an objeCtion
on the ground that the Superintendent mad~ a"
ri1istake. The Township Judge considered the obj~c
tion and sent the case back to the Superinten~ent

.193$

IBm to make a second measurebeing received the
" Ra.-on:ls said that there was
time the plaintiff filed an
,.
+
being that the report
'.Jet repon. The Tmrnship
and then in an order
,!,';K5:. ••i ng oi the Superin"';'" ....;. ~ up:
RpOrt

_~
~n··.·

h-the
-

~~

.

on

- ""GiDlDe SL.R. ...-bi.:h
lama~dtO

is 1Imrt-'tJ.y oi
. _ an order
fiiifd : amongst
brathe aareement
_
<:>
first repon of the
~ and that the lower
~ s<;-:-ond report. The
. J-ooge '::ismissed the appeal
. 5mTcy \\as not according to
~ t and therefore the Judge
-:ng it. The appeal having
present appeal \yas filed and it
it must succeed.
lIIIl:d----:md I ttIink rightly-that this
.
the parties must be regarded
-"I'decence to arbitration. The word
is not used but if the parties say that
Jreier the matter to the Superintendent of
-and abide by his decision the Superind Records is clothed with the powers
._ !tor. It \vas contended before me that
~~.... a reference to arbitration but an applia local investigation. I agree that it might

K S.
.

PADIACHI

v.
M.e. ANlJ
AMBALAM.
BAGULEY,

J
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have been' regarded as, an application
KS. PADI- investigation, but for, the, final passage II and abi!
ACHI
by his decision." If the parties had merely wanti,
V.
M.C. AND!
a locaL investigation they would not have bo .~
AMBALAM.
themselves
to abide by the decision of the SuperBAG'll'LEY, J.
tendellt of Land Records.
It was further, argued that under paragraph
of the Second, Schedule of the Civil Procedu
Code an application to refer to arbitration must
in writing and there was' no written application t
refer. The passage runs "Every such applicatio
'shall be in' writing, and shall state the matter sough
to be referred." Hld the maHer been res integra
must admit that I would, have held this objectio
good, gut it is not, and there seems to beampl
authority for holding that the objection is notgood
In Umed Singh v. Seth Sobhag Mal Dhadha(l) i
was pointed out that signature was ,unnecessary
This is a Privy Council ca'se, and of COUrse if ,th
signature of a party is unnecessary the writing in a
diary might be considered as equivalent to an
application in writing, but there are cases' ~earer
to the point than this. In Shama Sundram Iyer
Abdul Latif (2) it was. argued that inasmuch as'the
original application to refer, the case to arbitration
was not made in writing the arbitration proceedings, the award and the decree were all, invalid.
It was held by a Bench that ' the" second part
of paragraph 1, Sch. II (s. 506 of the former Civil
Procedure Code), was directory oI\ly, and if it was.
clear that both parties consented to the reference
and the order of reference was made by the Court
in the presence of their counsel the reference was
good. In Abdul Hamid v. Riaz-ud-Di11 (3) where

v.

(1) (1916) I.L.R. 43 Cal. 290.
(3) (1907)

I.L,~.

(2) (1900) I.L.R. 27 Cal. 61.
30 All. 32.

'VOL.

XU]·

5
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poth parties to a pending suit consented to a reference

1933

10 arbitration and an order of reference was then

K.S:P""ADI-

.:and . there made by. the Court .in the presence of
A;~1
;1he parties, though not upon a written application, it ~-;~~:~
as held
that it was not open to the Court to supersede B AGULEY,
J'
"i
.
•
~at reference.
In Luxumibai v. H a.iee Widina
~ssum (1), a case in which there was a Judge's
~Tder consented to by the rlaintiff and defendant
~hereby the suit was referred to arbitration it was
.eld that the absence of a written authority did not
'''Ilvalidate the order of reference, 'and in Mahabir .
r M anohar Singh' (2) where the pleaders to botl1
.~e parties stated that they agreed to a reference to'.
~bitration, and the statements w~re recorded and an "
er of refereIicewas accordingly made by the
urt, thougb not upon a written application, it was
'd ·that·the award based on th~reference so made
It
valid. With all these cases before ine I must
mId that this. was a valid reference to arbitration~
}'?The reference having been made and the report
<
ivedit was not. open to the Court to send it back.
~ erroneous, nor could· ei~her of the parties object·
~ it as. erroneous. There was nothing alleged which
ld enable the Court to modify or correct the
d under paragraph 12, Sch.· II, there wasnothiilg
red <which would' enable the Court to refer it
'. . to the arbitrator under paragraph 14 and there
ias no allegation of any misconduct of the arbitrator
Jother cause whiCh would enable the .award to be
.• aside under paragraph 15. The award therefore so
as it went was good and binding upon the parties
,- according to that award there was an encroach-'
and if the case ended there the plaintiff was
cd to succeed. The case however cannot end
(Iw.,

c.

:t

{I} (1899) I.L.R. 23 Born. 629..'

(2) (1924) I.L.R. 46 All. 208.
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there because the Superintendent of' Land Recprds,
was only asked to make an award as to . the·fact
ACHI
1):
of encroachment. The ·defendant had an altermltive
M.e.ANDl
defence and that was that the bou~d~ry, whatever' .it
AMB,\LAM.
was,
had been in the same place from 1914 to 19$,i,.
B!\~ULEY, J.
and if he can prove that the .boundary has be~ri
unmoved for more than 12. years he will be entitle4to keep his land ev~n if legally he. has no valid titi~
to all the land of whiCh he is now inoccupatioIi·.
The question of limitation" was not referred to tb~
arbitrator and that has got to' be" decided . by the
Court.
For these reasons the case will ha\ e to b~
remanded ·to the trial. Court for decision ·.of th~
issue ;H Has the defendant' acquired title. to thelanc.
of which he is now in occupation by advers*
possession for more than 12 years?" When the Cou.i
has heard Such evidence as the parties may wisht<
adduce on this point, the trial Court will . come to (
finding and will forward the case to this Cou't:
through the District Court which will also recorc .
a finding on the isslle.
K,S

PADI-.

.[On the facts of the case . the defendant's pIe:
of· adverse possession failed and the plaintiff wa
held entitled to a decree for possession.]
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Sir Arthur Page, Ki., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Da,

K.S.R~M. CHETTIAR FIRM

1933

v.

'. May 11,.

P.L.S.P. CHETTIARFIRMANDOTHERS.*
"" JtS<lge-Adathi system-Accommodation· 01 capital to mofltssil Chetira'Y
~II Chettyar~Tcrms of the loan-Authority of adathi to borrro'W for
S'
·-t/lelll-Limit of authority.
g to the adathi system prevailing: among Chettyar money-lenders
a mofussil CheUyar who wishes to be certain that he will have at his
_ during the course of the year enough capita I to meet the requirements
" 'ness employs a Chettyar in Rangoon as his adathi. The adathi
.- to provide witl:Un a stated limit the capif.al necessary to meet the
~_ts of his mofussil constituent For this accommodation the adathi
!,agreed sum for his remuneration <lnd int erest at the current Chetty rate.
"aiM supplies capital in excess of the agreed limit, he ma~ charge a
itnre of interest. As and when the mofussil Chettyar requires capital he
his ada/hi to procure the required sum for him, and the adalhi either
the money out of his own· resources or obtains it from one or other of
rs of the Chettyaj-·community in Rangoon.
that, apart fr0111 usage or estoppel, the adathi had no implied
':y to bind his priIi.cipal by contracting loans to ·an unlimited extent witt!instructions.in that behalf from his constituent.

~(:lark (with him Venkatram) for the·appellant.

~. M. Cowasjee

lRay
'1iP'··

for· the first respondent.
for the third respondent.··
.

~~

~PAGE, C.J.~This appeal must ·be allowed.
my opinion this is a plain case, and but for
.... fact that Maung· Ba:. J. passed· a .decree in favo~r
the plaintiff against the. appellanf firm I should
thought that there was no doubt either in law
}-in fact that the:·suitas against K.S.R.M. ought to
been dismissed.
:ir~t A~P~~~ No. 177 6f 1931 from the judgment of th~s Court on the
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The suit was brought by .the· first respondent
against the appellant K.S.RM. fOf money lent. In
FIRM
the alternative a like sum was claimed against the
A.T~K.P. second respondent N.P.A.K and the third respondent,
C~E~AR who was a servant and agent of the second respon-·
FIRM.
dent, for money had and received to the first
PAGE, c.r.
respondent's use, or for damages for fraudulent
misrepresentation or breach of warranty of authority..
At the trial· the learned trial Judge dismissed the
suit as . against the third respondent, but passed a
decree in favour of the plaintiff. against both the
appellants, K.S.R.M. and the respondent N.P.A.K. I
confess with all respect,. that I find some difficulty
in understanding upon. what principle or basis such a
decree could have been passed. Indeed, Mr. Cowasjee.
who appeared for the first respondent has rightly and
properly conceded that a decree . in favour of his
client. jointly and' severally against K.S.RM. and'
N.P.A.K. cannot be sustained. And the reason is
clear. A decree in favour of the plaintiff against
K.S.RM. firm must proceed upon the footing that·
N.P.A.K firm had authority from K.S.RM. firm to
borrow the sum in question on K.S.R.M.'s behal£ j
while a decree against N.P.A.K must proceed upon
the ground that when purporting to borrow the sum
in suit from the first respondent for and on behalf
of KS.R.M., N.P.A.K. had no authority from K.S.RM.
to. contract the loan. Further, a decree.in the form
in which it. was passed was not sought by the first
t:espondent in hjs claim, in which relief was claimed
against K.S.R.M. or in the alternative against· N.P.A.R.·
and Vyravan Chettyar.
The material facts, except as to the' alleged. trade
usage, are few and not seriously in dispute. it appears
that a system known as theadathi system prevail~
among Chettyar money-lenders in Burma which' is~

.~~~:rI~~·

<
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Iwed when Chettyars in the mofussil obtain loans
Chettyars in Rangoon, and Chettyars in Rangoon·
eet and distribute money on behalf of their
stituents in the mofussil. An agreement in comn form bdween a· principal in the country and
ada/hi in .Rangoon is in use, and at the trial a
ber of ada/hi agreements in common form were
uced in· evidence by the first respondent. In
h agreement the terms are substantially the same.
e cours~ of business is to the following effect: A
ettyar in the mofussil, who wishes. to be certain
.t he will have af his disposal during the course
. the year enough capital to meet the requirements
,,:.- his business, employs a Chettyar in Rangoon as
:- adathi. The ada/hi undertakes to provide within
,= stated· Ilmit the capital necessary to meet the
~uirements b(his inofussil constituent, and for his
Jervices. during the year· the adathi is paid by his
i-rmcipalin
the·
country a fixed sum byway of
L
.
iJemuneration, which varies according to the amount
~ accommodation that the ada/hi undertakes to
. 'Ovide. For such accommodation as molY be required
the principal within thelimit set out in the adathi
eement the· usual current rate among Chettyars· is
~eharged ; . but, if the mofussil constituent requires
ycapital in excess ()f the limit for which the ada/hi
f:undertakes to be responsible, on the additional sums
jithat· he provides the ada/hi is at liberty to charge·
:tinterest in excess of the rates current among the
fChettyars. It was, I think, established conclusively
~by the evidence of the Chettyars at the trial that as
when a mofussil Chettyar requires capital he
~:instructs his adathi to procure the required sum for
ij-him, and the ada/hi either provides the money out
JJ.uf his own resources or obtains it from one or other of
ti,the members of the Chettyar community in·Rangoon.
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the present case, :K.S.R.M., inShwebo fot,
more than ten years had employed as their adathi in'
CHETTIAR
FIRM
Rangoon the second respondent N.P.A.K, and from
v.
time to 'time as 'KS.R.M. required funds N.P.A.K•. '
A.T.KP.
L.S.P.
were instructed to remjt the money to Shwebo.' In
CHETTIAR
FIRM.
1928 Rs. 15,000 was obtained by way of loan by
'PAGE, C.]. KS.RM. from the first respondent, A.T.KP.L.S.P.
Chettyar firm, through thdr adathi N;P.A.K. ,the
normal coUrse of business in such transactions' was; ,
followed in that case, i.e. N.P.A.K., when the loan',
, was contracted, obtaine'd an unsigned promissory note.
from the first respondent, which was forwarded' to
Shwebo, where it was executed on behalf of K.S.R.M.
in favour of the' first respondent. . In Ma,y 192Y'
N.P.A.K was in grave financial embarrassment,ar.d
the managing' partner oftbe finn, Muthia Chettyi't;.' '
was not in Burma. It so happened ~llso that at tha.t
time none of the partners in the appellant firm were
in Shwebo, and the managing partner' Ramanathan: '
Chettyar . a: relative of Muthia Chettyar, was in t4Ji~,
Madras Presidency, the two families residing in the
same village. In these circumstances Muthia Chettyar
'conceived a plan, by which, purporting to act as the
adathi of' K.S.R.M., he hoped to obtain money from
the first respondent, and to misappropriate it to his
'own use or that of his firm. The' scheme' was
simple; and it succe eded on two occasions~ On the
12th of May 1929 ,Muthia Chettyar, sent
telegram
to"his senior assistant Narayan Chettyar in Rangoori
ordering him to obtain a loan on behalf of KS.R.M.
from a Chettyar ; and Narayan, on behalf of. N.P.A.K.,
arid purporting to' act as the adathi of KS.R.M."
approached' the, S.A.A. firm; and 'obtainedfrom' that
firm Rs. 25,000. That sum was then fraudulently ,
misappropriated on the instructions of Muthia Chettyar
either to his oWn use or to that- oL his";firm. Thie,
KS.R.M.

a

I]
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",__ ory note in favour' of S.A.A. in connection
'~this transaction was duly forwarded to Madr~s,
~: it was presented by Laxman Chettyar on
of N.P.A.K to Ramanathan Chettyar for
""" reo Ramariathan signed that promissory note
prcumstances to which. it is unnecessary to refer,
[f;in due course repaid the amount due thereon.
.l>n the 25th of May 1929 a similar transactiun
~.:carried out' under which N.P.A.K, purporting to
the ada/hi 6f KS.R.M., obtained Rs. 25,000
~: .the first respondent.
That sum also was
propriated by Muthia Chettyar, and fraudulently
"' med either to' his own use. or to that of his
'Vhen. the promissory note in respect of that
..,--_etion was presented to Ramanathan in Madras
frefused to sign 'it, and proceeded to Rangoon
jere he interviewed .the managing partner of th~.
':M: respondent firm, Anamalai
.
.Ohettyar, and informed
that N.P.A.K. had no instructions or authority
KS.RJ\1. to contract this loan on their behalf,
that he repudiated any liability in respect of it.
eupon the present suit was filed on the 4th of
mber 1929.
.
.
ci In the pfaint, as I underst:md it, the first resporiflit daimed that in the circumstances therein stated
., loan was. in fact made to KS.R.M. ; but, in the
ative, if it was. fotmd that N.P.A.K. had. no
ority to contract' the loan on KS.R.M.'s behalf,
. plaintiff claimed a like. sum as damages against
~.A.K. and their servant and agent, the third
<TIdent Now,' in order to sDcceedagainst
.R.M. it was incumbent upon. the first respondent
Jrprove that in contracting. the loan N.P.A.K was
jthed with authority from KS;R.M; in that behalf•
.k~is beyond doubt or controversy that no express
.
etions were given by KS.R.M. or received by

ias

.
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L.S.P..

CHETTIAR
FIRM.

PAGE,
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N.P.A.K. authorizing or. instructing N.P.A.K.to·
contract the loan iIi suit
behalf of the appellabt .
firm. The only evidence adduced at the trial in:-'
this connection was that of . Narayan .Chettyar, who .
at· the time wheh the loan was obtained was':
. managing the affairs 6fN.P.A.K in Rangoon, andof
Ramanathan the managing member of the' K.S.R.M: .
firm. The evidence of Narayan Chettyar was to the'
following effect :

on.

II I was aduthal (assistant) in N.P.A.K. firm in Rangoon.
The.
then agent was Muthia Chetlyar. We got Rs. 25,000 from the'
plaintiff firm for the first defendant firm. It was for thavanai (aloan repayable in three or four months) we got the same. Our
principal N.P.A.K. Muthia Chettyar had telegraphed to us .
to take money from the plaintiff firm. N .P.A.K. . was in'
need of money then. First defendant firm had not instructed
us to take the loan~ There were then dealings· on account
between N.P.A.K. and K.S.R.M. At that time N.P.A.K.was
owing within Rs. 40,000 to K.S.R.M. as per the accounts.
Within 15 or 20 days after the said loan N.P.A.K. firm failed. •
We had executed a letter to' the plaintiff firm agreeing to get
an on demand from the first defendant firm. .I also ~ot an oIl
demand form from the plaintiff firm, and sent it.to our
principal. The on demand was not received. . This Rs. :2$,000
was credited in favour of K.S.R.M. in the N.P.A.K. accourit."

The witness fu~iher stated :
II This Rs. 25,000 which we got from the plaintiff firm wa$
utilized for the needs of. the N.P.A.K. firm."

Ramanathan. Chettyar, in his' evidence. denied
that he had. given any instructions. to N.P.A.K tQ
contract the loan in suit. In the. absence of expresS
. instructions, theu-efore, it was necessary that the first
respondent should prove that N.P.A.K. had been
given general authority from KS.R.M. under which,
they would be authorized to obtain this loan' for an.d
on behalf of K.S,R.M. from the first respondent.

In'.
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this general authority the first
pN"Igr2ph 10 of the plaint, set out the
.. die 3lternative aver that according to
of Chettyar money-lenders
L' iirm B liable for the loan raised
ia tile usual cour:>e of business as
Xc- 3 firm, and that the
. . i!lr me act cf their agent
't,,",Iait 3IIltl!i tiIird defendant firms
_.~;;;;;~, '1iiIiIIe ... dIIe repayment of

l~ ]:as;ints:;
t

....eciate the
phinL If the
thiIt the usage
if 2IiI 2gent authorof his business as
liIriRlf of his principal the
RpOlY the loan there was no
r-6ft to pro\-e any cllstom to that
b..- of the land. Further, the
the usage is pleaded is altogether
. .iCY any other intelligible meaning, and
a party whQ relies upon an usage must set
':particularity in his pleading, the usage as
to nothing. Hpwever, as a considerof evidence was called on the one side
co'
other with respect to an alleged usage,
"i£;issoe was framed in that behalf by the learned
_~ it is perhaps desirable that I should say
g about the usage in respect of which the
~'1I3S raised, and the evidence upon which it
~,-',-ght to be proved.
the trial an issue to the following effect was
~_
and determined with respect to usage :
<{
....

'Jf~~:':,.

~~ "'nether

in the business of Chettyar money-lenders in
there is an usage that if A employs B as ndathi the

1933
KS.R.M.
CHETTIAR
FIRM
'11•

A.T.K.P.
L.S.P.
CHETTlAR
FIRM.

-'-'-C.J.

PAGE,
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.latter has general authority" to borrow money on behalf of4
,so as to make A liable for the debt.?"

,CHETTIAR
FIRM
tI.

,A.T.K.P.
L.S.P.
':CHETTIAR
,FIRM.

PAGE, C.J.

That again is,ambiguous"but bom (;1,[ we; LUdJ.
and at the hearing of the appeal the learnedadvo~
cate for the first respondent stated that it was
abundantly clear that, the' mc:aning' of that issue and
the usage which w?-s sought ,to be' established ,'was
.that' if a mofussil Chettyar ,employs' a Rangoon
Chettyar as his adathi the ''Rangoon Chettyar has a
general authority to contract -loans on behalf, of his
,principal from other Chettyars to any am~unt and
without ,any instructIons being received.' in that behalf
from his constituent ,in the mofu$sil. HIs 'a truly
.astonishing coritention; and it any such usage exists
it places an extremely dangerous weapon in the
hands 'of adafhis in Rangoon.
The learned trial Judge found as a fact that no ltsage
of that nature had been proved. In my opinion, no.0n.e
\-vho peruses the evidt::nce in respect of the alleged
usage could doubt that the decision at which ,'the,
learned Judge arrived was correct. It is a mere
platitude to state that witnesses who are called to '
prove an usage generally disprove it, and this case is
.no exception to the geneI;al rule. On behalf' of- the
appellant a number of witnesses were called who stated
that an. adafhi would have no authority to contract a
loan on behalf of his principal unless he had received
-instructions in that behalf, and as I understand' the
burden of the evidence as to the alleged usage whiCh
was adduced on behalf of the first respondent it seems'
to amount to this: The Ch~ttyar community, who are'
Madrasis doing money-lending business in Bm:ma, are
closely inter-connected by ties, of commercial 'an,d
family relationship, and carry <;m business,in;tei'se in'
,the 1110st honest way. It is common groun.d 'that .a'

XII]

such as the one now, under cCinsideration
>arently has never arisen before, and that where an
thi has contracted a loan on behalf of his principal
- act has invariably either been expressly authorized
subsequently ratified by the principal. The
esses, however, were constrained to admit that
question whether in a case where an ada/hi without
etions had contracted a loan on behalf of his
cipal he would thereby create privity of contract
een the principal and the person from whom the
tid had obtained the loan was one that had never
n, and never had. come under consideration, and
. eforeno proof in accordance with the well-settled
of law in connection. with customs and usages
or could be forthcoming.
But the case does not 'rest there. To my mind tl).e
;rJ jsonable inference to
draw from the evidence as to
~~age that was given by the witnesses called on
fehalf of the first respondent, is that where an adathi
.~eement subsists between a mofussil Chettyar and
!Rangoon Chettyar the Rangoon Chettyar normally
!arrOW"S money on behalf· of his mofllssil constituent
upon instructions from the mofussil Chettyar.
>O~1Pther from the· evidence of these witnesses, how~{ , that it sometimes happens that the money market
be '. favourable to· a borrower, and in 'such
stances an adathi may now and then obtain a
without any. instructions or authority in that
f from his mofussil constituent· trusting to
principal to ratify what he has done,· and .so
dential and quixotic are Chettyars in their business
ings among themselves that the mofussil constituent. ,
her the loan contracted in such circumstances
the event turns out to be for the benefit of the
tyar in.the country or not, has in the past
'ably ratified what the adathi has done. Beyond

iatY..
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that,. in my opinion, even the evidence of usage
called on behalf of the first respondent does not -go~' .
It is a long step, however, from' a finding that ..
when on rare occasions '.an adathi has borrowed'
without instructions from his principal tb~ principal
has ,ratified the unauthorized act of the adathi~ to
. a finding that there is an usage among the Chettyar
community that the adathi has a general authority
to bind his principal by contracting loans to
unlimited extent without any instructions in .that
behalf. No such custom was alleged and no such
custom was proved; and I need only add that, .in
my opinion, there was not only ample evidence:to
support the finding of the learriedJudge' upon this
issue of fact, but that i't wq.s the only reasonable
conclusion at which he cOllld> have arrived.
The result is that N.P.A.K. possessed no express.
or implied authority to contract this loan as agent
for and on behalf of K.S~R.M. In the desperate
straits in which the learned advocate for the first
respondent found himself,. with his usual adroitness'
he was able to present to the Court furtherarguments in support of the view that N.P.A.K.had
both express' and implied authority to contract the
loan as agent for K.S.R.M.
As to express authority the learned advocate
referred to the following passage in the evidence of
Anamalai Chettyar:

an

II A month after this loan (in March 1928) I had a talk with
N.P.A.K. Muthia Chettyar and Chidambram Chettyar, the
principal of KS.R.M. in my shop at Rangoon. Muthia introduced Chic1ambram to me and I had a talk with Chic1ambl'am',
Chic1ambram Chettyar told me that N.P.A.K. Muthia Chettyar
was acting as his adathi, that he was getting for him tha~anai
loans, 'and that we could also lend money to him on behiHof
K.S.R.M."
'"
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The learned trial Judge disbelieved the st-ory of
'this conversation that had .been told by Anamalai K.S.R.M.
·CHETTIAR.
Chettyar. No sensible' person in the. circumstances
FIRM
fJ.
could give it credit. It is to be observ~d that at A.T.K:P.
L.S.P.
the time when Anamalai' gave his evidence both CHETTIAR
FIRM.
Chidambram Chettyar and' Muthia Chettyar were
dead, and therefore what Anamalai stated he could PAGE, C.J.
assert without fear of contradiction. It is' next to
be, borne in mind· that at . the time when
Chidambram was asserted by- Anamalai to' have
had. this conversation 'in Rangoon, Chidambram
. was in Madras, for Chidanibram,·· who had been
the managing partner' of K.S:R.M. in Rangoon had
retired in 1927, had returned to Madras, and never
a~ain r~visited' Burma.
. But· the matter does not rest there,. because
is all-important statement upon which. the learned
apvocate relied· as amounting to an express authori~yto N.P.A.K. to' contract this loan, was' never
mentioned to anyone before' Anamalai Chettyar
g~ve . his evidence .at the trial. No mention' of
itis found in the pleadings; no suggestion of
it was made when Anamalai gave evidence before
the District Magistrate, Rangoon, in the proceedings
in. which the first respondent· prosecuted Muthia
•'€hettyar, the agent of N.P.A.K. ; and no' reference
to it is to be found in the correspondence before
trial. It is enough to dispose of the contention that·
by reason of the alleged conversation between
Anamalai and Chidambram in' 1928 in Rangoon
N.p.A.K. had' express authority to contract this
loan for . K~S.R.M. to say that we. do not· believe a
~.word of the story that was told in this connection by'
Anamalai .Chettyar.
The learned advocate" for . the. first respondent
further contended that· in the circumstances' there
2
.
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; J~.s.;R.M.'~.. agyp,t a~tlwri~~d to, qOIltract· th~ lo~nin
c<~;::Rt9~is~t~n~~Q~,jiiaf p~<re,~~bp o~ ;~iicl1't hol~gn~ ;;9~t'~
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i~, is\J:rgecl, " justifi~,s thi~ '.. ccmtention) _Merely'. thjs,'

~;GE .~.J. that it 'is "admittyd,iha{ 1on
sever~J,
occ~siPQs
(:iuri'ng
" _.
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,Jhe .ten '. years in. which _:~.P.A. K. 'pad acted _~sfldri:lhi
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.:of., KS.R.M. N.P.A.K. had contracted loami'onbehaJf
'ofl{.S:R.M-.' witl~ 'm~~bers-of the c''6'~ttyai ~~irtmunity
inRang~on~
Fn?!J], t~at admittedfac;t· the, learned
advpcat~ fO,r tre' :~r~Crespondent ~ontyridyd' that: it
was a.,r~asbmi.ble:;, hifer~nce, for '{he Court' tq ,clraw
." that K.S'.R.M. 'repr~s~nted" to jh~,' first respohqent
that N.P.A.K. had authority Hom' 't1:wm to I::~ntract
the loan in quesliop. t confess 'that'
this.co~~~nti:on
'..
. . . . "\
. appears to me to be,wholl)7 u~,sus~ainable;'andfI1?R~h
pressed the learned advocate for the first ~espond~nt.
could give n Jsatisfactory a:IJ-rswer orexplan?'tiori j to
an analogy which I. put to him i~ this conriectiqn.
I asked. him whether if an agent in Rangoon'was
authorized by his principal on three occasions"t6
buy cast-iron for' him, <;tnd on a fourth occasion the
agent offered to buy cast-iron from a different person,
purporting to act as the agent of the .principal for
whom he had purchased cast-iron on the former
occasions, it would be, reasonable for the Coutt-t6
draw the infere~ce' that' because th,e agent h~d
received instructions to purchase the cast-iron ~m
the previous occasions he must be taken tohave
been'" held out" by his principal as having authority
. in that behalf on the fourth occasion also. In,my
opinion, merely because N.P.A.K. had on previcfus
occasions been instructed to obtain loans on behalf
of K.S.R.M. from mempers o£"the Cn.etfYar>eS)rnm~J}fty
in Rangoon it is impossible to draw the· iriference
.~ .
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~AN,9,Q,9~ §_§RH~_~·

~ ~J

'ftI,on @.,Q-J 1~~~.r~GS~siop. ,~~;1?':1.sJ 9~~ i a15;e,p.to h.a:y,<?

if ~'9tlJ~d' w~tJJ

apP<l:!~?t ,~~tJ;1s>rity fa ';<;:Op.tr~~t" ~
~. ~e4~~f W ~~~~R.,M. But, it' ,~surihec¢ssil.r:Y
''''',,4~~ m~tt~r, 'b~cause ,It ;~~ :of' .the" e~,seii<e
lapt\writy.~~y.~ted by "h~ldipg "O';1lt" ,t~'Ct,t Jhe
tJparly..to :t~~ con~fa~t9y'~'J;~as~~9r 's~c~
"i1'lg opt" ~houl,~ jqa,V,.c ~een l~flduS~d t9.ent~r
,e cqntrfl<rt. NoW, '. so far Jr6tn ' Anamahti
_ ,the man~ging'partner of the 'first respondent
'~~m.,g,inpus~d .t;O grant this )oan to' ·~.S:R.M.
'§e :he ryJie~.upop the' ,i hF?lcllng 01:1t " qf
i~~tl;ieir,age,nt; by;J{.~.R.M'.' not <;>ri1y .is no
"'- raise~ in t~e p,leaclfngs, but ~he ~ase ;f6r
J;~~lwnclentwhich (hascon~ist~ritly ,and
,tly, been: made the fou,ndation ofth~ir cIabu.
~r the amount of thi~' Joan. fnmi: K.S:R.M.,
that Mu~hia ,Ch~ttYftr stated''"'toA-namalai
at the time ,;when'the loan was ';granted
~Jl.A.K. had express instructions, from K.S:R.M. ,
·',*I_.~this loan on :their behaif,. and the conduct
'igfustrespondent. firm is inconsistent with the
of any other position. Mter it had transpired
[J?~~K. had not han;ded over the proceeds of
to K.S.R.M., but had fraudulently misappror~.-it, to their own' use; the first .respondent,
Anamalai Chettyar, filed a complaint against
J-iChetfyar, the agent of N.P.A.K., beft>re the
~;? ~agistrate, Rangoon, under s. 420 of the
f'PenaJ Cpde,' upon the ground that by falsely
:!!~nting that N.P.A.K. had authority from
'" the first respondent had been induced>to
- loan and. to hand over. the" money to'
J . which
but for this false pretence they
,t have done.. How' in the face. 6f the
~[proceedings, th~t. wepc 'launched (i.gainst
l:\~lIettyar'upon the footing' that he' had
>
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cheated the first, respondent by fraudulently ~",rriis
representing
tbat he had authority
ha~fno
-'CHETTIAR'
authority, it can now be contended oil' beihilfof
'FiRM
',' "1;1.
the
firstresponde~t,ejther'that N:P.AJ~;-l1ad
A.T.K.P,.
L.S.P.'
atlthority 'in 'fact 'or thatK.S.R;M."h~ld ,oitt'''
CHETTIAR
FIRM. ,
N.P.A.K. as having such" authprity and ,thereby
induced the 'first, ,respondent· to partwith:,the
PAGE, c.].
money" I confess 'that I am 'utterly at' Joss' to
understand.,
,
" , ," ,
',Tn his complaint before the District Magistrate'
Anamalai Chettyar stated that Muthia Chettyar l1ad
, 'represented to him that Muthia Chettyar had autliority
from; and,had' been instructed by,K.S.R.M.to borrow
'money for and on pehalf of ',KS:R;M., ~tid that
Muthia Chettyar had represented that heh~d'auth()rity.
from KS.R.M. to, bind K.S.R.M. "'in respect '()1
any loan or loans taken' by Muthia Chetfya+/op
behalf of and for the said firm." ,
'J
1933,

;, K.S.RoM:'

wnenhe

a'

[His Lordship set out some of the stateIn~nts' of
Anamalaiin his complaint and in his, examtrt'f,ttion
before the, Court and proceeded as follows:], ,
To my mind it is clear from a perusal of th,t
evidence in this case, and the facts and'circumstance~
disclosed by the evi,dence" that the case fbrUte. firs~
respondent was not, founded upon any', usage OJ
" holding out 'I by K.S.R.M. of N.p.A.K. astheiJ
agent authorized to contract th~ loan, ~ but, so' far ~
K.S.R.M. i's concerned; upon the' footiIigtl:1~t expresi
instructions to borrow this sum had beeri>:receivec
by N.P.A.K. ·fromK.S.R.M., or in the alternati:Ve, i
no instructions had been' given authorizing N:P;A.K
to contract this loan on behalf of KS.R.lVI., UPo!
the ground that the first respondent firm'h.ad' beer
cheited byN.P.A.K., who, through their agent, hac
falsely' and fraudulently represented to the : firs

~:X!I]
~~t~;-,

dent that N.P.A.K had instructions from
M. to contract the loan t and having been
to part with their money by that false and
ent representation, they were entitled to recover
N.P.A.K. and the agent of N.P.A.K who
the false and fraudulent representation to them
-.ch they acted. in grapting the loan. For
,,,,:reasons I am of opinion that this is a plain
I1jmich presents no difficulty. It turns on issues
and not of law.
regards the appellant· KS. R.M. in my opinion t
- fails. N.P.A.K., the second respondent,
whom a decree was passed in favour of the
respondent, has riot appealed, and as against
~t the decree· will stand. The result is that the
- .",of K.S.R.M. succeeds, the decree of the
•. Court in favour of the first respondent as
the appellant KS. R.M. is set aside, and the
as against the appellant dismissed.
·e appellant is entitled to an order for costs in
.;-Courts from the first respondent. As regards
respondent, it is stated on behalf of the
t that he has been made a respondent in
peal but that he claims. no relief as against
these proceedings. Tbe third respondent is
.... to his costs of the appeal from the appellant.
<-nk that in the trial Court the appellant was
not only to the general costs of the suit,·
a special fee of ten gold mohurs a day.
~~'

..
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K.S,R.M•.
CHETTlAR·
FIRM

v.

A.T.K.P:
L.S.P.
CHETTIAR
FIRM.
PAGE,
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P~TNALOO ~PPALSWAMY
'1/.

E. MOOSALAYA.*
.

H.indu

law~Wzdo'l# from

.

Madr,as"7P'Q'IPer of adoption'"7"(;onse1:ltojsa.Pi~d~S7"
No' sapindas li'lli1/1{.
.
.

-1\ Hi.n,du wiei,ow comwg from ~ad;~as.hils.l?o:wer tp, adopt~s.Ol}w;i:th tIu
consent of her deceased husband's sapindas' tmless there is some' expres~
p~ohil;ition by the h{\sband. ' . .
.
......
.
Sri Balusu v. Sri Ball/su, I.L.R.22 Mad. '398-referred, to.
Suc~ consent i,~" noi: neOe,s,sary when there a.t;e· no, sapbr4a;s livi.\1g. at .tl1l.e
ti~e of ~h,e adoption;.
Kris,tJzayya v. Lakshmipathi, I.L.R.43 ~ad. ·650-:,t:eferredfo·.
,J,

.,.

";"

•.

]aganathan for the
.Ta in be

fo~ th~

"..

•

. . ,

' . '

a~.pella;nt:

respori,ql.@}\.

J.-In

thisqa,se th,e appella~t, claiming t9:
be. the adopted son ,of Patnaloo' A-ppalswitnyan;~
Patnaloo Ramanct, applies for Lettyrs o~ Adrrii~istr~Jion
~o tp.e estate left by Patnqloo Ramana.,
.
It appears th~t Pat.n<;tloo App<\lswctmy q.ied abqy'~
15 yealis, ago, that his w:ife, Patnaloo Ramana, ~ft~r
l.1is de~th, ac\~pted the, :;tppellant, and. . t~at slW d~ed
r~cently, leavi1J.g s;ome estate.
Th~ District Ju,dge has found that the: appell~gt
was adopted by Patnaloo Ramana, but that she did
not obtain the consent of any other person, and that
in Burma there is no custom having the force of
law allowing an tmauthorized adoption by a Hindu
widow.
.
DAS,

* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 239 of 1932.
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: 1ir$tquestion
to - consider
is whether
a' Hindu
t, --.
•
"
:
..
,_~oJ" coming from the Madr.as Presidency can
<~>..
,--, ' ',' ,
,,- , "
,
~311& the de,ath of Jher husband; and", 1£ so, IS
, ' ~ to 'obtain anyone's consent 'bdore she
~-:-.--

~

~.~.

~'

J ."
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,
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PATNALOO

ApPAJ>S.WAIlY

, 'V~'"
E. MOOSALAY-A.
DAS,

~ps

of" the Privy Council ,in the
Gurulingaswami v. Sri Balusu
mid . others (1), laid down th~

it is esbblisbed, as

the

learned

Judge

" sIiI:Ns. that. unless there is some express

"d.e Iwasbaod, ,the

wife's power,

at least with

_., hi in cises when that is required,' is

.-;1im-::Of tKe
•

husband. That is certainly the'
jf:-;~ to theiC Lordships most' ccii1sistent'
f·

',",

.",.1 . .

"1.

,', this ,case there is .nothing to show that as
the community to which the plaintiff
',~ the consent of the sapindas is necessary'.
''''rtiNet, if the' consent "of thesapindas'was

_,lIss&f

before the widow could' validly adopt/
to show' fhat, the'
....
'....
. .::" ::. .".
".. ",' :
. ' , .
~ d had, any, sapindas living at the time wheri
,,_ adopted the phtintiff.So, even if the consent
.,I,the sapindas were necessary before the widow
"""'old 'ad<;>pt, such consent cannot, be necessary,
~eIi' there are no sapil1das living, and I. am quite',
~r that" 'a, •widow, in sl1ch, circumstances has' the
ame powers to adopt as her husband had i~ his
~ ;is "'no I evi'dertce' before' tis

_f:~~-:r...

~;. ~

" .• -.

~-bme

~

. t ....

.

,

•..

• .

, I agree with the learneJ Judge that the appellant
,,-<had, as';',{ m~tter of 'fact; been adopted 'J::,Y. the
~;twidow."'Tha(Q'eing so, the adopti9n of the appelliril'
p' m~st' "be Jc1ns'ide'i°ed
be valid, and tIle' appelhint'
.. ..;

:'; .. -.

.. .. ··l···"_~!i,,~

to-

"

..

f;S'

.I·~.:

II) (1898) I.L.R. 22 Mad. 398, at p. 408.
. i "'-.:

~ ~
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will be the sale heir. ofPatrialoo Ramana; a:nd,as.·~
such, entitled to Letters· of Administration.,'
.
PATNALOO
ApPALSWAMY
The
order
of
the
District
COllrt
is
set
aside;
V.
E. MOOSA- the
Letters of Administration granted to the
LAYA.
.respondent will be revoked, and Letters of Adminis:·
DAS, J.
tration will be granted to the appellant on his giving
the usual security. 'He will' get his costs, three golcL.
mohurs, from' the respondent in each Court-.
1933

DUNKLEY, J,-,. lam of the same opinion' .as"my,learned brother a l1 d agree that this appeal must
succeed.' It is admitted that the deceased Rarriana
under her personal law had power to adopt a son
with the consent of her. husband's sapindas; but it,'
has been held by their Lordships of 'the Privy
Council in. the case of Kristnayya v; Lakshmipathi
that this. consent
.'~

-til'

"does not mean that the consent of a Ilear saPinda . who is
incapable of forming a judgment on the matter, such as· a mih9~
or a lunatic, is either sufficient or necessary j nor does it excludri:
the view that,wher.e a near relative' is clearly prov'edto be,
actuated by corrupt or' malicious motives; his dissent may" be
disregarded. Nor does it contemplate cases where the nearest:
sapinda happens to be in a distant country; and it is imp OS"
sible WjthOllt great difficulty to obtain his consent, or where he
is a .convict or suffering a term of imprisonment."

It is a plain corollary of this decision that, where::
there ate no sapindas' of' her deceased husband living:
at the time of the adoption, the widow has" an
unrestricted power to adopt. Now, ifl the respon~
dynt's cross-application for Letters of Admiriistration,
in this case he gave. the relatives of the deceased" at.
the time of her death· as a grand-daughter and
himself. He is the. son-in-law. Consequently,.on.
his own showing, there were no sapindas' 6f the:
(1) (1920) I.L.R. 43 Mad. 650, at p~ 654.
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's husband living at the- time of her death.

in 19ttJ when the deceased Ramana
in the District Court of Amherst for Letters
-nistration . to her husband's -estate (Miscel~_ - Case No. 1Q4A of 1929), she said that the
lielatives of her husband surviving him were her~
e widow, and - the grand-daughter mentioned
respondent in his -application - this case.

PATNALOO
ApPALSWAMY

_v.

E; -MOOSALAYA.
DUNKLEY,};

in

ORIGINAL CIVIL.
:, BCjore Mr. Justice Cunliffe.
1933,

LLOYDS BANK,_LTD.

v.
IE ADMINISTRATOR-GENERAL OF BURMA.*
t*ke-Money paid under a mistake of fact when recoverable-Banker's
- '·lien-Partlcular and general lien-No lim over one's own property-Trust -'moneys-Set off.
H. a Rangoon rice merchant, bought large quantities of rice in_ Burma,

He

shipped them to Germany for a German firm.
was_ financed inbusiilc$s by -the plaintiff Bank which provided H with all overdraft·
lunt on which he drew cheques. As security the Bank obtained certain
w_.'iiIocnments from H under which the Bank possessed a lien overall the
~-.~ that was purchased. When the rice was loaded on -~hartered vessels
f:;l1 presented to the Bank the shipping- documents which included_ bills
t;,;Cif:Ja<ijng, invoices and bills of exchange. These bills were in sterling;
~S'1IsiaaIi:y payable at 90 days' sight, and their acceptance was guaranteed by
~l:a London house. The Bank bought these bills from H at an agreed
~L_ of -exchange, and credited the- price to the overdraft aecountof -H:.
~:'1beSe bills not only-;;included the actual value of the rice. but, unkno';'n
~?tO the Bank, also the-Commission; brokerage and profit of H. H, however,
~:-::lIad not utilized the - proceeds of every -cheque that he drew -against his·
~:':oVerdraft for. the purchase of rice, with the result that on his death the
~tBank discovered tbat:while the overdraft _amounted to nearly 15 lakhs·
~-, _ rupees the stocks of -rice paid for a~ounted to about 8 lakhs only, and
~:;-: there was a large stock unpaid for in existence. It was in the interest of
;~: all parties to ship the rice without delay. The estate of H was placed in
;;.~

* Civil Regular Suit No. 529 of 1932..

. July 13.-
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the, han?s of ,the Admi~istrato~-Gene,ral, and. he by,' an arran~emenf',with
~~,.:.~
thtrBank' hacf asecond'b\·erdi-litt· atcoUI'!t 6penediri his~jfav6ur; ':Tlie"sarne"
B~t°1[~~i>. procedure in the case of, H ,was foUoWedwitli.~theresU1t that all., ~e' .
9~t,1~~ ripe ,was: shipped,: the new overar.aft account; amoun.ting to about '
T~E.
13 hlkhs; was settled, and H'sover'dt~ftr-eduC'ed:hy"about 8 '1;ikhs: Thd"
, AD?11~ts- Administrator-General treated the Baillras'im ordinarycreCiitor as regards
TRA','oR-'
'
,
, "
'
GENERAL OF the unsecured port!on. of H's, 'overdrflft, a,:d,paid,th~ Ban~ , with,other
Bu!iMi.' "unsecured creditors two, dividends of twoannaseach, in the rupee. He
,
thehdiscovered' tflat the biiIHor'exchaftge 'in::lud'ecl' cotnmission, brokerage'
and the profits of ,H, and cfaiming these on behalf of ,the" estate "he
deducted them as moneyspai4 . under a mistake from'thethirddtvideild
paid to the Bank.' The Bank sued 'n;'~"Administtatoi-GeneraJ'fottliea~ounf,(
contending that the moneys could u'ot be ~ecovered by the Adritinistiator~
General on the ground of mistake, that' the Bank ,had a shipping lien on
the amount or had, in the alternative, the general banker's lien thereon., ' ,

as

Held, (Ii that money honestly paid iJYa mislake of fact could be
recovered' back, although th~"pers01t( payihg it'did not avail himself of
,
'
,
means of knowledge which he possessed.
Home and Colonial Insurance' Cdinpi:my v. London Guarantee and,Accide1/t
Company, 45 T.L.R. 134; lmper-ial Bank of. Canada v. Ba1i~ or Hamilton,
, (1903) A.C. 49 ; Kellyv:Solari;9";M. & W. 54.:,:..jollowed.
(2) ,that if' the person •P~Yi~g ,had a duty to give the payee so~e
information as, regards the payment; "or had been, estopped , and. the payee,
had altered his position' t6 his' detriment by parting "with the money;: the
person' paying coutd not recover it back.
' ,
'\ D'eftYscne
"ti,;nli~. BeW"to, (1895) 1. C.C. 123 ; Holt v. Markham, (1923)
-.
•.
.
.J..,
. ' . _.'
. . . . ..' . -,.'"
"...'..
'.
..
1 K.B.!). 504;Skjring V. Greenwood, 4 B. & C; 2'd2":'::i'efe,:edtlJ: "
.
(3) that in the circumstances of the case the Administrator"General 'w~s
entitled to claim the amount. representing the brokerage,com~ission, and , '
profits left in the Bank's hands by reason of a -mist?-ke of fact, and there,
was nothing' int)le position or conduct of the Administrafor-G"eIleral
disqualifying him from recoverinj:( the amount.
(4) that according to the course of dealing between the' patties the
Bank acquired a lien over the stock of rice and the shipping docUlTients
but not over the bills of exchange. These were, the ,property of the B~nIi:
by purchase, and a person cannot be' said to have alien over hi,!j own
property.
. . , ',<'
(5) that the Administrator-General dealt with the Bank in respect of,
money <#ained and placedwlth the Bank in'a fiduciary, capaCity;' That
the profits inade by' the Aciministrator-Genetalbelori~~tothe general body"
of H's creditors~ That by a mutual 'error of thi'parliesa ';pdrtion' b~
these profits were placed in the 'old overdraft account, but that -the error ,
did not entitle the Bank to claim a' gen~ral' lien 'such '3:81 they had ovet
H's money in his'life"time. Money 'in 'a fnlstee'account'at a BaiJk"'~n'ot'
be setoff, aj:(ainst deb~soi1 a privateaccouht 'inilie trust~e'S nallie." '"",' 1.,.
~

-~'...

v

Bank oj New ISouth' Wales ~ G.tt. ' Butter Co;, (1902)' A.C. 543 ;
lo/tes"v.Pepp~rcdht.'11oh. 436; Ex j'iirte" Kingsl61i, 6' chYKp.' Q32i ; In %,
London and Globe Fi!liznc~, Ccrrpora.tiQfi.; '(19021~',"qh. '416:;"';rejert'ell to......· .
.r'~

~.;

',.1"

.'-'/'.

"":i-;,:'", "", .(;;":'.1.::);1~

i. ·':.Y

.

~<?,o~. ·~,~RJ:E§:.'

~i}

,;oj',} for th~ p~"il1;t~~~. Th,y ~n,}.9J~A~ c1aiin~si
·' •.
by tl;1y,
.,- ~ucted
.,. . , . .
.' ' defendant
.,.
.,.
" £r9m a divid~n;d
'.
,'..
W theplajIitif!~ on ~h,e gr<;>,ulfd: that \1e

19.3.3 '.
i,WYD$,'

13 • "L"T

~~~:, 1>.
~",..-iously, ~l1owed pla,;~t;l;ti.ffs to ta~e cr~di~ fc;>~ 'A;~:I~
1B.lder a mist~k~: of(~,~t. " AfteJ; th~, sle.'\th G:::;~~~F

In

'~ee,

the plalIlhffs ' £ina,~ced the shlpments
;t,r'"tbat wer y outstand,in:g, and the defendant
,u_entyd H;a,madanee's ystate Cl:gree~ to tb;e
"lIPlying.tl;le su,:t:plus proceeds of each ship·~m reduction 9£' Hamadanee's overdraft aC~C;>I:W.~
~e~.

~

.

_~,

since t':'<ln,~p~17ed that tl;J.e procf?eds in,ch~9:es\
.y the value of the rice b,ut alsp commAss,i.9M
brokerage. AC90.rdi;rlg. to the defen:danrt the
... W¥, 9ply ynti;tl¢c\ ~9 tb,~ proce:ed.s of the r~,C;y"
"of t9 ~he c9mm,i~~~9.l;~ a,~<;l \:>,roker~ge i.nc111qe.~
pe invoige vall\e.s pi':tyable 1?y the c~1?-,s~gI1;ee.., l~
'" ~pre,sent~9; to the plainti(fs' that tlley. cowd ta:~e.
it (or the fu!.l' proceed.s of ea;ch s?iP,w~nt, <los!.'
_.>~ on that too!iJ;lg· th.at the Ba:n~ cop:tinu:ed to
~ce JJ;loney.' The defendatl;t cannc;>,t now resUe
~ tha,t atr.angement. Moreover, th.~ shippmg liyu,s
~~d by. theqe(eJidan~ before eac~ .sl1ipment
the plaintiffs a .lien not only over the rice but
I~ over the ,shipping, documents. The inten,~ion
l~ly, was that the' Bank should have a lien on the
invoice value. "
" '
'
<

-~.

"

.

"

.e

r

~f Clark for the defendant. 1;he. plaintiffs we~e opt
~~~ped to the surI?\~s pro~eedsof the s,J,lipme.nts 'it\
~ f~ as they ~nclud~4 commissio.n, '1:>ro~~~a.g~· qr
~.Piofit. At the date of the death of Hamadanee the
~pb.i~tiffs had a lien o\:er the stocks of ricep.~rchased
;;JJy him, and after shipment they were not entitled
anythi~.g more than the proceeds of the, sale of
~.fhe rice. . Co~m:ission"b~~ker.a.gea.J;ld p;ofii' belonged

fk:t
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the defendant' as administrator of the' deceasedig;.
estate, and were not subject to the' plaintiff's lien>
The defendant allowed those amounts to be applied
in reduction of Hamadanee's overdraft account by'
mistake.
They represented moneys paid by the
defendant t.o the plaintiffs by mistake, and are' recover~ .
able under. the provision. of s. 72 of' the Contract
Act. Kelly v. Solari (1) ; R. E. Jones, Limitedvr
fFaring & Gillow, Limited (2); 'Imperial Batzk of·
Canada v. Bank of Hamilton (3);
The defendant is not estopped from securing the'
repayment of those amounts. Skyring v. Greenw'()od (4);,
and Holt v.Markham (5) are distinguishable.,
The plaintiffs' lien was over the stocks office,_
and that lien ceased when: the rice was shipped. AS'
against the estate of Hamadanee the plaintiffs were
never entitled to credit the account of the deceased .
with more than the proceeds of the sale of the rice
which was in stock at the date of his death. A
banker's lien does not' operate to entitle the Banker to
credit A's overdraft account with . funds available in
B's account. Ex parte Kingston: In rc Gross (6);.
The plaintiffs could not apply moneys from defendant's:· .
account in reduction of the deficit in the deceased's
account.
Paget in reply. A mistake, to entitle a pitrty to
relief, must l5e a mistake as to the substance of the .
agreement. It must be not only a material error;
but one that affects. the substance of' the whoIEl.·
consideration. Kennedy v. Panama Mail Company (7).
There was' no such mistake here, and the substance
.

(1) 9 M. & W. 54.
(4) 4 B. & C. 282.
(21 (1926) A.C. 670.
(5) (1923) 1 KB. 504.
(3) (1903) A.C. 49.
(6) 6 Ch. App. 632.
(7) (1867). L.R. 2 Q;B. 580.
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-of the agreement was that.the defendant should do. 1933
:business with the
Bank on the same .basis
as Hama- B'!;LOYLDS
.
.
ANK
TD·
-danee had done. During Hamadanee's life-time the'll: .
Bank appropriated the commission and' brokerage A~~~IS{neluded in the invoices. without protest.
.
. ' GE~~:~R;F"
In respect of the lien the position was that the BURMA•
.:Bank bought the billS' of C'-Kchange (not the actual
-'shipments), and had an ordinary bankers' lien over
_the latter. The defendant agreed to the- Bank appro;priating the full amount ·of -each shipment, subject
,only to establishing a valid lien, and the validity of
ihe lien was admitted. The -lien extended to the
-full invoice value of each' shipment which'the Bank
was entitled to receive from the consignees before
:parting with the shipping documents. -.
In any event the defendant cannot be entitled to
.the whole of the commission and bf0kerage included
:in the invoices. The plaintiffs made fresh advances
to the .defendant to enable him to complete the
shipments, amounting to Rs. 13 lakhs. The total
.amount received by the plaintiffs from the shipments
was Rs. 22 lakhs; and only the difference of Rs. 9
lakhs has been credited to Hamadanee's overdraft
,account. .The defendant in any event can only be
commission and brokerage on Rs. 9lakhs,
-entitled
- because the comm~ssion and' brokerage on Rs. 13
lakhs ,is included in the Rs. 13 lakhs credited to the
-defendant's account against the fresh a'dvances made
by the Bank.
- Bank of New South Wales v. The G. V. Butter
Co; (1) -ahd {n ore London and, Globe Finance
Corporation (2).
--

to

J.-This is a troublesome case which
has been 'very well argued on both sides. The"
CUNLIFFE,

(1) (1902) A.C. 550.

(2) (1902) 2 Ch.416.
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:Bcirlk. .They -~cl~ifua -deere~·fo'I'~'

Its.-1b;681-810' tromt the'AtlminisfrcttorLGeneml, i Bur.ma~

ahdalsba'dedamtiOtl ,that 'theyare:entitledt6:be
pard'their share 6f 2 fUrther dividends 'inful1:';Ul1U'
AIl1!f,IN~S
·:rIMT~
without
any 'deduction ~iri !respecF:ofthe 'eState'o£trr~
!N)J;~LOF
:l~te
Hoo;saih
Hamadariee.
. .'
BURMA.
~UNLIFFE. J.
The "deceased lHafuatlanee was a-wel1:..known fi'gt!lte, '.' .
lin . the cbinmerdal citclesbf 'Rangoon. ' .'. He .~ was
flrl3:'nced 'in his' rice 'business by several :Banks::
Appearing as a principal, he was ,in reaTity the nominee' .
~nd agent of a German .firincarryrrigon: ·b.usiness 'at
)3remen arid Hamburg "urider' the 'name:. of Rudolph
Me'yerk'ortarid ,CQmpanY.': As far"as' this' case'
c:oncerned, the 'mariner' in' which' Hainadanee tFad~d ..
was as foliows :
.
' . '. . .' / .
He: ptirchasedrice 'in BUima 'with: the 'assistance
:o£' a' German' gentleman 'by ithe ·'name of !luchfirtg•.
:Mr.Huchtirigwas a partner in'Meyerkortand Compt;tIiy.:·
The rice was bought by' means .of' finance supplied
by'Lloyds Bank. The Bank' provided Hamadanee:'
with an overdraft accounCon which he drew chequ·es.
As security for this overdraft he signed a' promissory
note. Collaterally, he. also signed a continuation
bond and from time to time documents known as packing credits or shipping liens giving the Bank.a .
charge over the stocks of rice as they were purchased.
Meyerkort and Company chartered vessels to carry ..
the rice from Burma. They were .the coilsigne~s of'
the rice. They also arranged for the insurance' of'
the cargoes when shipped. Hamadanee himself loaded.
the rice and ~fterwards presented himself at the. B~nk .
with the appropriate shipping documents in his
possession. These included bills of .lading invoices
aI)d bills of exchange.
.
. Meyerkort and Company, as further security to.
the Bank, opened :confirmed of· irrevocable .covering.
r/P."

1j;;,I;~lt,

'is. .
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credits !c wifh .' 6iie~f ,the':'lirge "accepting 'li6hses in
~3
··'tond6n. ";'Th~se;' credits, \~'ere .t:eleg~apned'but ·frohl .,,/iq~~
tlme"fo'titrie"'lo,i the j'Ba.nk ;in RaiI'g6bh." They 'were B~~LTD.,
h'l' H':iirl~~ahee's " riame ,d and the bins' of 'excha.b.~e;gp~is
.,:"e,re,.df~w~ ~y h~~ ~gainst the {'credits in 'Hivour of ~E~~~F'
Lloyds Bank or order.
.
.
:a~MA~
: The v~dous 'aOcumetfts"-W'ete' then'sd'.ititii~ed'ihY ·Cht-:LiFFi;r.
the ,I Bank's 'agent,d'and on being;' satisfied "that" the . '
documents 'were' in order,'he bought the bills' of
,exchange from Hamadanee "on the Bank's behalf.
':Th~ "bins "Yvere sfedihg-' drafts. ' They' were! usually at
,'90' days' i srght. 'The'Ba'Iik ' paid; for' tJ:l'e'm' on ,2 a
"dr~coun:f basis' '\ n nipees.
'
:,The'ma~ner: in which fi1e"ptitewas' fixed had
>been previously arringed', between' Hamadanee'a'nd
i,:Jhe Bank's agent by means of a forward exchange
~'coniract. .'When : this had been done 'the' :Bank
credited Hamadanee's,overdraft account, with the
price thus paid.
'
One of the ' curious features of the arrangement
'-was that, for the ,convenience of Hamadanee and his
, priri~ipals in' Germany, the invoice totals and, the
"totals of the hills of exchaIl'ge (which, of course,
, tallied) were not drawn for the' actual value of the
'rice,', but included Hamadanee's Lo.b. charges, his
',' commission at' one per cent, his brokerage and his
'prof1't ,One· is familiar with the class of contracts
which busin~ssmen denominate c.i.f.c.i., but these
contracts can be roughly described as f.o.b.c.i.
The' completion of'the business by the presentation of the bills to the accepting bouse,the receipt
'of the rice in (jermany, the crediting of LloydsBank,
Rangoon's account" on Lloyds" Bank, London with
the' proceeds <;>f the' bills, and the recrediting of
Lloyds Bank, Rangoon in Indian currency need not
be, discussed further. The confirmed credits with
~~, '.

.
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the London houses were, it is needless to say,
never· dishonoured and when Lloyds Bank, Rangoon
v.
were
in possession of the Rangoon bills of exchange;
THE
\DMINISbacked by these credits, they .appeared to be in an
TRATORabsolutely
safe position. ' .
:NERAL OF
BURMA.
It will be further ?bserved that once rice was·
ONLIFFE, J. actually bought, the Bank's position, as far as their
overdraft was concerned, should also have been
secure, as their packing credit· protected them hom
any conversion of stocks.
Such then was the business between Lloyds Bank, .
. Hamadanee and the Germans. On the 13th of April
1928, Hamadanee's overdraft ·withLloyds amounted
to very . nearly 15 lakhs. On. that' date . he died
suddenly. As a result,. the true position revealed
itself.
. ' .
Unfortunately for the Bank, their system was nqt
without its defects. There appears to have' been ho
real supervision not even the fallible check of qelivery
orders, either provided for in the scheme, orunder~
taken on behalf of the Bank, under· .which the
proceeds of each cheque· which .Hamadanee .drew .
against his overdraft were devoted to the purchase
of rice.
It was quickly discovered that, whereas his overdraft at his death stood at the round figure I have
mentioned, the stocks of rice which he had paid
for amounted only to about 8 1akhs, although
there were considerable unpaid for stocks in
existence. In short Hamadanee had swindled the.'
. Bank. The position was complicated by . the fact
that chartered steamers Were ready to load, and
unless they sailed within the time pr9pos~d by their
charterers they would be kept at the port of loading
by neap tides and large sums in d~mutrage. would
. have to be paid by the charterers.
~LOYDS
~NK, ~TO.
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In addition, the 8 !akhs wortnof rice which had
1933
.... paid for by Hamadanee were not sufficient to LLOYDS
,,': the ship's space. It .became necessary, therefore, BAN~.LTD~
,~ someone to undertake the affairs of Hamadanee's A~~:IS
e both in the interests of the Germans and the G::::~~-OF
and in the interests of the estate itself, to BURMA.
/, ent suits claiming da~ages for breach of contract CUN~I;;E, I.
.~,~rou rt................
".
, /lftet:'Qonsultati~~:n the. lawyers appearing
the"Birik, ..alt<!·· for. th.(( ,heI~i-Bamadanee and
". Huchting ancf'the'ag-eU1.,,-of 'th¢"'bloyds Bank, an
I>lication was made to th~"''G-Qurti;,jo'''appoint the
~, iunistrator-General, Burma; then,.~\1:r. J,""Hormusr..". C.LE., to undertake the manage~ent' of ,,the
)ate. Mr. Hormusjee, who at that titu.e_.:-happene(i'
"
"
"
I- be away on his holiday
up-country,
on histe:'~rn;,~ ,
~_ not particularly anxious to come to the rescue
f the estate' by taking the rice business. He was,
'ever, persuaded that this was, in fact, in the
... :e's best interests; and an undertaking in writing
given to him by, the legal advisers of Lloyds
that neither he nor Government should be
responsible for any loss which might occur.
'Ii: He thereupon consulted the agent of Lloyds Bank
,~ c<:msented to ship the rice that was paid for and
"'Ike further payments for rice on another overdraft
~bvided by the Bank. For this purpose he appointed
i. Huchtlng his agent and a second overdraft
i:ount was opened in favour of the Administrator'\ueral for the purpose of completing Hamadanee's
~~tandings; That overdraft eventually amounted to
J)akhs.
~•. Exactly the same procedure was adopted by, the
,. -nistrator-Ceneral with regard to shipping
ents as had been followed by Hamadanee, and
',ces and bills of lading were made .out on the
3
':C
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same ·ba.sis as. before. As a ~esu~t ~fthese transa~tio.:~s~
the busmess between the Admmlstrator-GeneraLan
. .
. ...
. ~. .
v.
the B?-nk was completed by the 13 lakhs overdr f
being squared and Hamadanee's original over
G::~~~~
reduced by the sum of about 8 lakhs, represb.ng
BURMA.
the rice paid for in his life-time and shipped y/th:e
CUN~E, J. Administr:ator-Gener8I. The8lakhs in quest' n*~te
naturally claimed by the Bank . by virtue: ·9f:~~elr
shipping lien; and although the matterw . :·Hispllted
.for some time, tI:~ A~ri1inistrator-General. finany
allowed the Bank';slieh with regard to this amount:
In addition, lh9we\ter, to owing Lloyds Bank ··on
his overdraft,q;hd ·aJ&o, it may be mentioned, owing
an overdraft
the Netherlands Bank, Rangoon,there
were. a num'oer 01· other creditors of ·Hamadanee's
... :e·st~te. . 1;f{e·· attit~dethat the. Administrator-General
took up/'-i.vith regard to Lloyds Bank wastha:t as .far
as th,97unsecured portion of Hamadanee's overdr~~t
was concerned they must inevitably rank as ordinary
creditors.
The Administrator~General subsequently paid two
dividends to the unsecured creditors; both of two
annas in the rupee. Lloyds Bank were paid proportionately in these dividends.
.
Meanwhile Mr. Huchting, the representative· of
.Meyerkort and Company had returned to Europe
and, after investigation of the accounts the Admirtistra:tor-General became aware that the bills of exchange
and the invoices were draw~ for the totals which
included the commission, brokerage, profit and f.o.b.
charges to which referen:ce has ·already been madt(.:.
The position which he then took up was that the
Bank was not entitled toth1s surplus, .either upon
the 8 lakhs rice which had. been paid for before
Hamadanee's death, or upon the rice purchased by
means of the finance advanced in the Administrator1933
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1933
's overdraft. He took the view that the lien
'-,_ .the Bank held on the stocks of rice purchased LLOYDS
B.-\~K, LTD.
fby the deceased and by himself extended merely
'II.
THE
value when shipped and did not cover the ADMINIScharges earned. by Hamadanee or by himself. . GENERAL OF
pon further consideration, however, he agr~ed 13!.jl~~!A.
'P the claims to the f.o. b. charges; but he CUNLIFFE. J.
his claim to the rest of his services. Appli-'
was made to L1oydsBa~k to return the sum
~Rs, 20,000 mentioned in the plaint. The Bank
to repay, and thereupon the Administratordeducted this sum from a third dividend
to the Bank.
tIt is contended on behalf of the Administrator-'
ireraI that the making out of the invoice and
of exchange' totals to include commission,
:erage and profit and permitting such surplus
__ to remain in the hands of the Bank was
~~\lalent to paying money over to the Bank on
"istake of fact.
.
~"For the Bank. it is argued. that there was no
e or if there was it was of such a nature
the Administrator-General is disentitled to
er anything. The Bank also resists the contenof the defendant on l:he ground. -chaL it lJ
cted by the terms of its shipping lien; or
ativ~ly by the general Banker's lien;
and,
, it is said on behalf of the Bank that the
'nistrator-General is estopped from taking the
..,,_e he did by his own previous conduct.
~~Two technical arguments were also put forward
- 'e me on the Bank's behalf, the first, that the
~ of TCS judicata controls the Administrator-General
jis .point was abandoned), and the second, that the
'. . of limitation operates against the Administratorlneral. I have no difficulty in disposing of the
TRATOR~
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second point, as under the Indian law,ATL
LLOYDS
of the Limitation Act is ~pplicable, bywhiGh: it i\
BAN~:, LTD. laid down that .an action brought for re1iefon th')
A~~lS- ground of money paid under a mistake:o( fa
TRATORmust be brought within three' years from' the Jim
GENERAL OF
BUR~A.· when the mistake becomes. known. TheAdminis~
CUNLIFFE, I. trator-General is well within this period..
. .... .:
. On the question of money paid .under a I"pistakf
of fact, s. 72 of the Contract Act runs as follows:
1933

<

. • • •

•..•••

•

"S. 72. A person to whom mo~ey has been paid, or' anythi~g~
delivered, by mistake or under coercion, must repay or retuniit.,rj
.;

This is one . of those pretentiously comprehensive~
.
.
statements which are so unhelpful to the. practical~
lawyer and it seems to me necessarytoconsultth'~]
decided cases to understand the law intb:is regard.
'. The rule with relation to the refund
moriey
paid under. a mistake of· fact was' authoritatively
expounded by Baron Parke in the case of Kelly v•
.Solari (1)~ '" Baron Parke said :
.,~

of

II I
think that where money is paid to another .under .the
influence of a mistake, that is, upon the supposition that a specific
fact is true, which would entitle the other to the money, but
which fact is untrue, and the money would not have been paid iJ
it had been known tb the payer that t~e fact was untrue, an actioi::
will lie to recover it back,and itjs against conscience to retain it
though a demand may be necessary. in those cases in which thE
party receiving may bave been ignorant of the mistake. 'J ..'.

More recent decisions have affirmed this expositior
of the law. It was specifically approved by .Lotc
Shaw in the case of R. E. Jones, Limited v. Warini
& Gillow, Limited (2). It was also approved b~
Lord Lindley in the case of Imperial Bank 0.
.

(1) (1841) 9 M. & W. 54•.

(2)(1926) A.C,670.

RAN GOON' SERIES.

v. Bank. of Hamilton - (1), -in which case
Lindley said:

-

.j]
1933 .
LLOYOS

BANK,L'l'D.

long ago decided in Kelly v. Solari that money . T~'E
paid by mistake of facts -could be recovered back, ADMINISthe person paying it did not avail himself of means of G::::~tOF
=_;e which he possessed. This decision has always been . BURMA.
-- !'-opoll since." .
CUNLIFl'E, J.
\l(lS

the genetalprinciple was adopted in the
of Lord Sumner, then Hamilton J." in
of Ken'ison v. Glyn, Mills, Currie- and
_ _any (2). -Finally, in the very recent case cif
j~me and Colonial Insurance Company, Limited v.
fmdon Guarantee and Accident Company, Lirnited
Lord Wright J., sitting as a puisne Judge in
: Commercial Court, also followed Kelly v. Solari (4),
d said:

'J
l

"To entitle a plaintiff to recover, the mistake must have been
A mistake might
!&ist in the mind of a person who had not thought about the
putter one way or the other; it might consist in complete

~ to a fact which was essential to liability.

~orance."
f:::

also observed :
.. But means of knowledge was not the same thing as knowledge,

,_ .d laches on the part of the payer did not affect his right to say
"im.at he had paid in ignorance."
:I-'£-:

~
The rule, however, in Solari's case (4) is subject
,~10 qualification. If - the person _ paying has some

~:autyto give the payee information- communicated
~iO him with regard to the payment and the payer
.~Deglects to do so, then he will be disentitled to
~Tecover the money. paid. That qualification was the
[reason' that the payer was held not to be able to
~:recover from the payee in _the c~se of Sky ring v.
'< - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (1) (1903) A.C. 49.
(2) 15 COlD. Cas. 241.

(3) (1928) 45 T.L.R. 134.
(4) (1841) 9 M. & W. 54.
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Greenwood and Cox (1), where certain paymasters of
LLOYDS
the Royal Artillery paid into the account of an officer'
~NK~.L'fV. mon'eys to which he was not entitled, and with regard.
A.D~~:IS- to which they had a duty,'. subsequent to the pay·::~~~'OF ment, to inform him that the Army Authorities would
BURMA.
not permit the payments in question. . They negled~d
UN~E, J. to write to the Army Officer to tell him the decision.
of the Army Authorities, and wea-e, therefore, held
. not to be entitled to recover the money back.
. There isa further qualification of the principal taid
down in Solari's case 'on the question of estoppel"
in the case of H oU v. Markham (2), another instance
of money wrongly paid into an AJfmy Officer's:
account by army agents. Owing to their conduct if!..
permitting the money to come into the officer's hands. ..
and permitting the" money" to. remain. with him, he ."
invested it in some security which fai1ed~ "It was-.. "
held that they .were estopped from ·recov.eri'rigth~:-:/:
money back. Lord Justice Scrutton 'in that·::·c.as~;·: '"
cited Skyring v. Greenwood (1) and the judgm:entq£,.
Bayley J. where it was said:
1933

I' It would have been a good defence to that aCtion to say'
that the defendants had voluntarily advanced money . to 'thedeceased. when he asl(ecl no credit, and that they had tolclhitn".
that they had received the money for his llse, and that on the
faith of their representation he had drawn it out of their hands.
as his own money, and he had been induced to. spend ,it as
sllch."

The same view was acted upop. in the case of
Deutsche Bank v. Beriro (3). From these authorities.
it will be seen that the rule governing the recovery
of mon~y paid under a mistake of fact seems to be
this: that th~ person paying under a mistake of
fact, however ignorant he may be and however
forgetful he may have been, is entitled to ,recover·
(1) 4 B. & C. 282.
(2) (1923) I K.B.D. 504.
(3) (1895) 1 Com. Cas. 123.
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1933
money' unless he" has at any time waived' his
LLOYDS
or has been estopped by.reason of cond~ct, by BANK,
LTD.,
'!I.,
the payee has altered his position by parting
THE
the money.
ADMINISTRATOR~Bnt, it has been ,laid down that' the mistaken GENERAL OF
rment must be of such a', nature that if such BURMA~
- ent is not rectified a 'liability will be createdcUNUFFE, J.
~Pnst the person paying. This 'requirement is
nt here as any Administrator-General who parts
money belonging to an estate ,of which he has
'ge is obviously accountable for the loss thus
ined.
~" It now falls to be
decided whether, on the
';'" .estionof 'mistake of fact the Administrator-General
justified in the course' he took, which' amounted
recovering back the;overpayr;nent, to' the Bank.
rstly"1 am clearly of the opinion that the reason
_by the.sui'plli~ amounts were placed into the hands
"~the,:Bankby the Administrator~General'wasdue
,', a mistak'e of fa~t induced by the pecb.li~r circumf'~cesunder . which the' business was conducted.
i'rhe evidence'shows' tha~ the' totals on the invoices
K;;and the bills of lading were made up in the deceased
NHamadanee's office, and, were supervised by Mr.
fHuchting, who ~as' then in Burma, Indeed, it was
lfrom Mr. Buchting's separate accounts kept on
tbehal( of his firm that the mista1t was eventually
i.~, discovered.
to"
It is said that the A~ministr~tor-General ought to
~',' have been placed, on hiS enqmry by reason of the
.
fact that in the invoices were inse.rted the words,;
"f.o.b. charges included ", but I do hot see that he
f' was put upon his enquiry at all. Be was unaccusr tomed to the intricate and peculiar manner of
business, which has been evolved by persons in the'
rice trade; and could, not be expe( ted to understand
0,

~

I'
~

il

.
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it thoroughly without a close 'study, which he," was
not able ,to undertake at the time,how the invoiCes
.-\NK, LTD.
d " t
'"
'lJ.
were rna e ou.
~~~~IS.
Then it is said that the Administrator-General is'
~~RTAotOF estopped from recovering, the money because of his"
BURMA.
negligence or want" of proper communication with the
UN~E, J. Bank when they transferred the money ~n question
to the late Hamadanee's own overdraft account. I"
do not appreciate how the Bank's., positiortwas
altered for the worse because this was done.
Mr. Dohearty, the then agent of the Bank, said
in his cross-examination that had he known that th~
invoices-totals and the bills of exchange included"
the profits, brokerage and commission, he would have
taken the instructions' of the Administrator-General
and retained them, probably, in the Administrator'::
General's account. This admission of Mr. Dohearty
also strengthens my belief in the complete ignorance"
of the Administrator-General as to the actual meaning,
of the totals, as it seems to show that the Bank
was also in ignorance; indeed, Mr. Dohearly admit- ,
ted that as far as he was, concerned, this was so."""
The Bank, of course, had had much, greater'
opportunities than the Administrator-General for
understanding the manner in which Hamadanee was
dealing with his profits and earnings. I, therefore,
hold that the surplus amounts were allowed to
remain in the Bank's hands by reason of a mistake
of fact and that this mistake of fact is not qualified"
by anything which disentitles the AdministratorGeneral,apart from any other rights the Bank, may
have, from obtaining" them back.
Now, as to the lien point: the Bank maintained
that they have always had a charge making them
secU'redcreditors over the rice purchased by Hama-'
qanee and the 1lhipping documents in Hamadanee's
[.,LOYDS
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when they came into the possession of
ithe Bank. I have no douqt from the teiI"ms' of the
l'shipping .lien, a copy of which is before me
~~(exhibit C), that the Bank did have a charge of this
~;:Dature upon the actual stocks' of rice .and the appro~;priate documents. which were eventually sent to
t;:. .
~~Europe.
.' ' ..
t But the Bank are' forced to go much further and
k say that their lien constitutes not only a charge over
the documents and the rice,. but Over the proceeds
of the bills of exchange which, it. wili be recollected, they purchased from the AdministratorGeneral. I am quite unable to appreciate how this
lien or charge could possibly extend to the proceeds
of the bills of exchange.
In my opinion the intention of the parties was
that the lien should only exist with regard to the
various shipments of rice and' the documents up
till the time that the rice was placed on board and
the shipping documents had been . safely delivered
up to the Bank. All the. documents relating to the
rice, with the exception of the bills of exchange,
after they had been presented by Harnadanee, were
received, in my. view, by the Bank as bailees for
the purpose of forwarding them to Europe. As to
the bills 'of exchange, they became the property of
the Bank; and I cannot comprehend how anyone
·can have a lien or a charge over his own property,
{)r, for that matter, its proceeds.
Alternatively the Bank pray in aid the general
Bankers' lien~' They contend that when moneys are
held in one account, and the payer in of those
moneys owes debts to the Bank on another account,
the Bankers' lien gives the Bank a charge on all
the moneys in their hands belonging to this partioCular customer so that they can be transferred into
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whatever account they choose to set off or liquidate:
:'LOYDS
the debt which is ill existence.
.'
.
.
.NI~.LTD.
There is well known authority for this contention,'
';~~IS- the Banker's right being based on the Law Merchant,.
~~~~~~-OF C. F. Jones v. Peppercorn (1) and Re London and;
BURMA.
Globe Finallce COl'poratlOu (2). There is; howeveJ:'".·
JN~E, J. direct authority alsQ for deciding that money iIi a'·
trustee account at a Bank cannot b'e used to set (,lff' .
debts on a private account in the trustee's name.
'In' my opinion, the moment. Hamadaneediedand
the Administrator-General was persuaded to undertake the remainder of his business, all his dealings.
with the Bank, as far as . his 0\\\711 'accouht was'
concerned, were dealings with' money. '. which :he
obtained and' placed with the Bank in a fiduciary
capacity. No doubt, Hamadaneeco1.1ld' dowha't' he .
chose with his own money with reference to liqui- . .•
dating his overdraft; and no dOllbt.' also the Ban~,.;
the money being in a private account, could have,"
if they wished, transferred' it to some . other private
account he might have opened, for the purpose df··.
satisfying his general indebtedness; but, in IllY view"
they were not entitled to do this with any money in
the Administrator-General's account against the wish
of the Administrator-General.
In the case of Ex parte Kingston: In re Gross (3}
it was held that the National and Provincial Bank
were not entitled to set 'off the money in a police
account against a debt in a private .account even
though these two accounts. were· opened by .the
same person. Gross was· a solicitor who was .the·
Tr.easurer· of the County Rates for the Eastern
Division of Suffolk, and he kept his accounts. as:
County Treasurer, and also his private accounts,with
1933

(iJ 1 Joh. 430.

:."
(2) (1902j 2. Ch. 416.
(3) 6 Cll. Ap; 632.
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Kational and Provincial Bank at Ipswich. 'When
-:'be became insolvent and left England to' avoid his
fCreditors, the M<tgistrates of East Suffolk took out
i-a summons to establish their title to the moneys
t,standing in Gross" credit on the Treasurer's account.
[;The Bank opposed the claim and argued that they
fwere entitled, to treat /allGross' accounts as a whole
~and to retain out of the police and superannuation
~:accounts the balance in which he w~s 'indebted to
tthem on his private and ~pecial accounts.-, The
~Court .of' Appeal, came to the conclusion' that this
(.could ,not be permitted in law. This decision never
Lseems ,to' have' been 'questioned,indeed it was
R:referred to with approval by, Lord Davey in the
~,Privy Councitcase of the Bank of N e'lJ) South TiVales
~;Y. Goulbunz Valley Buite1; Company (1)., '
I have dwelt. at. some length on the case of hi
i~re Kingston (2), as great reliance W;:LS placed upon
in argument ,on behalf of ., the, AdministratorrGeneraI.'Nevertheless on, a true appreciation of the
··facts, I; believe there is ,a somewhat different aspect
~'. of the case with regardtQ the" general lien" than
'that which was presented 'either oli behalf of the
., Administrator-General or the, Bank. At' the risk of
, repetition I propose to restate'the pdsition immediately
after Hamadanee's death.,
He 'owed the Bank 15 lakhs of rupees. His
only secured, assets were, approximately, 8 lakhs of
unshippedtice. The Bank openeda new overdraft
account iIi favour of the Administrator-General, both
in their own interest and, in the . interest of the'
estate. As a result of the Administrator-General's
trading the, proceeds of his bills of exchange' were
bought by the Bank and' devoted to 'paying off the
new and partly paying, off, the old overdraft. All

t

t:it

(1) (19lJ2) A.C. 543,

at p. 550:,'

(2) 6 Ch. Ap. 632.
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profits made by the Administrator.. General's activIties
after' Hamadanee's ,death belonged to the general
lNK, LTD. b d
f
d cre d'1tors; ,b
' to a mutual
''
0 y 0 unsecure
ut owmg
'~~IS- error on, the part of the Administrator-General and
~~~~~R"OF the Bank a portion of these profits wert; placed
BURMA,
in the old overdraft account. The two accounts
N;:;;;E, J. were in different names, the first being in Hama:danee's name, the second In the name' of the"
Administrator-General in chargt: of the Hamadanee's
estate.'
,
Although it is settled law that a Banker' may
retain by virtue of his "Bankers' lien" mon'ey or
securities under his control in' an account belonging
to a customer to payoff the indebtedness of the
same customer, I have, never heard of such a right
being exercised in law to settle one customer's
account at the' expense of another's.
Apart from their partiCtl1ar lien' on the 8 lakhs
worth of rice, the right of the Bank to liquidate
the old overdraft was a right. "pari passu" only
with the general body of creditors.
It seems to me that, once it is determined that
the difficulty between the Bank and the Adrnin.:~s'"
trator-General, which is the basis of this suit, 'arose
Qut of a mistake due to money having been allowed
to come into the hands of the Bank by inadvertence,
the aspect of the case, which, I have just set out,
with reference to the ,Bankers' general lien,' is
conclusive against the Bank succeeding" in theIr
action.
The last point made on behalf of the Bank must
now be considered.
It is argued that" if the Administrator-General
is entitled to recover back sums representing brokerage,
,commission and profit, these sums should be confined
-to that commission, brokerage and profit which
:'LOYDS
'[I.

.
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RSulted from the rupees eight lakhs which roughly
1933
was devoted to the: partial repaymentof Hamadanee's
LLOYDS
·
.
BANK, LTD.
own overdraf t account.
v.
The reason that this contention is put forward A~~IS
is that, it IS said if I allow the . brokerage, com- GE~~~:~R-OF
mission and profit on the rupees thirteen lakhs, BURMA•
.that sum which it will be remembered was the CUN~F, J
amount of the new overdraft which was eventually
squared, I shall be allowing the AdministratorGeneral to receive the ·surplusage twice over.
I find it exceedingly difficult to understand this
argument. As I comprehend this somewhat intricate
. form· of business, from the date of Hainadanee's
death the whole of. the remaining transactions in
his rice business was conducted by the AdministratorGeneral. It was he who shipped not only the rice
purchased by him on the new overdraft but also
the rice purchased by Hamadanee referred to .in
the earlier part. of .my judgment as amounting to about
rupees eight lakhsin value. On every consignment,
on every shipment,. the· AdmInistrator-General was
earning the charges and commission which Hamadanee would have earned had he been alive. These
charges found their way into .the hands of the
Bank. Whether they went into the new overdraft
account. or whether they went into the old overdraft account, does not ·seem to me to matter in
the very least.
It is also said that, if· the extra charges had
not been put in the hands of the Bank, the rupees
thirteen lakhs overdraft would never have been
fully paid off, and presumably the partial repayment
of the old overdr~ft would have been proportionately less. But even if the effect of the Administrator-General's trading had been to leave this rupees
thirteen lakhs account in debit, I do not see that

INDIAN LAW REPORTS... [VPL: XiI
on the whole view of the facts and the lawin
L~DS
this c~se anyone would have been liable to pay· it·
ANK~.LTD. off completely, except the estate itself, of which
THE
the Bank was an unsecured creditor.
'l.DMINISTRATORAll I am convinced of is this: that, if on
;~~~\.OF principle, both in law and in fact, the Administrator~
:NLIFFE, J. General is entitled to
the brokerage, commission
and profit-and I uphold his claim to these-.I shall
be merely subtracting from the totals· paid into
the new overdraft and . the old overdraft those
sums to which the Bank is not entitled. I am
unable to understand the point which is made on
the Bank's behalf that by so doing· I shall be.
permitting the. Adminjstrator-General . to .be paid'
twice over with regard to these items.
For these reasons I dismiss this. s.uit with. costs
in favour of the Administrator-General,' and I· am .
prepared to hear counsel?nthe question of speCial.
costs.
H~ving heard counsel on the q~lestion of special
costs, I am of the' opinion that this' was a' caSe
which .necessitated . a great deal of preparation, both
in regard to the' complex facts and the law.
I, therefore, feel justified in awarding exceptional
costs which will be as follows:
For the first day ad valorem costs on the amount
claimed, and for each subsequent day, or part'9~
the day, twelv~ gold mohurs.
.....
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a.stomary law-Guardian of a 'mi1wr~De fact~ gtiardian-Power to
'Kith 1Iliuor's praperty-'-Burma LailJs Act (XIiroj 1898), s, 13 (1)-.
;ansalld Wards Act IV III oj 1890), SS. 4 (2),' 27.
!ll'.'

~':;

~~nal law of Bl;ritlese Buddhists does 'not' recognize guardians of

A person by describin'g himself as a de facto guardian
cannot clothe himself with the legal power' to sell or mortgage the
p£operty. ' The only p'erson who can, as guardian, deal with a minor's
. , is a guaidian~hohas been appointed by the Court: S.13 (1) of the
t!iaLaws Act does not apPly,to guardianship.
~ t Thin Mamigv.~la SawShin, I.L.R.l1 Ran. 193 ; Ranja Khan v.
~. Special Civil '2nd ;App., 563 Of 1930, H.C. Ran.-approved.
•!
Din v. Ahmad Ah~ I.L..R. ,34 All. 2i3~refe;red to.
e;:-'

'y of minors.

. .

~

FDoetor for the appellant

~..

:

....

1933
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Han. for the }irst and !'econd res'pQndents. ,
(~CuNLIFFE, OFF-G., C.J.-This is an a'Ppeal from a
,~ision

of the District Judge" Myaungmya. He was
g with an action brought by two young
eSe Buddhist women who sought a, declaration
ist a firm of Chettyars and against their brother
sister-in-law to the effect that three mortgages
d by the' brother and the sister-in-law in
of the Chettyar firm were null and void
i/not binding and effective against the plaintiffs'
In ,the land that was hypothecated. The
~ed Judge' gave the plaintiffs a declaration. He
to the conclusion that the money that was

"

-1 First A.ppeal No. 13 of 1933 from tJie judgment of the District Court

.gmya in Civil, Regular Suit No. 10 of 1932.
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raised by the:"mortgages was not spent on riece~- 5
saries of the minors but was apparently spent
large extent on diamond and· jewellery. . The .
Chettyars came up on appeal and objected to' his'
decis~n.
'
-

taa

They were prepared'to argue that the mortgages.
in .question were' for the benefit of the two
respondents. But quite early in the argument' my
learned brother called the attention of counsel for,
the appellants to a decision of his when sittingas
a single Judge in, appeal-Maung Thin Maunl! and
others v.' Ma Saw Shin and othe1's (1). In that
case he held that the personal law of the Burmese
Buddhists-and it must be' remt::mbered th,at-Qoth
the young women respondents and'th~i~-' broth-e't~
and sister-in-law are Burmese Buddhists-does not
recognize guardians of the properties ofminors~
The learned Judge in the Court below did discuss' .
this question' but not at any very great length.'
He referred to another decision of this Court by
Mr.·Justice Brown-A.R.V. Cheftyar ji1'm and three'
others·v. Maung. Hla Gyi and two others (2),.
where the learned Judge observed "I am not
prepared to say that in no circumstances could a
Burman Buddhist mother validly' dispose of the
immovable property of her minor children. Circumstances might exist", the learned Judge weil t
on to say, "which made ·it so clear that she' was
acting in the interests of the minor that a transfer .
by her might be upheld.' But that has not heen
shown to be the caSt:: here."
It will be seen from the passage I have just
cited from Mr. Justice Brown's judgment that when
he made those observations he was speaking obiter. ,
,

(1) (1933) I.L.R. Ii Ran. 193.

(2) (1928) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 329, atp. 331.

.
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ksame time it appears to h1e to be necessary,
we can, to look into this question
'there can be a de facto gllardian among
.ese Buddhi8ts.· .
.

tas

~Guardians and "'Vards Act, which deals. with
.

dians appointed by the Court, extends to
as it does to all other parts of [ndia. But
l;
no means. certain that what has come to
as the de faetogl1ardian-. that ,is the
privately appointed as opposed to de jure
I-was ever recognized among the Burmans
their· personal law befOre the Indians and
penetrated here to any. large extent.

1

Justice Baguley in his judgment, pointed
~t in the two well . kno,,~n and recognized
'--boOks of Burmese' Buddhist Law-those of
l>ung and Lahiri-the -Word (( guardian" is
, be found in the indexes and' certainly my'
tion of the. various· Chapters in the' late
ice May Oung's pook is that nowhere
find the statlls of guardianship referred
y;;.;

as was again pointed out by Mr. Justice
, we have to see what the Burma Laws Act
~say on the subject. in the well-known s. 13t .deals with the personal law of the Burmese
'.ists. The argument that Burmese Buddhists do'
";ognize guardians as natural figures in Burmese
lsupported by the' language of this section which
~efully into the various headings of (( Personal
«'with reference to the Burmese' Buddhists. It
J'With succession, inheritance, marriage, caste or
ltiigious usage or institution.
.
s not appear to me that any of these headings
,comprise guardianship.

J4

"
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In <:1,. very well~known text book,which for the most'
. part refers to the Law'in India-Trevelyan on Minors-l
the learned author obs~rves that " the law applicable tot
persons other than Hmdus and Mohammedans doesl
not permit guardians other than those appointed by th~l
Court or having power given to them by· the instru~;
ment appointing them to sell or charge the immovable
property of their wards." That passage was cited by
Mr. Justice Baguley, in his judgment but he added
this: that tht:: learned text book writer however
apparently found himself unable to quote· any case tc
support his dictum.
The question is whether this judgmentoL m~
learned brother, which is very explicit and lays dow~
that a de facto or a' natural guardian of a Burmes'
Buddhist minor cannot validly dispose of, or encurn
ber in any way, the property of his ward, has an
further support from decisions of this Court ongener;
principles. .
.
Our attention has been called to .an unreporte
case of Mr. Justice Carr-Ranja Khan and one v. .'M
Chit and one (I)-delivered in April. 1931, which'
very much in point. Mr. Justice Carr, who had gre
experience of Burmese Buddhist customs, was dealil
in that case with Burman Buddhist defendants.T:
q~estion of the right to encumber the' property
minors by a de jacto' guardian was under consideratic
and he made various observations which are in agn
ment with Mr. Justice Baguley's decision, to whi
reference has ,been made. Mr. Justice Carr in t
course of his judgment said :
1'1 know of no provision in the Buddhist Law which gi
anyOne authority to deal as guardian with .the property 0
minor; and it follows therefore that in the case of a Budd)
the only person who can, as guardian, deal with that property
.

."

(1) Special Civil Second Appeal No. 563 of

~930.

s
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who has been appointed by the Court. In that view
Chit Yon" (he was the de facto guardian) "had no
whatever to execute the conveyance in question, and
that conveyance could have no effect ~hatever. In
words, it was voiel in so far'as it purpol:i:ed to affect the
ly of the minors."

t·The case to which I have just referred is strikingly
eement with the views expressed by Mr. Justice
ey, although I am told by him, that he had not
Mr. Justice Carr's judgment when. he came to
conclusion that be did with regard' to the powers
"de facto guardians in Burma.
,~ Another authority which was quoted by Mr. Justice
~au1ey was the case of Mala Din v. Ahmad Ali (1).
. iT Lordships, of the Privy Council were there
'ng with the case of «Mahommedan minor, but in
the language ~sed was general.' What was said
this:
.. It is difficult to see how' the' situation of an unauthorized
dian is bettered by describing him as a de facto guardian..
may, by his de facto ,guardianship, assume important respcm-

"ties in relation to the minor's property, but he cannot thereby
e himself with legal power to sell it."

It may also be noted that the general view expres-

by Trevelyan has been followed by the late Chief
urt of this Province in the case of Ma Si and others v.
oke Hu (2). But in that case the learned Judges
the late Chief Court were dealing with the personal
~ of Chinese Buddhists.
The position in the case from which this appeal
.
been preferred; although we have not had the
~vantage, because we did not require it, of having the
[facts discussed in detail, was this: that the brother
land the sister-in-law never put, in any written

.

41) (1912) I.L.R. 34 All. 213.

(2) 13 Bur. L.T.9.
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statemeIitat all, so that the only effective evidenq~;.'as
far as I can 'gather, 'which could be brought beforelhe
Court with regard to the guardianship from the point
of view of being a genuine de facto guardianship,:Was
that brought by the Chettyars who were interested
parties.
Counsel for the respondent did contendbef~rells
that where, as in this Province, the textbook writers
on the personal law, which approximates rOiighly to
the Engli>;h Common Law, do not specifically mention
under any head, or discuss at all a particular legal
status, then, it is the duty of the Courts in British India
to superimpose the principles of the English Common
Law upon the Burmese Bl.lddhist principles of the
Province. I can hardly agree with that con,tention.
In the first phce the de facto guardian is not looked
on favourably by the English' Law and 'also I think
that the omission to mention the question of guardian~
ship on the part of the text book writers in Upper
Burma means this: that the originators of the
Buddhist principles of personal law never recognized,
and never thought of recognizirig, guardianship. It
was introduced only by the coming of the British
and the Indian settlers. and on the introduction of the
Guardians and Wards Act as an effective statute. In
such a case it would not be right, in my opinion, to
introduce a fresh and unknown principle of jurisprudence i~to the personal law of a people' who by
their very habits and customs had never recognized
such a principle in their earlier days...as a natio:n. "
Moreover the Judges of this Court have always
been slow to recognize Indian customs as applying to
Burmese Buddhists. 'I hey have been disinclined, for
example, to recognize the system of" benami " which
has been described by one learned Judge as not being
indigenous to Burma. So too, in my opinion, there is
,

'
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,ce to show that the status of a "de facto" , 1933
is indigenous either. '
C.T.V.E
VYRAVAI
these reasons, we propose to dismiss this appeal CHETTYA
'lJ~
"'. in favour of the respondents, seven gold MASAW

0--

if

MWE.

LEY,

J.-I agree and have ·little to add.

all the arguments placed before us I have dealt'

.In

the judgment in Maung Thin Maung and
.!lv. Ma Saw Shin and others (1), and the only new
:i;;nt placed before us by the appellant's. counsel
on s. 4 of the Guardians and Wards Act
',th s. 27. It was pointed out that a guardian
ed by s. 4 (2) would include a de facto
.,
as well as a guardian appointed by the Court,
~ 27 states that a guardian of the property of
~t d may do all acts which are reasonable and
for the realization, protection, or benefit of the
. If was argued from this that the de' facto
'~n is, therefore, entitled to mortgage his ward's,
'~_ but I am unable to see that mortgaging" th.e, .
Ws property is ordinarily an act which is reasonable,
Itproper for the protection or benefit of the property.
.iier very special circumstances a mortgage might be
'1c:ted for raising money to save the property, but
is no suggestion in this case that the mortgage
:which we are dealing was a mortgage of this type.
ivlth regard to the question whether s. 13 of
i~Burma Laws Ad applies, I think there can, be no
:,... that it does not apply. S. 13 (1) says that
.• , ist Law shall b~ applicable when it is necessary
}:the Court to decide any question regarding succes' ',' inheritance, marriage, or caste or any religious
or institution. The question of guardianship
not come within any of these categories. There
(1) (l933) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 193.

5
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is a statute definitely dealing with this matter, . viz.
the Guardians and Wards Act, and although where
VVRAVAN
there is no statute justice, equity and good consci(in~'e
CHETTYAR
'II.
must be applied and the principles of the English Law
MASAW
MWE.
are regarded as being, as a rule, the equivalent of
BAGULEY,]. justice, equity and good conscience, as applied
to
English conditions, it must be rememberedthat conditions are not the same here as they are in England and
sometimes what would be justice,· equity and good
conscience in England could not be regardedasbeing
the same in this Province where the facts to which
they may have to be. applied are so dissimilar... For
example, in· England the principle of guardianship has
been recognized from early Norman time whereas, so
far aswe are aware, the principle of guardianship wa~
never recognized in Burma durIng the Burmese Kings
and, therefore, in a vast majority of cases the back:.
ground being so dissimilar, the principles of the
English Common Law could not be given effect to in .
a matter of this particular nature.
..
It was argued that s. 68 of the Contracf·Acf
may give a remedy against a minor for the priceoL
necessaries and supplies under some circumstances,.
and from this it was argued that. if this money was
applied for the purchase of necessaries for the minor
the person who advimced it would ·have a right to .
recover it. In this case there is no question: before us .
as to wheth~r the money is recoverable from the minor,
and we do not consider it. The question before us is
whether the. transfer. or an interest in the minor's·
property to the appellant in the form of a mortgage is
binding on thein, and I think there can be no possible
answer to the question other than that given· by my
learned brother.
For these reasonS I agree that the appeal must he
dismissed with costs as suggested. . .
1933
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ry law-Joint property-Remarriage of surviving parentchild or ckildrelZ of first marriage 111 joint property on
Transfer by ostensible owne,r of property-Mindr's share'#able of cOlisent-E.'Cception 10' genera.l rule of law-··Onus of
'er of Property Act (IV of 1l!82), s. 41.
in possession of immovable property as the osfensible owner
dispose of a minor's share therein. A minor is incapable of
" a person holding himself out as the owner of the property, and
lTransfer of Property Act has no application in such a case.
;'.i'1I<l1l v. BUlldi, I.L.R. 34 All. 22 ; Dalibai v. Gopi bat, I.L.R. 26
;'})a'lbar Singh v. Klmwar, LL.R. 29 All. 292-referred to.
person claims an exception to a general provision of law, the
,f., him to prove that he comes within the exception.
ra v. Amiyabala, LL.R. 52 Cal. '121'; Himatlalv. Vasudev, LL.R.
referred to.
","."~ to Burmese customary law on ·the remarriage,:of a surviving
!~dren of the former marriage aC9-uire a vested interest in the
'. of that marriage to the e~tent 6f the deceased parent's share.
of his surviving father will on the remarriage of the latter be
i;a half share in the estate of his parents. .
'~Jte v. Ma Shwe Thwe, A.LR. (1931)302 ; ivllZ 'Shwe Yu v. Ma Kitl
7 Ran. 240 ; Maung AU11g Pe v.. U TUll A/mg Gyaw, LL.R.
·oUowed.
'..Po Kin v. Malmg Tun Yin, I.L.R. 4 Ran. 207-distinguished.
" v. Maung Bein, 8 L.B.R. 115-overruled.
0"

~'..

M aung for the appellant.
.5aung for the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th respondents.
~,....

[iIan

for the 3rd a-espondent.
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LEY, J.-~his is a pauper appeal filed by
tiff who sued as a pauper in the trial Court.

a minor and the son of Maung Kywe, the

•.. .:. :t
o

<:<

Appeal No.7 of 1933 from the iU. dgment of the District Court
y in Civil Regular No. 43 of 1932.
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first respondent and Ma Sein Hnya, since deceased~
MAUSG
He was their only child. Maung' Ky-we having SInce
SEIN BA
married
Ma Shin, the second respondent, he sued for
V.
MAUNG
partition of the joint estate of his' father and mother
KYWE.
as
it existed at the time of Maung Kywe's rr~arriag~ to
BAGULEY, J.
Ma Shin. The third 'respondent, S.A.R.M. CI~ettyar
firm is joined because some of the property which
originally belonged to Maung Kywe and Ma' Sein Hnya.
had been mortgaged by Maung Kywe and Ma Shin to
the S.A.R.M. firm. ' The fourth arid fifth respondents"
U Tun Myaing and ]jaw Nu are husband and wife~
U Tun Myaing is the father of Maung Kywe by ~
former wife. The plaintiff claims that part of the
estate of his parents consisting of the share of the joint
estate of U Tun Myaing and his former wife Daw Dun
Aung had vested in Maung Kywe as their son when
U Tun Myaing remarried after Daw Dun Aung's deatll'.
For these reasons they are joined as parties to the suit
Various defences were raised, as a result of \vhich
the trial Court framed 13 issues, and the findings ot}
"some of these issues have not been challenged. The
argument before us fell naturally into different sections
d.ealing with different issues, and the findings upon
those issues come to by the trial Court. This judgmeni
in consequence has taken the form of a series of
independent sections.
'the trial Court found that the mortgage waE
executed by Maung Kywe and Ma Shin over property
which was originally the joint property of Maung Kyw~
and Ma Sein Hnya and that s. 41 of the TransfeJ
of Property Act, applied as the' firm had taken thE
mortgage in good faith from ostensible owners of thE
property. This finding appears to be incorrect. It i~
true that in the written statement the plea was takei
that the firm took the mortgage in good faith frorr
Maung Kywe and Ma Shin as they have always beet
1933
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·on of the property as owners j but this plea
nature of an exception, the ordinary rule MAUNG
no person.. c"an .mortgage or dispos~ of any Sl<:~ BA .
property ""hiCh is not· at' the time .vested •.' in . ~;~v~~·
tThe. firm was claiming an exception to the. ',-''-, '.....
~provisiori of the law and therefore the onus lay BAGULEY,J,_'
iprove .that: the exception applied : vide Hem
de Sarkarv. Amiyabala
SarkaI' (1) ; also
. Motilal v;' V(Jsudev Ganesh Mhaskar (2), in
t:certain parti.es had bought property, which the
~ had contra.cted to sell to some other party.. and
iheld that these per~oris had got to show three
~.,; (l) they were purchasers for value (2) bona fide,
1(3) without,' notice. In the present case the
JPr finn called no evidence at all, and the learned
jonly foun<;1,iri their favour because Maung,Kywe's
~~ce showed 'that the land had been in possession·
'j.self and his'wife ever since their' remarriage and
1Jhe plaintiff'~vas not living with them or in the
...flown. THat'is not proof that the firm had no
'filedge of his existence. The lower Court seems
ive overlooked the provision of la w that to bring
~, into effect the ostensible oWner must ,be in
~on of the property with the consent, express or
txt, of som~ other person interested in the iminov~ptoperty, and the plaintiff having been at all
loal tirnesa minor was incapable of consenting
]5 father holding himself out as the owner of the
. .: vide Dal1bar Singh v. ]awit1'i KU12war (3),
.
Khan v. Musammat Bundi (4), and Dalibai v.
,ibai (5) in which case appears the passage:
0",,"

.

J;in

Fa

~:.:

de

.

ere is no provision in the Transfer of Property Act to help
c: S. 41, which relates, to tnnsfers by ostensible o\vners,

lm
,~

(l924l I L.R. 52 Cal. 121.
(3) (1907) I.L.R. 29 All. 292.
11912) LL.R. 36 Born. 446.
(4) (1911) I.L.R. 34 All. 22.
(5) (1902) LL.R. 26 Born. 433, 436.
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has no'apptication where the minor is an owner 'incapable of
giving consent."
. . .

I would therefore hold that the mortgage . executed
by Maung Kywe and Ma Shin in favour of th(
S.A.R.M. firm must be held nof to be binding on th~
BAGULEY, J.
rot... .........
t ~c;.....,. P...... -I-l.. .
"l,el1~n+
.
V.

MAUNG
KYWE.

"""C)

'::>!H\.,l. I.,...

......

U,l.

v\",...).;.l

.L..JCL,

r-;>.

L.Ll",

.....

.,"""I. ..

a}-l1-' lIeu

L~

The next point to be . considered is thy extent ~:
the interest of the appellant in .the joint property 0:
his parents. The learned. tried Judge found that hi:
interest was a one-half share. There is a cross-appea
filed by thefirst and second respondents (in which thl
third respondent expressed a desire to join if thl
finding on the validity of the mortgage was'agains
him) to the effect that the share should have been onl:
one-quarter. The learned Judge, though expressing hi
personal doubts on the point, held that he was· bounl
(as he was) by the officially reported ruling of thi
Court in Maung Aung Pe v. U Tun Aung Gyaw (1'
In this case it was definitely held by Maung 'Ba :
who wrote the principal judgment, to '\1irbich I myse:
was a concurring Judge, " that it was settled law the
on tlIe remarriage of a surviving parent the childre
of the former marriage acquire a vested interest i
the joint property of tbat marriage to the extent I
their deceased parent's share." There are other cas{
of this Court in which the matter has been considerel
In Ma Shwe Yu v. Ma Ki1'/. Nyun (2) the late Sir Gu
Rutledge C.J. and Carr J" in dealing with an appea
allowed the matter to be argued on the basis that"
was settled law that when a widower remarries tl
children by his first wife at ohce a~quire· a right 1
partition the estate and that the share of the childri
was one-half while the father takes one~halL]
, another case, Ma Aye Me v.'Ma S.h'We Thwe (3)· [Cil
(1) (1930) I.L.R. 8 Ran, 524.
(2) (1929\ I,L,R. 7 Ran. 240.
(3) A.I.R (1931) 302, 305.

f-
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i Appeals Nos. 135 and 143 of 1930],unofficial1y
j~tedJ in the judgment of Heald r,in which Sen
<i~.

•.

c

J;

:ed, it was found in the saine sense in a case
iell there was an only child concerned :

1933
MAUNG

SEIN

BA

v.
MAUNG

Kywp;.

,tThefirst event which gave an actual right to partition was BAGULEY, J.
,)1"o's marriage to Ma Nyo. whiCh gave to MaShwe Thwe as
,_ Ma Ka's d,mghter, a vested interest" iri half the property
acquired by Tet To and Ma Ka, that half being regarded
" Ka's 'entire interest in the jointly acquired property."

lOy

Will be seen, therefore, that six Judges of this

have in recent years found definitely or accepted
position that on the remarriage of one of the
"" _uts the children collectively, whether one or many;
Jibe former marriage are entitled to their mother's
,-terest in th'e joint property. In support of this a
"fIerence may also be made to the " Attasankhcpa
,annana Dhammathat" compiled by U Gaung, e.s.!.,
-eh is the most !}lodern of all Dhammathats. In
159 he deals with the case. of a parent remarryafter the death of a previous parent. This is the
, t Dhammathat in which the individual rights of any
,~d except the eldest child are' considered, and it is
Iud down that when there is no orasa child the kanitha'
'jtnldren shall divide equally with their mother on her
~arriage the whole of the property, from which it
19nows that if there were only one kanitha child that
'inId would take half the joint property, and it would
dainly be contrary to every prinCiple of Buddhist
to give a kanitha child a right to a larger share of
.. heritance tha,n an orasa child or the eldest child:
. As against this authority, which is strong, is quoted
aung Po Kin v, 111 aun~ Tun Yin (1). In this case it
s held that in Burmese Buddhist Law the eldest
.od on the remarriage of the surviving parent becomes

,:w
i-

(1) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 207.
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entitled to a quarter share in the joint estate of the
parents,. if . he or she has not already taken a shan; as
SEIN BA
orasa.
V.
MAtING
This clearly is a case in which there were several.
KYWE•
. ·S,rA· J• children.
It is not a case in which
there
GULEY,
.
.
was an only· child claiming the interest of all the
children collectively. The rest of the cases on this
point quoted on behalf of the respondent are cases
of the late Chief Court, and the:refore strictly speaking not binding on us. In Maung Shwe Ywet v.
Maung Tun Shein (1) the head note rrins as follows:
MAUNG

" While an auratha son cannot claim a one-fourth share of
the property jointly acquired by his parents merely by reason
of his mother's death, the remarriage of his· father gives him. a
right to claim the one-fourth share which he would not have'if
his father did not remarry."

The judgment starts with the words:.
" Plaintiff Tun Shein is the eldest surviving. child of the·
first defendant Shwe Ywet and his deceased wife.".·

This shows that the case was not one iIi .Whieh an·
only son was concerned ; so the ruling is not stdctlY·
to the point. In a Chief Court Reference, Ma Thin
v. Ma Wa Yon (2) it was held that a daughter,
being an only child, was entitled to claim a quarter·
share of the parents' joint estate upon
her
mother's death and the father's· remarriage. This
appears at first sight to be definitely iIi favour of
the respondents, but it emerges from .the judgment
that the daughter was· only claiming a one-quarter
share; so obviously the· question· whether her share
was one-quarter or one-half could not have been
considered ·and the point which was really raised for·
the decision of ihe Bench was whether she could
claim her share on the remarfiageof· her mother.
..
.

.

(1) (1921) 11 L.B.R. 199.

. . . . .

(2) (1904) 2 L.B.R. 255.

"

....
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.v. Maun.g Bein' (1) it was held that
1'933
.ese Buddhist
husband
and wife have SEIN
MAUNG
.
' . ,
BA
the wife dies and the husband reinarries
'V.
.tionmg
,.
tlIe propert y th e u
h s ban d MAUNG
KYW'E.
'"
of absolutely three-quarters' of the BAG~. J.
~:'This, it is true, is direCtly' in favour of
f.jndent, but it must be remembered that
Ii case· was decided the doctrine of vested
lheirs had not emerged in its present form
was some kind of an idea that property
". in some sense the joint property of the
the surviving parents had a right of
.
~- over it. The doctrine \.vas a somewhat
'~ one and it has since been redified, and now on
PI of any person vested rights of certain heirs
.~ certain circumstances alone are considered.'.
last adthority quoted by the respohdenfis .
fe; Volume 10,~. 2, in which it is laid down~ the archaic portions of the text which have
lication-that if after the death of the' mother
iiher ma,rries again after the eldest son has
£'&rtain personal belongings of his mother, the
ling goods. are to be divided into four parts
.,
father shall .have three parts. It is true
heading of the section is "The partition
~cc- the father and son, on the death of the
j ", but it must be remembered that partition
" . to be between the father. and the eldest son
g that there are more child~en than one; and
time when this compilation was made,. as I
id, the rights of the younger children (the
children) dealt with in the At1:asankhepa
a Dhammathat had not been recognized.
fbeface of such decisions I am asked to
. . . the matter, to a Full Bench, but I do not
any good purpose will be served' by doing

't

J

(1) (1Y14) 8 L.B.R. 115.
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so, as six Judges of this Court haveaccep'ted the,~
position, as I have pojnted, out; ,that an on~y child.~
SEIN BA
V.
takes a one~ha1f share, and the principle ofsfarei
MAUNG
decisis certainly calls for this' rule •to "remain:l
KYWE.
unchanged. There is nothing whatsoever unjust in itJ
BAGULEY, J.
and it is obviously not opposed' to the spirit off
Burmese Buddhist Law ; it works no obvious injustice ;:1
it is simply a question of whether the father or' the son.~
is to get the unallotted one-quarter share whiCh would:}
go ' to 'the younger chil<;iren if there were any.f
The remaining points in this case reguire ' no]
further discussion as they have been agreed uponl
between the parties. The lower Court held that -the'~
plaintiff, was entitled to mesne profits for a period~
of three years on his share of the immovable~
property eventually to be awarded to hini. The!:
fiest and second respondents, have agreed to the;
claim that the plaintiff is entitled to mesne profits from;
the date of Maung Kywe's remarriage on any property
which is eventually awarded to him from the estate Of
Maung Kywe and his deceased wife Ma Sein Hnya;,
. Pertt of the property of the estate which waS.
sought to be parti:tioned' was a rice-mill named th~
"Kon Myit Rice-mill" which was the joint pro~
perty of. Maung Kywe, Ma Sein Hnya, U Tun Myaing
and Daw Nu. It was' sold before Maung Kyw~
. married Ma Shin, and the trial Cuurt found thaj
the plaintiff was not entitled to, any share in'th~
sale proceeds. It has now been agreed as betwee~
the patties that any of the sale proceeds whic~
may be proved to have been in the hands of Maunj
Kywe on the date of his remarriage will belong to th~
olaintiff to the extent of one-half. This is a matter d
~ccounts which will have to be determined later.,~
The trial Court found that the claim of the pJai~
tiff to any property now in the hands of U ' ,Tul
.
MAUNG

.

(j "~-

,~

:.~

;:

!!li',
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IMyaing and Daw Nu was' barred by limitation,
~lying Art. 12~ of the Limitation Act. In the
I~peal it has been agreed that Art. 144 applies
l;and not 123 so· far" as the immovable properties are
":.~oncernedo
It
is also agreed
that so . far as mesne
.'
.
. .
.
jprofits and moveable .properties are concerned Art.
)1:20 applies and that so ,far as these are concerned
Rth~ case ~ill have to go back for decision, after further
~f~vldence If necessary, as to whether or to what· extent
!~the claim may be time-barred under this Article.
~'
This, is as Jar as this case can be carried at
~~present, and the proceedings will be returned to
~lhe trial Court for further evidence and decisions
~Lon the points mentioned after which the case will
~J:'be returned to this' Court for final orders to be
rtpassed as to the terms of the preliminary decree.

I

'~,.

r '

;~

~j.'FG.

.

CUNLIFFi,
C.J.-I have had the advantage of
~~ . reading my brother Baguley's judgment, a~d I
~'<have little to add. It seems to me quite clear that
~ron the weigh-tof authority,.and, I· think, also on
f:tprinciple, the share of the children in such circumi~stances should be . one~half and not one-quarter.. It
~,;:seems to me that three Benches of this High
Court . have' com.e to this co~dusion, and .a~ against
~(the VIew there IS only one HIgh Court deCISIOn, the
~Jest being decisions of the late Chief Court of this
:~Province. Such a position does not warrant in any
~way, in my view, the reference to a Full Bench,
~which was suggested to us during the argument.
Q I agree that the proceedings must be returned
~,to the trial Court for further evidence and for decision
HOD the p0ints raised in my brother's judgment.
&Wh'en this has been done final orders will be
Jpassed by us as to the terms of the decree.
~."

I

~f~"
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SOONIRAM RAMNIRANJANDAS

Aug. 21.

S~A.R.M.

v.
CHETTYAR FIRM.*
.-

.

lnsolvency-Suspcmiolt of pllyment--Notice. of suspensioli· by agenC",-Clzettyar
agent's powers-Amzulmeltl of· adjudication-Discretion· OJ the Court"Presidency-TowlzS lttsolvCltcy Act (Ill of 1909), s. 9 (gl, s.21.

In March 1933, the respondent Chettyar finn had 'two agents in Burma,
one who was about to leave Burma and ·was coliecting Qutstandings in the
districts, and another who had recently arrived and was to succeed the first
agent at an early date. Both the agents had powers of ·attorney that gave them
the fullest authority in the conduct of the finn's business. On the 31st
March, in the absence of the first agent, the second agent was riJanaging
the business of the firm in Rangoon with the help of a head assistant and
other clerks. On that day there. was a rU:sh of creditors on the Rangoon
firm. Some were paid, but soon. paYment was stopped, and a number of chequeS
were dishonoured. . The agent informed some of the creditors assembled at
his place of business that he could not pay them if all demanded payment
atthe same time, but that he would pay them gradeally after coliecting out~
standings. Such statements· were repeated by the qther assistants. of the
firm to creditors, including the .creditor finn abovenamed. This firm got
the Chettyar firni' adjudicated insolvent by an ex parte order. on the ground
of notice of suspension of payment of debts. On review the Insolvency
Judge set aside the order on the grounds (1) that there was no suspension·
of payment, and (2) that neither the agent, nor the assistilnts had any
authority so as· to bind the principals. The creditor firm appealed.
.
Held, allowing the application' for adjudication, that (1) the action of the
·Chettyar firm in dishonouring cheques and refusing to pay the creditors·
amounted to a suspension of payment; 101m Crook v. I. & R. Morley,
(1891) A.C. 316~rcferred 10.. (~) that the speech of the agent to the creditors
amounted to a notice of suspension; Clough v. Samuel, (1905) A.C.
442; in re A D6btor, (1929) lCb. Div. 362-referrcd to. (3) that,· having
regard to the wide powers conferred upon the Chcttyar agent to conduct in
Burma the business of his absentee principals, the· notice of suspension by·
the agent was an act of· insolvency by the principals within the meaning
of· the Explanation to s. 9 of the Presidency-Towns Insoivency Act; GQpal
Naidu v. MohatL Lat, I.L.R. 49 Mad. 189; K.~stltr Cltand v: Dhanpat Siiiglt,
I.L.R. 23 Cal. 26-!efcn'ed to. (4) that the repetition of the notice by the·

* Civil Misc. Appeal ·No. 84 ·0£ 1933 from the order of this Court on
the Original Side in Insolvency Case No. 86 of 1933.

@O-
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",,-15 had no statutory' significance, and ,the ·tec1mical. error of .the
f!rmjng creditors in relying on the notice given by the" head assistant
not to prevent them from showing' that .an ·order for adjudication on the
"".' ought to be m a d e . .
.
.
rjz parle Co({fes, {1877i, 5 Ch.Div, 979-dissented froin. ,
.~ BAGULEY, J.-.The power of the Court to annul' an adjudication under
~ (1) of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act isdisqretion;try.·
W'Bem Raj v. Ktishen Lal, I.L.R. 10 Lah.· 106 ; lit
Hester, (i9051 2
666 ; 112 re Keel, (1889) 22 Q.B.D.· 632-rejer.red to~
~n application under s. 21 the Court is not restricted to considering the
w application ,for adjudication and the acts alleged therein, and if
grouD'ds for the debtor's adjudication exist on the date of filing the
tion, even though not set out in the' application, the Court may
to exercise its discretion in favour of the debtor.
Wfln re L01J1,72 L.T. 450 ; Lovell v. Beauchamp, (1894) A.C. 607-.rejerredto.
:: Abdul Sat/ar v. V.E.A.R M., I.L.R. 10 Ran. 215- cjistinguished.

1.93~

. RAMN:Il~AN-

re

!U>'

ilD

;.~."

.

.

.

Hormasji Jvf the appellant. Whether an act of
.. ,solvency committed by an agent can be attributed
,- the principal depends upon the facts of each
e. Gopal N aidu v. Mohanlal Kanyai.al (l)~ If it
re held that, no agent of a Chettyar firm could
I:ommit an act of insolvency on behalf of his prin,.
pPa,ls the effect would be to render' all Chettyar firms
·it Rangoon im,mune from fhe operation of the insol~ency
law. In the present case it is clear from the ,
I, "
~dence that on the 31st .of March 1933 an act of
Lasolvency was deliberately committed by the incom:.. Ig' agent; and a Chettyar firm's agent has plenary
"wers over the business of his principal committed
his management.
An order of adjudication or any final judgment
insolvency is a judgment in rem. Sees. 41 of the
~vidence Act. If such a judgment· is to be set
,\t~ide or altered, the Court. should allow .further "
t~vidence to be tendered, if necessary, to prove. that.
.[J,he judgment as it stands is correct. No doubt the
~'order of adj.udication obtained in' the present case
g~:Was ex parte; but that was necessitated by the facts

~L'

(1) I.L.R. 49 Mad. 189.

S~ON'lRAM
i,\Nn,AS'

S.A.R:M,
CHli;TTYA~

'Fl1~¥,
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of the case. However, when the respondents appli~d
to have the order of adjudication annulled the trial
Judge refused to consider the additional evidence
tendered by the petitioning creditor to substantiate
the act of insolvency, and' to prove that the debtor
was really insolvent.
.
'.
.
The Court wh~n passing orders undei s. 21 of
the Presidency-Towns InsolvencyAct acts in the exer'cise of its discretion; and the Court must consider all
the circumstances of the case, the interest of the public
and of the general body of creditors, before annulling an order of adjudication. In re Hester: Ex parte
Hester (1). The trial Judge, in refusing to considet
the general circumstances of the case, purported to
follow Ex parte Coates: In re Skelton (2), but the
form iIi which a petition was couched was of great
importance in those days. In later cases amendments
to insolvency petit ions were freely allowed, the principle in all these. cases being that mere technicalities
ought not to stand in the way of a person being
adjudged insolvent if the circumstances of the case
otherwise warrant such a step, and it is only where
the petition is prima facie bad, as when it discloses
no act of bankruptcy, that the Court will not permit
amendments. See Re Low: Ex parte Gibson (3);
In re A Debtor (4) ; Lovell & Christmas v. Beauchamp (5) ; Re Gyll: E" parte The Board of Trade
(6); Re Taylor: Ex parte Taylor (7).
A mendacious petition for adjudication can always
be punished as an abuse of the proce~s of the Court.
It was in evidence that on the 31st March there
was a rush of creditors at the respondents' Bank. .On
(1) (1889) 22 Q.B.D. 632.
(2) (1877) 5 Ch. D. 979.
(3) 72L.T. 450.'
(7) 84 L.T.R. 426..

Z·tt:B.

(4) (1922)
109.
(5) (1894) A.C~ 607.
(6) 59 L.T.R. 778.
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lI,being made
by the creditors for their money
.
who was to take over charge as agent of
id that he could not pay all the. creditors
e simultaneously,and that he would pay
ati'd by. In th e meantime he offered to
accounts in order to prove that the Bank
",_ t. The respondent Bank keeps a large
~of deposits in current account,and various
'~ draV\rn on such accounts on that day by
is who had plenty of credit in the Bank to
licir cheques were
dishonoured. This dishonour
.
. ~ a serious act of insolvency; see C1'00k v.
.':L'(l). The fact that the debtor has sufficient
JiD discharge. his liabilities though not in a liquid
~is no answer to a petition for adjudication.
!all Rameshwar v. Chunilal jahuri (2). ,- The
~ the present case clearly establish a suspension
?~Jment. In1;e The Petition of David. Sassoon &
Jld. (3); in re Simonson: Ex parte Ball (4) ;
ftercantileI!ank of India, Limited,' Madras v.
,fij.cial Assignee. Madras (5).
:

M

,~:M.

Cowasjee for the respondents. The Explanaof the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act
~tthat the act of ,the agent may be the act of the
,:'_ . - "Agent" under that section cannot mean
'p.d every agent. It refers to a particular kind
'-~t with specified authority. A Chettyar agent is
'~e type of agent contemplated by that section.
floreign principal of a Chettyar branch in Ranris kept informed of the affairs of his branch,
'~e local agent has to submit monthly accounts
~) principal. Such an agent, therefore,can h~ve
Puthority to. commit an act of' insolvency on

Jb s. 9
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" (2) LL.R. 60 Cal. 345.
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behalf of his principal. ' Kastu1: Chand Rai Bahadu1fJ
SOONfRAM
v. Dhanpat Singh Bah~ldur (1). The act of the ageu,t:>:
R.;:':~:::-;, , mp,st be, expressly or impliedly" authorized by' the;,
s.A~iM. principal. Abdul Saltar v;V.E.A.R.lvE. Chettyar Fi1'~;:
C~~~t~R (2); In the matter of TViUiar"!Watson {3}; , GopaJo
Naidu v. Mohanlal Kanyalal (4) an ' In re Mahome.d:
Hashal'l'l & Co. (S).
'
Moreover, the alleged acL of insolvency waS.
committed not by the agent butbythe head assistant:
of the firm, who obviously could not have authorit.y
to bind his principals.
"
A person can be adjudicated insolvent only if
the application for a~judicationcan be brought
within the fourcorriers of s. 9., The fact that
he is hopelessly insolvent is immaterial. '·A suspen...;;
sion of payment for the purpose of s. 9 (g)
must be a specific and deliberate act of the debtor.
Clough v. Samuel (6) was an extreme case where
the debtor was hopelessly insolvent, but the Court
held that there w~s no valid notice of suspension OJ
notice of intention to suspend payment.
Men
inability to pay is not a ground for adjudication
See &l.S.M.M. Chettyar Firm v. p~ Mudaliar (7).
The respondent .Bank was in a peculiar positioi
on the 31st of March, 1933. There was a sudde]
rush of credito;rs, and the head assistant thereupOl
said that he could not pay them all at once, but tha
he would pay them':l.ateJ:', and in the meantim
proposed to show that the firm was solvent., ,Thi
cannot be a notice of suspension ,of payment, or,
notice of intention to, suspend. The trial Judg!
'when this point of view was put before him,cam
to the conclusion that the order of adjudicatio
0'

(1) I.L.R. 23 Cal., 26.
(41 LL.R. 49 Mad. 189.
(2) LL,R.10 Ran. 215.
(5) 24 Born. L.R. 861.
(3) I.L.R. 31 Cal. 761.
(6\ 119051 A.C. 442.
(7\ I.L.R. 11 Ran. 96.
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by him was wrong, because there was riO
"-"-. ,Ie act of" insolvency disclosed," by the petition SOOIHRAM
RAMNtR'AN~'
~in the exercise of his discretion under" s. 21
IANDAS
Z',
~~nulled the "order of adjudiCation. In fact S.A.R.M.
'"is the only way in which he could have CHETTYAR
FIRM.
lased the "discretion", and "may" iiI such
,,;:, Istances means "muse'.
t;,l.Ue fact that" there was not' sufficient money
~meet thecheqi.1es" drawn on that day is
.terial for the purposes 6f this case. No Chettyar
Y;;.
keeps all its "assets in a liquid state; that
. be unprofitable. But to m~et cases of emer~J they have overdraft accounts in other Banks.
~The proof of the commission of an act of insolvency
" be strict "ahd precise. See M.S.M.M. Chettyar
v. P. Mudaliar (1) and also Krzshna Das
v.· Charusila Pal (2). A petitioning creditor
"stand or fall by the petition' that he has filed";
when the adjudicated debtor files an application to
'e the order of adjudication set aside, the creditor
ot be allowed to adduce fUil"ther "evidence to show
the debtor has committed other acts of insolvency.
provisions of the Act must be strictly complied with. "

CUNLIFFE, OFFG. C,J.-.This is a case of a very
,.gular nature. !tIS an appeal preferred by the
jill of Sooniram Ramniranjandas against the annulby Mr. Justice Sen of an adjudication in
"i -Ilvency.
"
"
The respondents to the appeal are the S.A.R.M.
. ,ettyar Firm, who were adjudicated insolvent by an
icparte order passed by the learned Judge in his
" mbers on the 1st of April, 1933.
The appellants here were the petitioners in the
djudication ; and, on the 3rd of "April, the insolvents

ibtt

(1) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 96.

6

(2) 35 C.W.N. 567.
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moved the Court" that the "order of adjudication
against them should be set ·aside.
.
.
Numerous affidavits were placed on the 'file, both""
for and against the insolvency being ~nnulled. It
was not until~ the~:early .pat't.of June'" and after a
prolonged hearing~that the learned Judge passed bis
order annulling the .adjudication.. He gave heavy
costs in favour of the present respondents.
The petition was b;.tsed ''Upon s. 9, sub-section
(g), of the]Presidency-Towns InsoivencyAct. That.
section and sub-section are~in these terms:
\I 9. A debtor" commits an act of insolvency in each of the
following cases,~narnely :-"
"
(g) if he gives notice to any of his ci'e:litors that he has: .
suspended, or t~at he is about to suspend,payment of "
his debts;"
Attached to~rs. 9 is an Explanation, wh,ich runs

as follows :

.

".

" For the purposes\of~this. section, the act ofan agent may
be the act of the principal, .even though the agent have no
specific authority~to' commit the act"
.

The ex parte petition aH~ged that the debtors
'Were indebted to the" petitioning creditors. in the
sum of Rs. 32,000. on a current account, and that
within three months before the date of the petition
had given notice to the petitioning creditors that
they had suspended payment of their debts.
Supporting this petition were two:!affidavits. In the
first· of these, Sooniram Rameshur, a partner in the
firm of the petitioning creditors, deposed that- he
had been informed by' an assistant; oneRai Chand,
that the d~btors had susp'en~ed payment; that lle
in'adeenquiries in town and" ascertained that it had
become generally known' in Mogul .Street that this
was so j and that he. had met the head assistant" of
ihe Chettyar firm wh(). told him that the debtors .had
been compelled to suspend payment.

"
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d makes the second affid~wit. Be says
e 31st of March, 1933, at 4 p.m., he went
ttyars'place6f business .for the purpose of
fout money, and that he' asked to see both'
,;"- and the head clerk but ,was told that t!Jey
ding to business; as the Chettyar firm had
. payment, and, money was not being paid to
J.lhose who 'had money on deposit.
~.attack on the annulment before the learned
ffook this fo~m :
first argument was that there had' been no
Lion of payment at all. The second argument
,:8 t,
even if there had been a suspension of
t, the person who made the suspensiop. was an
~~ting without the authorization of his principal.
it was contended that the- notice given to
iiam Ramniranjandas, according to his own
itn and affidavit, was made by a head assistant of
,pbettyar firm, w,ho owing to his status had no
~D.rity whatever to communicate a notice of suspenpayment.
Ihese three arguments were accepted by the'
.'):<1 Judge. An attempt was made to amend the
Ji9n by alleging other acts and notices, but this
'Jhdge disaliowed, holding that the amendment of
itition based on specific facts ought not to be
c'intted without overwhelmingly good reasons.
'ghe contentions put· forward by the appellants
'. Ire us were to the effect that on the 31st of March,
both notices of suspension and actual suspension
Jhe firm's payments did in fact take place, and that
!.',person who gave notice was the agent of the
~ettyar firm himself in the presence of 20 or 30

i

Pr.

in

t3,

~tors.

lit

was argued that the person who notified Rai
nd on the 31st of March, 1933,that suspension of

~;.:.-
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payment had taken place was authorized to do so '.; and~
further, that the person who informed Sooniram.
Rameshur on the following day was also authorized tomake the communication.
.
In my opinion, the following' are th¢ true and
material facts on which this appeal is based.
'"
On the 31stof March, 1933, the firm of S.A.R.M..
Chettyar, who carried on busIness at No. 74, Mogul.
. Street, Rangoon, was in this curious position. There::
were two resident agents of the firm in Burma. .'. One .-'
by the name of Ramaswamy, who had heen carrying:
on the business of agent single-handed for two or~
three years, and the" other a man" called An gappa,
.
who had just lately arrived from Madras.
It was the intention' of the owners of the firm,...
who are persons -residing in the. Madras Presiden9Yr
that Angappa should succeed RamClswamy in the soXe'··
management of the firm at a very early date. Mean':;'~ .
while the two were carr'yingon 'the 'business, joiritly;.~
Ramaswamy . was not in Rangoon. He had' gone
away to' Prome about the' firm's affairs: He:was.
collecting outstandings.. No one knew where hewas,and he did not return to Rangoon until after the'
adjudication. There is some evidence that whelb
difficulties arose the employees of the firm and
Angappa tried to find him, but they had no real details·
of his itinerary from village to' village and did,not';
know of his exact whereabouts. .There were various;;
permanent employees of the firm,among. them a man;~
called Murugesan. He was the head assistant od
cashierand exercisedresponsible duties in thefirm.~
He was able to receive and payout moneys, for;~
example, and to him was' entrl.;l,sted the firm'slegaF~
business. Thetre weret\;Vo. other clerks mentioned in)
the evidence as employees. They were- young boys,.~
who were referred
to' by the witnesses at the hearing!:
.
.
o·

~
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the H'Chettyar Boy Clerks". The name of one of
-them was Anamalai. Both R(!.maswamy and Angappa
had powers of, attorney from the proprietors of the
finn. Angappa's power was dated the 13th of April,
1933, which,of course, was after the date of adjudi,cation.. H;e .had brought with him, however, a lett~r
from Madras (exhibit A), which, .according to the
translation of the Court, is in these terms:

:4lS

.
II That which is written' to Ramaswamy Chetty is as follows:
.A.VRA. Angappa Chetty of Kilas\valp3.tti has been started
to-day 'and sept as slibstitute for you. As soon as he comes, GO .
make over 'accounts, documents, jewellery, etc" and altogether
with balance .' sheet to theaf01'esaid person, obtain his signed
letter, start and reach this place. Other particulars through
-post. ,t'

Both. the power of Ramaswamy Chettyar and the
:subsequent power given to Angappa are in the widest
possibletei-ms.. They appear to have been given the
:fullest authority. in relation to the cond"ud of the
firm:s business.
On th~' 31st of March, 1933, from a little after
.-:midday a ":run' of withdrawals upon the Chettyar
. :.accoullts t'09k place. Rumours had apparently got
about that the· firm was not. ina stable position
·financ.ially. '. A. number of cheques were dishonoured.
-One of tht:m, in particular a cheque drawn by
:Shareefa Bee Bee for Rs. 4,240-10-0, was returned,
:.according to a letter from the Bank, as the. drawee
-was absent and payment was not forthcoming. Other
-cheques were dishonoured, again for the reason that
-the drawee was not in his place of business, and some
-<>f . them on representation were marked "Drawee
. . ~ked to refer to drawer". In all, more than a
:lIozen cheques were returned.
One other cheque must be specially noticed. It
f>was . for Rs. 20,000 upon a current account. The
~.

'=."
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drawer was visited by one of the employees of theChettyar firm who offered him Rs. 10,000' cash, and
R~~;:~N- asked him to endorse on the cheque that Rs. 10,000'
s.A.R,M, had been taken. The drawer of the cheque refused.
CHETTYAR . to
do this or to accept the part payment. The
FIRM.
employee then went away and returned offering a.'
--'CUNLIFFE,
cheque for Rs. 20,000 drawn on Balthazar and Sons
OFFG, C.J.
in payment, but this form of tender was also not
accepted.
.
Whether these cheque transactions took. place on
the morning of the 31st .of March, 1933, or whetherthey took place after 2-30 p.m. is in great controversy;.
and it seems to me difficult to decide .when exactly
the cheques in question were dishonoured by the
firm. But that they were' dishonour~d. js an
undoubted fact.
Apart from these cheques, a number of persons-·
after midday presented themselves for the purpose
of withdrawing money from deposit or cum-ent
account~. Certain sums were withdrawn,but during,
the afternoon it became impossible fOf the Chettyar
firm to cope with the rush. Angappa in his evidence..
says that no. payments were made' after 2-30 p.m.
and on customers presenting cheques and wanting to-.
draw out money he said:
.•
1933

SOONIRAM

." If you all want payment at the same time how could it
be possible for us to pay."

He asked 'them to wait ,for a day or two.
he says: .

Again-

'1 After 2-30 p.m. I said that if they all wanted payment
at the same time they cannot be paid, and that they will haveto wait."

He also says:
I tolr.1the creditors that I would pay. them the next:
day.. * * I said to them that I would collect and paY'
them, and that they need not be afraid of their money."
'I
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Then he contradicts himself by saying :.
"I did not say to any' of the creditors that I would pay
. the next day":-that is, if you mean to-morrow. I said .to them
that I wouldpay them gradually as I collect moneys."

These statements are confirmed toa very large
extent by the evidence of Murugesan.
It was also the Chettyars' case .that 'they invited
the creditors'
inspect" their accounts; th:jtt during
the afterl),oon they-that is, Angappa and Murugesanattempted to draw upa kind .of a balance sheet,
showing that the firm was solvent; hut that this
balance sheet or profit and ·loss account was never
finished, all the documents' being impounded on the
following day by tht Official Assignee.
Murugesan corroborates Angappa's statement and
says that he and another assistant repeated what
Angappa said to the crowd ; and that Angappa knew
that they wereifepeating what he said to pacify'the
creditors.
The whole episode when the employee of the
petitioning creditors visited the' firm's premises at .or
about 4-30 p.m. on the 31st March, 1933, is denied
by the,;fespondents, but Rai Chand did say in his
evidence that .he found only two young clerks there.
Such an· account synchronizes. with the evidence that
the balan.'Ge sheet was being prepared in another room
by the agent, Angappa, and Murugesan during the
,afternoon when th~ crowd of creditors . had been
pacified. . It was Murugesan ina rickshaw on the
next morning who informed Sooniram .that his firm
had suspended payment•
.It is now necessary to consider the general legal
aspect <;>f· the. insolvency, and the manner' in which
the learned Judge ,conducted the contested hearing
in relation to the annulment.

to
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There is, no doubt that a Judge ip the position'
of considering an annulment is exercising a
discretion whether his former order should - be
maintained. -This - discretion must, of course, be
exercised upon certain material in the form of evidence.
In my opinion a Judge in considering such aquestion
should not conduct a roving enquiry into the financial
position of the debtor, but he should scrutinize closely the actual position of the adjudicating 'firm at the
time that the alleged suspension took place arid~
within limits, should also consider the surrounding
circumstances of the suspension,and the manner in'
which the notice of suspension is alleged to have beeIi
given.
-There was an attempt here, in my view, to
introduce, as so often happens in this country, a
great deal of evidence based upon prejudice, and
not strictly necessary to the enquiry which the learned
Judge was conducting. A number of affidavits, for
example, were put in by creditors who opposed theadjudication and were _said to have agreed to wait
for their mO,1].ey on the 31st. These affidavits wereafterwards withdrawn _with great unanimity-the
deponents explaining that when they swo1;e them
they imagined the firm was solvent. It does seem,
however, to me from ,the judgment which we are
considering that the learned Judge was somewhatloath to consider a great body of the evidence brought
before him. At page 9 of his judgment, for example;
having set aside the adjudication on a s~mewhat'
technical point, he proceeds to discuss the evidence
which he allowed to be· led before him. But he did
so with obvious reluctance. Having held that
Murugesan was not a person who was in a position'
to give notice of an insolvency to any creditor, he
also came to the conclusion that there waSilO real
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.suspension of payment· and no notice by Angappa on
the 31st March, 1933, to this: effect. He further SOONIRAU
·decided that the· dishonouring of the cheques was. R~~~~~N'
not an act of insolvency per se, and that the attitude S.A~.M.
taken up by the firm generally, to use his own words, CHETTYAR
,could be summed up like this: II Where a Banker
FIRM.
CUNLIFFE,
tells his customers: I am unable to meet. your OFFG. c.].
demands owing to the peculiar circumstances that you
.are all demanding instant payment of your dues, but
give me time to satisfy you that I am perfectly solvent,"
that cannot amount to a suspension of payment.
He also relied upon a passage in the judgment,
-of Lord Hobhouse in the case of Kastur Chand Rai
Bahadur v. Dhal1pat 'Singh Bahadur (1), in which
Lord Hobhouse said:

"After the 6th the banking business in Calcutta was
:stopped. But under the Indian Statute that is 'not an act of
-insolvency.' ;

(and, if I may say so with humility, this is a very
surprising observation).
He further relied on the observations of our own
'Chief Justice in Abdul Sattar v. V.E.A.R.M. Chettyar
Firm (2) where the learned Chief Justice said:
" It is a fundamental principle of insolvency law that a
lJerson is not· to be adjudicated insolvent except for an act ·of
insolyency which he has personally committed, or 'which has been
.committed by his agent under. StIch circumstances that it must
be taken that the act of insolvency by the agent has been
-expressly or impliedly authorized by the principal against whom
.an order of adjudication is sought."

Finally, Mr. Justice Sen discussed· the position
()f a Chettyar agent and remarked:
" I desire· to make it clear that the mere fact of a person
being an agen~ of a Chettyar firm cannot in law entitle him to
(1)(1895) I.L.R. 23 Cal. 26.

(21 (19321 I.L.R. 10 Ran. 215, 217.
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allow a creditor to obtain an order of adjudication because:
he, the agent, purports to commit an act of insolvency within.
the meaning of s. 9, because if this were the case it would be a.
most dangerous situation as any Chettyar firm carrying on.
business in Rangoon by agents (the principals being absent. and
hardly ever coining to Burma), could have their business stopped
and an order of adjudication obtained merely because the'
petitioner alleges that the agent has committed an act of
insolvency."

After further discussion, the learned Judge con-·
eluded by saying:
"To my mind it seems difficult to imagine that the principals.
of any firm could, or \vould ever, authorize their agents to commit
an act of insolvency by giving notice to their creditors of
suspension of payment."

The first question therefor~ to be discussed here,.
it seems to me, is this: Was there a suspension of
. payment on the 31st of March, 1933? To my mind.
there undoubtedly was. It seems to me impossible
to contend that the dishonouring of cheques upon
perfectly solvent current accounts is not asuspension
of payment. A suspension of payment can obviously
be either a ..permanent suspension or a temporary
suspension. Whatever reasons may be advanced as .
to the cause of a suspension, even when those reasons
allege that payment will in aU probability. be renewed
at some future date, there. is no doubt, in my mind,.
that such action on the part of a Bank, or a Chettyar
firm, taking deposits, which is in the position of a.
private Bank, must amount to a suspension. .
It is extremely difficult to obtain much <l:uthority
with regard to suspension of payment by Banks~
Almost all the cases which have been investigated by
the Courts, both in England and in British India,.
deal with businesses which are not 'Banks, or witli
private individuals who find themselves in a position
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when their liabilities are pressing on them in an
overwfuelming manner.
I have only been able to find one reference to a
Bank in any recent leading case on the question of
suspension. In: the well known case of John Crook
(The Elder) v. I. & R. Morley (1), Lord Selborne
in. the course of his judgment remarked:
"A stoppage of business in the ordinary course, and of
the paymerit of debts in the ordin~ry course, is so serious a
thing in map.y if not in all businesses, certainly for example in
the business of a banker, that the Legislature might well consider
it a sufficient reason for giving the creditors the power of treating
it as an act of bankruptcy in itself, without entering into the
question whether in conceivable ~ircumstances and by conceivable
methods it might not come to an end and business be resumed.
I cannot but think that it wonld be doing violence to these words
if a suspension of payments de' facto whether in circumstances
which might make it possible to resume them or in circumstances
which might make that impossible, were held not to be enough."

Lord Selborne was there referring to an act of
bankruptcy committed under s. 4, sub-section 1 (h),
of the Bankruptcy Act of 1883, which it may be noted
is in the exact language of sub-section (g), s. 9, of
the Indian Act.
Quite apart then from the question of requisite
.notice, in my opinion, a stoppage of payment by a
private Bank, when no justification for such stoppage
can possibly be put· forward except a temporary
embarrassment, must be a suspension within the
meaning of the Act.
I hold, therefore, in disagreement with the learned
Judge, that' the conduct of the Chettyar firm on the
31st March, 1933, whether there was a rush or whether'
there was not a· rush, amounted at any rate to .a.
temporary suspension.
(1) (1891K A.C. 316,-319.
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It now falls to be deCided whether ancftice of
such temporary suspension was ever given by a person
entitled to 'give the notice' under the Explanation
'
to s. 9.
It is pointed out by the \~lell-known text book
writer on the Indian Insolvency Act, Sir Dinshah
Mulla, that the reason why this Explanation, to which
I have referred, was inserted in the Act was on a.ccount
of a legal controversy which took place in the Calcutta
High Court lasting from the year 1880 to, the year
1894 with reference to the responsibilities of a class
of persons who are known in Calcutta as gomashtas.
A go/'nashta is apparently a resident manager, or quasi
partner in a Bengali business who manages and
controls the business on behalfof absent.ee proprietors.
The history of this controversy is referred to and
admirably summed up in the judgment of Coutts "
Trotter C.J. in the case of GopalNaidu v. il:lohan Lal
Kanyalal (1). The learned Chief Justice there showed
that the first view of the Calcutta High Court was
based upon the English Law with regard to the
responsibility of an agent. In 'this connection' it was
laid ~dowtl by Brett L.J., in Ex pm'le Blain: In re
Sawers (2), that a man cannot commit an act of
bankruptcy by a particular act of his agent which he
has not authorized, and of which act he has had no
cognizance.
The controversy as to whether a gomashta could
commit an act of insolvency came to a: head in'
Calcutta in the case of In re Dhanpat Singh (3),
where, again, the English Law was followed
by a Bench. But when Dhanpat Sin{!,h's case
<came up for
consideration before the Privy
Council in Kastur Chand Rai Bahadur v. Dhanpat
(1) (1915) I.L.R.49 Mad. 189.
(2\ (1879)12 ell. Div. 522.
(3) (1893) I,L.R. 20 Cal. 771.
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_jz Bahadur (1), Lord Hobhouse delivered the
;.:Jgment of the Committee arid came to a different
tnclusion~ The Committee held that in some cases
f.gO;naShla can: commit an act of insolvency, more
'i'~cially in the case of a person known as a
,,"unib g011"tashta" who is apparently clothed with
inplete local responsibility for his absent master's
i~· ess. Lord .Hobhouse said:
.
"We 'cannot hold that the creditors of fu~ms exclusively
ed by gOl1ias~tas have no remedy by· way of insolI whatever the gomashtas may
do; though he may make
ulent conveyances, promote fraudulent executions or levant,
the creditors to find him or his master if they
~~:Mr.

Justice Pigot, who had formed one of the
~"cutta Bench, in Dhanpat Singh's '-case,· had
"'tgested that the Legislature might intervene to
"'"edy this difficulty with regard to insolvency, and
'"
Hobhotlse add.ed on behalf of the Board that
pt might be desirable. Hence the Explanation
lached to s. 90£ the Indian Insolvency Act.
$"Sir Dinshah Mulla in his notes to the Act has
f-Iong dissertation on acts of insolvency committed
J an agent, and on the whole confines himself to
~;detailed discussion of the principles in Dhanpat
'th's case together with' another case decided
;to,,-.er in the Calcutta High Court-In re Hurruck
Golicha (2). The learned editor rather
ts that the only class of persons who can
,,~
it acts of ~nsolvency, apart from those persons
.) have direct authority on behalf of their principals r
!t~;gomashtas.
~lt is. necessary therefore' to determine here
er a notice of insolvency was given on the
of March, or at all.' In my opinion, the speech
(11 (1895) I.L.R. 23 Cal. 26.

(2) (1880) I.L.R. 5 Cal. 605.
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of Angappa to the . creditors .' did' amount to such
.a notice. if he was in' a' position to give it. I
should further be prepared to hold thaX the
v.
dishonouring of the cheques by returning them to
S.A.R.M.
CHETTYAR
those
persons who presented them was also' a notice
FIRM.
under s.· 9.. Neither the. English Bankruptcy·. Act
. CtiNLIFFE,
nor the Indian Insolvency Act· lays down what
OFFG. C.1.
sort of a notice. is'. required. In this .connection
the words of Lord Macnaghten in the case of
. Clough v. Samuel qnd others (1), may be cited. It
will be remembered. that We words of .the appro~
priate English section are identical. wi,th the words
of the' Indian Act with the exception of the
Explanation. What Lord Macnaghten said was this: .
SOONIRAM
RAMNIRANJANDAS

"The notice need not be' in writing. It is enougb if
notice is given to anyone of the creditors. No particular:
form. is required. There is nolhing said in the ACt about
the debtor's intention. The question is what effect would
the communication have on the mixid~of the persons towhom.
it is addressed."

Lord' Macfiaghten went
on to say:
. .
~

II All that is required is that a
communication proceeding
from the debtor, made seriously, should give the creditors or
any of the creditors to understand fro111 the state of circumstances as disclosed at the time that the debtor has suspended
or that he is about to suspend payment." .

Lord Robertson in the same. case. said this :
,. It seems to me that in the conception of sub-section (h),
with which we have to deal, the suspension of payment of
his debts is a specific and deliberate' (in .the sense of int~n.
tiona!) act of the debtor, and the suspension, actual or intimated,
must apply to aU the creditors.. It is something different
from and over and above inability to pay. It is one of the
several courses among which a debtor may' elect when he finds
himself insolvent. A man faced by a balance sheet which
means certain and speedy.. Euin' may. try to arrange with his
(1) (1905) A.C. 442, 446.

RANGOON SERIES.
ing creditors, or he may put off the evil day and
leaving' the stoPP:Lge of his career to be brought
the a;tion of' others. Either of these courses' is
Ii from suspending plyment of his debts. It is, of course,
ii':consistentwith this view that the question. whethe~.
~ suspension has' been given must depend on the import
"was said or written and is relied on as notice.,i
. I.

f!'ean hardly be doubted here that the require~t'of Lord Robertson that the notice must apply
~,.'.. the creditors was present' at the. time of
.-.lpa's speech.. All the creditors, it is true, were
j~embled at the office,
but the notice was .
.
~ed to' apply to them all, and if they had
J~there the firm' would have refused their requests
l;Payment just as it had refused the requests
";,payment .which had already been made.
•' is view of the' question of notice was recently
~der~d and approved in the English Courts in
~case of In re A Debtor (1).. There Lord Russell;
time Lord Justice Russell, referred to both'
co, 'i v.M01'ley and Clough v. Safnt~el.
He repeated .'
approval' the language of Lord Macnaghten,
. .has. already been set out. On the facts~ of
appeal before him then he thought that the
unication which constituted notice proceeded
the' debtor and was not a haphazard or casual
unication. It was a communication seriously
,e and made upon an appointment arranged for
r.J: purpose of discussing the debtor's position.
~.added it was a communication. from which the
j1itors would necessarily understap.d· that . the
J.~ 'f has suspended payment of his debt9 as they
e due in the ordinary course. Again, it can
_:;~_.y be doubted that in the present case debts
[-'they .became due would have. been refused
.ent.
~.

~..

"at

c<_

. (1) (1929) 1 Ch. Div. 362.
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\Ve now come·· to the ql,iestion as "to. whether .
Angappa.
had . authority'
t6. iss1,1e the . notiCe
. of
R.U[:\I"XS.
..
.
' .
JA:\DAS
. suspension.
Ido ll91 find myself .in .agreemeritwith ..
S.A~~ )1. the learned Judge on .the point that an agent of
CH~~~R a Chettyar firm in Rang06nlsnot a,ble to give the,
.amounting' to an act- .
necessary'
notice . of suspension
.
.
' . ". .
OFFG. c.]:
of insolvency. The position of an agent or Ayyah'. of a Chettyarprivate Bank' as· this' was, is very'
similar to the position. of a Bengali gomashta. If
may be' that the proprietors of'a Chettyar firrri t .
who are aimost always Ifesident in Madras and hardly
ever visit thiscount-ry except· at very infrequent
intervals, . 'd6exercisesomewhaimor~ control than
the proprietors of a busin'ess in Calcutta .m~naged
. by a gomashta. But apart from the very fad that
they are resident abroad' aIid are even more un~·
get-at-able, if I may use the expression, than·' an
absentee proprietor living in the mofus'Sil of Bengal,.
they are only exercising approximately. the .' same
amount of control or wa~t· of control over their
agents in, other countries froin which they are usually
separated by a' stretch of sea.
. ..
In this particular case, the outgoing' Ayyah,.
Ramaswamy, who was absent in Prome at' the
material time, had been acting for three years under
a power. of attorney.
To refer to this power, by clause 13; Rama~
swamy was permitted generally' "to act for and
represent the firm at all times and in all places as·
well in the recovery and collection of debts, moneys,.
. goods and merchandise as in all other mattersbusiness and things whatsoever and for effecting the
premises and to do wpatever shall be requisite and
necessary herein as fully and effectually to ~
intents, constructions and purposes whatsoever
we the propietors or all
any' of
might or
Soo~I~.n.I

Ct:~LIFFE

.

or

.

us

as
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we were personally present and did the

r

addition to the letter which accompanied
jppa ordering his taking' over the place of
:~wamy on his retirement, it is in evidence
!1'Angappa himself that during the overlapping
Iif he ,and Ramaswamy' were managing the,
':.;;~ss jointly.
:·have' already referred to the, power which
~equehtly arrived. in Rangoon after the adjudiIh had taken place. Clause 13, of Ramaswamy's
~~ Qf, attorney is reproduced in Angappa's,
!'4~gh the deed in question is not in the form
~uses.

-team prepared to hord that Angappa and Rama-

Jh

y by reason both of the~r implied authority
""'-y reason of their express authority: under
:' deeds were persons '" just as capable as a
t/ishta" of committing an act of insolvency. The
~~ remark.which Lord Hobhouse made in Dhanpat
's case,' where he said that it is impossible tq'
j·that the creditors of firms exclusively managed
fgom,ashtas' have 'JI0 remedy by way of insolvency,
liever the "gomashtds 'may do, holds good, in
~i.opinion, in the ' case of a Chettyar's' managing,'
~'t~ It may be arguecl, in fact it was so contended,
""'i;'.Angappa had not actually succeeded to his
,} of, agent, but, in my opinion,his own evidence
f.s,and Ramaswamy's evidence shows, tbat they
,~;exercising the fun powers of an ' agent respec~~f whilst they acted together, arid, in the absence
~aswamy, Angappa was the only person who
l manage and deal with the affairs of the firm in,
~ crisis as that encountered on the 31st of March.
,Ie learned Judge said, as will be recollected,
~t seemed diff.icult, to imagine that the principals
~

7
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of any firm could or would ever atithorize, their
agents
to commit an' act of insolvency by giving
AMNIRANJANDAS
notice to their creditors of s\1.spensioiJ. ,bf payment.
.V,.
On the other hand it is'
little difficult fof' me
~'~T~?1~ to Understand ,how such notice, could proceed, with~
FIRM:.
out intolerable delay, which is not cOhtemplate'd
::UNLIFFE,
)FFG. CJ.
by the Act, if the sole right of committing anaet'o
of insolvency, was vested in the principals.
The language of the Explanation to the section"
is quite clear. [t says the act of ari, agentma.y be
the act of the, principal. In these circumstances I
think it, was. Holding, tlierefore, this view, I .am '0£
the opinion that the statutory notice, of suspen$io Il :
was given by Angappato the creditors "on tl~e after:' ,
noon of the 31st of Match, 1933. Such a IiOdce'is'
sufficient to all the world if it is a real notice. Any"
other notice which' follows upon such a statutoty
declaration is nothing but a mere' repetition and ha~·
no statutory significance. "The information conveyed"
by Murugasen to the petitioning creditor was, in' my
view, a mere, repetition. The information giveii to"
Rai' Cli~.nd, the representative" of the petitionirtg'
creditor's firm late in the afternoon of the 31st of Mardt~
1933, was also a repetition. Murtigasen says in his
evidence that he ahd, the other eniployeeswere only
restating to the' creditors as they came
to the
office the remarks made, by Angappa and that Angappa
knew that they were' doing so.
An application toaniend~'the petition was' made,
by counsel for the petitioning ,creditors at the, time
of the hearing before the learned judge 'to which I
have already referred. Thelearried' ]udgere£used
to allow the attempted amendment' as he relied, on a'
dictum of Bacon C.J.in the year'1877 in the case
of Ex parte Coates : In re Skeltoh (1). That was a
OONI:RAM

a

0,

in

(i) (1877) S Ch.Div. 979. '
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"~i2~re

the petitioning creditor had alleged that
_ ipt had removed himself from his dwelHng
libt had omittedfo say that he did so in "rder
'~t or delay·his creditors. .In th~se. formal
JUris
.irregulanty
in the petition was held to
'.~.'"
.
~i;it and the learned Judge in bankruptcy prayed
~~.' the s.imi1;:trity between the bankruptcy law
iUte criminal. law, saying that in bankruptcy as
"J~Dinal procyedings no evidence of general moral
"fluency .on the part of the person charged. could
lmitted. lam of the opinion that ther~, is no
I.ttbetween . t~e attempted amendment of this
··Pn and the facts in Ex parte Coates and I should
~6n6w that decision if there were;
~.,Consider that the petition here was based upon
~onception of the law in that the R_etitioning
.
"'''r.imagined that the notice given to him by
.,,~es,m was the statutory notice. In reality it
~~ot the no~ice a,s I have shown of Murugesan
.... was the· statutory notice, but the notice of
'ij>pa to' the creditors of the firm. Such aN. error
l'ndt s~and in the way of justice... Consequent on
bgesan's hotice· there was a .long argument with
Jil we were favoured ·that . Murugesan, the head
'''nt, ~ould'not give a statutory notice. I propose
6tushaside all '. technicalities in this case.' I am
l:i~ opinion. that the law of ins~lvency should be
iPristered broadly with-special' consideration not for
fimtic1.ilar pr;otectiori' of the insolvent where. an
\bf .insolvency has been' dearly committed bilt
~e' general
protettion of". . the.. creditors
and the
r5:.
".' .
.
..
~g public•. IIi my view the lea,rned Judge ought
*'re exercised his discretion In enquiring into all
.' . ounding' facts of the insolvency.. In conse....c e 1 allow this appeal; we set aside the order of
~'" ent. This· means that the original order of
,~.
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April 1· is now restored. As· costs the respondents'
special costs in the Court below wiU be allowed to ...
the successful appellants. .The costs of the· hearing of .
this appeal will be 30 gold mohurs in their favour.
BAGULEY, J.-I agree that this appeal must be
allowed, but would like to set down reasons which";
have really borne more weight with me than the legal
point which has been dealt with by the. learnedo
Officiating Chief Justice in· his judgment. The order
appealed against is one which was passed by the learned
Judge on the Original Side of this Court under s. 21
of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act, thet6levant
portion of which runs as follows:
.
Ie Wqere, in the opinion ~f
the Court. a debtor ought ll~t
to have been adjudged insolvent, or where it is proved to the
satisfaction of the Court that Ute debts of the insolvent are paid
in full, the Court may,· * . *
* * by order annul the
adjudication."

It was argued on behalf of the respondents that the
word '.' may" in this section means "must" and that
if the Court is satisfied that a debtor ought",not to
.. have been adjudged insolvent, the Court,"must"
. annul the adjudication and· it 'was further argued
that in considering the question whether a debtor
ought to have been adjudged insolvent, the Court
could only consider the original application- for adjudication, the acts of insolvency originally-alleged and
the evidence adduced to prove those acts.
With regard to the first pOInt,· I would draw·
attention -to the word "may". The word "may" is
used and not" must" and it is the duty of the Cotirt,\
when interpreting Acts. of the Legislature to give to
the words u,sed their natural significance. It should
hardly be necessary to refer t6· authorities for this
statement but in view of the fact that Courts ate some-

RANGOON SERIES..'

to

c"t1ed into t~ying
give effect,' not to' the actual
~~g of the statut~, but to .what ~hey conceive the
Ilption of the LegIslature to' have been, or somees,..• even,to what they conceive the intention of the
"," hire ought to have been, I would refer to a
lfutiOll from a decision of the Privy Council to be
"')d in Hem Raj v. Krishen Lal (1) : .
;When there is a positive enactment of the Indian Legisthe proper course is to examine the language of that Statute
""ito ascertain its proper meaning,"
,J~;

.

l~·

lien

the wording of a Statute is plain it should be given
of any considerations as to possible incori~ce. or as to the intention ~f the Legislature as gathered
'-,", debates in the Legislative Counci1."

let to irrespective

In Sir Dinshah Mulla's work on the Lawof Insols.ney, page 225, it is pointed out that .this power
~fannul is discretionary, and many authorities are
toted of which I need only mention two. In In re
"'- . r (2), a case where all the creditors agreed to the
_inding of a receiving order, it was laid down that·
'~exerdse of the jurisdiction to' rescind was a matter
!r4iscretion, and the order was not to be rescinded
~"'a matter of course because all the creditors
'<'ented to the. rescission. The head note goes on
. y that

.

~~

.__ Court will consider aU the circumstances of the case,

;~~terests of thJr.,general body of creditors, and the interests

ie public, and will
"

be guided by the provisions of s. 35 as to
ulment of, an adjudication of bankru~tcy)"

the same as the section
And, again, In re Keet (3),
JiJ,(2.
~~:: .~

at p. 111•.'
(3) (!90512 K.B.D. 666, at p. 676.

'(1) (lgZ8j I.L.n. 10 I;a,h. 106,

(1889) 22 Q.B.D. 632.
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in the judgment of .Lord Justice Stirling is to
found the passage

be

.

U But I desire to add this, that the jurisdiction which is conferred
by s. 35 is discretiomry. The Act provides simply that the
Court may, on the application of any peraon interested, by
order annul the adjudication."

The next point to be' co~siciered is whether iIt
an application under s. 21 the Court is boundo
strictly to the consideration of the original a.pplication
for adjudication and the acts alleged • therein~ . The
respondent's sheet-anchor on this point is the 61dcase
of Ex parte Coates (1). In this case' the bankruptcy
petition against a trader alleged as his act of bankruptCy,
an act which ass~t Qut, would not constitute an
act of bankruptcy. It was held that the defect was
a matter of substance, not merely a formal defect,
and it could not be cured by amendment. 'This was
a case in which the debtor was adjudicated in his
absence. He gave notice of motion to discharge
the order of adjudication, and it was held by the
Chief Judge in Bankruptcy on appeal from the
Registrar; and afterwards .on appeal by the Court of
Appeal, that the amendment could not be. allowed.
The forms had got to be adhered to, and, therefore,
the debtor was entitled to have the adjudication
annulled. This case was tried by Judges who, if
I may be allowed to say so, had been brought up
under the strictest possible rules of pl~.adingat a
time when a man might-commit· a murder and have
his guilt proved and yet escape'\ltallpunishment
. because the name 6f his victim had been wrongly
speIt in the indictment and I do not think that these:~
rigid rules of pleading would. now be looked upon
with favour. In re Lqw: Ex parle Gibson (2) it was
held that
(2)'72 L.T. 459.
(1) (1~~7) 5 Glj. Dlv:·979.
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~..

'~ect
or irregularity\11:'.'in. a bankruptcy
notice, which cannot
-<'"
,

19~3

'1lJex or embarrass,the"debtor, does not make it invalid."
SOONIRA1>.
.
RAMJiIIRAN'
JANDAS
~~:Lovell & Christmas v. Beauchamp (1) it was
fl.
"~'ted out that th~ Bankrtlptcy Act allowed ample S.A.RoM.
,,'ers of amendment j and this cas~ may also be CHETTYAR
, FIRM:.
IPtioned as ~ealing with the contention p~t BAGULEr.]
fward on behalf of the respondents that if other acts
t)Jankruptcy had beep committed by the respondents
~it;t~ waS nothing to prevent any creditor from filing a
~~h.tition for them to, be de.c1ared insolvent. In
'i& Case the same point was rai$ed by the appellants Clnd
~ dealt with by Lord Herschell L.C. in the following
16rds:
..
~-.

t-~

'~-I' If the judgment and receiving order stand as against

!!Un, he will certainly

suffer no injustice; whilst if the receiving
~tder b~ set aside absolutely, and a fresh petition is thus
~dered necessary, transactions which might be avoided under
present receiving order in the interests of creditors, might
me incapable of. avoidance under a receiving order of a'
date."

In re A Debtor (2) where
.. , indavertently omitted to
.' security which he in fact
~en given many years ago
Ioatter, and was admittedly
J.r'
'

a petitioning creditor
mention in his petition
held, but which had
in respect of another
valueless, it was held'

~that a receiving order made upon the petition was not
~dated by t1~e omission, inasmuch as the Court had power
"'!': amend the petition, even ~fter the m:lking of the receiving
er"

"lich certaiply appears to run counter to thefjJle
"4 down jn Ex parte Coates (3), and in this case
_le ca~~ of Lovell & Christmas v. Beauchamp (1)
llf.~aqy m~Iitj~ne4 w~~ fpllowed. ' The case of Vasqnji
tulji
v. Mulji Ranchhod Ved (4) is in th~ contrary
t
.
(1) (1894) A.C. 607. at p. 613.
(2) !1929) 1 Ch. Div. 36~.

(3) (1887) 5 Ch. Div. 979.
(4)' (J.9261 I.L.R 50 Born. 624.
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sense, but in view of the wei~t of Erignshau,thor'~
ities, it does not seem tome that it is" possible
to follow it.
''11.
Apart from this it must be remembered· that
S.A.R.M.
CHETTYAR
s. 21 is a special section. In the ordinary way·
FIRM.
"'''':-a Court which has orice passed any order canno~·
• BAGULEY, J.
alter it save under circumstances· specially allowed
by law, e.g. in an . application for review. This"·
section ~nables an Insolvency Court to reconsider
an order which it has already passed, and~ if it
thinks fit, to set it aside. In· terms the section
does not say that the Judge is precluded from looking.
outside the original application for adjudication and .
the evidence brought in support of it, andc in
certain circumstances it is quite clear that the, Courthas not only to look outside the original application
but has to consider facts which have occurred
subsequent to the date of filing the application" One
reason for which the Court may set aside an order
of adjudication is by proof that the' debts of '. the'·,
insolvent have ,been paid in' ,fulL Such payment·
must have been made after the filing of the appli..
cation for adjudication, for it seems incredible that
when a debtor's debts, have been paid in full any
person can apply to have him declared insolvent.
When it is seen that in . one kind of application
. under this section the C0tlrt has got to go into
. facts that occurred subsequ~nt to' the original application, why should it be held that in· another enquiry
. under this . section the Court is to be tied down
rigidly to the original application and' the facts therein
set but? Personally r can see no reason for taking
such a view. Liberty to amend' or to set out fresh
allegations is especially neede~ in, cases like..the
present one where an urgent· application is made·
hurriedly and allowed, ex parte;' Urgency usually
1933
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:denotes ~hurry anci: hurry' very frequently results in
--.:;fuistakes and omissions; and a. very natural omission
rj;or . mistake. would '. be '.' a mis-drafting of an application
~or the settmg Qutonly of an act of bankruptcy
lfiforwhich affidavits were immediately. obtainable;
~whereas other acts of bankruptcy might have occurred
!fWithin the· knowledge of the applicant to support
t~which . affidavits were not immediately obtainable..
EIt seems to me' that s. 21 reads so that "if
tin the. opinion' of the Court on the date of the
~filing of the' application for adjudication there existed
f other good' grounds for the adjudication, any such
rgtounds may be gone into in the enquiry which
~'li to.' be opened with regard to the annulment of
[the adjudication, and, if they are proved at the
subsequent enquiry, ~here is no rea~pn why the
i.
should not come to the conclusion that on
,-- Court
.
the date' 6f the filing of the application the debtor
ought to ,have been adjudged insolvent; and, if matters
cannot be carried as far as that, the existence of
perfectly good grounds for the debtor's adjudication,
existing on the date of the filing of the a.pplication
for adjudication, would be very good grounds for
the Court to refuse to exercise its discretion in
favour of the debtor. For this aspect of the case
. reference may be made to the two cases already
mentioned-In re Hester and In re Keet.
On behalf of the respondents it was argued that
if the Court is going to consider other matters common
justice requires that the case should be sent back
. to the trial Court for evidence on those other matters
to be led and for the respondents to be given an
opportunity of meeting any charges that may be
made against them. It is true that the learned
Judge held that evidence on other matters might
not be used' save for consideration on certain lines,

t
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but the principle followed in the exclusion of evidence
is not very easy to understand. The hearing, of
RAM~IRAN
JANDAS'
the case in the trial Court took twelve days, and,
v.
in addition, there were a large number of, affidavits'
S.A.R.M.
,CHETTYAR
put in, so it seems clearly undesirable for the case
'FIRM:.
to go back for any further. enquiry which might
,BAI>ULEY, J.
extend to a simHar length.
However, the respondents at all" IIlaterial times
had as their principal agent in Rangoon, one Angappa
Chettyar. In hig C!-ffidavit, he states that he was to
relieve Ramaswamy Chettyar the former agent and
he had aetuallydone, so.' He, was examined as a,
witness, and the gist of his evidence is that on the
31st March business was carried on in the ordinalY
way until 2-30 p.m. when there was a rush of
customers in a state of excitement who were under the
impression that' the firm' had stopped' or was about
to stop payment. In his evIdence' he" says: '
SOONIRAM

" As there was a big crowd after 2-30 p.m. we'said we would
pay. 'After 2-30 p.m. as there was a big crowd we could not pay;
No payment was made after 2-30 p.m: After 2-30 p.m.' all
customers -presented cheques and wanted to draw out money.
On 'that we said that I if you
all warttpayment
at the same
.'
, .
time how could it be possible for 11S to pay' and asked them to
wait for a clay or two. I said this to the customers, i.e. the various
creditors who canje there. * * * * There were many
cheques presented after 2-30 p.m. and 'because of the crowd
1 cannot say w:ho presented them. * * * On 31st March
after 2-30 p.m. my firm h3.d no money to pay those cheques,
presented then. There was no transaction of the firm after
.2-30 p.m. on that" clay either receiving or paying out money.'"

On this stateqlent it, seem~ to, me idle to contend
that at 2-30 p.m. the firm did not suspend payl11ent. They refused to pay the q.l stomen; who'
pr~spnted cheques C!-n.d who were ~ntitled tQ receive
p~ywent immedi;:l.tely. They refu13eq to paYi:LlltIie
daim~ made for payment on a normal working d~y

V()L. ~IlJ
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(it was a Friday) during normal working l:>usiness
hours. There WaS for the time a; complete stoppage
of payment. I do not think that justice ,requires
the case, to be sent back for any evidence on this
point to be led in view of the statement of the
respondents' managing agent made i,n Court. In
my view" the firm committed an act of insolvency
,at or immediately after 2-30 p.m. on the 31st March.
It is impossible for the respondents to contend that
if Angappa Chettyar had known that this point
would be considered against him he would not have
made those answers. They cannot contend that their
managing agent's evidence in Court is false, or that
if he had known that it would be reckoned against
tfi.~m he would necessarily have substituted a false
~tatement for the statement that he ,~did make. On
behalf of the respondents it was urged that a statement of inability to pay is not necessarily a notice
that the debtor is about to suspend payment, and
there is authority fO'!' this contention but the cases
cited were all with regard to a debtor giving a notice
which it was contended was notice that he was' about
to suspend payment. No cas'e was mentioned which
dealt with a banking firm, or for that matter any other
firm, which had actually stopped payment, in which
it was held that a stoppage of payment was not a
suspension within the meaning of the Act. Two
old cases with regard to stoppage of payment by a
banking firm have come to our notice-Mavor, Ex
parte (1),' and Mills v. Bennett (2). These are
both cases dating back more than 100 years, but
in neither case does it seem to have been even argued
that a banking firm stopping payment had not
committed an act of bankruptcy at any rate, on the part
of the partner who actually closed down the business.
(1) 19 Yes. Jun. 539.

(2) Maul. & Selw. 556.

9$
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S.A~R.M.
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FIRM.
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It was also argued that 'a stoppage, if there was
an intention to pay later on, was nota suspension
within the "meaning of the" Act; but'
Crook v.
Morley (1), 'in the judgment of Lord Watson occursthe passage
.

in

"I also think that the effect of, the notice of suspension
of payments is not impaired by the suggestion that, he may
resume paym,ent, in the event of his creditors making arrangementswhich will permit of his so doing."

In the judgment of Lord Selborne, at page, 319"
is, the passage
' ,
" I could not myself come to the conclusion which seems '
to be favoured 1::>Y some observations of the. very :'learned
Judge in the case of Fleming, that a temporary suspension. "
which might not be permanent, is not within the meaning;'
of the words. To' suspend ' in its 'natural signification, r"!-ther
means something which may not 'be perman~nt than that whi~h ,,
necessarily is so. A perpetual stoppage ", of paymeriewaard
be a suspension and something more j but to say that , the
word 'suspension' means, nothing, in this context, but ' a
necessarily p~,rmanent stoppage of payment, is a propositioh to
which I cannot agr<:<.e."

It was argued that in Clough v. Samuel (2) a some~
what different view had been taken of the point;
but this case turned on whether a certain stock'
broker, had, in fact, given notice to his credit,ors
that he was about to suspend payment of his debts~'
It was a case tried by three Judges and was only
a majority devision and the two Judges whose opinion,
'prev~iled, in their judgments made no reference
to Crook v. Morley ! 1). It is mentioned ,in the
judgment of the dissenting Judge, Lord Macnagl~ten,
and he said ,that the force of the judgments by
his colleagues ; ,would to some, extent, impair the
(1) (1891) A.C. 316, at p. 324.'

'(2) (1905) A.C. 442.

iVoL.XIIJ
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of Cr.ook v: Morley (1); but the two' 1933
~dgmcnts dealing as they do only with the question SOONiRAM
RAMNIRAN~iibether a certain notice amountedt~notice of
lANDAS
v.
~.
intention
to
suspend
payment,
do
not
in
any
S.A:R,M.
~-,..
~~y' differ 'from the definition of sl,1spension of CHETT'YAR
FIRM.
fti>aymel1.t ~s given by Lord Selborne in, the former
~e. 'In the present case, on. the respondent$' J?AGULEY, J.
~ent'sown showing, at 2-30 p.m. on the 31st March,
,;"liiS' firm stopped payment and he announced to
-:e .creditors who had assembled in large numbers
.Jhat he was paying nobody at the time. In my
i,()pinion that, amounted not to an announcement of
IS~ intention to suspend but an announcement of
~1Lctual suspension. It was a general suspension, that
to say, at the tim~., he was paying nobody and,
fl~therefore,. it came within the Act, vide N aJ~-ain Das v.
~~·C.himman Lal>(2).
The agent gave notice that no
f%'~ore debts would be paid to any of the creditors
~iwho hcidassembled at the time, and, according to
~his oWn showing, there were a large number of them
~xpresent. It was an act, therefore,' which came
Itti deafly within the ambit of s. ·9 (g). of the Presidency~rrowns Insolvency Act.
[
It might be argued that the learned Judge in
1"InsolVenC! had th~ discretion .to a~nul .u~der s. 21
'''#i::and havmg exerc1sed' that d1scretlon1t 1S not for
eC;the'Appellate Court to interfere. It seems to me
at the learned Judge overlooked the fact that he
ad any -discretion, and certainly he did not record
inything to show that he was consciously exercising
"discretion one way or the other. He seems to
. iave been under the impression. that if the particular
let alleged in the original application had either not
,.::J!een proved or had been proved not to be an act
f~ insolvency, he was bound tqanml1 th.e order of
;'>""

.

.

..

.

'.

.

.

l

iris

(1) (1891) A.C. 316, at p,.324.

(2) (1922)I.L;R, 44 'All. 321.

.
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adjudication and he did not conscio~slyexercise any
discretion. The case of AbdulSattar y. V.E.A~Rjl.
Chef/yar Fitm (1) to which h~ referred is riot
v.
really apposite at all' because.thatca~ was oue:
S.A.R.M.
CHETTYAR
which dealt with a notice of' irittmtiontq . suspend.
FIRM.
It was not a case dealing . with' an actual:existing
BAGULEY, J.
suspension of which notice had been given; In Yil.Hv
of the fact that, if proper allegations had been' made
at the time .of the filing of the original. application"
the firm would rightly have been declared insolvent,
I consider that this is a case in which no discretion
oqght to be ~ercised in favour of the respondents~'
They are obviously. endeavouring to gain" time, as·'
was shownhy the . application made 'to . have this
appeal adjourned over the Long Vacation,and for
these reasons I agree that the order annulling the
adjudication must be set aside and the order of
adjudication dated April 1, 1933, restored. -I also.agree with the order for costs.
1933

SOON!RAM
RAMNlRANJANDAS

(1) (1932) I.L.R. 10 Ran; 215.
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ApPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Mya Bu and Mr. Justice Baguley.

U BA: KYA tv

AND OTHERS

v.

AI/g. 21"

SECRETARY·:QF.STATEFOR INDIA
IN . . COUNCIl{,. *
Committee-Contract for destructioll and reconstruction of culverts
lj;ontt'llct wholly. unnecessary-Contract given to bel1efit ticar' relative of
"'. -Presidejlt-Miscol1ducl-Lia~ilijy :of meillbers-Sllit for compensation'
irma Mzznicipal Act (Burn/:aAet ill of i89i:l),' s. 'lJ.
.
ty-three.brick culverts on roads within the Municipal- area of
..yo were destroyed by th~ order of the Municipal 'Committee and
en structures were erected on the· old fOU!ldations, At the time
~.
down the culverts they were in perfectly good condition and
..S'-ins no' reason to alter them;' but the contract wqrk was given to a
"~ly related to the then Vice-President of the .COmmittee.
'
~ Wat. under the provisionsofs.. 43 of the Burma'Municipal Act all
.' bers of the Committee who took part in this transaction were guilty
= nduct, and were liable to b~ sued by the Secretary' of State fbr
,~'. Council for the loss' caused to the Mlmicipal .Committee.
<'

,"

~'."

}andit for. the' appellant.

:~. E"g'gar .~<;>verntnent Advocate) for the Crown.'
" Y~Buaild BAGULEY, JJ.-The suit out of which
'~~ppeal arises casts an interesting sidelight on
,/sometimes goes on in the workIngs of public
" . The suit was filed by' the Secretary of State
~lndia, in Council against the former President}
~Presid,el#t and members of the Municipal Com- ,
~"'. of Thayetrnyo. The allegation was that these
ers were responsible for th~ fact that 23 '
......t1y, good brick culverts on' .roads within the
·@(;ipal. area "were practically destroyed by the

.

-;..t~';.'

-.

.

.'';

~i~l Fi~$l App~l

1933

No. 22 of 1933 from t:ie judgment of the District
~.~ Thayetmyo in Civil Regular No. 8T of 1931.
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order of the Committee and' n~w wooden' stnicttir¢
-11 BAKYAW erected on the old fourid~tionsf6r no reasonwhah:ive
V.
save what can be' su~mised -from the faqt which· j
THE
SECRETARY
pointed out, viz. that the contracts for' the . wbd
OF STATE
FOR INDIA
were all given to a man who was dosely" reIatedt
IN COUNCIL,
the Vice~President U Ba' Kyaw:
MYA Bu f;;..
The suit was brought. Q:n~er s.430£ tl
BAGULEY, JJ.
Municipal Act which says: - .
. .
.
1933

" E've~"Y person' shail be liable for the loss, .~aste or niisapp
Gation of any money or other property belollghlg to the Committ
if the loss, waste or misapplication is~ direct consequence ofl
neglect'Qr misconduct while a member'
the Committee,' and
suit for compensation may be instituted against. hiin by the Co
mittee or by the Seci-etary o£ State for India in Counci1."

of

The alligations .. m~dei~. the plaint .·have be
abundantly proved. . It' w0uldappear that, the. 6Jilve:
in question· were erected when Thayetmyo\Va~ Ii
. laid out. There was no record of when, they' W(
built, but it would seem that all the briCk culye
whiph were not destroyed in. this way. are now
. perfectly good condition, and there is evidence
many witnesses, apparently respectable citizens of .
town, to the. effect that the culverts in question w
in good condition save that the, openings in th
had silted up, and there is evidence that the str
tures alleged to be decayed and dilapidated . g
, great difficulty to, the workmen employed in destr
ing,the brick work.
- "
,
The case put forward on beh;:tlf of the defend~
_~was that these culverts were dilapidated 'and
sunk. There' is no evidence to prove that they \X
dilapidated and the fad that they had. sunk we
appear to be negatived' by the fact that the
foundations were used" for the new structures 'ere,
in place of the ~l1iverts destroyed, arl:a' if the
cul verts had been rendered useless by .the fact

'VOL.
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they haej. sunk, erecting newstruchires~on such old
.1~33
foundations would appear to be asking for' trouble. UBA KtAW
As has been said, {tis abundantly proved that· the
T~E
.
-.c.:·· . . ...•
.'
• .
•
Sr:CRETARY
culverts when putl~d_ to-pleces were III f.gooqcOndl- .OPSTATE
tion.. The defendants
say that they acted on .'.the INFOR-INDiA
. . ' .
COUNCIL,
advice·
of
the
Stibdivisional
Officer
of. the Public·
.~.
"
' .' ",
-'
-".
-"
"'::'MYA Bu &.
Works Department; Mr. Sathy. Mr. Sathy~ hasnotBAGUr/BT,jt
-been called as a witness, although there is no sugges~
____tion: that he is no longer' in Burma. .
' ' .
Before this case started an . enquity was' held by
the Deputy Commissioner, at the', instance of the
co~tepayers Association'; '.' All ,the ldefendants, except
~ )3an ,Win, wereexarilined by him,_ and their
.'. statements have been .made exhibits~ and admitted
by" the defendants"who made -them. In these statenients the case which' .the defendants put forward·
was~ that all the work 'was done at the instance of
the '~hole .committee-",the' whole Commit-tee acted
as a body. U Han Tha said :

rt

,

'

_II The~3 culverts in question were replaced by wo~den bridges
atthe requests of all the members of the Committee. First the
menibers for their respective wards urged the repairs of such of
the culverts as were situated in their wards. I went with the
whole Committee and exammed these culverts." '

U Bit Kyaw, the Vice-President, said:
U All the members of the Committee including myself agreed
that wooden bridges should be constructed in place of the 23
'. cuiverts which had fallen into an irreparable condition."

U Ba Saw. said:
", "All the members of the Committee; including myself, visited
the dilapidated culverts and agreed that they all should be replaced'
by wooden bridges as it was considered that the culverlswere
irreparil1:>leand that new crilverts would cost much heavier' than '
wooden bdciges. '
,~

'
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U BA KVAW
'/I.
THE
SECRETARY
OF STATE
FOR INDIA
IN COUNCIL.

All of us urged the President to erect wooden bridges in, th~iJ.·
place as soon as pQssible***,. "
' , .'
"
We all urged him in this respect at almost every meeting***." '

U San Win said:
At almost every meeting I 'and all the other' Committee'
members together spoke to the President togetwoodep. bridges"
constructed properly iri the place of the said brick culverts. as the.
,latter were in a dilapidated condition."
'
lj

MYA Bu &
BAGUI.EY, JJ.

u Po

So said:

'" All the COllll11ittee' members including me agreed t o .
wooden bridges.. Before th.e~ were thus rep
,
the CommIttee members went WIth the MUlllcipal overseer, Maung
Thaw, to see the said brick culyerts."
constructi~n of

U Ba said:
All theCotrimittee members discussed therriattet'for,
constructing wooden bridges in the places of brick culvertsbeca~se
the latter were in dilapidate'd conditions and were sunk in the'
ground***.
Therefore all the Committee members spoke to the President'
to have new wooden bridges constructed in the places of the said.
brick culverts."
lj

, USan "~'Khine alone has not made any such
damaging admission. Apparently he did not make
a statement at the' enquiry. His signature, however,
appears on many of the completion certificates, ' and
although he denies all his signatures they are sworn
to ' by, the' Municipal Secretary who appears as a
defence witness; so it is difficult 'to 'see' hQwhis
statem~nt''that' he 'knew nothing about what had,
happened until after the enquiry had been held by
the Deputy Commissioner ,can be accepted.
The plaintiff has worked out a scale by which
he charges the various members with, liability, and'
it' would appear that' he seeks to render' each
the

of
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member.s liabl~ for all the bills of the past for each
1933
-culvert at meetings at which such individual member U BA KVA\1
was present. . Paragraph 10·· of the plaint suggests
T~E
that the idea of the. plaintiff is that the money was ~~C~~~~~l
.sanctioned at these meetings.. These .meetings were) I~O~O~~~~~
however,merely those at .whlchthe bl1ls for payment
____
were passed, and the passing· of bills of· payment B~~~L:~. fJ
•..aft~r work had already been. carried out does not··
seem to be catlsing loss; waste or misapplication of .
money because the liability .to make the payment to,
the contraCtor arises when. the contractor is given the
contract.
.
We consider, however, that giving out entirely
unnecessary work in this way undoubtedly causes a
loss or waste of public money and that all· the
members who tookpa.rt "in this" series of transactions
.n:sulting in thisloSS~hd waste must be h.eld liable
under s. 43, . for the. initiating of this improper
... :series of transactions· is undoubtedly. misconduct
which has entailed· loss to the Murii~ipal Committee.
It IS abundantly clear that all·the· members·were
·responsible for the series of transactions as a~hole.
"That was the position which they took up at· the
Deputy Commissioner's enquiry, and there;:. can be
:little doubt· that it .is what actually happened. .
The amount of the· decree passed against ·them,
·Rs. 5,418-9-0 is less tb~m the amount which was
-originally sued .for, arid is less than Rs. 1,000 in
excess of the cost~incuI!ed in erecting the structures.
It is not contended that the value of the culverts
destroyed could
have been lesS. than Rs. 50 each,,
. . .
so it is unnecessary to go· into the question of what
the actual value
the culverts destroyed . was. It
has been strongly urged that It is most . inequitable
to make each of the members. individually liable for
ihe full amount, and the learned Government

of
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Advocate who appeared for the' first respondent stated
that he was quite willing to have the decree altered
fl.
making each one of the defendants liable. for .' one':"
THE
'·SECRETARY
seventh
of the total amount chargeable, .in spite' of
010 STATI~
FOR INDIA the fact that strictly speaking perhaps each of them.
IN COUNCIL.
is liable for the full amount.
MyA Bu &
.
BAGULEY, JJ.
vVe therefore vary the decree of the tnal Court
. to this extent, that each of the defendants is ta'be'
held liable only for one-seventh 6f Rs.· 5,418~9-0, i.e.
. the decree against each individual defendant will b~·
for Rs. 774-1-3, and each one will. be liable for
Rs. 103 of the. costs awarded. So far as the costs in
this appeal are concerned, the appealing defendants: .
will each be liable to pay one-sixth of the first.·
respondent's costs.
'
UBA KYAW

.

.

V~L, ~lIJ
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·POPE
v; .
OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE, RANGOON.

-_.-

Oct. 16.

[On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.]
11Is01'iJellcy-Trans!er Withi11 two years oj blsol'lJe'ncy-Pterchaser ill gooa
faitll--Abse1tce of Knowledge that Transferor InsolfJe1It-Presidellcy-Tuwlls
blsolvellcy Act (Ill of 19(9), s. SS.
A transfer to a purchaser made by a person adjudged an insolvent under
1he Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act, 1909, within two yea~s of his
insolvency, cannot be set aside under s. 55 of the Act, if it was a real transaciibn for consideration, in ~he absence of proof that the purchaser knew that the
..seller was insolvent when the purchase was made; that the transfer was of the
,vhole of the available assets is not in itself sufficient to show want of good
faith.
Decree of the· High Court, I.L.R. lORan.. 219, reversed.

Appeal (N o. 84 of 1932) from a decree of the
liigh Court in its appellate jurisdiction {MarchB;
1932} reversing an order of the Court in its original
jurisdiction (December 14, 1931).
. The respondent applied to the High Court to set
.aside under s. 55 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act a transfer of property made by th~ insolvent to the appellant within two years of the insolvency. The question for determination was whether
it was established that the appellant was not a
p~rchaser in good faith and for valuable consideration within the meaning of the above section.
The facts and the terms of the section appear
from the judgment of the Judicial Committee.
The application was heard by Sen J.. and was
.disl11issed.. The learned· judge found
on the
" Prese/It : LORD BLANESBURGH, LORD THANKERTON, and . SIR
'VALLIS:

J.e.

1933

JoRN

1Q6
J.e.

1933
POPE
11.
OFFICIAL
ASSIGNEE,
RANGOON.

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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evidence that the transaction was. not brought within:.~
the terms of the section.
An tappeal to the High Court was allowed by a
judgment delivered by Page C.J. and concurred in by
Mya Bu J., and the transfer declared to be void.
The"
learned Chief Justice said that the case was concluded
against the present appellant by the judgment of Lord
Blackburn in. Tomkins v. Safjery( 1) and by that of
Cotton L.J; in Ex parte Chaplin (2). The on:!y reason-able inference from the evidence was that when the
transfer was made to the present appellant he. knew
that Mrs. Young had no available assets except those
transferred and. was in insolvent circumstances, and·
that nothing would be left out of which any' other
creditors could receive a rateable distribution. The.
appeal is reportedat I.L.R. 10 Ran. 21Y.
1933.
July 25, 27.
T. F. R. McDonnell and
Hubert Hull for the appellant. The onus -admittedly
was upon the Official Assignee to prove . that the'
purchase, which 'was for valuable consideration, was
not made b011a fide. The evidence did not justify
the inference that the appellant knew· that the:
transferor was in~olvent; there was no affirmative'
evidence that he knew." The learned Chief Justice
based his conclusion' that the· purchase was not'
bona fide upon Tomki'ns v. Saffery (1) and Ex parteChaplit!- (2); hut the question in-those cases was;
whether there had been a fraudulent preference
and an act of bankruptcy, and both proceeded.'
upon the basis that the transferee knew that the
transferor was insolvent. The words "in good
faith " in s. 55 merely exclude a transaction which
(1) (1881)3 App. Cas. 213, 237.

(2) (1884) 26 Ch.D. 319, 331, 332.
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is not real but colour~ble. That ... appears to. have
been the view of the Board in Official Receiver v.
P.L.K.M.R.M. Chetiym' Firm (1); ·and has been
held to be the effedof tlie· same words in s. 47
'Of the (English) Bankruptcy Act, 1883: In re
Pope, Ex parte Dicksee (2).
The respondent did not appear.
October 16. The judgment of their Lordships
was delivered by
THANKERTON.· This is an appeal from a
judgment and decree of the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon dated the 8th~:March, 1932, whereby the Court, in exercise of its appellate jurisdiction,
set aside an ordet.dated the 14th December, 1931,
made in exercise of its original jurisdiction, and
declared that the deed of· sale hereinafter· referred
to was void as against the respondent. The respondent did not appear in the appeal.
.
The deed of s<\.le in question was dated the 27th·
February, 1931, "-nd was. made between Mrs. Edith
Young, who carried. on business asa milliner and
dressmaker at 15, Phayre Street, Rangoon, and the·
appellant; Mrs. Young thereby assigned to the
appellant the stock-in-trade then lying in her shop
and all her book debts then due ~nd owing, in
consideration of the payment by the appellant to
her bank of the sum of Rs. 20,229, being the amount
of her overdraft with the bank. The appellant had
guaranteed Mrs. Young's overdraft with her bank up
to the sum of Rs. 25,000, and the bank were pressing the appellant for payment. On the ~6th June,
1931, .Mrs. Young was adjudicated an insolvent.
LORD

(1) (1930) I.L.R. 9 Ran. 171, 178;- L.R. 58 I.A. 115, l2L
(2 (1908)·2 K.B; 169, 174.·
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·9n the 7th July, 1931, .the responc;lent, as th~
as.,~igll~~ in iQsolv~I1cy of Mr~~ Young's ¢st~t~,"~eg~
tIW application, out of which t4e pres~nt am>e.al
ari.ses, to have the deed of sale de<;lared void>'~~
against the respondent, in r~spect of the' provi~ion~
of ss. 55 and 56 of thl:: Presi!iency-Townsl11~ol~
vency Act, 1909. The responderit's contentions,
however, have been confined to s. 55, and it i~
unnecessary to refer to s. 56. S. 55 provides as
follows:
u 55. Any transfer of property, not being a transfer made before
and in consideration of marriage, or made in favour of a purchaser
or incumbrancer in good faith and for valuable consideration
shall, if the transferor is adjudged insolvent within two years after
the date of the transfer, be void against the offiCial.assignee."

The sole question in the case is whether the'
. deed of sale was a transfer II in good faith and fOf
valuable consideration " within .the meaning of'.
s. 55, and it is clearly for the respondent to establish
the contrary. in order to succeed in. his appli~'atioh~ '.
Official Receiver v.P.L.K.M.R.M. Chettyar Fir'l/'t (1).

There is little dispute about the facts,. arid the
evidence is referred to in detail by Sen J., who
decided the case on the original side of the High
Court. . In carrying on her business, which was
started in 192Y, Mrs. Young financed it by means of
. the overdraft of Rs. 25,000 permitted by her bank
on the guarantee of the appellant, who deposited
the title deeds of his house with the bank . and a
promissory note for Rs. 25,000 signed by' himself
and Mrs. Young. The appellant also guaranteed
Mrs. Young's rent for the shop for three years
from 1 9 2 9 . '
.
On the 4th February, 1931, the bank calleci.Oil
the appellant as guara.nt<;>r tc) ~i,q}lid.f.:~~ t.l1_Y qyerdraft
(1) (1930) I.L.R.9 Ran. i7l; P4~.S8I.A. liS.
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and, after obtaining the deed of sale- from Mrs. Young,
the appellant. liquidateq.. the overdp~ft by two payments on the 20th and 27th March amountirig to
Rs. 20,521~~-9, which was considerably less than the
guaranteed amount.
. .Four days after signing the deed of sale Mrs. Young
left for England, where she told the appellant she
hoped to realise Rs. 35,000 from' her father's estate,
.and tlie appellant thereafter carded on the business
in order to realise .the stock, and made no new
purchases except little articles like ribbons used for
making up dresses.
Their Lordships are u'nable to find any evidence
that the appellant knew, when he took the deed of
sale, that Mrs: Young. was insolvent. The. overdraft
waS not exhausted, and there. is no evidence that the'
appellant knew of other creditors at . that date.
Their Lordships .agree with the opinion of Sen J.
The transaction admittedly was .. a real· one, which
takes it out of the c1assof case found in Kr pm'fe
Chaplii1, In
Slue/atl' (I). In that .case and in Tomkins
v. SafJery (2), there was knowledge of insolvency.
Their Lordships arc, therefore of opinion that the
respondent'. has failed to prove that the transfer was
not made in good faith, and they will humbly
a~vise His Majesty that the
appeal should be
allowed, that the decree of the High Court dated
the 8th. March, 1932, should be set aside and the
order dated the 14th December, 1931, should be
restored, the appellant to have the costs of this
appeal and of the proceedings before the High
Court in exercise '"of its appellate jurisdiction.

l'e

.

Sqlicitor

f.9r .<!pp~.!h~!~t ~. §ty1Je,.tU:~11!

il) (1884)

26 C~,D.

~19..
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Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Sen.
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IN THE MATTER OF

AN ADVOCATE.*

Advocate's il1iscollduct..,...Moral lm'pitudc-Test for striking off the rollsBar Cout/c.ils Act (XXXVIII oj 1926),·s. 10 (1).
The test that the Court has to apply ill considering whether an
adv.ocate should be struck off the roll of advocates is whether the proved
misconduct of the advocate is such that he must be regarded as unworthy
to remain a member' of the honourable profession to which he has been
admitted, and tmfit to be entrusted with the responsible duties that a~
advoc.~tc is called upon' to perform.,
E." parle Brolmsall, 2',C(l\\.7per 829; III re Weare, (1893) 2 Q.B. 439jollowed.
In re An Advocate, I.L.R. 46 Mad. 903; Re Blake, 3 E, & E, 34; Re
Hill, L.R. 3 Q.B. 543; In re A Plt!adel', I.L.R. 57 CaL 337; In the mafic,..
'of R. N. Mllkerji, (L.R. 22 All. 49-rcfe1'l'ed to.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate). In order to
prated the interests of litigants the Court intervenes
to prevent a man guilty of misconduct from acting
as an advocate of the Court. The officers of the
Court must be suitable persons to be trusted by the
Court with regard to the interests of suitors. See
Re Hill' (1).
,

'

[PAGE, C.]. A. litigant is entitled to have an
honest man representing him in Court, and the test
in cases of this sort 'is whether the conduct of the
responClep.t is, such as to render him: an unfit person
to be an advocate.]
That is so. The misconduct in question need
not relate to the profession of the respondent. Even
if it is otherwise disgraceful, the Court will not allow·
I

Civil Misc. Application No:,85 of1933.
(1) (1868) 3 Q.B. 543,545,547.
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In re Weare (1).
Such removal, of course, is. not by way of second
IN THE
punishment. Ex pat'te BrounsaU (2). See also In the ~~~~R
matter of Rajendro Nath Mukc1ji (3) and In re·. ADVOCATE.
.A Pleader (4).
The respondent in the present case has also been
•found· guilty of maintaining a false defence. In two
cases arising in Burma, a barrister, and a second
grade pleader were struck off the rolls on being
found guilty of presenting. false cases.

his name to remain on the rolls.

Foucar for the respondent. The respondent has
been r-onvieted for an offence relating to incometax, and such offences ought not to be regarded as
so serious as to justify the removal of a- person's
name from the roll of advocates. Also subsequent
good conduct may weigh' in favour of a respondent.
In t'e An Advocate (5): The respondent in the
present case had no opportunity to compound the.
fitst charge against .him jon the other hand he has
actually compounded the second charge with the
Income-tax authorities.

PAGE, C.J.-In this case the respondent, Peshotan Dhunjishaw Patel, an advocate of the Court and
a barrister-at-law, has been required to show cause
why he should not be struck off the roll of advocates or suspended from practice under s. 10 (1)
of the Indian Bar Councils Act (XXXVIII of 1926),
which entitles the High Court to "reprimand, .
suspend or remove from practice any advocate of
the High Court whom it finds guilty of professional
or other misconduct."
.
(1) (1893) 2 Q.B. 439.
(2) 2 Cowp. 829.

(3) I.L.R. 2:l All. 49.
(4) I.L.R. 57 Cal. 337.
'5) I.L.R. 46 Mad. 903.
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A.n eIlquiry into the conduct of the respondent has,
Qeen held by a Committee of the Bar Council, and
the Trib\,mal has found that the respondent has been
proved guilty of the following charges that were laid
against him :
<

IN THE

MA'rorER
i)P"A:N

A'?VOCATE,
PAGE, C.}.

i&(l) That yoU en or about the 29th day of May" 1928, •
at Rangoon, being legally bound to furnish' information in
the matter of your total income for the fin~ncial year beginning 1st April, 1927 and ending 31st March, 1928, to" a
public servant, to wit, the Income-tax Officer, Central Circle,"
Section I, Rangoon, furnished in the return "'hich you submitted
under s. 22 of the Indian Income-tax Act, and whi<:;h ,you
verified by a dechtration to be" correct and complete, as
true information which you knew or had rea30~ to believe
to be false by omitting t~ include insti~hl'c:(turl1 the monies'
you received during that year from U Kala, Paedy Broi{er,
Bassein, and Mr.
N. Chowdhury, Advocate, Bassein,' and
thereby committed an offence punishable under s. 177 of the
Indian Penal Code, in respect of which offence you' haye'
been convicted in Criminal Regular Trial No. 82 of 19'3.2 itl
the Court of the District Magistrate, RangQon, and' your'
conviction., has been confirmed by the High Court of
Judicature at Rangoon in Criminal, Appeal No. 550 ,of
1933.
(2) That you set up a false defence in your ti-ial for the
said offence in Criminal Regular Trial No. 82 of 1932 in
the Court of ,the District Magistrate, Rangoon, and persisted
in maintaining what you must have known to be a false
'defence in your appeal to the High Coud, viz., Criminal
Appeal No. 550 of 1933 in the Higp Court of Judicature at
Rangoonjthe false defence being that you received Rs.6,000
from Mr. P. N. Chowdhury not as your commissiollfor
negotiating the loan of Rs. 70,000 of the 13th June, 1927,
bllt in repayment of a temporary loan that he had obtained'
, from you."

p'-

The Tribunal has further found, th(l.t the respondent. in the manner aforesaid has been guilty of
conduct (l~involving mQral turpitude." No" one, could'
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read the evidence· adduced at the trial, or the record
of the proceedings in this case, without approving
the propriety and the correctness of these findings.
Now, . the test that the Court has to apply in
considering whether an advocate should be struck off
the roll ofadvocates is whether the proved misl..:onduct
of .the advocate is such that he must be regarded
as unworthy to remain a member of the honourable
profession to. which he has been admitted, and unfit
to be entrusted with the responsible duties that an
advocate is called upon to perform.
As long ago as 1778 Lord Mansfield C.]. enun"dated the principle that the Court ought to follow in
such cases in terms from which the Court has
never departed.
In Er parte Broul1sall (1) an attorney, who had
been convicted of stealing a guinea,was called upon
to show cause why he should 110t· be struck off the
toll 6f attorneys. The Court made the rule absolute,
and Lord Mansfield, in delivering judgment, observed:
" This application is not in the nature of a second trial or
a new punishment.. But the question is, whether, after the
conduct of this man, it is proper that he should continue a .
member of a professiqi1 which should stand free from all suspicion
As at present advised, I am of opinion, without any
.
. We have
doubt, that the mle should be made absolute;
consulted aU the Judges upon this case, and they are unanimously
of opinion that the defendant's having been burnt in the hand
is no objection to his being struck off the roll. And it is on
this principle ji that he is an unfit person to practise as an
attorney. His not by way of punishment j but the Court on
such cases exercise their discretion, whether a man whom they
have formerly admitted is a proper person to be continued on·
the roll c1' not."
(1) 2 Cowper 829.
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Again, in, In re f¥eare' (1) Lord Eshe.r
observed:

M.R.

" The Court is not boi-md to strike him off the rolls unless
it considt:rs that the criminal offence of which he has been
convicted is of such a personally disgraceful ch:lracter that he
ought not to remain a member of that strictly honoutable
profession.' ,

,and Lopes L.J. (at page 448) added
II To my mind the question which the Court in cases like
this
ought always to put to itself is this: Is the Court, having regard
to the. circumstances brought before it, any longer justified in
holding out the solicitor in question as a ,fit and proper person
to be entrusted with the important duties and grave responsibilities which belong to a solicitor? That appears to me to be the'
question which the Court always has to anSwer when a matter of
this kind comes before it. That the jurisdiction of the CourUs
not confined to cases where the misconduct has been connected
with the solicitor's profession to my mind is made veryc1~ar by
the case of In re Hill (2). That has been referred to by my
Lord, butihe did not read the judgment of Blackburn J., which
seems to me to put the matter' as clearly as it can be put.
Blackb~rn J. says: 'I think when we are called upon in exercise
of our equitable jurisdicticn to order an attorney to perform a
contract, to pay"'money, or to fulfil an undertaking, there we h::we
jurisdiction-'only if the undertaking or the contract is made in his
character of attorney, or so connected' with his charapter of
attorney as to bring it within the PO\\ er ofthe Court to require
that their officer should behave well as an officer. But where
there is a matter which would subject the person in question to a
criminal proceeding, in my opinion, a different principle must be
applied. We are to see that the officers of the Court are proper
persons to be trusted by the Court with regard to the. interests of
suitors, ancl we are to look to the character and position of the
persons, and judge of the acts committed by them upon the same'
prinCiple as if we were considering whether or not a person is fit
to become an ,attorney. If he has previously misconducted
, himself we~should consider whether the circumstances were su~h
as to prevent bis being admitte~, or w~ether he ha? condoned his

(1) \1893) 2 Q.I1. 439, at p. 446,

(2) L.R. (1868) 3Q.B. 54~~
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~ffence by his subsequent good conduct, the principle

which
the Court acts being to see that the suitors are not exposed to
improper officers of the Court.' "
011

See also Re Blake (1) ; Re Hill (2); In the matter
pI Rajendro Nath Mukerji (3); In re An Advocate
(4) ; and A Pleader, In re (5).
Now, what is the position of an advocate, and
'what are the ideals that he ought to set before
him? Settled in the days of· imperial Rome they
have remained immutable throughout the ages. An
advocate, as the name denotes, is one summoned to
aid members of the public who call upon him for
assistance ; and a true advocate ever bears in mind
the ancient and noble conception of his office,
namely, that he is the patrol1Us standing ill loco
parentis towards the litigant, the latter being called
his cliens or c1uens (a term in laterl:Jse often
strangely inisapplied in connection. with other avocations), because he listens to, and follows the advice
~of, his advocate.. Indeed, so closely is the advocate
associated with his client that in times gone by
-occasions have been recorded upon which an advocate has been called upon to defend his client not
only with his forensic, skill, but with his body.
From this conception of the office of an advocate
it .follows that the public are entitled to receive
disinterested, sincere, and honest treatment anQ
advice from the advocates to whom they repair for
counsel and succour in their time of need;
and!it is for this reason that Lord Mansfield laid
down, and the Court has always insisted, that
members of the legal profession II should stand free
from all suspicion."
(1) 3 E: & E. 34.
(2) (1868) 3 Q.H.D. 543.

(3) (1900) I.L.R. 22 All. 49.
(4) (1923) I.L.R. 46 Mad. 903.
(5) (1929) I.L.R.57 Cal. 337.
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Now, if the conduct of the respondent is judged
by this test we have no doubt as to the order thil,t
the Court ought to pass in the present easer
P. D. Patel has been found guilty by a Tribunai r
composed of the members of his own profession, of
conduct that involves moral turpitude, We' agree
with the finding of the Tribunal, who fortified theopinion that they expressed by a reference to the
following passage in the jlldgment of the Court on,
appeal:
" It cannot be doubted, we think, that if cheating a privateindividual of nearly Rs. 3,000 is disgraceful conduct, cheating the
general public by deliberately attemptinJt to evade payment of a
like sum due for income-tax isa particularly mean form of
cheating, because, if the practice becomes widespread, it may'
result in increasing the rate of income-tax that honest tax-payersare required to pay, and in that way forcing tax-payers.
generally to bear a burden of taxation that ought to fall upon the
shoulders of the delinquents. . Of course, anyone . through
inadvertence, mistake, or misunderstanding may make an
inaccurate return of his assessable income, and if, when the error
is pointed out, the assessee is willing to pay income-tax upollhis
real.assessable income, normally there will be an end of the
matter. But where, as in the present case, assessable income isdeliberately kept out of the retnion, and so far from being read$T
and willing to put matters right, the assessee has persisted in
maintaining what he must know to be a false defence to the
charges that are pl'eferred againt him, the offence, if proved y
mnstbe regarded as a serious one. bearing in mind the deleterious
effect fltat it ma$T have, unless other persons are detenoed from.
acting in liite manner, upon the position 6f the gerieral body of
tax-payers." .

The facts of the case are 110t now in dispute,.
and cannot be gainsaid; and it would be an ill
-day, we think, as well for the general public as for
.the Bar, if a person found guilty of such misconduct
as that of which . the respon'tlent stands convicted,.
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~re to be allowed with the imprimatur of the
ourt .to hold himself out as a fit person. to be
.1trusted with the responsible duties that attach to the
ffice of an advocate.
. In our opinion the proved misconduct of the
espondent renders him unfit to remain. a member of
he honourable profession to which he has been
;alled ; and we order that the name of Peshotan
Dhunjishaw Patel be struck off the roll of advocates
Jf the Court.
0

SEN, J.-I am in complete accord with all that the
learned Chief Justice has said.
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INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Das.
and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.
1933
IN
_

RE THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX

.

.

July 10.

'0'

' V.

V LV

NYO~*

Income-fax-Assessmentfor one year comPleted by Income-tclo!C officer-Assessment
for following year-Revision offigllres-Re·assessment for the previous yearII Escaped assessment "-Income-tax Act (XI of 1922/, s. 34.
In the course of the assessment for 1929-30 the Income-tax officer. rejected
the accounts of the assessee for the year 19Z8-29in respect of his tobacc~
business, and upon the materials before him assessed the income wider s. 23 (3),
of the Income-tax Act. In the foilowing year another Income-tax officer iIi'the,
course of assessment proceedings for the year 1930':31 took th~ vte\V.that ~is
predecessor had estimated the quantity of tobacco at too high, and the profit at
too Iowa figure, and purporting to proceed under s. 34, asseSsed wh'at he
regarded as the income which had escaped assessment for the year 1929-30.
Heid, that theassesst)Jent was not under s. 34, and was made without,
jurisdiction. It was an attempt, by the Income-tax officer to .go behind andJi
revise the assessment made by his predecessor, which was completed and had
become final.

A. E..ggar (Government Advocate) for the C()mmissioner of Income-tax. The question in the present case
is whether an Income-tax officer in assessing an escaped
has power
income under s. 34 of the Income-tax Act
.
to revise an assessment for the previous year on the
ground that it was too low. The High Courts have
taken inconsistent views. IIi Anglo-Persian, Oil
Company (India), Limited v. Commissioner of Incometax, Bengal (1) it was held, though obiter, that s. 34
could be used to set right an assessment in which a
deduction had been improperly allowed [see also
The Commissioner of Income-tax, Madras v. Raja of
Parlakimedi (2)J. In The Commissioner Income-tax,
'

oj

* Reference No. 16 of 1933.
(1) 37 C.W.N. 430.

(2) I.L.R. 49 M;ad. 22.
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Madras v. R. Sundaresa lyer (1) it was held that an
assessment under s. 23 . (4) could be reopened under
s. 34 on the sole ground that there has been an underassessment in respect . of particular items. In the
.matter of Gur Chara1~ Prasad (2) j Commissio.ner of
Ivcome-tax, Burma v. N. N. Burjorjee (3). In Krishan
Kishore ~ Commissioner afIncome-tax, Punjab (4) and
1n re Satyendramohan Ray Chaudhuri (5) a contrary
view was expressed, the Courts holding that the word
" escaped" .as used in s. 34 can only refer to income
which - has actually. escaped assessment, and not to
income which has already been the subject of assessment.

Dtnrid for the assessee.

In the present case what

has actually taken place is that a completed assessment
bas been revised. under s. 34. That section "conteinplates only two classes of cases, ~amely,(l) where
mcome has escaped assessment, and (2) where it l1as
been assessed at too low a rate. It is not disputed
that the 'present' case does not fall within the second
category. Nor can it fall under the first head because
there is no escaped income. A succeeding officer has
ch~sen to replace his predecessor's assessment based on'
an estimate, by <J.nother assessment also based on an
estimate, having before him in both cases the same set
of facts. TJ::1is is not warranted by law.
PAGE,

C.].-In this case two questions have been

referred:
1. Whether the re-assessment in this case was in accordance
with the provisions of s. 34 of t'he Act.
2. Whether the period of limitation prescribed in s. 34 applies
to penalty proceedings under s. 28.
II) 2 I.T.C. 173.
(3) I.L.R. 9 Ran. 161..
(2) I.L.R. 53 All. 445.
(4) I.L.R. 14 Lab. 255.
(5) '1.L.R. 58 Cal. 326.
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During the accounting period 1928-29 the assessee
In reTHE was engaged in business as a dealer in tobacco"~t
COM!lUSSiONER
Tavoy. He produced before the Income-tax officer
OF
purpose of assessment for ,1929-30 certain
INCOME-TAX for the
'IJ.
which were rejected. The Income-tax
U Lu Nyo. accounts
officer upon the materials before him assessed' the
PAGE, C,J.
income derived from the tobacco busirie~s under
s. 23 (3). He took "into account the fact that the'
assessee was the largest tobacco merchant' in Tavoy,
and that he was reputed to have cornered'the'tobacco '
market. The accounts of the asse,ssee purported to
disclose the purchase and selling prices of the toba-cc()
during the years 1927-28 and 1928 -29. In the earlier
year the -average prices' were :-purchase Rs. 147 per
maund; sale Rs. 181 per mamid. 11,11928-29; purchase>
Rs. 178 per maund; sale Rs.225 per' Il}aund.
Taking such' materials as were before him, into ,','
consideration the Income-tax officer estimated that for,
the year 1929-30 the assessee made a profit of Rs.30 ",
a maund on 787 maunds. '
- '
In the followili.g year another Iricome-tax 6ffi'cer in',
the course of assessment proeeedings for theye:;1f
1930-31 happened to obtain some information with
respect to the account books of -the assessee. On going
further into the matter he became dissatisfi~d with th~
assessment in respect of the tobacco business which
had been made in the previous year, as he took the view
that the' Income-tax officer had estimated the quantity
of tobacco at too high, and the profit at too low, a
figure. Accordingly, purporting to proceed under
s. 34, he assessed what he regarded as the income
which had escaped assessment for the, year 1929-30.
But in truth and in fact he did nothing of the sort.
Re took upon himself to revise the assessment which
had alre<;\dy been made by an Income-tax officer -for
the year 1928-29, and which, had been confirmed on
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appeal both by the Assistan.t Commissioner and the
Commissioner. He re-assessed the assessee's income In re THE
for the year 1928-29, and came 10 the conclusion-it ~~~~
was purely an estimate-that it would be reasonable to INCg:E-TAX
fix 666 maunds as the quantity of tobacco . from which· U L uv'N'YO.
tile assessable income was derived. He then proceeded' to hold that his predecessor was wrong in thinking that PAGE, C.].
file profit for the tobacco business was only Rs. 30 a
maund, and found again, it was only an estimate, that
it wasRs. 60 a maund.
,The question is whether such assessment can be
upheld. In our opinion it cannot. The Income-tax
officer had no jurisdiction to revise the as.sessment for
.Jhe previous year which was completed and had become
finaL ·We are of opinion the assessment which he
: made was not under s. 34, but was an attempt by one
. Income-tax officer togo behind and revise the assessmentmade by the Income-tax officer in the previous
year, merely because he disagreed with .his predecessor's fi~ding as to the amount of the assessable
income. In our opinion, he had no jurisdiction to do
so. The assessment cannot be sustained, and. the
penalty imposed in the course of these proceedings
falls with it. We answer the first question propounded
in the above sense. The second question does not
arise. Costs ten gold mohurs.

DAS, J.-1 agree.
MYA

Bu, J.-I agree.
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Mr. Justice Dunkley.

-"-"

Nov.lS.

V.

NGA

.

PJ TAY.*·

Sumnzat"y Trial-Two offences-Term" of imprisonment-Criminal Procedu,'C"
Code (Act V of 1l:l98j , s. 262 (2) .
.In a summary trial an accllSeq person convicted of more than one. offence
cannot be sentenced to imprisonment for a term exceeding three months ·in"" the.
aggregate under s. 262 (2) of the Code of Criminal Procec\ure. A sentence of
three months' imprisonment may be inflicted on ~ch chargeJo runconcllrreQ.t1y
1:)ut not consecutively,'
, .' :
..

Gaunt (Assistant Govermnerit· AdvQcate J tor the

Crown.

'

J.-The respondent, Po Tar, was·'
convicted of two separate offences unde'r the Forest Act,
inSummaty Trial No. 61 of 1933 of the Towriship
Magistrate of Taikkyi and sentenced to three rnoriths~"
rigorous';imprisonment in respect of each offence, th~:
sentences to run consec~tively.
. ,
The learned' Sessions Judge of the Insein ~iviSion
has submitted the proceedings to this Court with. a
recommendation that the two sentences be ordered
to run concurrently, on the groundthp.t the sentence'
of the magistrate amounts to a contraventiorr·' of '
sub-so (2) of s. 262 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, which lays down that "No: sentence of
imprisonment for a term exceeding three months shall .
be passed in the case of any conviction under this
Chapter ", that is under the Chapter of the Code
..
relating to Summary Trials.
DUNKLEY,

* Criminal Revision No. 342B of 1933 from the order of the First Class
Township Magistrate of Taikkyi in Summary Trial No. 61 of1933.
.
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It has been

suggested that d. (2) of s. 262
merely means that a sentet1-ce exceeding three months'
imprisonment may not be passed in· regard to each
offence with which the accused is found guilty at a
Summary Trial, but I agree with the learned· Sessions
Judge, who referred the case,. and· the learned Assistant
Government Advocate, the advantage of whose
"argument I have had, that this cannot be the meaning
which this clause was intended to have. It is clear
that the intention of the . clause is to .restr~et the
passing of sentences of imprisonment of considerable
length in a Summary Trial from a conviction in which
the right of appeal is greatly restricted and the object
of the clause would. be defeated if it were possible to
combine a number of separate charges in one trial anrl
then inflict a sentence of three months' inipftsonment
on each charge and· order such sentences to run
. ..
consecutively.
The recommendation of the learned ..Sessioris
Judge is accepted, and the two sentences of three·
months' rigorous imprisonment passed upon the
respondent are ordered to run concurrently".
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H. PASCAL

v.

Nov. 29.

THE SECRETARY OF ~TATE FOR INDIA
.
IN COUNCIL.'*'
Pauper suit-Cause of action time-barred-Good and subsisting cause of action
-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), Order 33, .rule 5 (d).
Where the petition for leave to sue in forma pauperis shows that the cause
of action is barred by the law ofUmitation, it cannot be said that there is a good
~d subsisting cause of action and the application must be dismissed.
U Ba Dwe v. Mazing Lu Pan, I.L.R. 10 Ran. 357-rejerred to.
Bhajja v. Said Khan, I.L.R. 54 AIl. 525-dissented fro'm,
The petitioner ~pliedfor leave to sue in forma pauperis to recover
...compensation for wrongful dismissal from Government service. The dismissal .
~~derwa: .:''1ssed on the 19th September 1922, and the application for leave to
sue was filed on the 14th-Atigusf 1933.
Held, that the claim being on the face of it time-barred under Art. 115 of·
the Limitation Act, the application must be dismissed.

Petitioner in person.
. A.

E...cgar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.

LEACH, I.-On the 14th August 1933 the petitioner
presented an application for leave to sue in forma
pauperis for the recovery of Rs. 31,020 alleged to be
due· to the petitioner as compensation for wrongful·
dismissal from Government service. The notice was
issued on the 28th August 1933. The Government'
Advocate appeared 'and asked for· two weeks' time to
enable him to file objections. The time asked for was
granted. On the 11th September 1933 the Government Advocate intimated that he did not propose
to contest the petitioner's claim to bea pauper.
The Deputy Registrar then ordered the. matter to be
placed in the l,ist for the 19th September 19~3· for
* Civil Misc. Application No. 138 of 1933..
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1933
enquiry as to the petitioner's' means. The petitioner
was never examined under Order 33, rule 4, but was H. PASCAL
. examined under rules 6 and 7 on -the 19th Septem~E
ber 1933, as ordered. On that date the Deputy s~;~E.i:::
.Registrar dismissed the application for leave to sJle FOR INDIA
. fiorma paup..ens on the gr~und th at th e cause 0 f . IN COUNCIL..
. tn
actiori alleged was time-barred, the order dismissing LEACH,1.
the petitioner from Government service having been
passed on the 19th September 1922. The claim
which the petitioner puts forward is for· compensation
for breach of a contract not in writing registered.
Art. 115 of the Limitation Act provides that the
period of limitation in such a case shall be three
years from the date when the contract was broken.
The petitione.rappeals from the Deputy Registrar's
order.
The Deputy Registrar in his order refers to statements made by the petitioner in his examination on
the 1<)th of September 1933 with reference to the
question of limitation.· He should not have done so,
as these statements were not made in the course of
din examination of the petitioner under Order 33~
rule 4~ but were mad y in the course of an enquiry
into the petitio'ner's means under Order 33, rules 6
and 7 Tseoe U Bei Dwe v. Maul1g Lu Pan (l)]. All
that the ~ Dep~y Registrar was entitled to do in
dealing with the question of limitation was to examine
the petitio~ and ascertain whether it disclosed a cause
of action. If it did not, it was his duty to dismiss
it, as Order 33, rule 5 (d), requires the Court to
reject an application for permission to sue as a pauper
where the application does not show a cause of action.
The words (( cause of action" in Order 33;
rule 5 (d), to my mind imply a good and subsisting'
0

(1) (1932) I.L.R, 10 Ran. 357 ~
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cause of action and this I take to be the view of the
Full Bench which decided U Ba Dwe's case (1). In
the course of his judgment in that case Page C.l.
observed,
"The scheme of Order 33 is that before an applicant is.
granted the privilege of suing in forma pauPeris it is incumberit '
upon him to satisfy the Court that his application is in proper
form, that he has a good and subsisting cause of action, and that
he is bona fide and in fact a pauper."

A Bench of the Allahabad High Courthe1d in
the case of Bhajja v. Muhammad Said Khan (2) that'
when the Court has decided the question of pauperism
in the applicant's favour it ought· not to enter into
an examination of the question of limitation and reject
the application on the ground. that the claim, if
entertained, would be barred by time. The question
of .limitation has, according to the view taken by the .
Allahabad High Court, nothing to do with the
question whether the application discloses a cause of
action. The question of limitation should only be
dealt with after the plaint has been admitted, however
hopelessly" time-barred the alleged cause of action
may be. With respect I .dissent from this view;
In my opinion Order 33, rule 5 (d), contemplates
a subsisting cause of action, and if the law of
limitation has come into operation and barred the
suit, the cause of .action ca.nnot be said to 'be
subsisting.
This brings me to the question whethef· the
petition which has been filed in this case discloses
a cause of action which· still subsists. In paragraph
5 of the petition the petitioner. pleads the order. of,
dismissal from Government service. The date of the
.order is. set out.. In paragraph 34 the petitioner
.

(1) (1932) U.::R. lORan. 557:

.

. (2)

(193Z)

[L.R: 54 AII.-S25•.. '
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1933
pleads .that by an order dated the 15th December
,1932 he was "finally ,informed that his case has H. PASCAL
V.
been fully considered", and he interprets this as
THE
meaning that the Local Government' finally decided SECRETARY
OF STA,.E
on that date that ,his caree.r, in Government service FOR INDIA
IN COUNCIL.
:should be telfminated with' effect from the 1st October
1922. There is no force in this argument. The, LEACH;J.
-cause of action, if any, must date from the day when
the petitioner was dismissed from Government service.
That date the petitioner himself gives in his petition
as 'the 19th September 1922, although he served upto
the 30th September 1922. The case being governed
by Art. 115 of the Limitation Act, it is obvious from
the petition itself that the alleged capse of action has
been long time-barred; No purpose would be served
'by numbering the petition as a plaint and,Jhen dealing
with the question of limitation. In my opinion the
provisions of Order 33' do not require the petition to
be numbered as a, plaint before it can be dismissed
-on the ground that. the cause of action is on the face
'of the petition time-barred. Therefore I hold that
the order of the Deputy Registrar was rig4t and the
petition must stand dismissed.
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APPELLATE CIVI L.
Before Sir Arthur Page. Kt.• Chief justice, and Mr. Justice Sm.
1933

Nov. 30.

BAGAYA SAYADAW

v.
U PADUMA AND ANOTHER.*
Arbitration-Reference to five arbitrators jointly~Decision b:v majorityAward by fottr arbitrators-No proper meeting of alf the arbitratol'sValidity oj the award.
Five arbitrators were appointed by the Court to dedde whether theplaintiff or the defendant should be the head of a kya~mgdaik. After the
third sitting, one of the arbitrators who was the senior sayadaw amongst
them went away on a peace mission and he asked that the deliberationS'
should stand over. The other four arbitrators, however, sellt separate
awards to the Court. This was irregular and the Court ordered tije five
arbitrators to sit tOl'(ether and make a joint award according to the 'opinlo~
of the majority. Thereafter the four arbitrators .in the absence of the' senior
sayadaw signed an award in favour of the plaintiff and filed it 'in Court.
No meeting of the five arbitrators was ever· held pursuant to the Court's
order to consider the form of the. award.
Held, that a majority award is valid, if permitted by the terms of the
reference, notwithstanding the absence of one or more arbitrators from th(
meeting· at whi!<h the award was made pro\'ided, that d?e notice of th(
meeting was given' to them. In the present case as no notice of such l
meeting was given to one of the arbitrators the award' was inoperative and
invalid.
Dalling v. Matchett. Willes' l'{eport, p. 215-referrcd to.

Hay for the appellant. The fact that all the fi\ e
arbitrators did not execute the award is not fatal to
it. It was a term of"'the reference that the decision
of the majority shall prevail, and under such a
.reference, if an arbitrator absents himself or refuses
to join in the award, the others may proceed without
him ,and make their award. White v. Sharp (1). After
the award was remitted U Kawthanla refused to attend
* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 24 of 1933 from the order of this Court on
, the Original Side in Civil Regular Suit No. 339 of 1930.
11) 13 L.J.Ex. 2is ;152 E.R.1385.
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the meeting of the arbitrators convened by U Zatila at
his kyaung. U Kawthanla's opinion was known to the
other arbitrators and it seemed to them that it was
impossible toobtain his atteridanceor his co.,.operation.
In such circumstances the arbitrators were entitled to
proceed to make their award without further reference
to him. Russell on Arbitration, 12th edition, pp. 431
and 432.
Ramesh Chandra Dhar v. Karunamoyi
Dutt (1) which lias been relied on is distinguishable,
because the submission in that case did not provide for
a majority decision~
Tha Kin for the respondents. The arbitrators who
signed the award did not comply with the order of
. the Court. There was no proper meeting of the
arbitrators.. The Court rightly rejected the award.

C.J.-On the 5th of Aug\lst 1931 by consent
of the parties the Court ordered a reference to the
above arbitrators to decide whether the plaintiff or the
defendant should be the head of the Bagaya Kyaungdaik. In case of difference of opinion the decision of
the majority shall prevail."
. The arbitrators referred to in the order of reference
were five in number. There were three sittings of the
five arbitrators, in the course of which evidence was
recorded, and it is common ground that at the close of
the last sitting no conclusion had been arrived at by
the arbitrators upon which an award could be based.
At the end of the third sitting one of the arbitrators
U.Kawthanla Alefl(lwya taik Sayadaw, who had passed
61lents and wa.s the senior sayadaw among the five
a:tbitta\brs, announcetf tA{1£ he had to proceed on·
.a peace mission, and fhat the deliberation about the·
form of the award must stand over for the time being.
. PAGE,'

(l

(1) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 498.
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From the evidence of the arbitrators who were'
called on behalf of the plaintiff-appellant it would see·m.
that they had formed the conclusion that U Kawthanla
was in favour of the defendant, and without reference
to him separate awards were forwarded to the Court·
by these four arbitrators. It was obvious that such a ,
mode of procedure was irregular, and that the individual .
awa'rds could·not be treated asa due compliance.
with the terms in which the reference was couched..
Accordingly the parties appeared on the 16th November·
1931 before my brother Sen, who passed the following
order: it Let notice issue to the five arbitrators to sit:
together and make a joint. award according to the
opinion of the majority." .On the 1st waxing of
r aboung 1293 B.E., corresponding .to the 7th M::trch
1932, an award, purporting to have been signed by the
four arbitrators other than U Kawthanla, was filed in
Court. The award was in favour of the plaintiff. At
the same time a lette~, Exhibit 5, was forwarded to the
Court by three 6f the four arbitrators who had signed
the award, in which they explained that the· reason
why· U Kawthanla had not signed the award' was. .
because, after four of the arbitrators had met at
the kyaung of one of them where they .had been
invited to breakfast on the occasion of an ordination~
U Kawthanla had refused to sign either of the two
forms of award which were put before him. " So the
sayadaws (below) finding it hard (lit. burdensome)
to holdanothea- meeting with the Aletawya Sayadawgyi,
request (lit. urge) the Dakadaw the Hon'ble Judge to
be so good as to dispose of as he deems fit and
proper."
.
The present suit was brought for a declaration ~hat
the plaintiff was the rightful owner of the land. 'and
kyaung in suit, and for consequential relief. This
appeal turns upon whether the award to which
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referetic'e has been made wasvalid in law or not. The
learned -trial Judge has held that it was not valid in
law. We take the _Same view. A number of objections were filed to the award, but it is unnecessary to consider any except one which in our opinion,
as in -the opinion of the learned trial Judge, is vital
andc.onc1udes the matter. We do not propose to
express any opinion as to the correctness of the view
taken by the learned trial. Judge in respect of the other
questions, raised in the course of the trial.
'It is common ground that since the order of Sen J.
of.the 16th November 1931 the five arbitrators have
never -met together to deliberate upon the form of the
award,and no jointaward according to the opinion of
the majority after such deliberation has been -made.
So far as one of the arbitrators is concerned he became
ill and departed for Upper Burma, and unde:!: an order
of the Court, which was passed in the presence of and
without objection from the _defendant, it was ordered
by Cunliffe J. that the award should be forwarded to
that arbitrator in Upper Burma for his signature. It
is unnecessary to consider whether in the absenc~ at
any meeting
the arbitrator in Upper Burma the
awa~d, can stand, because in our opinion the three:
arbitrators who signed the award on ihe 7th March
1932 did so without giving a reasonable opportunity to
U _Kawthanla to discuss with them the form of the award
in accordance with the order of Sen J, and as provided
by law. In -my opinion the law upon the subject was
never put more cogently or plainly than it was in
Dailing v. - M-atchett (1). In that case there was a.
referen<::e by way of arbitration to three persons,
Mr. Britiff, M:r. Howse and Mi. Workhouse upon the
terms that an award by two of them should be good.
At all- material times between the issue of the reference

or

{1) Willes' Report, p. 215.

1933
BAGAYA

Sayadaw
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and the making of the award Mr. Workhouse was in
London, but he never attended any of the meetings of
the arbitrators which took place in Norwich. Two· of
the arbitrators made the award. The. question was
whether in such circumstances the award could stand.
I desire to refer to two passages in the· judgment of
the Court:
"Where the submission was worded .as in the present case,
two may make an award without the other, provided the third
has due notice of the several meetings appointed and of the
several matters refen'ed to them, otherwise the award will be'
bad.
.
For though it has been often said .if
that one had been present he could not by his vote have
turned the majority the other way when all the rest were
unanimous, it has always received this answer that everyone
has a right to argue and debate as well as to give his vote,
and it is possible at least that the person absent may, if he had
been present at the meeting, have made use of such arguments as:
may have brought over a majority of the rest to be of his opinion.
The same reason holds in the case of arbitrators, and therefore
there ought to be the same rule. The question therefore in the '
present Case is only a question of fact; if Mr. Workhouse had"
not due notice of the meetings of the other aJ.·bitrators their
award is certainly not good; but if by either obstinacy, or at
the desire of the defendant, or being hindered by business, he
absented himself from such meetings, having had due notice
thereof, we are of opinion that the award is good. And upon
the affidavits we were clearly of opinion that he had due notice,
though in his own affidavit he has attempted to swear the
contrary. Otherwise it would be in the power of one of the parties'
to trick the other, and entirely to defeat him of the benefit of
the reference; for though he allowed the othertoname two of
the arbitrators, yet by naming a' third who (he WaS sure)" would
not 0'1' could not attend, no arbitration could b~ made.';

See also Perring v. Keymer (1) j Nand Rdm and
alzother v. Fakir Chand (2) and Abu Hamid Zahira
Ala v. Golal11- Sarwar (3).
(1) 3 A. & E. 245.
(2) (1885) I.L.R. 7 All. 523.
,
'13) 22 C.W.N. 301.
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In the present case it was argued on behalf of the
-----appellant that it was unnecessary that notice should BAGAYA
have been given to U Kawthanla by the other arbitra- Sayadaw
v.
tors that they proposed --to hold a meeting at which the U PADUlllA.
form of the award would be deliberated and the award PAGE, C.l.
~ould be made because, as appears from Exhibit 5
itself, they -were of opinion that it would be burden'some to try and get him toa meeting convened for that
purpose..
my opinion, however, in the circumstances of this case the three arbitrators who consulted
together b~f?re the award was made on the 7th March
1932 wet~;:-jj~t·justified, having regard to the principles
of law applicable'to the case and the order of Sen J.
of the 16th November~ 931, in making an award with- _
out giving due notice to U Kawihanla that there would
be a meeting of the arbitrators at which the form of
-the award would be discussed,and at wliich the
award would be made.
It iscommoh ground that no meeting of the
five arbitrators or of the four arbitrators in LowerBurma ~vho could have attended the meeting if they
were so disposed was ever held, and iiis also cqmmori
ground that no notice was given to U Kawthanlaby the _three arbitrators who consulted together before the award -_ was made that on a particular
date they v"li0llld discuss the form of the award and
make it.. The. only occasion suggested at the hearing
of the appeal-,on which the appellant contended that
_the arbitrators met -together in such a manner as to
comply with the order of Sen J. was on the 7th March
1932. Now, on that occasion no -notice was given to
U Kawthanla that the -form of this award would be
discussed and the award m~de on that day, Indeed
his presence at the kyaung belonging to one of the
arbitrators was obtained by a ruse. It· appears that an
ordination ceremony was taking place at that kyaung on

In

10

_

-

.
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that day. The head of the kyaul1g sent· an invitation .
both to U Kawthanla and to the other three arbitrators
Sayada'W
who were in the neighbourhood to attend the ordina- .
'IJ.
U PAllUMA.
tionceremony. Nothing was said about a meeting in >
PAGE, C.J.
connection with the award to be held on that date or at
that place; and U Kawthanla attended for the purpos~
of taking part in the ordination ceremony. On this
occasion other pongyis as well as tJ Kawthanla were"
fed. 'After the meal the other pongyis present were
brought to a large kyaunJ< in order to be presented to
U Kawthanla. While the presentations were being
made One of the arbitrators came up to U Kawthanla
and handed ·to him a document which he said was a
. form of award which the other arbitrators had agreed
to, and asked U Kawthanla whether he would accept
it ; and if not, ,vhether he would sign it with a dissenting note. U Kawthanla is81 years of age, and on this
occasion his J;11ind was not being give~ to such matters.
However, he asked the arbitrator Who presented it to
him to read
When it had been read it appears that
U. Kaw_t4anla thought .it muc!"! too cursory a form of.
award, having regard to the fact that for some 28 years"
the dispute as to the headship of this kyaunghad been
a matter of controversy. Another document, which was
stated to be a form of the same award in more detail, .
was also read to him; but for some· reasQn or another '.
U Kawthanla refused to sign it then,. and there, and
I think that he was justified in taking that cQurse. He
had been brought to the kyaungfbrthe purpose Of
being present .and entertained on the occasion of an
ordination ceremony, and in such circumstances an ."
opportunity was takento urge him to sign thisaw3a-d. ;
He himself stated that he thought that it was neither'
the proper time nor a proper occasion upon which to .
consider such a matter as this, and that he thought it
necessary to go through the record of the proceedings
BAGAYA

'to
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in more detail. . It has never been suggested that in so
acting he was contumacious, or acting in any way not·· BAGAYA
, accord ance wIt
' h h'IS ng
'h ts as one 0 f tl1e ar b't
Sovodaw
10
1 ra t ors.
. v.
Aftell" U Kawthanla left the three arbitrators whowere U ~MA,
. still in the kyaung caused a form of award to be written PAGE; C.J.··
~ut, and within two hours of his departure the award
was signed by them. In my opinion such an award
.ought not to be allowed to stand. It isquite clear that
no notice was given to, U Kawthanla that an award
would be discussed and signed on that occasion. He
. was invitedtg thekyaung for quite another purpose.
He had been away on a peace mission since the last
sitting of the arbitrators, and having regard to the
importance of the matter which had been submitted to
arbitration he might "ery properly have come to the
conclusion that it was not a question that· c-ould be
2Ilswered on the spur of the moment, and that the
proper come for the ar bitrators to take was to meet
'together oa some future occasion, and discuss the
matter again with a view to arriving at a conclusion
that would commend itself to all of them.
In the circumstances obtaining in the present case,
in my opinion, the decision of the learned trial Judge
was correct, and ought to be affirmed. The appeal
fails and is dismissed without costs.

SEN, }.-1 agree.
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Dec. 7,

[On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.]
Allll'/iion-Accretion-Lalld 011 Foreshore of Tidal River-GO'lJer1t1I1Cllt Grallt-'Boundaries stated in Grmzt-Right of Gralltees-Jnstice Equity and Gooel
C01J.science-Bur1nd Land and Revetlue Act (II 0/1876), s. 6-Burma LawsAct (XIII of 1898), s. 13, sub·s. 3.
The principle that gradual accretions to land by tidal action enure to the
landowner applies in Burma under s. 13, sub-so 3, of the Burma Laws Act, 1898,
as,according to justice equity and good conscience, and is not excluded by s,'6of the Burma Land and Revenue Act, 1876. Tl1e principle applies even if the·'
boundary on the water front of the land when granted is known or capable of
being ascertained.
In 1922 the respondents bought plots of land on the foreshore of an island:
which had arisen in a tidal river in Burma, the several vendOl's being holders,
of Government grants made under the above Act of 1876. The,4)lots comprised
the whole island, which was mostly submerged at high tide. The grarits stated!
that they were made for the purpose of dhal1i cultivation; they describedtpe
plots as bounded by the river, but on a rough plan attached to each grant four
boundaries \vere delineated by straight lines.
_. ,

Held, tnat the respondents were entitled to foreshore added to the plots by .
gradual accretion.
...
.
Attomey-Gellcral v. MCCarthy [1911] 2 I.R. 260, and Brighton ani HiJ~~',
Geneml Gas CompallY \;. Hove BU11galows, Limited [1924] 1 Ch. 372--appli.!d. ,.>
Decree of High Court, LL.R 10 Ran. 1 affirmed.
, .,

.

Appeal tNo; 60, of 1932) from a d~ree of theHigh Court (March 30, 1931) reversing a decree of.
the District Judge of Insein, (March 31,1928). .'
The plaintiffs-respondents purcq,ased in' 1922
plots of land on the foreshore, of an island formed:
by alluvial action in the Pegu river where it wa&,;
tidal and navigable. The vendors .of the plot5we;e\,
holders of Government grants made to them under"
the Burma Land and Revenue Act, 1876. At the dat~;
.

* Present:

.

LORD MACMILLAN, SIR JOHN WAY,LIS, and SIR GF.,ORGE LOWNDES,'
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the, purchase most of the island was submerged
l~fj
at high. water; the plots together comprised...~ the ~~R
-'whole lsland at low water.
OF STATE
The respondents ,instituted a suit againsf the I~O~J~~~~L
-appellant and others claiming declaratIons that they FOUC:~ AND'
~ere
entitled to land wllich they alleged had COMPANY,
. ' on t 1le SIte
. 0 f tl le pots
I grante d , LIMITED.
re- forme d after eroston
and also to l,and added, to the foreshore by gradual
accretion. The land so added was stated to be
about 50 acres in' exte'nt.
The trial Judge disIT}issed the suit. An appeal
to the High Court was allowed, it being held (1)
that the Civil COllrt',' had jurisdiction, (2) that the
plaintiffs were entitled to the re-formed lands claimed,
and (3)-,after ,a ,reference to a third Judge wIder
d. 34 of the ,L~tters Patent-that the plaintiffs
were entitled ·to the land added by accretion. The
judgments. in thelligh Court are reported at LL.R.
10 Ran. 1, and their effect is stated shortly in the
judgment of the Judicial Committee.
Upon the argument of the present appeal the ,
appellant disputed onlY the decision with regard to
the accretiolrs.:,', ' •
The terms 'ofth~ grants; 'and the other material
facts of the ,case, ,appear from the judgment of the
Judicial Committee.
'

:Of

1933. October 10, 12, 13, 15, 17. Dunne K.C.
, and Wallach for the appellant. All rights to land in
Burma must be by grant from the Crown. The
. Lower Burma Land and Revenue Act, 1876, by s. 6,
restricts rights against the Government' to rights,
<!reated by the grant, and by rule 40, made under
, 5., 18, an applicant for a grant must on his application demark the land applied for. The respondents'
rights are therefore restricted to the prots shown by
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lines drawn upon the plans attached to the grants;
these boundaries exclude the rule of accretion eveQ
OF STATE if that rule applies in Burma. There is no authoritYr
FO~ INDIA St at u t ory or JU
. d'lC1a,
. I tha
t th
i'
. Ieo·f
INCOUNCIL
e genera
pnnclp
FOUC:R ANI) accretion
forms part of the law of Burma. The
t~~r::D~' Bengal Alluvion Regulation, 1824, enacts a rule2f
.
accretion, but it differs from that applied in England,
. and is based upon custom and usage in that province~.
In Madras a rule of accretion has been. applied but
on the view that the custom and usage was the same
as in BengaL In Bombay the rule in a restricted
form eX1sts by statute. There was no evidence as
to any custom or usage in Burma. .The. policy there
has been to grant chars arising in rivers to the.
villagers. If any principle of accretion is applicable
in Burma, it was excluded in the present case by
the terms of the grants, the stated purpose for which
they were made, and the circumstances of the case.
SEC~-;;ARY

Gavin, Simonds K.C., T. F. R. McDoi1nell and
Hubert Hull for the respondents. It was admitted
that tJ3.e grantees took a heritable title; .that was
equivalent to a freehold interest which. wouldattbd'
the principle of accretion if' applicable in· :Burma.
That principle is found in almost all civilized
countries, and is based upon convenience. In
England it applies to additions to the foreshore,
whether of the sea or a river, and whether or not
the owner of the foreshore owns the. land behind
it; moreover it applies against the Crown. . The
principle has been' applied in Madras as II part of
the law of all civil\red countries:" Seaetmy oj
State jor Inaiav. Rajah of Vizianagral1'L (1), the
.judgment being affirmed by the Privy . CQuncil (2).
(t) (1916) I.L,R. 40 Mad. 1083, 1099.

(2) \1921) I.L.R. 45 Mad, 207; L.R. 49 I.A. 67.
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I.e.
That case like the present related to land (lankas)
1933
which were mostly· sub,merged by the' tide. The
.. . 1 . was app l'Ie d·
. SEC[<ETARY
pnnCIpe
. b y t h e .B oard to f oresh are III
OF STATE
Aft
G'"
l
if
S
tl
N"
l'OR
INDIA
.
L agos III
orney- enera a . au tern. tgena· v.. IN COUNCJL
John Haft & Co. (Liverpool)" Ltd. (1). The principle FoUC~'R AND
applies in Burma 'under s. 13, sub-so 3 of the Burma COMPANY,
• .
b"
LIMITED.
Laws Act, 1898, as the law on the su Jed IS not
. specifically provided for and the principle accords
. with justice equity and good conscience. Under the
rule laid down by the Board in TtVaghela Rajsa1~ii v.
Shekh ~""lasludin (2) and frequently followe~, equity
and good conscience means English law so far as
applicable to local circumstances. In Holt's case (3)
an Ordinance to the s:.une effect governed the law
locally applicable. The principle is not excluded
by S. 6 of the Burma Land and Revenue Act, 1876,
because the right to accretions was inherent in the
grants. The grants described the plots as bounded
by the river, that must mean at low. tide ·as the
land was nearly' covered at high tide. Having
regard to. that· description the lines on' the plans .
did not exclude the right to accretions; they merely
showed roughly the position of the river at low
water at the time of grant: Scrattol1 v. Brown (4),
G~fJord V. Lord Yarborough (5), Attorney-General V.
M'Carthy (6), Brighton and Have General Gas Company
v. Hove Bunf.{alows, Limited (7). The lines on' the
water front may have been drawn with a view to
subsequent enhancement of the revenue in the event
. of accretions,
~

e.

(1) [1915] AC.599.
(4) l182'5r 4:8. &
485 j 107 E.R.
(2) (1881) I.L.H. 11 Bom. 551, 561 ;
1i46.
L.R. 14 I.A. 89, 96.
(5) (1828) 5 Bing. 163; 130 .KR 1023.
(3) [1915] A.C. 599,601.
(6) (1911] 2I.R. 260.
(7) [1924] 1 Ch. 372.
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Dunne K.C. in reply. The law of accretion is; the
inconsistent with the system' of land revenue iUJcret
B. urrna. It d oes no t more accpr d WI'th'JUs t'Ice eqUl'tyf,,'no '
and good conscience that a ,grantee should take{ p{
accretions than that he should be"
restricted,
by his\Bur
r
grant.
.acts
.
December 7. The judgment of their Lordships(d ir
was delivered by.
: tha
~n: a
SIR GEORGE LOWNDES. The question in thise W~
appeal is as to the respondents' title to certain' in .
partly-submerged lands in the Pegu river, which i110 .
tidal and inavigable, and the alveus of which ithe.
admitted to be in the Crown.
) ri'
Somewhere about 1892 an, island began to forrr\n i!
in the bed of the river, and parts of it havin~res
become from time to time fit for the cultivatioI\rpc
of dhani palms, which it is. said, grow best belowl es
the high-water mark, were granted, out by thd,
Government to different persons for tha.t purpose..{ M
In t~~~ year 1922 t~e whole of the Island as l~ It
then eXIsted was acqUIred by the :espondents.In tit:
the subsequent years further .accrehonsoccurred.' a'1id
the. south-east end of t~1e' Island, and a port~oIicab1
WhICh had been lost some years before by erOSlOl-, t
reappeared. These lands were faken possession o~os
'by s.q~atters, one of them apparen~ly having tl~f~Il
permIssIon' of the Collector, ~ho
c1allued both the.
.
,n d
accretions and the re-formed land for Government, th
The respondents thereupon instituted a' suit against th
. the appellant in the District Court of Insein, claim- d
ing a declaration of their rights, possession anet:: ~
other relief. The squatters were joined as co_:~s,
defendants, but .took no part in ,the proceedings~t~~
the only contestmg defendant' bemg the appellant..-=.
~
as representing the Government.
.R: ~
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J.e.
The' trial Judge dismissed the suit, holding that , 1933
\the Court had no jurisdiction to entertain' it. He SECRETARY
OF STATE
'I was also of opinion that the' respondents had no FOR
INDIA
,\title to either the accretions or the re-formed 'land. IN COUNCIt
'iJ.
.IOn appeal to the' High Court at:'Rangoon the FOUCAR AN!
1question of jurisdiction was' decided against' the COMPANY,
LIMITED.
) appellant, and the correctness of this decision has,
. ~ not been contested before the Board,
i The learned Judges of the High Court also differed
~ from the trial Judge 'as, to the re-formed land, \vhich
1they held to, belong to the respondents. This finding
~also has not beell seriously disptited before' their
ajLordships. It is, they think, clear that there was no
~abandonment by the predeces,sors in title of the
res~ondents; an~"the ordinary rule would apply under
whIch the tItle ,of the 'grantees attaches ,- upon the
reformation. t was suggested that the respondents"
"conveyance
dId., not cover the re-formed land, but
.
I there is no trace of any such contention having been
,', If raised in the Blfrma Courts, where Counsel for the
J} appellant formaliy' 3.cfmitted the respondents' title to
all the land t~e : subject of t~1e origin~l grants.
~ Under these . CIrCl~mst~nces theIr LordshIps must
\ hold thcLt thls pomt IS not open on the present
~appeal.
'
.J
I t was also, contended in the lower Courts thaI
{ the respondents by their user of the island for purposes
{ other than dhani cultivation had forfeIted their rights.
, ~ This contention had commended itself to the trial
Judge, but found no favour with the, High Court,
, and it has been abandoned before their Lordships..
The question to which t]le main argument on the
; appeal has been addressed is as to the accretions.
'\ The appellant contends that the' well-fecognized
doctrine as to gradual accretions owing to the action
of tidal waters, has no application in 'Burma, and

1

i

I

,t

I

'!
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alternatively, that it is excluded by the terms of the
particular grants under which the respondents hold..
SECRETARY
0 ntis
h' aspt"ct of the case the two learned
. Juges.
d··
OF STATE
I~O~oI:~dtr. before whom the appeal came in the High Court,
1).
differed, Brown J., while not prepared
to a.ccept the
.F OUCAR Al'D
. .
COMPANY.
first branch of the appellant's argument, th0!1ght that
LIMITEiJ.
what was granted
each case was a specific area
betwt::en high and low-water limits, demarcated by
posts, which were, he thought, clearly intended to be
a rigid boundary. In his opinion, therefore, no claim
to additional land by accretion was open to the
gra~tees or to persons claiming through them.
H~
was confirmed in this view by the fact (upon which
much reliance has been placed by the appellant) that
no claim on the ground (If accretion had been
rriade by the predecessors in title of the respondents,
who, when additions to their original grants emerged
acquiesced in several cases in these being granted
by Government to other persons.
Otter J. took the opposite vie\v. He had no
doubt that the doctrine _of accretion was applicable
in Burma, and he did not think that it was excluded
by the terms of the grants, or by the possible
existence of the' posts upon which his learned
colleague relied. He summed up the. position ill
the follO\'ving words:
1933

in

"If the grants can be described as well defined at any
.time, they were not so well defined as to exclude the doctrine.
If, on the othel' hand, they \vere not defined at all (and there
is no real evidence as to the construction or maintenance of
the posts) and the boundary on the water fl'onts was the river
then the doctrine would apply."

The result of this difference of opinion
the learned Judges was that the case was
under cl. 34 of the Letters Patent to
Judge, J. R. Das J., who agreed with the

beh¥een
referred
a· third
opinion

Q
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of Otter J. The appeal was accordingly'" allowed,
and a decree passed in the High Court in favour
of the respondents on their principal claims.
The judgments of both Brown J. and Otter 1contained careful expositions of the case law as to
accretions and the application of the doctrine in
India, and their Lordships will have little to add
on this part of the case. Das J. contented himself
with a mere adherence to the opinion of Otter J.
Before discussing the questions which fall to be
decided by the Board, their Lordships will make
a further reference to the facts upon which the
'decision must be based.
_The original grants by Government, made in
1893, \yere of land the greater part of which was
then, at all events, submerged at high 'fide in the
river. The grants were all, apparently, made on
.. printed forms divided into columns, one of which
\,contained a statement of the area granted, and
:0~pollier its boundaries. Each form was accompanied
1,];," 3 rough plan, on which the plot, the subject
kd the grant, was delineated by more or less straight
.0""
with small circles at each corner, which are
;:IQ represent posts. The scale on which the
drawn seems to vary in each case. The
~sel out in the column above referred to
.
.~ c shoan on the plans do not correspond,
-;:spe3ting generally with regard to such of the
grants as are available in the record, the south
boundary, upon which the greater part of the
accretions throughout the period since 1893 has
been formed, appears conslsfentIy as the river. . The
only evidence as to the growth of the island is a
series of 22 survey maps prodtlced from the district
records, which both parties admfttecf to "represent
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accurately· the accretions and submergencies from
time to time." These plans, which correspond only
SECRETARY
approximately \vith those referred to above,' also
OF STATE
FOR INDIA
river as the' southern boundary of the
IN COUNCIL show the
'R!...
grants.
They
also undoubtedly suggest that as
FOUC~R b.ND
COMPANY,
additional lands emerged after 1893, they were
LIMITED.
granted by Govermilent to different persoi1s without
regard to any question of accretion.' But" apart
from the plotting on these plans, there is no evidence
as to what, happened when the ,new grants were,'
made, or what were the conditions then prevailing.,
The rec<?rd also contains, in the case of some
of the grants, the application of the grantee' and
the proceedings in the Revenue Department leading
up to the grants. , These purport to show that the
applicant in each case had demarcated the plot for
which he was applying by wooden boundary posts,
but there is nothing to indicate that these were of
a permanent nature or that they were maintained
or renewed from time to time.
The conclusions which. their Lordships draw from
these ,facts', are that in e,lch case the grant ViraS, of
land forming part of the foreshore of tidal water,of
which the south boundary and, in the material cases
the east boundary also, was the river. They accept
the suggestion that the plots were originally marked
out by posts or stakes, but they are not prepared
, to assume that these were of anything but a temporary
character.
With regard to the nature of the interest passed
under the grants, it is now admitted that it wac; in
each case such as would support a claim to accretion
if the doctrine applied, and it is to this question that
their Lordships must now address th~m,lves under'
the two alternative contentions put fof'"ward by the
appellant.
1933

I

~

'[/

,

'
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The principle that gradual accretion enures to the
land which attracts it is one that has been recognized
from very early times. Thus, Lord Stair, writing in
1681, says:

J.C.

1933
SECRETARY
OF STATE
FOR INDIA

IN COUNCIL

v;

Aprropriation by alluvion is admitted in all nations, for
thereby the adjectioil of another's ground insensibly and imperceivably, by the .running of a river, becomes a part of the
ground to \vhich it is. adjected j because it is uncertain from
whose ground such small and imperceivable pal'tides are carried
by the water, and thereby also the frequent questions that
would arise betwixt the proprietors upon the opposite banks of
rivers are prevented j and though the adjection may be perceivable and considerable in a tract of time it maketh no
difference if at no particular instant the adjection be considerable i as the motion of the palm of a horobge is insensible at
any instant, though it be very perceivable when put together
in less than a 'quarter of an hour." (Stair's Institutes of the
Law of Scotland, II, 1, 35.)
Cl

The basis of the rule has -been differently stated
at different times, but their Lordships think it must
be regarded as a rule of II general convenience and
security" [per Lord Shaw in Attorney-General
Of Southenl Nigeria v. John Holt & Co.(1n and as
necessary for the "mutual adjustment and protection
of property" [per -Lord Abinger "in Hull and Selby
Railway (2)].
.
In India: the doctrine has been embodied in the
law 6f Bengal by Reg. XI of 1825, and of Oudh by
Act XVIII of 1876, and it is equally well established
. in Madras, where the]'e is no statutory enactment on
the subject [per Lord Hobhouse, Sri Balusu Ramalaksmamma v. Collector of Godaveri District (3)]. . In
Bombay the right is recognized, but is restricted by
(1) [1915] A.C. 599,612.
(2) (1839) 5 M. & W. 327, 332 ; 151 E.R. 139, 141.
(3] (1899) I.L.R. 22 Mad. 464 ; 469 ; L.R. 26 LA. 107, 111.
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the Land Revenue Code of 1879, s. 4, to accretions:
not exceeding an acre in extent.
In these circumstances it would, thei.r Lordships
think, be difficult. to hold, as the appellant cont~nds,
that the doctrine is wholly .inapplicable to Burma.,
where under Act XIII of 1898 the. ultimate test 'ls
to be " justice, equity and good' conscience [so 13"
(3)J. There is no direct statutory provision on the'
subject, and, so far as their Lordships are informed,
no authority in the Courts of that country. Th~
appellant rests his argument mainly upon' s. 6 of the
Burma Land and Revenue Act, 1876, which is in'
the following terms :
" S. 6. No right of any description shall be decrnecl to have
.~

II

been or shall be acquired by any person over any lanel to which
this part applies except the following:
. .'
(a) Rights created by any grant or lease made by oi"o~
behalf of the British Government;
(b) Rights acquired under ss. 27 and 28 of the Indian
Limitation Act, 1871 ;
.
(c) Rights created" or originating in any of the modes
..Jlereinafter in that behalf specified ;
.
(d) Rights legally derived from any right mentioned in'
clauses (a), (b) and (c) of this section."

Their Lordships do not think that the words of
this section can be stretched to exclude rights of
accretion or alluvion. Apart from the contention that
such rights would be withiri d. (d), upon \vhich
it is not necessary for them to come toauy conclusion,~they are unable to hold tha.t gradual additions to
land of a grantee by the action of a river are wi thin
the prohibition of the section. It is not that their
Lordships are asked to presume that additional lands
were granted by the Crown, but only tbat the Crown
made grants which might be either added to or
diminished by the water. The chance was inberent
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in the grant. The river gives, just as it m'!y take
1933
,a\vay, and if the gift is gradual, little by little, from ..
day to day, or from week to week, the law for the s;;~~~~~Y
reasons explained above deems what is added to have I~o~o~~dI~
been part of what
was
grantt::d: in , the "vords of FOUCAR
v. .
.
.
AND
Baron Alde,rsori (Hull and Selby Railway s case supra), COMPANY,
"h
.. h Cannat b e perceive
. d'In 1. tS progress IS
.
LIMITED.
t at wIlIC
taken to be as if it never had existed at all." It
would, in· their· Lordships' opinion, require much
more precise words than those appearing in the
section above qu,otedto exclude the application of a
doctrine so well established and founded upon such
.broad considerations.
Their LOrdships now turn to the second branch
of the appellant's argument~ upon \\'hich the learned
J~ges of the High Court differed.
They have
alreadt indicated that in their view little reiiance can
be placed upon the original staking out of the plots
as indicating rigid and discernible boundary lines,
but Jhey will assume in the appellant's favour, tor.
the purpose of this part of the ..argument, that the
grant in. each case was what has sometimes been
-called a " bounding grant," that is, one confined by
specific boundaries represented by the lines drawn
·on the attached plans. On this assumption the
·question is whether the existence of such boundaries
is sufficient of itself, as the appellant contends, to
exclude the doctrine of accretion.
Reference has been made to the dictum of James
L.J. in Lopez v. Muddun Mohun Thakoor (1) that
it had not been judicially determined to what extent
the rule as to accretions would be carried in· this
country "if there were existing certain means of
identifying the original bounds of the property by
landmarks, by maps. . . or other means of that
.

.

(I) (1870) 13 Moo. LA. 467, 474.
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kind,'~

and to a similar doubt stlggested by Lindley
L.J. in Hindson v. Ashby (1). But these dicta can
hardly be regarded as authorities. in the appellant's
favour, I~eliance is also placed upon the opinion
expressed by Lord Chelmsford in At/onzey-Gel1eral
v. Charnbe1's (2), but this again is little more than.
obiter dictum, as the case was remitted for the trial
of further issues and does not appear to have. corne .
.
up again for decision.
The question was, however, considered at length
by Palles C.B. in At/onley-General. v. lI1'Carthy .
(3), who held that .it was concluded by the weIlknown decision in Rex v. L01'd . Yiirbo1'ough(4).
which, as he points. out,' was affirrned by the House
of Lords, Giffordv. Lord Yarborough (5). In that
case there ~as the clearest possible boundary to the
land for which the accretion' was claimed in the
existence of a sea wall, 'and yet the doctrine was
held to be applicable. The headnote to the report
of the Irish case, which expresses concisely the
conclusion there come to, is as follows:
~,:;

"The decision of the House of Lords .in Gifford v.
Yarborough conclusively determines that where lai1d is aclded to .
tht:: seashore by the gradual and imperceptible actioi1 of natural .
causes, the owner of the lands adjoining the accretions acquires in
them a ~oocl title against the Crown, notwithstanding the existence.
ofmarks or bounds or other evidence by which the former, or a
former, line of ordinary high \vater can be ascertained.
The real question in every such case of accretion is whether
during the process of accretion the progress of the accretion can
be ascertained.'"
.

III

The question was again considered by Romer J.
Brighton and Hove General Gas Company v. Hove'
(1) [HI96] 2 Ch.l, 13.
. (3) [1':111] 2 I.R. 260.
/2) (-1859) 4 D.G. & J. 55, 171 ;
(4) (1824) 3 B. & C. 91 ; 107 E.R. 668..
45 E.R. 22, 27.
is) (1828.} 5 Bing. 163 ; 130 E.R. 1063.
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Bungalows, Limited (1), where a similar conclusion
was reached.
Ii1 their Lordships' opinion these cases were
rightly decided, and they think that the general
principle of accretion applies even where the former
boundaries of the land on the water front were
.known or capable of ascertainment. On the assumption, therefore, that this was the position by reference
to the· .plans in evidence in the present case, they
are unahleto hold that this excludes the application
of the doctrine.
It only remains to deal with the suggestion of
estoppel based on the fact that some of the earlier
grantees acquiesced in fresh grants being made by
the Government of lands which they might, on the
. basis of this judgment, have claimed for themselves
as accretions. Their Lordships fail to und"erstand
how any case of estoppel· can be sustained against
the respondents. Nothing is known as to the
circumstances under which these fresh grants were
made. The grantees may not have desired the
additional lands: they may even have regarded a
new holder, Settled between them: and the chances
of the river, as an additional security to their own
holdings: they may have been, and probably were,
altogether ignorant of their rights, or unwilling to
spend money in litigating with Government if tbey
did know of them. But in any case the accretions
were totally different from those now claimed by
the respondents, and the non-claimer by them
cannot,in their Lordships' opinion, have any adverse
effect upon the rights now claimed by the respondents.
. For the reasons given Itheir Lordships think
that the decree passed by the High:Court, against
(1) [1924] 1 Ch.372.
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which this appeal has been brought, was right, that
the appeal fails, and that it should be dismissed
with costs, and they \\'ill humbly advise His Majesty
~oo~n~~
,

v.
FOCGAR AND
COMPANY
LIMITED.

Solicitor for appellant: Solicitor, India Office.
Solicitors for respondents': Stol1ehal1i & Sons.

, APPELLATE CIV IL.
B4ure Sir Adhur Pa.If,C, [(t., Chief Justice"alld Mr. Justice Sen.

1933

Dec. 13.

A:M.M. MURUGAPPA CHETTYAR

v.
N.C. GALLIARA

AND OTHERS.*

Illsolvellcv-Al11el1dmcn,[ of petition for adjlldication-Formal
defecfsAlteration of the wbstal1ce of act of insoh'ellcy-Adjudicatiolt-Stricf
cul'npliLlIJCe witlt forms of fI'r: Act-Dr-parturc from dwelling h01l50Esscnf.i'!( ingteclient-Vl:ssolutio1t of partllenltip-Agellt's act of in501'Vellcy.~Notice of 511spensio1t of
payment-Provinciaj lllSOh'cl1cy Ad
(V 011920), 5S. 13 (2) (a), 6 {g)-Partnership Act {IX of 1932),55.34, 41.
Where the amendment of an insolvency petition that is sought is one thai does
not affect the substance- of the petition, but merely will have the c::ffect of
bringing the petition into conformity with the rules of practice, o'r of remedying a formal defect, the Court in its discretion may properly grant leave for
the amendment to be made even if the amended petition would necessarily ,be
re-presented more than three months after the alleged a<;:t of· insolvency,
provided that no hardship would thereby be worked to the respondents.
Charan Vas v. AmiI' Khan, I.L.R. 48 Cal: 110; Ex parte Dearie,
14 Q.B.D 184- rejerred to.
. . .
.
Blit where the' amendment is One that goes 'to the root ofl!lile, petition
and alters the substance of the act of insolvency' alleged the Court ought'
not to permit the amendment to be made, at any rate if ·.the effect of
so doing would be that the amended petition wouldb~. re-presented IJ;lOre
than three months after the date of the lict of insolv~mcy alleged.

* Civil Misc. Appeal No; 155 of 1933 from the'otd~r of .the District Court·
of Mandalay in Insolvency Case No.9 of 1933.
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In re Mangham, 21 Q.B.D. 21; IiI re Maund, (18951 1 Q.B. 195;
1933
','Weldon v. Neal, 19 Q.B,D.'394-r4~I·red t o . ,
:"==-,
,
A.MoM.
A creditor who presents a ,petition in insolvency must comply strictly with' .MURUGAPPA
·-the terms' of the Insolvency Act. The fact of the debtor having departed CHETTVAR
Jmm his dwelling house or place of business in itself connotes nothing.
. v",
:The esSential ingredient of the act of insolvency is that the act was com- "GA~L~ARA.
'mitted by the debtor with intent to defeat or delay his creditors. The
,-omission of such an allegation is not a mere formal defect.
Abu Haji Slilei/1lall v. Haji Jan Nahomed, 8 Born. L.R. 648; Ex parle
',Coates, 5 eh. Div. 979-referred to.

Where all the partners of a firm but one have been adjudica.ted insol-vent the firm is dissolved, and an agent of the firm ceases to be the agent
:,of the firm and has no authority after the date of adjudication to commit
'.any act of insolvency as agent' 6f the partners.
, Abdul SattaI' v. V.E.A.R.M. Finn, I.L.R. 10 Ran. 215; E.1: parte Blain,
12 Ch.D. 522; Cooke v. Vogeler Company, (1901) A.C: 102: Friwd v. Youug,
(1897) 2 Ch. 421 ; Kastuy Chand v. DhalJpat Sillgli, I.L.R. 23 Cal. 26; Jluthu v.
',N4gindas, 28 Bom. L.R. 680; Salton v. .Yew' BeestolJ Cycle Comp'llly,
(1900) 1 Ch. 43-referred to.
A debtor 'does not commit an act of insolvency merely \ly suspending
"payment of his debts. A debtor commits an act of insolvency "unly when
he gives notice to any of his creditors that he has 'suspended or is
:about to suspend payment of his debts due to his creditors ~enerally. In
.alleging such notice, the time, place and particulars of the notice should
:be accurately specified.
N.S.1rI.M. Chettyar Firm v. J1food'lliar, LL.R. 11 Ran. 96--rejerred to.

Clark (with him Aiyangar) for the appellant. A
-petition to adjudicate the appellant insolvent was
':presented to the District Court, Mandalay, on the
.ground ,that the' appellant had registered himself as
~a partner in the Chettyar Firm of S.A.R.M.,
,:Mandalay" and not ,having had the entry cancelled
inust be held to have been partner in 1933 when the
:act of insolvency in question was alleged to have
'been
committed, by the agent of the firm. The
.
':appellant had never taken any active part in the
.affairs of the firm, and had retired in 1928. More:Ov~r, the S.A.R.M. firm' was adjudicated insolvent in
.Rangoon in April 1933, and the Official Assignee,
Rangoon, 'had already' tak~n possession of its assets
in Mandalay. The agent in JVt'andalay no longer had

..

.
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1933

{even if he ever had} any authority to commit an act
of insolvency on behalf of his principals. Under s. 41
MURUGAPPA
oq the Partnership Act the adjudication in Rangoon
CHETTYAR
V.
had the effect of dissolving the partnership; and
N.C.
GALLIARA•.
putting an end to the agent's authority; see also s. 34
of the Partnership Act and s. 201 of the Contract Aet~
Insolvency affects the status of a person, ansi
every act of insolvency must be the personal act or
default of the person who is to be made a bank-:
rupt. Where an agent is alleged to have 90mmitted
an act of insolvency it must be shown that he had
authority to do so, and that his principal was.
cognizant of it. He can ha\e no such authority
when his agency is terminated.
See Ex parle Blain. In re Sawers (l); Cooke v.
Charles A. Vogeler Company (2) ; Ex parte Crispin. In re·
Crispin t3) ; Kastur Chand v. Dhanpat Singh (4) ; Abdul
Sattar v. V.E.A.R.M. Cheltyar Firnt (5) ; Salton y~
New Beeston Cycle Company (6) ; Taskerv. Shepherd (7) ;
Fdend v. Young (8). Phillips v. Alhambra Palace'
Company (9) is distinguishable.
'The petition on the face of it does not disclose:
any available act of insolvency. The words" with
intent to defeat or delay his creditors" in d .. (d) of
s. 6 of the Provipcial Insolvency Act are not mere·
words of form, but of substance. The petition in
. the present. case does not contain those words; and
the acts of insolvency alleged are .inconsistent with
one another. Moreover, the date of the commission
of the act of insolvency is not given. Such defects
go to the root. of the matter, and the petition ought
.
.
A.M.M.

(1)
12\
(3)
(4)

12 Ch.D. 522.
(5)
(1901) A.C.102.
(6)
8 Ch. App. 374.
. (7)
I.L.R. 23 Cal. 26.
{8)
(9) (1901) 1 Q.B. 59.

I.L.R. 10 Ran. 215.
(1900) 1 Ch. 43.
158 E.R. 237.
(18971 2 Ch. 421.
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to have been dismissed by the lower Court. Vague
petitions in insolvency will not be tolerated by the
Courts. The Courts scrutinise with meticulous care
petitions in insolvency, and if fundamentally defective
will normally dismiss them.
Ex parte Coates. In re Skelto1t (1) j Abu Baji
y. Baji Jan Mahomed (2) j Muthu v. Nagindas ~3);
M.S.M.M; Chettyar Fi1'm v. P. Moodaliar (4);
Narain Das v. Chimman Lal (5).
No amendment to the petition ought to be allowed
,atithis stage. Courts may allow grammatical varia.tions or other alterations as to form, but where such
amendments virtually have the effect of creating new
acts of insolvency an application for amendment
ought not to be granted.
',

..

McDonnell (with him Hormasji and Tambi) for
the respondents. No objections as to form were
taken in the lower Court. If the appellants had
asked for particulars they would certainly have been
furnished.
To allo~ or not ,to allow an amendment to a
petition (or a plaint which stands on the same footing)
is in the discretion of the Court. Clumsy blunders
in the drafting of a petition and errcrs of a 'similar
nature will always be allowed to be rectified by the
Courts, unless the respondent is unduly prejudiced.
,It way be that the Courts will not allow an amendment after an order of adjudication has been passed,
.but that is not the case here. See Re Fiddial1,
. Squire & Co. (6), which distinguishes Ex parte
Coates. In re Skelton (ante); also Charan Das v.
(1) (1877) 5 Ch.D. 979.
12) 8 Bom. L.R. 648.
(3) 28 Bom L R. 680.

(4) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 96.
(5) I.L.R 49 All. 321.
(6) 66 L.T. 203.

1933
A.M.M.
,MURUGAPPA
CHETTYAR

v.
N.C.
GALLIARA.
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Ami1' K/zan (1) ; Satchidananda Duft v. Nritya N ath
Mittel' (2); Sevugan Chetty v. K1'is!zna A iya nga l'
MURUGAPPA
•.
"CHE'fTYAR
t3); Kzsandas Rupchand \.
Rachappa (4).
Ex
N~C.
parte Dearie. In re Hastings (5) presents a parallel
.GAloLIARA.
to the case under appeal, and an amendment can
always be allowed, if circumstances permit, the
respondent beipg compensated by costs.
Moreover, the present appeal is premature; the
District Judge has not yet gone into the question
whether the debtor has .committed an act of
insolvency; nor have any issues qeen framed.
S. 7S of the Provincial Act· no doubt gives a.
"wide power of appeal, but the Court in granting
leave to . appeal should see that a case is not heard
piece-meal.
1933

A:M.M.

p

.

Clark (in reply). Even if the Court is inclined
to grant the application for amendment. no amendment
should be allowed where the application is made
more than three months after the commission of the
act of bankruptcy. In 1e Maund. Ex parte Maund.
(6) ; In re-, Maugham: Ex parte Maugharn (i).

C.}.-This is an appeal from an order of
the: District Court of Mandalay, in which it was held
'inter alia that the allegations in an insolvency
'petition against the appellant and others disclosed
·available acts of insolvency. On the 26th of October
"1933 a creditors' petition was filed in,Mandala~ for
,the adjudication· of four persons of whom the
present appellant was one. It was alleged in the
-petition that the respondents other than the appel..,
<la-nt had already been' adjudicated insolvent in Rangoon
PAGE,

(4) I.L,R. 3~ Bom. 944.
(.5) 14 Q.B.D. 184.
16) (1895: 1 Q.R 194.
(1838) 21 Q.E.D. 21. . '
.

(1) I.L.R: 48 Cal. liD.
(2) LL.R. 50 Cal. 878, 891.
(3) I.L,R. 36 Mad. 378.

m
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as the' partners of the' S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm.
, It was further alleged that these three persons and
the appellant were the partners of the S.A.R.M.
ChettyaT Firm of Mandalay, and that the debtor firm
was not the same firm as the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm'
which had been adjudicated insolvent in Rangoon.
On the 30th October 1933 a petition was
presented on behalf 6f the appellant in which he
prayed that the application should be dismissed. On
the 13th of November, therefore, before proceeding
to hear the petition' under s. 24 .of the Provincial
Insolyency Act the learned District Judge tried the'
following preliminary issue,
whether the petition discloses acts of insolvency against the
debtors, "

II

On the 15th of November the learned' District.
Judge passed the order under appeal, in which he
held inter alia that
"for the reasons which I have given I am not prepared to hold
on the' allegations as made in the petition of the petitioningcreditors that there is no available
o~ insolvency disclosed
against the 4th respondent-debtor."

act

It is plain from the terms of the order that this

preliminary issue was treated as having been raised
by way of demurrer, the question being whether,
assuming the allegations in the petition to be true, the
petition di::-c1osed a'il available act of insolvency against
ther~spondents; Noone, I think, who examines the
form' of the petition ought to have any doubt that the
petition as framed does not disclose an available or any
act of insolvency against the alleged debtors. Indeed,
the learned advocate for the respondents at the outset
of his argument frankly and properly stated that he
did "not ,p,rop()s,~" tq "argue "that 'the petition as it
stood could be sustained in law,' and the, learned

1933
A.M.M.
MURUGAPPA.
CHET'fYAR
'U.

N.C.

GALLIARA.'

-'-'-'-'C.].

PAGE,
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advocate added that if an objection had been taken
to the form of the petition before the learned District
Judge the proper course for the learned District
Judge to have taken would han:~ been to reject
the . petition as not disclosing an available act of
insolvency. It is obvious, in my opinion, that the
petition as it stands is irregular, and that the acts
of insolvency alleged are not such as are capable of
founding a petition of insolvency against the alleged
debtors. The learned advocate for the respondents,
however,-no doubt apprec:iating the difficulty in
which his. clients were placed-has applied that an
.order should be passed. giving the respondent~
leave to amend the petition so that it should
disclose available acts of insolvency . against. the
appellant. There is no room .for doubt, I think,
that the Court has jurisdiction to allow such an
amendment, but it depends upon the circumstances
in each case whether the application for amendment
ought to be granted. When the amendment that is
sought is one that does not affect the substance qf
the petition~ but merely will have i:he. effect of bringing the petition into comformity with the rules of
practice, or of remedying a formal defect, the Court
in its discretion might properly grant leave for the
amendment to be made even if the amerlded petition
would necessarily be re-presented more than three
months after the alleged act of insolvency, provided.
that no hardship would thereby be worked to . the
respondents. That' is the ratio decidendi of such
cases as Ex parte Dea1'le. In 1'e Hastings (1) [see
also Charall Das v. Al'1'lir Khan (2)J.· But where
the amendment is one that goes to the root of the
petition and alters the substance of the. act of
(1) L.R. 14 Q.B.D. 184!

(2) (1920) I.L.R. 48

Cal~

110.
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insolvency alleged, in my opinion, the Court ought not
to :permit the amendment to be made if the effect of so
doing would be that the amended petition would be
re-presented more than tha-ee months, after the date
of the act of insolvency alleged. [In re Maund.
Ex parte Maund (1); In re Maugham. Ex parte
°Maugham (2).J
Now, what is the amendment whiCh it is sought
to make in- the prese!lt case? The alleged acts <?f
insolvency are set out in para~raph 2 of the ,petition
as follows:
"(2) that the respondent-debtors ordinarily carryon business
under the name of S.A.R.M. at ,Mandalay through their a~ent
Vellaiappah Chettyar and committed the following acts of
insolvency within three months bf the date of this petition:
,,~ti) that on or abOtlt the 1st of September 1933 the
respondents in the person of their agent Vellaiappah Chettyar
departed from their usual place of business or- otherwise
absented themselves so as to deprive their creditors the means
of communicating payments of the debts;
(b) that the respondents suspended payments of the debts
a day or two previous to 4th September 1933 and informed
creditors including petitioners that they are unable to pay the
amount due and gave notice that they have suspended'
iijpayments ;
(c) that the respondents in the person of' their agent
referred to above offered to make composition with their
creditors owing to their inabilIty to pay the amount due to
the creditors."

It is not contended that in any event (c) can be

relied upon as an act of insolvency, and the 'only
acts of insolvency with which the Court is now con...
cerned are (a) and (b). I will take ,a) first. The
language in which (a) is couched does not appear ,.to,
me, to convey any intelligible meaning, and I am of
opinion that the allegations therein are altogether too
,

(1) (1895) 1 Q.:8. 195.

12

!2j L.R. (1888) 21 Q.B.D. 21.

,
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vague and ambiguous to form the basis of a petition
in insolvency. In Ex parte Coates. In re Skelton (1)
Bacon C. J. observed :

'0.

':N.C.
GALLIARA.
PAGE, C.}.

" It is the very gist and essence of the BankrLlptcy Act
that creditors who claim the benefit of these severe and. almost
criminal provisions of the law cannot have that benefit unless
they strictly comply with the terms of the Act.. The fact ofthe debtor having departed from his dwelling-house in itself
announces nothing. He may have gone to bury his wife or his
mother,-or to a meet of foxhounds. . B1;1t that which the law
holds, and rightly holds, to be the important fact is, that he
has departed ' with intent to defeat or delay .his creditor~ '! If
he does it with that intent it is an act of bankruptcy. That fac~;;
the creditor's petition in this case, through some unskilfu1ness
on the part of the person drawing it; has· not alleged. The
creditor has neglected to conform to the law, and to present a
petition in the terms required by the law so as to entitle himself to the relief for which he asks. That is plainly irregular."

. It is manifest that the terms of (a) do not conform to the requirements of the Provincial Insolvency
Act [see s. 13 (2) (a)], and in my opinion sucll
ill-defined and cryptic allegations cannot be made the
basis of an insolvency petition. Moreovedn (a) there is .
no allegatfon .that the act complained of was committed
with intent to defeat or delay the creditors of the~
alleged debtors. In my opinion such an omission
cannot be regarded merely as a formal defect, but
must be treated as a failure to allege an essential
ingredient of the act of insolvency. See Ex parte
Coates (1) ; Abu Hajee Suleiman v. Haji Jan
Mahomed (2). In Re Fiddial1, Squire & Co, (3) no
doubt, an amendment to remedy .such an omis~ion
was allowed on terms, but it would appear that in
Re Fiddian (3) the petition as amended could have
been re-presented within three months (liter- the date
(1) 5 Ch. Div.979.
(2) 8 Born. L;R. 648.
. (3) 66 L.T. 203.
.
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of the alleged ads of' insolvency, and I am of opinion
that an application for leave to make such an
amendment more than three months· after the date
of the alleged act of insolvency ought not to be
granted. [In ·re Maund. Ex parte Maund (1).]
It was further contended, and for the purpose of
"the present demurrer in my opinion rightly contended, having regard to ss. 34 and 41 of the
Partnership Act (IX of 1932) and the allegation in
paragraph (3) of the petition that all the partners in the
alleged debtor firm other than the appellant had
been adjudi~ted in.solvent before the date of the
alleged act of insolvency (a), that Vellaiappah Chettyar
had ceased to be the agent of the respondents ... and
had no authority to commit the alleged or any act
of insolvency as agent of the partners in th,~ firm of
S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm of Mandalay or any of them
on the date upon which it was alleged that the act
of insolvency (a) was committed. [Kastur Chand v.
Dhanpat Singh (2);. Muthu v. Nagindas (3); Ex
parte Blain (4); J;Veldon v. Neal (5); Frien,d v.
Young (6) ; Salton v. New Beeston Cycle Conlpany (7) ;
Cooke v. Charles A. Vogeler C011'lpany (8); Abdul
Sattar v. V.E.A.R.M. Chet/yar Finn (9).J
As regards (b) similar difficulties arise, because
I am unable from the terms of (b) to understand what
the:;~draJtsman intended to convey by the language
that he used. It is consistent with the language
found in (b) that some creditors were informed by
the respondents that they had suspended payment of
thellebts due to the creditors to whom the notice
of suspension was- given. It is certainly not clear
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1895) 1 Q.B. 195.
(1895) I.L.R. 23 Cal. 26.
28 Bom. L.R. 680.
(1879) 12 Ch.D.522.
(9) (1932) I.L.R.

fo

(5) 19 Q.B.D. 394.
(6) (1897) 2 Ch. 421.
(7) (1900) 1 Ch.43.
(8) (19:>1) A.C. 102.
Ran. 215.
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1933

from the ter.ms of .(b) that the respondents 'had given due notice to any of their creditors that they had
MURUGAPPA
suspended payment of theia:- debts generally. It is;
CHETTYAR
v.
necessary
to lay down once more that a ·debtor does
N.C.
GALLIARA.
not commit an act of insolvency merely by suspend-rAGE, -C.J.
ing payment of his debts, and that under s. 6 (g) of
the Act a debtor commits an act of insolvency only·
It -if he gives notice to any of his
creditors that hehad -suspended, or that he is about t05uspend, -payment of his debts ,. due to his creditors generally..
In M.S.M.M. Chettyar Firm v. P. Moodaliar;fl}
I :had :occasion to point out that
.....

-_.

A.M.M.

"the pro'Of of the commission of an act o£insolvency mnst
be strict and precise, and \vhere it is alleged that a debtorhas given notice that he has suspended or is abont to suspend
payment of his debts, the time, place and particulars' of the'
. notice should be accurately specified."

[See also s. 13 (2) (a) of the Act j Narail'l Das v~
Chi~nmmz Lal (2); In re Reis -(3); In .1'e A
Debto/' (4).] For these reasons,' in my opinion, .eveIi
if the terms of (b) could be regarded as conveying any
intelligible meaning, the allegations therein are toovague and uncertain to form the basis ofa petition~
in insolvency.
Now, in these circumstances the respondents to·
the present appeal apply for leave to amend their petition
in respect of the alleged acts of insolvency (a) and
(b). The effect of granting the application would.
be that the amended petition must necessarily be
re-presented more than three months aRe:r the ,elateof the alleged acts of insolvency, and that the arri~nd-·
ments that must be made in ;order that the petition'
should disclose an act of insolvency will not merely'
correct S0me accidental blunder or slip in the form of
I

(1) (19-3-3) I.L.R.llRan. 96.
{2} (1926) J.L.R. 49 ;AlI. 321.

I

(3) (1904) 2Q;B.:769.
(4) (1929) 1 ell. 362.
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the petitton, but wlll involve such a substantial recasting
of paragraph 2 as will amount to a reconstruction of
the petition. In my opinion the proper order for the
Court to pass is that the appeal be allowed, the
order. complained .of set aside, and the petition
dismissed with costs, ten gold mohurs in each Court.

1933
A.M.M.
MURUGAPPA
.CHETTYAR
V.

N.C.
GALLIARA.
PAGE,

C.r.

SEN, J.-I agree.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
. Before Sir Arthur Page, Kf., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Sell.

MAUNG ZAW

1933

v.

Dec. 14.

MAUNG HLA DIN.*
_

Gu.ardianship of cllt·lft.,....,:.N.other at birth of child sepamted from father-Child
living with motlzef'MtFi' consent offather-Mother' s dea th- Righ t offa ther
fo· cusTody of child -Guardians and Wards Act (VIII of 1890), s. 25.
The mother of a child was separated from the father (the respondent) at the
time when the child was born. The father had consented to the mother retaining possession of the child during its infancy, and the child lived with its
mother, who since the birth of the child had been living with the appellant as
his wife. The mother died and the natural father applied for the custody. of
the'child.
Held, that, although at the time of the child's birth the mother was not
living with th'e father, for the purposes of s. 25 of the Guardians and Wards
Act the child must be deemed to have been at that time in the custody of the
father, and in the circumstances of the case he was entitled to apply for and
obtain the custody of his child.
Abdul AzizKhan v. Natzhe Khan, I.L.R. 49 All. 332 ; Mohideen v. Mahomed
Ibrahim, I.L.R. 39·Mad. 60B-referred to.
Ac..'zratlal v. Chimanlal, I.L.R. 40 Born. 600-dissentcd from.

Sanyal. for the appellant.
Basu for the respondent.
* Civil Misc;:. Appeal No.5 of 1933 IMandalay} from the order of the District
Court of Mandalay in Civil Misc. Case No. 124 of 1932.

13
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C.J.-This appeal must be dismiss~d.
The question is whether a "natural father is
V.
entitled
in ·the circumstances' to the custody of his
MAUNG HLA
. DIN.
child. Prima jacie he is.· The child is about 3t
years old, and during the life-time of his mother
the child used to live with his mother, and theil"e.
can be no doubt that the father consented to th~
mother retaining posse~sion of the child during its.
infancy. The mother was separated from the father'
at the time when the child was' born, and afterwards lived with the appellant as his wife. The
mother is now dead, and the natural father applies
that the~child shall' be handed over to him. Neither
the appellant nor the respondent appears to be'
endowed with a gentle disposition; but from the
evidence of one of the witnesses who was called
for the appellant it would seem that the respondent,
who is the fathea- of the child, is a man of good
character. In::my opinion fhere are no circumstances
disclosed in the evidence which would justify the
Court in giving .the custody of the child to the
appellant·, ,rather than to the respondent.
It was contended, however, that the application
did not lie inasmuch as at the time when the child
was born the mother W8,S not living with the father;
but for the reasons which I have stated I think
that for the purposes of s. 25 of the Guardians
and Wards Act the child must be deemed to have
been at that time in the custody of the father
[Mohidee1l Ibrahil11- Nachi v. L. Mahomed Ibrahim
Sahib (1) i Abdul Aziz Khan v. Nanhe Khan (2)].
If, and so far as, the decision of the Bombay
High Court in Ach1'atlal ]ekisandas v. Chimanlal
Parbhudas (3) is an authority for the proposition
1933

PAGE,

MAUNG ZAW

II} (1915) I.L.R. 39 Mad. 608.
(2) (1926) I.L.H. 49 All. 332.
(3) (1916) I.L.R. 4{) 130m. 603.
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-that in circumstances such as those obtaining in
1933
the present case the application by the natural father :MAUNG ZAW
would not lie with all respect I should not agree MAUN~ Hu.
with it. In my opinion the decision of the learned
DIN.
Additional District Judge was correct, and' should PAGE, c.J.
be affirmed.
• The appeal is dismissed with costs, three' gold
mohurs.
.

SEN,

J.-I agree.
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ApPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and M,'. Justice 5e1l.
1933
Dec. 20.

DAWSONS BANK, LTD.
~'.

JAPAN COTTON TRADING COMPANY,
LIMITED.*
Appeal to His Majesty in Co/mdl-Value at the date of suit- Value of subject.matter in dispute on appeal-Defe1ldant's applicatiQlt for leave t(}
appeal-lIzterest up to date of decree oj High Court-Plaint(jJ's appii-cation-Civil Pl'ocedm'e Code (Act IT of 1908), s. 110.
For the purpose of appeal to His Majesty in Council in accordance with the'
provisions of s. 110 of the Civil Procedure Code the amount or value of the'
subject-matter ofthe suit at the date of its institution in the Court of first:
instance must be ten thousand rupees or upwards.
Gu.divada v. Mahalakshl1/O.nJllw, I.L.R. 53 Mad. 167-followed.
Further, the amount or value of the subject-matter in dispute on appeal toHis Majesty in Council must likewise be ten thousand rupees or upwards•. '
This means that if the defendant is seeking to appeal from the whole decree'
the amount or value including interest awarded against him up to and at the'
date of the High Court decree ·under appeal must be ten thousand rupees or'
upwards.
Gooroopersad v. JlIggutcltunder, 8 M.I.A. 166-fo/lcrwcd.
Different considerations may arise where the applicant seeking leave to.
appeal is th(:; plaintiff in' the suit
. R. A. V. Naidu v. R. V. K. Nllidtt, I.L.R. 56 Mad. 886; Rum KlimaI' v.,
Muhammad Yalmb, I.L.R. 42 All. 44S-1'eferred to.
The applicant was impieadedas a defendant to a suit in which the amount:
claimed exceeded Rs. 10,000. The trial Court dismissed the suit as against the'
, applicant but on appeal to the High Court a decree was passed, illtel' alia,.
against the applicant for Rs. 9,182·6·3 with interest at 9 per cent per annum on
the whole amount claimed from the date of the institution of the suit up till the
date when the sum of Rs. 5,700 odd was paid into COIJri by the 'applicant, and:
thereafter interest at 9 per cent per annum on the bahince after deducting from'
the amount claimed the sum that had been paid into Court. The interest so'
awarded and the sum of Rs. 9,182-6-3 amounted in the aggregate to a sum.
exceeding Rs. 10,000 at the date of the decree of the High Court..
Held, that the case fulfilled the conditions of s. 110 of the Civil Procedure:,
Code, and that the applicant was entitled to a certificate gr'antillg leave t~
appeal to His Majesty in Council.
• Civil Misc. Application No. 86 of 1933 arising out of Civil First Appeal!
No.2 of 1933 of this Court.
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On the 25th June 1930 the plaintiffs (respondents)
'filed a suit in the District Court of Pyapon ~ :to
recover Rs. 14,905-7-0 against S and the Bank
{applicant). The claim against 5 was for the value
of rice, gunnies etc. sold and delivered by 5·. to
·t"hem,and as against the Bank for conversion~of
~the said goods. 5 did not appear, but the Bank
·contested the claim, and claimed a lien on ;~.the
:rice for all moneys due from 5 to the Bank. It
:sold the rice and on the 22nd June 1931 paid
into Court Rs. 5,723-0-9 being the surplus proceeds
:after the satisfaction of its lien. On the 6th October
1932 the Court passed an ex parte decree in favour
'of. the plaintiff against the first defendant only for
Rs. 8,913-6-3 (i.e. Rs. 14,636-7-0 less Rs. 5,723-0-9) and.
costs and interest at 6 per cent per annum till re~lization,
:and dismissed the suit against the Bank. On appeal
to the High Court a decree'. was passed against the
Bank on the 21st August 1933 for Rs. 9, 182~6-3
{i.e. Rs. 14,905-7-0 less Rs. 5,723-0-9) together with'
interest at 9 per cent per annum on the whole'
:amount Claimed (Rs, 14,905-7-0) from the date of
the .institution of the suit up till the date of deposit
'Of Rs. 5,723-0~9 in Court, and thereafter interest
.at 9 per cent per annum on the ba1<:l.Uce (Rs. 9;182-6-3)
. -till realization. .The decree against. 5 was confirmed.
The said sum of· Rs.9,182-6-3 and the ;interest
awarded exceeded Rs. 10,000 at the date of the
<.1ecree of the High Court.

Lanlbert for the applicant. The value of the
in' dispute was over Rs. 10,000 at the
date of the institution of the suit, and was still over
. Rs. 10,000 at the date of the application for leave to
appeaJ to His Majesty in Council, if the interest
awarded by the Court is taken into . consideration, in
subject~matter
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spite of the fact that a sum of Rs. 5,723 has been
paid towards the decree.

BANK, LTD.
V.

JAPAN
COTTON

TRADING
COMPANY,

LIMITED.

A nHesaria for the respondents. It is not disputed
that the value of the subject-matter of the suit was:
over Rs. 10,000 at the date of its institution, but faT,
the purpose of s. '110 of the Civil Procedure Code
it must also be over Rs. 10,000 at the date of the-·
appeal to His Majesty in Council. In orderto decide:
whether it exceeds that amount interest awarded,
subsequent to the date of the trial Court's~'decree'
cannot be taken 'into account. The' granting of',
interest is discretionary, and the applicant 'cannot add'
such interest to the decretal amount as of right in .
order to show that the appeal is competent [see Ram
KU1Nar v. Muha1'lunad Yakub (1) ; Mukhlal Singh v~
Kishuni Singh (2); Gudivada v. Maddi (3)]. The'
decision in V.S.T. Thar11sundase:en v. S.M.A.R.R.M.,
Chetty Fi1'm (4) is no longer good law.

PAGE, C.J.- This is an application for a certificate
granting-leave to appeal to His Majesty in COlmcil.
The applicant was impleaded as a defendant to a
suit in which the amount claimed exceeded Rs. 10,000.
For the purpose of ascertaining the amount or value
of the subject-matter of the suit in the Court of first
instance it is necessary to ascertain the amount or
value of the subject-matter of the suit at the date of
the institution of the suit [Gudivada M anganna v.
M addi M ahalaksll1ua1ll11za (3) and, Mukhlal Singh v.'
Kishulli Singh (2)].

The question in dispute is whether -the amount
or value of the subject-matter in dispute on appeal .
to His Majesty in Council is Rs. 10,000 or upward::;.
(1) I.L.R. 42 All. 445.
(2) (1930) I.L.R. 10 Pat. 86.

(3) (1929) I.L.R. 53 Mad. 16'7,
(4)' I.L.R. 3 Ran. 405.
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In the Court of first instance the suit against the
1933
applicant was dismissed; 'but on appeal a decree . DAWSONS
.
.
l'
t f
BANK, LTD.
was passed inter alia agamst the app lcan
or
'IJ.
Rs. 9,182-6-3 "with interest thereon at 9 per cent c~~~
TRADING
Per . annum." An application has been made to COMPANY,
Cunliffe J. sitting alonein the absence of Bagu1ey J. LIMITED•
.-'these two learned Judges forming the appellate PAGE, C,J.
Bench which tried the present· appeal-for an
order determining the meaning of the words in the
decree " with interest thereon at 9 per cent per
. annum ", and the learned Judge has held that those
"Woids mean interest at 9 per cent per annum on
.the whol~' amount c1ai~ed from the date of the
. institution of the suit up till the date when the
Sllm of Rs. 5,723-0-0 was paid into Court on the
22nd June 1931, and thereafter interest at 9-per cent
per annum on the balance after deck1et~ng from the
amount' decreed the. sum that had been paid into
Court. In those circumstances the amount or \Talue
of the subject-matter of the decree of the appellate
Court from which an appeal is sought to His Majesty
in Council by' common consent is over. Rs. 10;000.
. This' is a defendant's appeal, and \~,re are not
cOJ;lcerned with the different considerations that
might arise in a case where the applicant for leave
to appool to His Majesty in Council is the plaintiff
in the suit [Ram Kumar v. Muha1ll17Wd Yakub and
a1'wtfzer (1); and R. A. Venkatathirisa1'1'li Naidu and
three .. othersv. R. V. Kasthu'riranga Appaswal1zi
Naidu:(2)J The defendant in the present case is
seeking'to appeal from the whole decree, .and "where
the appeal is from the whole de.cree, and the decree
has given an amount, including interest up to the
date of the decree, which exceeds Rs. 10,000 it is
(1) (1920) I.L.R. 42 All. 44S.

(2) (1933) I.L.R. S6 Mad. 886.
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clear that the matter which i$ in dispute in the
appeal must exceed the sum of Rs. 10,000; for the
question to be' tried upon the appeal must be
whether the decree is or is not right, that is to say,
whether the decree has or has not' properly, ordered
payment of a sum exceeding Rs. 10,000" [per Turner
L.J., delivering the decision of the Judicial Com-.
mittee of the Privy' Council in Gooroopel'sad Khoond
v. ]uggutchunder and another (1) ; and R. A. Venkatathirismni Naidu and three othe1's v. R. V.Kasfhuriranga AppaSwal11.i Naidu (2)J.
In these' circumstances, inasmuch as j:he de<.!l'ee
from which' an appeal to His Majesty in Council is
sought reversed the decision,' so far as the ',applicant
'was concerned, of the trial Court, it would appear
that the conditions upon which leave to appeal may
be granted under s. 110 of the Code of Civil
Procedure have been complied with, and a certificate
granting leave to appeal will issue.
The application for an order that the respondents
should give security for certain sums in their possession
is dismissed.
SEN,

J.-I agree.

(1) (1860) 8 Moo. LA. 166.

, (21 (1933) I.L.R. 56 Mad. 886.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice

RANGOO MEAH

S&11~

AND OTHERS

v.
KING-EMPEROR.*
Crimi1lal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), s. 117 (SJ-ElIquiry-Gallg of thieves011e and same enquiry in ,'esped of associates as thieves-Magistrate's
discretioll.

Where it is alleged that a person is in the habit of committing theft in
.association with other persons as members of a gang of thieves the magistrate
is at liberty in his discretion to deal with the cases of all such persons in the
same enquiry under s. 117 (SJ of the Criminal Pro::ed~lre Code. This section is
not limited to proceedings under s. 107 or s. 108 of the Code; b~lt the magistrate must consider in each case whether his order under s. 117 (5.' would
prejudice a person in his defence.
.I" re Appasawllly, I.L.R. 54111cid. 334-rejen'ed to.
King-Emperor v. Po Twe, 4 L.B.R. 46-dissentca from.
The applicants were well-known in the quarter of the town where·· they
dwelt (most of them lived in the same house) to be members of a gang who
were .associated together in stealing bags of rice from cargo boats in the
Rangoon river. A separate notice was served upon each·of them under s. 11 0
of the Code to show cause why he should not execute a bond upon the ground
that he was a thief. Held, that the magistrate was justified in dealing ~'ith all
of them in the same enquiry, upon the ground that each and every of the
applicants had been associated together in the matter under enquiry.

Bhattacharya for the applicants. The question
whether a person is a habitual thief or not is a
matter personal to one individual alone, and such a
question in respect of more than one person should
not be dealt with in the same enquiry. The magistrate in the present case ought not to have dealt
with all the accused in one trial, combining their
cases under s. 117 (5) of the Criminal Procedure
Code. King-Empero1' v. Po twe and othel'S (1).
* Criminal Revision No. 473B of 1933 from the order of the Western Subdivisional Magistrate, Rangoon, in Criminal Misc. No. 47 of 1933.
(1) 4 L.B.R. 46.
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In proceedings under s. 110 of the Code each
person proceeded against is entitled to a separate
notice, and the charges ought not to be confused.
E111.peror v. Ram. Lal (1);. Krishna v. Crown (2);.
Rati Telang v. Queen-Empress \3).
A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
S. 117 (5) gives a discretion to the 'magistrate
to order one trial in the case of persons who are
associated in the same matter· under enqui~y· in
separate trials.. To give a general ruling to the
contrary would nullify the section.
Mere association of the respondenl with' a habitual
thief is, of coilrse, no evidence that he himself is a
habitual thief. But that is not the present case. The
question here is whether all the applicants are
habiti.lal thieves operating as a gang, and evidence ;Of
general repute is admissible.
Emperor v. Angn.. ll Singh· (4) ;. In 1'e Appasawmy
Mudali (5).

C.J.-This application in revision is rejected.
It appears that there are a number of rice thieves
working together in a gang who carryon their
nefarious practices in the Rangoon river. Their
1nodus operandi is for two or three of them to go
out on the river at night in a sampan, to approach a
cargo boat filled with rice, and in the darkness by
means of a hook to extract bags of rice from the
boat. The rice stolen in this way they endeavour to
sell as and where they can. If an alarm is raised the
thieves immediately row away, and if the river police
hear the cries of those on the cargo boats the thieves
PAGE,

(ll I.L.R. 51 All. 663.
(2) 4 Lab. L.].531.

(3) I.L.R. 27 Cal. 781,
(4) I.L.R. 45 All. 109.
(5) I.L.R. 54 Mad; 334.
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throw the bags of rice into the river, thereby
destroying the evidence that they had committed
theft.
In the present case it appears that eight of the ten
applicants in the revision proceedings are close
relatives, and that all. the applicants are associated
together, most of them 'residing in the same house.
There was abundant evidence that all the ten applicants were members of what might be called a family
gang, who were associated together in stealing bags
of rice from cargo boats in the river.
A separate notice was served upon each of
the applicants under s. 110 of the Criminal Procedure
Code, requiring him to show cause ,,,hy he should
not e.xecute a bond as prescribed under the section,
upon the ground that he was by habit a thief.
Now, the magistrate in his discretion, acting under
s. 117 (5)" dealt with all of the cas~s in the same
enquiry, upon ,the ground that each and every of
the applicants had a been associated together in the
matter under enquiry." Evidence of general repute
against each of the applicarits was tendered and
admitted at the enquiry, the evidence in each case
being to the same effect, namely, that these ten persons
were well-known in. the quarter of the town where
they lived to be members of a gang of rice thieves
operating in the manner that I have stated. Further,
there' were specific instances of rice bags having been
hooked out of cargo boats on the river at night by
certain of the applicants. In his judgment the Western
Subdivisional Magistrate carefully considered the
evidence against each of the applicants respectively and
ordered that each of them should execute a bond with
sEretie3' or in default be committed to prison.
All the applicants appealed from the order of the
Western Subdivisional Magistrate to the Di~triet

1934
RANGOO
M~AH
V.

KINGEMPEROR.

PAGE,

c.J.
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Magistrate 'of Rangoon, but in each case the
appeal was dismissed. The ten accused have now
applied in' revision for an order setting aside
the orders passed against them, upon the ground that
the order passed by the Western Subdivisional Magistrate under s. 117 (5) of the Criminal Procedure Code,
namely) that the charges against all of the applicants
should be dealt with in one enquii"y, could not be
sustained in law. In support of the application the
learned advocate for the applicants has relied upon the
decision of Hartnoll J. in Kil'ig-E11lperor v. Po 7'1.ve and,
others (1). In that case it appears that separate notices
were served upon four men :under s. 110 to show cause
why each of them respectively should not enter into a
bond for good behaviour upon the ground that be was'
a habitual thief. Under s. 117 (4) it was ordered that
the four cases should be dealt with in one enquiry.
, Hartnoll J. held that s. 117 (4) [now s. 117(5) of the Code
'of Criminal Procedure] only applied to proceedings
under ss. 107 and 108 ofthe Code, and did not apply to
proceedings instituted under s. 110, upon the ground
that" the matter under enquiry with regard to each man
is whether he is an habitual thief or not, and not whether
another man is an habitual thief or not, or whether
another man has been associated with him in thieving."
With all respect to Hartnoll J. I think that in so
deciding the learned Judge did not correctly construe
the material sections of the Criminal Procedure Code.
Under the Code s. 117 (5) is not specifically limited
to proceedings under s. 107 or s. 108 ; and I do not
think that it can be, or ought to be, so restricted. It'
is, of course, true that when a person is charged'
with being a habitual thief, it is nihil ad rem that
some other person with whom he mayor may not have
(1) 4 L.B.R. 46,'
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associated is also a habitual thief; but when it is
alleged that a person is in the habit of committing
theft in association with other persons as members of
a gang of thieves, in my opinion, the magistrate is at
liberty in his discretion to deal with the case of all such
persons in the same enquiry. Of course, in deciding
whether- an order under s.. 117 (5) should be made or
not the magistrate must consider whether,if the order
is made, one or more of the persons concerned might
be prejudiced in his defence. But in the present
case, so far from thinking that any of the applicants
have been prejudiced in his defence by reason of the
order that has been passed by the magistrate under
s. 117 (5), I am of opinion that the order for a joint
enquiry to be held was right and proper having regard
to the alleged association of the applicants as members
of a gang of rice thieves. The view which we take upon
this matter is in consonance with the judgment of
Krishnan Pandalai J. in In re Appasawn·1J Mudali (1).
In Emperor v. Ram Lal and another (2) and Krishna
and one v. Tlze Cro7.cm (3), it appears that proceedings
were instituted under s. 110 of the Criminal Procedure Code against two persons jointly. That, of
course, was illegal; and in Hari Telang and others v.
Queen--Empress (4) the Court held that each of the
persons against whom proceedings had been taken
under s. 110 ought to have been tried separately upon
the ground that there could not be any habitual
. association between the three persons concerned in
those proceedings "in regard to their characters so
as to make them dangerous persons, and thus render
their being at large without security hazardous to the
community." The Court in that case held, and in my
(1) (1930) I.L.R. 54 Mad. 334.
(2) (1929) I.L.R. 51 All. 663.

(3) 4 :tih. L.]. 531.
(4) (fWD} i.L.R. 27 Cal. 781.
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opmlOn rightly held, that the three persons against
whom proceedings had been· taken ought to have
MEAH
been tried. in separate enquiries.
v.
KINGFor these reasons, in my opinion, the application
EMPEROR.
in
revision
fails and must be dismissed.
PAZ;E, C.J.
RANGOO

DAs, J.-1 agree.

STAMP ACT REFERENCE.
Before Sir Arthur Page, J(t., Chief J !lstice, Mr. Justice Das; (I1ul Mr. Justice Sm.
1934
Jail. 3.

IN RE THE FINANCIAL COMMISSIONER,
BURMA·
.
.
.
.

.

.

v.
THE INDO-BURMA WATCH COMPANY.*
Stamp duty-Cash lllemol'Mldllm issued by seller to buyer of goods-Nature
of the docu11"lmt-Instrutllel1t not a l'cccipt-Stamp Act (II of 1899).
s.2 (23), Sclt. I, Art. 53.
A cash memorandum issued by a sellet to his customer on the purchase
of an article is not a receipt within s. 2 (23) of the Stamp Act, and is not
chargeable with duty under Art. 53 of Sch. I of the Act.
The memo;~ndum records the fact that on the specified date a cash
transaction had been carried out at the price stated therein. It is not an
instrument of acqui Hance, and by delivery of it to the customer the seller
does not intend to provide him with evidence that he had paid for the
goods to which it relates.
..,
Attorney-Geneml v. Carlton Bank, (1899) 2 Q.B. 158 i . Civil Referellce No . . 5..
of 1904":2 L.B.R. 307; Queen-Empress v. Jugge<1'llath. I.L.R. 11 Cal. 2f11referred to.
.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Financial
Commissioner. S. 2· (23). of the Indian Stamp Act
is wide enough to cover the case of a " cash memo. 'I ,
which signifies or imports an acknowledgment of
.payment . of a sum of money exceeding Rs. 20 as
the price of an article sold.
, Reference No. 20 of

1933.
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The document on the face of it does
not indicate that there has been any receipt of money.J
The words "cash memo." on the top indicate
that the money has been paid and received. A
cash memo. is apparently given to indicate that the
.seller has received payment for the article sold.
The definition of the word II executed" in s. 2 (12)
,of the Act which governs the word as used in the
·charging section (s. 3) need not present any difficulty
because s. 2 (23) states that a receipt mayor may
not be signed in the name of any person. The
word II signed" is defined by s. 2 (52) of the
General Clauses Act and includes a mark. Mere
. initials may amount to a good signature. See Abdul
Gafur v. Queen-Emp'ress (1) ; BI1.Qgwat Kuri v. Baldeo
Rai (2); In the goods of Blewitt (:~). The special
-definition of the word lc executed" in s. 2 (12) is
intended to apply to formal documents, and marks the
stage when stamp duty is attracted. 111 re Application
.of Clltt Po (4) ; lvIa Saw v. Maul1g. Ba (5).

[PAGE, C.]. Is it not possible to regard the
-document merely as evidence of a particular transaction
.having been carried out on the date mentioned?]
But if ,the seller attempted to charge his buyer
with the price of the article sold the buyer would
··be able to produce this document as a receipt. See
,Civil I?ejerence No. 5 of 1904 (6). It is not what the
.seller intends by the document, but what it aCtually
,does that determines the nature of the document.
If there is a debt and a receipt of payment in
(1) I.L.R. 23 Cal. 896.
(2) I.L.R. 29 All. 145.
(3) (1880) 5 p~t>~ 116.

(4) 7 L.B.R. 77.
(5) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 650.
(6) 2 L.B.R. 307.
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satisfaction of the debt the document evidencing it
must perfo:rce be stamped if the amount is over Rs. 20.
See In 1'13 Burn & Co. (1) distinguishing AttorneyGeneral v. Carlton Bank (2).
On the other hand it may be contended that.
the document in .question is not intended to be a.
receipt, but is merely the duplicate of its original"
kept in the shop for the purposes of book-keeping.
The converse case) namely, whether. a purchaser
buying goods on credit and signing a document
therefor is acknowledging a debt within the meaning of
the Stamp Act has not yet been considered.
There was no appearance for the respondent.
C.J:-The following question has been
propounded by the Financial Commissioner, Burma,.
unders. 57 of the Indian Stamp Act (II of 1899):
PAGE,

" Is the document attached to this refen.•Jce a receipt within
the meaning of s. 2 (23) of lhe Indian Stamp Act, 1899, and,~
therefore, as the amount stated in it exceeds Rs. 20, chargeable
\vith duty of the amount indicated in Art. 53 in Sch. I
to the Acf as amended ?"

The terms of the document are,
Cash Memo.

No. 3478

THE INDO-BURMA WATCH COMPANY
LEADING HOUSE FOR QUALITY TIMEKEEPERS AND FOUNTAIN PEN:S :.
WESTEND, OMEGA, CYMA, TISSOT, ZENITH, BAHADUR,
EVERHARD, ALUTEX, SETH THOMAS, SEIKOSHA, BIG· BEN JAZ,
TUMTUM, PARKER, SWAN, WATlmMAN, RAJAH, BJ;,ACKBIRD
KREMENTS, ETC., E'l'c.
497, Dalhousie Street.
(1) I.L.R. 37 Ca't.634.

Rangoon, 8tlt JU11e 1933;
(2) (1899) 2 Q:B. 158.
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Rs. I As.

Description.

Pes.

1-'-

---I

One Sil. E & C 834, Water proof pad,·
No. 324161
Total Rs.

34 I

0

34 I

0

of

the

Stamp Act are:

S. 2 (23) lC receipt" includes any note, memorandum Of
writing(a) whereby any money, or any bill of exchange, cheque
or promissory note is acknO\yleflged to nave been
received, or
(b) whereby any other moveable property is acknowledged
. to have been received in satisfaction of a debt, or
(c) whereby any debt or demand, or any part of a debt
or demand, is acknowledged to have been satisfied
or discharged, or
(d) which signifies or imports any such acknowledgment,
and whether the same is or is not signed with the'
name of any person ;
S. 3. Subject to the provisions of this Act and the exemptions
contained in Sch. I, the following instruments shall be
chargeable with duty of the amount indicated in that Schedule
as the proper duty therefor, respectively, that is to say(a) every instrument mentioned in that Schedule which,
not having been previously executed by any person,
is executed in British India on or after the first
day of July, 1899;
S. 2 (J 2) " executed" and lC execution" used with reference
to instruments, mean II signed" and II signature)l :
. Art. 53. Receipt [as defined by s. 2 (Z3)]}
f or any money or other property the amount India-One anna.
or value of which exceeds twenty rupees.

14

.

CoM~ns

'V.

'-'THE
INDO-BURMA;
WATCH
COMPANY.
PAGE,

The above article is guaranteed to keep good time for a
period of two year~ unless overwound, broken or given to other
repairers.
(Signed) RRD.

sections

THE
FINANCIU.

SIONER,.
BURMA

Watch Warranty.
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Now, the document under consideration is not
liable to stamp duty l,mless it is brought within the
charging' section, that is, within s. 3, and as we
are. of opinion that the initials at the foot of the"
document relate solely to the alleged warranty the
document qua receipt' has not been executed, .and
is not liable to duty. [I111'e.Chet Po (1).J
We are further of opinion, assuming for the.
purpose in hand that the document,had been duly
executed within s. 3, [!'ee s, 2 (12) of the Indian.
Stamp Act ; s. 3 (52) of Act X of 1897; QueenErnp1'ess V. ] al1H Prasad (2) : Bhagwat Kuri v. Baldeo
'Rai (3) ; Abdul Gafur v. Queen-E1npress (4) ; IN re,
Chef Po (1) ; Hindrndrsh v. Charlton (5) ; In tlle goods
of Christian. (6); In the goods of Blewitt (7)] that
this document is not a " receipt" within s. 2 (23)
of the Act.
There is no doubt that the document records the
fact that on the specified date a cash transaction had
been carried out at the price stated therein. But that
in itself does not render the document liable to
stamp cluty. The question is "does it purport to
contain an acknowledgment, or does it signify or
import an acknowledgment that money has been
received or that a debt or demand has been satisfied
or discharged"? In our opinion it does not. In
the document itself it is stated to be a cash
memorandum not a cash receipt; it is not addressed
to any particular person, and the name of the
customer to whom it is given is not mentioned in
In such circumstances how can it
the documeut.
:seriously be contended that it is an instrument of
(1) (1913) 7 L.B.R. 77.
(4) (Hl96) LL.R 23 Cal. 896.
(2) (1886) LL.R. 8 All. 293.
(5) 8 H.L.C. 160.
(3) (1906) I.L.R. 29 All. 145.
(6) 2 Rob. 110.
(7) 5 P.D. 116.
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.-acquittance, or that by delivering such a document
to a customer the seller intended to provide him
with evidence that he had paid for the goods
to which it refers? [Attorney-General v. Carlton
Bank (1); Queen-Empuss v. jU[!.gernath (2); Civil
Reference No.5 of 1904 (3).] In my opinion the
aocument under consideration was issued solely for
~book· keeping purposes, and did not, and \vas not
intended tO,operate as a receipt. I agree with the
view expressed by the Collector of Rangoon that the
reason why a copy of such a cash memorandum is
handed to the customer is
". that it is intended that the purchaser shall satisfy himself by
reference to the memorandum that the price he has paid fer the
article has heen credited in full to the shop. If only one copy of
~the voucher \vere made out and 110 copy were given to the
purchaser, it would be possible, for instance, for a ·<:lishonest
assistant to charge Rs. 10 fer something the ·tl'ue price of ,,'hich
'was Rs. 8, and to, credit Rs. 8 to the shop and keep the balance."

For these reasons the answer to the question
referred is in the negative.

DAS, J.-I agree.
SEN,

J.-1 agree.

11) (1899) 2 Q.B. 158.

(2) (1885) I.L.R. 11 Cal. 267.

(3) (1904) 2 L.B.R. 307.
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SPECIAL BENCH.
Before Sir Arfhlll' Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Mackney.

1934

A LOWER GRADE
'. PLEADER.tIt

IN THE MATTER OF

Jan.. 8.

Pleader's obligation-D rtmkenncss- Unjit1teSS for rcsponsiblc duties.

A pleader appeared for an accused person in a criminal case in a drunken'
condition, and was unable properly to conduct the case on behalf of his client.
On another occasion, and in spite of a warning, he came into the Court of theDistrict Judge in a drunken state and insulted the COUl"l. On a third occasion
he tried to assault a bench clerk. The pleader was at one time a teetotaller"
and in good practice. He took to drink after his wife went mad and died.
Held. that the pleader \\I'as no longer fit to be allowed to hold himself out:
as a person who could be entrusted with the responsible duties that must needs'
be performed by a member of the legal profession, and his name must:be
struck off the list of the lower grade pleaders.

Tun Tin, for the respondent.
C.J.-In these proceedings U Aung Zan,_
a lower grade pleader of Bogale, has betn required
to show cause why he should not be suspended
from practice or dismissed as a lower grade pleader
for p:r:ofessional misconduct. The following charges.
against the respondent have been investigated by
the learned District Judge of Pyapon, and in respect
of each charge the respondent has been found
guilty:
PAGE,

(1) that you, on the 7th February 1933 at Bogale, were drunk
while conducting the defence in Criminal Regular"
Trial No. 122 of 1932 of the 2nd Additional Magis-hate's Court, Bogale ;
(2) that yeu, on the 4th July 1933, attempted to assault
Maung Ba Set (Bench Clerk of the CO'urt of Township'
Magistrate and 3rcl Additional Magistrate) in the Court
room; and
* Civil Misc. Application No. 92 of 1933.
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(3) that you, on the 29th July 1933 at about 3·30 p.m., while
Messrs. Burjorjee and P. N. Banerjee were arguing a
case (Civil Miscellaneous No. 30 of 1933 of the District
Court of Pyapon), came drunk before the Court \\"ithout
your gaungbaung on.

The learned advocate who appeared for the
;respondent . has properly, indeed inevitably, stated
that he is not ina position to deny the truth of
the charges that have been laid against the
.respondent.
. As regards the first charge it was proved at the
enquiry that· the respondent' was appearing for an
accused person in a crimin;11 case, and that on the
"7th February 1933 in the course of the proceed'ings' the respondent appeared in Court in a drunken
condition. The smell emanating from him was s1,lch
that a pleader who was about to address the Court
applied for permission to lea\'e the Court as he
found the smell from the respondent unbearable.
There is no doubt whatever that the respondent,
'while undertaking tb e responsibility and the obligation
-of defending' an. accused person, came into, Court
'in so drunken a condition that he was. unable to
-conduct the case on beha.lf of his client as he ought to
.havedone. The magistrate before whom the criminal
-case was being tried felt compelled to postpone the
fur:ther hearing of. the case, and formally warned
·the·respondent not to come into Court again in a
·drunken condition. It appears, however, that, notwithstanding the caution that had been administered
-to him by the magistrate, on the 29th of July
1933 the respondent came into the Court of the
District Judge of Pyapon, in the words of the learned
District Judge, "hopelessly drunk". He had no
gaungbaullg on, and . when the learned District
Judge n9ticed his pn:sence in Court he enqui-ed
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who he was, Thereupon certain of the pleaders\vho were in Court ina friendly way persuaded
the respondent to go out of the Court as he had
no gaIlllgbazl17g on. He then put his gaungbaung:
on and came back into the Court, and the learned
District Judge asked him why he had come to
Court drunk. The respondent replied "it is no"
business of yours". The respondent upon the
advice of the pleaders who were present thereupon
apologised to the Court for his misconduct.
The case against the respondent, however; does
not rest there, because on the 4th July 1933 l1ecame'
into the
Court room of the Township Magistrate
.
and the 3rd Additional Magistrate of Bogale, and
demanded a copy of the judgmet'lt in a criminal case
which had been brought against his son and nephew,_
and which had been just decided against them •.
Now, Maung Ba Set, the bench clerk, had been
instr'ucted not to give free copies of judgments·
without making a reference in that behalf to the'
magistrat.e, and he so informed the ifesponderitr
The respond~nt thereupon threatened to slap the
bench clerk on his cheeks if he did not immediately give him a free copy. The bench clerk.
demurred; according to the evidence, however, the:
respondent then began to roll up his sleeve pre-·
paratory to assaulting the bench clerk; but before'
he could strike the bench clerk a petition-writer"
Maung Kin, caught hold of him and dragged him away•.
In circumstances such as those disclosed at the'
enquiry this Court has to determine what is
the proper disciplinary action that ought to be
taken against the respondent? The respondent is
apparently a man of 50 years of age, who at one:
time was the local manager of Dawsons Bank
at Bogale. He is not now the local manager
.
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of the Bank.
At one time he had a good
1934
practice and was a teetotaller. He is not now.
IN THE
Mr. Banerjee, a higher grade' pleader, at the enquiry M~;'T1R
stated that he had known the respondent for 20 ~~~:
years, and that according to his information. the PLEADER.
tespondent "took to drink when his wife went nrad.· PA~.J.
His wife subsequently' died, and he contiilUed'
.
drinking after her death." .
We have anxiC?us1y considered the form of the
order that the Court ought to pass. There can be
no doubt that the misconduct proved against the
reslfPndent is of a very serious nature. No bne need
become a pleader, but if a person is a pleader .one
of the obligations that he undertakes is that he shall,
apart from illness, be in a fit state to conduct the
. cases. that are entn~ted .to him. It is quite clear
from the action of ~e respondent that he is no
longer fit to ,be allowed to hold himself out as a
person who can be entrusted with the responsible
dllties that must needs be performed by a member
of the legal profession.
In our opinion the right order for the Court to
make is that U Aung Zan be dismissed, and that his
name be struck off the' list of the lower grade
pleaders.
o

MACKNEY,

J.-1 agree.
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MA KHIN THAN

1934

v.

Jan. 9.

MA

AHMA, ADMINISTRATRIX OF THE ESTATE
OF ALICE THORPE DECEASED

Succcssion-" Christian " 1IJho is a-Caste Disabilities Removal Act (XXl oj
1850), s. I-Succession to the estate oj persoll changing his religionAdoption ,oj child by Burmese Buddhist-Adoptive parent' dies a
Christian-Right oj il~heritance of adopted child-Successia/~ Act (XXXIX
oj 1925), ss. 4,5,23,25,29,36.37,48.
For the purpo~e of the Indian Succession Act a Christian is a person who
professes any form of the Christian religion, and in administering the estate
of a Christian the Court must ,-have regard to the outward and formal
recognition of his religious belief, and noi to what may be the real, though
tllldisclosed, convictions of .the deceased.
Abdool Razack v. A,s;a Mahol1led, 21 LA.. 56-referred to.
The Caste Disabilities Removal Act, 1850, s. 1, 0:11y applies to protect the
actual person who. either renounces his religion or has been excluded from
the communion of any religious body or has been deprived of caste.
When a person by changing his religion has changed also his personal
Jaw that law will govern the rights of succession to his estate.
Kamawati v. Digbijai Singh, LL.R. 43 All. 533 i Mitar Sen Singh v. Ilfaqbul
Hasalz Khan, 57 I.A. J13-aPPlied.
Where a Burmese Buddhist adopts a child with a view to inherit, such
right of inheritance is not indefeasible, and if the adoptive parent cliesa
Christian the adopted child cannot claim to inherit on. intestacy as if the child
were an own child. An adopted child is not an heir of his deceased adoptive
pareni according to the rules of succession laid down in .theS·uccession
Act.

Moore (with him Tha Kin) fQr the appellant.
Where a Buddhist woman is converted to Christianity
and marries under Christian rites the succession
to her estate is governed by the Indian Succession
Act. Since the passing of that Act no Buddhist
who becomes a Christian can elect to be governed
by his former personal law in matters of succession.
* Civil First Appeal No. 91 of 1933 from the hldgment of this Court on the
<Original Side in Civil Regular No. 633 of 1932.
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Abraham v. Abrahatll (1) is now c1eaa-Iy distinguishable; see Kamawati v. Digbijai Singh (2).
The evidence in the present case shows that the
·deceased died a Christian; but it is contended that
.her keittima child (of which the proof is insufficient)
who was adopted· while she was a Buddhist is
·entitled to succeed to the whole estate. The
Succession Act does not recognize adopted children.
SSe 36 et seq of the Act provide for the distribution
of the estate where there are· lineal descendants, and
.adopted children find no place in the scheme.
Lineal consanguinity is defined by s. 25.' These
sections have no appliq,tion to Burmese Buddhists;
mi>r .is s. .3 (53) of the General Clauses Act of any
:avail' to the respondent, because that section is
·confined in its operation to individuals \\'hose personal
law permits adoption.
Lineal descendants are those who are born in
lawful wedlock and are related by blood; see
.Sophia Blin v. 111aria David (3). At the time the
respondent claims to have been' adopted by her
mother she was not legally married to her Christian'
.husband.
Ba .Han' (with him Chan Tun AU11.ft) for the
:respondent. Ail individual can change his religion as
,often as he pleases, but this cannot affect the status
of a child who has already acquired a \"ested right;
:see M aUl1g Kyaik v. JIa Gyi (-n.
S. 2 (d) of the Succession Act defines the term
"Indian Christian ", and the word' " profess" as used
therein is of special importance. The evidence in
the present case sho\\"5 that even after her conversion
fhe mother continued her Buddhistic practices.
(1) 9 l\1.LA. 195.

(2) I.L.R. 43 AIl. 525.

(3) 12 B.L.T. 48.
(4) (1897-1901) 2 U.B,I{. 488, 494.
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[PAGE, C.J. Isn't a man to be considered a,
Christian till he is actually excommunicated ?]
Ko. A man's religion is determined by what he
publicly professes, and how other persons regard hiin~
The deceased kept up her Buddhist observances and
practices, and though she attended Church regularly
that was probably because she wanted to be with her
husband.
Ma Gyi v. Ma Seik (1) offers a close parallel to the'
present case, where it was held that an adoption by a
Buddhist woman living with a Roman Catholic as his
wife was valid so far as the wife was· concerned..
Adoption depends upon intention, and the couple in
the present case continued to regard the respondent gs~
their own child even after the wife's conversion and·
legal marriage with her Christian husband; see AungMa Khaing v. Mi Ah. Bon, (2). When an adoption by
a woman alone is valid the fact that she is suooequently
converted to another religion or the fact that her
husband is of a different faith ought not to invalidate
the adoption.
The form of adoption now commonly in vogue in
Burma is the keilfima form .. Apathita is becoming
extinct. Neither ceremony nor any written document
is necessary for a keittima adoption. All that is
required is that the child must be formally and
notoriously adopted. The evidence in the present case
satisfies this test.
Ma Me Gale v. Ma Sa Yi (3); Ma Ywet v. Ma
Me (4); Ma Than Than v. Ma Pwa Thit (5); Maul1g
Ba Pe v. Maung Shwe Ba (6) ; Richardson's Manugye:
and U Gaung's Digest referred to..
(1) 14 B.L.R. 133.
(2) 9 L.B.R 163.
(3) 4 L.B.R. 172.

(4) 5 L.B.R. 118.
(S) I.L.R. 1 Ran. 451.
(6) I.L.R. 6 Ran 520.
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Kamawati v. Digbijai Singh (ante) is good law so
far as the parties themselves are concerned; but a
change in the religion of one party does not affect the
status of a third party which he himself has brought
about prior to his conversion. An adopted child
ceases to have any interest in the property of its
naturai parents, and it will be extremely hard to
depriv.e it of any share in the estate of the adoptive
parents also merely on· the ground that they have
changed their religion.
Administrator-General of Madras v. Anandachari
(1). Abraham v. Abraham (ante) has not been
overruled, and is, in fact, cited \vith approval in Chetti
v; Clzetti (2).
S. 100 of the Successioh Act affords a guide to the
construction of. the word "child ", because'it provides
that the term may include a person who is only reputed
to be child.

C.J.-This case raises an jnteresting question
relating to the law of succession.
The appellant is the widow and sale heir of one
Maung Ngwe Gaing who died on 15th September 1932.
Maung . Ngwe Gaing was the elder brother of the
respondent, and these two persons were respectively
, the nephew and niece and the heirs of Mrs. Alice
Thorpe; who died on 24th August 1931.
Now, whether the estate of Mrs. Alice Thorpe was
administered according to the rules of succession laid
down in the Indian Succession Act ur under the
"l~urmes~ Customary Law, it is common ground that
the appellant and the respondent as her heirs would
each be entitled to inherit a' half share of the
estate.
PAGE,

(1) I.L.R. 9 Mad. 466.

(2)

(1909) P.176.
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In the present suit, however,· which has been
brought by the appellant· for administr<:ttion of· the
estate of Mrs. Alice Thorpe, while the appellant claims
a half share of the estate from the respondent who is in
possession thereof as administratrix, the respondent
contends that she is Hie keitti1'na adopted daughter of
Mrs. Thorpe, and as such is the sale heir of Mrs. Thorpe
and entitled to the whole of the estate..
Three issues fall to be determined in the appeal :
(1) Was the respondent the keitti11la adopted daughter of
Mrs. Thorpe?
(2) Was Mrs. Thol'pe at the time of her death a Christian?
(3) If Mrs. Thorpe was a Christian would the respondent as
an adopted daughter be her sale heir?

The learned trial Judge answered the first and third
questions in the affirmative and the second in the
negative, and dismissed the plaintiff's suit with costs.
Now, on the first issue there was abundant evidence
to support the finding of the trial Court.
It appears that from 1891 until Mr. Thorpe's death
in 1928 Mr. Thorpe aud Daw Kyin (who afterwards
became Mrs. Alice Thorpe) lived together as man,and
wife, although they were not married until the 30th
August 1906. In 1895, after her father's death and
when she was about three years old the respondent was
taken by her motherDaw Khin, Mrs. Thorpe's sister, to
Mr. Thorpe's house, and according to the respondent
was taken in adoption by Mr. Thorpe and Daw . Kyin,
and thereafter until her marriage in 1922 Jived with
the Thorpes, and was brought up by them as' though
she was their own child,
There was ample evidence adduced at the trial. if
it was accepted, to justify the finding of the ~earned
trial Judge that the respondent had been adopted by
Daw Kyin before her conversion to Christianity and·
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her marriage to Mr. Thorpe as a keitfima daughter
[Ma Me Gale v.Ma Sa Yi (1) ; Ma Ywet v. Ma Me
and one (2); Ma Gyi v.Ma Seik and one (3); Aung
Ma. Khaingv. Mi Ah' Bon \4)J, and I agree with
Shaw J. that two documents that were admitted in
evidence ' strongly corroborated the oral testimony
in favour of the respondent on the issue of adoption,
(1) an invitation to the marriage of the respondent
in 1922 that was sent out by Mr. and Mrs. Thorpe,
in which they refer to "their daughter Ma Ah Ma ",
and (2) an affidavit sworn by Maung Ngwe Gaing
on 4th September 1931 in support of the respondent's
application, for letters of administration to the estate
of Mrs. Thorpe, in which Maung Ngwe Gaing swore
"that my sister was adopted as their (i.e. Mr. and
Mrs. Thorpe's) daughter since our father's death"
and she is the sale heir to their estate.',' Upon a
consideration of the evidence as a whole I am not
disposed to differ from the conclusion on the first
issue 4t 'which the,learned trial Judge arrived.
It becomes necessary, therefore, to consider the
second issue,whether at the time of her dt:ath Mrs..
Thorpe was a Christian or a Buddhist.
Now,' I apprehend that for the purpose of the'
Indiai1 ' Sticcession Act a Christian is a person ,( who,
professes any form of the Christian religion" [see
s. 2 (d)J. But what is the meaning of the word" professes" in this conpedion? In Murray's Dictionary'
I find fhe term "profess" construed as meaning
"to acknowledge or formally recognize as an object
of faith or belief (a religion, God, Christ, or a
Saint, etc.) ", and the following apt illustration, referring
to Archbishop Laud in 1640, "as if he profess with
(1) (1904) 4 L.B.R. 172.
(2) (1907) 5 L.B. R. 118.

(3) 14 Bur. L.R. 133.
(4) (1917) 9 L.I3.R 163.
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the Church of England and have his heart at Rome."
(Neal, Hist. Purit. 1733, 2, 383).
I am of opinion that in considering whether the
rules of succession laid down in the Indian· Succession
Act are to be applied in administering the estate
of an alleged Christian the Court must have regard
to the outward and formal recognition of his religious
belief, and not to what may be .the .real, . though
undisclosed, convictions of the deceased. To hold
otherwise would be to direct the Co.urt to do what
is impossible, for no one can delve into the inner
recesses of' another's mind, and as Brian C.J. pointed
out many centuries ago, It even the Devil himself
knoweth not the heart of n1an."
In Abdool Razack v. Aka Mahorned (1) Lord
Macnaghten observed that "no. Court can· test or
gauge the sincerity of religious belief", and lam
firmly of opinion that in order to determine whether
a person died a Christian' for the purposes of the
Indian Succession Act the Court must have regard'
to the formal protestations of his belief rather than to
any privat.e ot secret religious practices in which he
may indulge, In the East as in the West there are
many" Naamans ", but, I take it, no one would be
bold· enough to contend, however .deep might .have
been his secret faith in the God of Israel, that when
'Naaman deliberately bowed himself in the House of
"Rimmon he was not "professing" his belief in that'
:heathen deity.
[On the second issue, his Lordship discussed the
,evidence and held that Mrs.' Thorpe died a Christian
for the purposes of the Succession Act.]
N o~, upon the third issue it is common ground
·that, according to the rules of succession laid down
(1) (1894) 21 LA. 56.
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under the Indian Succession Act, an adopted child
is not an heir entitled upon an intestacy to inherit the
,estate of his deceased adoptive parent (see ss. 4,
5, 23, 25, 29, 36, 37 and 48). The learned trial Judge,
however, held that
.
.

.

"when Daw Kyin became a Christian by baptism, she already
:had a child, and that that child, although adopted, had acquired the
.status of ano\vn child, and that, consequently, as her conversion
to Christianity did not abrogate the adoption, the defendant
continued to be such child of hers up to the time of her death
ancl that, consequently, if the succession to her estate has to be
-administered under the Indian Succession Act, the defendant
must be considered to be her own child with a right to succeed
as such on intestacy."

But with all. respect to the learned Judge so to
hold, in' my opinion, would be to legislate and not
to administer the law. Can it reasonably' be contended, because Mrs. Thorpe while she was a Buddhist
.adopted the respondent as a daughter with. a view
to inherit, that the respondent's right of inheritance
as an adopted child is indefeasible, and that, whatever
the. religion might have been which her adoptive
'parent professed at the time when she died intestate,
the adopted child is entitled to inherit the estate of
. the deceased as' though . she were an own child?
:Surely not. The learned trial Judge in the course of
his judgment conceded that
." g"en own children born of Burmese Buddhists could not
,claim that, when one of their parents became converted tv
Christianity, such a parent had no testamentary right. They
must, I take it, suffer the disability of disinheritance if the
.'parent converted to Christianity chcse to avail himself of
bis testamentary right.
. The adopted child Call not claim
'a higher right than the own children and must, therefore, also
'suffer the same disabilities which the own children would
:suffer upon the conversion of their parent."
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But if that be so what becomes of the argument
that the right of' inheritance of a child adopted.
keitti111a by a Burmese is indefeasible? As . Lord
Shaw observed in delivering the judgment of the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in Kamawati
v. Vigbijai Singh (1)
<l It
is only necessary in a few words to allude to an <
argument submitted to the Board by th e learned counsel for:·.
the respondent, the object of which seemed, to be to suggest'
that, even accepting the view that the deceased was a
Christian, still he had by his acts made such' an indication as the law would respect, to the effect that his succession
was not to be governed by the Indian Succession Act.
Their Lordships can give no countenance to such a principle.
It is unavailing to quote the cases of Ahraham v. Abraham'
(2) C1" Sri Gaiapaihi Radhika PaUa Maha Devi Garu v.
Sri Gaja}athi Nilamani Patta Maha Devi Garu (3). These'
cases preceded· the Indian Succession Act and cannot
modify or interpret it . . . A situation of nothing but
confusion could be thi.ls produced.' The plain lawoi the SuccessionAct \vould be eviscerated, and in each case inquiry might have to'
be entereCl upon as to "'hethel' a deceased subject of the'
Cro\\'n \\'ishec1 or by his acts compelled that the law of
the land should not apply to' his case."

Again, in Mitar Sen Singh v. Maqbul Hasan'
Khan (4) Lord Atkin, delivering the judgment of
the Board referred to Sir John Edge C.J.'s opinion
that s. 1 of the Caste Disabilities Removal Act (XXI
of 1850) "protects any person from having any right
of inheritance affected by reason' of any person
having renounced his religion or having been secluded
from caste ", and observed that
\\'ould baye yery far-re:lching consequences if one
tried to apply that principle to ordinary cases, because it
would apparently mean that, if a Hindu becomes a Mahomedan,
"It

\1) (1921) I.L.R. 43 All. 525 at p. 533.
(2) (1863; 9 Moo. LA. 195.

(3) 14 W.R. (P.C.) 33.
(4) (1930) 57 LA. 313 at p. 316 .
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then the descendants of that Mahomedan throughout
the ensuing generations, without any limit, would always
derive their succession under the Hindu law of succession
. and not under the Mahomedan law of succession."

His Lordship, after expressing the Board's disapproval of the' construction that Edge C.] had
placed upon the section, laid down that'
when once a person has changed his religion and
changed his personal law, that law will govern the rights
of succession' of his children. It may, of course, work
hardly to some extent upon expectant heirs, especially if
the expectant heirs are the children and perhaps the
unconverted· children of the ancestor who does ill fact
change his religion, but, after all, it inflicts no more hardship in their case than in any other case where the ancestor
has changed the law of succession, as, for instance, by
acquiring a different domicile, and their Lordships do not
find it necessary to consider any questions of haMship that
arise.. They will certainly,. in their Lordships' view; be
ouhveighed by' the immense difficulties that would follow if the
wider view were to prevail."

"II

For these reasons I am of opinion that upon
well settled principles of law the appellarit is entitled
. to a preliminary decree for the administration of the
estate of Mrs. Thorpe, and to a declaration that she
is·entitled to a half· share' of the estate. The
appeal will be allowed, the decree of the trial Court
will be set aside, and a decree in the above sense will
be passed. in favour of the appellant with costs in
both Courts.
SEN, J.-1 agree.
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Jan.

15.

MAUNG BA THAW
~'.

MA PIN
(AND CONNECTED APPEALS)
[On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Appeal to Privy coltt/cil-Competence of Appeal-Act giving limited right
oj appeal to High Courl-'Provi/lcial ImolvencyAct (V of 1920), s. 4, sub-so 2 ;
S. 75, sub-s.2.
The Provincial Insolvency Act, 1920, provides by s. 4, sub-s; 2; that, Sllbject
to the provisions of the Act, and notwithstanding anything in any other law,
every decision of a District Court under the Act is to be final. By s'. 75,
sub-so 2, however, there is a' right of appeal to the High Court from
decisions of the District Court (otherwise than on appeal) upon specified
matters. . '
'
,,',
" "
'
Held, that in a case where the Act gave a right to appeal to the High
Court, an appeal from the decision of the High Court lies to the Privy
Council under, and subject to, tile Code of Civil Procedure.
'Where a Court is appealed to as one of the ordinary Couri, of the
country, the ordinary rules of the Code of Ch-il Procedure apply.
Secretary of St.lte ivY India v. Chelikalli Rail/a Rao (1916,'- I.L.R. 39
Mad. 61i; L.R. 43 LA. 192 followed.

Decree affirmed on the facts.

Appeal (No. 114 of 1932) from a decree of the
High Court (January 18, 1932) reversing an order of
the District Court of Henzada (March 30, 1931).
In an insolvency under the Provincial Insolvency
Act; 1920, the respondent applied to the District
Court to be placed on the schedule of .creditors
directed to be framed by s. 33. The District Court
rejected the application on the ground that the alleged
indebtedness was not proved. On an appeal to the
High Court under s. 75, 'sub-s. 2, of the Act, that
Court directed that the respondent's name should be
included in the schedule as a creditor for Rs. 18,691.9-~.
"(Present: LORI) THANKERTON, LORD ALNESS and SIR LANCELOT SANDERSON,
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The;, appellant, the

r~¥er'

in the insolvency,
:appealed to the Privy Council" having obtained a
, certifi.cate, from the High Court that the case was a
,,fit one for appeal under the Code ot Civil Proc.edure.

o
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19.34
M~U~'&

1933. , November 13. Parikh for the respondent.
<This appeal is not eomp~tent. The Pmvincial Insolvency
Act, 1<)2.0, provides by s. 4, ,sub-s. 2,thlt th~ decision
of the Districl}udge is to ~e final "notwithstanding

:ailythiIlg, contained' in any other law for the time
Theeff~tt is to exclude the
.'. p.r6visionsof the· Code 'of Civil' Procedure 'and the .
·tettets Patent with regard to appeals to the Privy
".·CmlIldl. " The words in the sub-section" subject to the
provisions of this Act "', and the, provision by s. 75
·th~.t ina 'limited class of cases there shall be a right to
.. ~:peaLto the. High Court, do not take a\vay the effect
:.:0£ the words above quoted. Chatrapat Singh Dugar v.
Kharag Singh Lachmiram (1), was decided under
the Act of 1907.. yvhichcontained no provision in the
terms of s. 4, sub~s. Z,.. of the Act of 1920. I Reference
-was'fnade ' aJso ,to Rangoon Botataung Company v.
The Collector, Rangoon (2), and Secretary of State
101' . India . v. ',llindusthan Co-operative Insurance
:.Society' (3).]

,'being in,' force."..

Dunne K.c;and Pe1;izeU for the appellant. there'.
j~adght qfappeal under the Code of Civil ProceQure
:;arid unper the Letters Patent. S. 4, sub-so 2,
has not the. effect of taking away that right in cases
in which by s.. 75, sub-so 2,a right to appeal to the
High .Court is given. Th~ right of appeal to the
.>High .Court, not being merely consultative, the
ordinary rules as to appeals to Ris> Majesty in Council
(1) (1913) IL.R. 40 Cal. 685.
(2) (1912) I:L.R. 40 Cal. 21 j L.R. 39 I.A. 9'7.
(3.) (1931) I.L.R. 59 Gal. $S ; L.R.58 I,A. 259.
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,apply: Secretary ofStJ/Ji:jor ,India v; ..Chelikani " '
Ranza Rao (1).
'
'
,
,
Their Lordships dismissed the preliminary objec.;.
tion and proceeded (on' November 14 and December '"
12) with the hearing of the appeal upon the merits.
, .

, 1934. January 15. The judgment of
was delivered by

'

theirL9rdship~

LORD THANKERTON. The appellaritisreceiver of
, the estate of Po Thit and
Nyein E, ,hiswife'r
who were adjudicated insolvents on the 11th January,.
1929, and he ap.peals from a decree of the ,High'
Court of Judicature at Rangoon', dated the 18th JanuaiYr
1932, which reversed the orde.r of'the D~strict Court
of, Henzada, dated the 30th March, 1931, and direCted,
that the ,respondent
be added in the schedule,~l
,
•
: Aito""
creditors of' thlj estate in respect of certain surijs~
amounting in all toRs. 18,691-9-0, claimed in ~respeet' '.'
of eight promissory notes;. The respondent had also
claimed in respect of a mortgage debt of Rs.4,OO(j,.
but it is now admitted that it had been s.sfied~
. Prio;' to the ,application by the respondenttoh~'
added in the schedule of creditors which was filed
on, the 30th January, 1931, and out of which t1t~
present appeal arises, the appellant had made" ah
'application bnder s. 54'of', the' Provincial" Insolvency
Act, dated the 6th April, 1929, against the pres¢nt,
respondent, asking that the payment by the. insolvent~
to her of a sum of Rs. 19,000 within" threeinonths.
of the petition for adjudication should be declared,.
fraudulent and void and, that· the present respond'ept
should be ordered to pay theamount to him. After
·an enquiry, the District Court annulled the payment,"
'which had been made on the 24th September, 1~2~,

Ma

(1) (1916) I.L.R 39Mad. 617 i L.R.43 LA. 192.
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and in' fact amounted toR_is,61S-1;.6, and directed
the respondent to pay that amount to the appellant.
The; !esporiden~. appealed to' the High' Court, but
her appeal was dismissed, and an application for
le~ve to appeal to' His .Majesty in Councii was also
tinsuccessfut The respondent then filed the present
.·application.
In these earlier proceedings. the respondent
admitted that·· the payment had been made to her,
but she' claimed. that it was paid as the price of
paddy which was. stored in her godown and on whiCh
she claimed to have had a lien for debts due to her
by the insolvent Po Thit. In support of that claim
'Of indebtedness she produced loose countelioils of
the eight promissory notes and the mortgage for
lls. 4,000, representing the same claim of it~.9-ebtcd
ness in respect of which the present application is
made by her. In the course. of the enquiry in these
. :earlier proceedings the present respondent;. gave
evidence 'in support '. of her claim and her evidence
wassf1:pported by that of the insolvent Po Thit. In
her evidence the respondent admitted that tf:1c mort:gage debt of' Rs. 4,000 had already been satisfied..
In the' prese,nt application the advocates for both
parties agreed that the evidence in the earlier
proceedings shotild ·be. evidence. in the case, and
that they would produce no further evidence.
.' . . The respondent· raised a preliminary objection to
the competency of the present appeal maintaining
that under s. 4 (2) of the Provincial Insolvency Act
the decision of the District Court was final, subject
'Only-to' a limited right' of appeal to the High Court
under s. 75 (2), any right of further appeal being
thereby eXcluded. 'B.ut, in their Lordships' opinion,
this objection is not· maintainable, in .view 'of the
.decision of this Board in Secretary
State fOl

0.4

J.C.
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India v. Chelikanr·
·.<iSiITlilar .,.
.M... '.. . objection was taken in respect of theprovisioris'o.f .
At]NG.
1.
.
. ' . . . . "
SA THAW
tH,e Mauras Forest Act .of 1882, and, itwas·helQ thfit;:
,
_.,
..
MiA PJN. ' when, Sticha right of appeal is·g:iven·· to one Of the
ordinary· Courts of the country,. the procedure,or'ders..
-and decrees of that Court wiil be governed· :by the
. ordinary rules of the Civil Procedu.re Code. .
,
At the first hearing of the .appeal their Lordships "
drew the attention of the partiesJothe fad that on
the face of the n:cord.· aspresenfed, the , Distri'ct'
, Judge had annulled the order fofadjudicationonthe
11th. July, 1929, and there was nothing to show,that
that order' had ceased ·to opera,te; ,The·' hea:rlng .was,.'
accordingly adjourned to .. enable the parties to cl~r
\lP the matter. On the resumption of theheaiingat
-a later date, the parties' explained that an appeal had. '
been taken' by creditors' against the order of: annul,", .
ment, and. that, on the 14th July, 1930, the High:'
. Court had set aside the order of the District Judge
and extended the time for the appliCation for'discharge·
fR.M.K.R.M. Chettyar v.· KoPd Thit.{2)]. ,.. ;It . is.
sorprisipg that this does ..notappear· 'either in the
record or in the caseS on behalf of the appellant and
respondent.
.
.
The main question in the appeal·· was whether
the respondent had proved the· indebtedness of the
insolvent Po Thit . to her. As already' 'st;rted, •., the
respondent admlts that the mortgage· debt of R's. 4;OO(}
-has been satisfied, and she· no longer .claims
respect of it.. The· eight ·promissory' noteswere;'not
produced, but the loose counterfoils were. ··The whole
,matter turns on the credibility of the respondent 'and·
of the insolvent Po Thit. The learned District Judge t
who had not seen the witnesses, found their. evidence
1934

. ' . .

,

"
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.
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(1) l1916) LI,. R. 3.9 Mad. 617,
(2) 11930) I.L,R.S Ran. 506.
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lIighCoutr ·took the contrary view.
appellant to Satisfy their. Lordships
that the High . Gourt had taken an erroneous view,
,'on this· question" ,which is purely one Of. fact. ,It is
unnecessary to re~iewthe evidence in detail; it is
oftilly dealt wi-th)n the judgments of the lower Courts.
It is sufficient to say that the appellant has failed to
satisfy, their Lordships that the High Court ha~ com~
,to· a wrong conclusion, and it becomes unnecessary
to,' consider the further contention of the respondent
, that·· the decision, of the Courts in the earlier proceed- .
~ngs formsns Judicata on· the question of the
.• particular indebtedness in respect of which the present
application is made. .
' . ,.
.Their Lordships will therefore humbly advise His
M'ajesty that, the' appeal' should be, dismissed, and
. that the decree of the. High Court,dated the l~th
_Japuary,' 1932, should be affirmed, tneappeUant ,to
pay: the responderithercosts in this appeal.
, 'Solicitor for.' appen~nt: ]. E. Lambe1~t .
.Solicitors fot respondent : ,T. L. TVilson&Co.'
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Easements oj Light and Air-Damages and Mandatory ·ltzjun~tiim~Drlajanti.
Acquiescence-English and Indiatt Law oj ltzjuncti-O'lditfere11t~iJejeli~
danis' conduct-No' loss of plaintiffs' busi1Zess-Pecuniary compensation. ·t·
when all adequate relief-Specific I.lelief Act (I of 1877), s,.54.
'. ; '
Th~ plaintiffs claimed a prescriptive ri~ht to light and air entering througij.,
windows in .the northern wail of their' three-storeyed building which' wiiii .
situatein the bank area ofthe City of Rangoon, andwa~.tised ~fdr . office and'
business purposes. ''they stied the. defendants for. an injunctionrestraiQing
. them from· prOceeding with the erection of theidive-storeyed building' on:Ule
'adjoining land to such a height or in l\ucha way as wouldsubstantiaJlY
oblltruct the plaintiffs' ancient lights. As the defendants had .conipleted.th~h;
building during the pendenay of the ~uit. they further asked ~or a nlanda~qiy.
injunction for the removal of such portion of aefendants' building as interfe.ted.· ".
with the plaintiffs' right to light and air ;Priot to the erection of the defen~.·
dants' building the plaintiffs wrote a number of letters to the defendants:
warning them of their rights, but the· defendants ignored the warnin{(and
.proce·eded to complete the building.' The trial Judge held that under the
provisions of s. 54 of the Specific Relief Acfthe Court may grant a' perpetual.
injunction where an invasion is such that. pecuniary compensation' would ·not
afford adequate relief. The question whether an injunction sh(;)Uld issue or .'
whether the plaintiff should be awarded' damages d~pended on the circumstances of each particular case. If it is clear that da,mages will afford adequate
relief to the injured party and the defendant has not been. guilty· ohny highhanded' action or un-neighbourly conduct, an award in damages would
the appropriate remedy;
.
The trial Judge held that an actionable 'nuisance had been ..caused .and .
. granted a mandatory injunction on thl:'following grounds: (1), that daltiageli
would not afford the plaintiffs in this. case adequate relief, (2) that the' plaintiffs..
could not be requited to reconstruct their building to suit the con.venie~-ice 6f the
defendants, (31 that the defendants could have designed their building in'sucha'
way as to respect the rights of the plaintiffs, (4) that the defendants hadact~d'
unfairly and in an unneighbourly spirit.
-.
.
The defendants appealed COntending that damages were an adequatereliefj
that the plaintiffs were not entitled to an injunction oWing' to their dc;llilyiniiling ,
. the suit; that the only dama~e which the plaintiffs'had sustained was a loss '.'
. of comfort, but that their business had not suffered in any way by the a<:tion'of
the defendants i and that both the balance of. convenience and the .dispropor- •.

be

* Civil First Appeal No. 109 of 1933from the, judgment of this Court 6n the
Original Side in Civil Regular No. 532 of 1931.
.
. '.
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res~lt

on
deferidants w.hich w\>uld
from the injunction
.. required that no mandatory injunction should issue.
.
.Held, that the tesporid~nts were not guilty of any laches or acquiescence,
..aft.4':;;Were no·t bound to sue for an i~terim inj~nction in the suit. Black v,·
sN!!fi1it Tempe"a~ce Life Assurance Company, 42 Ir. LoT. Rep. 194-rcferred to.
". In: thecircumsi.an~es of the case. according to English law the respondents ..
.were entitIeC! to aninji,Irtcfion as of course. A Court of Equity would take into
account fheconduct of the defendarits and the burden was on them to show
-cause why"the Cciutt~bould not issue an injunction. Having regard
their
.tonduct the defendants could not discharge this· burden. Colis v. Home and
;CQlonialStores,.(1904) A.C. 179; Marti1l v.Price, (1894) 1 eh. 276; Shelferv•
.city·of LOilt/OIl Electric Lighting Company, (1895) 1 Ch. 287-retcm:d lo.
. . . Blit the law of India differed materially fr'Jmthe law of England relating to
i ,'Injunctions. A court in Illdia is not concerned with the. defendant's conduct,
.. blit has to consider ~hether the invasion is such that pecuniary compensation
'Would not afford adequate relief~
Anath Natll Dcb v. Galsfatl11. I.L.R. 16 Cal. 252 ; Boysun v. Demle, I.L.R. 22
l\1ad.2Sf; Dawsotl v. l';il1cess ROl/ndc, I.L.R.. 6 Ran; 456; Dhunjiblzoy v.
. "Lisb~a, ji.i:~. 13 Born. 252; Gh.l11asllam Nilkantv. Moroba, I.L.R. 18 Born.
·47.4,;SIlU~rl Nawaz lung v. Rllsfol1lji, I.L.R.·20 Bom.' 704; iituram v. Cohell,
" ,tL:R. 33 Cal. 203-referred fo. Benode COOTl1at ee Dossee. v. Sourlamil1ey, I.L..R.
;~;16 .Cal. ·iS2-disCllssed.
.
,
.
.,.. ~I). E;ngland also damages. and not an injunction ,are frequen"lly awarded in
~ast:s where in earlier days an injunction would have heen decreed as of course.
Black v. Scottish Temperallcc'Life Assurance Compan,', 42 Ir. L. T. Rep.
"194; Colts v. Home and ColotliaI5fores.(1904) A.C. 179; Holland v. Worlev, 26
·eh. 578.; Kitle v. Joll,·, (1905) 1 Ch. "460; Smith v. Smith;L.R. 20 Eq.500,'".referred to. .
. . .
.
' .. Held that, having reg'ard to all the circumstances of the case, the appropriate
.~. ;relief fot the Court to awardin this case was damages an~ not an injunction.
~.Nohyithstanding ttl.e action of the appellants the respondents' building still
Temain,ed sUbstantia:lly 'useful for business' purposes. Allhough the light in
;ilieirrooms had been darkened and artificial iilUlninatioI). had to be resorted to
more frequently the respondents had suffered no loss of business. An injunction
,~o~ld 'eritail up~n the' appeliants immense expenditure olit of all p.roporlion to
,fhe extent of the injury. that the respondents had suffered by reason of the
.appellants· vi()lation of lheir easements of light and air.

to

The plaintiffs (respondents in the appeal) filed the
'Suit against the defendants to restrain them from inter~
feririgby their building operatiuns with the' plaintiffs 7
.p:rescriptive rights' to light and air. The facts are fully
set out in the judgments reported b'e1ow.. 'On the
:pi-iginal Side the case was heard and decided by
LEACH, J.-The plaintiffs instituted this suit on the 21st
November 1931 for an injunction restraining thec1efendants fron
....,.,..,rpprHnO" with the erection of a huilding which would interfere
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with the access of lighta:nd air th1'o:oghcertaihwindowsinfhe'
north wall of the plaintiffs' hl.lilding. Dui'irigthe pendencY. ohhe>
suit the ·defendants completed theitl;>uildingand the pla:intiffs'll()~
asl{ for aninjuncfion which will compelthe de£ertdantsto detritlsh
so much of the structure. as interferes' with the phi.intiffs'dghts,
..
Tl1ere' is the usual alternative daimforadecree' for .damages...,
-

The plaintiffs are merchants and their bui~ing IS situ~te· in
what has been refe11.-ed to in the. course of this case as' the' bank
J. area of the City cfRangoon. The building constitutes thephin- .
tiffs' office premises, It having been built for' this purpose. qyer:
thirty years ago. It is a three-storeyed structure with a frontage
of 55 feet on Phayre S(reet, tne of the l'rincipal . streetso£ .'
Rangoon. This is the eastside of the building,. which extends.
towards the west for a distance of n5 feet Onthenbrti~side,·
On the ground fleor are eleven \,dndbws and' cne deor, On the'
first floor twelve winclowsandon the 'second fleor a Eke number
of windows. Tpese north ~rindo\vs ,are the mest important to the- ,
plaintiffs as far as the access cf ,light is co:ncerned.. PreVious tb
the erection of the defendants' building there was. On the same
site and had been for many years a' building of only on'e
stOl'ey, the south wall of which faced six windows in the ground
floor of the plaintiffs' .building on its north side. There .' was. a .
passage between the two buildings about eight feet '.vide. .In
1914 a five-storeyed buildhig, known as the Oriental Building, was
erected on the site immediately to the west of the one-storeyed
b~ilding. The south wall d this building faces the north \vallof
the plaintiffs' building for a distauce of about 50 feet with a sp~ce
of about 13 feet between the two builcHngs. The' defendants'
demolished the one-stcreyed building and have built on the site'a
five-storeyed building in alignment with the Oriental Building on
the south. As the result of the erection of the defendants' building the plaintiffs' building has now. facing its north wall two
five-storeyed buildings about 13 feet away,. Between the Oriental
'. Building anj:! the defendants' building is a passage about eight: feet
wide. This leaves an cpenspace.·opposite one window arid. the
portion of another on each floor of the plaintiffs' building~"'The .erection of the Oriental Building affected the light comingto the plaintiffs' building through its north windows but not toa
. materiaI extent as there was still the open space over the one':',
storeyedbuilding. The plaintiffs complain that the clefendallts'
building has so diminished the light on the gi'ound floor and on
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.the first floor of then' building as to create a nuisance. This the
defendanfs.deny.· They didadmit,however, in the course 6f the
casethattheir building.bas affected the plaintiffs' light, though
not1:oari extent to give dse to a cause of action. Thequestiorts
wRichcall for decision intllis case are two, namely whether .the
.derenclants by the erection of their building have deprived the
plaintiffs·bfso'mRoh light as to entitle them to l'tlief and if S0
whether the relief should take the form of an. injunction or a
.. decree for d<,images;
..

Ori'fhe·gl·olmd floor of the plaintiffs' building are two rooms
which obtain their light entirely from windows in the north wall
of the building. 'There is also a large general office with five
windows· in· the north· wnil and nine \\:indows in the south
wall. On the first Q.oor there are four rooms which obtain
· their light entirely from wiridoi,vs in the north wall. On this
fIoorthel'e is also a general office \vhich has· one window
in the north waU and eleven windows in the south walt. . The
two rooms On the ground floor and the four rOOI1lS on the first
· flOOr which face north are the office rooms of the plaintiffs'
... man·agers aIid assistant managers.. There can be no doubt that
-'the plaintiffs have acquired· an .easement of light and au'· in
· respect oftlie windmvs in their ncrthwall.. At the time of the
institution of the suit these windows had been in existence for 30
years and an adequate supply of light and air had been obtained
through tbem throughout· this period in: respect of rooms on that
side.of the building. The same remad~s apply to the second floor
but witbregard to this floor the phintiffs do not now contend
ni'at the defendants' building has rendered the light inadequate.
S. 260£ tMlnc1ian Limitation Act, 1908, provides that where
·there.Jias heen an access arid use· of light and air without interruption for twenty year~ the' tlght to such access and use shall
,be absolute and inclefeasible. This section has been interpreted
by various High Ccurts in India in the light of the decision of
.the' Hous~ cf Lords in Colis v. Home and Colonial Stores, Limited
(lhvhere it was held that in order to constitute an actionable
obstruction of ancient lights it is not sufficient that the light is less
than before.. There must be a substantial privation d light;
. _. enough. to render· the occupation of the house uncomfortable
according to the ordinary notions Of' mankind and in the case
. (1) (1904) A.C. 1i9.
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of business premises to prevent the plairitiff from calT~ring on his
business as beneficially as before. In the Course of hisjridgment.
in this case Lord Davey said:
. .
.
...
" According to both principle· and autho~ity, lam
opinion·
that the Owner or occupier of the doniinant tenement is .
entitled to the upiriterniptedaccess through his ari<;ient .
\\'indows 0; a quantity of light, the· measure of which is
what is required for the ordinary purposes of inhabitancy.
or business of the tenement according to the ordinary
notions of mankind, and that the question for what
purpose he has thoug#ht fit to use that light,·or the mode
in which he finds it convenient to an·ai1~e· the i~lternal
stl'Ucture of. his tenement, dees not affect the question.
The actual t1Ser will neither increase nor diminish the
right. . The single question·in these cases is stilI \.vhat it ..
was in the days of Lord Hardwicke and Lord Eldon...;....;
whether the obstruction complained of is a nuisance."
In Paul v. RobsOl~ (l) which was an appeal from the Calcutta
High Court, the Privy Council held that the law as stated by Lord
Davey in Colls's case is the law as laid down in that decision and
that it accurately formulated the law on the subject. It has been
held that the expression U carrying on the· business beneficially"
is not to be read as depending on the question whether or not the
person can:ying on the business is likely to lose a customer. The
test is whether he would can'y on the business less beneficially.to
himself, whether in discharging his duty to his customers on the'
one hand or in preserving his health and facility of transacting
business on the other. [Dent v. AUCtiOl~ Marl Company (2).]

of

Before I deal with the evidence relating to the nuisance com~
plained of by. the plaintiffs I will _refer to the correspoll~lenc~
. . ' jJ!!I'.:.'. .
which took place before suit, as it is evident from t:bis that th.e
defendants proceeded with their building operations fully aware of
the plaintiffs' claim to an easement of light and air. , On the 5th
November 1930 the plaintiffs wrote to the defendants stating that
they had reason' to believe that the defendants were about to erect
a building on the ac1joinil1~ land and calling upon them togiv~ an·
undertaking that the new building \vould not interfere with or
diminish the light and air which had been enjoyed without inter~
ruption for a period of upwards of 19 years. The letter added that

----._-----------------."' ..
(1)

(1915) I.L.R. 42 Cal. 46.

(2) L.R. II. Eq. 238 at p.246.
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if the unctertaking \-vas not given and if it appeared that the new
-buildirig was likely to be a nuisance legal proceedings would be ELLERMAN
ARRACAN
iristitutect No reply was received to this letter and on the 1st and RICE AND
agC).i;;' on the 12th December 1930 the plaintiffs ,,'rote asking for a TRADING
reply; -Still no reply was received. Mr. Mohamed Ismail Ariff, a Co.,V.LTD.
POOZUNdirector of the defenclant companies, eventually telephoned that he
DAUNG
'''ould interview the plaintiffs' general mana~er with Mr. Bray, the
BAZAAR
defendants' architect, but he did not do so. On the 18th February Co., LTD •
. 1931 the plaintiffs' advocates wrote to the defendants pointing out LEACH, J,
that no undertaking had been given but they had advised their
···clients to assume that thdr rights would be re~ognized until they
. saw from the nature of thecbuilding operations or other evidence
. that the buildingwotild interfere with their rights. This letter was
also ignored. The plaintiffs' advocates wrote again on the 4th
:X~~rch 1931 which on the 9th March 1931 brought a reply from
~;the defendants' advocate, In this letter the defendants denied
::that the plaintiffs ,vere entitled to any rights of light and air
but added that if such rights existed they would not be materially
impaired by the new building The defendants did- not propose
to .give any undertaking, but were willing to submit the plans
of the proposed building for. the plaintiffs' inspection. On the
11th March 1931 the plaintiffs' advoca,tes wrote tq the defen.
·d~nts' advocate expressing surprise at the denial of the plaintiffs'
rights, but as the defendants were prepared to produce their
building J?lans they would ask their clients to arrange to take
inspection. On the .l8th March 1931. the defendants' architect
produced plans of the proposed building, These plans disclosed
thaf the defendants intended to erect a building 80 feet high on
- their site. On the. 19th March 1931 the plaintiffs' advocates wrote
_to the defendants' advocates with reference to this interview with
the al'chitect, pointing out that the new building wbuld ruin the
plaintiffS' light except as regai'ds windows or portions of windows
opposite the passage between the Oriental Building and the
defendants' building and that they saw no alterna,tive for
their~;clients but to bring a suit to restrain the building
operations. The matter was, however. being rcfen'ed to the
. directors in London. In order to let the directors know the .
. . exact position the plaintiffs' advocates as ked to be supplied
""ith copies of certain portions of the building plans, No
reply "vas sent to this letter and the copies were never
slipplied in spite of letters of reminder· dated the 30th March,
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27th April and the 10th June 1931. .In· th~meawime the
building was going up, and as the· plaintiffs felt that
their rights were· in jeopardy they instit~ted the present
suit.

The plaintiffs' case is that before the defendants' buih:ling.··
was
erected the rooms on the ·north side of the plaintiffs~. .
DAUNG
BAZUR
building had ali ample supply of daylight hut now' ,the use
:0., LTD.
of electric light is a freqnent necessity. Mr. Harding,. tlle'
plaintiffs' import manager who joined the firm in 1912, states
.EACH, J.
that he had an ample supply of light and air until.. the
defendants' builclin,g reached the level of the old one-storeyeq
building. Mr. Harding's room is the first rOOm on the grcunci
floor with windows on the north· wall 'of the building...
Before then electric light was never used in his 06ke except
on very dark and c10udydays in the monscon season.··
Mr. Harding now finds that he has to use artificial· light
when there is no sunshine and towards the middle of the .
afternoon when the reflected ,light becomes less strong.
Mr. Regan, an assistant in the plaintiff firm, 'whose office
. room is l:ext· to Mr. Harding's' on the ground floor, states
that he has now to work with an electric light on the whole
time, although before he only used it occasionally clu1!ing,
the monsoon. Mr. Pyett, the general manager, Mr.. Hunter, ..
the acting_,general manager and Mr. Hepburn, the manager
of the shipping department, who use the llorthern rooms on
the first floor give similar evidence. Mr. Pyett joined' the
firm in 1907. He never used electric light before except on
rare occasion~· in. the monsoon but nOw even in the months
of December,· January and February, which are usually days
. of sunshine in Rangoon, the electric light is sometim.es on
all the day in his room. Mr. Hunter who took charge. of
the plaintiffs' business when Mr. Pyett went on leave in Aprll
1932, has had experience of two of· the rooms on the first
floor. He finds that he has to use a' desk lamp continuously
in both the rooms and, when the sun is not shini~g bri~htiy,
an overhead lamp, as well. Mr. Hepburn states that 'he, is
compelled to use a table lamp even during the fine weather
if the sun is, the least overcast. He bec::lme an assistant in
the plaintiffs' business in 1910. These conditions did not
apply before the defendants' building went up. Captain
Taylor, Lloyds' ~urveyor, who has known the plaintiffs' buiidin~ .
'II.

'oozus-
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for 29 years, and Mr. G. Som~rvai1le, a former manager of
the plaintiffs and now. a partner in a firm of brokers in
Rangoon, also depose to the altered conditions with· regard
to light in the plaintiffs' building since the completion of the.
defendants' building.
Mr. J. A. Carpenter, who is in charge of the resaarch work
of . the Burma Oil Company, Limited, conducted a series of
. experiments to ascertain the effect which the defendants'
building had on the lighting of the rooms 'on the ground floor
and first floor' of the plaintiffs' bUIlding on the ilOrth ,side.
Mr. Carpenter whose qualifications cannot be doubted, says
that the amount of direct daylight now entering. the rooms
referred to is below what is considered .to be the bare
minimum for comfort In England a room is consiclerc-d well
lit when it is possible to obtain· a daylight factor of at· least
2 per cent at any useful part of the room. By daylight
factor is meant the ratio of the illumination at a given point
on a selected plaile in a building. to the total illumination
given at that point on the horizontal plane if the complete
sky. is unobstructed, The light on many moilSOOJ;J, days in
Rangoon is worse than the light on moderate winter days
in .England, so that in spite of high light values in the' fine
weather there is' no rea,son to depart hom the English
standard. Mr. Carpenter's investigations show that the plaintiffs' northern rooms h1Ve considerably less daylight than the
minimum required for working in comfort. With a view to
contradicting the evidence of Mr. Carpenter the defendants
-called Mr. N. C. Krishna Aiyer, professJr of physics of the
Rangoon Univer"ity. I am .however unab~e fo place any
reliance on his evidence. He admitted that the' method which
he had adopted of measuring the ani-aunt of light on the
horizontal plane did not give a correct reading, and it was
the measurement of light on the horizontal plane with which
he was really concerned. Moreover, his answers in crossexamination showed that he was not really conversant with
the subject on \vhich he was giving evidence.
The absence of Mr. Bray, the defendants' architect, from
the witness box is very signIficant. Mr. Bray is one of the
leading architect~ in Rangoon anclthe only conclusion I can
-come. to is that he was not called because the defendants
knew that if he gave evidence he would be bound to give
a\vay their case.
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I am fully satisfied that as the' result o( the erection of
the defendants' building the northern rooms on the ground
floor and on the first .floor of the plaintifts' building have been.
turned from well lighted rooms into rooms so badly lighted that
CO., Lro.
the use of electric light has constantly to be resorted to. ThIs'
fJ:
in my ophiion amounts to a indsancewithin the meaning of
POOZUNDAUNG
Coils's case.. As Lord Cranworth L.C. observed in Yates v. Jack
BAZAAR
(1), no adequate substitute can be found for a defid~mt supply
CO., L1'D.
of (laylight, and in this case the deficiency is v.ery marked.
LEACH, J.
The building bye-laws of the Rangoon Corporation provide
that every habitable rooII). shall have at least one window~'
iron barred doorway, or other aperture opening directly into
a space not less than five feet wide and open to the sky
or into a verandah. The total area of such. window or
.windows, doorway or doorways, aperture or apertures, ',shall
not be less than one-eighth of the total floor area of such
room. It has been. suggested by some of, the defellce witnessesthat as ,the, plaintiffs' rooms have a \vinc1ow' area of more'
than one-eighth of the floor space, opening on to a passage .
13 feet wide, there is no cause for complaint.' This argument
is entirely fallacious. As was asked in DenU:v/ Auction Mart
Company (2) are the plaintiffs who' haveb~Jn carrying on
business for many years in their present premises 'to have
their rights measured by ,what may be supposed to be the
minimztm 'to be afforded to persons who inhabit· the. meanest
houses that can be selected for comparison ? : . ,
It is possible by very extensive alterations tOl;econstruct
the interior of the plaintiffs' building so as tq give a
reasonable sllpply of light, notwithstanding the erection of the
defendants' bui1ding~ This would, however, necessitate the
, dismantling of the main stair-case, which is in the front part
'. of the building and reerecting it in the centre of the building,
removing the back stair-case from its present position on the
north side of the building to the south side j demolishing the
present rooms Of the managers and assistant managers and
, the making of new rooms to the front of. the building. This
wOllld mean a complete alteration of the existing arrangements
on the ground floor and the first floor and less extensive
alterations on the second floor. It would also mean that the
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(1) 1 ell. 295.

(2) L.R. II Eq. 238.
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Union, Bank of London (1) ; Goddard on Easements, p. 43~ j
:l (2) that where I the defenc'ant is· doing an act which ELLERMAN'S
II render the plaintiff's property absolutely useless to him ARRACAN
RICE AND
less it is stopped, in such a case, inasmuch as the only TRADING
mpensation,· which could be given to the plaintiff, would Co.• LTD.
'II.
to compel the defendant to purchase his property out PoozU!,··
DAUNG
d out, the Court wiII not in the exercise of its discretion,
BAZAA:R
mpel the plaintiff to sell his property to the defendant,' Co.• LTD.
. refusing to gr~nt him an injunction and awarding him
LEACH,l·
.mages on that basis [see Holland v. Worley (2)]. Between
ese two extremes, where the injury to the plaintiff would
: less serious where the Court considers the property
ay still' remain with the plaintiff and be substantially useful
him as - it was before, and where the injury is one of a
Lture that can be compensated by money, the Courts are
~sted with a discretion to withhold or grant an injunction,
wing regard to all the circumstances of the particular case
efore them, including the fact that the premises are situated
1 a city, like this, where land suitable for building is limited
nd very valuable, and where property owners should, so
11' as. possible, consistently with the existing rights of their
eighbours be allowed to utilize it to the utmost extent."
~his .case was
qucted with approval by Young J. in
tJaJzomed Auzam Ismail v. jaganath ]amlladas (3), where an
njunction was sought· to restrain the defendant from erecting
. building which woule! completely . block up all access of
dr through thirteen ventilation holes which gave ingress of
thO to a stable on the plaintiff's ground floor and all access
)f light· and air through· a window on the first floor which
.vas the only window giving light to the middle room on
:hat· floor. The injunction was refused as it would prevel.f
the defendant from building on his land and compensation
would give the plaintiff a chance of putting his house· in as
good a position or better than it was in before as regards
air or light and place him in no worse position than all
owners of interior houses in that part of Rangoon. The
passage which I have quoted from the judgment of Farran J..

(1) 2 Giff. p. 686.
(2) 26 Ch.D. 578.
(3) (1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 230.

.
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in Ghanasham Nilhant Nadkarni v. Moroba Ramchandrt
Pai (1) was quoted with approval in the judgment of ~
Bench of this Court, consisting of Page C,J. and Das J
in the unreported case of Lee Paik Leong and one, v. Tan Ki1
Eng (Civil Fir$t Appeal No. 148 of 1930). The decision 0
Young J. in Mahomed Auzam Ismailv. Jaganath ]amnadas (2
was also quoted' with approvaL The case of Lee Pai,
Leong and one v. Tan Kin Eng, related to a room in the 'to]
storey of a three~storeyed . building, the light of which hal
been· affected by the defendant's building. The lower Cour
refused an injunction and granted a decree for Rs. 400 damage~
In confirming the decision of the trial Court the Appellate COul
said "We do not think that the defendants' building wouldrende
the plaintiff's building absolutely useless but it might diminis
materially the light to one, of the rooms. Still we thinkhavin
regard to the fact that Rangoon is an expanding city wher
new buildings are springing up every nay, this is a •case i
which pecuniary damages will be an adequate compensation t
the plaintiff for the loss of her rights:" Here damages afforde
adequate relief. In Bhhnaii Vasudev Shivkamat v. Yeshval
Changagouda PaW (3), the Bombay High Court took the vie'
that where the case \vas one of irreparable or very substanti:
injury, a mandatOl;y injunction should be granted. A mand;
tory injunction was refused by the Calcutta High Court j
Anath Nath Deb v. Galsiaun (4), as permission to build;
his own risk had been given to the defendant, who according:
had put up a large and expensive building. At the time I
the trial the d~nchnt could not comply with the mandatol
injunction, except by pulling down his building. or by PUlliI
down such part thereof as would render the remai~der prrt
tically useless. The. plaintiff's hcuse was a small house ar
wo-qldin the ordinary course have been pulled .clown in a fe
years and rebuilt. Fletcher, J., who tried the case, after. takiJ
into consideration the delay on the part of the plaintiff al
other circumstances, came to the conclusion, although not wit
out hesitation, that the proper remedy was by way of damag
and not by way of a mandatory injunction. I t would, howev(
appear that the decision would have been otherwise if tJ
plaintiff had not given permis£;ion to the defendant to build
(1) 11894) I.L.R. 18. Bom. 474 at p. 488.
(2) (1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 230.

.

m 31 EOI1). L.B. 771.
(4) (1908) I.L.R. 35 Cal. 66J
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plaintiffs wou;Iel ha;ve to give up to a· large: extent their
right to light from the north. The carrying out of the
alteratioJlS wo.uld take several months and the cost would be
about Rs. 20,000. According to Mr. Bush, the Government
Architect, even these extensive alterations would not give
sufficient light, unless the. floors were .covered with· white
Terrazo tiles. This would bring the cost of the alterations
to about Rs. 28,000. The plaintiffs do not wan't to alter
their building.· In fact, they strenuously object to being
compelled. to do so, and press for an injunction compelling
the defendants to demolish so much of their building as
interferes with their acquired rights. This brings me to the
consideration .of the question whether the plaintiffs are entit1e~
to the injunction which they ask for or whether they must
be satisfied with a decree for damages.
. Prior to Lord Cairns' Act (21 and 22 Vic-, Cap. XXVII)
'the Courts of· Equity in England had no jurisdiction to award
damages. S. 2 of that Act gave them this power, although in.
Shelfer v. City of London Electric Lightinl!. Company (I), it was
held by the Court of Appeal that in cases of a c0ntinuo.us
actionable nuisance the jurisdiction to award damages ought
only to be exercised under very .exceptional circumstances.
The question was raised in ColIs's (2) case. Lord Macnaghten
in his judgment in that case observed that the question of
~iving damages in addition to or in substitution for an
injunction was a delicate matter. He continued: "It is a
matter for the discretion of the Court and the discretion is a
judicial discretion. It has been said that an injunction ought to be
granted when substantial damages would be given at law I have
some difficulty in .following out this rule . . . In some cases, of
course, an injunction is necessary-if, for instance, the injury
cannot fairly be compensated by money-if the. defendant has
acted in a. high-handed manner-if he has endeavoured to steal
a march upon the plaintiff or to evade the jurisdiction of
the Court. In all these cases an injunction is necessary, in
order to do justice to the plaintiff and as a warning· to
others. But if there is really a question as to whether the
obstruction is legal or not; anel if the defendant has acted
fairly and not in an un-neighbourly spirit, I am dIsposed to
think that the Court ought to indine to damages rather
than to an injunction."
(1) (1895) 1 Ch. 287.
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S. 54 of the Specific Relief Act provides that when the
defendant invades or threatens to invade the plaintiff's right
to or enjoyment of pl'operty t.he Court may grant a.perp~tual
injunction where the invasion is such that pecuniary compensation
TRADING
CO., LTD.
would
n6t afford adequate relief. S. 55 states:
.
V.
POOZUNII When
to prevent the breach of· an obligation it is
DAUNG
necessary to compel the performance of certain
BAZAAR
CO., LTD.
acts which the Court is a;.pable of enforcin~t the
Court may· in its discretion grant an injunCtion
LEACa, J.
to prevent the breach complained of, and also to
compel perform3.nce of the requisite aCts."
Illustration (a) to Jhis section reads as follows:
<c. A, by new
buildings, obstructs lights to the access
and. use of which B has acquired a right under
the Indian Limitation ACt; Part IV. B may
obtain an injunction, not· only to restrain A from
going on with the buildings, but also to pull down .
so much as obstructs B's lights. "
The question when an injunction should be gmnted was
discussed by the Bombay High Court in 1888 in the case
of Dhunjibhoy Cowasji Umrip.a1' v. Lisboa (1). In that case
Sargent C.J. said, "The question, however, whether damages
are a sufficient compensation does not, we think, present
itself to the Courts 6f this country in precisely the
same manner and form as it does to· a Court of Equity in
England. This latter Court in awarding damages under
Lord Cairns' Act exercises a discretionary power in departing
from the specific relief which ,it had hitherto exclusively
afforded; and could scarcely be expected to take. so broad
a view of the subject as the Courts of this country whose
"duty' it is under the Specific Relief Act not to grant an
injunction where damages afford adequate compensation."
In Ghal1a-sham Nilkant Nadkar~i v. Moroba Ramchatid~aPai (2),
Farran J. said '11'".'0 principles are, I. think, deducible from
the English cases, which may be deenied binding upon our
Courts: (1) that Courts ought not to interfere by way of
injunction when obstruction of light is very slight and
where the injury· sustained is trifling, except in rare and
exceptio?al cases-Dent v. Auction Mart Company (3); He1'z
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(1) (1889) I.L.R. 13 Bom. 252.
(2) 11894, I.L.R. 18 Bom. 474 at p. 488.
\3) L.R. II Eq. 238.
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s own risk and had not delayed taking action. The Court
jected as irrelevant the argument that the plaintiff could uy
aking ,internal alterations improve the light coming to his
lilding.' The Allahabad High Court in Yara v. Sana-ullah
), held' that it was not intended' by s. 54 of the Specific
elief Act, , 1877, that a man should not have an injunction
'a.nted 'to him unless his property would otherwise be
'actically d~stroyed if the injunction were not granted. In
,e Madras Presidency the Indian Easements Act applies.
here is, howevel', no difference in the principles governing
,equestion whether an injundion shall issue or a decree
'1', damages be granted instead.
In the case of V. S. Mutku.
rtskna A\'yar v. Somali1tga Muninagandrien (2); the Madras
igh 'Court held that damages were not an adequate remedy
hen the plaintiff's house had been darkened so as to make
, uncomfortable and in part useless. 'The proper remedy'
as an injunction. The defence raised 'the argument that by
aking alterations in his building the plaintiff coulcl provide
esh sources' of light and air. This argument \\'as h~ld to
~ unsustainable as it would permit the wrongdoer to take
ivantage of his own wrong to compel another person to
iange his own building to suit his convenience. A party
lUsing an injuLY to another could not object to appropriate
llief being granted to his opponent, on the !:,1'J."ound that he
'ould suffer sericus injury by being compelled to undo his
wn mischief.
The question whethel~ an injunction shall issue or whether
Ie plaintiff must be content whh an award cf damages must
epend on the circumstances cf each particuhr case. If it
; clear that damages will afford ac!equate relief to the
Ijunbd party and the c'efendant has not been guilty of any
igh-handed action or un-neighbourly conduct, an award in
amages is in my opinion the appropriate remedy. By this
do not mean that a persOn should for a monetary payment
e compelled to surrender his property or be deprived to, a
lrge extent of the' beneficial use of it, but if the' property
) still substantially useful to him a depreciation in value can
e met by a decree for damages. Further, it is clear that a
erson entitled to an easement of light and air cannot be compelled
:> reconstruct his building to suit the convenience of a wrongdoer.
(1) (l::l97.) I.L.R 19 All. 259.

(2) i1913) I.L.R. 36 Mad. 11.
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Would damages afford the plaintiffs iJil. this case adequate
relief? I consider not. The defendants' building deprives
them to a very great extent of their best source of light. The
Phayre Street side is less than half the length of the north
side. If the defendants' building is to remain as now constructed it will 'mean that the plaintiffs \vill have lost for
ever an ample source of light from the north.' Even t.he
reconstruction of the building would' not place them in as
good a position as .they were before, and without reconstruction
enough daylight for the ordinary purposes of their businesE
cannot be obtained. But if the alterations \Vould put" the
plaintiffs exactly in the same position as before this is ne
answer to their claim for an injunction. The alterations \Voult
not be of a minor nature but would mean the reconstructior
of practically the whole of the ground and first floors cf th!
plaintiffs' building. In my opinion it would be a negation 0:
Justice to require a person to demolish his property and recon
struct it in order that he might escape from the consequence:
of a gross infringement of his rights. Moreover, the defendant
have not acted fairly but in an un-neighbourly spirit and il
utter disregard of the plaintiffs' rights, as the correspondeno
b.efore suit shows. The defendants have been established il
Rangoon for many' years and must have known full well tha
the plaintiffs did possess an easement of light ailc1 air a
regal'cls the windO\vs in their north wall. Yet we find th
defendants, after ignoring the plaintiffs'letters for 'month~
denying tqe plaintiffs' obvious rights. ,The plaintiffs have show
that by the stepping back of the building from the secon
storey to an extent which wOllld reduce thecuhical area b
rathel' less than five per cent the defendants would have Ie:
the plaintiffs in possession of an adequate amount 'of ligh
And this could lnve been done\vithout spoiling theappea:
ance of the defendants' building.
There is no question of delay on -the plaintiffs' part and
cOllsider that for the following reasons they are entitled to tl:
injunction which they seek: (1) A decree for damages wou]
not afford the plaintiltS adequate relief. (2) The plaintiffs cal
not be required. to reconstruct their building to suit the COl
venience of the defendants. (3) The. defendants could ha)
designed their building in such a way as to respect the plai:
tiffs' rights. (4) The defendants have acted unfairly and in c
un-neighbourly spirit,

VOL.
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I accordingly grant the praYl.r for a mandatory injunction
and direct that the defendants shall remove so much of their
building as obstructs the free passage of light and air to the
windows in the ground floor and first floor of the plaintiffs'
building. The plaintiffs will be entitled to costs and I allow
special costs at the rate of 15 gold mollur's per day after
the first day of the hearing.
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LEACH,

McDonnell (with him Jeejeebhqy) for the appellants. Where the plaintiff delays bringing an action
to protect his easement of light and air he is not.
entitled to a mandatory injunction against the
defendant. The plaintiffs in the present case sent
a notice, through their advocates, complaining of
the infringement of their right to light and air;
. but that was not followed up by any action for
another ten months, even though the defendants
had proceeded with the construction of their building in utter disregard of the plaintiffs'.. letters.
Mere notice calling upon the defendant not to
proceed with abuilding is not sufficient to entitle
a plaintiff ·to a' mandatory. injunction:
Benode
Coomaree Dossee v. Soudaminey Dossee (1); Baji
Syed Muhammed v. Gulab. Rai (2); Anath Nath Deb
v. Galstaun (3). In granting an injunction the Court
exertises a judicial discretion and weighs the detriment that may be done to both parties. The
Shanugger Jute Factory Company, Limitedv. Ram
N arain (4). The following factors \veigh with the
. Court when dealing with cases of this sort-whether
then~ has been any undue . delay .on the. part of
the plaintiffs in resorting to· the Court; whether the
injury can be adequately compensated by damages,
(1) 1.L.R. 16 Cal. 252.
(2j LL.R. 20 All. 345.

(3) 1. r ·.R 35 Cal. 661.
(4) 1.L.R. 14 Cal. 189.
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and whether the injuncqpn, if gr:anted, would work,
undue hardship to the defendant.
pAUNG
Niza1'nudin Gulam v. Abdul Gafur (1); GlzanaBAZAAR
CO" LTD
sham Nilkant v. Moroba RamchiJ,ndra (2) ; Sultan
V.
ELLERMAN'S
Nawaz
v. Rustomji Nanabhoy (3); , Ulagappan v.
ARRACAN
RIC:EAND
Chidambaiam (4); Muhamed A,uzqm v. ] aganath
TRADING
]amnade;zs
(5); L. Dawson v. Princess' ROltnaC
CO.,tj'P,
Zamini Begum (6); Lee Paik Leolig v'. Tan Kin
Eng, (Civil First Appeal No. 148 of" 1930 H.C.
Ran.).
Even assuming that there is a substantial diminution of light and, air the respondents are ',still
carrying on thdr business in. 'the same piremlsesiand there is no ~vfdellce to l'>how that their business' has be,en affect~d. It m.ay b~ that they have
to use artificial lights for more' hours in the day
than' before, but that is not enough to entitle' them
to a, mandatory injunction. III large cities, like
Rangoon, high buildings are a common feature, and
Courts rp.ust exercise their discretion in these matters
very cautiously.
Aynsley v. Glo~'er (7) ; Lady Stanley v. J,arlof
Shrewsbury (8); Holland v. rVorlc'v (9).
Great reliance was placed by the learned trial
Judge on Calls v. fJ ome and Colonial Stores, Limited
(10). But that case did not lay down any ha~d'1fand
fast rule as to when and in what circumstances:
damages or an injunction would, be the proper
remedy. The only, pertinent remarks on the subject
are to be found in the judgment of Lord
Macnaghten on p. 193, but even there the lea:ned
POOZUN-

(i) I.L.R.
(2) I.L.R.
(3) I.L.R.
(4) I.L.R.
(5) LL.R.

13 Born. 264.
18 Born. 474.
20 Born. 704.
29 Mad. 497.
3 Ran. 230.

(6) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 456. ,
(i,1 18 Eq. Cas. 544;
(ll) 19 Eg. Cas. 616.
(9) 26 Ch.D. 578.
(10) (1904) A.C. 179.
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Judge has guarded hiros.elf by saying that they were
merely obiter, and that he -did not intend to make' POOZUNDAUNG
those observations' as being bilIlld-ing law. It has ·BAZ~AR'
nowhere been laid down that where substantial Co., LTD.
damages ought to be awarded an injunction should ELLERMAN'So
ARRACAlII
,issue.
.
RICE cAND
TRA\thN'G
In matters of this sort consideration .is to be Co.. LTD.
given to the position of both parties. The plaintiff
should, of course, be protected in the enjoyment of
a reasonable amount of light and air ; but, on the
other hand, it must also be borne in mind that in
so protecting the rights of the plaintiff undue harm
o~ght not to be
done to the defendant. The
principles are summarised in Shelfer v. City of London
Elect1'ic Lighting Company (1). See also Price v.
Hilditch (2).
'The case of Sheffield Masonic Hall C011'lpany Y.
Sheffield Corporation (3) shows that wh~r.e the
plaintiff does not ask for an interim injunction Courts
will be loth to grant him an injunction at the trial.
V~

Foucar for the-respondents. The observations of'
Lord Loreburn in Black, v. Scottish Temperance Life
Assurance Compf1.ny, Limited (4) are very much in
point in the present case. No interim injunction was
asked for because the plaintiffs would have to give an
undertaking as to damages, \;t,Thich might be ruinous
to them if their case failed. The plaintiffs were not
the .aggressors in this case; they were . merely
resisting the high-handed .action of the defendants
in proceeding with their building in spite of the
plaintiffs' protests. In fact, the plaintiffs' letters
were not even answered.
(1) (1895) 1 Ch. 287.
(.2) (1930) 1 Ch. 500, 509.

(3) (1932; 2 Ch. 17, 18.
(4) 42 Ir.L.T. R. 194; (1908)
1 Ir.R. 541 at p. 577.
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Delay was inevitable in the circumstances of the
present case, because instructions had to be obtained
from the directors who are resident in England.
[PAGE, C.J. Is the law in respect of the granting
of injunctions the same in India as in England?]
Yes. If the injury complained of is small
damages may be an adequate remedy. But where
the injury is great and continuous a.mandatory injunc-.
tion is the only suitable remedy.
The English cases relied upon by Wilson J. in
Benode Coomm'ee v. Soudaminey (1) do not support
the learned Judge in his view that beiatedapplications
for injunctions are seldom granted.
Price v. Hilditch (2) may be cited as an .'
authority for the proposition that considerable use of
artificial light may make the case a fit one for an
injunction. In that case damages were awarded
because the scullery could be used as a scullery
even a:.fter the infringement of the easement; see
also Dent v. Auction Mart Company (3) ; Anath
Nath Deb v. Galstaul1 (4) at p. 670.
The conduct of the appellants here was as
unneighbourly as it could be. There has also been
very substantial damage done to the plaintiffs.
[PAm:; C.]. This Court is not a. Court of morals.
Can it be contended. that the defendants' conduct
is relevant, and that' the observations of Lord
Macnaghten in Calls's case apply to India ?]

111

The Specific Relief Act has made no alteration
the law 'of India in this respect. The scheme of
II) I.ER. 16 Cal. 252.
12) (1930) 1 Ch. 500, 509.

(3) 2 Eq. Cas. 238.
(4) I.L.R. 35 Cal. 661.
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the Act shO\V's that the conduct of the defendant is
relevant to prove that an injunction is the proper
remedy.
A plaintiff must be protected in the' comfortable
enjoyment' of his' property. . See ill. (j) to s. 54
of the Specific Relief. Act. Where the dirriinution'
of the light is such that the plaintiff cannot. carry
·on his business according to the ordinary ·notions of
mankind and without considerable discomfort an
injunction is the proper remedy.
Kine v. Jolly (1) ; H01'ton's Estate, Limited v.
James Beattie, Limited (2); V. S.Muthu Krishna v.
Som.alinga (3); Yaro v. Aua-ullah (4); Chm'les
Sirno11 & Co., Ltd. v. Bradford Corporation (5).
111 cDo11 nell in reply. In England an injunction
is prinu'i facie the proper remedy; in India, it
is not given unless it is shown that damages "vill
not afford adequate relief. .English· decisions on
this subject are largely influenced by Lord Cairns'
Act. In' India one has to look at the provisions of
the Specific Relief Act for guidance. The conduct
of the defendant is nowhere mentioned in that Act
as being relevant, and therefore does not affect the
question. Boyson v. Deane (6).

PAGE, C.J.-This case raises some interesting
questions of lel.\:I,' relating to easements 6f light and
air. In their plaint the resp~ndents alleged that they
had acquired a prescriptive right to light and air
entering through windows in the northern wall of their
three-storeyed building in Phayre Street, Rangoon.
The building had been erected by the respondents
in 1901 for use as' office and business lJremises.
(I) (1905) 1 l:h. 480.
i2) 42 T.L.R. 701.
(1) l.L.R 36 Mad. 11.

(4) I.L.R. 19 All. 259.
(5) (1922) 2 Ch. 737, 747.
(6) I.L. R. 22 Mad. 251.
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The respondents ft..uther alleged· that the appellants,.
by erecting· a five,.storeyed building on land to the
north of the land on which the respondents' building:
stood, had caused so serious a diminution of the
light and air that entered the respondents' premises
through the windows in the northern wall as to,·
amount to a nuisance. The respondents claimed a.
perpetual injunction restraining the appellants from
proceeding with the erection of their building to such: .
a height Of in such a way as would. "ohstruct the
plaintiffs' right to light and air through anyone Of'
more of the said windows", and also .a mandatory
injunction for the "removal of such portion of the:
defendants' building as now interferes with the.
plaintiffs' said right to light."
At the trial Leach J. passed a decree in favourof the plaintiffs with costs, ordering that "the defen-·
dants do remove so much of their building as obstructs
the free passage of light and air to the windows·
in the ground floor and first floor of the plaintiffs"
building 4.~reinabove described~" From that decree:
the' present appeal has been brought.
The history and situation of the two buildings
have been set out in detail in the judgment of the
learned trial Judge, and it would be a work of
supererogation on my part to recapitulate them,.
because it IS· now conceded that the appellants by
ereCting their building to the north of the respondents' building. commItted a substantial violation
of the prescriptive right of the respondents to light
and air through the said windows, and the only issue
that has been raised or canvassed at the hearing of the
appeal is whether in the circumstances of the present
case the .respondents are entitled to a mandatory
injunction, or ought to be awarded damages for the
injury that the appellants have inflicted upon them.

VOL.
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Mr. McDonnell, who has presented the case for
the appellants with moderation' and adroitness, and
whose argument, if I may say so, was no whit less
cogent because it was not pitched in too high a key,
relied upon two grounds in support of the appellants'
contention that a mandatory injunction ought not to
have been decreed in favour of the respondents:
" (1) that by reason of laches or delay on the part of
the respondents in filing the present suit the appellants ought not
to be compelled to remove or reconstruct their building which if
the respondents had filed a suit for an injunction earlier might
never have been erected, and
(2) that, although admittedly a substantial diminution of light
and air entering the respondents' building had resulted from the
erection of the appellants' building. having regard (a) to the fact
that the respondents' business has not in any way b~en adversely
affected by the diminution of light and air thus caus.f::d, and that
the only result of the action. of the appellants has been that the
..business of the respondents has been carried on in less comfort
than it was before the. appeIiants bad put up their building, and
(b) to the balance of convenience· and the great and disproportionate hardship that the respondents would suffer if the
mandatory injunction was issued compared with the inconvenience
that had been caused to the respondents, the award of a sum by
way of damages would afford adequate relief to the respondents
for the injury that they had received."

In .support of the first ground upon which the
appeal is based, the appellants referred to certain
letters that had passed between the parties before
action brought, from which it appears that building
operations on the appellants' site were commenced
in February 1931; that on the 9th March the
appellants denied that the respondents had any rights
of light or air as al!eged, but stated that they were
"willing to submit the plans of their proposed
building for inspection by the respondents)l, that on
the 18th March Mr. Bray, the appellants' architect,
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showed the plans to the respondents, who on the
19th March informed the appellants that the building
which the appellants proposed to erect would ruin"
the respondents' light, and that they would be
compelled to bring a suit to restrain the appellants"
building operations, and would be obliged' if the
appellants would send to them a copy of certain'
portions of the plans as "the matter is being referred
to London so that the Board of Directors there may
issue instructions for the filing of a suit"; and that,
no~withstanding the fact that the respondents were
made fully aware in March 1931 of the details ~)f
the appellants' building operations, the .present suit
was not filed until the 21st November 1Y31 when the
erection of the appellants' building was well advanced.
In these circumstances it was contended on behalf
of the appellants that the respondents by adopting
such dilatory tactics had lost any right that otherwise they might have possessed to claim an injunction
against the appellants.. In support of this contention
Mr. McDonnell also placed much reliance on the
decision of the Calcutta High Court in Benode
Coomaree Dossee v. Soudaminey (1). But in that
case it appears to 'me that Wilson J. founded
his judgment upon the principle that It where a
plaintiff has not brought his suit or applied for an
injunction at the earliest opportunity, but has waited
till the building complained oj by him has been
completed, and then asks the Court to have it
removed, a mandatory injunction will not generally
be granted, though there, may be cases where it
would be." [Baji Syed Muhammad v. Gulab Rat
(2); A1'lath N ath Deb V~ Galstaun (3).] If that was
the ratio decidendi of .this judgment it does not
(11 (1889) I.L.R. 16 Cal. 252.
(2) (1898) I.L.R. 20 All. 345.
(3) (J908) I.L.H. 35 Cal. 661 at p.672.
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apply in the present case,because the respondents
filed the· present sUIt long before the appellants'
building was completed. But if Wilson J. in that
case intended to lay down that, where the plaintiff
has given notice before the defendant's building has
been completed that the defendant thereby will
obstruct his easement of light or air, the plaintiff is
not entitled to claim an injunction in a suit that he
has brought after the building has been completed
merely·· because he had not filed a suit or sought an
interim injunction at an earlier stage, with all· due
deference I should have thought both on principle
and on authority. that the judgment of Wilson J.
would have gone too far. [Rochdale Canal Company
v. King (1); Attorney-General v. The Sheffield Gas
Consumers C01npany (2); The Great Western Railway
Compa11~Y and others v. The Oxjo1'd, Worcester and
U/olverhnlnplon Railway Company (3) ; Gale v. Abbott
(4) ; Johnson v. Wyatt (5); Smith v. Smith (6);
Durell v. Pritchard (7) and Fullwood v. Fullwood
(8).1 In this connection the following observations
of Lord Loreburn L.C. in Black v.Scottish TeTnpaance
Life Assurance Company, Limited (9) appear to be
in point:
" He' (the· plaintiff) did not apply for an interim injunction,.
very sensibly, I think, because he would have been obliged to give
an undertaking as to damages, which might have proved ruinous
if his case failed. He was Dot bound to stake his all, or indeed
anything, on the possibility of error or mischance at the trial. He
was entitled to await the trial, especially as he was not the
aggressor, and was merely resisting a high-handed claim to defy
his lawful rights."
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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2 Siro. IN-S.) 7ll; 16 Beav. 630.
(5) 33 L.J. Ch. 394.
3 I);M. & G. 305.
(6) L.R. 20 Eq. 500.
3 n.M. & G. 341.
(7) L.R. 1 CIl. 244.
6 L.T. (N.S.) 852..
\8 1 9 Ch.n. 176.
(9) 42 Ir.L.T.R. 194 ; S.C. (19081 1 Ir.R. 541 at p. 577.
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It is to be borne in mincl tfuatMr. McDonne1tl
relied' upon deJiay 0f laches, and nGt u:I!'0U) acquiescenee
as disentitling the respondents to an injunction.
Indeed, if the respondents had, acquiesced in the
sense in which that term is used in legal parlance
in what the appellants had done, I aJppJiehend that
they would have been precluded by theirconduet
from claiming either an injunction or damages Smith
v. Smith (l)J; but it was not contended, and it could
not be pretended" that in the present case the
respondents were guilty of acquiescence. In O. K.
Mohideen Bawa v. Rigaud Perfume Manufacturers
(2) I had occasion to point out that

r

"acquiescence is only a form of estoppel, and it i::; of the
essence of acquiescence that the party acquiescing should be
aware of, and by word~ or conduct should represent that he
assents to, what is a violation 'of his rights, and that the person
to wtlOffi such representation is made should be ignorant of the
other party's rights, and should have been deluded by the
representation into thinking that his wrongful action was assented
to by the other party."

[see also Proctor v. Dennis (3)].
In my opinion in the circumstances disclosed in
the evidence the respondents were not di.sentitled to
an injunction in the present case-if the facts otherwise justified the granting of such a relief-on the
ground that they were guilty either of acquiescence
or laGhes. The respondents have throughout insisted
that the appellants' building operations would necessarily violate their easements of light and air; and
the appellants at the respondents' request promised
to supply them with a copy of the plans of. their
proposed building in order that the directors of the
(1) L.R. 20 Eq. 500.

(2) (1932) I.L.lt 10 Ran. 133 at p. 139.
(3.) (1887)36 Ch~D. 740;
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spondent company in London should be made
vare of the nature and effect of the appellants'
lildingoperations
Nevertheless, the appellants
~ver supplied the respondents with the plans,and
was natural, and in my opinion reasonable, in the
rcumstances that the respondents should have
ayed their hand for the time being in the expectation
lat the plans of the appdlants' building would
:; fodhcoming. Moreover, ne allegation that there
:ld been laches or acquiescence on the piTt of the
~spondents was pleaded in the appellant' writtt.n
atement, and no issue in that behalf was raised or
etermined at the trial. If such an issue had been
tised at the trial it may be that the respondents
'ould have been able to adduce evidence that would
ave fully and satisfactorily explained the various
teps that they took to obtain redress for the wrong
lat had been done to them by the appellants. For
lese reasons, in my opinion, the first ground upon
Thich the appeal is based is devoid of substance, and
annot be accepted.
Before considering whether the appeal ought to
ucceed on the second ground, namdy, that in the
ircumstances damages would afford an adequate
eiief for the invasion of the respondents' rights by
he appellants, it is' desirable, I think, to ascertain
md decide whether the principles upon which the
::;ourt proceeds in determining whether an injunction
)r damages should be decreed are the same in India
LS in England; because in my opinion if they are
dentical, having regard to the conduct of the appelants in deliberately erecting their building. in
iefiance of the respondents" rights of light and air
incl the proved and now admitted fact that a sub:;tantial violation of their easements of light and air
has been caused by the erection of the appellants'
17
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building· the respondents would be entitled· to' ar
injunction as a matter of course,·
.
Now, inlEngland injunctions originally were issuec
or ordered solely by the Court· of Chancery:
" The jurisdiction to interfere is purely equitable and it mus
be governed by equitable principles. One of those principles i
that parUes coming to eqlJ.ity must· do equity i and this principl
more than reaches cases of this description"

[per Turner L.J. in. The Oreat liTlestern Rqilwa:
Compm'J and others v. The OXjord,TtVorcestel; ant
vVolverha1'1·zpton Railway Company (l)J.
"Then, what difference was introduced by Lord Cairns' Act
(21 and 22 Vic., c. 27. sec. 2.) Before the Act it was a rnatter\
right to obtain the injunction. By· that Act the Court had.
discretion to substitute damages where it thought proper. No'
this discretion must be a judici:tl discretion, exercised accoi'dil:
to. something like a settled rule, and in such a way as to preveJ
the defend'l.nt doin~ a wrongful act, and thinking that he cou]
PiY damages for it. Without laying down any absolute rule,:
the first place it is of great importance to see if the defendaJ
knew he was doing wrong, and was taking his chance about beir
disturbed in doing it."

[per Jessel M. R. in S11'zith v. Smith (2)}.
" Many Judges have stated, and I emphatically agree wi'
them, that a person by committing a wrongful act (\vhether it 1
a public company for public purposes or a private individual)
not thereby entitled to ask the Court to sanction his doing so 1
purchasing his neighbour's rights, by assessing damages in th
behalf, leaving his neighbour with the nuisance of his rigt
<limmed, as the case may be.
In such cases the well-known rule is not to accede to t:
application, but to grant the injunction sought, for the plaintif
legal right has been invaded, and he is prima facie entitled to
injnnction "

[pe1' A. L. Smith L.J. in Shelter v. City of Lond(
Electric Lighting Company (3)].
;$"'
(1) 3 D,M. & G. 341.
(2) C.R. 20 Eq. 500.
(3) (895) 1 Ch. 287 at p. 322.
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Thus, in~ngland the Courts have always
'oceeded upon the principle that in cases such as
at now under consideration the normal and natural
lief that ought to be granted is by way of an
junction and not by awarding damages [M a1'tin v.
rice (1]. In such cases in England the burden
=s upon the defendant to satisfy the Court, as a
atter not of right but of equity, that in the circumances of any particular case the' Court oughCnot
I "proceed, to
the extreme limit of its jurisdiction'
Id order that 4n injunction should issue; and in
lses of this description the Courts' in England
ave always taken into account the conduct of the
efendant. II He that seeks equity must do equity.'~
He that comes into equity must come with clean
ands"; and in some cases, as A: L. Smith L.J.
bserved in Shelfer v. City 'of London EI,ectric

ighting

COf}'lpuny

(2)

the defendant by his conduct, as, for instance, hurrying up his.
uildings so as if possible to avoid an injunction, or otherwise
cting with a reckless disregard to the plaintiff's rights, has
isentitled himself from asking that damages may be assessed
1 substitution for an injunction."

,It was because in considering whether an injuncion, ought or ought not to be granted the Court
n England acts as a Cuurtof equity and of
:onscience that Lord Macnaghten in Calls v. Horne
md Colonial Stores, Limited (3) laid down that
"in some cases, of course', an injunction is necessary-if, fer
nstance, the injury cannot fairly be compensated by money-f the defendant has acted in a high-handed manner-if he has
mdeavoured to steal a march upon the plaintiff or to evade the
urisdiction of the Court. In all these cases an injunction
s necessary, in order to do justice to the plaintiff and as a warniUl~
(1) (lS94j 1 Ch. 276.
(2) (1895) 1 Ch. 287
, (3) (1904) Ap. Cas. 179.

at p.

323.
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to others. But if there is really a" questfuPkas to whether the
obstruction i!' legal or not, amI if the defendant has acted fairly
and not in an un-neighbourly spirit, I am disposed to think that the
Court ought to incline to damages rather than to an injunction."
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[see also Black v. Scottish Temperance Lije Assurance Company, Limited (1)].
"
Now, in the present case the learned advocate
for the appellants did not seek to palliate the
overbearing condm;t of his clients in defying and
ignoring the respondents' prescriptive rights. In
his judgment Leach J. observed, and I respectfully agree with him, that
., the defendants have not acteJ fairly but in an unneighbourly
spirit and in utter disregard of the plaintiffs' rights'as the corre·
spondence before suit shows. The defendants have beer,
established" in Rangoon for many years, and must have known hil:
well that the plaintiffs did possess an easement of light and air a~
regards the windows in their north wall. Yet we find the defen·
dants, after ignoring the plaintiffs' letter for months; denying th~
plaintiffs' obvious rights."

In... these circumstances, and assuming that it i:
the duty of the Courts in India to approach tht
consideration of the question whether or not ai
injunction ought to be granted from the sam<
angle as a Court in England would do, I am 0
opinion that the respondents would be entitled t<
an injunction as of course, and I should be fo
dismissing the appeal.
" An 'examination of the provisions of the Specifi ,
Relief Act (I of 1877), however, leads me ineluct
ably to the conclusion that in this respect the lav
of India differs materially f.rom the law in Englan<
relating to injunctions. In India the Courts art
bound to act in accordance with the provisions 0
(1) 42 Irish Law Times Rep. 194.
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s. 54 of th6 Specific Relief Act which, so far as material,
runs as foHows :
"When the defendant invades· or threatens to invade the
plaintiff's right to, or enjoyment of, property, the Court may
grant a perpetual injunction in the following cases, namely :
(a) where the defendant is trustee of the property for the'
plaintiff i
(b) where there exists no standard for ascertaining the actual
damage caused, or likely to be caused, by the invasion;
(c) where the invasion is such that pecuniary compensation
would not afford adequate relief;
(d) where it is probable that pecuniary compensation cannot
be got for the inva~ion ; and
(e) where the injunction is necessary to prevent a multiplicity
of judicial proceedings.

[Dhunjibhoy Cowasji Umrig,ar v. Lisboa (1);
Ghanasha111. Nilkant Nadkanti v. Moroba Ram:"
chandra Pai (2); His Highness Sultan Nawaz lung
v. Rustomji Nanabhoy Byramji ]ijibhoy
(3);
Boyson and othe1's v. Deane and another (4);
Titul'anl Mukerji v. Cohen (5); Anafh Nath Deb
v. Galstaun (6) and L. Dawson v. Princess Rouuac
Zamani Begum (7).
Now, it is to be observed that, whereas in
England the plaintiff whose right .has been invaded
.prima facie is entitled to an injunction; in India
the Court has jurisdiction to grant an injunction
in its discretion only in cases in which (inter alia)
II the invasion is such that' pecuniary. compensation
would not afford adequate relief."
Further, although under s. 56 (j) an injunction
cannot be granted" where the conduct of the applicant
or his agents has been such as to disentitle him
(1) (1l189j I.L.R. 13 Born. 252.

(4) (1899) I.L.R. 22 Mad. 251.
(2) (1894) I.L.R. 18 Born. 474.
(5) (1886) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 203.
(3) (1896) f.L. R. 20 Born. 704.
(6) (1908) I.L.R. 35 Cal. 661.
(7) (1928) LL.R. 6 Ran 456.
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to the assistance of the Court ", it is nowhere prescribed,
or suggested in the statute that the Court ought,
or is at liberty, to take' into account the conduct
of the defendant in this connection. Having regard
to the terms of the Specific Relief Act I am firmly
of opinion that in considering whether an injunction
or damages ought to be decreed the Courts in
India cannot take into account, and are not concerned
to inquire, whether "the defendant has acted in
a high-handed manner", or "if the defendant has
acted fairly and not in an un-neighbourly spirit."
And I confess that I am glad that I am not compelled
to do so. For the Court in which I . sit is a
Court of law and not of morals, and when the
Court is considering in any particular case whether
an award of damages would or would not, afford
adequate relief to the plaintiff for the invasion of
his rights what have the motives or the manners
of the defendant to do with the· matter under
consideration? To my mind nothing at all. And
with' all geference to the learned Judges who have
taken the contrary view, and with the utmost respectI had almost said reverence-that I feel for Lord
.Macnaghten as a lawyer and a man of affairs, I
cannot persuade myself that in determining such
a question the Courts in India are, 0[' ought'to
be, entitled to take into account matters other than
the prosaic considerations prescribed under the'
Specific Relief, Act. It is a source of comfort to
me that in h6lding this view. I am not altogether
ploughing a lonely furrow ; for I pray in aid the
opinion of Fitz-Gibbon L.J. who observed in
Black v. Scottish Ternperance Life Assurance COl'npany,
Limited (1)
. (1) (1908) 1 Ir.R. 541 at p. 568.
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"For myself I wish to say that I think equity should be
very slow to act upon the principle of giving specific relief
which would not otherwise be given on the ground that the
def~nc1ant had been guilty of 'high-handed conduct'. Such
action savours of 'vindictive damages '."

In connection, therefore, with the second ground
upon. which the appeal is based I apprehend that
the sole question that falls for consideration is
whether, having regard to the facts and circumstances
disclosed in the evidence, pecuniary compensation
would afford adequate relief. for the invasion by
the appellants of the respondents' easements of
light and air. In approaching this problem certain
general' considerations mus't be borne in mind. As
Holmes L.J. pointed out in Black v. Scottish Temperance
Life Assurance Company, Limited (1)
., In formel~ times the relief given in this kit~'d of action
was an injunction directing the removal of the cause of the
wrong or nUIsance complained of j but Lord Cairns' Act
was a legislative declaration that in some cases the award
of damages would be a more appropriate remedy, Courts of
law, however, like other institutions are slow to break with
old traditions ; and fOl:>some time there was great hesitation
in making use of _the new power conferred on them. Latterly,
the tendency has been in the other d.irecticn j and I think it
a good tendency which I hope will develop."

Indeed, it is apparent that since the decision of
the House of Lords in Calls v. Home and Colonial
Store.s, Limited (2) damages and not an injunction
are frequently awarded in cases where in earlier
days an injunction would have been decreed as of
·course. [Kine v. JoUy (3).J And one of the reasons
for this change in the manner in which the Courts
in .England exercise their discretion in ordering or
(1) (1908) 1 Ir.R. 541 at p. 574.
(2) (1904) Ap. Cas. 179.
(3) (1905) 1 Ch. 480.
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refusing injunctions may be, as Loi-d ': Macnaghten
observed in Calls's case (1), that
"it is quite true that a man ought not to be compelled to
part with his property against his wil.l, or to have the value
of his prrperty diminished, without an Act of Parliament.
On the other hand, the Court ought to be very caref~ll not.
to allow an action for the protection of ancient lights to be
used as a means of extorting money. Often a person who is
engaged in a large building scheme has to pay m~Eeyright
and left in order to avoid litigation, which will put him to
even greater expense by delaying his proceedings. As far as
my own experience goes, there is quite as much oppression
on the part of those who invcke the assistance of the Court
to protect some ancient lights, which they have never before
considered of any great value, as there is en the part of
those who are improving the neighbourhoed by the erection
of buildings that must necessarily to some extent interfere
with the light of adjoining premises."

Again, as Pearson

J.

pointed out in Holland v.

Worley (2)
"if the defendant is doing an act which will repder the
plaintiff's property absolutely useless to him unless it is stopped,
in such a case, inasmuch as the only compensation which
could be given to the plaintiff would be to compel the
defendant to purchase his property out and out, the Court
will not, in the .exercise of the discretion given it by
Lord Cairns' Act, compel the plaintiff to sell his property
to the defendant. But in other cases, where the injury to the·
plaintiff would be less serious, where the Court considers that
the property may still remain the plaintiff's and be substantially
useful to him, as it was before, and the injury, therefore,
is one of a nature that can (without taking away/the plaintiff's
property from him) be compensated by money, then the Court,
if it thinks right, may exercise the diSCretion given 'it by
the Act."

At the trial it was urged on behalf of the
appellants that, because' by rearranging the interior
(1) (19041 Ap. Cas. 179.

(2) 26 Ch. 578 at p. 587.
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of their premises the respondents might be able
to obviate· the inconvenience that had been caused
by the appellants' invasion of their· rights, a decree
should be passed for damages and not for an injunction.
I am glad that the learned advocate for the appellants,
exercising a wise discretion on behalf of his clients,
abandoned any such contention at the hearing of
the· appeal. Such an argument in the circumstances
obtaining in the present case appears to me. to be
intolerable, and one that the Court ought not for
a .moment to COtlntenance. The proper course for
the Court to take, as Jessel M.R. pointed out in
Smith v. Smith (1), in deciding whethe[" or not an
injunction should be decreed is that
"all the circumstances of the case must be taken into
consideration, . not only the injury to the plaintiff, but also
the amcunt which has been laid out by the defendarit, and
the Court ought to be chary of granting an injunction in
~ases where an iii junction would be oppressive, and inflict
hardship upon the defendant out of all proportion to the
injury which the invasion of his rights has caused to the
plaintiff,"

[Tituram Mukerji v. Cohen (2)].

Now bearing in mind these general considerations
and that for the· purpose in hand it is the amount
of the light and air that is left which matters, and
not the amount of the light and air of which the
respondents have· been deprived by the wrongful
acts of the appellants I am of opinion that in the
present case the appropriate relief for the Court to
award to .the respondents is damages and not an
injunction. It is not, and could not I think reasonably
be, contended that the erection of the appellants'
building will render the respondents' properly absolutely
(1)L.R. 20 Eq. 500.

18
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(2) (1886) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 203.
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useless to them for the purposesHor which it is
required unless the app~llants' building is pull~d
down or radically reconstructed.' After. carehllly
considering the effect of the evidence in the present
case I am of opinion that notw:ithstanding the:
erection of· the appellants' building the respondents'
building remains "substantially useful" to the .
respondents as business premises, and that " the injury ~"
therefore is one of a nature that can (without taking away':
the plaintiffs' property from him) be compensated by
money" [per Pearson J. in Holland v. Worley (1)].
No doubt the' beneficial user of the respondents'·
premises has been sensibly and materiaUy diminished,,·
but that is because the comfort and. convenience of
those who use the rooms facing the north on the
ground and first floors have been deleteriously
affected; and not because the' premises are to any.
material extent of less use to the respondents for the
purpose of carrying on their business thereinthall
they were before the appellants erected their building
to the_.,north. There· is not a scintilla of evidence
that by reason of the appellants' invasion' of their
right to light and air the respondents have lost a
single customer or a single order. On the contra:r:y,
before and during and since the erection of the
appellants' building the respondents have carried. on
their business in the premises in exactly the same
manner as they did before. Noone I think could
study the photographs that have been taken of the
affected rooms in the light of the evidence that
has been adduced in the case without being satisfied,
that work can be and is being carried on usefully in
these rooms, although no doubt the light in the rooms
has been darkened, and it has become necessary
(1) 26 Ch. 578 at p. 587.
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to.'resQrt to artificial illumination on more days and
Jar longer periods in the day than was the case
before the appellants' building was erected. Now,
if the result of the appellants' wrongdoing has been,
not that the northern rooms on the ground and
"first floors of the respondents' building have been
rendered useless, but merely that the user of these
rooms has, become less pleasant and comfortable
tha~n it was before-and I think that the evidence in
the case goes to this length but no further-it would,
~n my opinion, be placing an unnecessary burden
upon the ,appellants if the Court were to, order the
appellants to pull down or radically to alter their
building in order to' abate the nuisance to the
respondents that they have created. The appellants'
building is a magnificent structure erected on steel
framework, and there can be no doubt, ,1 take, it,
that any reconstruction of the building that is undertaken to effect the purpose in hand will inflict upon
the respondents additional inconvenience and discomfort while the work is in progress, and will entail
upon the appellants iinmense e~penditure out of all
proportion to the extent of the injury that the
'; respondents have suffered by reason of the appellants'
'violation of their easements of light and air. In
these circumstances, in my opinion, the reasonable
and appropriate relief that. ought to be awarded is
damages and not an injunction. As Lord Lindley
,,-observed in Calls v. Home and Colonial Stores,
Limited (1)
4:<:

'" There are elements of uncertainty which render itimpossible
to lay down any definite rule applicable to all cases. First, there
, 'is the uncertainty as to what amount of obstruction constitutes
an actionable nuisance; and, secondly, there is the uncertainty as
~1)

(1904; Ap. Cas. 179.
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Applying thea,bove principles, and endeavouring
to take a fair and sensible view of the matter, r am
C.T. of opinion that an injunction ought not to be
granted in the present case, because the invasion of
the respondents' easements of light and air "is such
that pecuniary compensation will afford adequate
relief" for the injury that they have received. .
By consent of the parties the quantum of the
damages to which the respondents are entitled has·
been left for the Court to determine in its discretion.
In considering this question I have tried to view the
position broadly and as a whole; bearing in mind not
only the compensation to be awarded for the discomfort and inconvenience that the respondents are made
to suffer owing to the diminution of the light and .air
that has -·been caused by the appellants' wrongdoing,
but also the loss that has accrued to the respondents·
by reason of the reduction in the value of their
premises that necessarily must follow as a consequence of the appellants' invasion of the respondents'
rights. Taking all the material considerations into
account, in my opinion, the respondents are entitled
to recover from the appellants Rs. 40,000 as damages
for the admitted violation of their easements of
light and air by reason of the erection of the appe1:.
lants' building to the north of the building owned·
and occupied by the respondents.·
The result is that the appeal will be allowed,. and
the decree of the trial Court varied by substituting
Rs. 40,000 damages in. lieu of the maildatory

CO., LTD.
PAGE,

to whether the proper remedy is an injunction'br damages. But
notwithstanding these elements of uncertainty, the good sense of
judges and juries may be relied upon for adequately. pl"otecting
rights to light on the one hand and freedom from unnecessary
burdens on the other. There must be· considet'ation for both
sides in all these controversies."

TOL. ~qIJ

RA,N:GOON

SERI~S.

njunction ~hat was granted by the trial Court.
In
tIl other respects the. decree o~ the trial Court will
)e confirmed.
As the only question which has been raised or
lrgued in the course of the appeal is whether the
'espondents are entitled to an injunction or ought to
)e awarded damages, and upon that issue the appelants have succeeded I think that the appellants must
1ave their costs of the appeal, and we assess the
:l.dvocates' fees at 30 gold mohurs a day..
D AS,

J.-..I agree.
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1933

AND ANOTHER

(Defendants)

v.

Nov. 21.

THE OFFICIAL RECEIVER (Plaintiff). t
LOn Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.)
Adverse possession-Possession by pel'mission of Owner-c;ontinuallce of title of
0<1) ner-Gift of immoveable. properfy-Trimsfer oj Property Act (IV of
11382), s. 123.
Where the facts of the case are consistent with the ownership of the
property remaining in the person who acquired it by a registered sale deed
and also with the defendant being in possession of the property with the
permission of the owner from the time when the owner had acquired the
property until his death, and where there is no evidence that· the defendant's
possession of the property was inconsistent with the contilwance of the title
of the owner, the defendant cannot in a suit for possession by the legal
representative of the owner retain the property on the ground of title by
adverse possession.
A Burman Buddhist cannot claim immoveable property by way of :gift
except by a registered instrument in accordance with the provisions of s. 123 of
the Transfer of Property Act.

Appeal (No. 74 of 1932) from a decree of the
High'Courtin Civil First Appeal No. 218 of 193C
(March 19, 1931) reversing a decree of the Couri
in its original jurisdiction in Civil Regular Sui1
No. 591 of 1926 (September 4, 1930). The· fad~
of the case are set out in the judgments reported
below. The judgment of the High Court on appea
was delivered (Maung Ba J. concurring) by
PAGE, C.J.-This case in our opiniol1 turns upon the facts
The suit \vas brought to recover possession of a certain houst
and premises in Boundary Road, Rangoon. I t is commol
ground that the property belonged to one Lim Chin Tsang, :
Chinaman who possessed considerablevvealth, which, howeveI
was dissipate:1 before his death. He appears to have been :

• Presen.t: LORD THANKERToN, LORD
This case is reported by the Editor.

t

ALNESS

and

SIR LANCELQT SAXDERsm
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man who kept a number of women besides his wife. What
their status is it is unnecessary for the purposes of this case to
say.. Among them was oneMa Mya May, a lady of respec~
able parentage who came from Prome. In 1904 Lim Chin Tsong
was minded to provide some house in Rangoon in which he
might instal Ma Mya May, and he purchased the property in
dispute for the purpose. There was evidence given by Lim
Chin Tsong's uncle, an old man of 76, to the effect that befne
the purchase was made Lim Chin Tsong said to his uncle that
he prcposed to buy this property and intended to give it to Ma
Mya· May and her children, and that he obtained from the
l,vitness Rs. 3,000, part of the purchase money. The evidence
of this witness was accepted by the learned trial Judge, but I
am not satisfied that it is in its entirety credible. For instance,
the witness stated that the Rs. 3,000 which he h:l.d lent to
Lim Chin Tsong in order to enable him to purchase the house
:was repaid to him by Ma Mya May. I think that in so
-stating ·the witness was drawing upon his imagination. because
it was conceded at the trial that except what Ma M3'a May
received from Lim Chin Tsong she dd not possess any property
atal1. Be that as it may, and assuming that Lim Chin Tsong
befcre he. bought this house in Boundary. Read told this
witness that he intended to buy it and to give the property to
Ma Mya May and· her children, it is quite clear that he did
not do so, because the property was not bought in the name
of Ma Mya May but in Lim Chin Tsong's name, and, further,
the property was registered in the name of Lim Chin Tsong
and no alteraticn or mutation of names in the register has
ever been made. It is clear then. that this property prima
Jacie and to all cutward appearances· at all material times
belonged to Lim Chin Tsong. After diverse mesne assignments
the property after the death of Lim Chin Tsong came into the
possession .of the plaintiff, who was appointed receiver in a
mortgage suit, and he now brings this suit to recover the
property f~om Lim Charlie an(l Lim Rosie, the two surviving
children of Lim Chin Tseng by Ma Mya May.
Two alternative defences were raised at the trial: (1) That
thi" property was given by Lim Chin Tsong to Ma Mya May,
and (2) in the alternative, that Ma Mya May was entitled to
the property having acquired a right to possess it by reason
d adverse possession for more than .12 years before the suit.
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As regards the first defence it is not contended that there is.
any substance in it, because, assuming that there was a gift
at all, it did not conforlIlto the provisions of s. 123 of the
Transfer of Property Act, b~ing an oral gift of immoveable
property and of no validity in law. As regards the second
defence the learned advocate fer the respondents put his casein this way: He contended that it was proved at the triC\l
that there was an oral gift, and that possession was tal{en
under the oral gift and that possessicn c0ntinuing fer more'
than 12 years created a title in Ma Mya May. I;,lm not
satisfied upon the evidence that an oral gift was made. The
probabilities of the case, to my mind, are against it. . If
Lim Chin Tsong had. been minded to make over the absolute
property in these Premises to Ma Mya Ma~r, and had bought
the property for that purpose, it is unlikely that he would
have taken the property in his own ilame and would have:
registered it as belonging to himself. Moreover, at all material
~itnes Lim Chin Tsang paid the gronnd rent in respect of this
(lroperty. He paid all 'the taxes; he did all the repairs, and
whether or not. at any time the title deeds were in" the
possession of Ma Mya May (which it is unnecessary to deter··
.mine)· Lim Chin Tsong kept or regained possession of them"
~nd mortgaged the property as though it were his own. That
is not the course which one would. have expected Lim Chin
Tsang -to adopt if he had give~ this property out and out to
Ma Mya May.
It is not seriously challenged before us that to all outward
appearances the possession of Ma Mya May was consistent
with the ownership of the property being with Lim Chin
Tsang, but the learned advocate for the respondents conten·
ded that it was unnecesSary that there should be any conduct
on the part of Ma Mya May which should indicate to all
persons concerned in the matter that she was clainling to
possess this property in her own right and in .a manner
inconsistent with the ownership of the property remaining in
Lim Chin Tsong, because Lim Chin Tsang had in fad made
an oral gift of the property to her, and, therefore, It wa~
unnecessaty as between Lim Chin Tsang and Ma Mya Ma~
that she should indicate that she was denying his title. Tha'
presupposes, of course, that there had been such an ora
gift, but, as we hwe found, an .oral gift of this descriptio!
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was not proved. Moreover, npon the facts, unless there was
evidence of acts by Ma Mya May clearly· indicating that she
was claiming to possess this property in a manner adverse to
the continuance of the title in Lim Chin Tsang, in Our opinion,
she. could not succeed upon the ground that she was in
adverse possession of it.
Having regard to the evidence .adduced at the trial there
does not appear tel be one tittle of evidence to the effect that
throughout Lim Chin Tsong's life-and he died in 1923,
.3 years before this action was brcught-Ma Mya May acted in
·any way at any time that was inconsistent with the apparent
ownership of the property remaining. 'in Lim Chin Tsong. All
that she purported to do was to sell the garden produce
from time to time. That she might have done if she was a
licensee or g:lest in the hOllse 6f Lim Chin Tsang. The
learned Judge at the [rial found that Lim Chin Tsang intended
:to make a gift of the house to :Ma Mya :May and put her
·into pcssession of it, and that as Ivfa Mya :I\-fay had been in
·adverse possession for more than 12 years he dismisse:l the
suit. In our opinion, upon the facts the defendarits have
;failed to prove that there was an cral gift of this house to
~a Mya May, and they have further failed to prove any
:acts on the part of Ma Mya May which can be treated as
so inconsistent with the maintenance of the title in Lim
'Chin Tsang as would entitle her to ret~in the property upon
the ground. that title to it had become vested to her by reason
·of her adverse possession.
For these reasons, in our opinion, the appeal must be
:allowed, the decree of the triai Coutt set ·aside, and the suit
.decreed with costs.

Pennell fOf the appellants.

Dunne K.C. and Talbot for the respolJ.dent.
Nov. 21. The judgment of. their Lordships was
delivered by

This is an appeal
by the defendants against a decree of the High
~ourt of Judicature at Rangoon in its appellate
jurisdiction, dated the 19th March, 1931, reversiilg
SIR
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the decree of Das J., pronounced on the Original
Side of the High Court, dated the '4th September,
11)30.
The plaintiff was appointed in a civil suit in the
High Court receivea-' of the house and land which
is:the subject matter of this suit and which is alleged
tCl be' part of the estate of the late Lim Chin Tsong~
The suit was brough t to recover possession of the
said house and land, of' which the defendants were
in possession. , The defendants are the son and
daughter of Ma Mya May and claim to be her heirs
and legal .represen~ative!'. The suit was brought
against the said Ma'Mya May, who died during the
pendency of the suit :' the above-mentioned son and
daughter were then placed on the record ,as:
defendants.
The question for determination was whether the
property formed part of the estate of Lim Chin
Tsang on his death in 1923, or whether it had
become the property of Ma Mya May, who claimed
to be ,his" secondary" wife, either (1) by gift du;ring
the lifetime of Lim Chin Tsang or (2) by title
acquired by adverse possession.
With regard to the first ground, there is no doubt
that the title was vested in Lim Chin Tsong, 'when
the property was conveyed to him in December,
1904. Further, there was no registered instrument
in respect of the alleged gift, and the sltbjeet matter
thereof be1,ng immoveable property, the provisions of
s. 123 of the Transfer of Property Act were not
complie.d 'with.
With respect to the second ground, it is sufficient
for their Lordships to say that the facts of the, case
are quite consistent with the ownership of the property
remaining in Lim Chin Tsang, arid with Ma Mya
May being in posse8s:cn of the property by hiE
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from the time .when .. he acquired the
~operty .until his death. There is no evidence on
hich .it could properly be held that Ma Mya May
as possessing the property in a manner adverse to
Ie continuance of the title of Lim Chin Tsong.
Their Lordships agree with the decree of the
Iigh Court in its appellate jurisdiction, and are of
pinion that the appeal must be dismissed with costs.
'hey will humbly advise His Majesty accordingly.
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Solicitor for the appellants : J. E. Lambert.
Solicitors for the respondent: Bramall & Bl'amall.

PRIVY COUNCIL.
KARAPAYA SERVAI

AND OTHERS

(Defel1da1~ts)

v.

J.C.

1933

Dec. 15.

MAYANDI (Plaint~jf).t
[On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.]
~cgitilllacy

·of child -Birth dllring marriage-" Access "-'-Burden of proofMaintenance proceedings-Father's denial of paternity-Magistrate's judgmcnt-Mother's statemctlt-Admissibility of statements agai11st chiid. Evidence Act (I of 1872), ss. 32 (51, 33, 112.
Where it is admitted or proved in a suit that a woman is the wife of a
;ertain person and that a child was boni of the woman during the continuance
)f the marriage, Held, that the burden of proving that the couple had no access
:0 each other at any time when the child could have been begotten, lies on the
person disputing the legitimacy of the child .
. 'l he term" access" in s. 112 of the Evidence Act does not imply actual
cohabitation but only opportunity of intercourse.
Held fllrther that the statements of the father (since deceased) in his written
statement in a maintenance case filed by the mother of the child, denying the
paternity of the child, are not within s. 32 (5) or s. 33 of the Evidence Ad and
are not admissible in evidence as against the chlId. The jud'gment of the
magistrate in the saltle proceedings, holding that the child was not the child of
that {atper, is not binding upon the child and is inadmissible in evidence.
Statements by the mother that the child was begotten by a person other than
her hu~band are inadmissible against the child.

* Present: LORD MACMILLAN, SIR JOHN
t Tins case is reported: by the Editor.
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Appeal (No. 135 of 1931) from a decree of the
High Court in Civil First Appeal No. 40 of 1930
KARAPAYA
SEl{VAI
(January 6, 1931) reversing a decree of the Additional
,
tI.,.
District Judge of Pyapon in Civil Regular Suit No. 26
MAYANDI.
of 1926 (December 13, 1929). The facts of the caSe
are fully set out in the judgments reported below.
The judgment of the High Court on appeal (Das J.
concurring) was delivered by
1933

PAGE, C.l.-When the facts are understood this case is free
from difficulty. Mr. Bose and Mr. Burjorjee have dene much to
lighten our labours by the exhaustive and skilful manner in which
they have analysed .the evidence, and we are much obliged tc
them for the trouble they have taken in presenting the cases of
their respective clients.
The suit was brought for a deClaration that the plaintiff Waf
. the son of one Karapaya by his wife Karapayi, and for· consequen1
relief. Karapaya died in 1923, and. the issue upon· which thl
decision of this case depends is one of fact, namely, whether tht
plaintiff was the legitimate SOl1 of Karapaya by his wife Karapayi.
Karapaya married Karapayi, and five years later he marrie<
a second wife, Nachi Ama, by whom he had two sons, who ar,
the first and second defendants in the suit. The third defendan
is the full brother of Nachi Ama, and is impleaded as being th
guardian of the person and estate of Karapaya, \vho becam
lunatic a short time before his death.
Now, it was conceded at the hearing of the appeal that th
following facts, inter alia, were proved or admitted at the trial;
(l) that Ratapayi was the wife of Rarapaya i
(2) that the plaintiff was the son 6f kai-apayi ; and
(3) that the plaintiff was born during the continuance <
the marriage between Kai-apaya and Karapayi.
Upon those facfs being proved or admitted s. 112 of the India
Evidence.Ad came into play, and it was incumbent upon the defeJ
dants to prove that Karapaya and Karapayi "had no access to ea,
other at any time when the plaintiff could have been begotten
For the pllrpose of discharging the Ol'lUS that lay upon the
the defendants relied maInly on statements con'tiiined in av,7J:itti
statement filed by Karapaya on the 31st Marc'h 1915 in procee
ings launched against him by karapayi, in which she claiml
maintenance for herself and the plaintiff.
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It is unnecessary in this case to determine whether Karapaya

""'ouldor would not have been a competent witness at the trial to
prove non-access during the continuance of his marriage with
.Karapayi, on the ground "that the declarations of a father or
mother .cannot be admitted to bastardize the issue born after
marriage", [per Mansfield C.J. in Goodrit!,ht's case (1); The Aylesjord
Peerage (2); The Poulett Peera.!!,e (3); Russel v. Russel (4) j Rosario
·v. IlIglis (5)] because Karapaya died before the present suit was
'instituted, and the statements made by him in his written'
. statement in the maintenance prc'ceedings were not within
•os. 32 (5) of. the Evidence Act! and were clearly inadmissible.
Fudher,. Karapaya was not the agent of the plaintiff to
nlake admissions against the plaintiff's interest, and his
statements cannot be regarded as part of the res gestce. IIi
.any event, even assuming (without affecting to decide) that the
written statement became admissible on the ground that it was
'admitted in evidence by consent of the parties, in the circumstances obtaiiling at the time ,,,hen they were made such statements as those set out in the "'fitten statement .of Karapaya
·cannot be regarded as evidence which can be relied on. If,
.as we hold. the written statement i~ inadmissible and is not
-evidence to which credence can he give'n, there is not a tittle
,of reliable evidence to prove non-access within s. 112 of
ihe Evidence Ad. The only other· oral evidence to which
Mr. Burjorjee was able to refer in this connection was that of
Nachi Ama, Karapaya's second wife, and of Chalaya, Nachi
.Ama's brother and the third defendant in the suit. These
-witnesses had a personal interest in. the proceedings, and the
mere perusal of their evidence sho\\'s that it is 'of such a nature
that it cannot be regarded as testimony upon ,,,hich reliance
-can be placed. In any case we are of opinion that the evidence
of these witnesses and the fact that Karapayi's claim to main·
tenance was rejected were obviously insufficient to discharge
-the onus that lay .upon the defendants to prove non-access at
:any material time. I'll the course of her evidence it.' copy of a
-petition alleged to have been filed by Karapayi .in 1920, in
which it was stated that the plaintiff was the 'son of one

(ll 2 Cowper 591.
(3) (19031 A.C. 395.
(2) (1886) 11 A.C. 1.
(4) (1924) A.C. 6li7.
(5) (1894) I.L.R. 18 Bom. 468.
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Nachiappa was put to Karapayi in cross-examination on behalf
of the defendants. She (~enied having filed the petition, and
KARAPAYA
Mr. ,BlIrjorjee prcperly admitted that the contents of the petition
SERVAI
were
not admissible against the plaintiff as evidence of the'
v.
MAYA"DI
truth of the statements therein contained, and Mr. Burjorjee
did not contend that the contents of the petition were'
PAGE, C.J.
admissible agaimt the plaintIff as part of the Tes gestce or otherwise to prove non-access in the rresent proceedings.
But the case does not rest thel'e, for, in our opinion, not
only did the defendants fail to prove non-access, but from the
fucts disclosed in evidence the admissibility of ,,"hich \\'as not
challenged it would not be unreasc nable to infer ,hat during
the material pericd there was opportunity of intercourse between
Karapaya and Karapayi. N Q doubt, there \Vas hard swearing
at the trial on both sides, and we should net be disposed to'
place reliance upon the testimony cf Karapayi on the one harid
or on that of Nachi Ama and Chalaya on the 'other, except in
so far as it is found to be supported by material corroborative
evideilce.
1933

Now when was the plaintiff born? The fit'st \vitness who·
was called by the plaintiff was one Ah vVa, the village head-·
man of Kawkayin. He deposed to the birth of a male child,.
whose paren'ts were Karapa and Karapayi, which was officiallyreported to' him as having taken place on the 26th of August
1913. We are satisfied that if that child was the plaintiff he
was not the son of Karapayi by the Karapaya with \\-hom \\'e
are concerned in these proceedings; for this, among other
sufficient reasons, that after the 24th of December 1911 in our
opinion matrimonial relations ceased between Karapaya and
Karapayi. But was the plaintiff the child whose birth was
recorded by Ah Wa as having taken place on the 26th of
August 1913? It seems to us clear that he was not. Ah Wa
stated that the Karapa who was the father of that child hact
been seen by him abcut December 1927, whereas it is common
ground that the K:l.rapaya ,vitb whom we are concerned died
in 1923, and in our opinion there can be no doubt that the
plaintiff was not the child whose birth was reported to Ah Wa
as having taken place on the 26th d August 1913.
As the plaintiff was born during the continuance of the'
ma1'l'iage of Karapaya and Karapayi, and was not the child
referred to by the witness; Ah Vola, when was he born?
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In addition to the admitted facts which I have stated,
and which bring into play the provisions of s. 1] 2 cf the
Evidence Act, it h1s never been contended in the course of
these proceedings that Karapayi had more than one son, or
that Karapayi was not with child ..v hen the separation agreement. between Karapap and Karapayi was entered into on
2+th December 1911. Mr. Burjorjee urged that the statement
of Karapayi that after the agreement of 24th December 1911
she had lived wi.h Karapaya ought not to be accepted, and
the learned advocate referred to certain statements which
she made that were clearly untrue. Be it Sf', but how does
that advance the case for the defendants, inasmuch as in the
circumstances the onus was on the defendants to prove nonaccess, not on the plaintiff to prove access during the material
period. The admissibility and the trt1th of the statement of
Karapayi that on the 24th of December 1911 she was with
child was not challeng~d before us. Indeed, throughcut these
proceedings and throughcut the histcry of the case it has
been taken for granted that at that time Karapayi \yas with
child, and that that c~lild "'a" the plaintiff. \i\~llen was he
born? No deubt Karapayi stated at the trial that the child
was born 5 months after the separation agreement, and that
at the date of the agreement she was 4 or 5 months gone
in pregnarcy But it would not be reasonable to hold this
discrepancy to be important, having regard to her intellectual attainments and the circumst':lI1ces in which the statement was made. Karapayi furlh~' stated that for about a
month before the 24th of December 1911 she had been
lidng \Yith Karapaya and his other wife Nachi Ama at
Tamangyo; that she had been ill-treated by them; and that
she had made a complaint before the elders of the village
that she h:ld been assaulted by her husband. It is common
ground that as a result of this quarrel be[\\'een Karapayi and
her husband there \vas a meeting of the pallchayat at Tamangyo,
and that an agreement to settle the dispute ,vas entered into
between Karapaya and Karapayi. The agreement was in
. writing, but unfortunately the (riginal docunient is "not forthcoming. However, at the trial the defendants adduced a copy
of this agreement (Exhibit 14). The document was tendered in
evidellce by the defendants, and it appears from a note thereon by the trial Judge that it was admitted "by consent of the
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parties," and in the appeal its admissibility \-vas not challenged
by either party. The substance of the agreement was that
Karapayi should go to India, and that her maintenance should he
provided out of the profits of certain land belonging to Karapaya
in India. The document was written on a sheet of foolscap'
paper folded over, and on the back page there is set aut in
Burmes~ a sentence of which the followIng is a translation:
" A report IS made to Tun Kha, headman of Kawta\v
Village, that a male child \vasbom on the day
20-8-12. and that the parents. of the child are
Kalameab Serwe, (who is Karapaya), and Kalapayi,
(\,rho is Karapayi)."
These words in a document that was tendered by the
defendants, and admitted in evidence by consent of .the parties,
appear to have escaped the notice of all those concerned
at the trial. But the docllment was put in as a whole, and
was admitted in evidence as a whole, and it is not witholit
significance. In this document there isa statement that a male
child was born to Karapayi on the 20th August 1912. We
should not be disposed to treat that statement as of much
importance standing by itself, but it is not without value cis
corroborative evidence in the following circumstances.
_
It appears that in March ] 9]5 Karapayi took proceedings
'against Karapaya for the maintenance of herself and the plaintiff,
and the - defendants tendered in evidence the petitien for
maintenance which Karapayi filed in those proceedings. This
petition was marked as Exhibit 13, and was admitted II by consent
of the parties." This document wa:s tendered and admitted
at the instance of the defendants, and must be taken as a whole i
fo'r when a document such as this is tendered by a party to a suit,
it is not pel'rilissible' for such party to claim that in so far as the
document is in his' fil.Vom' it should be accepted as legal evidence,
but in so far as it is a~ainst him it should be rejected. In
paragraphs 8 to 11 of Karapayi's petition of the 3rd of March
1915 appear the following passages;
.. 8. That at the end of the said prosecution the respondent
refused to live with petitioner and undertook to supply
her with all the necessaries of life on condition of h'el·
living separately from him.
9 That the said undertaking was embodied in a dCCument
which was executed on the 24th Deceluber 1911 and
filed herewith as Exhibit A.
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10. That thereafter the IJetitioner has lived separately from
the respondent.
11. That at the time of separation petitioner conceived
of the l~espondent, and in due course· of time gave
birth to a male child on the 20th August 1912."
Now, the statement that. a child was born to Karapayi on
. the 20th of August J 912 has never been denied by the
defendants, and in the written statements in the present case
(see paragraph 9 of the w~itten statement of first and second
defendants and paragraph 2 of the written statement of third
defendant) and in the evidence adduced on behalf of the
defendants at the triai it was admitted that the plaintiff was
the child of Karapayi. In these circumstances it is not without
significance that we find it stated in Exhibit 14 that a male child
was born to Karapaya and Kara,payi on the 20th of August
1912. We are satisfied upon the evidence that the plaintiff
was born to Karapayi on the 20th of August 1912. It was
incumbent, therefore, upon the defendants to satisfy the Court
that between the beginning of November and the end of
December 1911 Karapaya had no opporturiity of intercourse
with Karapayi.
In the circumstances that I have stated it would not be
an unreasonable inference to draw from the t1nchal1eri~ed
facts that Karapaya and Karapayi were living together or at
any rate had opportunity for intercourse for some time before
the separation agreement of the 24th December 1911 was
entered into. However, be that as it may, it is sufficient to
dispose of this appeal that we are satisfied beyond any doubt
that the defendants have failed to dischar~e the burden which
. lay upon them of proving that there was no access between
Karapaya and Karapayi during those all important months,
or at any time when the plaintiff could have beell~begottel1.
The result is that the appeal succeeds. The decree of
.the trial Court is set aside, and a decree will be passed in
favour of the plaintiff declaring that he is the legitimate son
of Karapaya and Karapayi.
The rlaintiff will have one-third share on partitioil of the
estate of Karapaya, and there will be a preliminary decree fOl'
administration.. The case will be returned to the trial Conrt
to be determined according to law. The defendants \yill pay
the costs of the plaintiff in both Courts.
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Pennell for the appellants.
A vetOOl'1'Z for the respondent.

Dec. 15. The judgment of their Lordships
delivered. by

was

SIR GEORGE LOWNDES~ The question for determination in this appeal is as to the respondent's
right to share in the estate of one Karapaya Servai,
a Madrassi Hindu, who seems to have acquired a
considerable fortune in Burma. He died a lunatic
in 1923. The respondent is the son of Karapayi (or
~arupi), who is now admitted to have bten the firsf
wife of Karapaya, and the defence to his claim is a
denial of his paternity. The appellants are two
minor sons of Karapaya by his second wife,
Nachiamma, and one Chellaya, a . brothe\l." of
Nachiamma, who had been appointed guardian in the
lunacy, and was at the date of the suit in effective
possessio.n of the estate.
The suit was instituted by the respondent in the
District Court of Pyapon, and the main issue
formulated for decision was, "Is the plaintiff the
son of the deceased lunatic Karapaya, begotten in
lawful wedlock with Karapayi?" The District Judge
answered this question in the negative and dismissed
the suit. The High Court on appeal took the opposite
view, declaring the respondent's legitimacy and giving.
him a decree for a third share of the estate.
It is common ground that the case is governed
by s. 112 of the Indian 'Evidence Act (I of 1872),
which is in the follow~ng terms:
"The fact that any person was, born during the continuance
of a vllid marriage between his mother and any man, or
Y:ithin two hundred and eighty days after its dissolution, the
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mother remaining unmarried, shall be conclusive proof that
he is the legitimate son of that man, unless it can be shown
that the parties to the marriage had no access toea9h other
:at any time when he could have been begotten. tt

I·e.
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V.
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The validity, of 'the marriage between Karapaya
and Karapayi was at first disputed-most unnec~ssarily,
as their Lord:>hips think~but was subsequently
admitted, and there being no suggestion that it was
afterwards dissolved, the only question is whether
it has been shown that Karapaya and Karapayi had
no access to each other at any time when the
respondent cOl.tld hm.'e been begotten. The burden
·of showing this was, in their Lordships' opinion,
rightly laid on the appellants.
It was suggested by Counsel for the appellants
that "access" in the section implied actual
cohabitation, and a case from the Madras reports
was cited in support of this contention. Nothing
seems to turn upon the nature of the access in the
present case, but their Lordships are satisfied that
the word means no more than opportunity of
intercourse.
There can b.e no doubt that in December, 1911,
the parties came together after having lived separate
for a considerable time. .., Ka,rapaya was settled at
Tamangyo in the Pyapon District with his second
wife: Karapayi had been living in the Moulmein
District, where her mother and brother resided.
\\That exactly took place is uncertain, but it is
admitted that she came to Tamangyo, where she
was refused admission to the house in which her
husband and Nachiamma were living, and put up
with one Viyani Maistry, a relative of Karapaya, in
a neighbouring village. On the 24th December, 1911,
an agreement in writing (a copy of which was put
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in at the trial by the app,ellants as Exhibit 14) was;
come to between them in the following terms :

SERVAI
V.

MAYANIll,

"This agreement is written and given on 9th Margali of
Veerolhukerulhu by Mawana Kunna Runa KarappiahServai
residing at Tamangyo ill Pyapon Township in favour of his
wife Karuppayi that the profit produced by cultivating his
share of paddy field named Marutha Kammu China Atok~n~
Savari Muthu may be given to her Suna Pana Vellai Thevar
must look after my share by providing her the profit produced
thereon in my share. If she had no money for expense let
her write to me."

The document is signed by the husband and
verified by the village headman of Tamangyo. He
was examined on commission at the instance of the
appellants and deposed to its execution, but his
memory was obviously failing and his evidence carries
the story no further.
The· materiality of these facts, however, is that
in December, 1911, the partit:s' were admittedly in
touch with each other, were residing at all events
for a short period in reasonable proximitY,the wife
being in the house of a relative of the husband, arid
that there is nothing in the agreement to suggest that
she was unfaithful or that the parties were on terms
of personal hostility, though no doubt the presence
of the second wife would make an open reconciliation
difficult.
If, therefore, the respondent could have been
begotten during this period his legitimacy was
undeniable. It seems to follow that the date of his birth
was the most important question in the case. It might
have been expected under these circumstances that
the appellants would have put this at some time outside the possibility with which they were faced having
.regard to the episode of December 1911. But this
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as not so-rather the contrary. For they seem to
we. pinned .their faith throughout to a birth in August
f the following year, which might well be almost
Ltal to their defence.
It appears that in 1915, Karapayi again descended
pan her husband and the second wife at Tamangyo1is time accompanied by her son-and took proeedings under the Criminal Procedure Code for
aaintenance. She filed a petition in this behalf in
he District Magistrate's Court at Pyapon, in which
he stated that the respondent was conceived at the
ime of separation and was born on the 20th August,
.912, and supported the particular date by an official
)irth return. This petition, or, rather, a. copy of it,
lS ··the original file had been destroyed, \yas put in
;vidence at the trial by the appellants, being their
Exhibit No. 13. Karapayi was called as a \¥itness
for the respondent, and was cross-examined at great
lerigth .by very experienced Counsel who appeared
fQr the appellants; but no question was put to her
suggesting that the 20th August, 1912, was not the
true date of the respondent's birth. It may be
assumed, therefore, that birth on this date was part
of the appellants' case. In the Court of Appeal they
seem to, have gone evenfurt~er, as the learned Chief
Justic~, by whom the judgment of the. Court was
delivered, says, "the admissibility and truth of the
statement of Karapayi that on the 24th December,
1911, she was with child was not challenged before
us ": and he was evidently' under the impression
that this had also been the appellants' attitude in the
trial Court.·
' . "
However this may be, the appellants h~d manifestly
set up against themselves a case which it was very
difficulCfor them to refute. Tbey.no daub!' were able
to throw a cloud of suspicion upon the moral Conduct
20
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of Karapayi after 1911, but they made no attempt to
prove the one fact that was vital to their defence,
viz., non-access in orabout December of that year.
Apart from the headman, vihose evidence has
already been referred to, and who merely proved the
1911 agreement, the only witnesses examined by
the appellants who could give evidence as to what
happened in December, 1911, were CheUaya, Nachi~
amma and one Kawana Kali Mutu, who professed to
have been a lifelong friend of Karapaya. The material
parts of their depositions were as follows:
Clzellaya (in chief) :
"Karapaya, Nachi Atna. and I came back to Burma after
having stayed for one year ih India. Then I tookaIi
employment in the Chetty's house, S.KR.S.K.R. Firm at
Kyethpamwezaung. Karapaya and Nachi Ama lived at Tamangyo.
and lived there for two years. Tam:tngyo is about a mile distant
from Kyethpamwenung. At that time I did not see Karapayi
there. I worke:l in the Chetty's house for about five years.
I saw K?rapayi only When she reported to U Mauhg, the heacl-_
man. K~rapayi reported that she had been driven out of the
house and she did not get proper maintenance. She asked
the headman to request Karapaya to take her baGk and she
promised that she would live with him properly. A pallchaj!at
was held over that nntter. K:trapaya then signed an agreement.
(Note.-The translation of th. agreement is filed as £xhibit 14.)
Rs, 100 or Rs. 110 was given to Karapayi fbr the expenses to
go back to India and to live with Karapaya's mothet at Uttantun,"

(In cross-examination) :
I' Karapayi made a report to the headman.
After' receipt
of her report, the headman summoned Karapaya. Karapayi sa,id
at that time that she would live in Karapaya's house withouf
running away to a.nother house if she was to have her maintenance
in his house. He did not like to' have Karapayi in' his: house.
When he was requested by the elders to keep her in tfie honse.,
he said that he agreed to send her back to Iridia.'·
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Vachiamrna (in chief):
II I did not see Karapayi up to that time, in Burma.
I remem)er about the agreement which my husband made with Karapayi
lbout the maintenance. This agreement was given at the
banchayat at Kyethpamwezaung.. I did not see Karapayi at that
:ime but I hearJ that she was putting up in Viyanna M'1istry's
)Ollse. My husband told me that he hael given auout Rs. 100
to Karap3.yi to go back to In~lia, and live in her mother·in-law's
house, i.e. Karapaya's mother's house. Karapayi had never lived
in a house with me and Karapaya. It is n6t true that I, Karapaya
and Karapayi lived in One house and that I ancI K-mlpaya drove
her cut before the panchayat/'

Kawana Kali Mutu (in chief) :
.. Karapaya sent for me to be present at the panchayat
but I did not go there and I do not know in whose house the
panc1zayat was held. He requested me to be present at the
pallchayal to be held in the headman's house at Kyethpamwezaung.
I was too busy then arid could not go as requested. I did not
see Karapayi at th1t time. I asked Karapaya later- if the
ptzizchayat was over. Karapaya said that she promised to him
to. live properly and he therefore agreed to take her back but
she must not remain in Burma and must go back to India. He
further said that he had executed an agi'eement and so she might
go <incItive in his mother's house."

l:t would, their Lordships think, be quite impossible
for any Court to hold on this evidence· that the
appellants had proved non-access in December, 1911.
The one person who mighl' have been able to give
useful evidence on this question was Viyani Maistry,
iii whose house Katapayi was staying at the time,
but he was not examined.
It stems probable, however, that what the appellants
really relied upon in proof of fheit case \~'as the
effect of other certain documents which are upon
the recotd, and to which reference is made in the
judgment of the trial Jttdge.
The' first of thcst: is a written statement filed by
Katapaya in the maintenance case of 1915. In it he
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denies the paternity of the respondent, and charges
that Karapayi had been living in adultery for· many
years at Moulmein with one Nachiappa. He, however,
says that he did not know of this "until about
three years ago."
This' document was put in
evidence, apparently without objection, by the appellants, and seems to have been relied on by the trial
Judge. The High Court-held that it was inadmissible.
In their Lordships' opinion it cannot be used as a
statement by Karapayi under s. 32 (5) of the Evidence
Act, as it was not made before. the dispute as to
the respondent's paternity arose. It is also obviously
not admissible under s. 33, as it was not a statement
given in evidence at the maintenance enquiry. Even
on the basis of it having been admitted
by consent,
.
.
it can only, their Lordships think, be evidence that
such a statement was madepy Karapaya in 1915,
and can have no possible relevance to the question of
access in 1911.
The next document is a copy of the judgment
of the' District Magistrate in the same proceeding.
He held on the evidence before him that the respondent 'was not the son of Karapaya. This document
also has found its wayan to th,e record, but it is clearly
not binding upon the respondent, as was admitted
in. the District Court, and its relevance to what took
place in 1911 is, to say the best of it; extremely remote.
One other incident must be referred to which
assumed considerable importance at the trial, and
has been pressed by the appellants' Counsel before
the Board.
Karapaya was certified a lunatic in 1920, ai1d
Chellaya applied to be appointed guardian of his
person and property; To buy off· the opposition of
Karapayi it :was arranged. upon the advice of one
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Narayanar .Chettiar that Rs. 5,000 out of Karapaya's
estate should be given to her upon condition that
she would admit that the respondent was the son
of Nachiappa,with whom Karapaya had alleged in
1915 that she was living. She accepted the terms
offered, and in pursuance of the arrangement was
caused to purchase two houses in the joint names
of herself and the respondent, who was described in
the purchase deed as the son of Nachiappa. On the
same day an. application was made by her to be
appointed guardian of the respondent; who was again
described as the son 6f Nachiappa, and she was so
appointed. Copies of all these documents were
brought on the record at the trial, some pages of the
cross-examination of Karapayi were devoted to them,
and the trial Judge evidently regarded them as of
importance. It is sufficient to quote three sentences
from his judgment;
" I have no doubt that Karapayi declared that the plaintiff
was Nachiappa's son when she received Rs. 5,000. If the plaintiff
is not the child got by her with Nachiappa I do not think she
will decbre as she had done. Uneler these circumstances, I am of
opinion that the defendants have fairly proved that the plaintiff .
is not the deceased Karapaya's son."

How any of these statements by Karapayi could
be psed as evidence .against the respondent, or, jf
allowed to be proved, how any possible weight could
be attached to them, having regard to the circumstances under which they were made, their Lordships
fail to understand. Only the guardianship application
seems to have been rder.red to in the High Court,
and as to it the learned Chief JustiCe records that
Counsel for· the present appellants "properly admitted
that the contents of the petition were not admissible
against the plaintiff as evidence of the truth of the
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statements therein contained." Their Lordships think
that a similar concession might well have been made
in the argument before them.
It is not necessary to refer in any detail· to the
deposition of Karapayi, or of the other witnesses who
were called in support of the respondent's case. Their
evidence may· have been quite untrustworthYj and
their Lordships are certainly not impressed with the
veracity of the lady, hut there is nothing to be extracted
from their depositions which helps the appellants
towards proof of non-access upon which the success
or failure of their defence so intimately depends.
For these reasons their Lordships think that the
conclusion come to by the High Court was right, that
the appeal fails, and should be dismissed with costs
And they will humbly advise His Majesty accordingly.
Solicitor for the appellants: J. E. Lambert.
Solicitors for the respondent: Bral11.all & Brarnall.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before Sir Arlhur Page, Kt" Cilief Justice, atldj}lr. Justice Das.

KING-EMPEROR

1934

v.

Jatl. 15.

MI KYWA.*
~rimillal Procedure Code ;l1cf V

0/ 1898), s. 562 (tAl-Dishonest Illisappropriation and cheatin{!,-Ol/ences covcre.{ by Ihe secliolt-COIlViclioll jor criminal
breelch of lrust--Release a/ftr aamonitioll Ill/der s; 562 (lAi: .
The terms" dishonest misappropriation" and " cheating" in s. 562 (1A) of
:he Crimi"nal Procedure Code, refer to the offences in the Indian Penal Code
which are denoted respectively thereby, that is, s. 379. pro tanto s. 380, s. 403 .
and s. 415. The terms cannot apply to' dishonest misappropriation or cheating
in all their forms.
.
\\There a perjon is con\"icted 01 the offence of criminal breach of trust rnder
s. 405 of the Penal Code. the Court has no power uncler s. 562 (lA) of the
Criminal Procedure Code to release him after an admonition.
Crown v. Rub Xawaz, I.L.R. 1 Lah. 612 ; Emperor v. RaHljan, 17 Bom.
L.R. 921 : Kiug-Emperor v. Xg,' Fyi, 3 L.B.R. 9.; ; Snndaralll v. King-Emperor.
I.L.R. 41 Mad. 533-rcjerred to.
Harntuain v. Ralllji Das, 12 All. L.r. 465-dissental from.

A. Eg~ar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
S. 562 (lA) of the Criminal Procedure Code singles .
. out certain offences as capable of :being dealt with
under that section,thereby intendirig to exclude other
.offences not mentioned. In the present case the
.lower Court, p'urporting to act under the provisions
ofthis section, has Jet off the accused person who has
been convicted for an offence under s. 406 of the
Penal Code with a mere admonition. S. 406 is not
referred to in s. 562 (lA) of the Criminal Procedure
Code, and the order as made is illegal. See Sunda1'am
Ayvar v.The King-Emperor (1);: King-Emperor v.
Nga Pyi (2) ;:Queen-Empress v. Ah \iVun (3);:
* Crimilial Revision No. 678A 'qf 1933 from the order of the First Class.
4th Additional Magistrate of Yen:l1lgyaung in Cdminal Trial No. 192 of 1933.
(I) I.L.R. 41 Mad.533.·
(2) 3 L.B.R 95.
(3) 7 B.L.R. 111.
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The Crown v. Rab Nawaz (1). In Harnarain v.
Ramji Das (2) the Court took a different view.
In the. circumstances of· the present case the
order may be allowed to stand by altering the
conviction to one under s. 403.
PAGE, C.J.-The decision in this case depends
. upon the true construction of
562 (1A) of" the
Code of Cdminal Procedure (V of 1898) as amended.
S. 562 (lA) runs as follows:

s.

" In any case in whic"h a person is convicted of theft, theft
in a building, dishonest misappropr~ation, cheating or any offence
under the Indian Penal Code punishable 'with not more than
two years' imprisonment and no previous conviction is proved
against him, the Court before whom he is so convicted may',
if it thinks fit, having regard to the age, character, antecedents,
or physical or mental condition of the offender apd to the
trivial nature of the' offence
any extenuating circumstances
under which the offence "vas committed, instead of sentencing
him to any punishment, release him after clue admonition."

or

Nga Po Kan and Mi Ky,Ya, husband and wife,
were convicted by the 4th Additional Magistrate of
Yenangyaung of criminal breach of trust under
f1, 4-00 of the I nd1al1 P.enal Cocle.
l"~~:1 P2 IZ~.n T,Y~S
ordered to enter into a bond fOlf his good behaviour
for one year with .two sureties under s. 562 (1), and
no question arises in respect of the legality ofthat
order.
The Court further ordered that Mi Kywa should
"be released after due admonition under s. 5.62 (1A)."
The q:uestion that falls for determination is
whether the Court had jurisdiction to admonish and
release Mi Kywa under s. 562 llA). Now, if the
terms "dishonest misappropriation" and "cheating"
refer only to ss. 403 and 415 of the" Indian
(11 I.L.R 1 Lah. 612.

(2) 12 A.LJ 465,
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Penal Code it was unnecessary to mention them
specifically in the section, because a person convicted
under either section is " punishable with not more than
two years' imprisonment" ; and for this reason it has
been held by the Allahabad High Court in H arnarain
v. Ramji Das \1) that the terms "dishonest misappropriation" and "cheating" in s. 562 (lA) apply
to dishonest misappropriation and cheating "in all
their forms." But, if that were so it would follow
inter alia that not only offences under SSe 404, 405,
407, 408 and 409 of the . Indian Penal Code, but
.also offences under ss. 380, 381 and 382. would fall
within s. 562 (lA).
I c'annot persuade myself that the Legislature
intended to include all such offences within the
ambit of this . section. Further, I apprehend that
the same canon of construction must be applied as
well to " theft" and "theft. in a building" as to
'." dishonest misappropriation" and "cheating" which
are grouped to~ether in the section, and if that be so
and the principle of construction which found favour
with the Allahabad 'High Court is applied also to
" theft" and "theft in a building" it follows that
the term "theft in a building" is included il1 the
term "theft" and is mere surplusage. In' my opinion,
however, it is apparent that the Legislature. inserted
in S. 562 (lA) both "theft" and " theft in a building" because for the purpose of the section the term
" theft" was not intended to include "theft in a
building ", but to apply to "theft" as defined in
S. 379 of the Indian Penal Code.
It follows, therefore, if the view that I take of the matter is correct
and the same canon . of· construction is applied
to "theft",'" theft in a building", " dishonest
(1) 12 All. L.J. 465.
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misappropriation" and 'c cheating ", that it must be
held that these terms refer to the offences in the Indian
Penal Code which are denoted respectively th~rebYI
namely, s. 379, pro tanto s. 380, s',403 and s. 415.
The opinion that we have formed as to the true
construction of s. 562 (lA) is in consonance with
the interpretation that has been 'placed upon the
section by the Madras High Court in Sundaranl Ayyar
v. The King-Emperor (1), by the Bombay High Court
in EI1'lperor V. Ramjan Dadub17a.i (2'), by the Labore
High Court in the Crown v. Rab N awa.z (3), and
by the Chief Court of Lower ,Burma ill KingE1nperor v. Nga Pyi (4). In my opinion the case
of Harnarai1'l v. Ramji Das (5) did not correctly
state the law, and ought not to be. followeel. I am of
opinion that the right· order fOf the' Court to pass
in the circumstances is that this application in
revision be accepted and the conviction of Mi Kywa
under s. 406 set aside; that Mi Kywabe convicted'
of an offence under s. 403 of the Indian Penal
Code, and that the order passed against her under
s. 562 (lA) be maintained.

DAs, J.-1 agree.
(1) (1918) I.L.R. 41 Mad. 533.
(3) (19~0) I.L.R. 1 Lah. 612.
(2i \7 Bom. L.R. 921.
(4) (1905) 3 L B.R. 95.
,5) 12 All. L.]. 465.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before ·,lfr. Justice Mya 81/ ami Mr. Justice J)unkley.

U BA SEIN

1934

v.

Jm! 16.

MAUNG SAN

AND ANOTHER.'*'

Insolveucy-Fraudu!f1/t prcjereuce-Date of commCllcemeut of period of three
1Il0nths~PrO'iliucia! IIISO!VC1lCY Act (V of 1920. s. 54-Docunlrnt oftrallsferReq!lireme'nts of rcgistmtioll lmv-Title, w/ten it passes-l?L.gistmJion Act
(XVI of 1908), ss. 17, 47,49.

Where a transfer of immoveable property is sought to be set aside in insolvency on the ground offraud.!lent prderence the date of the commencement of
the period of three months within which it must beset aside is the date of the
registration of the document and not the date of its execution. Under s. 47 of
the Regist~ation Act, a registered document operates from the date of its
execution, bi,t the title purported to be transferred thereby does not pass until
registration has been effected.

Hay for the appellant.

So Nyun for the -respondents.
MYA Bu and DUNKLEY, JJ.-This is an appeal by
a receiver in insolvency against an order' reft:sing
to annul a transfer made by the insolvents who
are Burman Buddhist husband and wife, before the
petition for their adjudication was presented. The
transfer in question purported to be a mortgage of
certain moveable and immoveable properties of the
insolvents by a registered deed in favour of the
respondents, Maung San and his wife Ma Talok Ma~
who is the sister of Ma Cheik, one of the insol~
vents. The deed was drawn up and executed by
the irisolvents on the 28th January 1931, but was'
presented for registration and was registered only on
the 26th May·1931. According to the deed the
• Civil Misc. Appear' No, ~3 of 1933 from the ord~r of the District Court
of Bassein in Insolvency Case No. 49 of 1931.
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consideration for the· mortgage· was a sum of
Rs. 4,000 in respect of several previous loans. Ort
MAU~~ SAN. the 21st July 1931 one of the·. creditors of the
MVA Bu and insolvents presented a petition for adjudication of
DUNKLEY, JJ. the insolvents who were ultimately adjudged insolvents on the· 7th December 1931. Subsequently
the. appellant as receiver file.d his application for
annulment of the transfer alleging that the transfer
was fictitious, fraudulent, and made in bad faith
without considel~ation in favour of near relatives.
As originally conceived the application was one for
annulment of the transfer under s. 53 of the Provincial Insolvency Act, 1920, and was prosecuted as
such until, after all. the evidence. in .the· case had
been led, the Court he:i.rd the . arguments of the
advocates· for the parties. Upon the . evidence the.
learned District Judge came to the conclusion that
the appellant failed to discharge the burden of
proving want of good faith and of valuable con. sideratlon necessary to bring the case within the
ambit ofs. 53. It appears that in the course of
the argument the learned advocate fOl- the receiver
put fon,vard an alternative contention, relying on the
provisions of s. 54 of the Act, that the transfer in
question was void as being a fraudulent preference
in favour of a creditor. The learned District Judge
.rejected this contention on the ground that by virtue
of the provisions of s.-47 of the Indian Registration Act, 1908, the transfer in question must be
held to have taken place on the 28th January 1931,
which was more than three months before the
presentation of the petition for adjudication of the
insolvents.
Inasmuch as the Judge of the trial Court who
saw the witnesses has stated reasonable grounds for
the -view he took of the evidence in the case we see
1934

u
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no sufficient reason to interfere with his conclusions.
Therefore, regarded specifically as an application for
annulment of a transfer by virtue. of the provisions
of s. 53 of the Provincial Insolvency Act, the
application, in our opinion, has been rightly dismissed.
What has been strenuously pressed before us by the
learned counsel for the appellant is that the District
Court erred in refusing to annul the transfer under s. 54.
With reference to this contention the first question
that arises for .consideration is whether the transfer
sought to be annulled tool{ place within three months
before tile presentation of the petition on which the
insolvents were adjudicated, and hence it is necessary
to decide whether the date of the execution of the
deed by the transferors or the date of its registration
is to be taken as the date of the commencement of
the . period mentioned in s. 54. Although this
. question is not covered by any direct authority in
. case law, a careful reading of the various relevant
enactments leaves no doubt in our minds as to the
true answer to be given. The relevant portion. of
5.54 runs as follows:
." 54. (1) Every transfer of property.
. by any person
unable to pay' his debts as they become due from his own
money in favour of any creditor, with a view of giving that
creditor a preference over the other creditors,shall, if slIch person
is adjudged insolvent en a petition presented within three months
. after the date thereof, be deemed fralldulent and void.as against
the receiver, and shall be annulled by the Court."

It must· be noted that the word "thei"eof" after
the words .,' within three months after the date"
refers to the transfer. Now, under s. 59 of the
Transfer of Property Act
"where the principal money secured is one hundred
or llpwarc1s, a mortgage. other than a mortgage by de~)osi
deeds, can be effected only bya registered instrument." .

l1pees

of title-
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An instrument of mortgage where the principal
money s~cured is I~s. 100 or· upwards is compulv.
registerable under s. 17 of the Indian RegisM.n;NG SAN. sorily
Act; and this requirement is made effective
tratiun
MYA Ell and
DUNKLEY, JJ.
by s. 4V of the same Act, which provides inter
alia that no document required by s. 17 to be
registered shall affect the immoveable property comprised therein
unless
it has been registered. The
.
.
effect of these enactments is therefore that where
the principal' sum secured is Rs. 100 or upwards a
mortgage, other than a mortgage by deposit of titledeeds, is effected only when the instrument of mortgage is registered, because until the deed of mortgage
is registered no mortgage can have taken place,
From this it follows that before the tegistration of
the. deed the mortgage is inchoate and does not
amount to a transfer in law. No legal interest in
the property . pas'ses from the. mortgagor to the
mortgagee except upon registration of the deed.
The provisions of s. 47 of the Indian Registration
Act'do not in our opinion ruri counter' to this
proposition, for although that section throws back
the commencement of the operation of the document,
when registered, to the date of the execution it
does not pretend to lay down that where an instrument which affects immoveable property requites
to be registered title In the property passes- before
registration is effected. Since a. period of' . four
months is allowed for the presentation of a deed
for registration, if the d ate of the execution of the
deed were to be the date of the coi11lnencement
of the period, an ins olvent, in· collusion with a
credi'oor to whom he is giving a prt:ference over
othef\~reditors, might, by secretly executing a mortgage d~.~d and refraining from· registering ilt for
three months and one day; set at naught the
U BA SEIN

.
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provlslOns of s. 54 of the Provincial Insolvency
Act, and a construction of the section which would
have the effect· of rendering the section nugatory
cannot be the correct construction. For thest::
reasons we are clearly of opinion that the date of
the commencement of the period of three months
mentioned in s. 54 of the Provincial Insolvency
Act is the date on which the transfer sought to
be set aside becomes effective in law, namely, in
the case of a transfer such as a .mortgage or· sale,
the date of registration of the deed.
The learned District Judge's refusal to consider
tht:: case with reference to the provisions of s. 54
of the Provincial Insolvency Act was therefore
erroneous, and his order dismissing the appellant's
application must consequently be set aside. It
\vould, however, be unfair to the parties, especially
the respondents, to proceed to deal with the case
with reference to this section upon the materials
now on the record, becau')e the case was fought
out· only as one laid specifically under s. 53, and
in the circumstances the parties ought to be given
afurtheropportul1ity of adducing such evidence
as they may desire to bring before the Court,
relevant to the question of the intention of the·
insolvents to give the respondents a· preference over
other creditors
in the· result the order under appeal is set aside
and the case is remanded to the District Court of
Bassein with the direction that th application of
the appellant be enquired into with reference to
the .provisions of s. 54 of the Provincial Insolvency
Act after allowing the respective parties to adduce
such further evidence as they may desire, in
additioll to the evidence already on the record, and
be disposed of according to law.
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INCOME-TAX APPLICATION.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief ft,stice, and J11r. fnstice Sa U.
1934
Feb. 1.

R.M.O. CHETTYAR FIRM
v.
THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX,
BURMA.*
Illcollle-fax-Pcllalty-" Real amount "-" Correct income "--Quantum of
penalty-Question offact for Income-tax authorities~ltlco71le-ta.v Act (Xl
of 1(22), s. 28.
Owin~ to the default o~ the assessees in failing to make a proper return or
producing certain books the Income-tax Officer estimated their income for the~
l'eal' 10 ;'1-31 under s·. 23 (4) of the Income-tax Act at Rs. 50,000. The assessees
returned their assessJb~e income as nil owing to an alleged trading loss of over
Rs. 31,000. According to the finding of the Income-tax authorities the assessees
had furnished misleading and inaccurate particulars of thelr income, and also.
had con'~ealed a portion of their iilcome. The ass, Stiees had wrongly deducted
about Rs. 38,000 in making their return of assessable income. A penalty was
imposed on the assessees under s. 28 representing the difference between the
tax ·on Rs. 7,000 and the tax OIl Rs. 50,000. The assessees applied for a
mandamus, and contended that the maximum penalty that could be imposed.
on them was the tax on Rs.. 12,000, i.e. the difference between Rs. 50,000 and
Rs.38,000.

. Held, that the wordS ., real amount" and" Correct income" in s. 28 of the
Act refer to assessable income,. and thatin imposin·g the penalty the Income-tax
authorities had· followed the terms of the section. The real amount of the
assessable inco~e was Rs. 50,000, whilst the assessable iIlcol~e returned by the
assessees was nil. Consequently they were liable to a penalty equal to the
amount of tlte tax on Rs. 50,000. The quantum. of the penalty within the
statcltory limit that ought to be imp.osed is a matter of fact and not of law, and
is to be· determined by the Income-tax authorities. ano not by the Court. .

Clark for the assessees. . The petitioners in their
return for the year 1931-32 showed a loss of Rs. 31,750.
The Income-tax
authorities· disallowed
certain
.. Civil Misc. Application No. 6 of 1933.
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deductions, and the books then showed a profit of
Rs. 7,000. But owing to the failure on the part of the
assessees to produce certain books of account they were
assessed on an estimated income of Rs. 50,000. It is
now sought to impose on them a penalty under s. 28
of the Income-tax Act. The Legislatur~ has advisedly
used the terms "real amount IJ and" correct income IJ
in s. 28 in contradistinction to" total income" and
II assessable
income".. W oids used in an Act
must be deemed to be used exactly and correctly,
and not inexactly and loosely. Mayor of the Borough
of New Plymouth v. Taranaki Electric-Power Roard
(1). The" real income IJ in such Circumstances
would be the returned amount plus the sum that
is found by the Income-tax authorities to have been
. concealed. The alTIOunt thus found to be concealed
was the difference between· the estimated income,
namely Rs. 50,000, and the returned income, namely
Rs. 7,000, i.e. Rs. 43,000. The" real income ",
therefore, is the amount as originally returned, viz.
- 31,750 plus the concealed income, viz. 43,000, which
comes to Rs. 11,250. The maximum penalty
leviable would be the differ-ence between the tax
on the returned income (that is, nil) and the tax
on Rs. 11,250, i.e. tax on Rs. 11,250.

[PAGE, C.J. This contention is difficult to follow.
A penalty is levied because there has been a concealment of income. The test by which such penalty
is determined is what would be the amount of
income-tax that would have been avoided if the false
return had been accepted as correct; in the present
case would not the tax avoided be the difference
between the tax on ·the returned income, which is
nil, and the tax on the assessed amount, Rs. 50,000 ?)
(11 (1933) A.C. 680, 682.
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The section is not so clearly··· worded as to
admit of this construction only.. S. 28 makes no
provision for a case where the .return is a minus
quantity. The penalty is on the concealed income.
It may be that, for the purpose of s. 28, the
position of a person who returns a loss is better
than that of a person who shows a profit. But if
such a construCtion is possible the benefit of it
should go to the subject.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
This view of the· case was. not put forward before
the Income-tax Commissioner, and an application
for·a mandamus in the circumstances is not competent. A.K.A.C. T. V. Chettyar Firm v. The Com,missioner of Income-tax (1).
.
.
The legal issue raised was whether the assessment
under s. 23 (4) should be regarded as made up of
(i) the real income now ascertainable from the books'
and (ii) the amount of the concealed income, and
that the former should be disregarded in estimating
the penalty under s. 28. That view could not be
sustained. The assessment under s. 23 (4) is a best
judgment assessment and not a penalty.. Moreover,
the books were found to be unreliable.
. A new point is now raised. It did not form part
-0£ the' reference to the Commissioner, but arose out
·of the concluding remarks of the finding. After' the
Commissioner had refused to refer the point raised
he made a concession whereby the amount of the
penalty was reduced. He assumed,' for this purpose,
that certain debateable items of Rs. 38,750 ought to be
.added back to the original return, and that the assessees
(1) I.L.R. 6 Ran. '492.
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'might be treated as having included them in their
return,' making a profit ofRs. 7,000, the penalty thus
being estimated as the tax on Rs. 50,000 minus
Rs. 7,000; .:.Applicants now urge what is merely an
-alternative method of granting that concession, namely,
that the debateable items should be regarded as having
been decided in favour of the assessees, and should
therefore be deducted from the' assessment, reducing
Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 1 J,250. This assumes that the
debateable items were decided in favour of the
:assessees,which is not the fact.
The method by which the penalty is to be
·,computed was correctly laid down in The. Commis.si01ler of Incol'Jze-tax, Burlna v. A.A.R. Chettyar
Finn (1).
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.

C.J .-This application for a mandamus to
the Commissioner of Income-tax, Burma, requiring
him to state a case under s. 66 (3) of the Incometax Act is dismissed.
PAGE,

The case turns upon the construction of s. 28 (1)
of the Income-tax Act which runs as follows:
. " If the Income-tax Officer, the Assistant Commissioner or
the Commissioner, in the ,course of any proceedings under this
Act, is satisfiej that an aS3essee has conceaJed the particulars
of his income or has deliberately furnished inaccurate parti-cu1ars of such income, and has thereby returned it below its real
amount, he may direct that the assessee shall, in addition to
the income-tax payable by him, pay by way of penalty a sum
not exceeding the amonnt of the income-tax which would have
been avoided if the income so returned by the assessee had
been accepted as the correct income."

(1) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 75.
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"whether in the present case· the amount of income-tax'
which \,"ould have been avoided' if the inccme returned by the'
assessees had been accepted as correct ,,'as properly computed.'"

The material facts are.' that in respect of the
1931-32 assessment, by reason of the default of the:
assessees in making their return, it became neces-sary for the Income-tax Officer to estimate the
income of the assessees liable to assessment under'
S. 23 (4), and in the course of the assessment pro-'
ceedings "the Income-tax Officer discovered that
the assessees had deliberately furnished inaccurate
particulars of their income and had concealed a
portion of their income." The return of income by
the assessees purported to disclose a net loss of
Rs. 31,751-12-3, and the Income-tax Officer,. after
making an enquiry into the matter, came to the:.
conclusion that the assessees had "deliberately carried
to a misleading head of account certain sums amount-·
jng to many thousands of rupees." In the event
income-tax \vas assessed upon an estimated incomt1
of Rs. 50,000. The Income-tax Officer then proceeded to impose a penalty upon the assessees under
s. 28; and after appeals from the order .'of the'
Income-tax Officer had been presented to the Assistant
Commissioner and to the Commissioner a penalty
was finally imposed of an amount representing" the'
difference between the tax on Rs. 7,000 and the
tax on Rs;'SO,OOO."
I will assUIn~ for the purpose of the present appli-·
cation that the question of law upon which it is now
sought to obt;;tin an order requiring the Commissioner
. of Income-tax to state a...case arose in the course of
the proceedings before th6)\.ssistant Commissioner.
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Now, the Income~tax authorities in imposing a
.penalty upon the assessees under s. 28 acted in
.accordance ; with the construction that had been
'.placed upon the section in In Re The Commissioner
oj Income-fax, BUrin:], v. A.A.R. Chettyar Firm (1).
In that case it \yas held that (( the maximum penalty
·that. can be imposed under s. 28 (1) is. a sum
representing the difference between the tax on the
income declared by the assessees and the tax on
·the income ascertained under the Income-tax Act in
respect of which the assessment. has been made."
The question· which now falls to be determined
1S whether the construction that was placed on s. 28
·in the A.A.R. Chef/yar case (1) \~'as correct. It is
. ·common ground that the same meaning must be
;attributed to the term I' income" for the purpose
.of construing the words "real amount" of income
:.£Ind "correct income" in s.28, and the Incometax authorities in the present case have treated the
words "real amount" of 'the income and correct
'income " as referring to assessable income. Applying
~that criterion the
real amount" of the assessable
income in the present case is Rs. 50,000; and if
·the assessable income returned by the assessees had
been accepted as the correct assessable income it
would have been nil. It follows that the amount of
income-tax \yhich would have been avoided if the
assessable income returned by the assessees as nil
'had been accepted as the correct income is the
·difference between the income-tax on no assessable
'income, that is; nil; and the income-tax on the real
:assessable income which in the present case is to
'be taken as Rs. 50,000. In my opinion the con:shuction that was put tipon s. 28 by the Income-tax
I(

I(

(1) (1~93)I.L·.R~11 Ran. 71.
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authorities, following the A.A.R. Chettyar case (1),-'
was correct.
. I am not sure that I was able to appreciate the·
argument presented in support of the mandamus, but
I understood the contention on behalf of the applicants to be that the amount of the penalty cannot.
exceed the amount of the tax on the concealed
assessable income. Of course, that is not the test
that is· laid down in the section as I construe it..
but upon that hypothesis the learned advocate for
the applicants argued that as the total income must be
taken to be Rs. 50,000, and certain items amounting
to Rs. 38,000 were wrongly deducted from the assessable
income returned but nevertheless were disclosed r
the' maximum penalty could not exceed the amount.
of the tax on Rs. 12,000, i.e. the difference between
Rs. 50,000 and Rs. 38,00.0. To dispose of this·
contention, which. appears' to me to be wholly
fallacious, it is enough to say that it has been found
by the Income-tax authorities, and it is not now
disputeq, that the assessees "deliberately furniShed
inaccurate particulars" in respect of the sum of
Rs. 38,000, and thereby pro tanto the amount of
the true assessable income was diminished. It follows,.
therefore, that if what I regard as this obviously
erroneous construction of the section is adopted the'
sum of Rs. 38,000 is not to be deducted from the total
amount of the assessable income for the purpose of
ascertaining the maximum penalty that can be imposed..
As I ha' e already stated, however, r am of opinjon
that under s. 28 it is the duty of the Income-tax:
authorities to estimate the amount of the. penalty,.
if any, that ought to be imposed upon contumacious.
or fraudulent assessees, but that in imposing the- .
penalty, the maximum limit that is placed upon the
(1) (1933) U ... R. 11 Ran; 71.

VoL._ XII]
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quantum is that the penalty must not exceed the

1934

difference between the amount of the tax on the K.M.O.
CHETTYAR:
income assessable under the Act, and the amount
FIRM
v
of the tax' upon the assessable income as returned
THE
COMMISby the assessee.
SIONER OF"
In the present case the Commissioner of Income- INCOME-TAX,
BURMA.
tax in the exercise of his discretion did not impose
the maximum penalty, and in proceeding under PA!3E, C.J.
s. 28 the. Income-tax authorities ought to act
fairly and reasonably in the circumstances of each
case, as the Commissioner appears to have done.
in the present case. But the quantum of the penalty
within the statutory limit that ought to be irriposed
is a matter of fact and not of law, and is to be
determined by the Income-tax authorities, and not
by the Court. For these reasons the application
is dismissed with costs, ten gold mohurs..
The applicants apply that the fee of 'Rs. 100
deposited under s. 66 (2) of the Act should be
ieturned . to them. The application is rejected.
BA U,

J.-I agree.
CIVIL REVISION.

Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and MI'. Justice Das.

M. H. MAYET

1934

""'t· •

Feb. 6.

LAND ACQUISITION COLLECTOR, MYINGYAN.*
Latld Acquisition proceedil1.gs-Collector's award-Collector, a reve1me officerCollector's refusal to 11Iake a reference-Revision bj High Court-Collector,
not a COltrt-Lam/' Acquisifion Act (I of 1894), SSe 11, 18...,..Civil Procedure
Code (Act V of 1908), s. 115.
In making an award t:nder S. 11 of the .Land Acquisition Act the- Collector
is acting as a revenue officer and in an administrative and not in a judicial
capacity. The Collector therefore is not acting as a Court when he makes or
,. Civil Revision No. 66 of 1933 from the order of the Land Acquisition
Collector, Myin!yan.
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refuses to make a reference under s. 18 of the Act, and'the High Court has no
jurisdiction to revise his order under s. 115 of the Civil Procedure Code.
Durga Das v. Queen. Empress, I.L.R. 27 CII!. 820; Ezra v. S<'cn:tary oJ
State for Iudia, I.L.R. 32 Cal. 60S-followed.
Abllul Sattar v. The Special Depl/ty Colleetol', LL.R. .. 7 ~Iad. 357;
Balkrislma Daji Gupte v. The ColleetM:, I.L.R 47 Bom. 099: British II/dia
Steam Navigation Company v. Secretary of State fOl' India, I.L.R. 38 Cal. 230 ;
H. N. BurjOI';ee v; Special Collcctor, 5 B.L.J. 26; Leslie v. Colleelvr oj MCI·gui,
1 L.B.R. 132-I'e.ferred to.
Administrator-General of Bengal v. Laud Acquisition Col/atar, 12 C. W.:N.
2+1 ; KI'islwG Dels v. Land Acquisition CoUceiar, 16 C.\\'.);. ?-27: SclYclswati
v. Deputy ColleetiJr. ClwlIlf>arall, 2 Pat; L J. 204-diss':lltcd fn1l11

A. N. Basu for the applicant.
Ba So for the responden t.
PAGE, C.J.-The material facts for the purpose
of disposing of this application are as follows:
On the 16th of December 1932 an award of compensation was made by the Collector, Myingyan,
under s. 11 of the Land Acquisition Act (I of
1894). The applicant "as a person interested \vh6
has not accepted the award" under s. 18 of
the Act applied to the Collector requiring that the
matter" should be referred bv the Collector for the
.
determination of the Court in respect of the amount
of compensation .that had been awarded. The application, however, was oral, and not in writing as
required by s. 18 (1) of the Act.
Notwithstanding this irregularity the Collector on the same
da.y referred the matter for the determination of the
Court under s. 19 of the Act.
The Court
caused the notices prescribed under s. 20 of
the Act to be duly served upon the applicant and
the other persons therein mentioned on the 12th
of. January 1933. On the 7th of February 1933 the
~pplicant filed objections to the award of the . Col1eetor~
On' the 7th of March 1933, however, the Court
rcfi.lscd to _. determine the matter referred to. it upon

.
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the ground that no written application for a reference
. as required by s. 18 (1) of the Act had been
made to the Collector, and therefore that the Court
had no Jurisdiction to entertain the reference. On
the 13th of March 1933 the applicant presented a
written application to the Collector to refer the
matter to the Court for the purpose of determining
the amount of the compensation that ought to be
:awarded. On the same day the Collector refused
to entertain the. application or make a reference as
prayed, upon the ground that the application was
barred -by limitation. On the 29th of March 1933
·the Collector refused to review the order that he
had passed on the 13th of March 1933, upon the
ground that he had no jurisdiction to revie\v his
·own order.
Against the orders of the 13th of :\lar-eh 1l}33
and the 29th of March 1933 the present application
. ,in revision has been presented under s. 115 of
the Civil Procedure Code.
A preliminary objection has been raised to the
·competency of the application, upon the ground that
the Collector in refusing to make a reference under
s. 18 of the. Act was not acting as a Court,
and therefore that there was no room for s. 115
·of the Code to· operate.
In my opinion the
preliminary objection must prevail.
The scheme of the Land Acquisition Act, in my
{)pinion, is that when land is compulsorily required by
Government the Collector, acting· as a revenue officer
of the Government,is required inter alia to determine
what would be a fair sum for the Government to pay
:as compensation for the acquisition of the land.
Although it may be that it is not open to the Government to object to the quantum of compensation
awarded, any person interested \v110 does i10taccept
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the award of the Collector is entitled within the ti~e
limited by s. 18 to have the questions to which he
takes objection referred by the· Collector for the'
determination of the Court. . .
Now, the question that falls for· determination in·
the present application is whether the Collector when
refusing to make a reference. under s. 18 is a Court
or not. If the Collector is acting as a Court subordinate to the High Court it follows that the High.
Court bas jurisdiction to revise the order that he has.
made under s. 115 of the Code. If, however, the
Collector is not a COUli within s. 115 of the Code it
is apparent that, unless the High Court by the issue
of a. mandamus or some other appropriate process·
can compel him to do his duty, it would be possible:
for the Collector, by refusing to make a reference
when· duly required to do so by. a person interested
in the proceedings, to prevent the quantum or
validity of his award from being questioned, and.
could bT his own act make the award a final adjudication upon the matter.
For the purpose of disposing of the present
application it is not necessary to consider, and I
expressly refrain from deciding, whether in the even!
of the Collector refusing to do bis duty under s. 18
of the Act this Court has otherwise jurisdiction to
compel him to carry out his statuto;ry duty; because
the present application is made pursuant to s. 115 of
the Code. Now, it appears to me, . if I correctly
appraise what has happened, that the reason .why in
certain cases learned Judges' have decided that the
Collector when refusing to make a reference under
s. 18 of the Act is a Court within the meaning of
s. 115 of the Code was that, unless it was held that
the orders of the Collector 'under s. 18 of the Act
came within the ambit of s. 115 of the Code~ great
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injustice might b~ done to persons whose land is
1934
compulsorily
acquired
by
Government.
In
my
M. H. MAYET
.
.
v
opinion, however, but for the fact that the contrary
LA~D
view has found favour with learned Judges of the t~~~~~~~:·
High Courts of Calcutta and Patna I should have MY~AN.
thought that it was plain that the Collector in making PAGE, c.J..
or refusing to make a reference under s. 18 of the
Act is not a Court within s. 115 of the Code. It
has been held by the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council that in making an award under s. 11 of the
Act the, Collector is acting as a: revenue officer in an
administrative and not in a judicial capacity; and it
seems to follow that if the Collector is not acting as
a Court when making an award under s. 11 of the
Act after enquiring into any objections th?t might
have been raised under the Act, iT- fortiori the
Collector is not acting as a Court when he makes or
refuses to make a reference under s. 18 of the Act.
Indeed, .apart from authority I should have thought
it manifest that that was so. He has no discretion
or option in the matter, and, provided it is within time,
the Collector is bound to make a reference to the.
Court on receipt of an application duly presented to
him by a person interested who has not accepted the
award. . And the conclusion that I have reached from
a consideration of the section is, I apprehend,
fortified and confirmed by the decision of the Privy
Council in Ezra v. Secretary of State for I1idia (1).
The· specific question that arose for determination
in that case was whether in making an award under
s. 11 the. Collector was acting as a Court. The
Judicial Committee, affirming the decision of the
High Court of Calcutta, held that he was not; and

(1) (1905) I.L.R 32 Cal. 605.
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in the course of delivering the judgment of the Board'
Lord Robertson observed :
" \Vhell the sections relating to this matter are read together,
it will be found that the proceedings resulting in this 'award'
are administrative and not judicial j that the' award' in which
the enquiry results is merely a decision (binding only on the
Collector) as to what sum shall be tendered· to the owner of
the lands;. and that, if a juclicial ascertainment of value is
desired by the owner, he can obtain it by requiring the matter
to be referred by the Collector to ·the Court. The sections
directly relevant (besides the 9th already set out) are the 11th,
12th, l.'~th, 14th, .15th and 18th."

His Lordship' added that
"these sections, and the question as a whole, are very
satisfactorily discussed in the judgment under appeal, and their
Lordships do not think it necessary to repeat the reasoning."

JJ.

Now, in the High Court Ameer Ali and Stephen
held, inter alia, that

throughout the proceedings the Collector acts as the agent
of Goyernment for the purpose of acquisition, clothed \yith
certain powers to require the attendance of persons to make
statements relevant to the matters which he has to. enquin:
into. He is, in no sense of the term, a judicial officer j nOl
is the proceeding· before him a judicial proceeding. In thi:
view we are supported by the decision of this Court it
Durga Das Rukhit v. Quem-Empress (1). The award wbicJ
he makes does not possess only (sic) finality so far asth
persons interested are concerned; for under s. 18 any perso
interested, who has not accepted the award, may, withi
-a certain time, by written application to the Collector, requir
a reference of the matter for the determination of the Com
This shows that so far as the Collector is COllcerne,
he is not a Court."
Jl

Now, I refer also in this connection to Durt
lJas Rukhit v. Quem-E1npress (1). In that case' tl
applicants for revision claimed compensation f
(1)

(1900)).L.~.

27 Cal. 820.
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certain lands that had been acq uired under the Act.
The Deputy Collector of Midnapur apparently was
"unfavourably disposed" in respect of the claim, and
for some reason or other abstained from making any
award and refused to make any reference to the
Civil Court, although pressed to do so by the applicants. Not content with adopting this strange attitude
the Deputy Collector in the event gave sanction
under s. 195 of the Code of Criminal Procedure for
the applicants to be charged, as Prinsep J. stated in
his judgment, "with offences which may shortly be
described as forgery and perjury in making and
attempting to substantiate those claims." An application for revision of this order ,vas then filed by the
claimants for compensation, and the Court set aside
the order upon the ground that the Deputy Collector,
when acting as the Band Acquisition Officer, was
not a Court. Prinsep J. held that
" a Deputy Collectcr acting under the Land Acquisition Act isnot a judicial officer. He cannot be properly regarded as a
Revenue Court within the terms of s. 476. The District
Magistrate is ·wrong in maintaining that th~ proceediJ-gs of the'
Deputy Collector under the Land Acquisiticn Act are regulated'
by the Code of Civil Procedure, or that the Deputy Collector
was right in requiring the petition put in by the petitioners
no\\' before us to be verified in accordance \\'ith that COde,.
so as to make any false statement punishable as perjury.
S. 53 of the said Land Acquisition Act sufficiently indicates
this. It declares that the provisions of the Code of Civil
Proced ure shall apply to all proceedings before the Court underthat Act. But the context clearly shows that by this expression
, the Court' a Collector is not included. The whole of Part VIII
of the Act in which s. 53 appears distinguishes betm::en
order§ and proceedings by or before a Collector and those by or
-before a Judge or Court."

..

-

I am clearly of opinion, on a true construction of
the section and upon the authority of lJurga Das
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Rukhit v. Queen-Empress (1) and Ezra v. Secretary of
State for India (2), that when a Collector is acting
L:ND
under s. 18 of the Act he is not a Court .within
ACQUISITION th
.
Th e VieW
.
.COLLECTOR,
e meanmg
0 f s. 115 0 f th e C 0 d e.
MY~AN. that I hold as to the meaning and effect of s. 18
PAGE, c.J.
of the Act was also taken by the Bombay High Court
in Balkrishna Vaji Gupte v. The Collect01', BO'fnbay
Subu1'ban (3), by a Full Bench of the Madras High
Court in Abdul SattaI' Sahib v. The Special Deputy
Collector, Vizagapatam Harbour Acquisition and others
(4), and by the Chief Court of Lower Burma in Leslie
v. The Collector of 111 ergui (5) ; see also H. N. BU1:iorjee
v. Special Collector of Rangoon ~6) and British India
Steam Navigation Company v. Secretary of State for
India (7). For these reasons, with all due respect to the
learned Judges who decided them, I am bound to say
that in my opinion the cases of The Administrator-'
General of Bengal v. The Land Acquisition Collector,
24 Pergul1nahs (8), Krishna Das Roy v. The Land
Acquis.ition Collector of Pabua (9) and Sa1'as'le1ati
Pattack v. The Land Acquisition Deputy Collector of
Champa ran (10) were wrongly decided, and ought not
to be followed.
The result is that this application for revision of
the orders of the 13th of March 1933 and the 29th
of March 1933 fails, and must be dismissed with costs,
three gold mohurs.

M. H. MAYET

DAS, J.-I agree.
(1) (1900) I.L.R. 27 Cal. 820.
(2) (1905) I.L.R. 32 Cal. 605.
(3) (1923) I.L.R. 47 Bam. 699.
(41 (1924) I.L.R. 47 Mad. 357.
(5) (1901) 1 L.B.R. 132.

(6) 5 B.L.]. 26.
(7) (1911) LL.R. 38 Cal. 230.
(8) 12 C:W.N. 241.
(9) 16 C.W.N. 327.
(10) 2 Pat. L,J. 204.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before Mr. Justice Das.

THAK[N BA THAUNG

AND OTHERS

'/J.

KING-EMPEROR. *
i::riminal Procedure Code (Act V of i898), ss. 144, 435-Ar.t XVIII of 1923High Court's jurisdiction to revise orders under s. 144-0rder directing
a person to abstain f-om residing
a Place he is-Po~itjve orders to do
partiwlar things.
Under s. 435 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, as aillended by Act XVIII
-of 1923, th~ High Court has jurisdiction to revise an order passed under s. 144
{)f the. Code.
Mutlmswami v. Ayiyar, I.L.R. 53 Mad. 320-followed.
Under s. 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure a magistrate has no juris~ietion·to direct a person to abstain from residing in any place where he was
resi~il1g at the time the order was passed. The section is not)ntended to
·empower a magistrattJ to make positive orders requiring people to do particular
-things..

in.

Emperor v. Sasmal. I.L.R. 58 Cal. 1037-followed.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
There is' a preliminary objection ~ on the ground of
jurisdi,ction. An order passed by a magistrate under
. :s. 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code is an order
made by him in his administrative capacity and is not
.liable to revision as an order' of the Court. Vedappan
.Servai v. Periannart Servai (1). If s. 144 is contrasted
with s. 145 it is clear that the former section does not
-contemplate any· formal judicial proceedings. In this
view the amendment of s. 435 of the Code in 1923
when sub-so (3) was omitted is immaterial for the
.purpose of considering whether a revision is competent
because the omissionwas merely to remove what would
·otherwise· be tautological.
* Criminal Revision Nos. 13B to 16B of 1934 from the order of the
District Magistrate of Shwebo.
(1) I.L.R. 52 Mad. 69.
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The applicants have been convicted under s. 188of the Indian Penal Code for disobeying the order of
the magistrate and have appealed to the Sessions Judge
which is now pending.
In the circumstances _the
High Court should refrain from passing any orderwhich may affect the decision of the Sessions Judge on,
facts.
Ba H al'l for the applicants:

The order underrevision bears the heading "In the Court of theDistrict Magistrate, Shwebo ", and it is c1ear'Ulat the
magistrate has purported to act as a Court. Vedappan:
Servai v. Periannan Servai \1) has been overruled by
a later decision of the same Court in Muthuswami _v...
Tlu::mgammal (2) where it was laid down that arevision
is competent in such cases. See also Gobind Ram v.
Basanti Lal (3); Quee11-E1'l1preSS v. Pratap Chundar (4) ..
The omission of sub,.c1ause (3) to s. 435 was _inten-tional and it was madevvith a view to enable the High_
Courts to act in revision in cases of this sort whereaw
previously they had to resort to s. 107 of the Govern-ment of India Act. The position is made cleaTer by
the insertion of sub-clause (5) to s. 144 which shows:
that the magistrate acts under the section judichllly
and not administratively.
A magistrate acting under s. 144 of the Code, which'
empowers him to direct a person to abstain froin a.certain act, cannot make a positive order requiring him
to do a certain thing.
The District Magistrate:
required the applicants to abstain from residing iIi
Shwebo vvhere they were residing at the time. - The'
magistrate bas no power to do so. -E1'nperor v~
B. N. Sasmal (5).
(1)' I.L.R. 52 Mad. 69.
(3) I.L.R. 7 Pat. 269.
(2) I.L.R 53 Mad. 320.
(4) I.L.R. 25 Cal. 852~
(5) I.L.R. 58 Cal. 1037.
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DAs, J.-The petitioners on the 21st', of December,
1933, were served with the following order by the
District Magistrate, Shwebo :

1934
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"Whereas credible information h1S been received by me that
your presence in th~ 8hwebo .District is likely to lead to a
.disturbance of the public tranquillity ora riot or an affray, I hereby direct you to abstain from residing in or entering into the
Shwebo District for two months from the date of this order."

This order purported to be passed under s. 144,
Criminal Procedllre Code. It is admitted that when
ihis order was served on the petitioners they were
residing in Shwebo, and that the order was served
-on them in Shwebo. The petitioners have come
to this Court in revision on the ground that the
District Magistrate han no jurisdiction under s. 144,
Criminal procedure Code, to direct them to abstain
from residing in the Sh\vebo District.
It may be mentioned here that the petitioners did
',not leave the Shwebo District after being served
'with this order, and that they were prosecuted for, and
convicted of, disobeying this order, and sentenced to
rigorous imprisontnent. They are at present out on bail.
The learned Government Advocate raised a
preliminary objection that this Court had no jurisdiction to revise an order passed under s. 144, Criminal
Procedure Code, as the order was not passed by
the District Magistrate in his judicial capacity but
that the order was passed in his administrative
capacity., But the heading of the order is: "In the
Courtof'the District Magistrate, Shwebo."
Before considering this objection, it will be
necessary to go into the jurisdiction of this Court
under s. 435, Criminal Procedure Code. That
section runs as follows:
The High Court
. . may call for and examine
the, record of any proceeding before any inferior Criminal

22
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Court situate within the local limits of its . .' ; jurisdiction
for the purpose of satisfying itself . . . as to the correctnes~h
legality or propriety of any . . . order passed, . .'."

Before 1923, sub-clause 3 ofs. 435, Criminal
Procedure Code, rari as follows ~
II Orders made under ss. 143 and 144 and proceedingslmder
Chapter XII and' s. 176 are not· proceedings . within '. the
meaning of this section."

It is clear that before 1923 the High Court was
precluded from questioning orders passed under
s. 144 under its revisional powers' under s. 435',
Criminal Procedure Code. But in 1923 the Crimina:l
Procedure Code was amended and clause 3 was
omitted from s. 435 of the Code.
The learn~d Government Advocate argued that
the omission of clause 3 from s. 435, Criminal Procedure Code, did not in any way make an order
passed under s. 144, Criminal Procedure Code, an
order of a Court, and that, therefore, the Higll
Court ll~d no power to re\ise that order under
s. 435 of the Criminal Procedure Code. He relied
on a decision of Mr. Justice Ramesam in the case of
Vedappan Se1"{)ai a11d four others v. M. Periannan
Servai and six others (1), where the learned Judge
held that an order of a magistrate acting under
s. 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure was not
the order of a Court and against such an order nO,
revision lay to the High Court under s. 435 of tile
Code. But this decision was overruled by a Bench
of the Madras High Court in the case of Muthus'Wami
Servaigaran and others v. Thanl<ammal Ayiyar (2).
In that case the learned Judges went very fully into
the whole history of s. 435 and came to the Cbl1Glusion
that under the Code of Criminal Procedure, as
(1) (1928) I.L.R. 52Mad. 69.

(2) (1930)

.L.R. 53 Mad. 320:
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amended'by Act XVIII of 1923, the High.Court had
jurisdiction to interfere in revision with orders passed
under s. 144 of the Code. At page 333 the learned
Judges state as follows:
What is the effect of the omission of that clause in the
present Code? We cannot say that that omission was
uniiltentionaI. We have to take the Code as it is. Up to the
present Code, from 1872 until 1923, a ban was' placed upon
,the High Court's power of revision with regard to proceedings
under s. 144. Now that ban has been removed. It may have
been unintentionally removed but we are not concerned, with
that. We' must hold that the effect of that omission is that
the ban is i:emoved and that the High Court has now power
to revise such orders."
II

,There is no doubt in my mind that the High
Court has power to consider under s. 435 of the
Criminal Procedure Code whether a magistrate has
jurisdiction to pass an order under s. 144" of the
Criminal Procedure Code.
. The next question to consider is whether the
magistrate has any jurisdiction to pass an order on any
person to abstain from residing in any place. I
do not think that he has any such jurisdiction. I am
fortified in this opinion by a decision of the Calcutta High Court in the case of E111peror v. B. N.
Sasmal (1). In that case the learned magistrate
purported to pass the following order under s. 14+
of the Code of Criminal Procedure:
.. I direct that the said Mr. B. N. Sasmal, Barrister-al.Law, at
'present in the to\m of Midnapur \yithin the local limits of my
jm'isdiction, under s. 144, Criminal Procedure Code, to abstain from
Midnapur or any part of the district, etc."
staying at the town

of

The learned' Chief Justice in. the course of
order at page 1038 stated as follows:

his

" . . . I. am very clearly of opinion that when, for
" ,purposes of preventing, disturbances of public tranquillity, a
(1) (1931) I.L.R. 58 Cal. 1037.
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magistrate is given power to direct any person to abstain from '
a certain act, he cannot make an order which is in effect not"
a direction to abstain from doing anything, but a direqtion
upon a person to remove himself from the' district and to do
so by the next available train. It is not necessary for this
purpose to enquire whether it would be a possible order to
direct a person to abstain from coming within a district at all.
It may be that such an order is a possible one; it may
also be that, before such an order could stand as .a proper
one, very special conditions would have to be made out.'
The very reason why the section uses the
language 'abstain from a certain act' is just because it is
not intended to empower magistrates to make positive" orders
requiring people to do particular things. In my judgment this
order is bad in its character and, on that ground, it must 'be
set aside."

1 fully agree, with the decision of the learned.'
Chief Justice in that case, and I do ,not thiul{
that a magistrate has any jurisdiction to, dired 'a
person to abstain from residing in any place where he
was at the time the order was passed. The order was
clearly passed without jurisdiction and must be set aside.
The petitioners have filed an appeal against theIr
convictions, and that appeal is pending in 'the
Court of the Sessions Judge, Shwebo. As: I have
held that the order passed by the DistDtct Magistrate, Shwebo, against the petitioners was passed
without jurisdiCtion', it is clear that the petitioners,
could not be convicted of disobeying that ordeL,'
With these remarks, the records will be returned
to the Court of the Sessions Judge, Shwebo, to act
according to law.
The petitioners are now out on bail, and, they
will remain out on bail till the Sessions Judge
passes final orders in their case.
G B.C.I'.O.-No. 1, H.C.R. t 2-5-34-2 500.
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ORIGINAL. CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Leach.

AH FONG

V.-

NAM KEE.*

False ~fl~malicious civil action-DefendaTit's suit for damages-Costs when
. . not a'st4ficienlremedy-Stoppage of busi~ss by false and malicious avcrmCfzts-Stay order by Government Department-Right of action for loss of
business..
It is a gelieral rule of law that a civil action. though false and malicious
in its institution, will not give rise to an action for damages. The expense to
which the defendant is put in resisting the suit is ordinarily met by an order
for· costs. But where a civil action necessarily or naturally has resulted in
·i:Ia'mage~hich cannot be recompensed by an order for costs, and such action
j~iQstituted falsely and maliciously, a suit for damages lies at the instance of
·th€'clefend an (· .
C·'.

HilrKumar De v. Jagat Bandlm Dc, LL.R. 53 Cal. 1008; Joyk7:l1ce Dassee

'Y•. Tlie. Representative of Challdl1lalla, 9 W.R. 133.; Quartz Hill Gold Mining
C011ipaflY v.Eyre, 11 Q.B.D. 674; .Savile v. Roberts, 1 Ld.Raym. 374-

referred to.·

:: l~perial Tobacco. Company v. Bonnan, 46
.S.. N.'Singh, I.L.R. 42 Cal. 550:-'i/istinguished.

C.L.J~

455; Mohini Misser·.v .

Theplai)1tiff obtained a pawnshop licens¢ from the Municipal COlntl)ittee of
. P.egu for a period of three years. The defendant ·who was a rival applicant,
after unsuccessfully applying to the Commissioner of Pegu, obtained from the
Minister of Education an order stopping further action in respect of the issue
of the pawmihOp license pending tbe disposal of his application for revision of
the Commissioner's order. He alleged that contrary to the usual practice tbe
.Committee did not open all the tenders in the presence of the tenderers who
were cornpelled:t6leave the room. This he said was a deliberate departure·
from the usual proce'dure whic\:J would lead to fraud and corrupt practices. It
wa~ illso alleg;ed that the tender by the plaintiff was not the highest tender.
The Local Government, after inquiry, held that there was no ground for
interference with the proceedings of the Municipal Committee, and rejected
the application of the defendant. The plaintiff sued the defendant for damages
'for the loss of his business for over two months, the result of the interim stay,
which he alleged had been obtained by means oHalse and .malicious averments.
''Held, thjl.t on the evidence the defendant's averments were false and
malicious ; that damage was the direct and natural result thereof; and that
the plaintiff wa~ entitled to maintain the suIt.

* Civil Regular Suit No. 376 of 1933,

23

1934

Jan. 3.
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Qucere whether the principle which governs the general rule' that a s,uit
will not lie for instituting a false and malicious civil ,action would apply
to an order, not of a Court of law, but of a Department of Gover,l1Ine~t. -

NAM KEE.

Clark for the plaintiff.
N. N. Burjorjee for the defendant.

LEACH, }.-In the month of February' 19~3 the
Municipal Committee of Pegu granted to theYf)laintjff
the license in respect of the Municipal pawnshops in '
Pegu for a period of three years, commencing-from the"
1st April 1933. On the 28th March 1933, on the "
application of the defendant, the Minister of Education passed an order staying the issue of the license ,
to the plaintiff pending inquiry into the action of
the Municipal Committee. ' The stayorder~vas"
, eventually discharged, but it was not until the 6th
June 1933 that the plaintiff was able toapen his "
pawnshops. He alleged that the' stay ,order was
obtained by the defendant on averments which were
false and malicious, and he seeks to recover from'~
him compensation for the loss which he suffered as
the result of not being able to commence busi.ness
until the 6th June 1933.
The defendant held the license for the Municipal
pawnshops in Pegu for a period of eighteen months
which expired on the 31st March 1933. On the
23rd January 1933 he presented a petition to theMunicipal Committee asking that the license be,
issued to him for a further period of three years
from the 1st April 1933 at an annual fee of
Rs. 6,000, the amount which he had hitherto been
paying. He alleges that he had suffered loss on the
business until then, but he hoped to recover' that
loss if he were allowed to have the' license for three
more years at the same fee. The defendant's request
c

:

,

,
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was not acceded to, and on the Uth February 1Y33
:it was resolved that tenders for the license be called
for, the' tendeFs to be dealt with by the Public
'Works, Baza'ar and Sanitation Sub-Committee at its
meeting to be held on the 28th February 1933.
'The Municipal Committee further decided that the
'license should be granted for a period, of three years,
'but that the number of pawnshops should be reduced
from four to fwo. Tenders were called for in accord:ance with, the resolution of the Committee and it
was amiounced that they were to be opened' at the
,Municipal Office on the 28th February 1933. The
plaintiff and the defendant submitted tenders, as did
:six others. The plaintiff offered Rs. 19,500 per year
for the license, and as his tender was the highest it
was, accepted by the Sub-Committee, \vhose action
-was approved of by the Committee ~ on the 27th
March 1933. The defendant only offered Rs. 10,200
'pet annum.
On the 7th March 1933 a petition was presented
to the Commissioner of' thePegu Division by the
defendant and three others asking that the plaintiff's
'tender be rejected and that the license be sold by
,auction. The petitioners pased their prayer for the
rejection of the plaintiff's tender on the allegation
that they were asked to leave the room when the
'teriders were opened and that they were not satisfied
:that the procedure adopted at the opening of the
tenders was regular and fair. The real mover in the
matter was the defendant. On the 24th March 1933
'the .Commissioner passed an order declining to
'interfere with,the decision of the Municipal Committee.
'On the 27th March 1933 thedefelida'nt alone applied
.to the' Minister for Education for an order staying
..all further proceedings in respect of the pawnshop
.licehse and restraining the Municipal Committee
.'.:,'=
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from allowing the. plaintiff to act asa licensee of the
pawnshops. The second, third and fourth paragrap4s.
of this petition read as follows:'
'
"2. Your petitioner is informed and beli~ves the same to .be:
true that Ah Fong, whose tender, is alleged to ' have' been
accepted by the Municipal Committee, Pegu, is attempting to-,
conduct the business of the pawnshop within' three 'or ·four·
days hereof and to deprive him thereby of his rights, to, thepawnshop under his tender.
3. Your petitioner submits that if pending the disposil 'of
his revision at this office, the said Ah Fong and the Municipal
Committee are not restrained from clisturbing (the petitiorier};
in the conduct of his pawnshop, he will suffer serious. and:
irreparable loss.
, .
4. It is therefore just and necessary that the rights of
yom-petitioner should not be disturbed pending his revisiQIi
and the status quo should be maintained."

'\Nhen this petition for stay was submitted no
application for the revision' of the Commissioner'~
order had been filed; but the defendant underto01
to file one "as soon as possible." Thisundertakin!
was contained in paragraph 5 which was inserted ir
ink after the petition had been type-written.
On the 28th March 1933 the Minister for Educa
tion ordered that further action in respect,' of tho
issue of the pawnshop license be stayed by, th
Municipal Committee pending the disposal of th
petition. This was communicated to the Committe
on the 29th March 1933. On the 31st March 193
the Minister directed that the defendant should b
allowed to, continue the pawnshop business unt
"the present dispute" was settled.
It was not until the 20th April 1933 that tt
application for the revision of the Commissioner
order was filed. The petition was filed on behalf.
the defendant, his son Yen Seiri (whose re,ll·name

'
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Wong Sin Kei) and one Tock Lee by Dr. Ba Maw,
-the advocate who was then acting for the petitioners.
'TIW application for revision was based on the follow- '
ing allegations:
L The order under reference is contrary to law and to
:~'ecognized practice and procedure.
2. The .9rdei: under reference has erred seriously inasmuch
.as it has ignored' the facts and, circumstances in the case.
'3, The order:under .reference has 'furthermore caused grave
:and inequitable hardship and ,less to petitioners.,
,
4. The order under reference has erred ,seriously, inasmuch
:as it has created a dangerous precedent which will inevitably
leave the door open for dishonest and corrupt practices in
:transactions between the Municipality and the public. .
" 5.Petitloners have herewith filed affidavits setting out all
.,f.he relevant facts, and circumstances of the case and they
~~that these, affidavits m~y be read and conside~'ed as part
'Of the revision application."
II

There were three affidavits in support of the·
petition, ,one by each of the. petitioners. . In these
'affidavits it, is. alleged that the highest tender had
been submitted by one Rup Rein whose offer was'
Rs: 19)200 per annum; that it was the practice of
-the Mu.uicipalCommittee of Pegu to open all tenders,
in .the presence of those submitting tenders; tha~
-the petitioners were refused p~rmission to be present at
the .6peningof the tenders and were told
. to leave
the place ~yhich they were compelled to in spite of
their' protests; and that the departure from the
'usual procedure, was deliberate and designed' and
left a wide door open for fraud and for corrupt
practiCes..; The defendant offered in his affidavit fa
guarantee'a-minimum license fee of Rs. 22,000 per
:annum if :an auction were held. .This is hardly
,consistent withhis petition of the 23rd January 1933
where he alleged that he had suffered loss when
paying alicense fee' of only Rs. 6,000 per annum.
,

'
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On the 26th May 1933 the' Local Government,.
having
inquired into the matter, held that there was
AH FONG
V.
no ground for interference with the proceedings of the
NAM KEE.
Municipal Committee. The petition was' therefore
LEACH, J.
rejected and the acceptance of the plaintiff's :tender
was confirmed, but eleven days elapsed' before. the·.
order became effective .and the plaintiff was allowed.
to carryon business,
It is admitted that the practice of the Municip'al
Committee, Pegu, has been to open tenders in the .
presence of the persons submitting tenders.' Th~
plaintiff denies that the pract~ce 'was departl1d.' froni
on this occasion. He says that it is untrue that the
defendant was preventeq from checking the tenders'
and·avers that the defendant's allegations are :er.itirel~
false and malicious.'
'-'~-",
In the course of the' case it was stated on behalf
of the defendant that he did not challenge the balta
fides of the Committee' 'or of the Sub-Committee and
. that he did not contest the fact that the plaintiff's
tender ,.was the highest.' .The only complaint he had
to make was that the tenders were not opened in
the presence of the persons who submitted them.
The allegations in the affidavits whJch were' filed. in
support of the application for revision submitted on
the 20th April 11)33 went far beyond this." There it
was clearly alleged that the highest tender.,. had been
submitted by Hock Hein and that the Committee's:
action in excluding those interested 'was deliberate:
apd designed. These allegations constituted a definite
attack on the bona fides of the Sub-Committee.
It was argued on behalf of the defendant that the
order was not obtained as a result of these affidavits,
but as the result of the petition of the 27th March
1933. It is true that that petition does not contain
allegations of the nature of tho§e contained in'· the
1934
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affidavits which were subsequently filed, but it seems
. to me that .' they' must have been advanced by the
defendan~t:sadvocate when the stay order was obtained,
. otherwis~~ it is difficult' to see any justification for
the order. It was also argued that the defendant
was entitled to a shty of the proceedings on the
mere allegation· that the usual practice in allowing
those submitting tenders to be present had been
departed from, and that even if it were a fact that
thel'"e.-were further allegations which were not
.' warranted' it did not affect the case. The defendant's
final argument was th~t in any event the suit should
be dismissed as no action lies for the institution of
·····civil proceedings, however false and malicious they
~y be.
I will deal with this last contention l1rst.
His a general rule of law that a civil' action
though false and malicious in its Institution, will not
Ordinarily
. give rise to an action .for:damages.
damage is not involved and the expense to which
.the defendant is put in resisting the suit is met by
an order for costs. - In Savite v. Roberts (1) Holt
~C.r stated that there were' three sorts of damage,
anyone of which would be sufficient to support an
action for malicious prosecution:
I' (1) The damage to a man's fame, as if the matter whereof
he is accused is scandalous. And this was the ground of the
'.. case between Sir Andrew Henley and Dr. Burstall: Raym.
180 . . .
(2) The second sort of damages, which would support
.• such an action, are such as are done to the person; as where
a man is put in danger to lose his life, or limb, or liberty,
which has been always allowed a good foundation of such an
action . . .
. (3) The third sort of damages, which will support such an
. action, is damage to ·a man's property, as where he is forced

(1)1 Ld. RaY111. 374, at p. 378.
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to ~xpend his money in necessary charges, to acquif hiI;riseH
of the Grime of which he is accused, which is the present ".
charge. That a man in such a case is .put to expenses, is
without doubt., which is an inj'ury to his pmp~r~.,.· and <if
that injury is done to him maliciously, . it is reasonabt'e that he
shall have an action to repair himself."

The question was discussed ~t length in The Quartz
Hill Consolidated Gold Mining Company v. Eyre'.(l}
by. Bowen L.J., who referred to the doctrin~ laid
down by Holt C.]., in Savile v. Roberts (2)aIi~.·
observed:
'I But although an action does not give rise to an action'
for malicious prosecution, inasmuch as it does not necessarily
or naturally involve damage, there are legal proceedings which
do necessarily and naturally involve that damage; and when
proceedings 6f that kind have been taken falsely and:riialt~··
ciously, and without reasonable or probable cause, then;'
inasmuch as' an injury has been done, the law gives a'
remedy."

On behalf of the defendant the cases of M ohtni
Mohan Missel' v. Surendra Narayan Singh (3) and
Impe1!"ial Tobacco C0111pany v. A. Bonnan (4) are
relied on.' In the first case a Bench of·theCalcutta
High Court held that a suit for damages. wou.ld not
lie -against a defendant for maliciously and without
reason or probable cause obtaining a perpetual
injunction, which was subsequently dissolved on appeal.
This decision was based on the general rule to which
I have referred. It is argued on behalf of the plaintiff
in the case before me that even if this decision is
right the present case is 6n a different basis,as the
stay obtained was an interi11'l stay and is analogolls
to an inferhn injunction where adequate recompense
cannot be given by way of costs.
(1) 11 Q.E.D. 674.
(2)1 Ld. Raym. 374, at P. 378.

(3) (1915) I.L.R. 42 Cal..550.
(4) 46 C.L.J. 455.
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.In support of his argument that a: suit of this
'nature will not lie Mr. Burjorjee quoted the following remarks of Rankin C.}. in The Impe1'ial Tobacco·
Company v.· A. Bonnan (1) :
,i For these reasons it hardly appears to be necessary tor
the decision of this case that \ve should discuss the propositiorl:that if A maliciously and without probable cause
brings a suit agains( B and without suppression of facts,
mis-statements or, other impropel' means, obtains an interloctltory injunction, an' .action will lie at common law for the
damage done to his business by the' injunction. But I think
it ri~frt to say that this proposition is .one to \vhich I refuse
:assent. I respectfully agree with the observations of Fletcher J.
in Mohini v. Surend1'a (42 Cal. 550 and 556) and with' the
decision in that case. It is the duty of a Judge before
granting an injunction to satis~y himself, that the plaintiff is
~without reasonable and probable cause-indeed .to satisfy
himself, that it will stand a higher test. Unless the malice·
of .the plaintiff results in some form of mis-statement or leads
.the plaintiff to suppress some fact or facts it was his duty
fo lay before the Court, I have much difficulty in seeing how
the granting of the injunction, is casually related to the plaintiff's
:aet or state of mind."

It will be observed, however, that the learned Chief
Justice was"dealing with a case \vhei-e thert had been
no :mppression of facts, no mis-statements or. no
improper means 'adopted in the obtaining of the interim
injunction. - The inference is that if there had been
;a .. material suppression of facts, mis-statement, or
-other improper means employed in obtaining the
interim injunction, the- decision would have been
different.
There is direct authority in support of the case advanced by the plaintiff. In J oykalee Dassee v. The Representative oj Chandmalla (2), Peacock C.]. observed:
"It" a plaintiff· brings a suit or makes an application,
maliciously or without probable or reasonable cause, to a Court
(1) 46 C.L.J. 455.

(2)

9 W.R. 133.
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of competent jurisdiction, to. seize property of another person
as the property of his judgment-debtor, he may be liable .to·
damages for any injury which may be occasioned by reason
of the order of the Court. Upon the same principle; a
person may be liable to damages for applying for an injunc-·
tion upon grounds which he knows to be insufficient."

In Hal' Kumar De v. Jagat Bandhu 1)e (1) Ghose
and Cammiade JJ. held that a stlit for damages for
wrongfully obtaining a temporary injunction waS:
maintainable.
The test to be applied is whether the civil ~tion
complained of necessarily or naturally involved
damage which could not be recompensed by an
.order for costs. If the action did necessarily or
naturally involve such damage and was instituJeG-falsely and maliciously the law provides a .remedy..
It would indeed be a sorry reflection on our . sense'·
of justice if a person could by means of an injuhction, obtained on false averments and the deliberate'
suppression of the truth, ruin a man's business and.
the Court could not redress the wrong done.
The plaintiff in this' suit was prevented from .
carrying on his business for over two months as the.
re~,J..1lt of an order- not of a Court of law but . of aI.
Department of Government, and I doubt whether --the
principles 'which govetn the general rule that a suit
for damages will not lie for the bringing 6f a false:
and malicious civil action apply. It has not been
shown that the Department of Government concerned
could award the plaintiff costs. This question is not,.
however, of importance as the plaintiff can maintain
the suit if he can show that the order was obtained
on false and malicious statements and damage was the
direct and natural result.

..

-

(1) (1926) I.L.R. 53 Cal. 1008.
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I will now consider whether the plaintiff has
.made out his case. that the d~fendant's averments
'were false and malicious.
[His Lordship discussed
conc1~ded as follows :] .

the

evidence

and

For the reasons which I have indicated I must
hold that no order of exclusion was given. But
even if it was. given it was not obeyed. The evidence
convinces me that the defendant was present through.out. and sa"y all thi<tt was going on, as admittedly did the majority of the persons "vho attended
on the occasion referred to. The defendant had
made a grossly inadequate bid and when he found
that neither he nor his son had been successful he
- dete'i-mined to get the matter reopened if he could.
There was no ·justificatioll whatsoever for the defendant's allegations or the action which he took.
· M;alice in law means an act done wrongfully and
· w~thout reasonable and probable cause. I hold that
the defendant's allegations were false and mali.cious
and that the plaintiff is entitled to maintain the suit.
At· the outset of the case it was agreed that in
the event of my holding
that the plaintiff was entitled
.
to damages the questIon of the amount should be
inquired into before the Official Referee. The plaintiff will be entitled to recover from the defendant
whatever loss he suffered by reason of the fact that
he was prevented from carrying on his pawnshop
business from the 1st April to the 6th June 1933.
· He will also be entitled to recover from the defendant the fee which he had to pay to his advocate
· for resisting the defendant's application to the Local
Government, provided that the fee charged was a
reasonable one for the amount of work involved.
The Official Referee will assess on the lines I have

.
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1934

indicated the damage suffered by the plaintiff as the
result of the defendant's action and will report to
v.
.NAM KEE. the Court; when the question of costs will also be
dealt with.
LEACH, J.
AH FONG

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. justice Dunkley.
1934

Jan. 8.

MAUNG BA.CHO

v.
KING-EMPEROR.*
Mastel' alut servant-Criminal liability of lnaster for act of ser'Cant- Mens rea
-.Liability by Statute-Possession oj hammer-mark by servallt-U1/.law~
jcllwg oj timber by servant-Masler's liability-Burma Forest ·Act (Burma
Act IV oj 1902), ss. 55 (d). 58 (a)...,..Rules 87 (b)(viJ, 98.
.
The appellant had obtained from Government a grant of 500 acres onarid~.
taken out of a forest reserve, for the purpose 6f the cultivation of kapok. He
paid a royalty for the teak standing on the land, and was allowed to fell and
extract the same on certain conditions; and for that purpose was allowed the
use of a property lummer. The appellant entrusted the hammer to his servaIl,t
who supervised the felling of the trees. The servant was prosecuted and·
convicted for' 1.1lllawfully felling teak trees l1lrder s. 55 (d) and s. 58 (a) of the
Forest Act, and under rule 87 (b) (vi) for unlawfully in~pressing a property
hammer-mark on green teak timber. The appellant was subsequently prosecuted,and convicted, inter alia, for impressing his property mark 011 certain
timber which was unlawfl1lly felled under rule 87 (b) (vi) andr111e 98 of the
Rules made under the Forest Act. The appellant pleaded that the offences
were committed by his servant without his knowledge or connivance, and
therefore that he was not liable.
Held, that, although ordinarily a master is not c,iminally responsible for
the acts of his servant which he has not expressly authorized, yet by statute he
may be liable to be punished for such acts. The Forest Actcasts an absolnte.
duty upon the licensee that no tree will be felled or marked except in strict
conformity with the terms uf the license, and therefore the appellant ·was rightly
convicted of the offences.
Allen v. Whitehead, (1930) 1 K.B. 211; Bond v. Eval1s, 21 Q.B.D. 249;
Emperor v. Babt! Lal, I.L.R. 34 All. 319; Monsell Brothers v. London. and;
Nortlt-Western Railway C011lpany, (1917) 2 K.B. 836; Mullins v. Colli!1s,

* Criminal Appeal No. 1249 of 1933 from the judgment of the· District
MagistrOl.te of Toungoo in Criminal Regular Trial No; 3 of 1932.
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9 Q.B.O. 292; Parkerv. Alder, (1899) 1 Q.B. 20; Pearks Limited v. Ward,
(1902)'2 K.B: 1 ; Qtteen-Empress v. Tyab Ali, I.L.R. 24 Bom. 423-rejcrrcd to.

Appellant in person.

Byu (Assistant Government, Advocate) for
'the Crown.
TU11

DUNKLEY, J.-In the year 1925 the appellant
, Maung Ba Cho obtained from Government a grant
, of 500 acres of iand (which was taken out of a forest
reserve) for the ostensible purpose of cultivation of
, kapok, 'which is a shrub producing a substance some. what similar to cotton. This area came to be known
:,c_as theSibintha grant. There, was in the grant a
f~~onsiderable quantity of teak, and other timber, which
~"a;'~o be felled before cultivation could commence,
'.'. the'- arrangement which was arrived at by mutual
sent between the appellant and the Forest Depart;'m~nt was that an estimate of the amount of "market!:-able" teak timber in the grant should be made and
the appellant should pay royalty on the amount so
estimated, and thereupon all the timber growing
within the grant' should become his property, subject
to his observance of the instructions .for its extraction issued by the Forest Department. The estimate
was in due course made, all timber of three feet
girth and over being classed as "marketable," and
" Maung Ba Cho duly paid the royalty assessed on
,this basis. The arrangements for extraction were
as follows :-,Maung Ba Cho took out a propertyhammer,' bearing the mark "B. Cho," under a
license in the usual form (see Ex. 4P), and this
mark~ was to be impressed on all' timber of every
description felled within the grant, and on no other
timber. The "marketable" timber was girdled by
the Forest Department and, in accordance with the
"usual practice, had to stand for three years, after
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girdling before being felled. The extraction of this
timber began in 1927, and according to the proseCHO
cution all the "marketable" teak timber in· the.
v,
K!NGgrant
had been passed and marked by the Forest
EMPEROR,
Department by the end of 1928. All other timber
DUNKLEY, J.
Maung Ba eho was authorized to fell at his convenience. No restriction was placed on the use of
the timber within the grant, but if Maung B<i Cho
desired to dispose of any timber outside the grant,
he had to get such timber marked by a forest
officer with the "akauk" mark, in the case' of
"marketable" timber, or with the "seen." or "sit"
mark, in the case of other timber. There is apparently
no distinction in the significance of the "seen"·
and "sit" marks, the former being carried by_ senTor
forest· officers and the latter by subordinates.
Now, the appellant· emplo~·ed at the grant a
servant named Maung Aung Mya l who supervised
the work of felling the trees and clearing the jungle
in the grant area. He admittedly used to impress
the "B. Cho" mark on timber so felled with the
knowledge of the appellant, and the case for' the
prosecution is that Aung Mya was entrusted by the
appellant with the custody of this marIe In his
statement before the Magistrate, the appellant said
that Aung Mya was allowed to use his propertymark only in his presence. The appellant personally
argued his appeal before mel and in argument he
admitted that his hammer was entrusted by him
to Aung Mya for the purpose of use on timber
felled within the grant; no doubt he was constrained
to do so by the overwhelming evidence on this
point. In his statement made on 17th May, 1929,
to Mr. Warwick, Deputy Conservator of Forests
(Ex. 3A), which is .admissible in
evidence
under the provisions of s. 53 of the Burma
MAUNG BA
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Forest Act, the appellant said "Aung Mya is my
1934
assistant and I have entrusted him with my property- MA;;;BA
hammer." Furthermore, the defence evidence called
c:.o
by the appellant has established the facts that the E~=;~R.
hammer was kept in the . bungalow on the grant, D UNKLEY,
.-.- J
•
that Aung Mya had free access to it, that he took
it whenever he had :reason to make use of it, and
that he marked timber with it on numerous
occasions in the absence of the appellant and wjthout
the latter's special orders; there is, in addition,
overwhelming evidence for the prosecution on the
same point. On the other hand, there is no defence
evidence that this property-mark was ever impressed
on timber in . the appellant's presence, and conse-q.uentlY--it is impossible for the appellant to contend
that. he dl'd not know that Aung Mya was using
this mark in his absence, or that Aung Mya was
. . . not so using it with his connivancea~d under his
instructions. The conditions of the license under
which a property-hammer-mark .is issued contemplate
that the licensee shall be permitted to entrust the
hammer to an employee, but only under a written
permit in the prescribed form signed by the licenseholder, and any person who carries any such hammer
without such a permit in the prescribed form
-commits an offence under rule 88 (b), read" with
rule 98, of the Rules under the Forest Act.
Admittedly, the appellant never issued any such
permit to Aung Mya, and consequently on this
evidence alone the appellant might have been
convicted of abetment of an offence under. rule
88 (b), read with r(l1e 98. Moreover, rule 87 (a) (ii)
specifically makes the owner of a property-mark
responsible for its legitimate use.
During the years 1928 and 1929 large sales of
timber, purporting to have come. out of the grant,'

-:;'[.;.
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1934

were made by Maung Aung Mya. The appellant·
admits that some of these sales were made on his.
behalf. but denies all knowledge of others. At the
V.
KINGbeginning of 1929 the suspicions 6f the Toungoo
EMPEROR.
forest offi cers yvere apparently aroused by the extent
DUr;KLEY, J.of these sales, and investigations were made andconsiderable seizures of illicit timber were effected
during the first six months of that year. It is •
unnecessary for me to burden this judgment with
a detailed account of the investigations made, -the facts thereby discovered, and the timber seized, for
_these matters have all been set out in the judgment
of the learned District Magistrate and are admittedby the appellant. Suffice it to say that it wasdiscovered that illicit felling of teak trees _had he.elL;..
done on a very extensive scale - indeed, both in
reserved forests and on public forest land, and that
much of the timber so unlawfully felled bore the
property-mark "B. ebo," and that a considerable
quantity, \yhich \yas not marked at ~ll, was found
within )he appellant's grant. As regards the former,_
the explanation of lhe appellant is that it was
marked with llis property-mark by Aung Mya without his knowledge or connivance, and as regards
the latter he alleges that he had no knowledge, or
means of knowledge, that this timber was in his
grant, and that it must have been placed there by
evilly disposed persons.
Aung Mya was prosecuted in Criminal Regular Trial
No.9 of 1930 of the 8th Additional Magistrate of
Toungoo, judgment in which case was deliveted on
5th November 1931. He was defended by the present
appellant who, amongst his other activities, was a
higher grade pleader. He was convicted and sentenced on three separate charges, namely, (1) unlawfully felling teak trees in a reserved forest, under
MAUNG llA
CHO

-"'!
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,. 55 (d) of the Forest Act, t2) unlawfully felling
:eak trees on public forest land, under s. 58 (a),
md (3) impressing a property-hammer-mark on green
teak timtorer and on timber which had been unlawfully
felled, under rule 87 (b) (vi), read with rule 98. Only
:tfter Aung Mya's appeal had been dismIssed was the
present pros.ecution launched against the appellant, on
29th April 1932. This case has been brought on
practically the same evidence as was adduced against
Aung Mya, and tqe appellant has strenuously urged
before me that I should draw an inference adverse to
the prosecution from the delay in laying the complain~
against him. It is argued that Government must in the
first· instance have come to the conclusion that the
evidence wa& inadequate to establish his complicity in
thelQxest offences which were undoubtedlyJcommitted,
otherwise he "'ould have been prosecuted together
with Aung Mya. It certainly seems strange that the
appellant and Aung Mya were not tried together,;and
that the appellant's prosecution was not launched until
after Aung Mya had been convicted and sentenced,
but I am not concerned with the opinions of the legal
advisers of Government, or with their reasons for not
prosecuting the appellant together with Aung Mya,
which reasons may have seemed adequate at the time.
My sole concern is to see whether the appellant's
criminal liability has been established beyond reasonable doubt, and the fact that the appellant was prosecuted in 1932 for offences alleged to have been
committed by him in the early part of 1929, and which
were brought to light in about May 1929, cannot assist
me, one way or the other, in coming to a decision on
this matter, save that it does have the effect of casting
a certain element of suspicion on the prosecution case,
and thereby causes one to scrutinize the evidence led
for the prosecution with especial care.
24
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The appellant has been convicted by the learned
MAtfNG BA
District Magistrate of Toungoo on three charges, viz.,
CHO
(1)
conspiracy with AungMya to commit theft of teak
v.
KINGtimber belonging to Government, under s. 120B,
EMPEROR.
read with s. 379, of the Indian Penal Code; (2)
DUNKLEY, J.
impressing bis property-mark on certain timber, sold
to one Velu, which he knew or had reason to believe
to have been unlawfully felled, under rule 87 tb) (vi),
read with rule 98, of the Rules under the Burma
Forest Act; (3) impressing his property-mark on
timber, found in the Thabyedan grazing ground, which
he knew or had reason to believe to have been unlawfully felled, under the same Rules. It is conveh'ien1
to deal first with the second and thi,rd charges.
The appellant admits that the timber .which ~form~
the subject-matter of these twocharges:wa.s. timncl
which had been· unlawfully felled, and that itwa~
impressed with his II B. Cho " mark, but his defence h
that :this timber was felled and marked by Aung My<
without his knowledge or authority. The prosecutior
caned" evidence to. prove .that some, at least, of thi~
timber was marked with the "B. Cho" mark in thf
presence of the appellant, but the learned Dish"ic
Magistrate has rightly discredited this evidence. Can
sequently, so far as these two charges are concerned
the facts' admitted or established are that the appellan
entrusted his property-mark to his servant Aung My:
for the purpose of impressing it on timber produce(
from the Sibintha grant, and that Aung Mya wrongfull:
. impressed it on timber which he knew to have beel
unlawfully felled, and it has to be considered ,;vhethe
these facts suffice to render the appellant himself guilt
of offences under rule 87 (b) (vi) of the Rules unde
the Forest Act. As I have said, his own admission
are sufficient to establish that the appdlant is guilty c
abetment of an offence under rule 88; and he 111igb
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1934
lave been convicted of this offence, but I am further
)f opinion that he is guilty of the more serious offences MAU~G BA
CHO
mder rule 87 (b), with \vhi<;:h he was charged.
v.
KINGUnder the ordinary criminal.la\v· no conduct is EMPEROR.
)unished ~s a crime unless it has been produced by
DUNKLEY, J.
,ome form or other of mens rea, which maybe fairly
lccurately defined as an intention to do \vhat is known
:0 be illegaL
Actus non tacit reurn nisi mens sit 1'ea.
Consequently, iil the case ·of all ordinary offences the.
iaw does not regard a master as having any such connectlon with acts done by his servant as will involve
hirri in any' criminal liability for them unless he had
himself actually authorized them ; . but nevertheless, in.
a few. exceptional cases, even when an act is of such a
kind as not to be punishable unless committed with
hill knowledge of its circumstances, a person is by
statute" made liable to be punished for it, in spite.-~f the
fact that it was not he, but only some servant of his,
that actually· knew the' circumstances. See Pem'ks,
,GU'HstOIl and Tee, Lin1.ited v.vVard (1.).
For instance,
"uncler the Licensing Acts a publican has been held"
liable fOf the coriduct of his servants if they supply
-refreshments to a constable on duty [Mullins v.
Collins (2)J or if they permit any gaming to be
,carried' on upon the licensed premises [Bond v.
Evans (3)J, and a man' has been held, under the Sale
,of Foo:l and Drugs Acts, responsible for adulteration
·effected by a mere stranger \vhose acts he had no
means of protecting himself against [Parker v. Alder
'(4)]. In Mousell Brothers, Limited v. London and
Northo: ~flesterl1 Railway Company (5), it was held,
under the Railways Clauses Consolidation Act, that an
.,owner of goods may without a mens rea be guilty of
(i) (1902) 2 K.B.l, at p. 11.
(3) 21 Q.B.D. 249.
(4) (1899) 1 Q.B. 20.
(2) 9 Q.B.D. 292.
(5) (1917) Z K.B. 836.
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giving a false account with intent to avoid payment uf
tolls, if his manager actually gives the false account with
CHO
such intent; and in AU"n v~Whitehead (1) it was held.
v.
KINGthat the occupier of licensed premises was liable to be .
EMPEROR.
convicted, under the Metropolitan Police Act, of
DUNKLEY, J.
knowingly suffering prostitutes to meet together in his
premises and remain therein, even though the occupier
had no personal knowledge of what had taken· place,.
and had expressly instructed his manager that _noprostitutes were to be allowed to congregate on the
premises, and had caused a notice to this effect to be
displayed on the walls of the premises, it being held
that the knowledge of the manager must be imputed to'
the employer. In Emperor v. Balm Lal (2) it was
held that, where the servant of a licensed vendor of
opium sold opium to a person under tbe age of fourteen
years, the licensed vendor was liable under s. 9
of the Opium Act; even though he might not have been
aware of the sale. See also Queen-Empress v; TyalY
Ali (3), a case under the Arms Act. These are caSeswhere·;a master has been held criminally liable for the
acts of his servant, acting within the 'scope of his
employment, and even in these exceptional cases it is
not that there is no mens rea, but thata less mens 1'ea
is made sufficient-the mens rea of the servant makes
the master liable.
That in marking timber with the "B. eho " mark
Aung Mya was acting within the scope ofhis employment is now admitted, and it is therefQre necessary tc
consider whether the Legislature intended sucb
offences under the Forest Act to be of this special class
under which a master is tnade criminally liable fortht
acts of his servants. In Mousell Brothers, Limited v
1934

MAUNG BA

(1) (1930) 1 K.B'.211;

(2) (1912) I.L.R 34 All. 319.

(3) -(1900) I.L.R. 24 Born. 423.
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London' and North-Western Railway Company (1)
\tkin J. '(now Lord Atkin} :laid down the principles
:0, be followed in. asce,rtaini'ng wheth~r an offence is
)f this particular class, as follows:
,

'

.

II I
think that the authorities cited by my Lord make it
plain that while prima jacie a principal is not to, be made criminally
~esponsible for the acts of his servants" yet the Legislature may
prohibit 'an act or enforce a duty in such words as to make the
prohibition or the duty absolute; in which case the principal is
liable if the act is in fact done by his servants. To ascertain
whether a particular Act of Parliament has that effect or not
regard must be had to the object of the statute, the words used,
the nature of the duty laid down, the person upon whom it is
imposed, the person by whom it would in ordinary circumstances
be performed, and the person upon whom the penalty is imposed
The duty which is imposed upon an owner or a
person having care of the carriage or goods was a duty which
would ordinarily be performed by a servant of the own~r or the
'person having care. The account \\"Quld
.
be prepared by some clerk, servant or manager. When a penalty is
imposed for the breach of the duty, it is reasonable to infer that
1he penalty is imposed for a clefault of the person by whom the
duty would ordinarily be performed. If the servant is to prepare
the account, then it is the fault of the servant in not preparing
.the account which makes the owner: liable to the penalty.
,.'. . I see no, difficulty in the fact that an intent to avoid
'payment is necessary to constitute the offence. That is an intent
which the servant 'might well have, inasmuch ashe 'is the
-person who has to deal with the- particular matter. The
penalty is imposed upon the owner for the act of the servant
if the servant commits the default provided for in the statute
in the state of mind provided for by the statute."

As Lord Reading C.J~ observed in the same case (2),
The Court may bear in mind -the avowed purpose of the
Act and consider whether a particular construction will render
'-.the Act effective or ineffective for that purpose."
_u

(1) (1917) 2 K.B. 836, at p. 845.

(2) Ibid, at p. 844.
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N O\V the pl1rpose of the Burma Forest Act is to,
conserve the forests of Burma and to regulate theextraction of forest produce on scientific lines, so as·
to produce the greatest benefit to the country from
its forests, no\v and in the future. For this purpose
the Forest Act provides inlet' alia that no right shalL'
be acquired in or over a reserved forest except
under a grant or contract made by. or with theGovernment, and that no person shall fell or mark
any reserved tree growing on public forest land
except under an agreement with or license i::,sued by
Government. The duty is an absolute duty, cast
upon the lessee or licensee, or person permitted to'
fell or mark timber, namely,. to do so only in.
accordance with the terms under which his licenseor agrt::ement was issued-but such a person would
not ordinarily fell or mark ·the timber himself; in
ordinary circumstances these acts would be performed.
by his sen-ants. The object of the Forest Act
would therefore manifestly be defeated if a lessee Or
licensee, when charged with an 'infringement of the
conditions of his agreement or license, were allowed
to plead in defence that the infringement was committed by his servants without his knowledge or
connivance. I do not say that a master would be
criminally liable for every act 0'£ his servant which
amounts to an offence under the Forest Act, but tc
my mind it is plain, from the language, scope, ane
object of the Forest Act, thatthe Legislature intendec
to fix criminal responsibility upon the master, wh<
in accordance. with a license, contract, or othe
agret::ment, issued under Rules framed under the Ad
is permitted to extract forest produce, for acts iJ
contravention of such Rules, or the terms of th
license or agreement, done by his servant in th
cours.e of his employment, and under cover of th
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license or .agreement, although such acts vvere not
authorized by and were done without the knowledge
of the master. Now, the property-mark "B. Cho"
was issued to the appellant under a license in the
usual form (Ex. 4P) in aC'cordance with rules 87
and 88 of the Rules under the Forest Act. Rule 87
(a) tii) and the proviso to condition (iii) of the
license cast upon the licensee 'a positive duty that he
shall be responsible for the legitimate' use of the
mark, and that the mark shall be impressed only by
him and under his authority. Rule 87 (b) (vi)
prohibits any person from impressing a mark on any
timber which he knows or has reason to. believe to
have been unlawfully felled. If, therefore, the owner
.of a mark delegates his dut)· in respect of thp, use
of the mark to a servant, he does so at his peril,
and the knowledge of his servant must be imputed
to him. [Cf. Allen v. Whitehead (1}.J Consequently
I hold that the appellant has been rightly convicted
of the two uffences under rule 87 (b) (vi), read with
rule 98, of the Rules under the Burma Forest Act.
[His Lordship next considered the charge against
the appellant of entering into a conspiracy with Aung
Mya to steal teak timber and held on the evidence
that he was rightly convicted under s. 120B (1), read
with s. 397, of the Indian Penal Code.J
(1) (1930) 1 KoB. 211.
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Before Sir Al'thur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, atld Mr. Justice Vas.

1934
Feb. 2.

UNIVERSAL FIRE AND GENERAL INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED

v.
SHUP SHIN HTAI.*
Insural1ce-Lapsed policy-M01leys' paid to callvasser-Provisional receiptMisappropriation by canvasser-No new policy issued-Loss by fire-Liabilt.ty of Insurance Compal1Y.
The respondent who had insured the stock-in-trade in his shop with the
appellant company allowed the policy to lapse. He then paid a s\\m of
money to a canvassing agent of the local agents 'ilf the company, and
obtained from him a provisional receipt for a new policy. The money was
not paid to the local agents but was misappropriated by the canvasser, and no
new policy was issued to the respondent. The goods were destroyed by fire,
and the respon!ient claimed the insurance money from the company on the
ground that the receipt ofthe,canvas~ing agent amounted to a renewal of the
policy, as also did another receipt purporting to be signed by the local agents
for the renewal of the policy.
Held, that the first receipt did not refer to a renewal of a lapsed policy, but
to a proposa(for a new policy i that the second receipt was forgery, and did
not bind the local agents or the company; that the receipt of the money by
the canvl!ssing agent and his action in the circumstances did not bind the
company.
Acey v. Fernie, 7 M. & W. 151 ; George Whileclturch, Limitedv. Cavanagh,
(1902) A.C. 117; Londoll ami Lallcaslti,'e Life Assurance Company v. Fleming,
(1897) A.C. 499; Rubell v. Great Fingall Consolidated, (1906) A.C. 439referred to.

a

DoCtor for the appellant.
Sanyal for the respondent.
PAGE, C.J.-With all due respect to the learned
District Judge in my opinion this is a plain case.
The plaintiff insured the stock-in-trade in his shop
at 28th Street, Mandalay, on a policy issued by the
it Civil First Appeal No. 10 of 1933 (Mandalay)
f~om the decree'of the
District Court of Mandalay in Civil Regular Suit No. 32 oU932. '
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':appellant company, from the 9th of June 1930 to the
9th o~ June 1931. On the 9th of June 1931 the
policy, not having .been renewed, lapsed. The
plaintiff stated that after the policy had come to an
end one C. Chein War,' purporting' to act as a
canvassing agent of the Indo-Burma Underwriters,
Limited, (the local agents in Burma of the appellant
company,) told him that the policy had lapsed, and
suggested to the pl~intiff that he should pay to him
Rs. 112-8 for the purpose of· effecting a new
insurance. This the plaintiff did, and Chein War
then gave him a ~eceipt for Rs. 112-fL The receipt
is .Exhibit B, which, as was conceded by the learned
advocate for the respondent, was referable not to
a renewal of the policy but to a proposal for a new
policy. Indeed, if! the receipt itself there is a note
which makes the matter clear;
. " This is a provisi6nalrec~pt. Cover note and policy will
be delivered in due course. This cfficial receipt is only
recognized. Cover note holds good until arrival of pOlicy.
The holder of this receipt is not insurell until proposal form is
approved at this office. In the event of refusal am()unt will be
refunded."

1\Jo cover note or policy was sent to the plaintiff,
. and from and after the 9th of June 1Y31 tht: plaintiff
was uninsured.
According to the plaintiff'.s evidence Chein War,
·on handing this receipt to him stated that a formal
receipt and policy would be sent by the appellant
.company in . about 25 days; but as I have stated no
-covering receipt or polley was forwarded. On the
27th August .1931 the whole of the stock-in-trade in
the plaintiff's shop was destroyed by fire. The
:appellant company repudiated liability, and on the
4th of August 1932 the present suit was filed.
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I do not pause to consider whether undl;r clause
10 of the policy the claim of the plaintiff cOt~ld b~
maintained notwithstanding that the conditions set
out in that clause were not fulfilled, because in my
opinion the appeal can be. disposed of on anotherground. The plaintiff's claim as' set out in the plaint
is based upon Exhibit B. In paragraphs 2 and 3 it.
was alleged :
"2. That on and from 9-6-31 to 9-6-32 the plaintiff had his
stock-in-trade of the shop insured with the defendant companyrepresented by their then agents in BUrma, the Indo-Burma
Underwriters, and through their local agent C. Che!n War
under policy No. 19085 for Rs. 15,000.
3. That the above policy was renewed fOl" the last· time ori
9-7-31 for a period of one year, as per copy d receipts here-unto am;exec1. Jl

Now, when Exhibit B ,vas produced to the plaintiff's;
advocate it must have been obvious that as Exhibit B
was dated the 9th of July 1931 it was inaccurate to
state in paragraph (2) of the plaint that the' plaintiff
was insured from 9· 6-31, and thereupon the clerk of
the learned advocate changed 9-6-31 in paragraph (2)
to 9-7-31, making that paragraph accord witi1
paragraph (3) and also with the date on Exhibit B ..
lt is plain, therefore, that the claim of the'
plaintiff was upon the footing that under Exhibit B
he was insured, either because thereby the old
policy had been renewed or a new policy had
been effected. Exhibit B, however, did not and
did not· purport to effect a new policy or a
renewal of the old policy. In these circumstances
the plaintiff changed his front, and claimed at the
trial that he was entitled to prefer a claim against
the appellant company upon the footing th~l- the
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original policy No. 19085 had been renewed by
Exhibit C. Exhibit C was in this form:
"THE UNIVERSAL FIRE AND GENERAL INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED.
(In<io-Burma Underwriters. Limited. Agents at Rangoon.)

No. 2648.
Received from· Messrs. Shin Htai of I\1andalay, 28th
Street, Mandalay. 13th day of June 1931 the sum of rupees
one hundred and twelve and annas eight only, being the
renewal premium and stamp duty under policy No. 19085
covering stock F.F. known as Holding No.1, Bl. No. 591
sitiJateat 28th Street, Mandalay. Renewed for 12 months
from 9th June 1931 to 9th June 1932 for rupees fifteen thousand
only.
Premium at !! Rs. 112-8.
RENE\\'AL RECEIPT

For the Indo-Burma Underwriters, Limited,
Sd. (name illegible),
111allagillg Director,

Agents."

According to .the plaintiff's testimony this document was handed to him some time after Exhibit
B had been received. But it is now common
ground that Exhibit C is a clumsy forgery.
From the· evidence of Mr. Alibhoy Mahomed, the
managing director of the Indo-Burma Underwriters,
.Limited, it appears that
" this policy was never renewed by us as agent of the defendant
company. The policy No. 19085 was never rene\;ved by the
renewal receipt No.. 2648 or by any other receipt at any time
by us. My company· as agent of the defendant company issued
the renewal receipt No. 2648 on the 5th of April 1930 in respect
of policy No.. 19013 in favour of Maung Aung and Ma Mai
of Mandalay for rupees five thousand only. My company as
agent of the defencbnt company did not receive the renewal
premium as sho\\'n in the receipt No. 2648 produced by the
plain tiff."
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How it can reasonably be contended in these circumstances that· Exhibit C effected a renewal of .policy
No. 19085 passes my understanding. It is common
ground that this piece of paper is a tissue of lies.
Almost every word in the body of it "which is not
printed is an apparent forgery. It is obvious from
a perusal of the document that nearly" all the typed
words and figures "have been "written over other
words that have been more or less erased. It is not
a document that the appellant company issued orthat
the Indo-Burma Underwriters,:Limited, issued
that
the managing director of that company s:igncd. It
was brought into being through the wicked act of
Chein War. In so far, therefore, as it is contended
that the company by issuing this renewal form effeded
a renewal of policy No. 19085, the answer is that
it is common ground that Exhibit C" was not
issued by the appellant company. Further, it is
established by the evidence that the renewal of a
policy must be effected during its currency, and as
this document according to the plaintiff's o,vn evidence
was not delivered to him until after the 9th of June
1931 neither Chein War nor the Indo-Burma Underwriters, Limited, had then authority to effect a renewal
of the policy." And it is clear from the terms of his
agency that Chein War had no authority either
during the currency of a policy or after it had lapsed
to effect a renewal of it on behalf of the appellant
company. Mr. Alibhoy·:·Mahomed, who had employed
Chein War as a sub-agent of the Indo-Burma Underwriters, Limited, for canvassing purposes, stated that
Chein War

or

., was authorized by us to collect premiums as a deposit and
send it to us. He was not authorized to renew a policy on
behalf of the defendant company. The risk did "not even
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commence nntil and unles's the. proposal wa.s accepted and
the cover issued by us."

•
In the

course of Mr. Alibhoy Mahomed's evidence
a document Exhibit A (4) purporting to set out the
. terms of Chein War'~ agency, was put in evidence.
In this document inter alia it is stated
Sele~tion

of Risks. --As . verb::tlly mentioned we would again
,impress upon you the necessity of exercising' the utmost care
in the selection of risks,' and not to accept wnere yOll cannot
guarantee the integrity of the proposers. All proposals enteJ;tained by yo~ must be subject to our confirmation;" and
again
II Payments of Premiums.-You
are authorized to collect the
premiums, but the same shall be remitted to us immediately
together with the proposals."
II

It is obvious, both from the terms of Exhibit A (4)

and the eviclence of Mr. Alibhoy Mahomed, that
Chein \Yar had no authority to effect a renewal of
a policy on behalf of the appellant company, and
that in so far as he purported to' do so he was not
acting within the scope of his employment. The
view that I entertain upon this subject not only
follows from the evidence in the present case, but
is in €Onsonance with well settled authority. [Acey
and anothe1' v. Fernie (1) ; London a1/d Lancashire
Life Assurance C01npany v. Jean Fleming (2); George
Whiteckurc!z, Limited v. Cavanagh (3) ; and Ruben and
another v.Great Fingall Consolidated and others (4).]
On the other hand if it is contended that the
plaintiff was insured with the appellant' company by
reason of Exhibit B, the answer is that the appellant
company did not approve any proposal form in
connection with Exhibit B, and did not execute
(1) (1840) 7 M. & W. 151.
(2) (1897) A.C.499.

(3) (1902) A.C. 117.

(4! (1906) A.C. 439.
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any cover note or any policy in respect of the
insurance therein referred to. Indeed, it is now
common ground, and the learned District Judge has
inevitably held, that Chein War had no authority
from the appellant company either to effect a new
policy or to renew an old policy. The substantial
ground, as I understand his judgment, upon which
the learned District Judge passed a decree in favour
of the plaintiff was that as Chein War was a sub-agent
of the appellant company and a premium of Rs. 112-8
had been paid by the plaintiff to Chein \l\lar it was
not open' to the appellant company thereafter to
contend that an insurance had not. been effected by
the plaintiff with the' appellants. With all respect
there appear to me in the circumstances disclosed in .
the evidence to be many objections to the acceptance
of such a vie\\", but I will not burden my judgment
with more than one or two of them. Neither 'the
appellant company nor the Indo-Burma Cnderwriters,
Limited, e\'er receiyed a proposal form in connection
with Exl:ibit B, nor did either company recein:: any
portion of the Rs. 112-8 Which it is aHegf':c1 was
handed as a premium by the plaintiff to Chein \Var.
What happened was this. Chein War conceived
a fraudulent design of cheating the appellant conipany
by adopting a very simple ruse. Having obtained
from an assured a premium in respect of a, lapsed
policy he appropriated the money without mentioning
the transaction to his principal. Of course, if by
the end of the year no loss had accrued in all
probability the fraud would not be discovered, and' in
that way he would be able to cheat both the assured and
the company. But I fail to see how, in consonance
with principle or authority, conduct such as that
of Chein War in the present case could be held
to preclude the appellant company from contending
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that the plaintiff was not insured with them. Again,
merely· because an agent elects. to take advantage of
his po~ition to cheat his principal it does not follow
-that every act of such an agent binds his principal.
-In order that the act of an agent should be treated
:as the act of his principal the agent must have acted
within the scope of his authority or the principal
must have so conducted himself tha.t he is not at
-liberty to repudiate the act of the agent. As I have
stated Chein War was _never authorized either by
-the Indo-Burma Underwriters, Limited, or by the
-appellant company to effect a new policy or the
.renewal of an old one. A fortiori, the appeilant
-company are not bound in the present case where
the transaction of the sub-agent which it is alleged
-hinds the appellant company took place afhr both
the _Indo-Burma Underwriters, Limited, and Chein
War had ceased -to be agents in Burma of the
:appellant company for any purpose whatever.
For - these and other sufficient reasons, in my
opinion, the appeal must be allowed, the decree of
the District Court set aside, and the suit dismissed
with costs in both Courts.
The. respondent, who was the plaintiff in the
-trial Court, will pay the appropriate court-fees.
D AS, J.-1 agree.
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CIVIL REVISION.
Before Mr. Justice Mya Btt and Mr ] nstice Dl,wkle.y.

1934

O.R.M.M.S.P .S.V. CHETTYAR FIRM

v.

Feb. 15.

KP.P. NARAYANAN CHETTYAR.*
EXCClIfion-Mo1l6y decree-Transfer of decree for execttdo1/.-Executing Court's'
power to order instalme1lts-Civil Procedure Code (Act, V of 1908).s.42, Order 20, rule 11 (2).
A Court to which a money decree is sent for execution has no power
either under s. 42 or Order 20, rule 1.1 (2) of the Civil Procedure Code to
order payment of the decree by instalments.. Jurisdiction in this behalJ
can only be exercised by the Court which passed the decree.
Gajadhar Parasad v. M. J. Parasad, I L.R. 4 Pat. 440;, Ganci/lamp,
Singh v. S. Singh, I.L.R. 12 All. 571-rejerreci to.

Bose for the applicant.
Bhattacharya for the respondent.
MYA Bu and DUNKLEY, JI.-This application must
be allowed.
The applicant, who had obtained a money decree
against the respondent in this' Court on the OriginaL
Side, had the decree transferred to the District Court
of Im:ein for execution and subsequently appliedito·
the District Court for attachment and sale of certain
immoveable properties situate within ,its jurisdiction..
Thereupon the respondent judgment-debtor filed. an '
objection to the execution of the decree, praying for
an order allowing him to pay tl1e decretal amount
by instalments. The District Court granted the
prayer, and it is against the order granting this prayer
that this application has been filed.
'
Inasmuch as the order is one made in the exercise: '
of the powers .under Order 20, rule 11 (2), of the Code.
* Civil Revision No. 332 of 1933 from the, order of the District Court of
Insein in Civil Execution Case No. 29 of 1933.
.
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of Civil Procedure, we are of opinion tha:t the order
1934
is one Wade by the District Court without jurisdiction, O.RM.M.S.
P.s.V.
because these powers are exercisable by the Court CHETTYAR
FIRM
which passed the decree, and not by the Court to
V.
which .the decree is transferred· for execution.. The
K.P.P.
NARAYANAN
learned advocate for the respondent contends that CHETTYAR.
under s. 42 of the Code the Court executing a decree MYABu AND
sent. to it has the same powers in executing such DUNKLEY,
JJ.
decree as if it had been passed by itself; but, in our
opinion, this section· ·does not. empower the Court
. to which a decree is sent for execution to pass an
order which has the' effect of amending, altering or
varying the decree itself. An order for payment of
a decree by instalments, which is made after the decree
has been passed, undoubtedly has the effect. of .
altering or varying the terms of the original decree,
and consequently it is 'not within the competence of
the transferee Court to 'make such on order j see
Gandharap Singhv. Sheodarslzan Singh (1) and
Gajadhar· Parasadv. Finn Manulal ]agarnath
Parasad (2).
For these reasons we set aside' the order under
consideratiol1 and direct that .the case be sent back
to the. District Court of Insein to proceed with the
. application for execution according to law. The
. respondent is·. to pay the applicant's costs of this
application, advo.cate's fee two gold mohurs.
(1) (1890) t{R. 12 All: 571.

25

(2) 11925) I.L.R. 4 Pat. 440.

22
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INCOME·TAX. REFERENCE.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chie/htsticc, Mr. Justice Das and
Mr. lztstice Se.1/..

1934
Mar. 7.•

IN RE THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX,
BURMA

v.
C.P.L,L. FI I~M.*
Income-tax Act (Xl of 1922), ss. 66 (2!, 66 (3)-Question of law-Assessee's
omission to requlr~ Commissioner to refer qllesfi01~ of law fo High Court·
ul~der s. 66 (i)-High Court's power to order Commissioner to state a case
under 5.66 (3)-8pecijic Relief Act (I of 1877), s. 45.·
. .:.

. The Court has no jurisdiction, on an application by an assess~e··under·
s. 66 (3) of the Income-tax Act, to order the Commissioner of Income-tax to
state a case and refer any question of law for Gonsideration by the High Gollrt
which the assessee has ·n6t duly required the Commissioner to refer under
13; 66 (2).
.
A.K.A.C.T. V. Clrettyar Firl1lv: Commi;,sioner'oj It/GOllre-fax, I.L.R. 6 Ran.
492 ; CommissiolJer of Incante-fax v,. P.I'.N.P.R. Chett:yar Firm, I.L.R. 8 Ra~.
·209; E.M. Clicttyar Firm v. COfflmissiol1er of 111C011le-fax, I.L.R. 8 f<an. 435;
In the matter· of Ishar Das, 2 I.T.C. 12·; h/ :the matter of Lalla Mal Mills,
1 I:r.C. 266; In the matter of Makham Lal, l·I.T.C. 416; P. Mudaliar
v. Commissioller oj Income-tax, 2 I:r.C. 514; In the matter of Radhey Lal,
I.L.R. 52 All. 991 ; Subbiah Ayyar v. C0111111issiollet of Income-tax. LL.R. 53 Mad.
$10 ; Thrikamji v. Commissiolier of Income-tax, 1 I.T.C. 406-referred to.
Commissioner of Income-fax v. Maharajarlhiraja of Darbftal1{!,a, 60 LA 146;
Caledoniall Railway Compa1ty v.Baliks,l Tax Cases 487; North Stafj01'dshire
Railway Company v. Edge, (1920) A.C. 254; Trustees Corporatiim, Limited
v. Co;nmissioner of In.come-tax, I.L.R. 54 Boin. 437-applied.
. COnllll.issiotlCI' of Income.fax, Bombay .v. Natiol1al Mutual Life AS$ociatiolt
{,j Australasia, LL.R 55 Born. 637 ; Kajori11lal Y. C01ll11lissiollcr of income-tax,
3 I.T.C. 451; SlIi..'a .Prasad v. C011lI1lissi'0/icr of ·1;/coI11e-ta,'I;,3 T.T.C. 406disselltecl from .
. An assessee desirous of ob\aining the opinion of the Court on a point of
law cahnot apply tl11der s. 45 of the Specific Relief Act, but must proceed
under s. 66 (2) of the Income-tax Act.
Sin Sel1g Thin v. Commissioner oj II/come-ta,v, 2 LT.C. 39-rejerred fo.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.

The Commissioner of Income-tax ha.s rightly refused
* Civil Reference No. 21 bfI9\3.
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to state a case on the -ground that the application in
that behalf was made after the time prescribed by
3. 66 (2) Dof the Income-tax Act.
A point which has
not been raised within the time limited cannot be
raised at all. Subbiah Ayyar v. Comnlissioner 0/
Income-tax, Madras (1). Act XVIII of 1<)33 has
amended s. 66 whereby -a reference to the High
Court is competent in cases \vhere the application
to state -a case is rejected on the groupd that it is
time-barred. This shows that -there was no such
remedy previous to the amendment.
S. 66 (3) is no wider than s. 66(2). lithe Commissioner of Income-tax _refuses to state a case under
s. 66 (2), the High Court has no power to require
the Commissioner to state a case on any question of
law other than the one refused to be referred, - on
-the grQ1.wd that such new _question of law ari$es on
the facts of the case, A.K.A.C.T.V. Chettyar Firm v.
The Commissioner of Income-tax (2) ; In the matter
,0/ Radhey Lal. Balm-ukand (3); Thiruvengada· v.
The Commissi01u-r 0/ Income-tax, Madras (4).
As pointed out by. the Privy Council in Trustees
-Corporation (Il1dia),;Limited v. The Commissioner 0/
Income-tax,Bombay (5), before any question under
:s. 66 is entertained by -the High Court it must see
that all the preliminary requirements of the section
:are strictly complied with. If the terms of s. 66 (2)
are not fulfilled the assessee has no locus standi to
proceed under s.66 (3). In such a case it cannot be
m::tintained that the Court possesses a general power
-of mandamus to require the Commissioner to state
.a case. V.E.A. Clzettyar Firm v. _Commissioner. of
(l) I.L;R, 53 Mad. 510.
-(2) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 492.
(5j I.L.R.?~

(3) I,L_R. 52 All. 991.
(4) 2 I.T.C. 514.
Bom. 437,455.
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Income-tax (1); Subbiah Ayyar v. C0111n1issioner of
Income-tax, Madras (2).
Clark for the assessees. All that s. 66 (2) requires
the Commissioner to do is to draw up a statement of
the case and, refer' it with his own' opinion to the
High Court. He mayor may not' state the questions:
of law that arise, and the reason for this probably is
that the questions of law may not be properly
framed. The. Court has power to reframe the
questions or send them back for further information•.
Shiva Prasad Gupta v. The Commissioner of Incometax, United Provinces (3); The Commissioner of
InCOl1le-tax, Bombay v. The National Mutual Life'
Association of Australasia, Lin~ited (4·).
The Trustees Corporation case (5) need not present.
any difficulty. The' provisions of the Act have
'been complied with. The assessees required certain
questions of law to be stated. After the expiration
of the time-limit prescribed, but before the actual
hearing of the application, they raised certain further
questi-ons which were patent on the record. Where
any question of law arises in the course of assessment proceedings the Commissioner is' under an
obligation to refer it to the High Court. The decision
in Alcock, Ashdown & Co., Lid. v. Chief Revenue
Authority,!3ombay (6), is still good law, the only
difference being that s. 66 of the present ,Act i!:
more comprehensive than the old s. 51.

[PAGE, C.}. _ Is the power, of the Court any wide]
than that given by s. 66' (3)? S. 51 of the Act oj
1918 said nothing about the power of the Court tc
order a revenue authority to state a case.]
ill I.L.R. 7 Ran. 5tH.
(2) I.L.R. 53 Mad::
(3) 3 I.T.C.406.

(4) I.L.R. 55 Born. 637.

(5) I.L.R. 54 Born. 437.
(6) I.L.R. 47 Bom. 742.
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The fi'rst part of s. 51 is reproduced ins. 66 (1) ;
the seco~d part is elaborated in s. 66 (2). S. 66 (3) is
an addition and has no relation to s. 66 (1). \Vhere
on a case stated the Court finds that there is some
other point of law involved it can order the Commissioner to state the new case under its general power
of mandamus, or may itself formulate such question
and decide it.· COl/l1nissioner of Income-tax, Bihar
and Orissa v. Maharajadhiraja of Darbhanga \1).
The High Court,· in such circumstances may be
-said to act on its own motion, and obviously no
lime-limit can be applicable to such a case.

[PAGE, C.].

\tVill not the result of so holding be
fa flood the. Court with 811 sorts of £ri volous applications ?]
Courts generally look with disfavour on any fetters
imposed on .them preventing· them. from examining
.administrative<J,ds. Frivolous applications may always
be discouraged by. costs.
All that the decision in Subbiah . Ayyar's case
purpoi·ted to lay do\vn was that the assessee by his
conduct may have precl'uded· himself from raising
-eerhiin questions of law. But that does not affect
the High CO'.1rt's power of mandamus in a suitable
case. In In the 1Jzatter of Isliar Das Dharanz Chand
(2) and Thil'uveugada v. Coml1zissi01le1' of Inc01l1etax, Madras (3), the Courts took a nan'ow view of
s. 66 (3). But see Sheik A bdul v: COl1Ullissioner of
Income-tax, Madras (4).
A. Eg~ar in reply. The petition for mandamus
m the present case is made under s. 66 (3) of the
(1) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 305, 335.
(2) 2 I.T.C. 12.

(3) 2 I.T.C. 514.
(4) 2 I.T.C. 155.

1934
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Income-tax Act, and not under s. '45 of toe Specific'
Relief Act. The question, whether the High Court:
has a general power of mandamus outside's; 66' is:
not in issue.
S. 50 of the Specific Relief Act bars -the High
Court from issuing any writs of mandamus except as.
provided by s. 45. The "prerogative writ is now
no more than the statutory writ j and in 'income-tax
matters s. 66 prescribes the procedure fortlle issue'
of a mandamus.
The decision in Alcock, Ashdown &. Co. laid down
nothing to the contrary j the main point involved in
that case was how far the bar to jurisdiction in
revenue matters operated in such cases. ,
Even if s. 45 is applicable the petitioners hav(
a specific and adequate legal remedy in s. 66 of th(
Income-tax Act. E.M. Chett)/ar Firm v. Commis
sioner of Income-tax (1).
11

[PAGE, C.J. 'Curiously enough s. 66 (1) does no
purport to affect s. 45 of the Specific Relief Act
can it therefore be argued that the Crown is entitle
to ask for a mandamus in" a similar case?]
l

The point has not yet been considered, and :
not free from difficulty. But sub-ss. (2) and (3) at
interlinked with each other, and the latter is intende
to be a check on the former. If the Commissioner
Income-tax fails in his duty under s. 66 (2) tl
Court will order him to carry it 'out under s. 66 (~
In the light of this explanation the decision
The Conl171issioner of Income-tax, Bihar and Oris
v. Maharajadhiraja of Da1'bhanga becomes de;
The High Court decides only questions of law raisl
by the Commissioner in his statement of the case.
I

(1) I.L,R. 8 Ran. 435, 438.
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PA'GE) C.J.-Pursuant to an ord~r of the High

Court, lmder s. 66 (3) of the Income-tax Act, dated
the 27t1\ of July 1933, the Commissioner of Incometax has propounded the following questions for
determimition by the Court:
'
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"(1 ) Where the Commissioner of Income-tax has refused to
,state a case unders. 66 (2), has the Court juri~diction, under
,s. 66 (3), to require the Commissioner to state a case in respect qf
a further question of law which appears
the Cpurt to have
arisen in the course of the assessment? "
(2) Whether, in making an assessment under s. 34, the
Income-tax,Officer is entitled to assess sources of income in respect
of \vhich an assessment has already been made r"

to

The answer to the first question depends upon
the true construction of s., 66 (3) of the Income-tax
Act. S. 66 (2) and (3) run as fullows:
" (2) 'Within sixty days of the date on which he is served with
notice of an order under s. 31 cr s. 32 or of the making of a
decIsion by a Board .of .Referees under s. 33A the assessee' in
respect of whom the order or decision was passed may, by application accompanied by a fee of one hundred rupees or such lesser
sumas may be prescribed, require the Commissioner to refer to
the High Court any question of law arising out of such order or
decision, and the Commissioner shall, \·vithin sixty days of the
receipt of such application, draw up a statement of the case and
refer it with his own opinion thereon to the High Court:
Provided that, if, in exercise of his power of revision under
s. 33, the Commissioner decides the question, the assessee may
withdraw his application, and if he does so, the fee paid shall be
refunded.
(3) If, 'on any application being made under sub-so (2),
the Commissioner refuses to state the case on the ground that
no que~tion of law arises, the assessee may, within six months
from the date on which he is served with notice of the refusal,
apply to the High Court, and the High Court, if it is not
satisfied of the correctness of the Commissioner's decision, may
require the Commissioner to state the case and to refer it,
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and, On receipt of any such requisition, t,he
state and refer the case accordingly."

[VoL XII

,
!

commis~ner shall .

The material facts necessary for the purpose of
disposing of the present· case are set out in the
order of the Commissioner of the 5th of December
1932 :.
" The assessees' 1929-30 assessment was first made under·
s. 23 (3) on an income of Rs. 1\),889 d which Rs.. ] 8,b89 was
income from business. In the ccurse of the next year's 2ssessment the Income-tax Officer found that the ince me from
certain .investments of the assessees had net been shown in
the account~ produced. He therefore reopened the 1929-30
assessment under s. 34. In the' notice issued under that
section, he stated that he proposed to assess the inccme from
business and investments which had partially escaped assessment. The Income-tax Officer also called for headquarters
accounts. As these were not produced, he made the reassessnlent .
under s. 23 (4), and determined the ,assessees' income to be
Rs. 31,000, of which Rs. 30,000 was the income from business.
On appeal, the assessment \\'as upheld.;'

The assessees, under s. 66 (2), duly applIed to
the C0mmissioner, requiring him to refer to the
Hi'gh Court three questions of law which the assessees contended arose out of the order of the Assistant
Commissioner. The 'Commissioner, for reasons upon
which it is not necessary to enter, refused to state
a case in respect of these three questions, and at
the hearing of the subsequent. application for a
mandamus under s. 66 (3) the assessees did not
press for an order of the Court requiring the Com-:
missioner to state a case in respect of any of these
questions. It appears that the assessees had also
applied to' the Commissioner in an application,
which admittedly was presented outside the timelimit prescribed under s. 66 (2), requiring him to
refer to the High Court two further questions of law
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which \i;he assessees alleged arose out of the order of
the Asitistant Commission~r
:
. .
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"(Ij On a true construction of s. 34 of the Act and in the
circumstances whether the assessment under s. 23 (4) is valid?
(2) Whether thedncome~tax Officer was justified in law
in holding to the contrary when the burden. of proof required
by the assessee h1S heen sufficiently rebutted?"

·It is unnecessary to discuss either the form or
the substance of these questions, because the Commissioner refused-and, in my opinion, rightly
·refused-to state a case or to refer either of these
questions. for determination by the High Court, upon
the ground that the application requiring him to
refer these questions ,,,as out of time.
The assessees then applied to tht: High. Court
under s. 66 (3) for an order requiring the Commissioner to state a case and refer these two questions
for the determination of the High Court. -- At the
hearing of the application for the mandamus it was
conceded that theassessees were. not entitled to
apply for an order requiring the Commissioner 'to
refer either of these two questions, because admittedly
the application in that behalf had been presented to
the Commissioner out of time.
It is to be observed that in future different
·consi<;1erations will arise in this connection, having
.regard to the provisions of Act XVIII of 1933,
.s. 28 (d) and (e). On bt:balf of tht: assessees, however, it was contended that the Court had po,:ver
'under s. 66 (3) or s. 66 (1) to order the Commis-sicmer to state a case and refer any questi~n of law
which the Court was of opinion arose out of the
order of the Assistant Commissioner or Commissioner
under s. 66 (2), notwithstanding that such question
of law was not duly raised before either the Assistant
Commissioner or Commissioner and ,vas one which,
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having regard to the fact that the provi(dons of
s. 66 (2) had not been complied with, the i:~·.sessees
were not entitled to require the Commissioner to
refer.
Upon this question there is a conflict of opinion
in the High Courts in India. The Rangoon .High
Court in A.K.4.C.T. V. Chettyar Firm v•. The Commissioner- of Income-Tax (1) and Commissioner' of
InCOl1u-tax v. P.K.N.P.R. Chetfyar Finn (2),· the
Madras High Court in P. Thiruvengada Mudaliar v.
The Commissioner of Income-tax, Madras (3) and.
S. A. Subbiah Ayyar v. The Commissioner of
Income-tax, Madras (4), the Lahore High, Court in In
the matter of I shar Das Dharmn Chand (5), and the
Allahabad High Court in In the matt'er of Lalla.
Mal Hardeo Das Cotton Spinning Mills (6), In the
matter of Makhal1l Lal Ram Sarup (7) and In the
matter of Radhey Lal Ba111lukalld (8),-'[see also per
Dawson Miller C.J. in Thrilwmji Jiwan Das v.
Commissioner ofIncome-tax, Bihar and Orissa (9)]have held that the Court has no such power. On
the other hand a Bench of the Allahabad High
Court composed of the same two Judges (Mukerji
and Niamat Ullah n.), in Shh'a Prasad Gupta v.
The C01nmissioner of Incorne-tax, United Provinces (10)
and also in Messrs. Kajorimal Kalyanmal v.. The
Commissioner of Income-tax (11) has taken the contrary view. The decision of the Allahabad High
Court in Shiva Prasad Gupta v.. The C01'nmissioner
of lnco'me-fax, United Provinces (10) and Messrs.
Kajorimal . Kalyam11al v. The Commis~ioner of
(1)
(21
(3)
(4)
'51

(1928) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 492.
(6) 1 I.T.C: 266.
(1930) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 209, at p. 213. (7) 1 I.T.C. 416.
2 I.T.C.514.
(8) (1930)1.L.R. 52 All. 991.
(1930) I.L.R. 53 Mad. 510.
(9) 1 I.T.C. 406.
2 I.T.C. 12.
(10) 3 J.T.C. 406.
. (11) 3 I.T.C. 451.
.
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IncomI':-tax, United Provinces (1) has been followed
by th~' Bombay High Court in The Commissioner of
Income-tax, Bombay v. The National Mutual Life
Association of Australasia, Limited (2).
lam .clearly of opinion that the Court has no
jurisdiction, on an application by an assessee under
s. 66 (3), to order the Commissioner of Income-tax
to state a case and refer any question of law for
consideration by the High. Court which the assessee
has not duly required the Commissioner to refer
under s. 66 (2). In E.M. Chettyar Fi1'm v. The
Commissioner of Income-tax (3) I had occasion to
observe that;
"the object and effect of ss. 66 and 66A of the Income-tax Act,
1922, ,vas to provide special machinery whereby the CommissiOIler or the assessee should be enabled to cbtain the opinion
of the High Court upon any question of la\\" arIsing in the
course of.. assessment. The jurisdiction with which the High
Court is· invested under the Income-tax Act, 1922, however. is
of an exceptional nature, and I apprehend that the intention of
the Legislature in enacting ss. 66 and 66A was to provide that
the only· procedure available for obtaining a reference by way
of case stated should be that prescribed unc'er those sectiens.·'

. Under s. 51 of the- earlier Income-tax Act (VII
of 1918), an assessee desirous of obtaining the opinion
of the Court upon a question of law which arose in
the course of an assessment upon him must needs,
. pursuant to s. 51 (1) of that Act, file an application
under s.· 45 of the Specific Relief Act. [Alcock,
Ashdo7..vn & Co.,. Ltd., v. Chief Revenue Authority,
But since the enactment of the
Bombay (4).J
Income-tax Act of 1922· in . my opinion he is no
loriger entitled to have recourse to s. 45 of the
(1) 3 I.T.C. 451(2) (1931) I.L.R. 55 Born. 637.

13j (1930, I.L.R 8 I~an. 435, at p. 439.
(4) (1922) 50 I.A. 227.
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Specific Relief Act, but must proceed under lr 66 (2)
In re THE of the Act of 1.922, which now includes also \~orders
COMMISof the Commissioner under s. 33 [see Act XviII of
SIONER OF
INCOME-TAX,
1933, s. 28 (0), (b) and (e)J.
.
BURMA
'v.
. For the purpose of disposing of the present case
C.P.LL.
FIRM.
it is unnecessary to determine whether it is open to
the Crown to apply to the Court in a proper case
PAGE, C.J.
for an order in the nature of a mandamus requii-jng
the Commissioner to state a case and refer a question of law under s. 66 (1) of the Act, but I am'
clearly of the opinion that the assessee has no such .
right, and cannot file an application for that purpose
.under s. 45 of the Specific Relief Act or otherwise,
because a " specific Clnd adequate legal remedy" in ..
that behalf is available to the assessee under s. 66
(2) and (3) of the Income-tax Act: Sin Sen.g Bin
v. C01'fWlissioner of Incorne-fa,x:, Burma (1). The
opinion expressed by Mukerji and Niamat Ullah JJ.
in Sltiz;a Prasad GlIlfa v. The COlllmissioller of
Income-fLu, Clli/ed Pro,'illces (2) and in Jlessrs.
Kajorimt1!' f{ulyaTl11lal Y. The COlllfflissiol;er of III comefax, elided Pro'uillces \3) that on an application for
a mandamus under s. 66 (3) it is "for the High
Court to find out what is the point of law that arises'
and requires decision," with all respect to those
learned Judge~, appears to me to be wholly untenable.
I apprehend that the scheme of s. 66 is that in
a case stated, either under s. 66 (1; or s. 66 (2)~
the Commissioner shall set out sufficient facts to raise'
the specific question of law which in his O\~Tn view
arises under s. 66 (1), or in the view of the assessee
arises under s. 66 (2). In either case the Commissioner
must state in the case what his o"vn opinion is on
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(2) 3 I.T.C. 406.
(3) 3 I.T.C. 451.
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the q~(;;stion of law in respect of . \-vhich the case is
stated.l If the Commissioner refuses to state a case
when 'duly required to do so under s. 66 (2) it is
open to the assessee to apply to the Court under
s. 66 (3) for an order requiring the Commissioner
to state a case .and refer the question of law to
which his application refers. But, in my opinion,
under s. 66 (3) the Court at the hearing of an
application by the assessee under s. 66 (3) has seisin
only of such questions of law as have duly been
raised by or before the Commissioner, and upon
which the Commissioner has expressed his opinion.
The ambit of s. 66 (3) is not wider than that of
S ... 66 (2).
It ,-ras not, and could not have. been,
intended, I think, that the Court, on an application
by ali assessee under s. 66 (3) should be bound,
or at liberty, to formulate the questions oUa\\' that
arise; as :Mukerji and Niamat Ullah JJ. decided in
the cases to which reference has been made. The
result of acceding to such a contention would be
that any ·assessee who is dissatisfied with the assessment that. has been made upon him would be able
to require the Commissioner to refer to the High
Court any alleged question of la,,', however absurd,
under s. 66 (2), on the chance that the Court itself,
at the hearing of the application for a mandamus
under s. 66 (3) might be able to nnearth some point
of law. which had not been raised before the
Commissioner, and upon which the Commissioner
had never had an opportunity of expressing his
opinion. That, I apprehend, could not have been
the object, and is not the effect, of s. 66 (3) of the.
Act; and the view that I have expressed as to the
trne construction of s. 66 would seem to find
support in the following observations of Lord
·Macmillan when delivering the judgment of the Board
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in Commissioner of Ifzcome-tax, Bihar and oA~sa v.
Maharajadhiraja of J)arbhmzga (1) : ! , (
"The Commissioner unfortunately omitted to formulate crny
question of law arising out of this transaction. The dut~ of
the High Court under s. 66, sub~s. 5 is to 'decide-the questions
of law raised' by the case referred to them by the Commissioner, and it is for the Commissioner to state formally the
questions which aris~. Here the High Court itself formulated
the question to be decided
. Their Lordships deprecate
this departure from regular procedure, but in the circumstances
have not thought it preper to decline to express their view on
the question thus informally presented."

I would add that, although the provisions of the
corresponding section of the English Income-tax
Act (8 and 9 Geo. 5, Ch. 40, s. 149) are different
from those contained in s. 66 of the Indian Incometax Act, and the construction, of s. 66 must depend
upon a consideration of the language in which that
section is couched, it may not be inapposite to refer
in this, connection to the judgments in CaledonianRailway Company v. Banks (2) and North Sta..fford-·
shire Ruilway C01npauy v. Edge (3), which were
decided respectively by the Court of Exchequer in
Scotland and the High Court in England.
It is necessary, I think, to draw attention once
more
to
the
following observations' of ' Lord
Blanesburgh, when delivering the opinion of the
Privy Council in T1'ustees Corporatioll (India), Limited
v. COl1'l1'1'lissioner of Inr.ome-ta.t, Bombay Presidency (4):
"Their Lordships are fully alive t:> the circumstances in which
the High Court was constrained to direct that these further
questions should be referred to it for consideration, and the
result in the present case of the order then made merely serves '
to confiml the vie\\' of the Board 'that the High Court will. in
(1) (1932) 60 LA. 146, at p. 160.

(2) 1 Tax Case, 487, at p. 498.

(31 (1920) A.C. 254.
(41 (1930) I.L.R. 54 Bom. 437.
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future cases, be, well advised to require, before they seek to
entertain"any question 'under &. 66 of the Indian Income-tax
Act, th~t the preliminary requirements of the section are
, strictly complied with. The stringency of these requirements
is clearly delibente. It is the intention of the enactmt:::nt that
the High Court is not to be flooded with such applications.
1:'he object is salutary and in their Lordships' judgment the
High Court 'will be well advised, before they entertain any
question under the section, always to see that the preliminary
statutory conditions have been fully observed."
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For the above reasons I would answer the first
question in the negative, and,. in the circumstances,
the Court declines to give an answer to the second
question.
The ,Commissioner is allowed his costs, ten gold
mohurs.. '

DAS,· J.-:-1 agree.
SEN,

J.-,I

agree.

COURT-FEES ACT REFERENCE.
Before Mr. histice Leach.

MAUNG 'NYI MAUNG

AND OTHERS

z-'.

THE MANDALAY MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE. *
Court-fees-High Coilrt Judge's jmisdictioll to detumille court-fees- Valuation
of relief, ciaimcd- Valuatioll for jllrisdidi01l-Court's jurisdiction to
entertai1l sllit-Iujuuction suit, valualioll-Trial by Higher COlli t-Courtjec 011 appeal to High Court-Court-jces Act (VII of 1870,', ss. 5, 7(4),11:Suits Valuatioll Act (VII of 1887), s. 8.
S. 5 of the Conrt-fees Act does net confer on the Judge of the High
, Court appointed under the section jurisdiction to decide questions as to the
sufficiency of court-fees in subordinate Courts. It only confers on him
jurisdiction to decide questioll!l relating to co~:rt-fees in the High Court.

* Reference arising out of Civil First Appeal No, 163 of 1933 of this

Court.
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l:nder s. I (+ of the .-\ct in a suit for an injunction tL.e plaintiff must
v:l-It:e tIle relid ,ought. The amount at which he values his 'relief is left.
entirely to his di,creticn.
F'1iwllalz v . .11. A'hall, 31 Bom. L.R. 841 j Sunderabai v. Colleclorof
Bclga II III. I.L.R. 43 Hom. 376: U1JJlIlar' v. Ummar, I.L.R. 9 Ran. 165rcferred to.
The prol'jsi(ins of s. 8 of the Suits Valuation Act. do not mean that if
the suit is vaked at a ~ertain amollnt for purposes of jurisdiction it must
be valued at the same amount for cOlirt-fees j but the valuation for courtfees determines the value for jurisdiction.
Got'il1dabin v. Hanrnaya, I.L.R 45 Bom. 567 j Slmderabai v. Collector of
Belga1l11l, I.L.R. 43 Bom. 376-rcfarfd 10.
It is the duty of the trial Court to satisfy itself as to the valuation of
the relief SQl'ght before assuming jurisdiction in the case. Where the'
plaintiff' has vf\lued the relief and has paid' the comt-fees thereon he cannot
be cori1pelled to pay a court-fee based on the higher valuation for jurisdiction.
If the relief is ~allled at an amount which gives a lower Court jurisdiction
the proper course is to return the plaint 'to be filed in the lower Court.
Bachlul1t v. Mlluicipal BOa/'d of Mirzapur, I.L.R. 48 All. 4i2 ;' Chhafai,pali
v. Kalap Dei, I.L.R 54 All. 232 ; [(anhaiya v. Jagratli, I.L.R. 46 All. 419 j:.
Man1li Lal v. Ranlie Gopalji, I.L.R. 47 All. 501-dissmfed jl·011l.
The plaintiff filed a suit for an injunction in the Court of the Assistant.
District Judge, ::\Iandalay, valuing the suit at Rs. 10,000 for purposes' of
jurisdiction but not \'aIuing the relief sought. The Assistant District Judge'
tried the case and dismissed the suit. The plaintiff appealed to the High
Court and there valued his relief at Rs. 1.30, paying the court-fec on that
amount.
Held, that the Assistant Distriet Judge ought not to have tried the case,.
but this de-fed was c\lred by s. 11 of the Court-fees Act.
Held jllrtller. t11at as the plaintiff in his memorandum of appeal hact
valued his relief. and had paid the appropriate fee in accordance with hi~
valuation, he could not be compelled to pay a further court-fee notwithstanding that his valuation for jurisdiction stood at a higher figure.

Sanyal for the appellant.
A. Eggm' (Government Advocate) for tht Crown.
LEACH, J.-This cas·e. comes before ~e on. a.
reference by the Taxing Master with regard· to .the
court-fee to be paid by the app"ellants. In Civil
Regular Suit No. 14 of 1933 of the Assistant' DistriCt
Court of Mandalay the appellants sued for an injunc..;.
tion restraining the Mandalay Municipal Committee
from selling the right of occupancy of certain meat

·OL.
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taIls in the Ywahaing Bazaar, MandalaY, in violation
f rights claimed' by the appellants. The suit was
alued f~r the purposes of jurisdiction, but there was
,0 valuation of the relief sought, as required by s. 7
LV) of the Court-fees Act, 1870, the valuation clause
,eing in the foHowing terms :
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" That the suit is valued at Rs; 10,000 for the purpose of
urisdiction, and a court-fee of Rs. 10 is paid, the suit being
me: for perpetual injunction."
~/J

question' was raised in the Assistant District
~ourt as to the sufficiency of the court~fee paid,
md the case proceeded to trial. The' Assistant
District Judge dismissed the suit, and the appellants
have -appealed to this Court. As in the case of
the plaint, the memorandum
appeal bears a stamp
of the value of Rs. 10. When the memorandum
was first filed it contained a valuation for jurisdiction,
but lio valuation of the relief sought. This omission
having been pointed Qut to the appellants, they
declared the value of the relief sought to be Rs. 130,
the amount covered by the court-fee of Hs. 10
already paid. . The Deputy Registrar of the Appell~te
Side ~f this Court,. whose duty it is to check the
correctness of court-fees paid by appellants, took
the view that the appellants should be called upon
to pay in respect of their memorandum of appeal
a court-fee based on their valuation for jurisdiction,
which value they declared to be Rs. 10,000, and
that they should also be required to make up the
deficiency, calculated on tbis basis, in the court-fee
paid on· the plaint. The Deputy Registrar placed
the matter before. the Taxing Master, who' has
referred it to me as the Judge appointed under
s. 5 of the Court-fees Act to deal with questions
regarding court-fees which are of general importance.

ot

26

J.
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If is quite dear that s. 5 of theCourt-fecs
Act gives mt no jurisdiction to decide Huesfioris
with regard to the sufficiency of court-fees paid in.
s'ubordinate Courts. 1 have jtlrisdktion only to deal
with queSHofis relating to COtlrt·fees in .the High
Court. In this case I am merely concerned with
the court-fee on the memorandum of appeal.. This
the learned Government Advocate admitted at the
outset of his. argument.
The question of the'
sufficiency of the court-fee paid in the Assistant
District Court' can only be dealt with under the
provisions of s. 12 (ii) of the Court-fees Act by
the Court hearing the appeal.
In deciding what fee is payable on the memorandum of appeal -regard must be had. to' the
provisions of s. 7 (Iv) of the Court-fees Act and
s. 8 of the Suits Valuation Act, 1887. S. 7 (iv)
of the Court-fees Act provides that in the case
of a suit for an injunction a court-fee must be.
paid Clccording to the amount at \\·hich "the relief
sought" is valued in the plaint or memorandum
of appeal. It is specifically provided that in sUc:h
a snit the plaintiff shall state the amount at which
he values the relief· sought. When the suit out of
which the present appeal arises was filed the
Assistant District Judge should. have returned. the
plaint to the appellants to value the injunction,
which was the ;l~elief .the appellants were' seeking.
They could have valued it at whatever figure they
thought fit. The valuation of the relief sought .in
a suit for an injunction is left entirely to the
discretion of the plaintiff or the appellant as the
case may be and the Court is not entitled to
question the correctness of the amount so declared:
Sunderabai v. The Collector of Belgautn (1), Faizullah
. (1) (1919) I.L.R. 43 Bom. 376.

VOL.

XII].

J(ha1t v: Mauladad Khan. (1) and C. K. Umnzar v.
C. K.•Ali Urntnar (2).
S. 8 of the Suits Valuation Act, 1887, provides
that where in suits other than . those referred
to in the Court-fees Act, s. 7, paragraphs v, vi
and ix and paragraph X, clause' (d), court-fees are
.payable ad valorem under the Court-fees Act,
the value as determinable for the computation
of court-fees and the value for purposes of jurisdiction shall be the same. This does not mean
that if the suit is valued for purposes of jurisdiction
the suit must be valued at the same amount for
. court-fees, but the valuation fbr court-fees determines
the vafue for jurisdiction' Sunderabai v. The CalledOJ'
oj Belgaum (3) As was pointed out in Go-vindabin
Krishna$athe v. Hanmaya· Lingaya Fulmuli (4) it
necessary for a plaintiff· in a suit falling
:under·s. 7, paragraph (iv), of the Court-fees Act
·tofix any value for the purposes of jurisdiction, as
under s. 8 of the Suits Valuation Act the value
determinable for the computation' of court-fees
:governs .the value for the purposes of jurisdiction.
In .the case of a suit for an injunction the trial
. Court should insist on a valuation of the relief
:sought, . and that valuation will then determine the
·question of the Cour:t's jurisdiction. The Assistant
District Judge did not in this case return the plaint
to the appellants to value the relief sought for the
-purpose of the Court-fees Act, and as a result
they obtained an adjudication from a Court which,
on. the valuation now declared, had no jurisdiction
to try it. The defect in jurisdiction is, however,
cured by s. 11 of the Suits Valuation Act.

-i's-not

(1)
(~)
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(1931) I.L.R. 9 Ran. 165.

(3) (1919) I.L.R. 43 Born. 376.
(4) (19211 I.L.R.45 Born. 567.
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It is contended on, behalf of the Crown that the
appellants should be compelled to pay a coprt-fee
'on the memorandum of appeal in accordance with
v.
THE
their valuation for purposes of jurisdiction, and in
MANDALAY
MUNICIPAL
support of this contention reliance is placed on
COMMITTEE.
four decisions of the Allahabad High Court, namely,
LEACH, J.
Kanhaiya Ojha v. ]agrani Kunwar (1), Manni Lal
v. Radhe Gopalji (2), Bachhan v. The Municipal
BOa1'd of Mirzapur (3) and' Chhatarpali v. Kalap
Dei (4).
In Kanhaiya Ojha v. Jagral1i KW1-war (1) the
plaintiffs, as presumptive reversioners, to an estate in
the possession of a Hindu widow, brought
suit
against the widow claiming, first, a, declarationQf
their right to sue and, secondly, an injunction to
restrain' the defendant from wasting the property.
The suit was valued for the. purpose of jurisdiction
at Rs. 3,038-7, but a court-fee of only Rs. 10-12
was paid, being Rs. 10 for the declaration and
annas -12 for the injtJDction, which was valued at
Rs. 10. On the valuation of the relief sought, the
plaint should have been filed in a lower Court.
The Court in which it was in fact filed accepted
the plaint on the basis of the valuation for jurisdiction and, as in the case before me, tried the suit.
The trial Court, found against the plaintiffs, who
appealed to the first appellate Court, paying' the
same stamp-fee on the memorandum., of appeal as
they did on the plaint in the trial Court. Having
lost in the first appellate Court they appealed to
the Allahabad High Court, and the, case came
before Piggott J. as Taxing Judge. The learned
Judge agreed that the plaintiffs .were at liberty to
MAUNGNYI
MAUNG

a

(1) (1924) LL.R. 46 All. 419.
(2) (1925) I.L.R. 47 All. 501.

(3) (1926) I.L.R. 48 All. 412.
(4) (1932) I.L.R. 54 All. 232.
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value the ,injunction at, whatever figure they liked,
but hdd that as they had elected to place a high MAUNGNYI
MAUNG
value ob the suit for the purpose of obtaining, an
V.
THE
adjudication from a Court of a superior grade they MANDALAY
were bound to pay court-fees accordingly. .Thereupon ,MUNICIPAL
COMMITTEE.
he ordered the plaintiffs to pay a court-fee on the
memorandum of appeal in accordance with the LEACH, J~
valuation for the purpose of jurisdiction. He also
directed them to make good the deficiency in both
the lower Courts, but the judgment does not disclose
o,n what authority. With, all' respect I am unable
..t~r.accept this decision as embodying a correct view,
of ,the law. The plaintiffs had in fact valued the
relief sought by' them and had paid court-fees in
, ac~orciance, with that valuation. THat was all the
Court-fees Act required ,them to do. It is true
,t.hatthe value of the relief sought did not,,-accord
with the value placed on the suit for the purposes
,ofjuri~diction, but that to my mind does not
,provide a valid reason for ordering the plaintiffs
to pay a court-fee based on the valuation' for
JurisdiCtion,- even though the" case had been tried
',in a Court' of superior grade. "
,
,
,
The Case of M a1il1i Lal v. Radhe Gopalji: (1)
was also d~cided by Piggott J., sitting as Taxing
',Judge. The suit was one for a declaration and
consequential relief by way of an injunction. The
suit was valued for purposes of jurisdiction at
Rs. 26,500, that, being the. value of the property
involved, but court-fees were paid as follows:'For, the declaration Rs. 10; for the injunction
(which was valued at Rs. 1,000) Rs. 75, and for
the recovery of certain moveable property and cash
Rs. 37-8. Piggott J. held that the court-fee should
be paid ad' valorer1Z on" the amo~nt specified
il) (1925) I:L.R. 47 AIl. 50t.

27
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·for ·jur,isdiction.

His 'reasonsior doiIl;gso were
consider:
that
;,the Court • should
lvI.\HING
.
•
'IJ,
unsetde law hild down. by -a cbench of two Judges'l1~E
.
I y 10
. J ages h ra v. Vurga
. .
MA:NMLAY
more than t en yearspreVIQUS
~~~~~;~~. P1'asad Si1'lgh (1) and "that where a litigant sets a
.
high value on lherelief by way·of declaration and
LUGaIJ.
a merely nominal value on the relief 'by way of
injunction it· is doing him· -no- injustice to hold
that the relief sought 'on which the' court-fee must
-be levied is "the sum total of the two. reliefs. "
Again with all respect . I am unable to share the'
views of the learned Judge. ,If the correctness
of· a decision is open to questior the mete' fact that
it has' been acted upon .for· more than ten years
does not-in my opi-nii>n provide a sufficient reason
for refusing- to .haveit-reconsidered~ In a suit for
a declaration coupled with a prayer for consequential relief the Court-fees Act requires the
litigant to. pay a court-fee' of Rs. 10 on the
declaration· asked :f0r and an 'advalorem fee on the.
value Gf· the consequential-relief sought, as declared
by -the litigant. The Court-fees Act does. not
require a valuation of -the -declaration' and the Court
,is' nG>tentitled 'to place-a valuation on it> .'-To do
80 ·and to require -the litigant to pa,y an ad' valorem
'Court~fee thereon is to my mind doing. him .a
-serious :-inj1:1stice.
q;'·he ·!decision-of ~the 'Allahab.ad'High "'9011rtin
13acllih-a-n"V. 'Fhe ;';fr1Junicipal~B(}4-rd 'oj Mi-rzf!iPu-r -, (2)
and 4;()}fhafa-rpaU···v. Kalap DeV(3) are in "aCC9rclance
Twi'th~the earlier . . cases, anti -it isunF1ec~ssary'-to
~isCtlsS them ··in ·,'<:!eiaH.
'
.

M~VNG;:NVI that he <lid not
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'RA'NFtOON·
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While it is the duty of the Court to see that
the puqlic revenue ·is safegua7ded, -it ·is equally the
Duty of .the Court to s.ee that ,a litigant is not
required to pay in cqurt..;ft!es'IP-ore than the law
requires him to pay. The Court-fees Act is in
the nature of a t(lxjng statute, ~and. must be construed
-strictly.. In a case like the one before me the
Court-fees Act requires the litigant to value the
Telief~oughtandto pay a coprt-fee on the value
-dec1ared;by'him, and nothing more. The appellants·
have valued the relief sought, namely the injunction,
:i;lt· .Rs.. 130. and have paid the court-fee on th(lt
amount. Therefore I have .no power to require
them to· pay any further court-fee. The fact that
the appellants as the result of the omission to
.comply with the provisions of the Court-fees Act
v'{ith -regard to, tl1e valuatiop of .the relief'sought
'suc.ceeqed in g~ttipg their .ca~e tried by the Assista,nt
;P~~frh;:t .Coprt,whereas. ~pf<l:9t . it: shopld h(lve pe~n .
',trie~by ;a IpwerCourt, has no bea.ring wl;1(lte,yer
:qfl . the qpy,stion})efor~ .• me.
.. .
,FGr Jp;e 'J.;ea.sons :giyep ,I hQlp-th(;tt the q.PPt!U~n.ts .
~re .~n.mle.d ,to ::~q.in~iptl~e appe,~l 90 the ,~q:tfrt{~~ ,f}J.r.~ady ~id,.
.
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Bcf,JYo Sir dr/lmr Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and iifl-. Justice Das.
1954

KING-EMPEROR

Mar. 5.

ZJ.

NGA OHN SHWE.*
WhiPPittg-:Defention ill Borstal School-Scparate convIctions ullder ss. 326 amI
324 of tftc II/dian Pcnal Codc in same ft'il1l-Sentence of detention/or offence'
1I1UlCI' s. 326-Sentel/ce of 7.I:hippillg for offence uudel' s. 324- Legality of
senfenceS-PI'cvcntiol1 0/ Crime (Youug Offenders) Act (III ot 1930), s. 25 (1\·
-WhiPPing (Bul"lII<1 A111wdllletttj Act (VIII 0/1927),s. 3.
The accused, aged o\"er 16, was convicted under s. 326 of the Indhul Penal
Code for causing grievous hurt to one r erson and under s. 324 ·for causing:
simple hurt to another person. For the first offence tile magistrate directed
him to be sent to the Borsial School and for the secol'ld offence he ordered that
the accused should receive 20 lashes.
Held, that the separate punishments for the separate offences were legal~
and just.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
The accused has been sentenced to 20 lashes' of
whipping in additio.,p. to being detained in a BorstaI
institution for two years. The policy of the law, as.
explained by the Statement of Objects and Reasons:
appended to the Burma Prevention of Crime (Young
Offenders) Act, 1930, was· not to inflict a sentence of
whipping on accused persons ordered to be detained
in Borstal Schools, the reason being 1I that such a
punishment is likely to give rise to a feeling of
resentment and a frame of mind not the best in
which to start upon a period of reformative training."
This is probably the reason why the Local Government have remitted the sentence of whipping in this
case. It may also be mentioned that there is no
machinery in a training school for administering
whipping.
* Criminal Revision No. 78A of 1934 from the order of the -First Class
Township Magistrate of Yenangyaung in Criminal Trial No.13Q of 1933.
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[PAGE, C.}. But are the sentences passed in the
present case under two different enactments illegal?]
For " the first offence unders. 326 of the Penal
·Code the accused. has been tried and sentenced
under s. 25 (1) of the Burma Act of 1930; and for·
the second offence sentenced to 20 lashes under s. 4
{)f the Whipping Act, as· amended by Burma Act
VIII of 1927 which added s. 324 of the Code to the
list of· offences punishable with whipping. The
sentence of 20 lashes is "in lieu" of the sentence to
which he is liable under the Penal Code, and in this
·view the sentence is quite legal.
PAGE, C.J.-The accused, Ghn Shwe, has been
-convicted by the TO\~Tilship Magistrate of Yenangyaung,
{)f two offences, (1) under s. 326, and {2} under
s. 324 of the Indian Penal Code. For the first·
offence, which was causing grieVQllshurt to one Mya
.Din, the Court directed ·tbaf Ohil Shwe should be
sent for two years· to the Borstal. Training School at
Thayetmyo ~ for the second offe11ce, that is causing
simple . hurt to Maung·· Kaung, the Court ordered
ihat Ghn Shweshould receive 20 lashes. Ohn Shwe
:appealed. to th~ S~ssions Court of Magwe, but his
.appeal was summarily dismissed. The question that
arises is ~vhether the Court had jurisdiction to
:sentence theaC-cusedto be sent to the Borstal School,
.and also to. be whipped.
That a· sentence of whipping was just and proper
in the Circumstances cannot be doubtrd. It appears
that Ohn· Shwe, who at all· material times was over
16 years of age, and another young man one afternoon met Maung Kaung and Mya ·Din on the road
near their ·village. The· accused, without any warning,
.struck Maung Kaung a blow with a dah on his left

1934
KINGEMPEROR

v
NGAOHN
SHWE.

INDILif U~.
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CJ.
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slIDuldef'; itillictin:g a' W'otllid' f irteli lbrlg- anEl"·f itch
wide. Mfa Din then ~ske&Ohn Shwe wJjy~ he, had
struck ~faung Kaung, upon which Ohn Shwe struck

My-a Din 'with his dah on the left arm; fracturing'the'
bone and inflicting a wouhd 21 inches' long and ~'
inch wide. The injury was' S'O setiotls that it has
become impossible for Mya Din to use his' a'rin {()I'
six months.
Ohn Shwe was sent to the Borstal School undet
s. 25 of the Prevention of Crime (Young Offendets}
Act (III of 1930), which runs as follows :
<

"25. (1) In any trial against any person b~tween 16 and 19'
.where a sentence of imprisonment would ordinarily be passed, the'
Court may, instead of passing such sentence, direct that such
person shall be sent to a Borstal School' for a period of not less:
than hvo years and not extending beyond the age of 21."

Ohn Shwe was ordered to be whipped under
s. 4 of the Whipping Act (IV of 1909), as amended
by s. 3 of the Whipping (Burma Amendment) Act
(VIII of 1927). Under s. 3 of Act VIII of 1927,
"In addition to the persons punishable under s. 4 of the
Whipping Act, 1909, with whipping in lieu ef, or in addition to';
any other punishment to which they may be liable under the
Indian Penal Code, any person shall be so punishable who
commits any offence under s. 324, 325,326,329,331,333,365,366.
366A, 367, 368, 369, 372, 392 or 393 of the said Code."

Now, the punishment meted out to Ohn Shw;e
was that he should be sent to the Borstal Schoo!
ihstt:ad 6f being sentenced· to" a' tetm'·of imprisonment
fb't: the offence tHat he had co:fu.ttiitted tind~t
s; 324; and, ih respeot- of the separate offence under
S';' 32-6' he' was~ s'erifeI1'ced~ to be" whipped. Oliff Shwe
was' sentenced fd· be whipped':·in; li~uc 6ftHe imprisoni
me-'at ana' fihe "ref wnidi Hec, was; liablg: undet~~. sZ6
of the' lildi1fn' Peh~l €6d~. ' 'PIle': order for] fils

\flOL.

X'11j

r... l\:l·····-d''''O''·1ti.f·
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:ietehtidfi at trref 13drstaFSch661! under' s~ 15: (1) of
..........
K!NGA.cl' III, of! 193(f was a separate puttishmertf fOi"' a EMPEROR
v.
:;epatate'o dff~'nbe: in l'iei.l: of the punishment to which
NOl\ OHN
he was liabl~- under s.32LJ.~ ()f the P~nal Code: I
SHWE.
canfihd 'nopfbvisidh of law whicI1'ltlakes' the infliction PAGE, C:J.
of these: separate' punishments' for separate offences
illegaL In' my opinion the sentences passed upon
Ohn Shwe' were legal, just and !sensible~
. It was conceded by the leanted Government
Advocate that in this' case the sentence of whipping
was not illegal, and, in my opinion, there is tio
ground either in law or' in fact which wotild justify
this COurt in altering or revising it.
•
Local
Government,
hO\;i/ever,
without·
making
.
The
an application to the Court for the purpose of
obtaining a judicial decision as to whether the
sentence of whipping that had been passed- upon
Ohn Shwe \-vas legal or ultra vires, remitted the
sentence of 20 lashes that had been a\Varded~
If the reasOn' which induced the Local Government to exercise the power of clemency with which
it is invested under s. 401 of-the Cfirhinal Prbcedure
Code was that, having regard to .the provisions of
Act III of 1930 the s~n:tence of whipping was illegal, I
venture to think, if I may respectfully say so, that
the better course. would have been for the Local
Government to have refrained from taking action until
the' question had' been decided judicially by the
Court.
The learned Government Advocate, however, while
stating that, in his opinion, the sentence of
whipping passed upon OhnShwe was not illegal,
observed that it might be thought that "such a
punishment is likely to give rise to a feeling of
.resentment and a frame of mind not the best in
which to start upon a period of reformative training

I
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in an institution." I confess that I ao not share the
misgivings of those who may take this view, and I
am the less disposed to adopt it when it is <borne in
mind that cuts on the hand. not exceeding 15 in
number may be inflicted upon inmates of a Borstal
School as a disciplinary punishment during the
period of their detention. To my mirid a period of
detention in a Borstal School may undoubtedly be
valuable in cases where the accused from his
antecedents or his present surroundings is in danger
of acquiring a criminal habit, such as thieving; but
I doubt very much whether such detention is likely
to prove equally efficacious ·""'i"n cases where the
accused, as in the case (')f Ohn Shwe, gives· way to
violence, or where, as in Shwe Bein's case, in which
judgment is about to be' delivered,* the accused
adolescent has failed to keep under control his
natural passions.
Be that as it may, and whatever may have been
the ground upon which the Local Government
remitted the sentence of whipping on Ohn Shwe in
the events that have happened~ a young rascal has
escaped a whipping which he richly deserved.
I am of opinion that there is no ground fot
revision in this case.

DAs, J.-1 agree.
.. (1934) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 349-Ed.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.

<i3efore Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chiej Justice,

al~d

Mr. Justice Das.

KING-EMPEROR
v.
SHWE BEIN.*
Whipping-Accused aged 18-Swtellce of detell/ioll ill Borstal School alld
wltippillg-BlIrma Preventioll of Crime (Yollllg OffCilriers) Act (/II oj 1930),

s. 25 (1).
The offender, abod 18 years of age, was cunvided of an offence under
·s. 31J6A of the Indian Penal Code and was sentenced to be detained in the
Bors:al School for two years and also to receive 20 lashes.
Held, that under s. 25 (1)·0£ Burma Act III of 1930 the sentence of whipping
was i l l e g a l . ·

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown;
The accused was tried under s. 25 (1) of the Burma
Prevention of Crime (Young Offenders) . Act, 1930,
for an offence under s. 366A and sentenced to
detention in a Borstal School in addition to a sentence'
of whipping~ The Local Government have remitted
the sentence of whipping here also, probably prompted
by the same reasons as in Criminal Hevision 78A of
1934.

[PAGE, C.]. The sentence being under s. 25 (1)
of the Burma Act of 1930, is it illegal to add a
sentence of whipping to it?]
S. 4 of the Whipping Act provides that the sentence
of whipping is to be "in lieu of" or " in addition
to " any other punishment to which an accused person
may be liable under the Indian Penal Code. Now
a sentence of detention in a training school is not
a punishment provided for by the Penal Code' and
therefore the sentence of whipping would be illegal.
:..* Criminal Revision No. 79A of 1934 from the order of the Special Power
Subdivisional Magistrate of Kyaukpyu in Criminal Trial No. 63 of 1933.
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C.J.-In this case the accused, who at the
time when he committed the' offence was over
18 years of age, was con\licted by the· Subdivi.sional
Magistrate of Kyaukpyu, of an offence under s. 366A
of the Indian Penal Code, and i was sentenced to be
detained in the Borstal Scl100lat Thayetmyo for two'
years, and also to receive 20 lashes.
I t appears that \vhile Ma Ma Lon, a little girl
:15 yeats of age, was getting water at the village well
one aftet:noon the accused came up, threatened
1\1a MaLon with a dah, and dragged her away:
towards his house across the paddy fields.. When
her friends came up she cried out to them not to
follow her as she would be injured. The accus.ed
then took her into his house and during that night·
had sexual intercourse with her against her consenL
The accused appealed against his conviction,- but
the learned Sessions Judge dismissedlhe appeal.
The conduct of Shwe - Bein was about as disgraceful
.
as it could possibly be, and in my opinion for such.
an offence as that of which Shwe Bein was' convicted
a sentence of whipping was the most appropriate
punishment that could be awarded to him.
In this case, however, for one offence the accused
was sentenced both to detention at the Borstal School
and also to receive 20 lashes. Under s. 25 (1) of
Act III of 1930,
PAGE,

"hi any triill against any person between 16 and 19 where
a sentence ofimprisonment would ordinarily be pa~sedt' the Courf
may, instead of passing such sentenc'e, direct that stich pel'sori
shall be sent to a Borstal School for a period of not less than two
years and not extending beyond the age of 21."

and by

So'

3 of Act VIII of 1927.,

"Ih' addition to the persohs punishable' under s. 4' or' the
Whipping Act j · 1-909; with whipping, in lieoof j or· in a~ditiol'i to,.
any other puriishmem tf> \vhieh they; ma;y' b~ Habl~· uf'ldeF· th~
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Indian Penal Code, any person shall be so punishable who commits
any offence under s;324; 325\ 326, 329, 331', 333, 365, 366, 366A,
367, 368, 369, 372, 392 or 393 of the said Code."
o

Now, it is to be observed that in the present
case the accused Was' sentenced to whipping in
addition to a punishment to which he was liable,
not under the Indian Penal Code but under s. 25 (1)
of Act III of 1930. In my opinion such a sentence
. is illegal. 'the Local Governme-nt, exercising the
power' .of clemency pa-'escribed' under s. 401 of the
Criminal Procedure Code, has remitted the sentence
of whipping, and by reason of the order for Shwe
Bein's detention at the Borstal School that has been
passed upon him the accused Shvve Bein has escaped
a well dp-served whipping. I think it advisable to
add that in a case such as the' orie under consideration, where the accused has given way to his
passions, detention in a Borstal institution is normally
hot likely to prOve either so efficacious or so salutary
a punishment as a whipping, which in such cases
operates as a wholesome and striking reminder that
yattng men must behave themselves properly in their
telatiohS with women and girls, and must learn to
control' their natural instincts. This object is much
more likely to be achieved, if I understand' hUinaii
nature, by a whipping than by a period of reflection
.'and detention' in a Borstal' institution.
As the sentence of whipping has been remitted
if is not riecessa~y to pass any orqer in revision.
:DAS~ J~-' I' agree.,
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C.J.-.In this case the accused, who at the
time when he committed the' oftehce was over
18 years of age, was convicted by the Subdiv:ii:;ional
Magistrate of Kyaukpyu, of an offence under s. 366A
of the Indian Penal Cod~, and' was sentenced to be
detained in the Borstal School at Thayetmyo for two
years, and also. to receive' 20 lashes.
It appears that \~·hile MaMa Lon, a little girl
15 yeats of age, was getting water at the village well.
one aftemoon the accused came up, threafened
Ma Ma Lon with a dah, and dragged her away:
towards his house across the paddy fields.. Wheri
her friends came up she cried out to them not to
follow her as she would be injured. The accu~ed
then took her into his house and during that night
had s'exual intercourse with her against her conseI1t..
The accllsed appealed against his conviction, but
the learned Sessions Judge o.ismissed the appeal.
The conduct of Shwe Bein was about as disgraceful
as it could possibly be, and in my opinion for such.
an offence as that· of which Shwe Bein was convicted
a sentence of whipping was the most appropriate'
punishment that could be awarded to him.
In this case, however, for one offence the accused
was sentenced both to detention at the Borstal School
and also to receive 20 lashes. Under s. 25(1) of.
Act III of 1930,
PAGE,

"hi any trial against any person between 16 and 19 where
a'sentence ofimprisonm.ent would ordinarily be pas,sed" the Com"t
may, in·stead of passing such sentence,. direct that such pel'SOn
shaUbe sent to a Borstal School for a:perio~:l of not.less than· two
years and 'not extending beyond the age of 21."

and by's'; 3 of Act VIU of 1921:,
"Ih' addition to tne persohs pt'inishable under s. 4' of the
Whipping Act;.l909, with whip.pitlgchllienotl"oF.in a~clitiol'i to,
any oth~t punishiTle-nt' ta whiGb'· theY. ma¥ b~ l~a.bfe u~}idet: th~
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Indian Penal Code, any person shall be so punishable who commits
any. offence under 8'. -324; 325:; 326, 329;' 331", 333, 365, 366, 366A,
367, 368,
369, 372, 392 or. 393 of the said Code."
. C

Now, it is to be observed that in the present
c~se the accused was" sentenced to whipping in
addition to a punishment to which he was liable,
not under the Indian Pena.l Code but under s. 25 (1)
of Act III of 193(). In my opinion such a sentence
is illegal. The Local Government, exercising the
power' of delliericy prescribed under s. 401 of the
Criminal Procedure Code, has remitted the sentence
of whipping, and by reason of the order for Shwe
Bein's detention at the Borstal School that has been
passed upon him the accused Shwe Bein has escaped
a well desen-ed whipping. I think it advisable to
add that in a case such as the' orie linder consideration, where the accused has given way_ to his
passions, detention in a Borstal institution is normally
not likely to prove either so efficacious or so salutary
a punishment as a whipping, which. in such cases
operates as" a wholesome' and striking reminder that
young meh must beha've themselves pi-operly in their
relations. with women and girls, and must learn to
control· their natural instincts. This object is much
more likely to be achieved, if I understand human
nature, by a whipping than by a period of reflection
'and detention in a: Borstal institution.
As the sentence of whipping has been remitted
it is riot Iiecessa~y to pas's any orqer in revision.
DASi' J.-'r agtee.
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Before Mr. Justice Mya Bu and Mr. Justice Dunkley.
1934

AH FWAIK

Mar. 13.

v.
RECEIVER, DISTRICT COURT OF INSEIN.*
Appeal-Assistant District Court's order-Provincial Insolvency Act (V of 1920),
s. 75 II)-Burma Conrts Act (BU1,t1Ia Acts XI of 1922 and IV of 1932), s. 3
(2)-Judicial Department Notijic<1fion No. 37, dated 15th February 1933.

An appeal from an order of an Assistant Distri'Ct Court, passed in the
exercise of its insolvency jurisdiction, lies to the District Court and not to the
High Court.

Mazmg Aye for the appellant.

Bhattacha1'yya for the respondent.

DUNKLEY, J.-This is an appeal from an order,
dated ~he 18th May, 1933, of the Assistant District·
Court qf Insein, passed under the provisions' of
s. 53 of the Provincial Insolvency Act, in Insolvency
Case No. 10 of 1933. On behalf of the respondent
a preliminary objection has been taken that an appeal
from an order of an Assistant District Court, passed
in the exercise of its insolvency jurisdiction, lies to
the District Court and not to the High Court; and
we are of opinion that this contention rnust prevail.
The insolvency jurisdiction of Assistant District
Courts was conferred by Judicial Department Notification No. 37, dated the 15th February, 1933, of Hie
Local Government, which gave every Assistant
District Court jurisdiction to hear and determine any
class of cases of a value not exceeding fifteen
* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 77 of 1933 from the order of the D!>trict Court of
Insein in Insolvency Case No. 10 of 1933.
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thousand rupe~s, the Notification being issued under
s. 3, sub-so (1), of thePr6vincjal Insolvency Act.
The proviso to S. 3,sub-s. (1), of that Act empowers
the Local Government to invest any Court subordinate to a District Court with jurisdiction in any
class of, cases, and consequently the Notification in
itself presume's the subordination of the Assistant
District Court to the District Court.
Moreover, Assistant DisiTict Courts were established by Burma' Act IV of 1932, which amends
the Burma Courts Act of 1922, and s. 2 of that Act,
which substitutes sub-so (1) of s. 3 of the Burma
Courts Act, 1922, lays down that there shall be. four'
grades of Civil Courts in Burma, namely :
(a) the District Court;
(b) the Assistant District Court;
(c) the Subdivisional Court; and
(d) the Township Court.
Sub-s.(2) of s. 3 of the Burma Courts Act says that
every Court mentioned in the list in sub-so (1) shall.
be of a lower grade than the Court mentioned
immediately above it and shall be subordinate to
the Courts above it in the said list. Consequently
it is plain' from these provisions that the Assistant
District Court is subordinate to the District Court.
The provisions of S. 75, sub-so (1), of the
Provincial Insolvency Act provide that the debtor,\
any creditor, the receiver or any other person
aggrieved ,by, a decision come to or an order
made in the exercise of insolvency jurisdiction by
a Court subordinate to a District Court may appeal
to the 'District Court, and the order of the District
Court upon such appeal shall be final'; and then
follow' provisions for revision by the High Court
and for a second appeal from the decision of the
District Court t? the High Court in certain cases.
,
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Con$eq~enHy,
the Assistant '~District,Gou:d :being
$.l!bordinate to the District Court, it follow-s ,that ·the
order of an A~sistantDistriet
~lj:yE~VER, first appeal from an
DISTRICT
Court, passed in .its insolvency jurisdietion, lies to
COURT OF
lNsw:;
the District .co:l,1rt and not to this ::Court.
The Provincial Insolvency !Act is anothe·r· ".enactnU~K,LJ;:;y,J.
ment for the time being in force," and therefore
its provisions form an exception to the0rdinary rule,
laid down in s. 9 (1), clause (d), of the Burma
Gourts Act, that appeals from decrees or orders of
Assistant District Courts shall lie to the High Cou-rt.
The memorandum of appeal in this case will be
returned to the learned counsel for the appellant,' to
be filed in the District Court, to which the appeal'
properly lies. There will be no order as to· the
costs of the proceedings in this Court, and the costs
of the appeal will follow i:he final result thereof in
the District Court.

J.?34
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My,A Bu, J.-I<!:gree.
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BCfore Sir. Arthur:Page,/{t., C!liefJustice, and Mr. Justice .Shaw.

,N. C. GALLIARA

v.

J!j

Mar. 29.

AM.M. MURUGAPPA CHETTY.*
Appcal to His Majesty in Council-Order of the High COllrt dismissing petilion
.for insolvency.-" Final order"-Value of subject-matter of appeal- Loss or
detrime1tt to aPPlicant-CiVil Procedure Code (Act V of1908), s. 110.

The petitioner applied to the District Court of Mandalay for the adjudication of the respondent.' The respondent by way of demurrer raised a plea
that the petition did not disclose an available act of insolvency, but the
District Court.entertai~ed the .petition. On appeal the High Court dismissed
the petition. The petitioner applied for leave to appeal to His Majesty in
Council under s. 110 of the Civil Procedure Code.
Held, (1) that the order of the High Court was a final orderpass.ed on .
appeal within clause 37 of the Letters Patent and ss. 109 and· 110 .of the
Code.
Abdul Rahman v. D. K. Cassim & Sons, ,I.L.R. 11 Ran. 58-applied
(2) that under s. 110 it ist1).e extent to which the decree or order has
9Pefilted totjJ.e prejucjice of-the JiPp]icant th,at cletermineswhether the decree
9r order Js Stlllje;ct ,to ,appeal Or ,not, and whatever may.be the value .gf the
property in respect of which a Claim or question is involved in the, appeal
no:appeallies.under s. HO·unlessthe.value of the loss or·detriment which
~J:1e JlVPlic,.a.nt h!l-s,s;uffered .!;Jy .tpe.v~sshlg of the,l;ie,0ree or: Qrder, and f,ropl
wl}ich he seeks.to be relieved by His' Majesty in Council, is Rs. 10,000 or
upwards.
, . .
.,
Gu~ivqda v.Maltalaksltmam1Ila,:34~.W.,N. 2.35 j !oJ1esh(;hat!dra<Roy v.
Emdad Meah, 59 LA. 29 j Mukhlal Singh v. Kisltlmi Singh, 35 C.W.,N. 33 ;
Subramania Ayyar v. Sellamal, I.L.R. 39 Mad. 843-followed.
Dalgleish v. Cltowdltry, I.L.R. 33 Cal. 1286 j Muhammad Ashgar v. Abida
Begum, I.L.R. 54 All. 858..,.,.dissmfed from.
.
(31' that the petitioner had failed to show any loss or detriment to
himself or any other alleged creditor of tjJ.e respondent by rea~on of the
High Court's order. Neither the value of the petitioning-creditors' debts
nor the value of the respondent's .estate as. a .whole was a criterion.
(41 that in the circumstances it would be oppressive and unjust to refer
to the Distris;t9o.urt.under Order 45, mle $, of the Civil Procedure Code
the question of the value of the subject-matter of the appe~l. (5) Semble j thaHhe.application was not ma,pe bema/ide andVV~s only
£Ied for the purpose of. injuring"the I:)ll.sin~~s of the respondent who~pparently
was solvent .;mdable to pay. all his· debts.
'. .
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M acD0I111ell for the applicants. There was an
application to adjudicate the S.A.R.JyI. Chettyar Firm,'
Mandalay, insolvent ; but before any decision was
arrived at by the trial Court, the High Court on an'
tlppeal preferred by the present respondents disrni'ssed
the petition as not b~ing su~tainable in law, and
refused to allow any amendment thereof. Such an
order is a "final order" for the purposes of appeal
to Hi~ Majesty in Council, because it finaily di'sposes
of the case, and the petitioners have no further
remedy in the matter.
The Provincial Insolvency Act does not affect in
any way a right of appeal to the Judicial Committee
that may otherwise exist. Chairapat Singh v. Kharag
Singh (1). If the ptesent application can be brought
within s. 110 of the Civil Procedure Code leave to
appeal automatically should be granted. On their
own showing the assets of the respondents exceed
Rs. 10,000 (amounting, in fact, to Rs. 80 lakhs), and
if the respondents are adjudicated insolvent this s~m
will be -available ,for distribution amongst the gene:ral .
body of creditors. The pecuniary test is thus:
satisfied. But even if there is any doubt as to the
valuation the Court has power, under Order 45, rule
5,' to refer the question to the Court of first instance.. '

[PAGE, C.J. How can the respondents be asked.
to give evidence as to value, where the appellants
are not in a position to adduce evidence as to the:
value of the subject-matter ?]
The Court has always power to summon anyone:
to appear before it, and give evidence.'
.

. Clark (with him Kyaw Myint) for the respondents•.
The present application is an abuse of the process,
(1) I,L.R. '40 Cal. 685;
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of the Court, engineered by SOme· powerful enemy of
the respondents. In such cases the Courts possess
an inherent power to refuse leave to appeal. Where
fraud is apparent or where the proceedings in
bankruptcy are instituted with a malicious motive the
Court has always refused to proceed with the petition.
In re A Debtor (1) ; King v. Henderson (2) ; Exparte
Griffin. In 1;e Adams (3) ; In re Davies. Ex parte
King (4).
.
The order of the High Court merely refused
leave· to the applicants to amend their petition. Such
an order is an interlocutory order. Moreover, the
appeal was dismissed because the present applicants
conceded that the petition as it stood was not
sustainable, and must be dismissed unless the Court
chose to allow amendment to the petition. The only
operative part of the judgment is the order refusing
leave to amend, and such an order is not a "final
order."

[PAGE, C.]. Is pot the rejection of a plaint or a
petition a "final order"? Abdul Rahman v. D. K.
Cassim & Sons (5) explains what a ((final order" is.]
The present case i~ distinguishable in that the
present applicants consented to have the petition
dismissed. Hence ·there "vas no order on appeal.
The only order was refusal of leave to amend, and
that order cannot· be said to have been made on
appeal.
Clause 37 of the Letters Patent shows that
interlocutory orders· are not appealable as of right.
The· petitioners, moreover, have not invoke9the
'/'i

II) (1928) 1 Ch. 19)
(3) 12 Ch.D.. 480.
(2 (11193) A.C. 720.
(4) 3 Ch.D. 461
(5) I.L.R.·11 Ran. 58.
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aid of either clause 37 or s. 109' (c) of the Civil
Procedure Code, but havec'0llfined tih'eliFrselves to
GAJ.iI.iIARoA
s.110.
Cfwtrapat Singh v. Kl1aragSilfllgh 1'3 ,distin..
v.
A.M.M.
guishable because that waS a case where s. 109 tc)
:Mtn~trG'APPA
CHETTY.
was applied.
The main queS'ti-01'l, therefore, is wh6ther tine
amount involved -is more Uian Rs. 10,DOO. The test
in aU suchcas·es is what is the amount of· tIre
. financial loss suffered by the applicants by rC,l'son of
the order complained 'Of. M. E.M aolla & Sons, Ltd.
v. Leon Shain Sway (1) ; Rusto'mji Mehta v. Hash'am
Ismayal {2); Radha KU11war v. Reali Singh (3)..
The loss is what the applicants would stand to
lose by vvay of dividends if the respol1'de:nts had not
been adjudicated insolvents. The value put upon
their petition by the applicants does not determine
the amount of the subject-matter 'for pua:posesoi
appeal to His Maj-esty in Council. Theacttial los~
in the present case is not ascertainable. An orde'l
under Order 45, rule 5, would .be most inequitable
because that \vould be tantamount to an order requirin~
the respondents to file a schedule of their. property
Courts exercise a discretion in matters of this· sort.
An application for adjudication is not a suit.· I
re-sembles a suit for. restitution of conjugal rights ir
that both affect the status of the parties. Noappea
.as of right obtains in such cases. M owla N ewaz .v
Sajidu11.11issa Bibi (4).. In Manilal v. Bmnbai (5
leave was refused even though the property affectec
was \vorth more than Rs. 10,000 because the valul
of the easement affecting that property, as. ascertainc<
by the amount of damages awax:ded, was less fb~p
Rs. 10,000.
1934
.............
N.C.

(1)

I,l..R. 4 Ran. 92.

(2) J .L.R. 49 Born. 149.

LA. 187.
(4) I.L.R. 18 Cal. 378.

i31 43·

(5) 23. 'Born. L.R. '374.

.
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. MacDonnell in reply. No opportunity was given
:0 the applicants either to adduce evidence as to the
,ralue o(the subject-matter or to cross·examine the
~espondents thereon, because the proceedings were
?utan end to by the High Court before that stage
was reached. The order of the appellate Court
lffected not only the pethioners but also a large
body of creditors. The' requirements of s. 110 will
be complied with if the decree or order complained
of involves directly or indirectly some claim or
question to or respecting property worth more than
Rs. 10,000. It is not the dividend' that may
ultimately be payable that determines' the value of
the" subject-matter; but the assets of the respondents
and the amount of their liability towards the
creditors. On their own. admission the assets of the
respondents far exceed Rs. ·10,000.
See Bitaj Mohilli Dasi v. Chintam'Ol1i Dasi (1) ;
A'l'1·cmda Chand1'a Bose v.L P. D. Broughton (2) j
And1'e'W M acfa1'lane v. Frmzcois Leclaire and Jean
Leclaire (3) ; Dalgleish v. Damodar Narain Chowdhry
(4) ;.it1avmg Bya v. M Gun/{ Kyi Nyo (5).
PAGE, C.J.-These are two consolidated applications for leave to appeal to His Majesty in Council.
1'he' decree or order from which it is sought to
'appeal reversed an order of the District Court of
Mandalay passed in the exercise of- insolvency juris.diction. From or~ers passed by the High Court in
insolvency. a further appeal lies to His Majesty in
Council if the conditions prescribed in that behalf
ll,lilder the Civil Pro'ce4ure Co:le (V of 1908)ar~
fqlfHled. [Mau1{g B4Thaw v.Ma Pin (6).)
(1) lQ C.W;N. 565.
(2)9 Ben. L.R. 423.
13) 15 E.R. 462.

(4) I.L.I~. 33 Cal. 1:86.
(5) 11 L.B.R. 152;
(0) 38 C.W.N. 449.
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The determination of the present application
involves the consideration of the meaning and effect
of s. 110 of the Code which runs as follows :

A.M.M.
MURUGAPPA
CHETTY.

PAGE, C.J,

"S. 110.- In each of the cases mentioned'in clauses (a}
and (b) of s. 109, the amount or value, of the subject-mattei"
of the suit in the Court of first instance must be ten thousand
rupees or upwards, and thE' amount or value of the subject-,
matter in dispute on appeal to His Majesty in Council must
be the same sum or upwards.
or the decree or final order must involve, directly or
indirectly, some claim or que~tion to or' respecting property
of like amount or value,
and \-vhere the decree or final order appealed from affirms
the decision of the Court immediately below the Court passing
such decree or final order, the appeal must involve some
substantial question of law."

N ow, the order of the District Court was passed
on an application by the respondent presented by
way of demurrer, in which it was inter alia alleged
that a petition filed by the applicants for the adjudication- of the respondent and three other persons
did not disclose an available act of insolvency on
which the petition could be based. The learned
District Judge held that
" Fer the reasons which I have given I am not preparec'
to hold on the allegations as made in the petition ,. of thE
petitioning-creditcrs that there is no available act of insolvenc)disclosed against the 4th respondent-debtor
This cas~
will new proceed against the 4th respondent-debtor alone.';

The order passed by the District Court plainl)
was not a final decree or order, but on appeal th~
High Court held that no available act of insolvenc~
by the alleged del;:>tors was disclosed in the petitior
for adjudication, 'and dismissed the' petition witt
costs.

'OL.
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Now, the effect of the order of the High Court
s made was that no fresh petition for the adjudi.:ation o~ the respondent could be presented within
hree months after the occurrence of the acts of
nsolvency alleged in the petition that had been
lismissed, and the appellate order, therefore, finally
iisposed of the rights of the parties so far as the
)resent petition was concerned, and after the
tppellate order had been passed the proceeding in
:hecourse of which the petition \vas presented was
10 longer a " live" proceeding in which the rights
jf t.he parties remained to be determined. For these
reasons, in my opinion, the order of the High Court
from which it is sought to appeal to His Majesty
in Council was a final order passed on appeal
\vithin clause 37 of the Letters Patent, and 5S. lOY
and 110 of the Civil Procedure Code. [BOZ-SOl1 v.
Altril1cJwm Crbilll Distriel Council (1) ; Ra:mcfJand
Man/illlal v. Gorerd1Jml Das T"islzr:mdas Ratmlclzand
(2); U Nyo ·v. Ma Pwa Tlzin (3); Abdul Ralzlllan
v. D. K. Cassim & SOilS (4).J
Now, the present application is presented solely,
:and I take it advisedly, under s. 110 of" the Code,
-and not s. i09 (c) of the Code [Mati Chand v.
Ganga Prasad Singh t5)]. I say advisedly because
after· a perusal 'of the petition it becomes manifest
that this is not a case which the Court ought to
certify as, "a fit one for appeal to His Majesty in
Council," the applicants seeking to resuscitate as
faulty and ill-drawn a· petition as ever I sa"\'. The
.applicants based their claim to a certificate granting
leave to appeal to His Majesty in Council on the
second paragraph Qf s. 110 of the Code, contending
(1) (1903) 1 K.B. 547.
i31 (1932) I.L:R. 10 Ran. 335.
(2)(1920) 47 I.A. 124.
(4) (1933) I.L.R. 11 I~an. 58.
(5) (1902) I.L.R. 24 AlL, at p. 178.
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that the order from which they seek to appeal
"must involve directly Of indirectly <t claim or
question to or respecting property of the value of
Rs. 10,000 or upwards."
Nov,', the second paragraph of s. 110 is not
happily worded, and numerous, and in some cases
divergent, opinions have been expressed by the
High Courts in India as to its true' interpretation.
It appears to me that for the pl.,lrpOSe in hand and
speaking generally the authorities on the construction
of this section can be ranged under two categorie~:,
(1) cases in which it has been held that the ':frn::i11
decree or order is appealable if the value of the
property to which the claim, or question relates·
and the rights in which are affected by the decision
on such claim or question is Rs. 10,000 or upwards r
whether or not loss or detriment of the value of
Rs. 10,000 has accrued to tile applicant as a result
of the decree or order that has been passed.
[Ananda Chandra Bose v. L. P. D. Broughton (1);
1I1usst._, AUman v.Musst. Hasiba (2); Lala Bhug'lJ.Jat
Sahay v. Rai Pashupati Natll (3); Dalgleish v.
Darnodar Narain Chowdhry (4); Shri Kishan
Lal v. Kasll1'niro (5); 1I1uha1'mnad Ashga1' v. Abida
Begun'/. (6).J
(2) cases in which the Courts have ruled that
under s. 110 it is the extent to which the decree
or order has operated to the prejudice of. theappli·
cant that determines whether' the decree or, ordeI
is subject to appeal or not, and whatever may bE
the value of the property in respect of which G
claim or question is involved in the appeal TIC
appeal lies under s. 110 unless the value of th~
(1) 9 Beng. L.R. 423.
(2; 1 Cal. W.N. LXXXXIII.
(3) 10 C.W.N. 564.

(4) (1906) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 1286.
(5) (1913) l.L.R. 35 All. 445.
(6) (1932) I.L.R. 54 All. 8511.
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loss or detriment which the applicant has suffered
hy the passing of the decre:e· or orde:r~ and from
which 'he seeks to be relieved by His Majesty in
Council,. is Rs.. 10,000 or upwards. [DeSilva v. DeSi/v:6l.
(1); Subrarn:an.ia Ayyar v. Sellanzal (2); Gosain
Bhaunath Gir v. Bihari Lal (3); Radha Kwnwar
v. Reoti Sil1;gh (4); MonUal v. Banzbai (5); Maullg
Byav. Maung Kyi Nyo (6); Raoji Bltikl1ji v.
Laxnzibai (7); Nai:i1nan Rustomji l}!eltta v. Hasham
Ismayal (8); M. E. Moolla & Sons v. Leol1 Shain
Sway (9); Gudivada Mangamma v. Maddi Maha~laksMnamnza (10); see also Macfarlane v. Leclaire
{l1).J
The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
has recently approyed the ratio decidmdi of SulJra. mania Ayyar Y. SellalJlal (2); and has decided
that the vieK taken by the second line of authorities
as to the meaning and effect elf s. 110 is correct.
[Gudivada Mangamma v. Maddi Mahalakshmamma
(10) ; Mukhlal Singh v. Kishuni Singh (12); ]ogesh
Chandra Roy v. Emdad Meah (13 I.]
.
It is, I think, highly satisfactory, if I may say
so, that the Judicial Committee should hav~ deter-mined the matter in this sense, because it appears
to me that if the vie\v held in the first line of
cases had been affirmed the object for which s. 110
Was enacted would in many cases be stultified. In
proceediI)gs . for . partition or the dissolution of a
partnt::rship, or for an order of adjudication in
insolvency the applicant's interest might be l::xiguous,
(1) 6 Beng. L.R. 403.
(7) (1920) I.L.R. 44 Born. 105.
(2) (1915) I.L.R. 39 Mad. 843.
(8) (1925) I.L.R. 49 Bom. 149.
(3) 4 Pat. L.J. 415,
(9) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 92.
(4) (1916) 43 LA. 187..
flOI 34 C.W.N. 235.
(5) 23 Born. L.R. 374.
(11) 15 Moore P.C.C. Itll.
'(6) 11 L.B.R. 152~
(12j 35 C.W.N. 33.
(13) (1931) 59 I.A. 29.
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1934

and yet, if the property as a whole that is affected
by the decree or order was worth Rs. 10,000, an
GALLIARA
appeal would lie as of right in cases wh'ere the
v.
A.M.M.
MURUGAPPA appellate order reversed the order of the trial Court,
CHETTY.
and the Board of the Judicial Committee would be
PAGE, C.r.
flooded \vith appeals in cases in which the appellant's
interest in the appeal might be trifling. As Lord
Dunedin pointed out in Udoychand Pannalal v.
P. E. Guzdar & Co. (1) at page 211
N. C.

II It must a'lways
be kept in view that no real mischief can
arise from not allowing a very wiele construction of the
section, because such cases, if worthy of being tried by a
higher tribunal, can always be dealt with under sub-so (c) of
s. 109."
.

In the present case, however, as I have stated,
the applicants have not prayed in aid s. 109 (c),
and, in my opinion, 'having regard both to the
form and the substance of the petition the applicants
ought not to be granted leave to appeal unless
they can bring the order under consideration strictll
within Jhe terms of s. 110 of the Code.
Now, applying the law thus enunciated to ~~e
present application, I am firmly of opinion that/ a
certificate granting leave to appeal to His Majesty in
Council must be refused. What loss or detriment ,.,have
the applicants or any other alleged creditors of the
respondent suffered by reason of the decd~e or
order of the High Court dismissing this pe;lition ?
The value of the petitioning-creditors' debts iii not in
controversy at this stage of the proceedings.! and is
not the criterion to be applied, nor. is the 1;alue of
the respondents' estate as a whole. Thelquestion
that falls for determination, in my opinion;' is have
the applicants been able to .satisfy the Court that
they or any of them have suffered loss or detriment

l

(1)(1925) 52 I.A. 207.
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·of the value of Rs. 10,000 by reason of the decree
-or oider from which they seek to obtain leave to
:appeal'? In my opinion they have not.
In the course of the proceedings in the District
Court it was alleged that the respondent possesses
property worth 60 lakhs, and the learned advocate
. for the applicants at the hearing of the appeal stated
that his clients wyre prepared to concede for the
- purpose of the present application that the respondent was worth 60 lakhs; and the learned advocate
proceeded to asseverate that the applicants expected,
1f an adjudication order was passed against the
respondent, that the creditors would receive 16 annas
in the rupee.
In such circumstances hO\v can the
applicants pretend, or reasonably contend, that the{r
interests have been in any way. prejudiced by the
dismissal of the petition, or that· thereby they are
worse off to the extent of Rs. 10,000 or of a single
ropee? What detriment Or loss have they suffered
as a result· of the order' und~r consideration? They
have proved none, and
apprehend on their own
admission that they have suffered none. Moreover,
if this petition had not been dismissed in lilnine
it would appear highly probable, upon the facts
disclosed therein that it l\"ould have been dismissed
·on the merits.
.....
Nevertheless Mr. MacDonnell on behalf of the
:applicants. urged the Court to refer the question of
the. value of the subject-matter of the appeal to
the District Court under Order 45, rule 5. I asked
the learned advocate whether his clients would be
in a pos.ition to help the· Court in deCiding this
question. He replied that the applicants had no
information as to the assets and liabilities of the
respondent, that· being a matter peculiarly within
the cognizance of the respondent. The result,

r
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therefore, of making such an order wOllld be that to
afford the peti tioners an opportunity of appealing
GALLIARA
to His Majesty in Council a person in owhose
'i/o
A.M.M.
favour
a petition ·in insolvency had been dismissed
MURUGAPPA
CRETTY.
would in effect be compelled to file a schedule
PAGE, C.J.
of his assets and liabilities, which in the course
of insolvency he would only be bound to do if
and after he had been adjudicated insolvent.
I decline to make such ~m order. An order in
that sense would not only be oppressive, but in
the circumstances would be nugatory for itwoulci
not effect the purpose for which it was passed,
namely, to determine whether by reason of the'
appellate order the applicants had suffered loss or
detriment amounting to Rs. 10,000 or upwards. It
is to be observed that both in Bornbay-Bunnah
Trading COl'poration v Dorabji C. Shroff (1) and
in Chatl'apot Si11gh Duga1' v . KharoR, Singh
Lachrniram (2) the Court certified that the case
was a fit one for appeal to His Majesty in Council
under s. 109 (c); but for the reasons that I have
stated, even if the applicants had applied for leave
to appeal upon that ground, in the cilfcunistances
of the present case it would have been refused.
Further, it appears from the affidavit of the
respondent of the 12th March 1934, that since
the dismissal of the petition by the High Court
the first and second applicants and other alleged
creditors of the S.A.R.M. Firm of Mandalay have
instituted suits against the respondent in the Civil
Courts at Mandalay for the recovery of· debts
alleged to be due to them from the S.A.R.M.
Firm; and if it is the fact, as the applicants
admit and anticipate, that the respondent can pay
16 annas in the rupee to his creditors and is
N.C.

(1)

(190~')

l.L.R. 27 Bom.41.5.

(2) (1<;113) I.L.R 40 Cal. 685.
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worth 60 lakhs., the applicants have lost nothing
by the dismissal of their petition for the adjudicatiofi' of the respondent; for the respondent apart
from insolvency is in a position to pay in full any
debts that may be due and owing from the
respondent to the applicants. For these reasons,
I am not satisfied' that the order under consideration
" must involve, directly or indirectly, some claim or
question to or respecting property'" of the amount
or value of Rs. 10,000 or up\;vards, or that the
applicants have been able to prove that the order
in question falls within the ambit of s. 110 of
the Code.
The application for a certificate granting leave to
appeal to His Majesty in Council, therefore, must be
dismissed. It would not be right, I think, for the
Court to part with the case without drawing. attention
to the grave suspicion that the Court entertains
as to the bOlla fides of these proceedings. It
appears that the respondent is a banker and moneylender with an extensive business in India, Burma,
Ceylon, the Malay States and Indo-China. No one
can doubt that the laullching of an insolvency
petition against a person carrying on such a
business will damage his credit, and may do him
irreparable harm. From unrebutted statements in
the respondent's affidavit to wbich reference has
been made it appears tbat as the result of the
publication in the public press of notices of the
'petition in insolvency against him a run \vas started
on the respondent's bank, and the respondent
.stated that
II During
the pendency cf the petition the effect on my business
was disastrous. During that period I paid out more than 10
lakhs of rupeeSf and my difficulties were considerably increased
when the Imperial Bank of India informed me by a letter elated
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6th December 1933, a copy of which is. annexed hereto and
marked 'A' that they had reluctantly been compelled to stop
my account. I n carrying on a large money-lending and b.fl.nking
business such as mine it is absolutely essential that I should be in
a position to obtain, as and when required. ample facilities from
the Banks."

It cannot be doubted, I think, that if the present

application \vas granted, and this petition in insolvency was allowed to hang like the sword of
Damocles ov.::r the respondent's head pending the
. determination of an appeal to His Majesty in
Council the business of the respondent might well
be ruined.
I am, of course, aware, and I desire to emphasize, that if a person is entitled to exercise a
legal right normally he is not to be restrained
from doing that which the law· allows merely
because he is actuated by an indirect or malicious
motive. As Lord Watson observed in King v·
Henderson. (l)
.
"Motive cannot in itself constitute fraud. although it nny
incite the person who entertains it (0 adopt proceedings, which, if
successful, would necessarily lead to a fraudulent result; and it is
not the motive but the course of procedure which leads to that
result, which the law regards as constituting fraud. "

At the same tIme if insolvency proceedings are
initiated or prosecuted not bona .fide but with a
view to extortion or fraud, or oppression every
judge, I take it, would agree with James L.J.
[Ex parte Griffin. In 1'e Admns (2)J that it would
"be a shocking thing for any Court of Justice in
a civilized country to be made the instrument of
such proceedings."
(1) (1898) A.C. 720, at p. 732.

(2) 12 Ch.D. 480, at p. 482.

VOL.
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To my mind '>the facts disclosed in the petition
itself give rise to suspicion as to the bona fides of
. the <tpplicants, and my suspicion is deepened when
I find the applicant') determined to prosecute these
proceedings, if possible, up to the Pri\ y Council
for the purpose of rehabilitating a petition admittedly so faulty and irregular as the one under
consideration in the present case. It mayor may
not b~ (I do not pause to consider) that some
powerfuL enemy of the respondent has put forward
the applicants to launch or prosecute these proceedings, for the purpose of ruining the respondent,
or that the applicants as creditors of the S.A.R.M.
Finn anticipated that if the respondent \\'as impleaded
as a respondent in the present petition he
would liquidate· the debts of the S.A.R.ivl. Firm
whether he \vas a partner of the finn or not.
The record speaks for itself, but at this stage of
the proceedings I do not think that it would be
reasonable or right that the Court should express
a decided opinion upon the question whether or
not the present proceedings constitute an abuse of
the process of the Court. The petition has not
yet been hea!l"d on the merits, and I am not
disp·osed upon the materials before the Court to
decide the question one way or the other. A.nd
I am the more inclined to take this course,.
pecause, in my opinion, for the reasons that r
have stated the applicants have failed to prove
that the order under consideration is within s. 110'
of the Code.
The certificate is refused, and the application
dismissed with costs, advocates fee 10 gold mohurs
a day.
SHAW,
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before Sir Artlml' Page, [(f.,·Chie! Iuslice, Mr. Juslice Mya 'Bu, ,'fl'. Ju%lice Sel1,
Mr. Justice Sa -V, al1cZ }Ylr. Justice Dltll,kley.

1934
JUlIe 11.

V.E.R.M.N.c:r. CHETTYAR
v.
A.R.A.R.R.M. CHETTYAR FIRM.*
"Suitjor :land "-Letters Patellt, clause 10-Mortgage by deposit of title-deeds
ill Rangoon.-Property situate outside jltrisdiction-SlIit to enj01'ce mortgage-Jurisdictiol/ o{Chanccry Coltrt to act in personam-Fol'Cclosure or
sale suit in England-Mortgage in India-Imm02'able property-TI'Q1lsfer
of ProP<'rty,Acts (IV of1882 and XX oj 1929), s. 58-General Clauses Act IX
of 1897), s. 2 (25j--Burma Act Iof 1898, s. 2 (29)-Civil P'rocedure Code (Act
V oj 1908), O. 34.
Whatever may be the obJect that a plaintiff has in view when he files a suit,
and whatever may be the nature of other questions that faU to be determined
in the suit, if and in so far as the suit having regard to the issues raised is one
in which the decree will affect directly the proprietary or possessory title to land
or other immovable property fl'o tal/to the suit is a ., suit for land" \i.'ithin
clause 10 of the Letters Patent, and cannot be tried or det(:rmin¢ by a Court
outside the territorial jurisdiction (If which the land or immovable property
is situate.
Goknldas v. Cilaganlal, I.L.R 54 Cal. 655-followed.
A. Nadal' v. Commissioners JOI' the Port oj Rangoon, I.L.R 9 Ran. 13 ; Alt
Shark v. Bee-Lum Ting Co., C.R. 496 of 1926, RC. Ran. ; Bhaiyatv. Li11? Chong
Kha, C.R. 164 of 1933, H.C. Ran.-appr07·ed.
Bank oj Chettinad v. Ma Scin, C.R. 414 of 1931, H.C. Ran.; Chettyar Finn
oj R.M.P. v. R.M.N. Chettyar Fin1l, C.R. 522 of .1931 i H.C Ran. Premjee
Ral71jee v. M.M.S.M.S. Firm. C.R. 13 of 1933, H.C. Ran.-overmled.
BibeeJaulI v. Hadee, Ind. JUl'. I. 40; Ea,st Indian Railway Co. v. Bengal
Coal Co., I.L.R. 1 Cal. 95; Hamillra Lal v. Hal'idasi, I.L.R. 41 Cal. 972; India
Spinning & Weaving Co. v. Clim£l.t Industrial Syndicate, I.L.R. 50 Bom. 1;
Laml Mortgage Bank v. Ahmed, I.L,R. 19 Cal. 361 ; Leslie, In the matter of,
9 Bell. L:R. 171 ; Michael v. AmcwaBib.i, I.L.R. 9 Cal. 733; NalUl11 v. Krish.
nasawmy, I.L.R. 27 Mad. 157; Pa;resh Nat/I. v. Chattopa{lhya, I.L.R 29 Cal. 1;
P,'anlal v. (;ow:das, 27 Bom. L.R 570; !:"O'IJaS Challdra v. M1I1M'ji, I.L.R 56
Cal. 979 ; Ra!allclwlId v. Duff, i.L.R. 58 Cal 882 ; Satyabrafa Sen v. Gopat Das
Co., 49 C.L.:r. 235; Sreemutly {-almoney v. Shaw, Incl. Inr. I. 319 ; Srcelia·th Roy
v. Ghose, LL.R. 5 Cal. 82-e.l'plailled ami approfh:cl.
Hatilllbitai v. ]<.1'fl.lllr"Z, l.L.H. 51 Born. 5l6-dissfntcd frolll.
The nature and extent of the jurisdiction ill persona III exerci$ed by the Court
.()f Chanc1:'ry in England considered.
.

* Civil Hegular Suit No. 385 of 1933 of this Court.
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1934
E.1: parte Pollard, Mont. :tkCh.250 ; CransliJwn(Lord) v.. Johnston, 3 Ves.
170; Lord Portarlillgi<!ti v. Soulby, 3 Mylne & Keen 104 ; Penn v. Lord
V,E.R.M.
Baltimore, 1 Ves. Sen. 44~; Companhia De Mocambique v. British SOllth Africa
N.C.T.
Co., (189~2 Q.B. 358-refe1~red to.
CH'ETTYAR
v.
In England a suit to enforce a mortgage by foreclosure or Eale would be
A.R.A.R.R.M.
regarded not only as .substantially a suit for land, but also as a suit which CHETTYAR
touches the realty, and directly affects the title to and disposition of the land.
FmM.
In reNoyles, (191'0) 2 Ch. 333; (1911)1 Ch. 1797'referred to.
-In India a mortgage is immovable property.
Bank of Upper I1Idia v. Skinner, I.L.R 51 All. 495 ; Elu11lalai v. MlIdaliar,
'J.L.R. 44 Mad. 965; Hara L'all v. Nitambini Debi, I.L.R. 29 Cal. 315; Paresh
Natll Chattopadhya, 'I.L.R.29 Cal. 1 ; Sakhiuddin v. Sarkar, 22 C.W.N. 645referred to.
.
The Court when it passes, a preliminary decree or a final decree in a mortgage suifin favour of the mortgagee does not lay any obligation upon the
mortgag'9r to do or refrain from doing anything. It merely gives the mortgagor
and any ~her party entitled in that behalf an option, which he mayor may not
elect to exercise, to redeem the property in the manner therein prescribed.
The Courf~n such a case cannot be said to act in personam. •
The defe~antcreateda mortgage in favour of the plaintiff by depositing in
"Rangoon the li~.deeds of immovable property situate in Myaungmya District
as security for a lOOJ.L$dvanced to him in Rangoon. The plaintiff filed a suit
in the High Court upon·fu'e'mortgage.
Held, that the High Court had no jurisdi.;tion to entertain the plaintiff's
suit to enforce the mortgage by sale of the mortgaged property.
JUl1.

v.

As the question whether a suit in the High
Court to enforce a mortgage of property situate out-.
side its local limits is a "suit for land" within
clause 10 of the Letters Patent raises a matter ofgeneral
importance, and the decisions of the Court on the
question were not uniform, the learned Chief Justice
ordered that the,suit should be tried by five Judges.

Basu for the plaintiff. The mortgaged property
is outside Rangoon., and the defendant resides outside
the jurisdiction,' but ,the transaction took place in
Rangoon. "Therefore the whole cause of action arose
in Rangoon) and this Court has jllrisdiction.
In a mortgage suit the title to the land
mortgaged is not in issue. The mortgagor !.'annot
deny the mortgagee's title in such a suit. A mortgage suit is pI imadly brought for repayment of the loan

'~1
j
/-
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taken by the mortgagor, theJ.e.nd being merely.
treated as security. The term " sttit for land" refers'
to cases where the title to or possession of l..nd isprimarily in issue.
The earlier cases do not afford much assistance~
In Bagram v. Moses (1) the Court held that whilst
it had no jurisdiction over property sitnate outside
Calcutta, yet where a party was personally subj
to the jurisdiction it had power to declare~ Whther
or not such party held the land subject to a rust.
In R01'ndhone Shaw v. Nobul'nollev DO$see (2 the
Court er. tertained a suit for specific perfor
of a contract for sale entered into in c/ct1cutta
of property situate outside Calcutta.
B(bquure
v. Doss (3) was a suit for foreclosure iy1 respect
of land situate in Calcutta, and the i leX loci rei
sita was applied. See also Bil:rcc J aun v. Meel'za
Mahommad (4).
In Prasannanwvi v. l-(adambini (5) the Court
had to construe f;r the ,ifirst time words similar to
those contained in clause 10 of the Letters Patent; and
-this case was followed j .. l Chil1taman v. ilfadhavra (6) ;
] ag,'adamba v. Padtr dni (7);. In the matter Of the
Petition of Leslie (,8); Yenkoba v. Rambhaji (9).
Suits "relatin~ h i ' land need not necessarily be suits.
" for" land. Raj mohun v. East Indian Railway
i70~(10) ; Hadjee Ismail v.. Hadjee Mahomed (11);
]uggodumba v. Puddomoney ,12) ; East Indian Railway Co. v. The Bengal Coal Co. (13); KeWe v.
(11
(2)
(3)
(4)

1
1
1
1
'(5) 3

Hyde's Rep. 284.
(7)
Bourke Rep. 218;
\8,
Bourke Rep. 319.
(9)
Ind. Jl1r. N.S. 40.
(10)
Ben. L.R. 1 ' 5 . ( l l l
(0) 6 Bam. H.C.R. 29.
(12;
(13) I.L.R. 1 Cal. 95.

6 Ben. L.R. 686.
9 Ben. L.R 171.
9 Bam. H.C.R 12.
10 Bell. L.. R 241.
13 Ben. L.R 9l.
15 Ben. L.R 318.
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Fraser (1); ]uggernauth v. Brijnath (2) ; ]airam
1934
v. Atmaram (3); Sreenath Roy v. Cally Doss (4).
V.E.R.M.
Tu{) decision in His Highness Mahm'aj Holkar v. C:~~;~R
Dadabhai (5) supports the plaintiff. In Land MO1't- A.R.A~R.R.M.
Bank v.
Sudurudeen
'6) and Kanti Chunder v. CHETTYAR
gage.
,
FIRM.
Kissory Mohun (7) it was taken as settled law,
in spite of the conflicting decisions, that a suit for
foreclosure 01' sale was a s'llit for land. See also
SeshagiriUau v. Rama Rau (8).
In Sorabji v. Rattonji" (9) the Court considered
the meaning of the term "suit for. land" as understood by the Court of Chancery in England at the
time when the Letters Patent were framed. In
BaJaram v. Romchondra (10) it was suggested that
leave to sue given under the Letters Patent might
cure the want of jurisdiction in regard to lands
situate outside the Court's jurisdiction.
[PAGE, C.}. \Vhy should the English doctrin.e
that equity acts in personal1l be introduced in its
entirety i~to India?' In the event it roay happen that
a personal decree gral1ted againsf a defendarit':'morfgagor is only'a paper decree; and Courts are not
prepared to pass infruduous decrees.]

This aspect of the question need not present any
difficulty. A decree granted by one Court in
British India is executable by any other Court in
British India to' which it is transferred. This equity
doctrine was applied in Nistarini Dassi v. Nunde
Lall· (11) and Benode Behari v. Nistarini (12) where
fraud was alleged against an administrator who was
(1) I.L.R. 2 Cal. 445.
(2) I.L.R. 4 Cal. 322.

(3) I.L.R. 4 Born. 482.
(4) I.L.R. 5 Cal. 82.
(5) I.L.R. 15 Born. 353
(6) I.L.R. 19 Cal. 35R.

29

(7:) I.L.R. 19 Cal. 361n.
(8) I.L.R. 19 Mad. 448.
(9) I.L.R 22 Born. 701.
(101 I.L.R. 22 Bom. 922.
(11) I.L R. 26 Cal. 891.
(12) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 180.
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resident within the C()urt's jurisdiction. The Courts.
also 'assl:lme-jutfscUction in such cases where the
cause of action arises within its limits. Srinivasa v. '
Venkata "Varada (1) ; on appeal to the Privy
Council (2) ; but see Hara Lall v. Niia1'l'zbini (3)..
The term " suit for land" was further considered
in the fol1o~ing cases: Laksh1nikantlzam v. J(rishna~
sawmy (4); Vaghoji v. Camaji (5) ~ Abdul Karin'l
v. Badrudeen (6); , IIunsrcij M orarjee . v. Runchordas
(7) ; Ebrahinz v.Provas Chander (8) ; Sundara Bai v.
Tirumal Rao (9) ; Lodna Colliery Co. v.Bipin Bihari
Bose (10) ;' Zulekabai v. Ebr.ahim (11); The OffiCial
Assignee v. T. C. Ranzaswal1zy (12); Harendra Lal v.
Haridasi (13). This last judgment exertec1a considerable influence on the later decisions. Suda1'JIldih
Coal Co., Ltd. v. Empire 'Coal Co., Ltd. (14); Ratanchand v. Gobind Lall (15).
In Nagendra Nath v. Erali'gool (16) a vendor's
suit for specific performance of a contract to sell
immovable property was held not to be a suit for
land. Tl1e primary object in such a suit is the
recovery of the purchase money. Title to land is
not directly in issue. A purchaser's suit for specific
performance will stand on a different footing.
At the other extreme is the case of, Yeshvadabai
v. ]anardhan (17) where it was held that a suit to
recover maintenance charged on land was a suit for
land. But Fawcett J. who decided this case took a
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

LL.R. 29 Mad. 239.
I.L.R. 34 Mad. 257.
I.L.R. 29 Cdl. 315.
I.L.R. 27 Mad. 157.
I.J,.R. 29 Bam. 249.
I.L.R, 28 Mad. 216.
7 Bam. L.R. 319.
I.L.R. 36 Cal. 59.
,

(9) I.L.R. 33 Mad. 131.,
(lO) I.L.R. 39 Cal. i39.
, (11) I.L.R. 37 Born.. 494.
(12) 23 Mad. L.]. 726. '
(13) I.L.R. 41 Cal. 972.
(I4) I.L,R. 42 Cal. 942.
(IS) LL.R, 48 Cal. 882.
(16) I.L.R. 49 Cal. 670.
(17j 25 B?ITI. L.R. 1172.
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jfferent view in Raja Kotakal v. The Malabar Timber
:0., Ltd. (1), though he attempted to' distinguish his
)fmer r-aling from the latter.
K. .Venkatrao v. Khimji (2) is directly in point
" f f TIle F u11 B enc l1. d eC1slOn
..
nd supports t h e plamh.
n The India Spinning & WemJing Co., Ltd. v.
:limax Industrial Syndicate (3) which took a conrary view was overruled in Hatimbhai Hassal1ally v.
~mmroz Ed,uljee (4), and this is the most important
lecision on the point. As pointed out in this last
ase the primary element in a mortgage suit is' the
lebt, the security for the debt being only a secondary
:onsideration. The mortgagee is primarily interested
n getting his money back.

[PAGE, C.J. But \vhat is the effect of the decree
>assed in the suit ?]
Firstly, the decree directs the defendant to pay
he amount due within a stated period; and it is
mly on default of such payment that the property is
:0 be sold.

[PAGE, C.}. The decree may affect the disposijon of property which is situate outside British India,
md to grant such a decree would be to run counter
to the recognized principles of international law.
What is meant in Hatimbhai's case by saying that
the Court when passing a decree in a mortgage suit
lS acting in personam? see Gokuldas v. Chaganlal
(5).J
.In the l:ase of an ordinary money decree one of the
modes of execution is by attachment of immovable
(1) I.L.R. 48 Born. 625.

(3) I.L.R. 50 Born. 1.
(4j I.L.R. 51 Bom. 516.
(5) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 655.

(21 26 Born. L.R. 535.
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property belonging to the judgment debtor. The'
only difference between such .a decree and a:
mortgage decree is that no attachment is t'lecessary
in the latter case. Therefore in both these cases the
Court may primarily be regarded as acting upon the
conscience of the defendant.
[PAGE, C.J. This clearly was not how the doctrine'
was understood by the Court of Chancery in England~
All that the Court of Chancery did was to compel
the defendant, if he happened to be within the
jurisdiction, to do something in default of which he'
was punished for contempt. Are the Courts in India
acting in a like manner when granting decrees in
mortgage suits ?]
No. But all that is necessary for the exercise of
the Court's jurisdiction in. personam is that the defendant must be within the territorial limits of the Couri
where the suit is filed, or that he can properly and
effectively be served with process. It should also be
borne in mind that our Letters Patent are drawn if,
very wide terms.
The Full Bench decision of the Bombay Higt
Court was followed in P.M.A. Velliappa Chettya1' v. Salu
Govinda Dass (1). But the Calcutta High Court prefer
red to follow its own decisions. Galstaun v.. Diam
Sarkies (2) ; Provas Chandra v. Ashutosh (3)
Satyabrata Sen v. Gopal Das (4). In C.L. Kiernande·
v. Benimadhab (5) and S. Ray v. Shree Shree .Thakuran
(6) it was held that a suit may be maintained wit]
the leave of the Court if part of the property i
situate within its jurisdiction.
(1) I.L.R. 52 Mad. 809.
(2) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 2H.
(3) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 979.

(4) 49 Cal. L.J. 235.
(5) I.L.R. 58 Cal. 598..
(6) I.L.R. 60 Cal. 54.
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The Rangoon High Court has expressed conflicting
1934
;vs. In A. Swami Iyah v. The Commissioners jar V.E.R.M.
Port. of Rangoon (1) Cunliffe J. applied the test C~:g:;~R
t down in Gokuldas v; Chaganlal. Das and Shaw A.R.A~R.R M.
followed the Bombay decision in Hatimbhai's case i CHETTYAR
: Otter and Leach JJ. took a different vie,\'.
.
FIRM.
It would be useful to refer to the English easel on this
point when the Letters Patent were
med, and to trace its development.
In Toller v. Carteret (2) the Court of Chancery
ercised judsdi'ction· over land situate elsewhere
cause crquitas agit in personam, and the defendant
tS within its jurisdiction.
Pell" Y. Lord Baltimore
) iCranstown (Lord) Y. ]Oll1lstOll (4). The Court
Chancery also· took care to see that the decrees that
passed were not mere bruta jitlmillG. Norris v.
ha111bres (5). In Paget v. Ede (6) the Court
ranted a foreclosure decree in respect of lands
.tuate outside its jurisdiction. The principle was
Jat the Court a~ted upon the conscience of the
.efendant who was within its jurisdiction compelling
lim to perform the contract he had entered into.
Villiam Ewing v. On' Ewing (7) i In re Hawthorne.
;raham v. Massey (8) i Mercantile Investment etc. Co.
1. River Plate Trust etc. Co. (9) i The British South
Africa Co. v. The Compal1hia De Mocambique (10).
The .' question generally raised was whether the
defendant could be properly served. Bawtree v. The
Great North-'West Central Railway Co. (11) i Duderv.
Amste1'datnsch Trustee's Kan/oor (12). In Desclzmnps v.
11)
(2),
IS)
(4)

I.L.R. 9 Ran. 13.
23 E.R. 9i6.
27 E.R. 1132.
3 Ves. Jun. 170.
{5) 45 E.R. 1004.
(6) 18 Eq. Cas. 118.

(7) 9 App. Cas. 34.
(8) 23 Ch. D. 743.
(9) (1892, 2 Ch. 303.
110l (1893) A.C. 602.
(11) 14 T.L.R. 448.
(12) (1902) 2 Ch. 132.
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Miller (1) Parker J. explained the· equity jurisdiction
clearly. See also British South Africa Co. v. De
Beers Consolidated Mines (2) ; In re Sn1ith. Lawrence·
v. Kitson (3) ; Dicey's Conflict of Laws; Westlake's:
Private International Law.
A mortgage by deposit of title-deeds .was a.
novelty introduced for the benefit of the commercial
community ; and it would be anomalous to say that
while a mortgage can be validly created, in certain
specified to'wns, of· property situate outside their
limits, yet the mortgagee cannot sue to enforce the'
mortgage in the towns where it was created.""
The jurisdiction of the High Court under clause'
10 of the Letters Patent is much wider than that of the
Court of Chancery in England, because this Court is
empowered to try suits if the causes of action wholly
or partly arise within its jurisdiction, whereas the
Chancery Court could act only in personam. In the
present case the whole cause of action arose in
Rangoon.

Sastry for the. defendant. S. 58 of the Transfel
of Property Act defines a mortgage to be the fransfel
of an interest in specific immovable property; ane
a mortgage by deposit of title-deeds is nothing mon
than one of the species of mortgages enumerated ir
s. 96. The deposit of title-deeds has the effect 0
transferring an interest in specific immovable property
and a mortgagee's interest has always been held t<
be an interest in land. The Imperial Bank of Indil
v. U Rai GYa'l.t TIm & Co. (4) ; Paresh Nath \i
Naba{!,opal (5) ; Sakhiauddin v. Sonaullah (6)
Elunzalai v. Balak1'ishna .(7) ; Bank of Upper Indie.
l

(1) (1908) 1 Ch, 856.
(2) (1910) 2 Ch. 510.
(3) (1916\ 2 Ch. 206.
.
(7) I.L.R. 44

(4) I.L.R 1 Ran. 637, 648.
(51 I.L.R 29 Cal. 1.
(6) 22 C.W.N. 641.
Mad. 965.
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Ltd. v. FannySkinne1' (1). The English law does
1934
not differ from th~ Indian law in this respect. In re V.E.R.M.
Hoyles·(2} j Taylor v. London County Banking Co. C~E;~~R
(3) j Walsh v. The Queen (4).
A.R.A~R_R.M.
In
a
mortgage
.suit
the
land
which
has
been
CHETTYAR
.
FIRM.
mortgaged is directly arid substantially involved.
Although the English Courts slowly extended their
jurisdiction' in' personam beyond what was laid down
in Norris v, Chambres yet the dictum laid down by
the Lord Chancellor has never been departed from.
That is to say, the Court ought not to pass a decree
affecting property which in the place where the
property is situate would be treated as a mere
brutwn fulmen.
The effect of a mortgage decree is to put the
title of the mortgagor and the mortgagee in the open
market, and the purchaser obtains what~yer title'
thereby pa·sses.
. Bcm.tin .reply. The effect of a mortgage decree
is not to vest. in thep1<iintiff any. right in the land.
The mor~gage suit is primarily based on the contract
for the' loan. -In a suit for. the specific performance
of a contract or for the enforcement of a trust, though
the decree may affect immovaple' property, the
primary claim in the case is not for the land.
.'" Suit.for land" in the Letters Patent must l;ave
.a . special meaning because the term is used in con. tradistinction to H other immo,rable property" imme. diately following.
PAGE, C.l.-The question that arises for determination iri this case is whether a' mortgagee's suit for
sale is a suit for land within clause 10 of the Letters
··.Patent
(I) I.L. R. 51 All. 494.
(2) (1911) 1 Ch. 179.

(3) (1901) 2 Ch. 231, 254.
(4) (1894) A.C, 144, 148.
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Clause 10 cuns as follows:

V.E.R.M.
N.C.T.

" And we do further ordain that the High Court Q{ Judicature at Rangoon in the exercise of its
'IJ.
as
. '1'Juris
. d'IC t'IOn sh a11 b e empowere d
A.R.A.R.R.M. Originaltojurisdiction
suits,
or d'mary CIVI
CHETTYAR
to
receive,
try
and
determine suits of every
FIRM.
description if, in the case of suits for land or other immovPAGE, C.J.
able property such land or property shall be situated, or in all
other cases if the. cause of action shall have arisen, 'either
wholly, or, in case the leave of the Court shall have been first
obtained, in part, within the local limits of the crdinary original
civil jurisdiction of the said High Court, or if the defendant at
the time of the commencement of the suit shall dwell, or carry"
on business, or personally work for ~ain. within such ·limits ;'
except that the said High Court shall not have such original
jurisdiction in cases falling within the jurisdiction of the
Rangoon Small. Cause Court."
CHETfVAR

The material facts are simple and .not in dispute.
On the 19th December 1931 the defendant
A.R.A.R. R.M. Chettyar Firm, the name under which
Arunachalam Chettyar who resides in the Ramnad
District of the Mad ras Presidency carries on bllsiness,
executed .a promissory note for Rs. 2,700 and interest
in favour of the plaintiff for money lent, and as
furtbtr security for the loan created a mortgage by
deposit of title-deeds in respect of certain land
situate in the Myaungmya District outside the limits
of the ordinary original civil jurisdiction of the High
Court at Rangoon. The sole issue between the
parties is whether this Court has jurisdiction under
clause 10 of the Letters Patent to entertain a suit in
which the plaintiff seeks to enforce the said mortgage
.by sale of the mortgaged land.
Now, in connection with the construction of
clause 10 of the Letters Patent, which is substantiaJl}
in the same terms as the corresponding clauses ir
the Letters Patent of the High Courts at Calc.utta
BombaY,and Madras, other questions. arise ··apar
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from the question which it is necessary to decide in
the present suit, but I resist the "temptation to enter
upon" ~ discussion of these further questions, because
"it is a wholesome rule of judicial practice" that a
Court ought to decide only such questions as are
necessary for the due determination of the suit
before it ; and for the purpose in hand it" is common
ground that the whole of the land" subject to the
mortgage in suit is situate outside the local limits of
the ordinary original civil jurisdiction of the Court,
and that the defendant at the commencement of the
suit was residing in the Madras Presidency, and was
not dwelling or carrying on business or personally
working for gain ,vithin such limits.
The two issues, theJ:"efore, that fall for determination are (i) what is the meaning of the expression
,Il suits for land" in clause
10 of the Letters Patent,
and (ii) does a mortgagee's suit for sale fall within
the ambit of the term " suits for land" in the sense
in which it is used in clause 10 of the" Letters
Patent?
Sir Charles" Wood, in his de~patch of the 14th
May 1862, observed
" As it is very desirable that every sUlf should be instituted
in the Court of the district in which the property forming the
subject of" dispute is situated, or in which the cause of action
has its origin; or in which the defendant resides or carries on
business; the jurisdiction hitherto exercised by the Supreme
Con~t (on the ground of constructive inhabitancy or otherwise)
over "persons and property beyond" the local limits of the
Presiderlcy" Town, but within the limits of the Presidency or
Division subject to the authority of the High Court has not
been vested in the High Court. The concluding provision of
clause J 1 provides that the exercise of the ordinary original
civil jilrisdiction ofihe Court shall be" confined to the local
limits of the Presidency Town, with power, however, to the
Court, under clause 13, to call for and hy any suit instituted"
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in any Court subject to its superintendence, \ovhen, for reasons.'
to be recorded, it shall think proper to do so j"

and
the effect of clause 12 \'I..-ill be to confine the ordinary original
ci\'il jurisdiction of the High Court within narrower limits than
the civil jurisdiction exercised by the Supreme Ceurt. By
clause 13, however, the High Court is empo\overed to call for
and to tr:</, as a Court of first instance, any suit which the'
law requires to be hlstituted before some other tribunal. By the
exercise d the po\\'er thus conferred on it, the High Court
will be enabled to obviate all reasonable ground of complaint.
when it shall deem that any hardship or injustice is likely to
result from the compl!lsory institution in a Zillah Court c£ a
suit which, but for the change in the systeil1, might have been
instituted in the Supreme Court."
II

If a Judge may be permitted to express an 0p1l11On
on such a subject I would venture to suggest that
experience has shown that in Burma" and I be1i€?ve
also in Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras, it would now
be convenient and desirable to invest the High
Courts with conqurent original jurisdiction \vith the
District Courts of the Province respecti\ ely to hear
and determine "suits for land" in respect of land
or immovable property situate outside the limits of
its ordinary but within the limits of its extraordinary
original civil jurisdiction; although, in my opinion, it
would be inexpedient, and might (( subject immoveable property to the most distressing conflicts arising.
from opposite titles" (see' Story's Conflict of Laws,
s. 555) if the jurisdiction of the· High Court was
further ell:tended to land or other immovable property
situate outside the limits of the Province in which
it is established.
Now, this is not the first case in which I have
found it necessary to consider the meaning of the
words "suits for land" in the Letters Patent. In
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Gokuldas v. Cha~anlal and others (1) [see also Provas
1934
Chandra Sinha v. Ashutosh Mukelji (2)J the matter V.E.R.M.
was -discussed at the Bar in great detail, and the CH~~~~R
exhaustive and skilful analysis by learned counsel of A.R.A~.R.M,
all the available authorities on the subject in the CHETTYAR
FIRM.
present case has confirmed me in the view which I
PAGE, C.l.
then expressed, and to which I still adhere, as to
the construction that the expression suits for land"
as used in the Letters Patent ought to receive. In
Gokuldas' case I endeavoured to enunciate the doctrine
in consonance with wlJicha Court of law ought to
refrain ex comitate from entertaining a suit that" relates
to an estate in land or fo a right annexed to such an
estate" situate outside the territorial limits of its
jurisdiction (Vatte1 B 2, Ch. 8, s. 103) j and to explain
.the grounds upon which the doctrine is based, and
the sources from which it derives its sanction. It is
unnecessary in the present case to repeat the views
which I ventured to express in ,Gokuldas' case as to ·the
genesis of this doctrine and its applicability in
connection with the construction that r am disposed
to place upori' Clause 10 of the Letters Patent j but
it is Dot inapposite, I think, to emphasize once
more the importance of maintaining and applying
thedodrine when the Court is construing the words
"suits for la~ or other immovable property"
in clause 10 of- the Letters Patent, because, among
.other reasons,!! the inconveniences of an opposite
course would be innumerable, and would subject
immoveable property to .the most distressing conflicts
arising from opposing titles, and compel every nation
to . administer almost all other laws except Its' own,
in the ordinary administration of justice." (Story's
Conflict of Laws, s. 555.)
(l

(1) (1927) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 655.

(2) (1929) I.L.R 56 Cal. 979.
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In my opinion the term" suits for land or other
immovable property 11 in clause 10 of the Letters
CHE;TYAR
Patent means " suits, in which, having regard to the
.A.R.A~R.R.M. issues raised in the pleadings the decree or order
CHETTYAR
'
. Ie
FIRM.
WI'11 aff ec t d'1rectl y te h
propnetary
or possessory ht
PAGE, C.J.
to land or other immovable property" [Gokuldas
v. Clzaganlal and others (1 )J.
In A. Swami Iyah Nuda?' v. The Commissioners for
the Port of Rangoon (2) Cunliffe J. and in 111. E.
Bhaiyat v. Lilll Chong Kha and eight others (3) Leach J.
accepted, as correct the above definition of the term
"suits for land," and in the second case Leach J;,
after an examination of the authorities and construing
the term H suits for land or other immovable property"
in the above sense" held that a stlit filed in the
High ,Court at Rangoon by a mortgagee of lands
situate at Mandalay outside the 'local limits of the
ordinary original civil jurisdiction of the Court was
a H suit for land" within clause 10 of the Letters
Patent, and the learned Judge dismissed the suit
upon the ground' that the High Court' had no
jurisdictIon to entertain it [see also the decision of
Otter J. to the same effect in Ah Shark v. Messrs.,
Bee Lum Ting & CO. (4)J. In The Bank of Chettinadj
Ltd. v. Ma Sein and others (5), however, Das J.
held that such a suit was not a suit for land, and
following a decision of a Special Bench of the
Bombay High Court in Hatimbhai Hassanally v.
F1'amroz Eduljee Dinshaw (6) observed that in his
opinion "the primary element in a mortgage is the
debt and not the security i" and that he did not
think that a suit to enforce a mortgage is a suit
for land." In The Chettyar Firm 01 R.M.P. v.
vJl.Trv:·

(1) (1927) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 655.
(2) (1931) LL.R. 9 Ran. 13.
, (3) C.R. 164 of 1933.

(4) C.H.496 of 1926.
(5) C.R. 414 of 1931.
(6) (1927) LL.R 51,Bom. 516.
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R.M.N. Chettyar Firm and others (1), Shaw J. in
1934
a similar case arrived at the same conclusion that V.E.R.M.
Das eJ. had reached in The Bank of Clzettinad, Ltd. C~~~~R
·v. Ma Sein and others (2), and in Messrs. Premjee A.R.A~R.R.M.
Ranijee v. M.M.S.M.S. Chettyar (3) the same CHETTYAR
FIRM.
learned Judge again held that a suit to enforce a
PAGE, C.].
mortgage of lands situate outside the jurisdiction
. was not a "suit for land."
It becomes necessary, therefore, to consider
whether in our opinion H atimbhai's case was rightly
decided; and I am the more disposed to do so, as
the judgments in Hafimbhai's case and in Gokuldas'
case were passed within a short time of each other,.
and in Gokuldas' case I' had not the advantage of
perusing the judgments passed by the Special Bench
. of the Bombay High Court.
Now, the leading judgmt:nt of the majority. of
the Judges who decided Hatimbhai's case was
delivered by 'Marten C.J. In that case a mortgage
of .·land in Poona was created' by the deposit of.
the title-det:ds with the plaintiff· in Bombay,
and it was held (Fawcett and Mirza JJ. dissenting)
.that a suit filed in the High Court at Bombay
to enforce the mortgage by sale of the land was
not· a I' suit for land" \vithin clause 12 of the
Letters Patent. of the Bombay High Court, which
correspond$ with clause 10 of the Letters Patent
of the Rangoon High Court. The judgment of
Marten C.J.,· as I read it, was based upon two
main grounds ;
(1) that a" snit for land" means a Stut I' which substantially
involved· the recovery of land or its equivalent," and that as
"the primary or substantial object of a mortgage suit is the
payme~t ef the debt a mortgage suit was net a 'suit 'for
)~nd' within clause 12 of the Letters Patent i"
(i) C.R. 522 of 1931.

(2) C.R. 13 of 1933.
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(2) that in granting relief in mortgage suits the Court
acts in personam, and as the Courts both in India and in
N.C.T.
England have always passed decrees in fersonam in proper
CHETTYAR
h
d f en d ant reSIe
. 1es W1t
. h'"
v.
cases, at any rate were
th e e
In t h e
.A:g.A.R ~.M. jurisdiction, a mortgage suit even if the land subject to the
~~~~~AR mortgage is situate outside the juris:1iction. cannot be a" suit
p --C - for land" within the Lettet"s Patent, and as such a suit
- AGE. .J.
which the -Court is not competent to try and determine under
clause 12 of the Letters Patent.
1934

V.E.R.M.

Marten C.]., no doubt, was inclined to go further
and· to take the _extreme view that -suits for land
are "suits _to recover or obtain land," but in my
opinion such a construction of the Letters Patent
is plainly too narrow, and would not be in consonance
with the principles of international law wbich, I
apprehend, are to be applied in construing the
term " suits for land." Skinner v. East India
Co. (1-). - British South Africa Co. v. C01'fzpallhiaDe Mocambique (2); - Vaghoji Kuverfi v. Ca1naji
Bomanji (3) ; Sudamdlh Coal Co.. , Ltd. v. EmpireCoal Co., Ltd. ( 4 ) . '

.

Now,- in connection with the first ground upon
which Marten C.J. based his judgment I - am of
course aware that in a number of cases it has been
laid down that a suit is a suit for land if the
" primary" or "substantial" or " main" question to
be determined in the suit is "the right to the
land." But with all respect it seems to m~ that
that is not the criterion to be applied; and that
whatever may be the object that the plaintiff' had
in view \vhen he filed the suit, and whatever may
be the nature of other questions that fall to be
determined in the suit, if and in so far as the
suit having regard to the issues - raised is one in
(1) 6 state Trial 710.
(2) (1892) Q.B. 358 ;(1893) A.C. 602.

(3) (19041 I.L.R. 29 Born. 249.
_(4) (1915) I.L,R. 42 Cal. 942.
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which the decree will affect directly the proprietary
Dr possessory title to land or other immovable
proper'y pro tanto the suit is "a suit for land"
within clause 10 of the Letters Patent, and cannot
be . tried or determined by a· Court outside the
territorial jurisdiction of which· the Iand· or immovable
property is situate. What difference does it, or
with all due deference can it, make to the
jurisdiction of the Court that the " substantial" or
.H, primary
object of the plaintiff, or the" substantial"
-or " main" issue in the suit does not relate to land, if
in the circumstances of the case the decree sought, if
made, will directly affect the title. to land? In my
<>pinibn no"neat all ; and to my mind itis manifest that
the Court to that extent has no jurisdiction to hear the
suit, however competent it may be to try the other
issues that are raised by the pleadings.
other
words, as I apprehend the. matter, the question
whether a suit is a " suit for land" or not depends
'not' upon the motive •or the purpose of the plaintiff
but upon the nature and effect of the decree.
.
Again, the se'copd line of rea.;;oning, following
Hatimbhai's case, to which the learned advocate for
the plaintiff had. rec6urs~ for the purpose . 6f establishing that a mortgage suit for sale is not a " suit
Jor Iand" appears to. me with, all respect to be
-inherently and deafly fallacious.
The argument ran, on the following lines; it
-could not have been intended that the High Courts
.in India should possess less ample jurisdiction in
equity than the Supreme Courts in India possessed;
:and the' Supreme ,Courts admittedly possessed the
.same jurisdiction in pe1'sonmn . as that exercised by
the Court of Chancery in England. But the juris
-diction of the .High Courts in India in' this respect
must be explicitly or implicitly contained in the
/I

In
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Letters Patent by which the Courts were created.
It followed, therefore, that., any suit in which the
Court of Chancery would pass a decree in personam
could not be regarded 'as 'a "suit for land" within
clause 10 of the Letters Patent. But, in my
opinion, the fallacy that lurks within this reasoning
is that the Court of Chancery in cases where it was
feasible to enforce its decree against a defendant or his
property within the jurisdiction, to the consternation
and wrath' of the Courts of Common 'Law, did not
hesitate to pass a decree which it deemed expedient for
the purpose of doing equity between the. parties to the
suit, irrespective of whether the decree that was passed
affected directly. or indirectly the title to land situate
"
outside the juris~iction.
" The Courts of this country, in the exercise of their jurisdiction over contracts made here, or in administering, equities·'
between parties residing here, act upon their ownrulef', and are'
not influenced by any consideration 0'£ what the effect of such"
contracts might be in the couIltry'where the lands are situate, or
of the manner in which the Courts of such countries might deal
with such"equitits."

[per Cottenham L.C. in Ex parte Pollard (l)J.

,

It was not much litigated that the Courts, of Equity here
have an equal right to interfere with reg;lrd to judgments or
mortgages upon lands in a foreign country as upon lands here.
Bills are often filed uPOll mortgages in the West Indies. The
only distinction is, that this Court cannot act upon the land
directly, but acts upon the conscience of the person living here.
Archer v. P,'eston, L01'd Arglasse v. Muschamp, Lord Kildare v.
Eustace (2). Those cases'clearly shew, that with regard to any
contract made or equity bet ween persons in this country respecting lands in a foreign country, particularly in the British Dominions, this Court will hold the same jurisdiction as if they were
situated in England. [jackson v. Petrie (3), White v. Hall (4).]
II

(1) Mont. & Ch., p. 250.

(2) 1 Eg. Abr. 133 ; 1 Vern. 75, 135, 419.

, (3) 10 Ve;:, 164.
(4) 12 Ves. 321.
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JOl'd Har~wicke Ia;ysdown the .same doctrine, 3 Atk. 589.
'h·erefore without affecting the jurisdiction of the Courts there, or
.uestioni~ the regularity of the proceedings as in a Court of law,
r saying that this sale would have been set aside either in law or
.quity there·.
. I will lay down the rule as broad as this :
his Court will not permit him to avail himself of the law of any
Ither country to do what would be gross injustiGe."
P~r

Arden. l\1.R, ill Cranstown (Lord) v.

JOh11ston

1)].
" In truth nothing can be more unfonnded than the dOllQts Qf
he jurisdiction. That is grounded like all other jurisdiction of
:he Court of Chancery not upon any pretension to the exercise of
udicial and administrative rights abroad, but on the circumstance
'fthepersWl of the party on whoql this order is made being within
;bepo.wer o£ th~Gourt. If the. Court can commaild him. to bring
:lome goods from abroad, or to assign chattel interests, or to convey
~eal property locally situate abroad j if for instance, as in Penn v.
f..o,-d l)altimore (2), it can c\ecree the performance of aU' agreement touching the boundary of a province in North America, or,
~s in the case of Tolky. v. Cf,lrten;t (3) can foreclose a mOrtgage
in the Isle of ~ark, one of the Channel islands ; in precisely the
like manner it can restrain. the party being within the limits of its
jurisdiction from doing anything abrOad, whether the thing
foruidden he a coqveyance or other aQt in pais, or the instituting
()r prosecution of an action in; a foreign Co~rt."

[pet Brougham
~4)].

.

L.C. in, Lord PQrtarlingtol1 v. Soulby

Hilt even in the spacious days of the second half of the
18th century the COl,lrt of Chancery felt constrained to
put some limit upon the ex,tent. of its jurisdiction in
pers,onam. In Penn v. Lord Baltimore (2) Lord
Bardwicke observed that
" As to the Court's not inforcing the execution of their judgment j if they could not at all, I agree, it would be in vain to make
a decree j and the Court c~nnot inforce their o\..-n decree in rem
Ilj.3.Ves.Jun..170.
(21 (1750) 1 Ves. Sen. 444.

30

., -- (3)t1705J1 Vern. 494.
:;'(4) ·3 Mylne & Keen 104.
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in the,'present case i but that is not an objection against making
a decree in the cause i for the striCt primary decree in thisCo!Jrt
as a Court d Equity is in personain (4th Inst. 213 i t Ves. Sen,
204,447), long before it was settled whether this Court cQuld
issue (process) to put (a party) into possession in a suit of lands in
England."

But his Lordship,
,. having directed that the plaintiffs and (lefenc'U1nt ,shollIe'
qUi~t1y hold according to the irticles, altered that; for it w.cule
be improper to have a decree in this Court for quiet enjoyment oj
lands in Amt.rica."

(see also Gokuldas v. Chaganlal supl'a, and case~
there cited).
As' a staunch adherent of the Common Law I fine
comfort and cogency in the following observations oj
Lord Esher M.R. in the Mocambiqut3 case (1),.
,•. whether a displ1 te arising en a contract with regarc
to property or' other right in land ought ever to have beel
entertained, if the land was abroad, has been doubted ane
questioned. But Lord Harc1wicke did entertain such a dispute il
Penn v. Lord Baltimore (l Ves. Sen. 444) disclaiming, however, tht
full jurisdictIon to (lireat that the plaintiff should quietly hold. H f
founded the jurisdiction which he did. exercise upon the ground 0
a contract or an' equity between the parties. I confess that thi
decision, which has been acted upon by other great judges it
equity, seems to me. to.be open to the strong objection, that the
Court is doing indirectly what it dare not qo directly. It seem:
to me that the decision breaks the comity of national consent
because such a contract deals with rights resulting from thl
ownership of land. The one contracting party contracts to yiele
rights, and the other party contracts to accept rights, resliltinl
from the ownership of land. And, by the consent of all natiom
as I understand the matter, a dispute as to such rights is amonl
nations to be treated as a local action to be tried only in th,
{m'urn rei sita:."

In these circumstances, and having regard to thl
nature and extent of the jurisdiction in. personam tha
. (1) '(1892) 2 Q.B. 358 at p. 404.
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he Court of Chancery exercised, while I am not
)repared to hold that the High Courts in India do not
)ossess jbrisdiction in equity to pass decrees in persolam-far from it-I am firmly of opinion that the
iigh Courts are not entitled to exercise jurisdiction in
lersonam in a manner that is inconsistent with the
erms of the Letters Patent, and that the extent of the
:::ourt's jurisdiction in that bebalf is not and cannot be
:he criterion by reference to which the term" suits for
and ~'in the Letters Patent is to be explained or
lefined;
I respectfully agree with Macleod C.}. in declining
to follow the specious argument that because in certain classes of
mits, though they are suits for land, a Court of Equity in England
,vill grant relief in personam, therefore such suits cease to be suits
ior land so as to exclude them from the meaning of that expression
in clause 12 of the Charter."
I

[see The India Spinning & Weaving Co., Ltd. v.
Climax Indust1'ial Syndicate (1).J For these reasons,
with all due deference, I cannot p~rsuade myself
that the construction put upon .the term " suits for
land" by the majority of the Judges in Hatimbhai's
case was correct, and I am not prepared to accept
it.
Now, if the c.Onslruction that I place upon clause
10 of tile· Letters Patent is correct, namely, that a
suit pro tanto is a ". suit for land" if having regard
to the issues raised in . the pleadings the decree
in the suit will. affect directly the proprietary or
possessory title to land or otber immovable property,
and it matters not a whit, as it seems to me,
whether other issues are raised in the suit or
whether some other issue raises the "main" or
" sl,1pstantial" question in the suit, the Court need
;1) (1925) I.L.R. 50 Born. 1 at p. 26.
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not embark upon a consideration of the question
whether "the primary or sl.lb~,tantial object of a
mortgage suit is the payment of the debt."
But
so much weight was attached to' this question in
Hatimbhai's case that it m.aJY be well to consider
the object and effect of such a suit.
To this end the first question to be determined
is whether a mortgage is. immovable property? So
far as English law is concerned in this connection
I shall content myself with referring to the qse
of In re Hoyles 0). In the course of his judg.
ment Swinfen Eady J., dted, the following passage
from Story on the Conflict of Laws (Ch. 10, s. 447
6th ed., p. 606)
"What are to' be deemed immc:vables:?' Here', as ""e', have
already seen. not only lands and hcuses, but servitudes' am
easements, and other charges on lands, as mortgages and rents
and trust estates, are deemed to be, in the sense of law,. immov
ables, and governed by the lex rei sitce. These may be deemel
universal'ly to partakl: of the nature' of immovabl'es, or (as tllcommon law phrase is) to savOr of the' realty."

Tile learned Judge then referred with approv(l
to s. 160! of Westlake's Private lriternational La~
5th ed., p. 2'2'2, namely,
"When security is given on immovables for a debt whic
is also personally due, the lex situs of the immovables decidt
whether the debt is to be cOIisidered an' immovable, that is, as a
alteaation of so much of the value of the immovables ort wh'ic
it is: secured, at as a mere debt with collateral secui'ity."

Upon .this footing his Lordship' held itt the
case that the bequest of a mortgage on' rand: i
Canada for the benefit of a: charity fell \(ithin n
ambit of fhe Mortmain Act, 1736;
., Land is immovable j the rule mobilia sequuntur persona
has no application to interests in Hmd; arid disposition's of Ian
(1) (1910) 2 Ch. 333; i19U) 1 Ch. 1,79.
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although held by .way of mortgage, are for the purpose of
excluding this rule as much interests in land as where the land!is
held for.life or years."

On' appeal Swinfen Eady J.'s decision was upheld,
and Cozens-Hardy M.R. observed,
I think a mortgage debt secured by land is to be regarded,
not as a movable, but ag an immovable. The authority of text
writers is strongly in favour of this view. Story, s. 447, expressly
includes' charges on. lands, as mortga~es,' as in the sense of the
law immovables and governed' by the lex rei sita: j and Dicey
states that c'immovable property includes all rights over things
which .cannot be moved, whatever be the nat~re of such rights
or interests' (Dicey, 2nd ed, p. 76; see also p. 496>' Thus a
Scotch heritable bond has ahvays' been treated by cur law as
immovable, although there is a personal obligation to pay:
]erningham v. Herbert (1); In re Fitzgerald (2). But apart
from authority I should have arrived at the same conclusion
from considering the nature and extent of the rights of amortgagee
c£ freehold land. If he sues on the covenant to pay he must
reconvey the land on payment. If he has parted with the land,
otherwise than in exercise of a power of sale, he would be
restrained from suing on the covenant: Lockhart v. Hardy (3) ;
Palmer v. Hendrie (4), Kinnaird v. Trollope (5). The result is
that a mortgagee cannot assign the mortgage debt effectually
without also transferring the security upon the land."

Cl

And Farwell

L.J.

added:

" If, therefore, we are called upon to decide whether a
mortgage on land in England is movable or immovable I have no
hesitation in following Story J. and in deciding that it is immovable.
It is true that a mortgage is as between mortgagor and mortgagee
regarded as personal estate for many purpcses ; see CasboYlle v.
Scarfe (6) and Faircloul!.h v. Marshall (7); but the fact that it
is so for certain purposes in questions between our fellcw subjects
(11 4 Russ. 388.

(4) (1859) 27 Bew. 349 ; (lHLOj 28
Beav. 341.

(2) (1904) 1 Ch. 573, 588.
(5) (1888) 39 Ch.D. 636.
(3) (1846) 9 Beav. 349.
(6) (1737) 1 Atk. 603.
(7) (1878) 4 Ex.D. 37.
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here' has no bearing on· theqnestion' whether such a; m'ortga:~~"
shoald be ntganled as movable or not in questions of infetnatfoflaiI:
law. The mortgage undoubtedly affects thel-ai'ld direetlyq"
.

[se-e' aJliSo Walsh v, Reg (1)],
It cannot, I think, be doubted Jhc¥f in Englan'd
for the purpose in hand a suit to enforce a mortgage'
by foreclosure or sale would be regarded not· only
as "substantially" a suit for land, bu,t also. as·. a
g·uit which ~( touches the realty," aind diredly affe:ds;
the title to and disposition' of the lafl'd. Indeed,
Engtand for purposes: of limitation a suit fbt
foreclosure is now regarded as .a proceeding. fo
recover land' [Heath v. Pugh (2);. Harlock VI:
Ashberry ~3).J; and in this conNection I am unable
to draw any distin€tioID. between: a mortgage suit
for foreclosure and a: mortgage suit for sale. In
either case the' motive which prompts the mortgagee"
to file the suit, no doubt, is the desire to be
repaid hs debt, but the object and effect of the
decree that is sought in each case is that an ord~r
shall be,· passed pro\-iding for the transfer of the
title to the property from the mortgagor to another
person, unless within the period fixed in that behalf
the parties concerned exercise their option to
redeem.
In- India also, it' is manifest that. a mortgage is
immovable property, because In· S', 58 of the °rran-sfer
of Proper:ty Act (IV of 1882 as amended) a mortgage
is defined as :

m

II Ai. mortgage is' the transfer" of an~nter'est in:, specHl'e
immovewble' pr<Dperty for the purpose of secu:rinj:{ th'e ~aym.ertt ~
money advanced or to be advanced by way of loan~ an existing
or future debt, or the performance of an engagement which may
give rise to a pecuniary liability."

(1) (l894)<A.C.1-44'.

(2) 6 Q.B.D. 364,. t' A-.C. 23'S:.
. (3)' t,9 1 C.D~ 5'3'9.
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ari;din the General Clauses Act [X of 1897, s. 2
caS); Burma Act I of 1898, s. 2. (29)] II immoveable
propert~ " is thus defined ; .
" .'immoveable property' shall include land, benefits
to arise
.
out of land, and thiugs attached to the earth, or permanently
fastened to anything attacbed to the earth."

Having regard to these statutory provisions I
confess, with all due deference, that I sholiid have:
thQught that the contention that a suit' to enforce:
a' mortgage by sale of the land was not a "suit
for. land" was obviously unsustainable. [PareshNath Singh a v. Nabogopal Chattapaahya (1) ; Hara
£aU Banerjee v~ Nitambini Debi (2); Sakhiuddin
Salta and others v. Sonaullah Sarka l' und others
(3); Elu11:1alai Chetty and another v.. P. Balakrishna
Mudaliar (4); Rank of Upper India, Limited v.
Fanny Skinner arnd otlz e-rs (S).] For the reasons
that I have stated I am not prepared to accept
the view that the I( primary" object of a mortgage
suit in India js to obtain recovery of the debt;
but eve.n· if that were the case I am of opinion
that . for the purpose in hand the question as to.
what was the' "primary" object that the plaintiff
had in mind when he filed the suit would be..
immaterial.
I am also clearly of opinion, with all respect,
that the notion that in p<,lssing either a preliminary
or a final decr~e in a mortgage suit the Court
"acts in personam" is altogether too fanciful for
acceptance. What mandate is issued by the Court
to the mortg~gor in a mortgag~ suit. for sale?
None at all..
(11 (1901) I.L.R. 29 Cal. 1.
(3) 22 C. W.N. 64-5.
(2.). (1901). i.L;R. 29 Cal•. 315.
(4) (1921). I.L.R. 44 Mad.. 965.
(5)· (1928) l.L.R 51 AlE H4.
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Under Order XXXIV of the Civil Procedure.
Code * in a mortgage suit for sale if the plaintiff
succeeds the Court shall pass a preliminary 'decree
\ 1) declaring the amount due to the plaintiff for
principal and interest six months from the date of
the decree and for costs, and {2) directing that
"if the defendant within the said period pays into .Court
the said amount the plaintiff' shall deliver up to the defendant or
to such person as he appoints all documents in his possession' or
power relating to the mortgaged property, and shall, if so reqnired
by the defendant, retransfer to him, free from the mortgage and
from all incumbrances created by the plaintiff or any person
claiming under him, or, where the plaintiff claims by derived.
title, by those under whom he claims, and shall also if necessary
put the defendant in pcssessicm of the property, .but that if
such payment is not made within the said period the mortgaged
property or a sufficient part thereof . be sold and the proceeds
of the sale (after defraying thereout the expenses of the sale)
be paid into Court and applied in payment of wh:lt is due' to
the plaintiff as aforesaid together with subsequent interest on
the said amount at the rate of six per cent per annum' from
the last dav of the said period up to. the actual date of
realintiqn by the plaintiff and subsequent costs, and that the
balance (if any) be paid to the defendant or other persons
entitled to receive the same."

and where payment has not duly been made,
"the Court shall, on application made by the plaintiff in this
behalf, pass a final decree directing that the mortgaged property
or a sufficient part thereof be sold."
.

The Court when it passes a preliminary decree or
a final decree' in a mortgage suit in favour of the
mortgagee does not lay any oblie:ation upon the
mortgagor to do or to refrain from doing ·anything.
It merely gives the mortgagor and any other party
entitled in that behalf an option, which he may 01
may not elect to exercise, to redeem the property in
the manner therein prescribed.
.
* As amended by the Rule Committee of the High Court.-Ed.
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Neither the preliminary nor the final decree in
such a suit can be executed by Clttachment of the
m<tr-tgagor's rerson or his property generally. As
Fawcett J. pointed out in Hatirnbhai's case (1) j

1934
V.E.R.M.
N.C.T.
CHETTYAR

v.
A.R.A.R.RM
CHF.TTYAR

under Order XXXIV, rule 4; sub-ti:lle (1), the Cotlrt is required
to pass a decree that in default of the defendant paying the
sum fixed the mortgaged property or a sufficient part thereof
be sold, and under rule 5, .sub-rule (2), if the amount is not
_eventually paid, the Court has to pass a fiLIal decree that the
mortgaged property or a sufficient part thereof be sold. The
acfiori of the Coutt is one by which the mortgagee has the
saie carried out, not by any relief operatin~ merely en the
conscience of the defendant-mortgagor, but by the machinery
that the Civil Proce?ure Code provides for the execution of
decrees -for sale of land. Another important point to bear in
mind is that under the Code it 'is the sale which transfers the
title to the land."

FIRM.

I'

It is only when the - proceeds of the sale of the
mortgaged property are InsuffiCient to liquidate the
amount due to the plaintiff that the -Court is entitled
to pass a personal decree for the balance (if any)
-against the mortgagor.
How in such circumstances it can reasonably be
_contended that the Court acts II in personam in a
mortgage suit, t, or II that the relief in a mortgage
suit on the original side is really obtained by means
of the personal obedience of the defendant" I feel
bound to say passes my comprehen&ion.
The truth is, as I understand the legal position,
that the object and effect of a mortgage suit for sale
is to obtain a decree ordering tnat the property
subject to the mortgage be sold unfess the- mortgagor
or those entitled to do so duiy exercise their option
of redemption in the manner and \vithin the tinie
(1) (1927) Sl Born. S16 at p. 612.
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prescribed. The operative and essential· ingredient
in the decree passed in a mortgage suit for sale is
~_C,T,
tbe orner for sale, and if an order· for sale or" foreC:iETTY~R
as the case. may be is not sought by the
A.R_~RR.Y. closure
CHETIT.-!.R
plaintiff
the suit is not a mortgage suit. For these
FIRJe~
reasons I have no doubt and I hold· that a rriortgage
P.~GE. CJ.
suit for sale is a suit for land" within clause 10 of
the Letters Patent, and I respectfully agree with
Macleod C.J. that the plaintiff
\',E.R.lI.

l(

"cannot when asking for relief against the property claim that
the suit is not a suit for land because he is also asking r r may
be entitled to ask for an order which can be· erife'rced personally against the defendant."

[india SpinninJ!. & Weaving Co., Lid. v. Climax
Industrial Syndicate (i ).]
The following observations of Lord Moulton,. when
delivering the opinion of the Board of the Judicial
Committee in H arendra Lal Roy Chowdury v.
H a1~idasi Debi (2) are, I thi n k, apposite,
"No portion. of the property mortgaged is situate in Calcutta.
The deed, therefore, could not be registered there, nor had
the Court of ordinary original jurisdiction of Fort William
in Bengal any jurisdiction to entertain the suit on the mort-.
gage bond, and its decree is of no validity."

The view which I entertain on this subject
appears to me to be in consonance with principle,
and to be sup'ported by abundant and weighty
authority. Bibee faun v. Meerza Mahommad Hadee
(3) j Sl'eemutty Lalmoney Dossee v. ]uddoonalh Shaw
(4) j In the matte1' of the Petition of S. ]. Leslie (5) ;
The East Indian Railway Co. v. The Berz·gal Coal
(I) (1925) I.L.R. 50 Born. 1 at p. 26.
(2) (1914) I.L.R. it CaL Y72 at p. 988.
(5) 9 Ben. L.R. 171.

(3) Ind.

JUT.

I. 40.

(4) Ind. Jur. I 319.
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Co. (1) j Sreen-ath Roy v. Cally Dass Ghose (2);
Micha·el v. Ameena Bibi and others (3) j Land
Mortlfage "Bank v. Sudderudeen Ahmed {4) j Paresh
Natll Singha v. Nabogopal Chattopadhya (5i ; Nalu11l
Lakshimikal'lthm1'l arid others v. Krishl1asawmy MudaZia r" and others (6) j H arendra Lal Roy Chowdhury
v. Haridasi Debi (7); j-(alallchand Dhai~amchal1d v.
Gobfnd LaU Duft (8) j Pranlal" Tribhuwalldas v.
Goculdas DaJJ10dar (9) j The India Spinning &
vVedving Co., Ltd.v. Climax Industrial Syndicate (10) ;
Satyabrata Sen \-. Gopal Das Aurora llnd Co. (11) ;
Prcwas Chandra Sinha v. Ashutosh Mukh.elji (12).
For these reasons, in our opinion, the suit in so
far·as the plaintiff claims a mortgage decree is one
which the Court has no jurisdiction to entertain.
. In view of our decision upon the issue of juris.diction the plaintiff states that he abandons any claim
that he may possess under the mortgage in suit, and
.prays that a decree may be passed in his favour for
the amount due under the promIssory note in suit.
The defendant has· already formally abandoned any
defence to the claim on the. promissory note that has
been raised ill" his written statement. In these
circumstances a personal decree will be passed in
favour of the plaintiff for the amount due under
the promissory note, 'i)iz., Rs 2,751-13-9, and interest
thereon at the rate set out in the promissory note
from the date 'when the suit was filed until judgment, and from the date of judgment further interest
at" I) per cent per annum until payment or satisfaction of the decree. The plaintiff is entitled to the
(1) (1875) I.L.R. 1 Cal. 95.

(2) (1879) I.L.R. .5 Cal. 82.

(3) (1883) I.L.R. 9 Cal. 7.B.
(4) (1892) I.L.R. 19 Cal. 361.
{51 (1901) I.L.R. 29 Cal. 1.
(6) (1903) I.L.R. 27 Mad. 157.

(7) (1914) I.L.R. 41 Cal. 972.
(8) (1\)30) "I.L.R. 58 Cal. 882.
(9) 27 B.L.Rep. 570.
(10) (1925) I.L.R. 50 Born. 1.
(11) 49 C.L.J. 235.
(12)( 1929) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 979.
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general ~osts of the suit on th~ UQ,coptested scal~,
The defendant is entitled to costs on th~ iss~~. 4P
to jurisdiction· which we fix at ~O gold mohms.
MYA

Bu, J.-I

SEN,

J.-I

agre~.

FIRM.

f4GJ!.

C.J.

B;\: V,

~greEl'

J.-1

DUNKLEY,

agree.

J.-I have had the advantage of reading

the judgment of my Lord the Chief Justice, wiui
which I am in entire agreement.
This is a suit on a mortgage by deposit of titledeeds, in which the mortgagee prays for a. decree
for sale of the mortgaged properties, and the learned
counsel for the plaintiff has attempted to distinguish .
a mortgage by deposit of title-deeds from other
forms of mortgage, but this contention is plainly
untenable in view of the provisions of s. 58, clauses
(a) and (j), and s. <)6 of the Transfer of Property
Act. [See The Imperial Bank of India v. U Rai
Gyaw Thu & Co., Ltd. (1).J
The incidents of,
and the rights of the parties under, a mortgage by
deposit of title-deeds are exactly the same as those
of a simple mortgage.
There are numerous· decisions of the Calcutta,
Bombay, and Madras High Courts interpreting the
meaning of the term "suit for land," but it is
unnecessary for me to refer to these decisions in detail.
Suffice it to say that, generally speaking, the term
has been given two interpretations, viz., (1) a suit to
establish title to, or to recover possession of, land
[see Vaghoji J{uverji v. Canzaji.8v'N'lmlji (2)J, and
(2) more widely, a suit in which,. havi.ng regard to
(1) (1923) I.L,.R 1 Ran. 637 at p. 648.

(2J..(190~) IJ;...~~ ..

29 Born. 249.
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Ie issues raised _in the pleadings, the decree or order
1934
ill affect directly the proprietary or possessory title V.E.R.M.
) hind eft other immovable property [see Gokuldas v. C~~T;~R
haganlal and others (1)1. The second view has A.R.A~R.R.M.
een consisten.tly held by the High Courts of Calcutta
ld Madras. The first view has been held, but by
o ~eans consistently, by the High Court of Bombay. DUNKLEY, J.
: was first propounded in 1890 in the case of His
righness Shrimant Maha1'aj Yashvantrav Holka1' v.
ladabhai Cursetji AshbU1'ner (2), where it was laid
own that if a suit was of a kind in which the
:nglish Courts of Equity would act in personam
len the suit was~.not a suit for land. It is clear
lat in corning to this decision the learned Jucl~es
Tere animated by the very natural desire to preserve
_nimpaired to the High Court the equity jurisdiction
Ihich its predecessor, the Supreme Court, had'exerised in the -Gity of Bombay, and niat in consequence
hey held .that the High Court must have jurisdiction
,ver any.matter in whiCh a Court of Equity would
.ct in personam. But actually they assumed in
'iolkar's case a far wider jurisdiction than that ever
:laimed by the English Courts of Equity, for the
lefendant in that case was' not resident within the
acal limits of the ordinary civil jurisdiction (.If the
:Iigh COl-1rt. In my opinion, with all due respect,
:he Bombay High Court erred in defining "a suit
:or land" as a suit in which a Court of Equity would
:leCline to act in personam, for it is clear from the
:eported decisions that the only bounds which the
)ld Equity Courts set on their jurisdiction were two,
viz., (1) that the defendant must be within jurisdiction, ~md (2) that the decree of the Court should be
capable of being enforced by action against the

CH::::AR

(1) (1927) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 655.

31

(2) (1890) I.L.R. 14 Born. 353.
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defendant personally. They did not consider whether
V,E.R.M.
the question of title to, or possession of, the land
N.C.T.
'd d " ' h
'
CHErl'YAR
concerne d came t 0 b e d eC1e·.111
t e acilOn,
ane
A.R.A~R.R.M. were, in fact, indifferent whether it was decideclol
CH;i:~:\R not. An action in personam might .be any C),ctiOf
which was not an admiralty action in. rem, a pi'obah
DUNKLEY, J.
t'
:, t rat'IOn ac t'Ion (see D'
aC'lOn,
or an ad mIOls
.lcey:,
"Conflict of Laws,1I 4th ed., p. 240).
'Withou
referring specifically to any other decisions, it is plair
that the leading case of Penn v. Lord Baltimore (1
was "a suit for land" within the narrowest meanin)
of that·expression. The decision in Holkar's cas.
was doubted in several subseqll.ent cases of th
Bombay High Court, and was finally overruled iJ
The India Spinning & Hleavillg Co;, Ltd. v. Cliww,
Industrial Syndicate (2), where it was held by a Fu:
Bench that a suit by a mortgagee for sale of th
mortgaged property is a "suit for land.';
But thi
decision was again overruled by the decision of
majority of seven Judges in the case of H uli1llbh.f
H assana lly v. Edllijee Dil1slzaw (3), in wbich H olkar
case was approved and it was contrariwise' decide
that a suit by a mortgagee for sale of the mortgage
It is therefor
property is not a "suit for land."
apparent that there is an overwhelming balance (
authority in the decisions of the three' Presiden<
High Courts in favour of the view that a suit by
mortgagee for sale of the mortgaged property is'
suit for land.
Now, the Letters Patent of this High Court we~
granted on the 11th November; 1922, and the prov
sions thereof consequently have. to be interpreted i
accordance with the law of India as it stood at th
time. 'The· expression' in clause 1.0 of the Lette
(1) 1 Ves. Sen.

445.

\21(1925) I.L.R. 50 Born.!.
(31(1927) U ... R. 51 Bam. 516.
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Patent which has to be ,construed now is (( suits for
land or other immovable property.'" 'S. 58 (a) of
the rransfer .of Property Act lays down that a
mortgage is' the transfer of an interest in specific
immoveable .property. The term "immoveable property" is not defined in the Transfer of Property
Act, 'but is defined in s. 3, clause (25), of the General
Clauses Act (X of lX97) as follows:
"3. (2':;) 'Immoveable prcperty' shall inclu:'~ Lind. ben.:-hts
to af"ise out of law', ane] things attached to :he e:.nh, r r permanently fasrene:: to anything artacher, to the eartt.··

There is a similar definition in clause, 6) of s 2
of the ReEistration Act (XYI of 1908'). In illy
opinion, the term "immovable property" in clause to
of the Letters Patent must be construed in the light
of this def1l1ition. The interest of the mortgagee, in
the mortgaged property is manifestly a (( benefit to
.arise out of land," and is ·therefore itself immovable
property. • Furthermore, there is ample judicial
authority, both Indian ,and English, for the proposi·
tion that the interest of the mortgagee in the
mortgaged property is itself immovable property. On
this point I would refer to the following cases:
Paresh Nath Singha v. Nabogopal Clzattopadlzya (1);
SakhiuddinSaha v. Sonaulla Sarka ... and others (2\ ;
Elumalai ,Cheft) v. P. Balakrishna Mudaliar t:,n;
Bank of Upper India, Ltd. v. Fanny S'kinner (+1 ;
Taylor v. London. and County Banking Co. (5) and
In reHoyles. Row v. jagg (6).

(II ,1901) I.LR.29 Cal. 1 at

(3) (1921)I.L:R. 44 Mad.96S at p.968
pp.6, 11 ,and 23.
(4) (1928) I.L.R. 51 All. 494.
(2) 22 C.W:N. 641.
(Sj (1901) L.R. 2,Ch.D. 231 "t p. 254.
(6) (1911) L.R 1 Ch.D. 179 at p. 183. '
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A suit by a mortgagee for sale of the mortgaged
property is a suit to ~nforce his right in the property, '
N,C.T.
and. hence, his interest in the property being itself
CHETTYAR
v.
A RA.RR.M. immovable property, the suit IS a suit to obtain
CHETTYAR
immovable property, and is' therefore "a suit for
FIRM.
immovable property" within the narrowest' meaning
DUNKLEY, J.
of the preposition " f o r . " ,
"
For these reasons I hold that this suit, is a "suit
for land or other immovable property " and that, as
the property, is situated outside the local limits of
the ordinary civil jurisdiction of the Original Side of
this Court, the suit cannot be brought in this Court.
V.E.RM.

CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before :Mr. Justice Mya BII.
1933

Dec. 23.

KING-EMPEROR

v.
NGA NYI NGE

AND OTHERS.*

8mtctlcc of seven )Iean. -. Commission of anothcr offence' by accused 1indergoin~
sentence-Sentence o.f ~~hipPi1tg-Cl'inlinal Proct!dllrc' Code (Act V of 1898),
s. 393-Whipping lBllrma Amendment) Act, WIll of 1927), s. 2,

\Vhere a person has been sentenced to suffer imprisonment for seven
years or more, and whilst undergoing such sentence commits and is
convicted of an offence for which a sentence of whipping with or without
imprisonment can be passed, the Court is not precluded from passil1g a
sentence of whipping with or without" imprisonment upon sl:ch conviction.
The provisions of s. 393 of the Criminal Procedure Code as amended by' the
Whipping (Burma Amendmentj Act, 1927; do n,ot apply in such a case.
Nga Nyi Gyi v. King-Emperor,' I.L.R. 7 Ran: 769-distinguishea.
,

'

The Additional Sessions Judge of Bassein referred
this case to the High Court under s.' 438 of the
Criminal Procedure Code. Whilst the accused was
undergoing a sentence of ten years' imprisonment in
* Criminal Revision No. A04B and 419B of 1933 frolll the orders of the
First Additional ~pecial Power Magistrate of Bassein in Criminal Regular
Trial No. 203 of 1933.
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another' Case the First Additional Magistrate of
Bassein convicted him of an offence under s. 325
read with s. 34 of the Indian Penal Code, and
sente:nc~d him to six months' imprisonment and to
receive 25 lash~s under s. 4 of the Whipping Act.
The magistrate 'also .·sentenced him to two months'
rigorous imprisonment. for an offence under s. 323
of the Indian Penal Code. The magistrate was
unaware of the fact that the accused was undergoing
a sentence of ten years. The Additional Sessions
J:udge thought that the sentence of "",hipping was
under the .circumstances illegal.
' .

.

MYA Bu, J.-The question that falls for determination in these cases is whether the sentences of
whipping passed on the three respondents respectively
by the First Additional Magistrate of Bassein '-in his
Criminal R(..gular Trial No. 203 of 1933 are legal
or not.
In that trial the three respondents were convicted
and sentenced each to suffer six months' rigorous
imprisonment and also to receive 25 lashes of whippingfQr an offence punishable under section 325 of
.the Indian Penal Code, which' they committed in the
Bassein Jail on the 30th of June 1933.
At' the time of the commission of the offence
the respondents were convicts in. the Bassein Jail,
Nga Nyi Nge undergoing a sentence of ten years'
rigorous imprisonment, Nga Aung Din undergoing a
cumulative sentence of 46 years' rigorous imprisonmerit, and Nga Po Chaw undergoing a sentence of
seven years' rigorous imprisonment, upon comiCfions
passed upon them in various previous trials.
Under section 393 of the Criminal Procedure Code
no male sentenced to death ot transportation or penal
-servitude or for imprisonment of more than :five years
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could be punished with whipping. The term of.
imprisonment mentioned in this section has, hOWeVeI\
EMPEROR
been extended from five to seven years by the
v.
NGA NYI
Whipping (Burma Amendment) Act, 1927. "
N(;E.
Inasmuch as the sentences of imprisonment passed
MYABu, J.
on the respondents in this case were to commence
after the expiry of the sentences that they were
undergoing, the cumulative terms of imprisonment
which the respondents respectively will have to
suffer are more than seveh yeats.
The question for consideration, therefore, is whether
by reason of the sentences of imprisonment amounting;
to more than seven years in the case of each of the
respondents, the sentence of whipping contravenes'
the restriction imposed by section 393 of the Criminal
Procedure Code as amended, so far as Burma is
concerned, by the Whipping. (Burma Amendment)
Act, 1927.
There is no reported judicial decision directly
bearing upon the point. In N ga Nyi Gyi v. KingEmperor (1) the late Mr. Justice Chari, following a
decision of a Full Bench of the Madras High Court
reported at p8gf. 56 of the Indian Law Reports,
Madras Series, Volume I, held, in July 1929, that a
man sentenced in two different cases to imprisonment which cumulatively exceed the term of seven
years could not be punished in addition with whipping.
These cases are, however, very clearly distinguishable
from the one before me; for, in each of them, both
the earlier and the later sentences were for offences
committed by the prisoners befure they were
convicted and sentenced to imprisonment in any of
fhe trials in which the sentences were passed.
The offence for which the respondents were tried
and of \vhich they were' convicted in Criminal
K!NG-

(1) (l929) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 769.
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:gular No. 203 of 1933' of the Court of the First
lditional Magistrate of Bassein\vas one committed
them j~intly in the jail where they were imprisoned
convicts serving terms of imprisonment imposed
,on them many months before.
The relevant part of section 393 of the Criminal
ocedure Code tuns as follows:
" None .of the following persons shall be punishable with
ipping, namely,
males sent.enced to death or to transportation or to penal
'v:itude, ( r to imprisonment for more than' five years."

though there may be justification for interpreting
e word " sentenced" as including the sentencing
an offender in two or more different trials for
fences committed before. conviction in' any of such
als, upon the gronnd that the intention of the
~gislature appears to be not to i.nRict the punish.
entof whipping upon a man who is about to serve
i ' imprisonment of more than seven years, there is,
my opinion, no reason. whatever to warrant the
ading of this word in such a way as to suggest
undergoing a sentence." There can, therefore, be
) justification for the taking into account of the
lriod of imprisonment to· which a. man has already
len sentenced before the commission of the offence
r which the sentence of whipping with or without
lprisonment is passed, in the computation of the
.aximum period of imprisonment fixed by section
~3 of the Criminal Procedure Code, as amended by
Le Whipping (Burma Amendment) Act, 1927.
The fact that even the Prisons Act,1"894, authorizes
Ie Superintendent to punish prisoners guilty of certain
rison offences with whipping, (see sections 45 and
5) Seems to lend some support to this vie\\'. If in the
Jmputation of the maximum period of imprisonment

407
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fixed by section 393 of the Criminal Procedure C~de
as amended by the Whipping (Burma Amendrnent) Act
1~27, is included the period of Imprisonment whicl
V.
NGA Ny!
a prisoner is suffering and during· which ti;e offenc·
NGE.
which he is sentenced to suffer whipping, wit]
for
MYA Bu, J.
or without imprisonment, is committed, results whic:
could not have been in the contemplation of th
Legislature must necessarily arise in many cases
for example, a man sentenced in 192+ to suffer te
years' rigorous imprisonment for dacoity who commi1
an offence of voluntarily causilig grievous hurt in 193
while in jail nearing his rdease, may escape a ~ e
deserved sentence of whipping.
.
Therefore, in my opinion, the sentences of whippir;
passed on the respondents are not illegal and inasmuc
as they are permitted by section 4 of the Whipping Ac
1909, read with seCtion 3 of the Whipping (Burn
Amendment) Act, 1927, they are upheld and they a:
hereby de.c1aredto be in order.
The result is that the sentences passed on tl
respondents by the First Additional Magistrate
Bassein in his Criminal Regular Trial No. 203 of 193
as altered by the Court of Session in Criminal Appel
Nos. 420, 421 and 422 of 1933, are upheld.
The proceedings will be returned to the COUl
concerned with these remarks.
1933
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
·Before Sir Arthur Pap,e, Kt.,· Chief Justice, and Jl1'. Jushce Shaw.

MA PWA THIN

1934

v.

Mar. 13.

U NYO

AND OTHERS.*

Burmese cl/siomal'y law-Inherifancc-BrotheY's claim iI/ prcdccwsed sister's
estate-Preference over parenl-Manukye, Bk. X, S5. 19. 28-Limitalioll
Act (IX of 1908), s. 123.
N, a Burman Buddhist, received a sum of money from his mother
in full satisfaction of his claim in the estate of his deceased father. A
sister of N predeceased him and then X died, and afterwards the mother
died. N in his lifetime was living separatelY from his mo'her. His widow
claimed his share of inheritance in the e,tate of his predeceased sister.
Her claim, inter alia, was opposed on the ~rolmd of limitation.
Held, (1) that s. 123 of the Lir.litaie·u Act did 110t apply. The section
only applies where the ,uit is brought against an executor or all :ldministrator or some person legall~' charged with the duty of di5tributill;.! the
estate.
Gulam Moham1l1ed Y. Gil/lUll HI/Still, 59 "l.A. 74-/o11oii-·cd.
(2) that the doctrine laid down in s. 28, Bk. X, ;'ylmwkye, was 1l0~ to
be .extended by analogy or oth~rwise, .(3) that as N was livini{ separately
from his mother the provisions of s. 28 did not apply, !4i that under the
provisions of s. 19 of Bk. X, M<llmkye, N was an heir of his predecea,ed
sister, and therefore his widow was enfitled to her husband's share of the
inheritance.
Marmg KUll v. MtI Clti, I.L.R. 9 Ran. 217 -follo'wed.

Doctor for the appellant.
Thein M aung for the 1st respondent.
Eunoose for the 2nd respondent.
vVellington for the 4th respondent.

Tun Tin for the 6th respondent.
C.J.-In this case M;l Pwa Thin, the widow
of Maung Nyun, a son of U Tok Pya and Daw Sane,
claimed a share in the right of her husband of the
PAGEr

* Civil First Appeal No. 135 of 1930 from the judgment of this Court
on the Original Side in Civil Regular Suit No. 315 of 1928.
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estate left by Tok Pyo, and also a share in the e~tate
of ?llaung Nyun's sister, Ma Si. '
'v.
It is not necessary at this stage of the proceedings
U Nyo.
to recapitulate the history of the case. At the trial
PAGE, C.J.
Das J. dismissed the plaintiff's suit upon the ground
that under a deed of the 21st of October, 1905, Maung
Nyun had taken a sum of Rs. 40,000 in satisfaction of
any claim which he might have to share in the estate
of Tok Pyo in the hands of Daw Sone. For some
reason that is not apparent the learned trial Judge did
not dispose of the plaintiff's claim to a share of the
estate of Ma Si.
An appeal from the judgment of Das J. was heaJ.-d
by a Divisional Bench composed of Cunliffe J. and
myself. The appellate Court on that occasion expressed the opinion that Maung Nyun took Rs. 40,000
in full satisfaction of any sha:re to which he might
be entitled in his father's estate, but that under the
agreement of 21st October, 1905, he did not agree to
forego any right of inheritance that he might possess
as an heir Qf his mother, or 6f his blothers and sisters.
Now" as Mating Nyun predeceased Daw Sane it is
common ground that the plaintiff could not assert
any claim to the estate of Daw Sane in the right
of Maung Nyun as being an heir of his mother, but
the appellate Bench expressed the opinion that under
Burmese Buddhist Law Maung Nyun was one of
Ma Si's heirs when she predeceased him. The Court.
however, upon the materials before it was no~ pretp<lred
finally to determine the. appeal, because, inter alia,
it had not been decided at the trial whether the
plaintiff was an heir of Maung Nyun, and if it was
held that the plaintiff was not the wife of Maung Nyun,
of course, th... foundation of her whole case would
collapse. The appellate Bench,' therefore, purporting
to act under Order XLI, rule 25, remanded the
.\934
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procee!ings to the Original Side in order that two
further issues should be tried, and the findings of the
Court upon those issues forwarded to the appellate
Court before that Court finally disposed of the appeal.
The two issues in respect of which the order of
remand was made were:
(1) Whethel~ the appellant is the real heir of her husband i

and,
(2) The exact amount of Ma Si's share in the family
property.

Subsequently a further issue was added, namely,
(3) Whether the claims of the defendants 2 to 6 or any or

which of them as the heirs oiMaSi through Maung
Nyun to share in the estate of Ma Si were barred by
limitation.

The first respondent applied for leave to appeal to
His Maj(~sty in Councif from the remand order of
the appellate Court, but leave was refused upon the
ground that the remand order was not a fi'nal order
or judgment from which an appeal would lie to His
Majesty in Council.
The issue as to limitation was heard and determined by Mr. Justice Sen, who decided that the
claims 'of the defendants, 2 to 6, were not barred
by limitation. We are of opinion that io so deCIding
the learned trial Judge arrived at the right conclusion. If was urged on behalf of the first respondent
that the material article of the Limitation Act was
Article 123, but it was not contended before the
appellate Bench that the defendant in the present
suit was a person who was under an obligation to
distribute the estate of U Tok Pya, and in Special
Civil Second Appeal No. 241 of 1931, it was held
that Article 123 applied I. inter alia to suits in which
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a claim is made for a share of the l-esidue
bequeathed by a testator, or for a distributive share.
of the property of an intestate. But it only applies
to suits in which the defendant is a person who IS
under an obligation to distribute the estate." The
view expressed by this Court in the above case was
confirmed by the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council in Gulam . Mohammed v. Gulam Husein \l),
in which it was held that Article 123 II only applies
where the suit js brought against an executor or
an administraror or some person legally charged
with the duty of distributing the. estate." The
plea of limitation, therefore, fails.
As regards the issue. whether' the plaintiff. was
the heir of Maung Nyun it appears from a diary
order of the 29th of July 1932 that "the plaintiff
and defendants 2 to 6 agreed that they and Ma
Kin Than, who was a daughter by another wife of
.Maung Nyun, were the heirs of Maung Nylln, and
that defendant No. 1 did not contest their status,"
It also appears that 'I plaintiff and defendants 2 to
6 agreed that U Nyun, U N yo and Ma Kyin were
the heirs of Ma Si,but that defendant No. 1
maintained that Daw Sone was the sole heir of
Ma Si." Das J" after hearing the parties, held that
., the first issue is whether the plaintiff is the real heir of her
husband, and it is admitted by all the p:uties that the. heirs of
U Nyun are the plaintiff, defendants 2 to 6 and Ma Kin Than."

On the 19th of June 1933, by consent of all the
parties, it was agreed that the share of Ma Si in the
estate of U Toke Pyo was 13/180 thereof. Thf
appeal now comes before the Court for final determination.
(1) (1932) 59 LA. 74.
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. It cannot be doubted, and it was not contended
to the contrary, that this Court has seisin of
the appeal as a whole and is at liberty, notwithstanding any expression of opinion that might have
been made by the Bench that heard the appeal on
the former occasion, to come to its own conclusion
upon each and every issue in the case.
We are satisfied that the former Bench with
respect to the construction of the agreement of 21st
October, 1905, arrived at the correct conclusion, and
the· only question that remains fOf determination
is whether the plaintiff is. entitled to a share of the
estate of Ma Si.
Now, the appellate Court at the pr~vious hearing
expressed the opinion that Maung Nyun was one of
Ma Si's heirs when she predeceased him and we are
satisfied that it was admitted by the first respondent
at the hearing before Mr. Justice Das that the plaintiff was one of the heirs of Maung Nyun. The sale
question,. therefore, is whether we agree with
the view expressed by the former Bench ~that
Maung Nyun was one of Ma Si's heirs when she
predeceased him.
It has been contended on behalf of the first
respondent that in the circumstances ubtaining in
the present case, Daw Sane, Ma Si's mother, and
not her brothers and sisters, of whom Maung Nyun
was one, was the heir of Ma Si. The case for the:
first respondent was put in this way. It was argued
that sectio~ 28 of Book X of M anukye ought to be
applied by analogy in the present case upon the
following ground. The rights of a husband or wife:
in Buddhist law are higher in matters of succession
than those of brothers and sisters, and inasmuch
as the rights of a husband or wife of a son or
daughter, as the case might be, living with the.
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parents would be postponed to the rights of the
parents as heirs of the deceased son or daught.er
living with them at the time of death, a jortibri in
the case of a daughter living with her parentsa,t
the time of her death the parents ought to be
preferred to the brothers and sisters of the deceased
as heirs entitled to inherit h.er estate.
The answer to such a contention is two-fold.
The first answer is that the doctrine laid dow; in
section 28, in my opinion, ought not to be extendei.L
In cases vvhere it directly applies the law will be
enforced, and the Court applied section 28 ir} connection with the claim to Po Aung's share. But
unle.;:;s the facts ot a'ny partir.ular case bring it clearly
within the terms of section 2~, in my opinion, the
. provisions of that section ought not to be ex~tended
by analogy or otherwise to. other cases which are
not brought within the ambit of the section. The second
ground upon \\'hich, in my opinion, the contention of
the first respondent ought not to be accepted is that
we can -{Jnly accept this ·contention if we ignore the
provisions of section 19 of Book X ofManukye, which
clearly lay down that in such a. case as the present the
rights of inheritance of the brothers and sisters of the
deceased are to be preferred to those of her parents.
In my opinion the case is concluded -against
the first respond.ent by the decision .of a Full
Bench of this Court in Ma14ng Kun v. Ma Chi (1),
in which case the Court held that
"it is abundantly clear that the rule that parents should
be preferred to brothers and sisters .as the heirs of an
unmarried child has always been based upon the doctrine
that in matters ( f succession the nearer relation excludes
the more remote, and that the right of inheritance has
never been, and cannot reascnably be, regarded as dependent
(1) (1931) I.L-.R. 9 ,Ran.

~F~t

p.230.

J.
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upon whether or not the I family ..continued to live together.'
.ApplYIng the principles .enunciated by the Judicial Committee
in Mp Hnit> Bwz"n v' UShwe Gan (8 L.B:R. 1) the ruleQf
. construction to be applied for determining whether the parents
or . the brothers and sisters. in such a case are. the heirs of
the deceased is under the Burmese Customary Law that the
right Df succession, wheneverpossiblej is not to ·ascend, and
that rule is to prevail rather than the ;rule ·that the nearer
. rehltfon e~c1udes the more remote. The ceurts of Burma
arebounc1 to follow and to apply the principles of law laid
down by the Judicial Committee in Ma Hnin Bwin v. UShwe Gon."

A·' further argument was raised on behalf of the
··first respondent to the following effect; that upon
the hypothesi ~ that Maung Nyul1 was one of the
heirs of Ma Si, inasmuch as at all material ..times
MaungNyun was living with Daw Sone, and
predeceased her; section 28 of Book X of .Manukye
""auld bar the chim· of theplaintiff,'as Maung
. Nyun's widow, fo a sh;lf(~ in the estate of M" Si.
lt is now conceded' that an· argument in that sense
v.;as liot urged
in the lower
Court \vhen Jhe matter
.
.
came before Das J.. on remand, and, in my opinion,
the. Court ought not to allow it to be canvassed
at the hearing.of the. appeal. But when the former
'Bench was hearing the appeal the question whether
as a matter of fact Maung Nyun was living with
Daw Sone at the time of his death was canvassed
for another purpose, and the Court then expressed
the opinion that Maung Nyun at the time of his
death' atid at all other material times was living
separately from Daw Sone. If Maung Nyun was
not living with Daw Sone at the time of his death
it follows, of course, that the above contention
based on section 28 of Book X of
. M alluhe falls to the
ground, T'JI/e have heard counsel upon the question
of fact whether Daw Sane and Maung Nyun ,;\,rere living
together in such a manner as to attract the
,/
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prOVlSlons' of section 28 of Book X of Manukye, and
we have formed a clear opinion th~t they were
not living together, and we respectfully agree·with
the opinion expressed by the Divisional Bench when
the appeal was before the Court on the' former
occasion that Maung Nyun was living separately from
Daw Sone at the time of his death.
.
It is not necessary to discuss at any length
the evidence with respect to this question. In the
course of her evidence the plaintiff,Ma Pwa
Thin, stated inter alia that Ma Hmin was Ko
Nyun's last wife, and that Ko Nyun died a.t Takaw
in his own house waile he was living with Ma
Hmin; and later in her evidence she stated:

I, Ko Nyun died five years after his departllrefrom

He

Ral~gooh. He' did not live permanently at Takaw.
ill and bed-ridden, and could not go about for two

was.
years
before his death. 'At the time I went to see him. He did
not come and live again ill Rangoon except for short stays
of two or three clays at a time. \Vhile he was staying at
Takaw he' was all the while livij)g with Ma Hmin. I
heard that he had three children by Ma Hmin.
I saw
some children during his funeral, but I did not pay attention
to finclout who is who."

If that evidence is accepted-and it was given
at a time when the present issue was not present
in the minds of either the Court or the partie~
to the present suit-it concludes the case upon
this point against the first.' respondent. .Having
regard to certain passages in Ma Pwa Thin's
evidence it' is desirable to find out whether there
was any corroboration of her evidence to the effect .
stated abOve. In my opinion not only is there no
reason to disbelieve the truth of the plaintiff's
evidence on this matter, but it was cQrroborated
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by . two; witnesses who were called on behalf of
the first respondent.
In the evidence of Maung .Ba Tin the witness
stated

1934
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UNyo.
PAGE;C.J.

"Ko Nyun was ill•. I think,. for. about two years before
his death. I know thatKo Nyun took many \vives. I
cannot say as to their cohabitation,. but r can say that
Ko Nyun did not live with her· together after he had
taken other wives. I only saw that he did not live. with
her. I had been to Ko Nyun's house at Takaw. 1 saw his
subsequent wife Ma rrmin and his children by Ma Aye
and Ma Yone living there. They were all living under one roo£'''

And Maung Net Pya, another witness called on behalf
of the first respondent; added :
Ko Nyun had a separate establishment at Takaw.
At times I found him living with :Ma Rmin and the children
of Ma Aye and Ma Yone at Taka\v, and at times r.._did not.
.Re shifted there about five years before his death
I know that he took Ma Aye after Ma Yone's death. He lived
. with Ma Aye openly as husband and wife for over ten years.
.They were living as husband' and wife, and they were so. 1
know that Ko Nyi.lO did not visit Ma Pwa Thin. I now live
permanently at Takaw: I have been living there for over
four years. Before that I ,vas at Kyauktan also. While Ko
Nyun was living at Takaw I had been to his house. He was
then openly. irving with Ma Hmin, and the whole village
recognized them as husband and wife. They had three children.
They were ali young then."
I'

In these circumstances, in my opinion, the first
respondent completely failed to prove that at any
material time Maung Nyun was living with Daw Sone.
The result is that the appeal will be allowed, and
a decree passed declaring
(I) that the appellant and' respondents 2 to 6 are not
entitled .to any share in the estate of· U Tok Pya as
the heirs of Maung Nyun i
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(2) that Ma Si at her death was entitled to 13/1~Oth share
in the estate of U Tok Pya in the hands of Daw Sane;
-MA PWA
. THIN
(3) that Mauilg Nyun was entitled to, 13{540thshare in
v.
the said estate, being 1{3i'd of Ma Si's share; and
,UNyo.
(4)
that
out of the said 13{540th share Ma Pw~ Thin is
PA\>E, C.!.
entitled to one-quarter, Ma Myint the 2nd respondent
to one-quarter, Tun Sein, Tun Aung and Ma On Nu
the 3rd, 4th 'and 5th respondents to one-quarter, and
Ma Hmin the 6th respondent to one-quarter.
It is further ordered that an account be taken of the estate
of U Tok Pya in' the hands of Daw Sane as on the dateo£
Ma Si's death, and that a' final decree be passed in favour
of the aforesaid persons on the taking of the account in accordance with the shares set out above, due allowance being' made,
in the account for what Ma Si had drawn out of the estate
during her lifetime and for the sums'spent upon her funeral.
It is further 'ordered that the appellant and respondents
,2 to 6 are entitled to one-fourth of the costs of the trial"and
that the 1st respondent. is entitled to three-fourths of the
costs of the trial, and that the parties respectively do bear their
own costs of the appeal.
It is further ordered that theIst respondent do pay onefourth of the court-fees both in the trial Court and in the
appellate Coud, and that the balance of the court-fees incurred
both in_, the trial Court and in the appellate Court be paid
by the appellant and respondents 2 to 6, the court-fees
payable by the appellant and the respondents 2 to 6 being a first
charge upon the share in the estate of Ma Si, which, after the
·account is taken, is found to be payable to the::'appellant anq
to respondents 2 to 6.
SHAW,

J.-I agree.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
B&jore Sir'Art/wr Page, Kt., Ch'iej Jttstiae, a'lld },Ir. Ju,stice Ba U.

KING-EMPEROR

v.
MI HLWA.*
,.criminal Procedlln Code (V oj 1898), s. 35-Conviction for two or more offences
at one fj'ial-Sentetlce forOlle offe'nce only-Cl'imf'ilal Law Amendment Act
(XVIIl oj 1923),s. 7. '

S.. 35 of the Criminal Procedure Code relates to the quantum of the
-punishment that the Court has' jurisdiction to pass where the, accused is
·conv'icted of two or more offences at one trial, and does not purport to provide
whether, and if so under what circumstances, the Court has jurisdiction to
'pass or refrain from passing sentence in respect of offences of which the
.caccus-ed has been convicted or any of them.
The accused was charged at the same trial with the commission of two
.offences, (1) under s. 37 and (2) under s. 30 (d) of the Excise Act. She pleaded
'guilty to both charges. The magistrate convicted her for the second offence
:and imposed a fine, but did not convict the accused or pass any sentence upon
her for the first offence.

Held, that it was incumbent upon the magistrate to pass sentence upon the
:accllsed in resp~ct of both the offences.
Queen-Empress

v. Wa?ir Jan, I.L.R. 10 All. 58-jo!lowed.

Emperor v. Avachd, I.L.R. 52 Born. 277 ;' Emperor v. Piru Rama, LL.R. 49
:Bom, 916; Sothi:walu V. Rama KOlle, I.L.R. 56'Mad. 481-referred to.
QtteellcEmpress v. Aw Wa, 1 L.B.R. 33-overrltted.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
The accused in this case pleaded guilty to the two
ichargesframed against her under the Excise Act;
-.but the magistrate, probably following the instructions
"given in paragraph 717 of the Burma Courts Manual, .
·convicted her in respect. of the graver or the two
offences and passed one sentence only. Paragraph
'717 of the Manual owes its origin to the decisiot in
Queen-Empress v. Nga Kyi11. U (1).
* Criminal Revision No. 703A of 1933.from the order of the Second
.Additional Magistrate of Oktwin in Criminal Regular Trial No. 70 of 1933.
, (1) (1872-1892) L.B.S.]. 271.
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A perusal of sections 35 and 235 of the ~Criminal
Procedure Code and s. 71 of the Penal Code shows.
that the proper course for the magistrate in cases.
of this sort is to come to a definite finding on the
two distinct charges and pass separate sentences undereach head. Queen-Empress v. Ur azir Jan (1) ; Queen-·
Empress v. Phakeera (2).. But one sentence is not
illegal. Reg.· v. Vi.11ayak Trimbuk (3); 4. Mad~
H.C.R. ~xvii; . Section 71 of the Penal Code only
affects the lirriit of the punishment that may be imposed~
The magistrate should have expressly found the:
accused guilty under the two charges; and then, ill'
his discretion, he could have refrained from passing
any sentence in respect of one of the offences, orordered the sentences to run concurrently.
[PAGE, C.J. What is the·effect of an accused
pleading guilty to the charges brought against him ?]

..

'

The magistrate may convict him immediately, or
may, if he so chooses, proceed to take evidence_
S. 243 of the Criminal P'focedure Code originally
prescrij:>ed that the magistrate "shall convict" the
accused on an admission of guilt by him ; but the word.
II shall" was altered to "may" in 1923 .
. PAGE, C.J.-In this summons case the accused"
Ma Hlwa, was charged at the same trial with the
commission of two offences, (1) under section 37"
..and (2) under section 30 (d) of the Excise Act~
She pleaded guilty to both charges.
The magistrate, purporting to act under section.
35 of the Criminal Procedure Code, after convicting:
the accused sentenced her to pay a fine of Rs.. 12 or
in default to undergo 15 days' rigorous imprisonment.
(1) I.L.R. 10 All. 5g, 67.
(2) Ratanlal's Unreported Cr.· Cas. (1862-18981 369(3) 2 Bom. H.C.R. (Cr. Cas.) 391.
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for the offence under' section 30 (d), but did not
;convict .the accused or pass any sentence for the
offence under section 37.
The question that arises is whether it was incumbent upon the magistrate .to pass a sentence upon
the accused in respect of both .offences, or whether
it was competent for him to refrain from convicting
the accused at passing any sentence for. the offence
under section 37. Section 35 (1) runs as follows:
II When a person is convicted at one trial of two or more
-offences, the Court may, subject to the provisions of section 71
'Of the Indian Penal Code, sentence him, for such offences, to the
'Several punishments prescribed therefor "'hich such .Court is
.competent to inflict; such puniShments, when consisting of
imprisonment or transportation, to commence the one after the
expiration of the other in such order as the Court may direct,
unless the Court directs that such pUIlishments shall run
concurrently." ..'

Many decisions were cited ·to us with respect to
the meaning and effect of section 35, bu( I do not
think that any useful purpose would be served by
discussing them in detail. Having regard to the
terms of the section, the context in which it is found;
and. the amendments of the section effected by Act
XVIII of 1923, section 7, I am clearly of opinion
that section 35 relates merely to the quantum of the
punishmerit that the Court has jurisdiction to pass
where the accused is convicted of two or more
()ffences at one trial, and does not purport to provide
whether, .and if so under what circumstances, the
Court has jurisdiction to pass or to refrain from
passing sentence in respect of the offences of which
the accused has been convicted, or any of them.
The object and effect of section 35, I apprehend, was
to regulate and in some instances-to increase (subject
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to section 71 of the Indian Penal Code) the punishments that the Courts in certain circumstanc:cs wete
competent to award (see sections 31 to 34) ; 'and it
was not intended thereby to provide that it was not
incumbent upon the Court to pass a sentence upon.
the accused in respect of any of the offences of which
he had been convicted in the circumstances referred
to in the section. I find myself in agreement with
the following observations of Mahmood J. in QueenEmpress v. IiVazi,' Jan {1):
II I have already said enough to indicate that, .in my
oplDlorr
s. 71 of the Indian Penal Code has no bearing upon the question
of convictions, but r~lates only to the measure of punishment f01offences fa11ing under the purview of that clause.. I have also
said enough to indicate that, according to my view of the lawt .
neither s. 35 nor s. 235 of the Criminal Procedure Code stands in.
the way of separate convictions and separate sentences for each.
offence of which the accused is found guilty in the same trial;.
though, as a matter' of subs~antive lai"v, s. 71 of the Indian Penal
Code affects the measure, or, rather the limit, of punishment, and;
as a matter of adjective law, s. 35 of the Criminal Procedure Code
has a bearing upon the same question with reference to the.
powers of the Court awarding the sentence, and with reference
to the right of appeal."

To hold otherwise would be to render section 35·
inconsistent with sections 245 and 258 of the Coder
under which the magistrate, if he finds the aCGused
guilty, is bound to pass sentence upon him according
to la\v. Further, if an accused person (of course,.
subject to section 71 of the. Indian Penal Code) is.
convicted of two or more offences' at the same trial
and a separate sentence was not passed upon him in
respect of each offence, or he was sentenced to one
consolidated punishment in respect of all the offences
af which he has been convicted, difficulties would
t1) (1888) I.L.R. 10 All. 58 at p. 67.
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arise on appeal or re,:ision if he is acquitted of one
or. mor~ of the offences and the conviction' for the
other offenct::s is confirmed. Cases decided prior to
the amending Act (XVIII of 1923) are of little
assistance when the construction of section 35 is
under consideratIon.
For instance, in Queen-Emp1'ess v. Aw Wa (1)
it was held that
"while separate convictions under sections 45 and 51 of the
Excise Act are permissible, sep:lrate sentences for the same
sections are illegal."

But it is to be observed that by section 7 of Act
XVIII of 1923 the word distinct" "as deleted froIP
section 35, and, in my opinion, the ruling in Queen'E.,..,ress v. Au' Wa (1) is no longer to be' regarded
as an authority on the construction of section 35, rsee
Emperor 1'. Pint Ra11la (2), Emperor v. Pandu
Avachit (3) ; Sathavalu v. Rama Kane (4)J.
The sente:mce passed upon the accused must be
revised, and ,an order will be passed in the sense
proposed by Ba V J.
U

BA V, J.-The respondent was sent up for trial
under sections 30 (d) and 37 of the Burma Excise
Act for illegal possession of 4jSth quart of country
spirit and instruments for manufacturing excisable
articles. When the particulars of the offences were
read out and explained to her, the respondent
pleaded guilty to both the charges. The magistrate
accepted the plea of guilty but convicted her undp.r
secti~n 30 (d) only, and directed her to pay a fine
. of Rs. 12 or, in default, to undergo 15 days'
rigorous imprisonment.
. .
(1) 1 L.B.R. 33.
121

/lQ251 I.L.R. 49 Born. 916.

(3) (1928) I.L.R. 52 Born. 277
(4) (1933) I.L.R. 56 Mad. 481.
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The following
consideration:

two

questions

now
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arise for
o

(1) Could the magistrate refrain fro111 convicting the respondent
nnder section 37 of the Excise Act after he had accepted the plea
of guilty to the charge thereunder?
(2) If he could not, must he then pass separate sentences for
each of the two offences of. which he found the respondent
guilty?

The case was tried as a summons case. The
magistrate. must therefore follow the procedure laid
down in Chapter 20 of the Criminal Proceduire Code.
The relevant sections of the said chapter are sections
242, 243, 244 and 245:
Section 242.-" When the accused appears or is brought before
the magistrate, the particulars of the offence of which he is
accused shall be stated to him, and he shall be asked if he has
any cause to show why he should not be convicted; but it shall
not be necessary to frame a formal charge."
Section 243.-" If the accused admits that he has committed the
offence of which he is accused, his admission shall be recorded as
nearly as possible in the words used by him, and, if he shows no
sufficient: cause why he should not be convicted, the magistrate
may convict him accordingly."
Section 244.-" If the magistrate does not convict the accused
~mdel' the preceding section or, if the accused does not make such
admission, the magistrate shall proceed to hear the complah1ant (if
any), and tal'e all such evidence as may be produced in support
of the prosecution, and also to hear the accused and take all such
evidence as he produces in his defence
.;."
Section 245 (1) ._" If the magistrate upon hiking th e evidence
referred to in section 244 and such further evidence (if any) as he
may, of his own motion, cause to be produced, and (if he thinks
fit) examining the accused, finds the accused not guilty, lJ.e shall
record an order of acquitta1."
(2) "Where the magistrate does not proceed in accordance
with the provisions of section 349 or section 562, he shall, if he
finds the accused guilty, pass sentence upon him according to law."

Now, what is clear is that, if the accused pleads
guilty, two courses are open to the magistrate. He
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may accept the plea and convict· the accus~d, or
else r~fuse to accept the plea and proceed with
the trial. If he proceeds with the trial he must
find the accused either guilty or not guilty. If he
finds the accused not guilty, he must acquit him;
but if he finds the accused guilty, then he must
sentence him according to law.
There· isa similar provision, namely section 258,
which relates to the trial of warrant cases.
According to that sedion also the magistrate must in
a warrant case, if he has framed a charge against
the accused;, find the accused either guilty or
not guilty. If he finds the accused guilty he
must pass sentence according to law. Both section
246 and 258 ar.e mandatory provisions and so, in
my opinion, the magistrate has no. optien, but
must pass sentence according to law if he finds
.the accused guilty of the offence with which he
is charged. The matter does not, however,. stop
here. There is another section in the Criminal
Procedure ·Gode which deals with the question of
sentence. I refer to section 35. The portion of it
that is relevant to the purpose in hand is in these
terms: .
35. (1) "When a person is convicted at one trial of two or
more offences. the Court may. subject to the provisions of section
71 of the Indian Penal Code, sentence him, for such offences, to
.. the several punishments prescribed therefor which such Court is
competent to inflict; such punishments, when consisting of
imprisonment or transportation, to commence the one after the
expiration of the other in su::h order as the Court may direct,
unless the Court direct:; that such punishments shall run concurrently."

What do the words "the Court may, subject
to the provisions of section 71 of the Indian Penal
Code, sentence him for such offences, to the several.
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punishments prescribed therefor " mean? Do they
mean that in .a case where the provisions of. ~etion
71 of the Indian Penal Code do not come' .into
play the Court can .pass one sentence for one
offence and decline to pass sentences for other
offences though it may find the accused guilty
thereof? .
Divergent views have been expressed on this
question.
.
In the case of Queen-Emp1'ess v. Nga Kyin· U'
(1) the magistrate convicted the accused under
section 458 and section 324 of the Indian Penal
Code, but did not pass separate sentences for each
of the two offences of which he found the accused .
guilty. He passed only one sentence of two years"
rigorous imprisonment. The case was submitted
to the Judicial Commissioner, Lower Burma, for
enhancement of the sentence on the following
two grounds:
That separate sentences should have been passed foreach offence i"
(2) "That the sentence is inadequate. "

(l)

II

On this reference the learned Judicia~ Com~
missioner said: "On the first point I do not think
that a Criminal Court is b<:mnd to pass separate
sentences for each .offence of which an accused
may be found guilty. Section 35 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure is permissive only."
The Bombay High Court, however,. held a
different view in Queen-Empress v. Phakeera (2)~
the headnote of which is in these terms:
., When the accused is tried at one trial 011 two separate charges
for two distinct offences, and convictions are recorded on both
charges, separate sentences ought to be passed. "
S.J.L.B.271.
(2) (1888) Ratanlal's Unreported Cr. Cas. of the Bom. H.C. 369.

(1)
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See also Reg. v. Tukaya Bin Tamana (1).
. TY.?e same view was held by the Allahabad
High. Court in Queen-Empress v f;Vazi1' Jan (2).
What is clear now is that the High Courts of
Bombay and Allahabad agree in holding that the
sentence, even though it may be nominal, should
be passed on conviction on each of the offences
charged. It. is .true that these cases were decided
.llnder the Criminal Procedure Code of 1882, but
se:::tion 35 of the present Code, as amended by Act
XVIII of 1923, is practically the same as section 35
of the Code of 1882 for the purpose in hand.
The view thus taken by the Allahabad and
Bombay High Courts. is, in my opinion, the correct
view of the law, and I respectfully agree with it.
Section 35 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, as it
stands, in my opinion, means nothing more nor
less than this, that in a case where the provisionR
of section 71 of the Indian Penal Code do not come
into play the Comt has no discretion whatever to
.pass only one sentence for one offence and decline
to pass sentences for the other offences of which
it may find the accused guilty. Separate sentences
must be passed for the several offences of which
the Court finds the accused guilty. The aggregate
punishment and the length of the period of imprisonment must not, of course, exceed the limit fixed
by the provisos. If that is not the proper view
. to be taken of this section, it· cannot, in, my
opinion, be reconciled with sections 245 and 258.
For all these reasons I would convict the
respondent under section 37 of the Excise Act and
direct her to pay a fine of Rs. 2 or, in default, to
undergo one week's rigorous imprisonment. I would
(1) (1876) I.L.R. 1

BOlD.

214.

(2) (1888) I.L.R. 10 All. 58.
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reduce the _sentence of fine passed under section
30 (d) to Rs. 10. As the whole amount that was
imposed by the trial Court under section 30 (d) has
been paid in, the respondent will now have nothing
to pay.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sil' Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. htstice Shaw.

1934
Ma.r. 21.

S. P. S. MAN1 rVER
v.
D. K. SYED EBRAH 1M AND ANOTHER.

*

Insolvency-Costs awarded to insolvent in suit fOI' damages for personal tortApplication by money decree-holder for attachment-Official Assigl1ee's
claim-Noli-intervention by Official Assignee-l11-solvent's right of disposal.
The respondents who became insolvent brougpt a suit claiming damages
for a personal tort, and in the course of the proceedings they were awarded
costs in the Appellate Court and before the Privy Council. They had not then
obtained their discharge. The appellant who had obtained prior to the
insolvency a money decree against them applied for leave to execute his decree
by alladunent of the CO~16 awarded to the illsolventti.
Held, that the damages obtained by an undischarged insolvent in respect of
a personal wrong and costs awarded to an insolvent in such a suit are property
of the insolvent which is capable of passing to his assignee in insolvency under
the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act.
Affleck v. Hammond, (1912) 3 K.B.D. 162; Bailey v. Thurston & Co., (1903)
1 K.B.D. 137; Itt re Graydclt l (1896) 1 q.B.D. 417 j 111 re Roberts, (1900)
1 Q.B.D. 122-referred to.
Ex parte Vine, (18i8) 8 Ch. Div. 364-di~sC'll.ted fronl.
But the property will not pass to the Offici.il·Assignee until he has intervened
and claimed it.
Choung Taik v. Ma Theif-t Nu, I.L.R. 8 Ran. 665 -referred to.
lleldfurther that as the Official Assignee had not intervened, the appellant
ought not to be given leave to execute his decree.
Cohen v. Mitchell, (1890) 25 Q.B.D. 262-applicd.

Ray for the appellant. Costs awarded in favour
of an undischarged insolvent are property which
is capable of passing to the Official Assignee, and
is therefore attachable in execution at the instance
* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 82 of 1933 from the order of this Court on the
Original Side in Insolvency Case No. 34 of 1929..
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of any
person who rolds a decree against such
:1
insolvent. In the present case leave to execute the
decree was originally granted by the. Insolvency
Court~ but on review the same Court held that
such costs are not divisible amongst the creditors.
The. order passed on review is erroneous.
•L\

Basu for the n:spondents. The decree in question
has been· assigned to a third party, and the
appellant has no locus standi to prosecute the
appeal.
No damages have yet been awarded in the
present case. Assuming that damages had been
·awarder.1 the Official Assignee can intervene only
if the insolvent has placed the amount of such
damages in some form of investment or other. If
he chooses to· expend the money the Official
Assignee is powerless in the matter. Ex parte
Vine. In re Wilson (1).

[PAGE, C.}. What is the principle underlying
that decision? Is not the correct principle of law
enunciated in In re Roberts (2).J
That was not a case where damages in respect
of· a tort was involved. Moreover, it is only in
respect of costs awarded in favour of the respondents, in the case reported in D. K. Cassim & Sons
. v. V. M. Abdul Rahman (3), that the appellant is
seeking to take out execution. These costs were
withdrawn by the respondents after the order passed
on review, and it would be a reasonable view to
hold that the costs were awarded for the purpose
of enabling the respondents to prosecute their action
in tort..
(1) 8 Ch.D. 364.
(2) (1900) 1 Q.B. 122.
.
(3) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 441.
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to section 71 of the Indian Pelilal Code} the punish-·
ments that the Courts in certain ciTcumstanc~s were
competent to award (see sections 31 to 34) ; and it
was not intended thereby to provide that it was not
incumbent upon ihe .COl.lrt to pass a sentence upon
the accused in respect of any of the offences of which
he had been convicted in the circumstances referred
to in the section. I find myself in agreement with
the following observations of Mahmood J. in QueenEmpress v. liVazir Jan \1):
,. I have already said enough to indicate that, in my opmlon
s. 71 of the Indian Penal Code has no bearing upon the question
of convictions, but relates only to the measure of punishment for·
offences falling under the purview of that clause~ .I have also
said enough to indicate that, according to my view of the law;
neither s. 35 nor s. 235 of the Criminal Procedure Code stands in
the way of separate convictions and separate sentences for each
offence of which the accused is found guilty in the· same trial,
. though, as a matter of substantive law, s. 71 of the Indian Penal
Code affects the measure, or, rather the limit, of punishment, and,
. as a matter of adjective law, s. 35 of the Criminal Procedure Code
has a bearing upon the same question with reference to the
powers of the Court awarding the sentence, and with reference
to the right of appea1."

To hold otherwise would be to render section 35
inconsistent with sections 245 and 258 of the Coder
under which. the magistrate, if he finds the accused
guilty, is.bound to pass sentence upon him according
to law. Further, if an accused person (of courser
subject to section 71 of the Indian Penal Code) is
convicted of two or more offences· at the same trial
and a separate sentence was not passed upon him in
respect of each offence, or he was sentenced to one
consolidated punishment in respect of all the offences
af which he has been convicted, difficulties would.
tl) (1888) I.L.R. 10 All. 58 at p. 67.
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lrise on appeal or re,:ision if he is acq-qitted of one
>r .mor<3 of the offences and the conviction· for the
)ther offenc~s is confirmed. Cases decided prior to
:heamending Act (XVIII of 1923) are of little
lSsistance when the construction of section· 35 is
under consideration.
For instance, in Queen-Empress v. Aw Wa (1)
it was held that
"while separate convictions under sections 4S and 51 of the
Excise Act are permissible, sep::\rate sentences for the same
sections areilIegaI."

But it is to be observed that by section 7 of Act
XVIII of 1923 the word "distinct" was deleted {;rom
section 35, and, in my opinion, the ruling in QueenEmpress v. Aw H'a (1) is no longer to be re.garded
as an authority on the construction of section 35, fsee
Emperor 11. Piru Rama (2), Emperor v. Pandu
Avachit (3); Sothavalu v. Rama Kone (4)].
The sent~nce passed upon the accused must be
revised, and an· order will be passed in the sense
proposed by Ba U J.
BA U, J.-The respondent was sent up for trial
under sections 30 (d) and 37 of the Burma Excise
Act for illegal possession Of 4/5th quart of country
spirit and instruments for manufacturing excisable
articles. When the particuiars of the offences were
I ead out and .explained to her, .the
respondent
.pleaded guilty to both the charges. The magistrate
accepted the plea of guilty but convicted her undAr
secti~n 30 (d) only, arid directed her to pay a fine
.of Rs. 12 or, in default, to undergo 15 days'
rigorous imprisonment.
(l) 1 L.B.R. 33.

(3) (1928) LL.R. 52 Bom. 277

(2)11925) I.L.R. 49 Born. 916.

(4! (1933) LL.R. 56 Mad. 481.
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The following
consideration:

two

questions

now
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arise for

(1) Could the magistrate refrain from convicting the respondent
under section 37 of the Excise Act after he had accepted the plea
of guilty to the charge thereunder?
(2) If he could not, must he then pass separate sentences for
each of the two offences of which he .found the respondent
guilty?

The case was tried as a summons case. The
magistrate must therefore follow the procedure laid·
down in Chapter 20 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
The relevant sections of the said chapter are sections
242, 243, 244 and 245 :
Section 242.-" When the accused appears or is brought before
the magistrate, the particulars of the offence of which he is
accused shall be stated to him, and he shall be asked if he has
any cause to show why he should not be convicted ; but it shall
not be necessary to frame a formal charge."
Section·243.-" If the accused admits that he has committed the
offence of which he is accused, his admission shall be recorded as
nearly as' possible in the words used by him, and, if he shows no
sufficie-nt cause why he should not be convicted, the. magistrate
may convict hitn accordingly."
Section 244.-" If the magistrate does not convict the accusec1
under the preceding section or, if the accused does not make such
admission, the magistrate shall proceed to hear the complainant (if
any), and take all such evidence as may be produced in support
of .the prosecution, and also to hear the accused and take all such
..."
evidence as he produces in his defence
Section 245 (1 ).-" If the magistrate upon taking the evidence
referred to in section 244 and such further evidence (if any) as he
may. of his own motion, cause to be produced, and (if he thinks
fit) examining the accused, finds the accused not guilty, lJ.e shall
record an order of acquittal."
(2) II Where the magistrate does not proceed in accordance
with the provisions of section 349 or section 562, he shall, if he
finds the accused guilty, pass sentence upon him according to law."

Now, what is clear is that, if the accused pleads
guilty, two courses are open to the magistrate. He
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may accept the plea and convict the accus~d, or
else f,yfuse to accept the plea and proceed with
the trial. If he proceeds with the trial he must
find the accused either guilty or not guilty. If he
finds the accused not guilty, he must acquit him;
but if he finds the accused guilty, then he must
sentence him acco"rding to law.
There is a similar provision, namely section 258,
which relates to the trial of warrant cases.
According to that section also the magistrate must in
a warrant case, if he has framed a charge against
the accused, find the accused either guilty or
not guilty. If he finds the accused guilty he
must pass sentence according to law. Both section
246 and 258 are mandatory provisions and so, in
my opinion, the magistrate has no option, but
must pass sentence according to law if he finds
the accused guilty of the offence with which he
is charged. The matter does not, however, stop
here. There is another section in the Criminal
Procedure Code which deals with the question of
sentence. I refer to· section 35. The portion of it
that is relevant to the purpose in hand IS in these
terms: .
. ~5. (1) "When a person is convicted at one trial of two or
more offences, the Court may, subject to the provisions of section
71 of the Indian Penal Code, sentellce him, for such offences, to
.. the several punishments prescribed therefor which such Court is
competent to inflict j such· punishments, when consisting of
imprisonment or transportation, to commence the one after the
expiration of the other in su:::h order as the Court may direct;
unless the Court· direct!> that such punishments shall run concurrently."

What do the. words "the Court may, subject
to the provisions of section 71 of the Indian Penal
Code, sentence him for such offences, to the several.•
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punishments prescribed therefor" mean? Do they
mean that in a case where the provisions of Steetion
71 of the Indian Penal Code do not come into
play the Court· can pass one sentence for one
offence and decline to pass sentences for other
offences though it may find the accused guilty
thereof?
Divergent views have. been expressed on this
question.
In the case of Queen-Empress v. Nga· Kyin' U
(1) the magistrate convicted the. accused under
section 458 and section 324. of the Indian Penal
Code, but did not pass separate sentences for each
of the two offences of which he found the accused
guilty. He passed only one sentence of two years'
rigorous imprisonment. The case was submitted
to the Judicial Commissioner, Lower Burma, for
enhancement of the sentence on the following
two grounds:
(1)

II

(2)

II

That separate sentences should have been passed fOleach offence ;"
That the sentence is inadequate. "

On this reference the learned Judicial Commissioner said: "On the first point I do not think
that a Criminal Cou:rt is bc:>und to pass separate
sentences for each offence of which an accused
may be found guilty. Section 35 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure is permissive only."
The Bombay High Court, ho\\rever,held· a
different view in Queen-Empress v. Phakeera (2),
the headnote of which is in these terms:
. "' When the accused is tried at one trial on two separate chai-ges
for two distinct offences, and convictions are recorded on both
charges, separate sentences ought to be passed. "
S.J.L.B. 271.
(2) (1888) Ratanlal's Fnreported Cr. Cas. of the 80m. H.C.369.

(1)
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See also Reg. v. Tukaya Bin Tatnana (1).
Tfk same view was held by the Allahabad
High . Court· in Queen-Empress v vVazir Jan (2).
What is clear now is that the High Courts of
Bombay and Allahabad agree in holding that the
sentence, even though it may be nominal, should
be passed on conviction on each of the offences
charged. It is .true that· these cases were decided
..llnder the Criminal Procedme Code of 1882, but
se:tion 35 of the present Code, as amended by Act
XVIII of 1923, is practically the same as section 35
of the Code of 1882 for the purpose in hand.
The view thus taken by the Allahabad and
Bombay High Courts. is, in my opinion, the correct
view of the law, and I respectfully agree with it.
Section 35 of the Code of Criminal Procedllre, as it
stands, in my opinion, means nothing more nor
less than this, that in a case where the provisions
of section 71 of the Indian Penal Code do not come
into play the Court has no discretion whatever to
pass only one sentence for one offtnce and decline
to pass sentences for the other offences of which
it may find the accused guilty. Separate sentences
must be passed for the several offences of which
the Court finds the accused guilty. The aggregate
punishment and the length of the period of imprisonment must not, of course, exceed the limit fixed
by the provisos. If that is not the proper view
to be taken of this section, it cannot, in· my
opinion, be reconciled with sections 245 and 258.
For all these reasons I would convict the
respondent under section 37 of the Excise Act and
direct her to pay a fine of Rs. 2 or, in default, to
undergo one week's rigorous imprisonment. I would
(1) (1876) I.L.R. 1 Bam. 214.

(2) (1888) I.L.R. 10 All. 58.
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reduce the sentence of fine passed under section
30 (d) to Rs. 10. As the whole amount thttt was
imposed by the trial Court under section 30 (d) has
been paid in, the respondent will now have nothing
to pay.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice SlImEI.

1934

Mar. 21.

S. P. S. MANI IYER·

v.
D. K. SYED EBRAH 1M

AND ANOTHER.

*

Insolvency-Costs awa1'lted to insolvent in suit {01' damages for personal tortApplication by money decree-holder for attachment-Official. Assignee's
claim-Non-intervention by Official Assignee_Insdl1Ient's right oj disposal.
The respondents who bece.me insolvent brought a suit claiming damages
for a personal tort. and in the course of the proceedings they were awal:ded
costs in the Appellate Court and before the Privy Council. They had not then
obtained their discharge. The appellant who had obtained prior to the
insolvency a money decree against them applied for leave to execute his decree
by attachment of the costs ;1.warded to the insolvent;;.

Hi'ld, that the damages obtained by an undischarged insolvent in respect of
a personal \'\;rong and costs awarded to an insoh'ent in such a suit are property
of the insolvent which is capable of passing to his assignee in insolvency under
the Presidency·Towns Insolvency Act.
Affleck v. Hammond, (1912) 3 K.B.D. 162; Bailey v. Thurston & Co., (1903)
1 K.B.D. 137 j 171 re Graydon, (1896) 1 Q.B.D. 417 j Iii re Roberts, (1900)
1 Q.B.D. 122-referred 10.
Ex parte Vine, (18i8) 8 eh. Div. 364-di~seu.ted from.
But the property will not pass to the Officid.J.Assignee until he has intervened
and claimed it.
Choung Taik v. Ma Theiu Nu, I.L.R. 8 Ran. 66~ -,'eferred 10.

lIeld further that as the Official Assignee had not intervened, the appellant
ought not to be given leave to execute his decree..
Cohen v.Mitchell, (1890) 25 Q,B.D. 262-applied.

Ray for the appellant. Costs awarded in favour
of an undischarged insolvent are property ,which
is capable of passing to the Official Assignee, and
is therefore attachable in execution at the instance
* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 82 of 1933 from the order of this Court on the
Original Side in Insolvency Case No. 34 of 1929.
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of .any person who holds a decree against such
insolvent. In the present case leave to execute the
decree was originaily granted by the Insolvency
Court!) but on review the same Court held that
such costs are not divisible amongst the creditors.
The. order passed on review is erroneous.

Basu for the n:spondents. The decree in question
has been assigned to a third. party, and the
appellant has no locus standi to prosecute the
appeal.
.N6 damages have yet been awarded in the
present case. Assuming that damages had been
awarded the Official Assignee can intervene only
if the insolvent has placed the amount of such
damages in some form of investment or other. If
. he chooses to expend the money the Official
Assignee is powerless in the matter. Ex parte
Vine. In re Wilson (1).

[PAGE, C.].' What is' the principle underlying
that decision? Is not the corred principle of law
enunciated in In '-e Roberts {2}.J
That was not a case where damages in respect
of a tort was involved. Moreover, it is only in
respect of costs awarded in favour· of the respondents, in the case reported in D. K. Cassim & Sons
v.' V. M. Abdul Rahman (3), that the appellant is
seeking to .take out execution. These costs were
withdrawn by the respondents after the order passed
on review, and it would be a reasonable view to
hold that the costs were awarded for the purpose
of enabling the respondents to prosecute their action
in tort.
(1) 8 Ch.D. 364.
(2) (1900) 1 Q.B. 122.
(3) LL.R. 8 Ran. 441.
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PAGE, C.J.-This appeal must be dismissed.
•
Before D. K. Cassim & Sons were adjudicated
insolvent the appellant obtained a money decree
again:,t them. It appears that the insolvents l8,rought
a suit for damages for a personal tort, and in the
course of these proceedings in the appellate Court
and befm c the Privy Council costs were awarded
to the insolvents. The insolvents have not obtained
their discharge. The appellant has now applied in
insolvency that leave should be granted to him to
execute the deoree that he had obtained against
the insolvents by attachment of the costs that have·
been awarded to them, and on the 5th of May
1933 Sen J. ordered" that the petitioner abovenamed
be and he is hereby granted leave to execute the
decree against the insolvents abovenamed in t1~e
suit hereinafter mentioned on condition that whatever
is realized less expenses is paid to the Official
Assignee.' ,
The insolvents then applied for a review of that
order upon the ground that the costs in question
had been "awarded to the petitioners in an action
instituted by them to recover damages in respect of
a wrong suffered by them, and such costs are not
divisible among the creditors.'
I

On the 20th of June 1933 Sen J. reviewed the
said order, and cancelled the leave that had. been
granted to the appellant to execute his decree as
prayed.
Now, I am of opinion that the case of Ex parte
Vine. In re rVilsol't (1) does not correctly state thE
law as it now obtains, in so far as in that case i1
was laid down that a trustee in bankruptcy canno·
{l) (1878) 8 Ch.P. 364.

· ~OL.,
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intercipt the damages recovered for a personal wrong
<lone 'to .an undischarged bankrupt.
In my opinion' damages obtained by an undis.chargoo· insolvent in respect of a personal wrong and
.costs award~d to an insolvent in such a suit are
property of the insolvent which is capable of passing
io his assignee in insolvency under the PresidencyTowns Insolvency Act [In re Roberts (1); In re
Graydon (2) ; Bailey v. Thurston & Co., Lid. (3) ;
Affleck v. Hammond (4)]. But under that Act such
property will not pass to the Official Assignee until
be has intervened and claimed it [C. Choung Taik
and another v. Ma Thein Nu (5)]; and u'ntil the
Official Assignee has intervened the doctrine of
Cohen v. Mitchell (6) applies to transactions by the
insolvent relating t9 such property, namely, that
"until the trustee intervenes all transactions by a
bankrupt after his bankruptcy with any perE;on dealing with him bona fide and for value in respect of
, ,his after-acquired property, whether with or with0t:tt
knowledge of the' bankruptcy, are valid against the
trustee." Ma Phaw v. Maung Ba (7) was decided
under section 28 (4) of the Provincial Insolvency Act,
1920, and is not ad rem.
N ow, applying the law thus stated to the facts of
the present case r am clearly of opinion that It:ave
to execute his decree ought not to be granted to
the appellant. The Official Assignee has not intervened and' chimed these costs, and in these circumstances the plaintiff ought not to be allowed to
execute his decree against the insolvents by attachment. of the surns representing these costs.
(1) (1900) 1 Q.H.D. 122.
(2j (1896) 1 Q.8.D. 417.
(3) (1903) 1 K.H.D. 137.
(7) (1926) I.L.R. 4

(4) (1912) 3 K.B.D. 162.
(5) (1930) I.L.R. 8 Han. 665.
(6) (1890) 25 Q.B.D. 262.
Ran. 125.
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The appeal is dismissed with costs. The J;espon~
dents are entitled to their costs, advocate's fee
three gold mohurs in each Court.

SYED

EBRAHIM.
PAGE,

C.J.

SHAW, J.-I agree.
ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Leach.

1934
Mar. 29.

BHAIYET

v.

L. CHONG KHA

AND OTHERS.*

High Cottrt's inherent powers-Dismissal oj suit OIl ground of want of
jw·isdictio11.-Rdurn oj plaint tv plaintiff-Civil Procedure Code (Act Vof
1908), O. 7, r. lO-Abse"ce of rule it/. High Coud.
Although Order 7, rule 10, of the Code of Civil Procedure does not apply to
the High Court, it may by reason of its inherent powers direct, in a sl;Iit which
it has dismissed for want of jurisdiction, that the plaint shall be returned to
the plaintiff so that he may file it in the proper Court, and thus avoid losing th(.>
court-fee already paid.
Prabhakal'bhat v. PL111dit, I.L.R. 8 Bom. 313.:-applied.
C.T.A.M. Firm v. Ko Yi11 Gyi, LL.R. 7 Ran. 88; Galstaun v. Rllja Janaki
NatlL, 38 C.W.N. 185-reflwred to.

On the Original Side the trial Judge dismisstd
the suit on the ground that the Court had· no
jurisdiction to try it. The plaintiff was seeking to
enforce a mortgage by deposit of title-deeds effected
in Rangoon of property situate in Man~alay. The
learned Judge held that the suit was a suit fOI
land within clause 10 of the Letters Patent, ane
consequently that he could not try it. The plaintif
now applied for the return of his plaint in orde·
that he might file it in the proper Court with ;
view to saving the court-fee already paid thereon
A.. Eggar (Government Advocate) for tIle Collecto
of Rangoon.' There is no authority under the Civ:
• Civil Regular Suit No. 164 of 1933.

.
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Procedure Code for the return of the plaillt in
order that the same court-fee stamp may be used
when fiVng the plaint in another Court. Order 7,
rule 10, does not apply to· this Court; see Order
49, rule 3.
The stamp has been cancelled under s. 30 of
the Court-fees Act, .and cannot be used again.
Sections 13, 14 and 15 of the Act provide for the
refund of the CDurt-fee, but not in a case like the
present case.
S. 151· of the Code of Civil Procedure does not
. give the Court power to alter the provisions of the
Courtcfees Act.
Doctor for the plaintiff. Although there is no
provision in the rules of the High Court for the
return of a plaint as in the Civil Procedure Code,
yet there is no rule to prevent the Court from
doing so in the exercise of its inherent powers. It
would be unfair and a hardship on. the plaintiff
that he should be obliged to pay his court-fees
over .again when his plaint is thrown out on the
sole ground of want of jurisdiction. See Prabhakarbhat v. Pandif (1).
LEACH, J.-On the
18th December 1933 I
dismissed this suit on the ground that this Court had
no jurisdiction to try it. The plaintiff was seeking
to enforce an· equitable murtgage claimed in respect
of property situate in Mandalay. I held that the
suit was a suit for land within the meaning of
clause 10 of the Letters Patent and as the mortgaged property was not within tbe limits of the
Court's jurisdiction I had no power to decide the
case. The plaintiff was, therefore, left to seek his
remedy in the District Court of Mandalay. The
!lj
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plaintiff now asks that the plaint be returned to
BHAIYET
him for filing in that Court. His application is
'lJ.
L. CHONG opposed by the Government Advocate on ,b~half of
KHA.
the Collector, the contention being that the law as
LEACH, J.
it stands at present does not allow the plaint to
be returned, and that the plaintiff must file a fresh
plaint in the District Court which will involve paying another court-fee.
Order 7, rule 10, of the Code of Civil Procedure
provides that the plaint shall at any stage of the
suit be returned to be presented to the Court in
which the suit should have been instituted, and
that on returning a plaint the Judge shall endorse
thereon the date of the presentation and return,
the name of the patty presenting. it and a
brief statement of the reasons for returning.,. it.
Sir Dinshah Mulla in his notes on this Rule points
out that the words "at Zln)' stage of tht suit" were
added to give effect to the Full Bench decision .o~
the Bombay High Court in Prablzakarbhllt v
Vis}n.ii"a1»bhar(l) in which it was held that a plain1
may be returned to be presented to tl1e propel
Court, even after the trial has begun and concluded
Order 49, rule 3, however, provides that Order 7
rule 10, shall not apply to Chartered High Courts
The reason is that Chartered High Courts hav(
power to frame their own rules. No rule on thi:
subject has in fact been framed by this Court, and
therefore, there is no direct provision of law whic1
I can apply, but it is urged on behalf of tho
plaintiff that the Court has inherent power to orde
the plaint to be returned for filing in the prope
Court. For reasons which I will state I conside
that this is the correct view.
(1)(1884; I.L.R. 8 Born. 313.

)L.
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The inherent powers of the Court have been
voked in cases of an analogous nature. In C. T.A.M.
hettyar Finn v. Ko Yin Gyi (1) a Bench of this
Jurt called in aid its inherent powers in order to
,netion "a refund of the stamp duty paid on an
)plication for review filed in the alternative, but
hich the applicants were justified in filing as the
:sult of an error on the .part of the Court. In
alstaun v. Raja janaki Natll (2) a Bench of the
.alcutta High Court granted, in the exercise of the
lherent powers" of the Court, a certificate entitling
J. "appellant to a refund of court-fees paid on a
lemorandum "of appeal which had not been registered
n the ground that it was out of time, the delay not
avi.ng been caused by the appellant.
When this suit was filed Das J., sitting on the
)riginalSide of this. Court, had held that a mortgage
uit was not a suit for land within the meaning of
lause 10 of the Letters Patent and that the Court
lad jurisdiction to try such a suit, although the
nortgaged property was outside the limits of the
~ourt's jurisdiction. The same view had also been
aken by Shaw J. In these circumstances the
)laintiff was justified in filing his suit in this Court.
fhesuit was not decided because I was not bound
)y these decisions, and I took the view that a
nortgage suit was a suit for land. I might mention
:hat the question whether a mortgage suit is a suit
:01' land has since been considered' by a Full Bench
Jf this Court and a binding decision will now be
given.*
.
The plaintiff filed his suit in this Court in the
belief that he would obtain from it an adjudication
on his claim. He did not obtain an adjudication
11) (1929) I.L.R 7 Ran. !l8.
(2) 38 C.W.N. 185.
• Reported at (1934) LLR. 12 Ran. at p. 370-Ed.
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because the case happened to come before a Judge
who differed from the decisions of the Court on
which be was relying. In my opinion it ~vould be
unjust to require him to pay another court-fee in
these circumstances. In Prabhakarbhat v. Vishwarnbhar Pandit (1) West J. observed:
" Apart from fiscal considerations the Conrts ought to aid,
rather than obstruct, a plaintiff in thus placing his case before the
proper tribunal, and the-fi.scal interests of the Government do not,
in such cases, need guarding beyond the necessary sense of the
laws made fer that purpose. Where a court-fee on-the institution
of a suit has been paid in a Ccurt which cannot possibly afford
the relief sought, it does net seem consistent \\'ith 50unc1 principle
that the plaintiff should be condemned to lese the fee thus paic1,
or that he should not be allowed to ask without paying a second
fee fer an adjudication from a Court which can really give one.
Apart, therefore, from any special rules prescribed by the Legislature, the return of a plaint in the Cftse supposed would be, at least,
an allo",'able and unobjectionable course."

These observations apply' with full force to the
preseI},t case.
I hold that it is just that the plaint in this case
should be returned to the plaintiff for the purpose
of f-iling in the proper Court, and that by virtue of
the inherent powers of the' Court I can direct this
to be done. The plaint will, 'accordingly, be, returned
to the plaintiff with an endorsement thereon showing
the date of its presentation and return,the name
of the party presenting it, and giving a brief
statement of the reasons for its return. For the
purposes of the record of this Court a copy of the
plaint can be made and filed in place of the
original.
(1) (1884) LL.R. 8 Bom. 313.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, [(t., Chief Justice, and Mr. I1tstice Ba U.

MA JOO TEAN

AND ANOTHER

v.
THE COLLECTOR OF RANGOON.*
Receiver-Appointment in mortgage suit-Nature oj possession aua title of
receiver-Collection of rents alld profits-Mortgagee's title 10 I'ellts aud
profits-Priority of Crown debts:'-Transfer of Property Act fIV of 1882 alld
XX of 1929), s. 8.
Bothin England and in India it is open to the Court to appoint a recei\'er
in a mortgage suit in 'a proper case.
Jaikissondas v. Zwabai, I.L.R 14 Born. 431 ; Pratclrdt y. Dn....,·, i192-l1
I Ch. 280-referrcd to.
A receiver appointed by the Court collects and rec,eh'es, pending the,
determination of the proceedings, the rents and profits of the property enln-sted
to him for the benefit of those entitled to it. The property in his.hands i~ in
{;lIstodia legis for the person who can make a title to it.
Eastern Mortgage Co. v. .Karim, I.J,.R. S2 Cal. 814; Mallng Ohn Tin Y.
P.R.M.P.S.R.M. Firm, I.L.R. 7 Ran. 425- referred to.
The rents and profits arising out of' mortgaged lann in the hands of a
receiver prima facie are not sums payable to the mortgagor, but form part of
the mortgaged property upon which the debt due to the mortgagee was
secured.
B eld, that the' Crown is not entitled to be paid such rents and profits in
respect of a debt due by the mortgagor to Government in priority to the party
entitled to it, viz., the mortga,gee decree-holder.
. Ashgar Reza ,v. Md. Hussein. TL.R. 30 Cal. 556; Bank of Upper India v.
Administrator-General of Be1J.gal, 22 C,W.N. 793 ; Raja Gour Chaudra v. Raja
Makunda Deb, 9 C.W.N. 710; Tilok Chand v. Beatfte &- Co., 29 C,W.N. 953referred to.
Rameshwar v. Shaba, I.L.R. 47 Cal. 418 ; Sri Raja Rao Venkatakumara y.
Gokuldoss, I.L.R. 54 Mad. S65-dissented from.

The plaintiffs obtained a mortgage decree on the
Original Side against the defendants as mortgagors.
During the pendency of the suit a receiver was
appointed by the Court at the instance of the mortgagees.
* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 138 of 1933 from the order of this Court on the
Original Side in Civil Regular Si.lit No. 141 of 1931.
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The receiver had in his hands moneys representing
MA JOO
rents collected by him.
TEAN
h
.
v.
T e Collector of Rangoon claimed a /:>umof
CO~~~TOR Rs. 1,029 being the amount of forfeiture imposed
OF RANGOON. under secti on 19 (G) of the Court-fees Act from
the
defendants, and applied to the Court for payment of
the sum ou t of the rents.
The learned advocate for the mortgagees stated
that in another suit a receiver had also funds in his:
hands belonging to the first defendant, and that the
Collector should be paid O'llt of both funds, and, not
from the rents collected in this suit alone. He did
not contend that the rents .were chat'ged to the
mortgagees, and upon that basis the learned· trial
Judge granted the appHcation of th~ Collector. On
appeal the mortgagees contended that both under the
m0rtgage deed and under section 8 of the Transfer of
Property Act they were e:qtitled to the rents collected
in the suit in satisfaction of their mortgage decree.
1934

"

Honnasji for the appellant. The murtgage deed
in.eludes in the transfer all the "estate, right, title r.
interest, property, claim and demand whatsoever of the
mortgagors" in the mortgaged property, and it is
therefore clear that all the rents and profits accruing
from the mortgaged property after the.. tra,J;1sfer ~re
charged under the mortgage. S. 8 of the Transfer
of Property Act declares that rents and profits.
accruing after the transfer are included in the· legal
incidents of the transfer. Ashgar Reza Khan v.
Md. Mehdi HMSSeil'l (1); Wilson v. Wilson, (2).
As &OOTI as the mortgagee exercises bis rights, by the
appointment of a receiver, the receiver holds the
rents and profits collected for the benefit of the party
obtaining his appointment. Maharajah of Piltapuram
(I) I.L.R 30 Cal. 556.

(2) .14 Eq. Cas. 32, .40.

VQ~.

XU]

v. GokuJdoss (1)~ Where the receiver so holds the
property the Crown has no right to prior payment in
resped of its· debts. The Crown debt in the present
case was incurred long after the mortgage.
Soniram Rameshu1' v. Mary Pinto (2) was a case
of an unsecured creditor and is no authority· in the
present case.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
S. 8 of the Transfer of Property Act has no appli~
cation to the case of a mortgage which is defined to
be a transfer of an interest in specific immovable
property. There is no magic in the term "English
mortgage i" it is only an interest carved out of the
estate of the mortgagor \vhich is transferred to the
mortgagee, and this may be conveniently described
as a "mortgagee's interest." The mortgagee's rights
are specifically detailed in the Act.
Where the mortgagor remains in possession of
the mortgaged' property ami is in receipt of the rents
and profits h~' is not qccountable to the mortgagee;
and this ought to be the test which should determine
.
whether the rents and profits can be deemed to be
subject to the mortgage.
The Transfer of f'ropeny Amendmen( Act vi 1?ZY
~. 69A has now entitled the mortgagee to have a
receiver appointed of his own accord under certain
conditions, and it is possible that on the appointment
of a receiver in such a case the rents and profits are
subject to the mortgage. Btlt where the mortgagee
'comes to Court for the appointment of a receiver
tqe receiver is no mOre than an officer of the Court
hQlding the property for the benefit of whoever
may be entitled to it., The rents and profits are
,

(1) I.L.R. 54
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movable property, and no charge can be created on
them except by taking possession.
1 ~N
Dwijen.dra v. ] oges Chandra (1) ; EasteY7l jJiJ 01'1·coZ.~~TOR gage and Agency Co., Ltd. v. I1tfuharmnad Karini
'OF RANGOON. (2);
Maung Ohn Tin v. P.R.M.P.S.R.M. Chel/yar
Firm (3); Orr v. Muthia Chetti (4); Pratchett v.
Dl'ew (5) ; ] aikissol1das v. Zenabai (6).
~A Too

C.J.-This appeal must be allowed.
The plaintiff in a mortgage suit obtained a decree
against the defendant. Pending the determination of
the suit a receiver was appointed by the Court on
the 18th of May 1931 "to take possession of the
suit property" with the exception of a small strip of
land.
.
Now, what is the nature of the possession ofa
receiver so appointed?
PAGE,

,. The nature of the office of a receiver is simply this, that he
is an impartial persall appointed by the Courl to collect and
receive penclin~ the proceedings the rents, issues and profits of
land or personal estate or other things in question which it does
not seem reasonable to the Court that either party should collect
'01" receive.
The object sought by the appointment of a receiver is
the safeguarding of property for the benefit of those entitled to it.
His possession is on behalf and for the benefit of all the parties to
the suit in which he is appointed, and is the possession of all the
:said parties according to their titles. The property in his hands
is in custodia legis for the person who can make a title to it. The
title of the real owner is in no way affected either in theory or on
principle by his appointment. He collects and receives the rents,
issues and profits not upon his own title but upon the title of some
persons, parties to the action."

Iper Mukerji J.' in Eastern Mortgage and Agency
Co., Ltd.' and T. C. Tweedie v. Muhammad FuzluL
(1) 39 Cal. L.J. 57.
(2) I.L.R. 52 Cal. 914, 93l.
(31 I.L.R. 7 Ran. 425.

(4) I.L.R. 17 Mad. 501.
(5) (1924) 1 Ch. 280, 283.
(0) I.L.R. 14 80m. 431.
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Karim and another (1); Maung Ohn Tin v. P.R.lvI.
P.S.R.M. . Cheftya?' Firm and others (2)].
The question in the present case is with respect
to who is entitled to the rents and profits which
were collected by the receiver. At one time the
Court felt some diffidence in appointing a receiver at
all in a mortgage suit, but both in England and in
India the propriety of appointing a receiver in a
suitable case cannot now be challen ged. [Jaikissondns
Gan{!.adasv.
Zenabai and Kazi Mohomed Mira
Dada
.
.
Miya (3) and Pratchelf v. Dnw (4).J

In the petition of the Collector of Rangoon the
petitioner states that he "is desirous of having an
order passed directing the Official Receiver to pay
to your petitioner the said sums (i.e, sums due to
Government) as a first charge on such of the rents
collected by him as may be payable to the defendant."
.
The question, therefore, is, "are the sums in the
hands of the receiver representing the rents and
profits of the land~ihich was subject to the mortgage
payable' to the defendant, i.e., the mortgagor? " In my
Dpinion they are not. Under the terms of the mortgage
.in suit which is dated the 3rd of January 1928 it
is infer alia provided that
"in pursuance of the said agrfement and in consic1eration of
the sum of Rupees thirty' thousand (Rs. 30,000) paid by the
mortgagee's to the mortgagors on or hefore the execution of
these presents (the receipt whereof the mortgagors hereby
acknowledge) the mortgagors hereby convey unto the mortgagees
:all that piece or parcel of garden land situate in Kwin No. 78
Thayetkcn Circle Rangoon Town District and kno'Nn as Holding
(1 j (I925) I.L R. 52 Cal. 914.
(2) (1929) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 425.

13) (11'90) I.L.R. 14 Born. 431.
(4; 11924) I. Ch. 280.
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No.1 of 1926-1927 and measudng acres 10'15 or thereabouts
(fcrmerly known as Holding No. 11 of 1916-1917 in Kyetshazun
Kwin Mingaladon Circle Insein Township) together
with the
.
buildings and structures thereon and bounded on the North by
Cart Track on the East by Prome Road on the South by land of
U Nun Han and ethers and Ywathet Village and en the West
by Insein Road and all the appurtenances to the. said premises
belonging and all the estate right title interest property claim
and demand whatsoever of the mortgagors into and upon the
said premises to hold the said premises unto the mortgagees'
subject to the proviso for redemption hereinafter contained."

.

This mortgage is in the form of an English
mortgage, and in my opinion under the. terms
thereof the rents and profits arising· out of the
land subject to the mortgage form part of the
property subject to the mortgage upon which repayment of the mortgage debt is secured as bel\veen
the mortgagor and the mortgagee. In my opinion
under the expres$ terms of the deed of mortgage
the mortgagee was entitled as a secured creditor
of the judgment-debtor to the rents and profits of
the land -'of which the receiver was in possession.
As at present advised I am further of opinion that
even if no reference had been made specifically to
the transfer of "all the estate, right. title, interest,
property, claim and demand whatsoever of the
mortgagors into and upon the said premises" by
reason of tbe provisions of section 8 of the Transfer
of Property Act in like manner the rents and profits
arising out of the mortgaged land in the hands of
the receiver would form part of the mortgage which
was created to secure repayment of· the loan.
[Ash~ar Reza v. Md. Mehdi Hussein P);
Rtzja
Gaur Chandra Gajapati Narayan Deb v. Raja
Makunda Deb and others (2) ; Bank of Upper India v.
(1) (1903) I.L.R. 30 Cal. 556.

(2) 9 C.W.N. 710.

.
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Tilok ·Chand. 1934
!VIA Joo
SU1'anaand anothe1' v. J. B. Beattie & CO. (2).J
TE·\N
Although the Court when construing a statute
'II.
THE
such -as t'he Transfer of Property Act must exercise COLLECTOR
. caution in referring either to Enl?;lish statutes or OF RANGOON.
English authorities, ill my opinion the viev,,· which PAGE, C.J.
.1. have expressed is in consonance with the rule
obtaining jn English law; for in Wilson v. vVilson
(3) I find Malins V.C. observing
,. we know perfectly well th:'lt a mortgagee of land has a right,
.from the very day of his mortgage, to receive the rents. We
·.also know that if he does not choose to enter into possession
or give notice to the tenants, but regards his security as
sufficient, and allows the mortgagor to receive the rents; those
rents can never be recovered back again as rents."

Now,. that means, I apprehend, not that the mortgagee has. not a legal title to the rents as forming
part of .hIs' security, but that if he allows the
mortgagor in possession to receive the rents he may
precluded from recovering those rents from the
mQrtgagol~ in the particular' circumstances of the
case.
,,'
. ldesire further to state, with all due deference,
that as at present advised I am not satisfied that
the ratio decidendi of Rameshwar' Singh v. Chun
Lal Shaba (4) and Sri Raja Rao Venkalakumara
.1Jlahipathi SU1')'a Rao Bahadur Garu, The Maharajah
ol Pitlapuram v. GoJwldoss Goverdhandoss (5) was
correct, namely, that
."the possession of a receiver in a mortgage suit was pri,na facie

be

Jor the benefit of the party who had obtained i.he appointment.
On tbis principle it has been ar!-!ued tbat the receiver who was
appointed at the instance of the first mortgagee holds the property
tl) 22 C.w.)!. 793.
(3) L.J~. 14 Eq. Cas. 30 at p.40.
l21 29 C.W.N. 953 at p.961.
(4) (192(\) I.L.R. 47 Cal. 418.
15,; 11931) I.L.R. 54 Mad. 565.
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for his benefit alone, and is bound to make
income for the satisfaction of his dues.
contention is clearly well-founded."

TPE
COLLECTOR
OF RANGOON.

cver~o

[VOL. XII

•

him the entire
In our opinion this

With all respect I am dispused tu think (ha.t the
appointment of a receiver by the. Cour.t under Order
PAGE, C.J.
40, rule 1, in no way diminishes or enlarges tbe title
to the property which carnes into his possession so
far as the person otherwise entitled to it is concerned. It follows, therefore, that the sums of ITlOney
in the hands of the receiver are not sums payable
to the mortgagor, but form part of the' mortgaged
property upon which the debt due to the mortgagee
was secured.
In these circumstances, inmyopinion, the Crown
is not entitled to claim to be paid this sum in' priority
to the party entitled to it, namely, the mortgagee
decree-holder.
The appeal must be allowed, tbe order of Leach J.
set aside, and the application dismissed with costs~
five gold mohurs in each Court.

BA V,

J.-l

agree.

U.B.C.P.O.-No. 28, H.C,R., 31-7-34-2,500
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
•
Before Mr. Justice l.1ya Bt~ and Mr. Justice Dtmkley.

NGA SEIN GALE

1934

v.
KING-EMPEROR. *
nkenness, voluntary-Offetlce of mUTder-Speciftc intent COllstitUtitlg the
crimc-K1!owledge and intent-Natural alld probable conseqUC'/1.ce of .an
act-.dccused's intcrt/ion to murder-Rousing of passion to kill by 1Joluntary
drinking - Drunkenness as palliatjD1t.
~vidence of dnmkenness which renders the accused incapable of fonning
specific intent essential to constitute the crime ought to be taken into
,ideration with the other fads prove(j in order to detcrmine whether he. had
intent, but evidence of drunkenness falling short of a proved incapacity in
accused to form the intent necessary to constitute the crime, and merely.
blishing that his mind was affected by drink so that he more readily gave
r to some violcnt passion, dOes not rebut the presumption that a man
·nds the natural consequences of his acts.
Director of Public Prosecutions v. Beard, (1920) A.C. 479-jollowed.
Ttltt Baw v. King'.Emperor, 6 L.B.R. 100-approved.
Re. Mandrt~ Gadaba, I.L.R. 38 Mad. 479; Sheru v. The Crown, l.L.R. 7
1.56-r~ferred to.
'
Drurikenness falling' short' of".a proved incapacity 'to form the' necessary
lI1t may nevertheless be taken .into consideration as a palliation in inflicting
t¢nce.·
.
.
.
.

.'

,

.

Waryam Singh v. The Crown,I.L.R. 7 Lah. 141-dissented from•.
The accused became very drunk, bul knew what he was doing. He went
lis' house, took hold of a da and going along the road shouted his intention
dll a person with whom he had had a dispute. A person on the road gently
:d to pacify him and thereupon the accused not only threatened to cut him,
. followed him and inflicted such wounds on him that the person died.
Held, on the facts of the case that the accus,d must be imputed with the.
ne knowledge as he would have had had he been sober, and his act
.ounted to murder for which there were no extenuating circumstances.

Christopher for the accused.

Tun Byu (Assistant Government Advocate) for
Ie Crown.
* Criminal Appeal No. 1992 of 1933 from the order of the Sessions Judge
Henzadain Sessions Trial No.. 30 of 1933.

34
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DUNKLEY, J.-.On the 30th August, 1933', there
was a drinking orgie, in which· the appellant N ga
Sein Gale took part, in the house of Maung On
Maung (5th P.W.) at Singaung-In Village. It began
at about 9-30 a.m. and continued. at intervals
throughout the day. When the appellant finally left
On Maung's house, at about 4 p.m., he was very
drunk, but he could walk with a staggering gait,
and from his actions obviously knew what he was
about. During the morning the appellant remarked
that he would cut a man during that day, and when
pressed to say whom he wished to cut, after having
taken more liquor he stated that he intended to cut
one Po:Ngwe, with whom he had had a dispute.
'When the appellant lt~ft On Maung's house he had
no weapon, but he went back to his own h,ouse and,
having armed himself with a da, proceeded in the
direction of Po Ngwe's house. He was very abusive
and was shouting out his intention of cutting Po
Ngwe. On the way he met the deceased Po Chit,
who \yas carrying his baby on his h~p. Po Chit
tried to pacify the appellant and induce him to go
home, but the appellant was sufficiently drunk to be
quarrelsome and he turned on Po Chit and threatened
to cut him. Po Chit· replied in the mildest· terms to
the appellant, and retreated to the compound of Ma
Shwe Ein (1st P.W.). The appellant, however, was
not to be appeased and he followed after Po Chit
and inside Ma Shwe Ein's compound cut him once
on the head and once on his right forearm with the
da. The deceased Po Chit was felled to the ground
and the child rolled from his grasp. Tun Sein
(10th P.W.), a cousiIl of the appellant,. came and
held the appellant and tried to take the da away
from hirn. Maung Pyu (8th P.W.) and Maung Po
Tin (9th P.W.) then picked up Po Chit and hurried

.
Li
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1 away to his house, but the appellant struggled free
m·· Tun Sein's grasp and, still carrying his da,
ntafter the persons who were assisting
Po Chit
.
i threatened to cut them all. At this stage fortuely On Maung appeared on the scene, and called
: to the appellant, and the' latter, on hearing his
md's voice, stopped, and On Maung was able to
hold of the da artdafter a struggle to get it
:ty from the appellant. The appellant was then
en home by his mother, and fell into a drunken
ep in his house. Po Chit was taken to the Ingabu
lspitai, and from· there he was' conveyed to the
mzada Hospital. He died on the afternoon of the
;t August. The wound on the head h'ad cut right
'ough the skull-bone and the brain ,",vas cut
'ough a length of 6 inches to a depth of It inches.
is injury was necessarily fatal. The deceased's
t index and middle fingers had been cut off, this
ury apparently having been caused when he was
ing to . ward off the blo~ on his head. There
s also an incised injury of a minor character on
" right forearm.
These facts are not now seriously disputed; they
uld not very well be, for they are established by
erwheltniI)g, evidence. Consequently, prima facie
~ appellant committed the offence of murder. In
fence he pleads that he 'wasso in~oxicated at the
le that he did not 'knqw what he was doing, and
claims the benefit of the. exception contained in
::tion 85 of the Indian Penal Code ; but section 85
clearly inapplicable because there is no evidence
latever that the' appellant was coerced into taking
IUOf, and, in fact, it is plain from the evidence
at he drank the liquor. voluntarily. The effect of
luntary drunkenness upon criminal liability, which
Lestion involves the interpretation of the provisions

.
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of section 86 of the Indian Penal Code, was exhaustively
NGA SEIN
considered by a Full Bench of the late Chief Court
GALE
of Lower Burma in the .
case of .
Tuiz Haw
v. K.-E.
.
KING(1), and it was held that the drunkenness of an
EMPEROR.
; d .. the act,
_._.
.accused person at t11e t'Ime 11e commItte
DUN~LEY" J. charged as an offence, may be and should be taken
into consideration· in cases where intention on the
part of the accused is . necessary to constitute the
offence charged, and the intention which would be
ascribed to a sober man in c:onnection with an act
must not necessarily be ascribed to a drunken man
who do~s the same act i the que~tion of. intention
must be determined in each individual case according to .the a~tual facts proved according to acceptec
principles. In the case of Re M andru· Gadabc
(2) it was pointed out that section 86 of th(
Indian Penal· Cody provides that an intoxicatec
person should· be dealt with as if he· had the
same knowledge ?s he would have had if he hac
not been intoxicated, but it does. not provide that 11<
shall be dealt with as if he had the same intent
and Ayling J. further held that ordinary drunkennes
makes no difference to the knowledge with which :
mal). is credited, and if the accuseqknew what th
natural consequences ·of his act were he must b
presumed to have intended to cause them. Thes
decisions are in accord with the decision of the Hous
of Lords in the much later case of Director of Publ2
Prosecutions v. Beard (3), where it was held th,
evidence of drunkenness which' renders the accuse
incapable of forming the specific intent essential t
constitute the crime ought to be taken into conside
.ation with the other facts proved, in order 1
determine \vhether he had that intent, but the
1934

~

.

(1) (1912) 6 L.B.R. 100.
(2) (1914) I.L.R. 38 Mad. 479.
(3) (1920) A.C.479..
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~vidence 6f·· drunkenness

falling short of a proved
ncapacity in the accused to form the intent necessary
:0 consti.tute the crime, and merely establishing that
:lis mind was affected by drink so that he more
readily gave ·way to some violent passion, does not
rebut the presumption that a man intends the natural
:onsequences of his acts. In the case of Sheru and
Ga11la v. The Crown (1), a Bench of the Lahore
High Court, following Beard's case (2), held that the
presumption that a man intends the natural consequences of his acts is not' rebu.tted by evidence of
drunkenness falling short ofa proved incapacity in
the accused to form the intent necessary to constitute
the crime. The rule to be deduced from these
decisions therefore appears to be that in cases of
voluntary drunkenness an intoxicated person shall be
dealt with as if he had the same knowledge- as he
would have had if he had been sober; but that
evidence of drunkenness which renders the .accused
incapable of forming the .specific. intention necessary
to constitute the crime with which he is charged
-ought to be taken into consideration-· in order to
determine whether he had that intention, and· in
:such cases the question of intention must be
determined in each individual case according to the
actual facts proved in accordance with accepted
principles; hut, furth(ir, that evidenc~ of drunkenIless
falling short of a prayed incapacity in the accused
10 form the intention' necessary to constitute the
·crime .does not rebut the presumption that a man
:intends the natural consequences of his acts.
Now, in the present case it is plain that the
-drunkenness of the appellant fell far short of a proved
incapacity to form an intention to cause injury with
(1) (1')23) LL.R.7 Lah. 50.

(2) (1920) A.C. 479.
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hisda.· He knew what he was about, and his. mil
was only affected by drink to the extent that he w
quarrelsome and ready to give way to vioknt passi<
under circumstances where a sober man would n
do so. In the morning he stated his intention
J.
doing injury to his supposed enemy. He repeat
this intention when he left On Maung's house a
deliberately armed himself with a da and went
seek his enemy. When the deceased tried to pac
him he picked a quarrel with the deceased a
threatened to cut him, and when the deceased WI
away he followed after him and cut him.
threatened the persons who came to the decease
assistance. He refused to give up his weapon, wh
had to be taken from him forcibly. All these fa
show that the appellant was capable of forming
intention to infliCt injury with his da, and cor
quently the ordinary presumption, that he inten<
.the natural consequences of his acts, applies, (
therefore he has rightly been found guilty of
offence of murder.
It remains to consider the question of senter
In the case of Waryam Singh v. The Crown (1
Bench of the Lahore High Court held that un
drunkenness amounts to unsoundness of mind sc
to enable insanity to be pleaded by way of defeJ
or the degree of drunkenness is such as to estab
incapacity in the accused to form the intent neces:
to constitute the crime, drunkenness is neithe
defence nor a palliation. For this very wide:
position Beat'd's case is cited as an authority,
with all due respect to the learned Judges
decided Waryanl Singh's case, we a're of opir
that Beard:s case is no authority for the proposi
(1) (1926) I.L.R. 7 Lah. 141..
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that dr·unkenness is never a palliation of an offence,
although, under the conditions stated, it is, of course,
not a defence. The learned Judges appear to have
overlooked the fact that in English law there ,is no
alternative punishment for murder, and it seems to
us that there must be cases where drunkenness, even
though voluntary, ought to be considered an extenu,ating circumstance, justifying the imposition of the
lesser penalty for murder under the Indian Penal
Code; for instance; where the passions of an intoxicated person have been roused by some taunt or
affront, or other incident, of which a sober man
would not take serious notice. It would, in our
opinion, be fettering the discretion of the Courts
in an unjustifiable way to lay down that in no case
of a conviction for murder can voluntary drunkenness
amount to an extenuating circumstance justifying the
Court in refraining from passing the Capital sentence,
and each such case must be treated on its merits
according to the proved facts. The appellant in the
present case has been given a good character by several
of the prosecution witnesses. The headman U Hmin
. (13th P.W.) says that the appellant is a timid man, who
does not drink and is not quarrelsome, and that he
had never seen or heard of his being drunk on any
previous occasion. His passions had been inflamed
by strong intoxicating liquor, and under the
influence of drink he set out to do injury to his
supposed enemy. On the way he met the deceased,
who opposed his purpose, and in his drunken
state he resented the deceased's interference. ' Thi~
is, what one would expect a man whose mind was
serioLJsly ,'affected by drink to do, and had the
appellant there and then cut down the deceased we
might have been prepared to hold that his drunkenness was in the circumstances an extenuating factor
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justifying us in reducing the sentence which ha~
been passed upon him. But he did not do this
He threatened the deceased, and the latter~ retreated
'II.
KINGand left the way clear for the appellant to proceed
.EMPEROR.
on his avowed purpose. Instead of doing so, th~
DUNKLEY, J.
appellant deliberately followed after the deceasec
and killed him, defenceless· as he was, in the mas
brutal manner. Now, we have to impute to th!
appellant the same knovvledge as he would haVI
had, had he been sober, and had this crime beel
committed by a sober man it would have beel
considered a senseless, cold-blooded act which coull
only have been committed by a man of depravel
nature. By his action in following after the decease'
and killing him the appellant has placed himseJ
outside the pale of judicial mercy, and we shoull
not be acting in a proper exercise of our discretio
if we held that the circumstances were such as t
justify us in not sentencing the appellant to _ th
extreme penalty. This appeal is thereforedismisse
and -the sentence of death is confirmed.
NGA SEIN
GALE

MYA

Bu, J.-I agree.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before Mr. Jus/ice Mosely.

MAUNG AUNG MYE

AND

OTHERS

'lJ.

KING-EMPEROR.*
Fight of birds and animals-Public placc-Spectators-No participation by
spectators-(;ambling Act (Burma Act I of 1tl(9) , s. 10.
Persons who are merely present at a set fight of hirds or animals ill a
public place, and are'mere spectators without participation or encouragem~nt
-of any kind by gestures, exprcs:ions or actions, cannot be said to aid and, abet
the fight, and are not punishable under s. 10 (b) and (ci of the Burma Gambling
Act.
QUCCIl v. COlley, 8 L.R.Q.R. 534; Queen-Empress v.Sga Kywe, S,].L.B. 163 :
Q/lcen-Enipress v. Nga Shwe Kya, 1 U.B.R. 1I9-reforred to:

MOSELY, }.-Of the .fourteen applicants in revision
who were convicted uncler seCiion 10 (b) and section
10 (c) of the Burma Gambling Act there IS evidence
that two, Maung E Mye' and Maung Ngwe Yin, set
'the hulls to fight. ' The only th'mg against Maung Po
Mye is' that he ,was the ,owner of the bull which
was matched by his son Maung Ngwe Yin.' The
{)ther eleven applicants were mere spectators of the
:fight which took place in a paJdy .field after the
crops had been reaped, a place to which the public
have access. There was no evidence however that
they, tooka,nypart in aiding and abetting the fight
by participation or 'encouragement of any kind. It
, was hid down as long ago as 1882 in Q.-E. v.
Nga' Kywe & 8 (1) that mere, spectators at a cocktight on a public road cannot be punished for
aiding and abetting~ "It was said that presence at
a cock-fight on a public road might be accidental.
The presumption, that pe~sons who are present at
* Criminal Revision No. 288B of 1934 from the ordCi' vi ,be T""V,l;1Jip
Magistrate of Lallnglon in CriIl)inal Trial No. 2~ of 1934.
(Ii (1882) S.] .L.B., p. 163.

1934

May 26.
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a fight in a paddy kwin went to that. place for the
purpose of seeing the fight is certain.ly stronger.. But
as the ruling quoted goes on to remark mere presence
VO
KINGis not punishable, and the only persons punishable··
EMPEROR.
under section 10 (c) of the Burma Gambling Act tI of
MOSELY, J.
1899), which is identical in wording with section 13 of
Act 3 of 1867, the Act in force in 1882, are those who
being there present aid and abet the public fighting
of birds and animals. In Nga Kywe's case Quee1't
v. Coney (1) was quoted, where it was held by eight
Judges against three that mere unexplained presence
and on-looking is not 301) aiding and abetting. Mr.
Justice Hawkins there said that encouragement by
mere presence did not amount to aiding and abetting,
but encouragement by intentional gestures or expressions or actions intended to signify approval did
amount to aiding or abetting. The only other
considered ruling on the point on record Q.-E. v.
N{!,a Slzwe Kya and oth·ers (2) is to the same effect.
It was held that persons who were found sitting
round a cock-fight in a public place shouting· and.
gesticulating were rightly convicted as ·aiding and
abetting. .
The evidence against the .applicant ~yauk Ni
was that he assaulted the witness Pe Thun Myaing
on the way home after .the fight, and accused him
of being a spy. But it cannot be concluded from
this that Kyauk Ni had takep any active part in
encouraging the fight.
The reference of the Sessions Judge will be
accepted, and the convictions and sentences set aside.
in the case of all the applicants except· Mating
Aung Mye and. Maung Ngwe Yin, and. the fines:
paid will be refunded to these 12 applicants.

MAUNG
AUNG MYE

---_._---_._----------------:-(1) 8 LoR.Q.B. 534

(2) 1 U.BoR. (1892-96), p. 119.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Leach.

ALETAWYA SAYADAW

AND OTHERS

V.

U PATEIKPANNA

1934
Mar. 1.

AND OTHERS.*

Buddhist ecclesiastical law-Poggalika property-Transfer in life-time of (YWlle-r
-Death-bed gift of poggalika propetty-Occupatioll of poggaJika property
by leave and license-Sanghika property-Misconduct of monk--Presiding
monk's right of cVictioil-'-Cmsent of Sallgha. .
-' Under Buddhist ecclesiastical Jawa monk may own a monastery as his
poggalika property and may in his life-time validly transfer it by gift.
U PandawrH1 v. U Sandi11l{/, I.L.R. 2 Ran. 131-refen'cd to.
So also he can m~ke a valid gift of such property on his death-bed, the
gift to tak~ effect im)nediately. The general rule of Burmese Buddhist law
declaring death-bed gifts to be invalid has rio application in st:ch a case.
The owner of a poggalika kyaung may require the monks living; there to
vacate, even thongh their occupancy has been by his leave and license.
The presiding monk of a sOllgh/ko kyaullgdaill has the right to eject a
monk or any other person Jidng on the premises who is guilty of misconduct
and no express appro"al or consent of the Sallgha is necessary for such actior:
U KC11Ieincla v. U Thiha, Civil First Appeal l\'0.147 of 1931, H.C. Ran.refc-rred to.
U Nanria v. U Gaud,;, I.L:R: 9 Ran. 77-collsidered.

Ba Si for the plaintiffs.
Ba Han. for the defendants.

LEACH, J.-The plaintiffs sue for a declaration
that they are the owners of the Aletawya k:vaul1gdaik
in Boundary Road, Rangoon, including a kyau1Jg in the
kyaungdaik known as the Taungzun kyaung, and
for the ejectment of the defendants therefrom. The
case raises important questions of Buddhist law.
The first plaintiff is the Sayadm.o of the k)'aungdaik
over which he has presided for 55 years. It is·
the plaintiffs' case that the kyaungdnik, including
the Taungzun kyaung, was the poggalilw property
'of the first plaintiff. By a registered deed dated
the 28th March, 1933, the first plaintiff transferred
• Civil Regular Suit No. 293 of 1933.
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the land and the buildings comprising the kyaungdai!?to himself and his co-plaintiffs and it is now
claimed ,that the kyaungdaik is the~poggalika property
of all the plaintiffs. The transfer did not affect
the position of the first plaintiff as the presiding
monk, and he has continued to supervise the whole
kyaungdaik.
The Taungzun kyaung is a two-storeyed building.
The defendants live· on the ground floor.
The
upper floor is used as an arbitration hall.
It is
common ground that the first defendant has been
in charge of this kyaung for the past 15 years.
The plaintiffs say he was placed in charge of the
kyaungby the . first plaintiff, whose· pog!!,alika
property it then was. The defendants aver that· the
first defendant is in charge of the Taungzun kyaung
as the representative of the second defendant. This
claim on the part of the defendants cannot,
however, be maintained in the light of the evidence.
The second defendant's per.manent residence is in
a kyaung at Pyinmagan, near Thongwa, and he is
residing at the Taungzun kyauhg at the invitation
of the first defendant.
The plaintiffs aver that the conduct of the
second defendant has been unworthy of a 1'ahan;
that the first and second defendants have adopted
a hostile attitude towards the first plaintiff and his
other disciples in the kyaullgdaik;" and that they
have· obstructed him in the administration of the
kyaungdaik. The third, fourth and fifth defendants
are followers of the first and second defendants
and are made defendants as they are living in the
Taungzun kyau71g and are supporting them in their·
hostility to the plain tiffs.
. The defendants deny that the kyaungdaik was
ever the poggalika property of the first plaintiff.
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They maintain that the whole kyaungdaik is sanghika
property and that the deed of the 28th March, 1933,
passed no title to the plaintiffs. They also deny
that there is any justification for their ~jectment
from the monastery.
It is conceded on behalf of the defendants that
if the kyaungdaik was the poggalika property of
the first plaintiff he would have the right to
transfer it to himself and the other plaintiffs. In
U Pandawun v. U Sandima (1) a Bench of this
'Court held that under Buddhist ecclesiastical law
a munk may own a monastery as his poggalika
property and in his life-time validly transfer it as
. a gift.
I will first consider the question whether the
kyaungdaik, apart from the Taungzun kyaung, was
the pog/!,alika property of the first plaintiff. The
question whether the Taungzun kyaul1{!, was also
his poggalika property" I will deal with separately.
The parties were unable to place before me any
evidence as to when the kyaungdaik was founded.
ltis, however, clear that it .was in existence a
considerable period before the first plaintiff became
the Sayadaw. Ther.e· were three or four Sayadaws
before him. The founder of the kyaungdaik and
the first Sayadaw was one U Bya. In addition
to being called the "Aletawya" kymmgdaik it is
also. known as the " U Byatawya" after the founder.
The first plaintiff, who is the holder of the
Agganzahapandita title and was the President of
the Sayadaws' Peace Mission in the recent rebellion,
states that the property has always been regarded
as poggalika and has been given by each Sayadaw
to his successor. He himself received it from
(l) (1934) I.L.R. 2 Ran. 131,
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U Mala, the previolls "ayadaw on the latter's
death-bed. According to U Paduma, the Sayadaw
of the Bagaya kyau11gdaik, a well-known kyaul1gdaik
in Kemmeildine, U Mala was the owner of the three
kyaungdaiks, namely, the Aletawya kyauflgdaik, the
Bhagayatawya kyaungdaik and the Bagaya kyaungdaik. He gave the Aletawya kyaunf!,daik to the
first plaintiff, the Bhagayatawya kyaungdazk to one
U Achariya and the Bagaya kyaungdaik toone
U Alawka.
The learned advocate for the defendants did not
challenge the evidence that U Mala on his deathbed gave thekyaungdaik in suit to the first
plaintiff and contented himself with the argument
that the gift was bad on the ground that Burmese
Buddhis t law does not recognise the validity of a
death-bed gift. In this connection he referred me
to section 399 of the Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, which
is as follows :
" A gift made by a rahan to the head monk of a monastery,
or to the rahans who officiated at his ordination, or to·
other rahans,· living with him, or to his pupil, and entrusted
to the custody of five other rahans, is invalid. if it was
intended to take effect after his death. The subject of such
gift becomes sanp.hika property." (Rasi.)
.
. " A gift made by a rahan to take effect after his death is
invalid. The subject of the gift becomes sallp'hika property."
(Rajabala.)

Dr. Ba Han did not, hO\:vever, refer me to section
404 of the Digest, which contains another passage
from the Rajabala Dhammathat, reading as follows :
" The gift of a poggaUka monastery made by a dying rahan
is valid."

The passages quoted in section 399 of the Digest relate
to gifts which are on ly to take effect after the
death of the donor. It cannot be suggested from
the evidence given in this case that when

t
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U Mala gave the k;,aungdaik to the first plaintiff he
made any reservation. The only conclusion that can
be drawn from the evidence of U Paduma with
regard "to the gift· of the kyaungdaik is that there
was an unconditional gift to the first plaintiff and
that he, thereupon, entered into possession. Even
apart from the direct authority of the Rajabala
Dhmmnathat for the submission that a dying rahan
can make a valid gift of a poggalika monastery, I
am of opinion that the general rule of Burmese
Buddhist law declaring death-bed gifts to be
invalid has no application to the case of a rahan
on his death-bed clisposingof his poggalika property.
The reason for the general rule is not far to seek.
If death-bed gifts were allowed it would mean
that a Burmese Buddhist would be able to defeat
his o\vn personal law \yhkh prohibits him .leaving
property by will. A 1'ahan who gives away his
poggalika property on his death-bed is defeating
the right of no individual. If he does not dispose
of his property before he dies it becomes sanghika
property. Therefore, I hold that notwithstanding
the fact that U Mala was dying when he· gave the
kyaungdaik to the first plaintiff the gift was a valid one.
Before the first plaintiff executed the transfer of
the 28th March, 1933, he proposed to transfer the
kyaungdaik to nine lay trustees. Objection was taken
to this proposal and it was not carried out. No
objection was, however, raised to the transfer to the
plaintiffs until after this suit had been instituted, and
then only by the defendants whose protest has been
confined to the protest made in Court. In addition
to the defendants there are 25 monks residing in
the kyaungdaik and if the kyaungdaik is in fact
sanghika property, as the defendants maintain, it
is very remarkable that no objection has been raised
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by any of the other monks. The fact that" the
other monks have accepted the transfer·· to the
ALETAWYA
Sayada'W
plaintiffs
without protest is to iny mind an indi~
v.
U PATEIK- cation of the truth of the plaintiffs' claim that .the
PANNA.
kyaungdaik was the poggalika property of the first
LEACH, J.
plaintiff at the time of the transfer. I should
mention that in the course of his evidence the
. first plaintiff .stated· that the plaintiffs were not
claiming the thei1z, tazaung or zayats within the
kyaungdaik as their pogf!.alika properties. They are
. content to regard these particular buildings as ganilw.
The case is therefore only concerned with the
kyaungdaik land and the . kyaung buildings standing
thereon.
Putting aside for the moment the question whether
the' building comprising the Taungzun kyaung is the
po{!,galika property of the plaintiffs, I hold that they
have established their claim . to be the owIiers. of
the kyaungdaik land and of the other- kyaungs within
the boundaries of the kyaul1gdaik, and my reasons
for so dol.ng may be summarised as follows:
(1) The evidence shows that the ·kyaungdaik
passed by gift from Sayadaw to Sayadaw.
(2) The defendants do· not challenge the fact
that the first plaintiff received the kyaungdaik as a
gift from U Mala just before the latter's death.
(3) The transfer has been carried through without any. objection on the part of the monks residing
in the kyaungdaik, other than the protest by. the
defendants in this suit. The acquiescence of the
general body of monks in the monastery is all the
more remarkable when one considers that the second t
third and fifth plaintiffs are not members of this
particular monastery. The second plaintiff is the
Sayadaw of the Salin kyaungdaik, Kemmendine;
the third plaintiff resides in the Bhagayatawya
1934
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kyaU17f{daik, Boundary Road, and the fifth plaintiff
is from the Thayettaw kyaungdaik, Lanmadaw. It
is not likely, to my mind, that the general body
of monks of the kyaungdaik in suit would have
accepted without protest a transfer to monks belonging to other monasteries, thus giving them a voice
in the control of the kyaungdaik, if the property
had not been the poggalika property of the first
plaintiff at the time of the transfer.
(4) The Aletawya kyaungdaik is an important
kyaul1gdaik and if it were in fact sanghika property
one would expect a protest to be raised on behalf
of the Sangha generally.
I will now. consider t·he .question of the Taungzun kyaung. This kyaung was erected 2S years ago
by one Da'iv May, now deceased. It is the plaintiffs'
case that it 'i"as given to the first plaintiff by
Daw Mayas his poggalika property. The second
defendant· admits that he got permission for the
erection' of the' kyaul1g from the first plaintiff, but
maintains that it was dedicated both to the first
plaintiff and himself. He does not, hovvever, claim
it as the dwithantaka property of 'himself and the
fir.st plaintiff, but contends like the other defendants
that it is sanghika property.
I have already held that the kyaungdaik land
and the 'other kyaungs standing thereon were the
poggalika properties of the first plaintiff before the
execution of the deed of the 28th March, 1933.
Permission to erect 1he Taungzun kyaung had tc>
be obtained from the first plaintiff and I do not
consider that it. is likely that be would give permission if' the kyaung were to be on a different
basis with regard to ownership. The first plaintiff
has stated in evidence "that the Taungzun kyaung
was given to him, that he resided there for three
35
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or four years, that he used tbe upper flcor as' an
arbitration hall a.nd that the furniture therein
Sayadaw
belonged to him. It is not denied that the upper
v.
U PATEIK- floor \yas used as an arbitration hall and ·that the
PANNA.
furniture belonged to the first plaintiff. As a matter
LEACH, J.
of fact when the dispute between the parties
became acute the defendants removed all the
furniture from the arbitration. hall and placed it in
the compound for the first plaintiff to take away.
Important evidence with regard to the ownership of the Taungzun kyauug has been given on
behalf of the plaintiffs by U Ba Kya, the Eastern
Subdivisional Magistrate, on whosevvord I place
complete reliance. U Ba Kya was asked by the
fourth plain tiff and the second defendant to settle
all the differences between them.' At first he did
not like to interfere, but after consulting the District
Magistrate he visited the kyaungdaik with the
object of bringing about peace. He talked to the
parties, but was not successful in his mission.
In the__ course of the conversations which he had
there the first and second defendants told him
that the Taungzun kyaung had been given to them
by the first plaintiff. They made this statement
after they had first said to U Ba Kya that the
kyaung had been given to them by the original
donor. The fact that they contended that the
kyaung had been given to them by the first. plaintiff is a definite admission that he was the owner
of the kyaul1.g.
The defendants' case with regard to the Taungzun
kyaung depends upon the evidence of the first and
second defendants, Saya Yaik .and Maung Thein
Myint. The first defendant has, ho,",ever, no personal
knowledge of what happened wh~ the k)iaung was
erected and dedicated. The 'second defendant stated
1934
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-that he' was present when the Taungzun kyaung was
dedicated and that the kyaung was dedicated by
Daw May to himself and th~ first plaintiff. Saya
Yaik was for teA years a pongyi, but left the
priesthood before the· completion of the building.
He has kno\l\n the second defendant from the
time he was a pongyi. According to this witness
Daw May wanted to build a kyaung for him. He
was not anxious that this should be done and in
order to escape . from D~w May he went to the
kyaung at. Pyinmagan' where the second defendant
wa~ 1iving~ The second defendant induced him to
accept,Daw May's offer, the result being the building</ the Taungzun kyaung. According to Saya
Yaik when the first plaintiff was 'asked to give his
permission to the building of the kyaung he did so
on the condition that it "vas given to the first p1<,tintiff,
the second defendant and this witness as their tithantaka property. On the occasion of the dedication ·S£.1ya
Yaik states that he suggested to Daw May that the
kyaul1gshould be. dedicated as catudisa sanJ!.hika
as that would be more meritorious for her. Daw
May corisented and the kyaung was dedicated as
catildisa sanghika. This version materially differs
from that of the second defendant. Maung Thein
Myint is the brother of the first defendant. He was
formerly a monk and went to live in the Taungzun'
kyaunJ!. about fifteen years ago. Daw May "\vas living
.in a zayat within the kyaungdaik at the time. He states
that he married Daw May two years after he had
taken up his residence in the kyaung, but he knows.
:nothing of what happened when the kyaung was
dedicated and his evidence carries the defendants'
,case no further.
I consider that the evidence led on behalf of thtl
plaintiffs establishes their claim that the Taungzun
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The "contenALETAWY.",
tion of the first and second defendants in the
Saytidaw'
course of their conversations with U Ba Kya..
v.
UPATEIKnamely, that the Taungzun kyaung had been giYen
l'Al':NA.
to them by the first plaintiff, is entirely inconsistent
LEACH. J.
with the case now put forward by them, but it is
consistent with the plaintiffs' case that this kyazl1lf,'
was also the poggalika property of the first plaintiff.:
before the transfer of the 28th March, 1933. The'
testimony of the first plaintiff on the essential point:
has thus received cOfiroboration from the first and
second defendants themselves. . The evidence of the'
second defendant and Saya Yaik as to what happened,
when the kyaul1g was dedicated is contradictory and
is inconsistent with the statement made by the first:
and second defendants to U Ba Kya. I hold that
the Taungzun kyaung was the pOJfgalika property of
the first plaintiff and that it was validly transferred:
to the plaintiffs by the deed of the 28th March,.
1933.
The plaintiffs, as the owners of the Taimgzun
kyaung, can lawfully require the defendants to .leave
the kyaunj!,daik, irrespective of whether the defendants'
conduct justifies their expulsion or not. The defendants are mere licensees, and the plaintiffs are in law
entitled to put an end to the license at any time
By a letter dated the 26th of May, 1933, they' die
put an end to the license and required the defenclanh
to leave the Taungzull kyaungwithin fifteen days. Thi~
requirement was not complied with and the dden
dants remain in occupation of the kyaung., Therefon
the plaintiffs are ep.titled to a decree for' thei
ejectment.
Even if the land and the kyaungs of the kyaung
daik .' were not .the poggalika properties of the firE
plaintiff and are not now vested in the plaintiffs
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:am of the opinion that the first plaintiff, as the
presiding Sayadaw, is entitled to maintain a suit for the
,ejectmeat of the . defendants from the kyaungdaik
by reason of their misconduct. It has, however,
been contended on behalf of the defendants that
.under Ule ecclesiastical law \vhich applies to the
.parties the plaintiffs are not entitled to a decree for
,ejectment, inasmuch as the conduct of the defendants
has not received the' condemnation of the Sangha.
I will, therefore, d,eal with this question before
.'Setting out the facts on which I base the finding of
misconduct.
In support of the eon tention that the suit 'will not
lie without the approval of the Sangha,' Dr. Ba
Han relies on the case of U Nanda v. UGanda (1)
,yhieh was decided by a Full Bench of this Court
composed of Page, C.}. and Vas and Maung Ba., JI.
It was an appeal arising out of a suit by the
.presiding monk of a kyaungdaik to eject the presiding monk of a sanglzika kyaung in the kyazmgdaik.
'The cnly complaint against the defendant was that
he had. failed to furnish a list of residents in the
.,k)iau'fig and ~o produce before the plaintiff certain
persons when called upon to do so. It was held that
the defendant's refusal did not amount to such mis·co·nduct as would render him liable to ejectment.
'The judgment contains the following passage:
"There is authority for the view that where it is sought to
"eject a monk from sanghika property it must be proved to
the satisfaction of the general body of monks comprising the
.Sangha. that the monk is guilty of such conduct as in their
opinion would render him an unfit person to remain as a
-member of the Sangha, and that unless the presiding monk is
armed with the opinicn c£ the Sangha as a whole to the
.effect that the monk is guilty of such misconduct as would
(1) (1930) I.L.R. 9 Ran. 77.
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make it desirable that he should be ejected the presiding:
m.onk is not entitled to eject him. It is unnecessary to discuss this.
question more fully for the purpose of disposing of this appeal,
because whether the presiding monk was entitled to 'eject the
defendant for misconduct, Or whether he could only do so if
the Sangha as a whole was of opinion that he had been guilty
of such misconduct· as would render him unfit to remain as a.
niember of the Sangha-and it is the second vie\v which
as at present advised we are disposed'to take-we are clearly of
opinion upon the evidence adduced and in the circumstances
obtaining in this case that it was not proved that at the time when
the suit in ejectment was filed the defendant' hac] been guilty of
such misconduct as would render him liable to ejrctment at the'
suit of the phintiff."

It will be observed that there was a clear findingthat the defendant had not been guilty of misconduc.t
which would render him liable to ejectment in la\v but
that the Court was inclined to the view that in any case
the ejectment could only be effected if. the Sangha as a.
whole \"as of opinion that the person concerned hadbeen guilty of such misconduct as \,"ould render him
unfit tQremain a member of the Sangha. The Court:
did not come to a definite decision and left the ques-tion quite open.
In a later case [U Kemeinda v. U Thiha & 1 (1)J,.
Page, C.J. and Das, J. granted a decree for the eject-ment of a presiding monk of a sanghika kyaunf!. on
the ground of misconduct, although there had been:
no expression of opinion. from the Sangha and it was:
not alleged that the misconduct had been such as totender the defendant unfit to remain a member 6f
the Sangha. The defendant in the written statement:
set up the plea that he was entitled to remain in
possession of the kyaung so long as he belonged tcy
the Sangha. The learned Chief Justice in his judgment observed:
(I) Civil First Appea.1 No. 147 of 1931, H.C. Ran.
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II The question is whether on the pleadings and the agreed statement of facts the defendant has been guilty of such conduct as
would JusSifythe presiding monk in ejecting him. I cannot doubt
that to allow any pongyi "",ho happens to be living in a kyaun/!.daik
to refuse to submit to the authority of the presiding monk, and to
claim that he has a right of ownership in the kyaung in which
he is living, would be slibversive of all discipline, and make
the occupation of the kyaungdaik impossible for reasonable
pOllgyis." .

The decision in U Ke1'l1einda v. U Thiha does not
follow the view which the Court was inclined to
take in U Nanda v. U Ga11da and directly. negatives
Dr. Ba Han's argument. The deci~ion in U Kemeinda
v. U Thiha has not been reported but it is nevertheless binding on me and wi th great respect I would
like to add that I consider it embodies the correct
vie\v of the law. No provision in Buddhist ecclesiastical law can tal{e away the powers of the Court to
prevent a wrongdoer continuing his wrong. I will
give an example of the position which might arise if
Dr. Ba Han's argument were correct. A kyaungdaik
very often belongs. to the general body of monks
.resident therein. Such a kyaungdaik is classified as
sanghika property. Supposing a majority of the monks
in . such a kvaun.gdaik persistently refused to recognise the authority of the presiding monk and were
guilty of such misconduct that life there was rendered impossible for the minority. If the argument
advanced on behalf of the defendants were soun'd it
would mean· that in such a case the Court would
have no· power to eject the offenders, who would therefore be able to gain complete control of the kyuung-·
daik as the result
thtir own wrongdoing. To say
that the Court has no power to redress such a "\Tong is
a ·proposition to \\lhich I am unable to assent. I
consider that the Court has full power ~o decree the:
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ejectment of a pongyi from a kyau1'lg or l?yaungdaik
when the facts justify it, irrespective of whether the
Sayadaw
Sangha has expressed its approval or not.
v.
U PATEIKI will now deal with the facts relating to the misconPANNA.
duct of the defendarits.
LEACH, J.
In or about the month of January, 1933, there was
a case of theft in the kyaungdaik in connection with
which two pupils of the first defendant were prosecuted. This led to the first and second defendants
adopting a hostile attitude towards the: first plaintiff and
his other disciples in the kyaungaaik, and to their
refusing to heed the first plaintiff's admonitions. A
number of nuns reside in a zayat in the kyaullgdaik and
the second defendant was guilty of most disgraceful
conduct in respect of them. In May, 1933, he was convicted under section 504 of the Indian Penal Code and
fined Rs. 20 with the alternative· of two months'
rigorous imprisonment for having insulted two of the
ll1lllS with intent to provoke a breach of the peace.
At
the same time he was prosecuted and fined under
section-426 of the Indian Penal Code for having thrown
into the zayat where the nuns were a receptacle contain-.
ing excreta. These prosecutions apparently increased
the hostility of the first and second defendants towards
the first plaintiff. The first defendant did not take part
in the committing of the offences referred to, but
he has sided with the second defendant throughout
and allowed him to continue to .live in the Taungzun
kyaung. He has fully shared in the hostility displayed
to the Sayadaw of the kyaungdaik and joined with him
in denying the Sayadaw's title to the kyaungdaik as well
as to the Taungzun kyaun{!.. This conduct can only be
regarded as subversive of all discipline and to my mind
fully justifies the first plaintiff requiring t1?-em to vacate
the Taungzun kyaung and the precincts of the kyaungdaik. The third, fourth and fifth defendants are
1934
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disciples of the first and second defendants and are
supporting them in resisting the plaintiffs' claim.
They acre living in the Taungzun kyaung with the
nrst two defendants and must stand or fall with
them.
To summarise my findings, I hold that:
(i) The kyaungdaik excluding the thein, tazaung
and zayats but including the Taungzun kyaul1g was
the poggalika property of the first plaintiff prior to
the 28th March, 1933 j
(ii) Since that date the first plaintiff's title has
been vested in all the plaintiffs j
(iii) The plaintiffs are the owners of the kyau71gdaik
land and kyaung buildings and as such are entitled
to eject the defendants, irrespective of their conduct ;
(iv) Even if the kyaungdaik land and kyaung
buildings were not the poggalika properties of the
plaintiffs the first plaintiff as the presiding Sayadaw
is entitled to eject the defendants by reason of their
misconduct, and the fact that the Sangha has not
.expressed approval of the course makes no difference.
Therefore there will be a declaration that the
plaintiffs are the owners of the kyaungdaik land and
the kyaungs standing thereon, including the Taungzun
.kyaUl'l.g, and a decree granted for the ejectment of
the defendants from the Taungzun kyaung and the
precincts of the kyaungdaik. In view of the fact that
:all the deferidants are pnngyis there \vill be no order as
to costs.
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INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
BCf01'c Sir Arthur Pagc, Kt., Chief Justicc, 1111'. Justice Bagulcy, Mr. Justice:.
Ba U, Mr. Justicc Leach, and Mr. Justicc Mackney.
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1N RE A.A.R. CHETTYAR FIRM
2J.

THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX,
BURMA.*
11Icome-ta.I-Pellalfy, llOW det£'rl11il1ed-1171position a1ld quantum of peJ1aI~y
Discrelion of 1I1COl11£'-la,v Officcr-Assessee's nght to add1lce evidence of
real incomc-Nature a1ld objcct of evidence-Income-tax Act (Xl of 1922),.
S5. 28, 30, 31, 32.

The maximum penalty which can be imposed un.der s. 28 (1) of the Incometax Actis determined by ascertaining the difference between the amOl,nt of the'
tax on the income set out in the false return and the amount of the tax all the:
income in respect of which the asses~ment has been made.
1111'C The COIII'lllissi01ler of 1I1CC1illc-tax. Burma \'. A.A.N. CTldtyal' Firm,.
LL.R. 11 Ran. 75-ett/'r"",.d.

\Vhether a penalty ought to be im;)05ed, and, ii so. the amount of the penalty•.
are matters that, subject (0 S5' 30, 3J, 32, lie within the discretion of the Incometax Officer, ·An assessee is entitled to be heard upon these ql:esticns and to:
adduce evidence as to his real income, not fur the pl1rpose oi varying 61' affect-·
ing the assessment made for the pll1'pose of imposing the tax, but in order to·
show either that no penalty ought to be imposed or that the amount of the'
penalty ought to be less than the maximum prescribed under s. 28.
In- l'e The Commissioner of Incol1lc-ta.\,. Burma v. A.A.N. Chcttya'Y Firm,.
I.L.R. 11 Ran. 75 ; K.M.O. Chett:yar Firm v, The Commissioner of 1/tc071lc-fax,
Burma, I.L.R. 12 Ran. 268; Killg-Emper01' v. Hoosel1011y & Co., LL.R:43 Mad..
498-1'eferred to.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown..
As section 28 of the Income-tax Act stands at present
the construction adopted in In 1'e The C01nmissio12eroj Income-tax, HU1r l1W V. A.A.R. Chettyar Firm (l}
is the only possible construction. For the purposes,
of assessing the penalty the only relevant figuresare the returned income and the assessed income_
* Civil Reference No.4 of 1934.
(lj LL.R. 11 Ran. 75.
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The - maximum penalty leviable is the difference
bdween the tax on the returned income and the
tax o~ the income as ascertained in the assessment proceedings.
S. 24 of the Act of 1918, which corresponded
to s.. 28 of the present Act, made the assessee
liable to a penalty on the difference between the
income as "finally ascertained" by the income-tax
authorities- and the" amount originally returned" by
him.
[Page C.J. ubserved that the words « finally
ascertaine.d" had a special meaning in the old Act,
namely, ascertained after final adjustment; and the
words did not mean II ascertained after inquiry
under s. 24." The income « finally ascertained"
meant the assessed income.]
The only changes that the present Act contemplated -were (1) that the penalty ·could be levied
at any stage _of the assessmei1t proceedings, and (2}
that the -penalty leviable was not income-tax..
Though the present section is clumsily worded the
meaning is clear; and the construction put upon
it in the A.A.R. Clzelt)'ar case has been accepted
as correct by a later decision of this Court in
K.M.O. Cheftyal' Finn v. The COJ/lmissioner of Incometax; _Bllrnza- (1). As was pointed out in the later
case the quell/fum of the penalty leviable is for the
income-tax authorities to determine, the object of
S. 28 (3) being merely to enable the assessee to'
adduce evidence in· mitigation of the maximum
penalty. - The. income-tax authorities, however, haveadopted a· -practice_ whereby they levy the penalty
IL LL.R 12 Han. 268.
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only on the concealed income, giving the assessee
the benefit of all disputable items.

A.A.R.
CHETTYAR
FIRM
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INCOME-TAX,
BURMA.

for the assessee. The Income-tax Officer
must first satisfy himself that there has been a
concealment of income. The assessee is then given
an opportunity of showing what his real income is
under sub-section (3) ; the maximum penalty that can
then be levied would be the difference in tax between
that leviable on the returned income and that on
the income as determined under this sub-section.
Of course, if the assessee is still contumacious and
deliberately withholds evidence to show what his
real income is the Income-tax Officer has no option
and must fall back upon the income as determined
for income-tax purposes.
S.' 24 of the old Act was much more narrow.
Under the old section a penalty could be levied
only after the income has been "finally ascertained";
that is to say, the penalty was dependent upon
the income as ascertained by the authorities. Under
the present Act a penalty may be levied as soon
as a return is made, the amount of the penalty
in no way depending upon the income as finally
assessed.
In the case of a normal assessment under
s. 23 (1), if there has been a concealment of income,
the Income-tax Officer must perforce determine
what the assessee's real income is under s. 28 (3).
1£ this view is not justified there is no reason for
the insertion of sub-section (3) into the Act. Subsection (2) lends support to this view.
FOllcar

.

PAGE,

.

C.J.-The question propounded

IS

"whether the amount of the pe~alty imposed in this case ha~
been properly computed, having regard to the provisions of
section 28 of the Income-tax Act."
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The material facts are as follows:
For the purpose of assessment to income-tax
for the year 1930-31 the assessees, who carryon
busine'ss as money-lenders at Maubin, returned their
assessable income at Rs. 6,310. The Income-tax
Officer, being satisfied "that the accounts produced
did not contain the whole of the assessees' moneylending transactions, and that the assessees' had
other accounts which were not produced" assessed
their in come. at Rs. 75,892 under s. 23 (4) of the
Act. The· assessment at that figure is now final
and conclusive. Thereafter proceedings were taken
under s. 28 (1) of the Act for the purpose of
imposing a penalty upon the assessees.
Section 28 (1) runs as follo\vs ;
" If the lnceme-tax Officer, the Assistant Commissioner or
the Commissicner, in the course of at)y prcceedings under this·
Act is satisfied that an assessee has concealed the particulars of
his income or has deliberately furnished inaccurate particulars
of such income; and has thereby returned it below its re11
amount, he may direct that the assessee shall, in addition to the
income-tax payable by him, pay by way of penalty a sum not
exceeding the amount of the income-tax which \yould have
been avoided if the income so returned by the assessee had
been accepted as the correct income."

Now, under s. 28 (3)
"No order sInH be made under sub-section (1) or sub-section (2),.
unless the assessee or partner, as the case may be, has been:.
heard, or has been given a reasonable oprortunity of being.
heard."

At an inquiry' held pursuant to s. 28 (3) the
assessees produced' the accounts previously concealed; and the Income-tax Officer fOU'nd that according to these books the assessees' income was
Rs. '37,526," and imposed a penalty of Rs. 7,125-12
on the assessees, being "the difference between the:
tax on the income declared by the assessees and.
(l

L
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the tax on the income on which the assessment
was made." On appeal the Assistant Commissioner
A.A.R
gave credit to the assessees in respect of a further
,CHETTYAR
FIRM
sum of Rs. 11,499, and reduced the amount of
'L..
•
THF:
the
penalty to Rs. 6,5~2-9, the penalty imposed
COMMISSIONER Or
"representing the difference between the tax due
:INCOME-TAX,
on the assessed income Rs.· 75,8Y2 and the tax
BURMA.
due on Rs. 17,809." The order of the Assistant
PAGE, C.J.
Commissioner was confirmed by the Commissioner.
In these circumstances the assessees contend that
the maximum penalty which could have . been
imposed under s. 28 (1) was the difference between
the tax on Rs. 6,310 and the tax all Rs. 37,~26.
Mr. Foucar, on behalf of the assessees, submitted
that the question to be decided was the amount
of income-tax that would have been avoided if
the false return bad been accepted as a correct
return on the date when the false return was
made. He contended that as at that time the estimated
:assessment under s. 23 (4) had not yet been made it
follo\ved that the only two figures that could have
been taken into consideration were (1) the amount of
income set out in the false return and (2) the amount
,of the true income as subsequently ascertained in the
,course of the inquiry pursuant to s. 28 (3). I do not
see my way so to read the section. As the Commissioner has pointed out in his order of 17th January
1934
1934

/n

r~

.•' when an assessee seeks to evade tax the amount he tries
to evade is the difference between the tax on his returned income
.and the tax on his real income. Granted. But section 28 is l)Ot
,concerned with what the assessee tries to do j it is concerned
with what the Income-tax Officer can do when he detects th~.
,evasion· And it measures the penalty by the amount of tax that
-Government would in fact have lost if the return had been
.accepted."
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1934
It app,ears to me, as my brothers pointed out in the
course of the argument, Ihat "the amount of incomeIII re
-tax which would have been avoided if the income so CHA~~~~R
return~d by the assessee had been accepted as the
F~~M
correct income" is the amount of income-tax which the
THE
•
COM MISassessees have been compelled to pay, but whlch they SIOl'lER OF
would not have paid if their false return of assessable 1~~~~~·tU,
income had been accepted as correct. Or, to put the PAGE, c.r.
matter in another way, the assessees have in fact paid
income-tax on X income, while if their false return had
been accepted they would have paid income-tax only
,on Y income. By paying income-tax on Y, therdore,
the assessees would have avoided paying income-tax on
X-Yo
In In re The Commissioner of income-fax, Burma V •
.A .A.R. Clzettyar Firm (1) it was held that

... the maximum penalty that can be imposed under s. _28 (l) is
:a sum representing the difference between the tax on the income
-declared by the assessees and the tax on the income ascertained
under th·~ Income-tax Act in respect of which the assessment has
;been made j "

:and in K.M.O. Chettyar Firm
Income-tax, Burma (2)

V.

The Commissioner of

'~l that in imposing the penalty the maximum limit that is
:placed upon the quantum is that the penalty mlIst 110t exceed the
,difference behveen the amount cf the tax on the income assess'able under the Act, and the amount of the tax upon the assess- able income as returned by the assessee.
In the present case the Commissior:er of Income-tax in the
-exercise of' his discretion did not impcse the maximum pel11lt~·,
:and in proceeding under s. 28 the income-tax authorities ought
-to act fairly and reasonably in the .circumstances of each case, as
-the Commissioner appears to have done in the present case. But
the quantum of the penalty within the statutory limit that ought
-

(1) (1933) LL.R. 11 Ran. 75 at p. 78.
12) (1934) LL,R. 12 Han. 268 at p. 274.
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to be imposed is a matter of .'fact and not of law, and cis to bedetermined by the income-tax authorities, and not by the Court."

[see also King-Emperor v. HoosenaUy & Co. (1)].
In my opinion the maximum penalty which' can be
imposed under s. 28 (1) is determined by ascertaining
the difference between the amount of the tax on the
income set out in the false return and the amount of
the tax on the income in respect of which the assessment has been made. But, as was laid down in In
1'e The Com1'1tissioner oj Il1co'me-tax,
Burma v..
A.A.R. Chettyar Firm (2)
"whether a penalty ought to be imposed, and, if so, the'
amount of the penalty, are matters that, subject to ss. 30 to 32, lie
within the discretion of the Income-tax Officer, and upon these
questions the assessees are entitled to be heard (section 28. sub-·
section 3). In my opinion in such an enquiry evidence adduced
by the assessee purporting to disclose the real income of the'
assessee is relevant and admissible, not for the purpose of
~arying or affecting the assessment made for the purpose of
imposing the tax under the Act, but in order to sho\'.. either that.
no penalty ought to be impcsecl; or that the amount of the penalty
onght to !Je less than the maximum prescribed under s. 28."

In our opinion the construction that was placed
upon s. 28 in In Te The Commissioner of Income-tax,.
BU1'1'na v. A.A.R. Cheftym' Firm (2) was correct, and
we answer the question propounded in the affirmative.
BAGULEY,
BA

J.-I agree.

U, J.-1 agree.

LEACH,

J.-I agree.

MACKNEY,

J.-I agree.

(1) (1920) I.L.R. 43 Mad. 498.

(2) (1933) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 75 at p.78•.
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Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justicc, Ell'. Justice Bagttley, ami
.
Mr. Justice Ba U.

fN RE THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME.TAX,

1934

BURMA

JlIl1e 13.

v.

R. }OHNSTONE.*
Income-tax-Gratuity to employe Olt . termi1Ultio1t of serrvice-InsolvC1Icy oj
employer-Gratuity paid by outsider-':'Income-tax Act (XI of 1922), ss. 6 ('/Ii),
7,12..
The assessee atone time was in the service of the British India Steam
~avigation Company as a purser.
He then joined Bulloch Brothers &
::0., Ltd., who were the agents of that 'steamship company in Rangoon.
fhere was an understanding between him and the latter company, but no legal
:ontract, that he would be paid by the company a gratuity on the termination
)f his service if it had been satisfactory. Bulloch Brothers went into liquida:ion, and Lord Inchcape, who was interested in both the companies, voluntarily
?aid the assessee a sum of money equal to the gratuity which he mi.ght have
:eceived from the company, and took an assignment of any claim (there being
10 legal right), that the assessee might have against the company. The
Dcome-tax authorities claimed income-tax on ihis sum under s. 6 (vi) and s. 12
)fthe Act.
Held, (1) that the sum was not income of the assessee derived from H other
i.ources" within s. 6 (vi); .
,
In re The Commissioner of lncomc~tax, Burrma v. Bombay Burma Trading
Corporation, I.L.R. 11 Ran. 172-referred to.
.
(2J that the sum was not chargeable a~ income under s. 6, 7, or 12 ;
Commissioner of Inc01lle-ta.~, Bengal v. Shato Wallace & Co., I.L.R. 59 Cal.
1342- rcfer,red to.
(3) that the payment was exempted from income-tax under s. 4 (3) (vii) as
being a receipt of a casual and non-recurring nature not arising from the
exercise of the assessee's occupation, or by way of addition to the remuneration
of the assessee as an employe of Bulloch Brothers.
In the m"tte-r of the Bishvp of Luckl!Ow, I.L.R. 5-1 All. 223. C';o),; ,',
Blacki'ston, 5 T.C; 343; Cowan v. Seymour, 7 T.C. 372; Rev. Hcrbfrt v.
McQuiuie, 4 T.C. 489 ; Reed v. SeYlllour, 11 T.C. 625; 1'-urtol1 v. Cooper, 5 T.C.
138-referrcdto.

for the assessee. The sum of Rs. 7,822
paid by Lord Inchcape in the circumstances narrated
FoUca1'

* Reference No.3 of 1934.
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in the order of refer..e nce is in the natui:e of a
gift; Lord Inchcape is not· the assessee's employer,
. and the money cannot be classed under the head
"salaries." If the amount had been paid by cBulloch
Brothers, the assessee's employers, or by their
liquidators it would have been taxable-.
Lord Inchcape was under no liability to pay
the amou·nt. The amount was not received .in the
course of the assessee's employment which had, in
fact, terminated by that date.. Even if the Court
were to hold that it was not a spontaneous gift
by a third party, the sum would still come under
the provisions of s. 4 (3) (vii) of the Act as being
of a casual and non-recurring nature and not being
by way of addition to the remuneration of. the
employe.
The income-tax authorities themselves do not
say under what section of. the Act the amount is
chargeable.
Cowall v. Seymour (1); Herbert v. McQuade (2);
Turton.. v. Cooper (3); Cooper v. I!lackiston (4).
A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
No q:uesiiol1 of gratuitous payment arises. in this
ease. The fact that Lord Inchcape took an assignment of the assessee's rights as against th.e liquidator
shows that the assessee had' certain rights in. the
Deferred Pay Fund, and that Lord Inchcape's payment, though highly generous, was not intended to
be gratuitous.
Moreover a grataitous allowance mad~ to the Bishop
of . Lucknow was held to be taxable as" salary l '
in In the matter of the Bishop of Luclmow (5).
(1) 7 Tax. Cas. 372. 379.
(3.) 5 Tax. Cas. 138.
. (2) 4 Tax. Cas. 489. .
. (4) 5 Tax. Cas. 343.
(5) I.L.R. 54 All. 223.
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1934

But the gratuity was paid to the
Bishop qua Bishop of Lucknow.]
S. 7 could be construed as if the words "paid
by . .'. any private employer" merely described
the source of the perquisite, but it has been held in
In re The Commissioner oj 1Ilc01lle-ta:r, Burma v.
BOl1tbay Burma Trading Corporation (1) that emphasis
is to be laid on the word "paid."
S.4 (3) (vii) applies only if the amount is within
any of' the. taxing sections.
PAGE, C.J.-In this case the Commissioner of
Income-tax, Burma, under section 66 (1) has referred for
the determination of the Court the following question :
"Is the sum of Rs. 7,822 received by the assessee taxable in
his hands?"

The sum in question was paid to Mr. R JohBstone,
the assessee, by Lord Inchcape. It appears that
-the assessee and four other persons. had been in
the .ser\ice of. the British India' Steam Navigation
Co. as pursers; and afterwards had been taken into
the employment of Messrs. Bulloch Brothers &
Co., Ltd. This company among other business acted
as .agent in Rangoon for the British India Steam
Navigation Co.
Now, Lord Inchcape, like his father before him,
was interested in the affairs of the British India
Steam Navigation Co., and the late Lord Inchcape
was also a shareholder in Messrs. Bulloch Brothers
.& Co., Ltd. It further appears that there was an
understanding between certain employes of Messrs.
Bulloch Brothers & Co., Ltd., including the assessee
:and the company that upon the termination of their
.engagement each .of such' employes would receive
•

•

-

(1) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 172.
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from· the company a'gratuity if their serviees had
been satisfactory. According to .the case that has.
been stated, howev·er, the company was not bound
to pay the gratuity to its employes, for the fund
II was
entirely at the disposal· of the company.;'
Unfortunately in 1932 Messrs. Bulloch Brothers &.
Co., Ltd., went into liquidation, and the assessee
lost not only his means of livelihood as an employe:
of the company, but also the gratuity which he
expected that he would have received from the
company when he left their employment.
Soori after the company had gone into liquidation
the present Lord Inchcape came to Rangoon, and
"was made aware of .the plight in v,rhich the assesseeand other t:mployes of the company stood." Nodoubt feeling that he was specially concerned with
the well- being of persons like the assessee and the·
four other ex-pursers who had served in the British
India Steam Navigation Co. Lord Inchcape was
good enough. to pay to these five persons respectively
sums equivalent to the whole of the gratuity which
they expected that they would: have received from
Messrs. Bulloch Brothers & Co., Ltd., if that company
had not become insolvent. On making these payments Lord Inchcapereceived from the recipients
an· assignment of any right to a gratuity. whicI:
they respectively might have against Messrs. Hullod:
Brothers & Co., although for the purpose in hane
none of the recipients are to be regarded· a~
possessing any legal right to claim a gratuity fron
the company. In these circumstances this sum a
Rs. 7,822 has been assessed to income-tax upon thl
ground that it falls within section 6 (vi) and sel,::tion 1:
of the Act as being income derived from··'~ othe
sources." The Assistant Commissioner conceded th3
the .sum in question~ was .not chargeable under th
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head" salaries" _in section 7 (1), because it was ,r nor
paid by an employer" j and it is not pretended
Dr cont~nded that when he made this payment
to the assessee LOrd Inchcape was acting or purporting
to act as the agent of Messrs. Bulloch Brothers & Co.
[In 1'e The Commissioner of Inc01rze-:-ta~:, Burma v.
Bombay Bunna Trading Corporation (l).J In my
opinion it is manifest also that this. sum of' Rs. 7,822
was not income of the assessee derived from (( other
sources" within section 6 (vi).
In Commissioner of Income-tax, Bengal v Shaw,
Wallace and Company (2) Sir George Lowndes, delivering the judgment of the Judicial Committee, observed:
" The object of the Indian Act is to tax 'income,' a term
which it does not define. It is expanded, no doubt, into • income,
.profits and gains,' but the expansion is more a matter of words
than of substance. Income,. their Lordships think, in this Act
·connotes a periodi~al monetary return • co~ing in ' with some sort
of regularity, or expected regularity, from definite sources. The
-source is. not necessarily one which is expected to be continuously
productive, but it must be Qnewhose object is the production of a
definite return, excluding anything in the nature of a mere windfall.
This income has been likened pictorially to the fruit of a tree, or
the crop of a' field. "

But who could doubt that this payment was a mere
windfall? Admittedly it was not a payment by the
,compapy j it. was not a payment made to the assessee
because he was in the service of. the company, for
'before the payment was made his employment with the
'Company had been terminated; and no one in his
:senses in the position in which the assessee was placed
·could expect that the same good fortune would come
his way again; ThisSUII1 therefore was not chargeable
-either under section 6, section 7 or section 12 of the Act.
(1) (1933) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 172.

(2) (1932) I.L:R. 59 Cal. 1343 at p. 1350.
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On behalf of the assessee Mr. Foucar further urged
that this payment was exempted from income-tax under
section 4 (3) (vii). I think it was, and the. learnedGovernment Advocate very fairly did not present an
argument to the contrary. Among the classes of income
to which the Act does not apply are
" Any receipts not being receipts arising from business or' the'
exercise of a profession, vocation or occupation, which are of a
casual and non-recurring nature, or are not by way of addition to'
the remuneration of an employe. "

The payment of the sum of Rs. 7,822 in the'
present case obviously was a receipt of a "casual and
. non-recurring nature," and it did not II arise from the
exercise of an occupation" by the assessee but was
the outcome of the spontaneous and gent:rous action of
Lord Inchcape in affording help to the assessee in th~
time oftrouble [see Rei'. G. N. Herbert v.]. A ..McQuade
(Sur'i.1eyor of Taxes) (1); Turton Y. Cooper (SlI1Teyor oJ
Taxes) (2); Cooper (Surveyor of Taxes) Y. Blackisfon
(3); Cowan v. SeY1'1wur (Survey01' of Taxes) (4); Reed
(H.M. Inspect01' of Taxes) v. Seymour (5) ; In the matte1
of the Bishop of Lucknow (6).
For these reasons 1 would answer the questior
propounded in the negative. The assessee is entitlec
to his costs, five gold mohurs.
BAGULEY,
BA

}.-1 agree.

U, J.-1 agree.
(I) 4 T.e. 489.
(2) 5 T. e. 138.
(3) 5 T.e. 343.

(4) 7 T.e. 372.
(5) 11 T.e. 625.
(6) (1931) I,L.R. 54 All. 223..
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·INCOME·TAXREFERENCE.
Before Sir Arth1tr Page, Kt., Chief Justice, Mr. J'ustice Baguley, and
Mr. Justice Ba U.

IN RE THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX,

1934

BURMA
v.
P.L.S.M. FIRM.*

hlly 3.

Income-tax-lrIethods of accotlnting-Selection of method-lIlcome-ta.),· Officer's
choice-Basis of assessment-Iuc01l1e alld receipts-Profits, ascertainment
Of-Losses itt the accounting year-Land taken ove!" by creditor itt lieu of
debt-Gain or loss to assessee in the accounting year-S1fbseqllent sale of
laltd-Income-tax Act (Xl of 1922), s. 13.
The assessees who are a firm of Chettyar money-lenders took over lands
from their debtors, who were unable to pay in cash, in liquidation of their
debts. Their former, method of accounting was to set out in their books the
~"alue of the land taken over at a certain figure which was allocated in part to
the principal sum and in part to interest. They were assessed to income-tax on
the amount appropriated to interest in the year in which the land was transferred, but the " profit" in respect of the value of the land taken (weI' was not
taxed until the assessees'Sold the land. In the accounting year (1932-33) the
ass·essees changed their method of accounting in respect of transactions of this
nature, and contended that where they tpok over land from a debtor in full
satisfaction of both the principal and the interest due, and the value of the land
. traltsferred was less than the principal amount due to them no profit had
ac('n~ed, and they were not liable to be assessed for income.tax in respect of
the tr;msaction.
Held that, according to the meaning and t:ffect of s. 13 of the Income-tax
Act an assessee is entitled to make use of any method of accounting that he
chose to adopt; but (al he must follo\\' the selected method regularly and not
change it so frequently as to prevent a fair estimate of his income being made
.de aUIlO in ammm; (b) if the method employed does not reveal the true income
the Income-tax Officer may adopt some other basis: Ie) the Income-taic
·Officer is required to compute the assessee's income and not his receipts; and itt
·dubio he may take as income what the assessee himself treats as income, and.
that income may be ireated as arising when the assessee treats it as arising; but
the Income-tax Officer has to determine the real income as a matter of fact, and
.is not bound by the book entries of the assessee; (d) in assessing the profits and
'gains of a year the losses in that year must be taken into account, but not the
losses that may have been incurred in some previous ·year
. Held also, that in the circumstances of the present case the assessee was
~ot precluded by his book entries from proving what the true position was, and

* Civj! Reference No.2 of
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was entitled to show that the figure at which the land was valued in his books of
account for the purpose of settlement of the debt bore no relation to the real value
'of the land that had been transferred to him in satisfaction of the debt. The
Income-tax Officer was not bound to accept the assessee's ligures, or the
assessee's method of accounting if the profits and gains of the year of assessment
could not properly be deduced therefrom.
In re The Aura1lgabad Mills, I.L.R. 45 Born. 1286; Cotinuissioner oj Taxes
v. The Melbourne Trust, (1914) A.e. 1001; Commissioner oj Income-tax, Bombay
v. Ahmedabad Cotton Mills, I.L.R. 54 Born 213; Commissioner of Income-tax,
Madras v. A.T.K.P.L.S.P. Chettyar, I.L.R. 50 Mad. 765; Commissioner oj
I1U;ome-tax,li1adras v. Chengalvaraya, I.L.R. 48 Mad. 836: Commissioner of
Income-tax, Bihar v. Maharajadhiraj oj Darbhanga, I.L.R. 12 Pat. 318 ; Com·
missioner of Income.tax, Central Provinces v. Sir S. Chitnavis, 36 e.W.N. 797 ;
Edward Collins, Ltd, v. Commissioners of Inlatld Revenue, 12 T.e. 773;
Gresham Life Inmrance Society v. Bishop, (1902) A.e. 287 ; Hall & Co., Ltd.
v. Commissioners of tnland RevCIltte, 12 T.e. 382; Raja Raghunandan Prasad
v. Commissioner of Income-tax, Bihar, I.L.R. 12 Pat. 305; Standard Life
Assurance Co. v. Allan, 4 T.e. 447 ; The Suu InSll1'anCe Office v. Clark, 6 T.e.
59 ; Ve11ktadri v, ParthasCl1'athi, LL.R. 44 Mad, 570; Whimstcr & Co. v. Commissioners of Inland Reven.ue, 12 T.e. 813 ; Yonng & Co. v. Commissioners of
Inland Revenue, 12 T.e. 827-considered and exPlained.

The Commissioner of Income-tax, Burma, referred'
the following case to the High Court in accordance.
with the provisions of s. 66 (2) of the Income-tax
Act:
The Hindu Undivided Family (hereinafter called the assessee)
of P.L.S.M. Muthukaruppan Chettyar and his sons carries on a
money-lending business at Minhla ancl Sitkwin in the Tharrawadcly
District. Like other money-lenders, the assessee has had in recent
years to take over lands in satisfaction of debts clue to him and he
has had to keep possession of those lands because there are no
purchasers at suitable prices. In the belief presumably that income·
tax rates are likely to decrease in the future by the removal of the
surcharges, he wishes to claim riow in his income-tax assessment
the whole amount which he considers he has lost or may .lose
owing to the fall in the value of lands, rather than wait. to claim
later the actual amounts of losses that will eventuate when sales
take place. It is in respectohi. claim for the whole· amount of
his estimated loss that this reference arises.·
.
When· the Income-tax Officer'came ·t(; make the: assessment
for 1932-33 he fo~nd'that the ~ssessee had.written do~n in his
books the value of hinds held by him by ,Rs; '78,622. When the
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assessee took over these lands from his debtors, he took them over
at the debtor's valuation and accepted them as cancelling debts
equal to.that valuation. He therefore entered that valuation in
his accounts. During the Tamil year Pramothitlha (l2th April
1930 to 13th April 1931) ~elevant to the 1931-32 assessment he
wrote off nothing from this valuation in his accounts; but at the
end of the year Prajorpathi (l4th Apl-il 1931 to 12th April 1932)
relevant to the 1932-33 assessment he wrote dO\\"ll the value of
the lands as on the last day of Pralllothutha (1930.31), and wrote
them. down further as on the last day 6f Prajorpathi (1931.32).
We are only concerned no\v with the amount by which the laQds
were written down in value in Prajorpathi (1931.32), the accoUIiting
year for this assessment, but it is clear that the adjustments in
the accounts were made for.assessment purposes since it was not
until the end of Prajorj;athi (1931-32) that the ass~ssee thought of
revaluing the lands as at the end of PrCl1l1orthutlur (1930.31). The
amount now in question is Rs. 78,622 which was the total amount
written off the value of lands, less certain expenses and a small
loss. This amount of Rs. 78,6:22 may be diYided into two sums
(1) Rs. 8,720 the amount \Hitten off the value of lands taken over
before the accounting year, (2) Rs. 69,902 the amount \n'itten off
the value of lands taken over during the accounting year. The
Income-tax Officer disallowed this amount. On appeal the
Assistant Commissioner upheld the dis,!-Ilowance in his order.
Thereupon the assessee has asked me to refer certain questions to
the High Court. The question which I refer is
" Whether in the circumstances of this case the assessee is entitled for the
.purposes of his income-tax assessment to claim a loss by revaluing lands taken
over in the course of his money-lending business, and if so, whether the
orevaluation must be confined to lands taken over in the accounting year,"

The assessee raised a question about there being no material
to reject his basis of valuation, but I do not refer it because it is
obvious that the appellate officer did not consider the point at all
and ·it does not appear to have been raised before him. If the
High Court decides that the assessee is entitled to revalue his
lands, then the question of the actual figure to be adopted will b_e
-a question of fact to be settled later.
The assessee's case is that the assets such as lands which he
.acquires in the course of his money-lending business are part of
.the. a,ssets of his business and, as such, form part of his stock-intrade, and since he admits his liability to be taxed on any profit
which he. make.s. on the sale of these. lands, and since th~is
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Department does in tact tax such profit, he contends that he is.
entitled,
like any. other trader, to value these lands at the end of
lit re
THE
the
year
in
order to arrive at his real profit.
COM~f1S
SlOl\ER OF
The assessee's contention can be answered in two ways.· I
INCOME-TAX,
would
first say that it conflicts with his method of accounting:
BURMA
'II.
which is on the mercantile basis for Chettyars and on the cash
P.LS.M.
basis for non-Chettyars. Now these lands are taken over from
FIRM.
non-Chettyars and are the equivalent of debts due from them
which are accounted for on the cash basis. And where accounts.·
are kept on the cash basis there is no valuation of stock-in-hade.
Secondly, I would say, that the assessee's stock-in-trade is money
and that if he is to be allowed to value his stock-in-trade at the
end of 'each year, then he would be entitled to examine all the
loans o\ving to him at the end of the year and write off portions
of those that he doe3 not consider too sound. But no one would
eve)- claim to be allowed a reserve of this kind for bad and
doubtful debts. And if a claim of this kind cannot be· allowed,.
I cio not see why the assessee should be allowed to claim noW 30loss on lands which may never eventuate.
The assessee, however, . raises another contention\\:hich is
entirely different. In claiming at least Rs. 69,902, which is the
amount written off lands taken over in the accounting year, he is
really abalJ,doning his other contention that he can value his lands·
like stock-in-trade at the end (f each year and contending instead
that he is entitled to value then'! at the time he takes them over.
But what he has actually don·e is to take lands over during the·
year at a certain valuation and to write them down on the last day
of the year. This is no different from writirig down the value of
lands taken over in previous years and I can see no difference
therefore between the two sums of Rs. 69,902 and Rs. 8,720,
mentioned above.
My own view is that thEse lands should be looked upon as'
investments and therefore following the decisions in &Jttish
Investment Trust Co. v. Forbes, 3 Tax Cases 231, and the Royaf
Insurance Co., Ltd. v. Stephen, 14 Tax Cases 22, the assessee·
cannot claim a loss until it is realised. This vie\\7 was approved
in the recent case of K.A.R.A.. Firm, I.L.R. 11 Ran. 462. And if
the assessee tries to raise the question of fact as to the actual
·value of these lands I would say that he is bound by the figure at
which he took over the lands and entered them in his accounts.
He cannot say that they were worthless then since the debtors.
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would notpart \vith them for less. If he had bought them in arail
.auction sale, the Department would not question the price (unless
there was some trickery) even though it was lower than the
prevailing market price. And if the assessee had taken over the
l~ncls for much less than the amount due to him, the Department
would not refuse to allow the loss. But once he has taken over
the lands at a valuation he is bound by that valuation until he
finally disposes of the lands. I would therefore answer the first
part of the question in the negative and say that the second part
does not arise.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
Loss incurred by Chettyar asseSstes on the sale of
lands taken over by them in satisfaction of debts due to
them has always been claimed as a business loss, and
allowed for income-tax .purposes in the year in which
they are actually sold. In re The Conunissioner of
Income-fax, BU1'1ua v. K.A.R.K. Finn (1). The main
issues in. the present reference are whether such an
assessee can spread· his losses over several years by
revaluing lands' year after year and so claim depreciation, or must he wait until the properties are
acttlally sold; and can he be allowed to change his
normal method of accounting in respect of one
particular kind of transaction? See T. O. Foster v.
The COl1'l111issioner of Income-tax, Burma (2). Under
s. 13 of the Income-tax Act any system of accounting
is permissible so long as it affords a fair basis for
determining the assessee's income. The Income-tax
Officer in the present case has held that the method
of accounting adopted does not disclose the real
income of the assessee. Unless the Court finds that
there was no material for this vie,,, the _referencewould be answered iIi the negative, because the
question whether the method of accounting should
(1) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 462,466.

(2) 3 I.T.C. 435.
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be accepted 'is a question of fact for the income-tax
authorities to decide.
Section 13 is the only section dealing .with
methods of accounting. The two main systems of
accounting, namely the cash basis and the mercantile
system are described in Sundaram's Law of
Income-tax, p. 625. See also Mian Feroz Shah v..
C01"nmissioner of Income-tax, Punjab (1). The
Commissioner of Income-tax, Madras v. Subramani'am
Chettiar (2) ; Commissioner of Income-tax, Madras v.
Chengalva1'aya Chetty (3) ; Commissioner of, Incometax, Bombay \~ Ahmedabad New Cotton Mills Co.,
Ltd. (4); S.L.S.C. Ch.ettia1' v. Th.e Commissioner of
Inco'me-tax, Madras (5). In Ramasami .Chettyar v.
The Commissioner of Incom'e-tax, Madras (6) an
account is given of the Chettyars'banking methods.
It is settled law that a debt can be repaid in
kind as wen as cash, and that the portion which
represents interest is assessable to income-tax. Raja
Raghuna-ndan Prasad v. Commissioner of bicome-ta."<,
Bihar and Orissa (7). In The Commissioner of'
Income-tax, Bihar and Orissa v. Maharajadhiraj 6f
Da1-blzanga (H) the appropriation of such payments
is discussed.
K. C. Bose for the assessees. The lands in
question were taken over by the assessees at a
'certain valuation, and the portion representing interest
has already been taxed. The question is why sholild
the assessees not be allowed to revalue their lands
.when they find that they are not worth the priCe
,they paid for them?(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

I.L.R.14 Lah.082,692.
I.L.R. 50 Mad. 765, 768.
I.L.R. 48 Mad. 836, 839.
I.L.R 54:Bom. 213.

, (5) .4, I.T.C. 188.

(6) i:L.R. 57 Mad. 22.
(7) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 305.
(8) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 318.
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C.J. Is the portion representing interest
taxed when the lands are taken over, and is there
nec~ssarily any receipt of pr;fits or gain~" in such
a tran~action ?]
That is the complaint. Chettyar assessees do not
deal in lands; but by force of circumstances they
are obliged to take over lands at a fictitious value
fixed by the debtors who have no other means
wherewith to settle the debt. In the circumstances
it is· unfair to debar· them from following any
reasonable method of accounting that they choose to
adopt. They are adopting a new method of accounting
to meet a new situation.
(I

PAGE, C.J.-The question propounded is
,. whether in the circumstances of this case the assessee
is entitled for the purposes of his income-tax assessment to
claim a loss by revaluing lands taken over in the course of his
money-lending business j and if so, whether the re-valuation
mllst be coilfined to lands taken over in the accounting year."

The material section of the Income-tax Act is
section 13, which runs as follows:
Income, profits and gains shall be computed, for the
purposes of sections 10, 11 and 12, in
Method'of Accemntin a •
' .
.
,
'" accordance wIth the method of accountmg.
regularly employed by the assessee:
Provided, that, if nO method of accounting has been regularly
employed, or if the method employed is such that, in the opinion
of the Inconie-tax Officer, the income, profits and gains cannot
properly be 'deduced therefrom, then the computation shall
be made upon such basis and in such manner as the Income-tax:
Officer may determine."
II

.

Now, as I understand the Jaw upon this subject
the intention of, the Legislature in, enacting section
13 was that for, income-tax purposes the assessee'
should. be entitled to make use of any method of
accounting that he chooses to adopt; but (a) he
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must follow the selected method "regularly," p.nd is
not to be allowed to change his system of bookkeeping from year to year or so frequently as to
COMlInSSlONER OF
a fair estimate of his income, prof1ts and
INCOME-TAX, prevent
. BURMA
gains de anna ift annum from being ascertained;.
P.L.S.M.
(b) "if the method employed is such that, in the
FIRM.
opinion of the Income-tax Officer, the income, profits
PAGE, C.J.
and gains cannot properly be deduced therefrom,
then the computation shall be made upon stich basis
and in such manner as the Income-tax Officer may
determine"; (c)" what the officer is direetedto
compute is not the assessee's receipts but the
assessee's income, and hz dubio what the assessee
himself chooses to treat as income may well be taken
to .be income and. to arise when he so chooses to
treat it" ; although book entries purporting to relate
to the receipt ofincome are not necessarily 'conclusive
as to the quantum_ of the income to \\"hich they
purport to refer, for the real income, profits and
gains that have accrued during each accounting year
are in every case to be determined by the· Income.tax Officer as a matter of fact; -and (cl)·" what are
chargeable to income-tax in respect· of a business
are the profits and gains of a year; and in assessing
the amount of the profits and rains of a year
account must necessarily be taken of all losses
incurred, othenvise you would not arrive at the
true profits and gains. But the losses must be
losses incurred in that year. You may not, when
setting out to ascertain the profits .and gains of
one year deduct a loss which had in fact been
incurred before the commencement of that year.
If you did you would not arrive at the true profits
arid gains of the year. For the purpose of computing yearly profits and gains each year is a separate
self-contained period of time. in regard to which
In re
THE
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profits .earned or losses sustained before its commencement are irrelevant." [Gresha11'l Life Insuratzce
Society, Limited v. Bishop (Su1'veyor of Taxes) (1) i
. ,Standat;d Life Assurance Company v. Allan
(Surveyor of Taxes) (2); Conunissioner of Taxes
'v. The Melbourne Trust, Limited (3); In re The
Income-tax Ad (VII of 1918) and In 1'e The
.Aurangabud Mills, Limited (4),. Venkatadri Appa
Rao and others v. Parthasarathi Appa Rao (5) ;
,Commissioner of Income-tax:,
Madras, Referring
-Officer. v. Chengalvaraya Chefti and another, Assessees
{6); The Commissioner of Income-tax, J,{ad1'as,
Referring, Officer v. A.T.K.P.L.S.P. Submmaniam
·ChettyQ1', Respondent (7); ,Commissioner of Income.tax, Bombay Presidency v. Ahmedabad N e·L..' Cotton
Mills Company, Limited (8); The C011111lissiolle1' of
"Income-tax, Central Provinces and Berar v. Sir
.S. M. Chetnavis" (9) i Raja Raghunandan- Prasad
Si1igh v. Commissioner of Inco11'le-tax, Bihar and
;Orissa (10); Commissioner of Income-tax, Bihar
,and Orissa v. Mahm'ajadhiraj of Darbhanga (11);
The Sun Insurance Office v. Clark (Su1'z l eyor of
-Taxes) (12) i ]. P. Hall & Co., Ltd. v. The
-Commissioners of Inland Revenue (13) i Edward
,Collins & Sons, Ltd.
v. The, Commissioners of
Inland Revenue (14); 'vVhhnster & Co. v. Tlte
,Cq:nm'lissioners of Inlaud Revenue (15); ]. H. Young
.& Co. v. The CO'Inmissioners of Inlalld Re~'e1'lue
{16)J
'
(1) (1902) A.e. 287.
(2) 4 T.e. 447.
(3)(1914) A.e. 1001.
(4) (1921) LL.R.'45 Bom. 1286.
(5) (1921) LL.R. 44 Mad~ 570.
(6) (1925) I.L:R. 48 Mad. 836.
(7)(1927) I.L.R. 50:Mad. 765.
(8) (19~9) I.L.R.. 54 Bo~n. Z13;

(9) 36 e.W.N. 797.
(10) (1933) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 305.
(11) (1933) LL.R. 12 PaUlS.
(12) 6 T.e. 59.
(13) 12 T.e. 382.
(14) 12 T.e. 773.
(15) 12 T.e. 813.
(16) 12 T.e. 827.
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Now, bearing in mind the above rules, it is
necessary to consider th~ facts of the particular
THE
case under reference. The assessees, who are a
CO~fMJS
SIONER OF
firm
of Chettyar money-lenders carrying on Qusiness
INCOME-TAX,
BURMA
at Minhla and Sitkwin, like many other money~
v.
P.L.S.M.
lenders in Burma have been compelled to take
FIRM.
over lands and other immovable property in liquidaPA(m, C.].
tion of debts due to them in respect of loans that
they have made to cultivators. But it is to be
remembered that the assessees are money-lenders
not landowners, and that their business is to lend
money at interest and not to cultivate the soil.. I
assume for the purpose in hand that prior to the
assessment for 1932-33 the assessees were content
to have their income assessed in respect of transactions in which . lands had been taken over in
satisfaction of outstanding loans in the following
manner; the value of the land was set out in
their books of account at a certain figure which '\vas
allocated in part to the principal sum that had
been lent and in part to interest. Upon the amount
appropriated to interest income-tax was claimed
and paid in the year in which the, lands were trans~
ferred, but the qUt:stion whether income-tax was,
payable in respect of the receipt of the land to
the extent to which the value thereof represented
a repayment of the principal was held in suspense
until the land. was sold, and it had· been a~ct:r
tained whether the sale proceeds exct:eded or were
less than the amount of the principal sum that had
been lent. For the purpose of the assessment for
the year 1932-33, however, the assessees in respect
of lands transferred to them during the accounting
year in liquidation of outstanding loans claim the
right to initiate a new method of accounting. They
contend, in my opinion rightly, that the amount
111 I'e
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of which the land is
'ansferred"is not a criterion of th'evalue of the
In re
. THE
mds ta~enover, as the'extent to which the lands " Cow,ns.
,&lONE,~ 07
re to be treated as liquidating the debt is a matter lNCOME-TAX,
BU~MA
f adjusbnent 6etween the cr~ditor and the debtor;
v.
1 many instances the lands being' taken in $atisfacP.L.S.M.
on 'of the debt as a whole not because the' value FIRM.
f the ,lei.lid was, in'anyst>nse the equivalent of the 'PAGE, C.].
alue of ,the debt, but merely because the debtor
ad no other property and there was no prospect
f the ,debtor being in a position otherwise, to
quidate the amount th.at he 'owed to the assessees.
11
the accounting year about sixty such transac-'
ons were carried through by the assessees.
,Now; of course it is well settled th"t normally

where interest is outstanding on a priscip::ll sum dife and
Ie Cl-editor recei\-es an ')pen payment frem, the debtor withIt any appropriation of the payment as between capital and
lterest by ei h~l: debtor or c °edi:or the 1='resull1ption is that
Ie payment is attributable in the first instance tow:trds the
Iltstanding intere,;t [Veulllltradi App,l' Row v. Parlhasarathi
ppa Row 1111. This presumption is no doubt operative primaly in questions bet\vee:n. deb-ter and crec1itor,but in their
,ordships' view, the Income-tax Ollker. finding that. the assessee
~ceiveda payment fro111 his' debtor of Rs. 2,78,OCO in the
~a1' Fasli 1332 ane! that· the assessee had Lot up till then
:edited' himself as hlVing' received aily in:erest 01' disclosed
l" accounted for any interest receip1s to the revenue author.
ie,S, was entitled, in the circumstances to b-eat this sum of
,s. ~,78,OOO as applicable to the ouostanding interest to the extent
E. Rs.2,71,190, and accordingly to trC'at the payment to that
dent as income of the assessee in the year of payment."

~er
IX

Lord Macmillan in Commissioner 0/ InCOlIlev. Maharajadhiraj of Da1-bhanga t2)J.
(1) (1921) I.L.R. 44 Mad. SiO; 573 : L.R. 48 I.A. 150, 153.
(2) (1933) J.L.R. 12P"t. at p. 331.
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For this purpose,' therefore, it matters not in the
present case whether the assessees in fact did
or did not appropriate any part of the •value of
the lands received during the accounting year towards
the payment of interest-,the result in law in either
case would be the, same. But, as Lord Macmillan
proceeded to point out, a tr::tnsaction where there
is " no settlement but merely an open payment to
account" differs toto cmlo from
"an arrangement affecting the whole iltdebtedness whereb~
certain as.sets were accepted in part satisfaction and promisser~
notes were taken fer the balance. The basis d the presumption
namely, that it is to the creditor's advantage to attrihute payment
to interest in the first place, leaving the interest-bearing capita
outstanding, is gone. Moreover,
there is authorit:
for the preposition that in a question with the revenue the ta:
payer is entitled to appropriate payments as between caplt<l
,and interest in the manner least disadvantageous to himse1
[Smith v. Law Guarantee and Trust Society, Limited (I)]."

Now, in these circumstances the assessees conten!
that -each transaction in which land is received i
satisfaction of an outstanding debt must be cor
sidered on its own merits. It is urged on the:
behalf that the land which is received in repaymer
of a loan is the equivalent of cash, arid should I:
treated as money's worth, and as such not fixe
capital but working assets, and part of the stock-il
trade of their business as money-lenders. Th{
contend that in cases where the' value of the lar.
taken over is less than the amount of the prinCip
sum that is payable no profit has accrued from tl
transaction, and no income-tax is chargeable
respect thereof; although it may be as between tJ
assessees and the debtor that· the land was accept<
(l) (1904) 2 Ch. 569.
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in satisfaction of both the principal andtbe interest
due on the loan. Take the following illustration.
Suppose the amount of the principal sum lent was
' .
.
Rs. 50,000, and that during {he .accounting year
land of the value of Rs. 30,000 is transferred to
the creditor in satisfaction of the principal sum of
Rs'. 50,000 and also of Rs. 10,000 for interest due
thereon, the assessees in such a case would
-contend that although the. amount of the interest
set, out in their books as li4uidated by the transfer
of the land was less than the value of the land
no income-tax would be payable thel:reonbecause
in respect of the transaction as a whole a loss had
accrued of Rs. 20,000.
.
In my· opinion the contention of the assessees
ought to be accepted. The ~Commissioner of Income~tax in the case that he stated observed that~'if the assessee tries to l~aise the question of fact as to the
,actual value of these lands I would say that he is bound by the
figure at which he took over the lands and entered them in his
accounts. He cannot say that they were worth less then since
.the debtors would not part with them for less. If he had bought
them in at an auction sale the Department would not question the
price (unless there was some trickery), even though it was lower
than the prevailing market price. And if the assessee had taken
-over the lands for much less than the amount due to him the
Department would not refuse to allow the loss. But once he has
taken over the lands at a valuation he is bounel by that valuation
until he finally disposes of the lands."

[see C01'nmissioner of Taxes v. Melbourne Trust,
Limited (1)].
Na doubt the value or the land as set out in
the assessees' books of acc<?unt may be treated as
prima, facie evidence of its true value, and an
assessee normally would have no cause for complaint
(1) (1914) A.C. 1001.
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if the income-tax authoriti~s 'lGcepted ,for -income:..
tax purposes the value wJlidt,·-,the assessee himself
had put upon' his assets in his books pf, account.
But in' every case it is incumbent upon the·lncome:tax Officer to ascertain as a maHer of Jact what
are the real profits and gains of the, business in the
accounting. year, and, as' Lord: Loreburn pointed
out in the Sun Insurance Office-v. Clm-k (1)
I I a rule of thumb m lY be
very des.irable, but c3.l)n/Jt be
·substituted for the only Rule of Law that! know of, viz., that the
true gains are to be ascertained as nearly as it can be clone." ,

The error, if I may say so, into' which,as l"i:
seems to me, the income-tax authorities have fallen
in the present case is that they appear to think
that whereas for the purpose of ascertaining as 'a.
matter of fact the actual' profits a~d gains that
accrued during the accuunting year the income-tax:
authorities have a free hand an assessee is prec1udm
by his book entries from proving what the true
position, is, and that for the purpose of assessment
the I1?-come-tax Officer is entiUed:-applying as it \V~re
a rule of thumb-to take as the actual value ,of
the lands the figure at which the lands are entered
in the assessees' books, 'notwithstanding that the
value at which tne lands stand in the assessees!
books (in the circumstances in which it is wen known
that Chettyar money-lenders, are compelled' to take
over lands hom, their debtors)" may be merely an
arbitrary and fictitious figure, and that the assessees
may be in a position to prove that the figure. at
which the lcmds have been valued in their books' of
account bears no relation to the rea1,value of the
lands that have been transferred' in satisfaction oj
the debt. The problem to be solved, however, iE
whether in truth and in fact the several loa'll transac·
, , (1) 6·T,:C.

n.

VOL. XiI]

:ions which were completed in the accounting year
Jy the transfer to the assessees of land in liquidation
jf the debts resulted in a profit or a loss to the
:lssessees. Of course, unless the lands are sold by
the assessees in the accounting year it necessarily
:ollows that the actual value of the lands cannot be
lscertained and an estimate of their value must be
made. But, as Lord Loreburn further observed in
the Sun Insurance Case (1)
there is 110 way of estimating which is right or wrong in
itself. It is a question- of fact -and figure \yhethel' the wlyof
making the -es~il11a~e in any case is the best way for that case j"
I

and while I am of opinion that in the, present case
the assessees ought not to be held bound in submitting an estimate of the value of the lands by the
figure <1t which the lands were entered in their .botiks
9£ account, 1 am also 6f opinion that the Income~tax
Officer is not bound to accept the assessees' figures, and
is free to fix his own estimate of the value in - the
a"ccounting year of tl~e lands that have been transferred
to' the best of his ability. It follows that if the
estimitted \'alue of the lands in the accounting year
is greater than the principal sum that }vas lent ihe
~ncome-tax allthorihes will -be entitled to treat the
balance, after deducting an amount equivalent to th~
loan,' as representing profits and gains accruing from
the transaction, and to assess the same as income
chirgeable ~ith income~tax; E contra, if the estimated
value' oftlie hirids is less than the amount of the
principal sum that" has been lent no tax will be
chargeable: in the accounting year in which the lands
-are transferred, although it :may be that the estimated
v~lue of -'the lands in that year exceeds the amount
-due foth~a:sSessees in respect of interest on the
i·.

.r- ,;,..
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loan. Inasmuch, however, as the assessment· of the
land, unless it is sold' by .the asseSSees in the
THE
accounting year, will be based lJpon whatcmust ex
COMMISSIONER OF
necessitate
rei be a mere estimate of the value of the
INCOME-TAX,
BURMA
lands, in my opinion it is fair and reasonable that
v.
P.L.S.M.
an adjustment of the assessment should be made in .
FIRM.
the accounting year in which the assessees sell the
PAGE, C.J.
lands, when it will be possible finally to ascertain
whether or not in respect of the transaction a profit
chargeable to income-tax has accrued to the assessees.
As the assessment is made upon the footing that the
transaction has been completed during theaccotinting
year I am of opinion .that the assessees are not
entitled to have the value of the lands reassessed in
any other accounting year except that in' which the
lands are sold by them, and until the sale' takes
place the final adjustment .of the assessment must
necessarily reinain in suspense. I \yould answer the
first part of the question propounded in the above
sense, and the second part in the· affirmative. The
assessees are entitled to their costs, 10 gold mohurs,
which includes the Rs. 100 deposited under section 66(2).
In re

BAGULEY, J.-I agree, and have very little to add.
With regard to the fact that the assesste entered
the land in his accounts at a certain figurt, I \o\'ould
point out that the assessee merely put down in:· his cash
account a ct:rtain figure as representing the land
which he received as money's worth, but on the
other side of the account he immediately wrote the
land out again as transferred to a land account
so that as far as the cash account is concerned h(
might have put down any figure between one rupe(
and one crore of rupees. The two entg;es.,.cancelletl
and that was the end of the land sO far . as thl
accounts were concerned. It is not as though ht

V'Oh.

XII]
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:lad entered the acquisition of the land as equivalent
to the receipt of a certain amount of money in a
profit-an<~-loss account,or as though he had done
mything . else of that nature in \Y 1; i dl he definitely
recognized the. land as being the e'-lui \'alent of a certain
amount of money for purposes of' calculating his profits.
With reference to the remark made by the Commissioner of Income-tax, " He cannot say that they \yere
worth less then since the debtors would not part
with them for less," it may be pointed out that
what has got to be ascertained as nearly as pos~ible,
and as a matter of fact, is the real value of the land
at the close of the year of account. The value of
any article is the price which it might be expected
to fetch in an open market as between a willing buyer
and .a willing selle I. Its value is not what its owner
:vhen in a strong position can· cxtort,-possibly
-nominally only,-from a buyer who, if he will not
agree to buy at that figure, may incur other outside
expenses. It is comnlon 'knoirledge that in cases of
this nature the so~called ., sale" by a debtor to his
creditor of land with a view to cancelling. his debt
is simply a way in which the land and the debt are
set off against each other, and the original debt is
cancelled on the basis that the debtor shall be un\.ier
no further liability. wha:soever to the creditor with
regard to this transacti.n~.The debtor, in these
circumstances, particularly' an ordinary cultivator,
.cOllsiders that the safest way to .make quite sure
that he', can be under no further liability, is to
insist upon a nominal purchase price being entered
in the sale deed, which is equal to the total amount
which he is liable to pay, to put an end to his
lia:bility on the mortgage debt.

.BA U,

J.-I agree.
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Loan-PI'omissory note or othel' instrttl1lent !ol'loan-Question.. of law and /actIl1SirtUllent prim;t facie a cOitditional payment':'-lnstrttment itself the
consideraiion for the [oan-l?i[i,ltl of sllitltpOn .0rjgin~tconsid"ratio1t'-'
Embodiment of all the items in the insirument, "!feci Oi-.Prima fade
presumption-Normal pr"actice of k!ldel'S- Moneypaid and in~t1'umelil hi "eli
simultaneously-Cireumslall.(;es ojeaclt easc-.E'VidcneeAet(] of 18i2I,·s. <il.
When a -loan is contracted it is an implied term of the agt'eeli1ent that the
loan shall be r.epaid. In ·case of a snit On a loanwhatpoillts are points of
law and what are points of tact s110uld be clearly borne
mind.
.
Sammatllan·y ..Palaniappa, oil LA. 142'; In
Rome;'al/d Has.la11L,(18931:
2 Q.B. 286-'Yejerred to.
YVhen a promissory note or .any oUier instrument is 'given .by the borrower
to the lender in connection with the loan, ei~her at the time when the loa,{
is contracted or afterwards, the terms upon which it is ~gi\'en and.tak¢n is a
question of fact and not of law.
Day v, McLea, 22 Q.E.D. 61O.-refcrreii to.
The ~iving of a ne~otiable secti.rity by a debtor to: hisc.reclitOr ,operates.
prima facie, as a conditionaL paYlnelit only, and not· as a satisfaCtion· of the
debt; unless the parties ~gree so to treat it. Such.a conditional payment' is
liable to. be defeated onn:,n-liaymeht of the.negotiableinstn\ment at tp'ahl;·ity ..

in

rc

lit rc Romer an(l Haslal1l,,(Ul93j 2 Q.B.

286-jol~awJtl.

".

Achutaraman/la v.. laga1/.uadllam, 64 M.L.]. 79. ; Alp,ersol/ v.' Langdal\l.
3 Br. & Ad. 660; Burli,WI' v. Royle, L.R 5 C.P.354; Camirige v. AllJliby
6 B. & C. 373 ; Cohen v. Hale, :'I Q.B.D: 371 ; Dltaneswa/' Sahu v. 'RalltrUp Glr,
LL.R. 7 Pat. 845; Dawsons Banil, Lid. ·v~C.RY.V; Chelly Fil'm,I.L.l~~
1 Ran. 121; Day v. ,MeLea, 22 Q.B.D. 610 ;Fa~r v. Price,' JEast 54; Golap
Chand v. Mohokool1l Kooaree, LL.R 3 Cal. 314'; tHiralal ~. Datcidin, ·l.L.R.
4· All. 135; Hopkilis v. HTai''', L.R. 4 EX;'268; Jacob': v.Vi(;umsey,29 Bom.
L.R. 432;' KrisJm.aji v. Rajlllal, LL.R. 24 l;lom.· 3/iO:; KU1!.dal1. Lal. v.
Bhikal'i Das, LL.R. 51 All. 530 ; Ma.1wg Kyi v. Ma Ma ,Gale, 10 L,H.R. 54;
Pramatha Nath v. Dwtirka Nallt, t.L.R. '23 Cal. 85i ; Ragafiayya v: Ramayya,"
LL.R29 Mad, 111 ; Ram Samp. v, ras~dlia 'KuliwcH', 'i.L.R. 34' Ali. 158;
Ranclthod v Rav.ij bltail 28 Born. L.R.. 631 ; Ramgopal V,. Dhirendra' Nath,LL.R 1
54 Cal. 380 ; ·Sard v. Rlwdes, 1M. & W. ii5f..;...!eOltsidered. . l ,
.
.
...
. I

' ..~

'_".

t. .

.i.

• Civil Reference No.7 of 193 I arising out of Civil. Revision No. 132 of
~~

.
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If the negotiable instrument is given Qy the borrower to the iender";M he
negotiabie instrumer,t is itself the consideration f~r the loan, or if the inse::.
·ment is accepted as an accord arid satisfaction of the original debt, the \ender
i::;restrieted to his rights under the negc.tiable instrument by which he must
sta~c1 or £,,11.

In. re Romer. alld "Haslam, (1893) 2 Q.B. 286 ; Chanda Singh v. The
Amritsar Banking Co., I.L.R. 2 Lah. 330 ; Damodarv. Atmaram, I.L.R. 12 Born.
··443 ; Goddard & Son v. O'Brie1l; '9 Q.B.D~ 37; Parsotam v. Tale)' Sin.gh, I LoR.
. 26 Al1. 178 ; Pothi Rcdtfi v. Vclayllddsivan, 'I.L.R. 10 Mad. 94 ; Radhakant
·Shaha v. AbhoJ'chum 1l1itt;'Y, I.L.R. 8 Cal. 721 ; Salllillathan v. Palaniappa, 41
..LA, 142 ; Sheikh Akbar·v. Shdklt Khan, I.L.R. 7 Cal. 256-consid£'rcd.
. ,'Ifi't-is agreed:between the parties that the instrument shall be taken merely
;as;collateral security for the repayment of the loan the lender is entitled to sue·
lJPon the original consideration . independently of the security, and without
. regard to :ln~ rights that he may po~sess under the inslrument.
If 0111 -the lerms oflhe agreement under which the loan was made ha\'e
1>~en embodied in a negotiable instrument or in any other document no evidence
·can be adduced in proof of the terms of the .contract except the docl1ment
itself, and if snch docume·nt is f~)r .IlY reilsoil inadmissible in eddellce. the snit
ml1st fail.
.Norma1lyandpri111a facie a lender. is. regarded as taking OJ negotiable
·instrument ~l\1Iy"as conditional payment, and not in satisfaction of the loan.
'\Vhc:re'the hancling over of the money ·and· of the in~trument issiml1ltan<:ol1s
·it does hot follow that the instrument is the sole repository of the terms of the
~gteenlent.·· It is'not the time wheli, but the terms upon which,. the IO:ln \Vas
, 1~1adethat matters, a~d that is a question of fad t<.> be determined according to
.the.paiticl!lar circumstances obta.in!lig in tach case.

. Mltth11 Sastrir,.al v. PalldaraSalllladlIi, 26 M.L.]. 19 ; Nga Waik v. Nga C/lit,
· (1907.0)) z-tJ:B.R Evict. $ ; .Yazir f(ha;, v. Ram Mohan, I.L.R. 53 All. 114;
'.. Potlti Rcddiv. Vdaj'udasi'liall, 1 L:R 10 Mad.·9-1 ; Parso/am v.·. TalcJ' Sing/I,
I.L;R. 26 A·II. 17!:l; Rarllwkant v ..Mitter, I.L.R.8 Cal. 7.21 ; Sheikh .Akbar v..
'. S..h,~iklt Klla1/.; I.L.R..7 Cal. 256-disscntcd li·om.

K. C. Sa71yal for the applicants. Where a
promissory note is given 011 a loan being taken it is
Intended to be the sole repository of the transaction, and .the lender will not be allowed to fall back
upon the' original consideration . of. money· lent in
. ·circllffistances where the note bec.om.es inadmissible
in evidence due to ,the absence
dIe p~oper stamp
<ir for other defect. The authoritIes an~nofuriiform.
Insome.~ses it has beenheld:thafwhere the
.consideration fbr the note was i ·'an independenJ
transaetiop" ,c.Qmpl~te in itse1f,<t.11d·~.ritered Tn,tobefofe
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note was given, a suit on such ,consideratiOn
mId be maintained independently of the note,.
Maung Kyi v. Ma MaGale (1); Maung. Shwe"
Myat v. Maung Po Sin (2); Sheikh Akba1' v. Sheik/'f
Khan (3); Radhakant Shaha v. AbhoychurnMitt~r: ,"
(4); Pra'ma/ha Nath Sandal v. J)warka' NathDey
(5); Gaur Chandra Das v. P1'GSanna j(u1'narChandnz
(6) ; Ranendro. Mohan Tagorev. ' K.' Chanda (7);
Po/hi Reddi v. Velayudasi7.1an (8) ; Ragavayya v~
Ramayya (9); Muthu So.strigai v. Viswanatha Pandm'aso.nnadhi (10) ; Pa'rsota1'll Nara£l't v. Taley Singh (11);
Ram Sarup v. ]asodha Kunwar (12) ;' Nazir [(han v.
Rmn Mohan (13); Chanda Singh v. The Arnritsar
Banking Co. (14) ; DalllOdar ]agannath v. Af1iiar.am
Babaji (15); ~. A. Ralli v. Carallldlli" Fo.zill (16);:
Krislmaji v. Rajmal (17); Jacob & Co, v. Vicumsey
(18); lJhaneswar' Sahu v.' Ramrt,tpGir (19); Nga
rVai/? v. Nga Chit ( 20).
B. K. B. N aidu for the respondents. The deCision
of the majority of the Full Bench in Mdung Kyi v.
Ma' Mo.'Gale is corred. The, giving, of ,a' ilegoti~ble ,
security by a debtor to his creditor operates only
as cqnditional payment, and not as a discharge, of
the debt. If the security fails on any aCGount
the lender can fall back on the original cohsidetation~
111 1'e Ranter and Haslarn (21); Dawsons Bank, Ltd.
v. C.R. V V. Chetty Finn (22).
'
,

(1)
(21
(3)
(4)

10 L.B.R. 54.
I.L.R.3 Ran. \83.
I.L.R. 7 Cal. 256.
I.L.R. 8 Cal. 72L
(5) I.L.R. 23 Cal. 851.
(6) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 812, 818.
(7) I.L.R. 61 Cal. 433. '
(81 I.L.R. 1() Mad. 94.1911.L.R. 29 Mad. 111.
(] 0) I.L.H. 38 Maj. 660;
(1
LL.lt 26 AIL '1'78;, lSI.

n

,

(121 I.L.R. 34 Al1. 151$.
(13) l.L.R. 53 All. 114.
(14II.L.R. 2 Lah. 330.
(15) I.L.R 12 Bom. 442.
(16) I.L.R.14 Bom. 102.
(17) I.L.R. 24 Born. 360.
,(18) 29 BOlti, L.R. 432.
(19) I.L.R. 7 Pat. 845.
(20) (1907-991 n.B.R. 5.
(2'1) (1893) 2 Q.B. 286.
(22) I.L.R I Ran. 121.
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decision: in Maung Sh'Wc Myat v. MU.+he
Po Sin is correct so far as it goes, because it relate~
sQlely
to the question
whether . an amendment of the
.
· pleadings. can be allowed where the claim is
'admitted but the plaint is defective.
There is 110thi.ng in the Evidence Act to fetter
. the· :power of the Court in arriving at the true
meaning· and effect ofa transaction in the light of
all the surrounding circumstances. Baijnath Singh
v. Hajee tralley Mahomed (1).

..

PAGB,C.J.-·Thiscase raises a question of
. general intere"t and importanc~.
T1J.e respo'ndent lent two sums of Rs. 300 and
·Rs. 100 to the applicants, and on each occasion when
·tile loan was made the applicants executed a promissory
note payable olrdemancl for the amount of the loan
and' interest thereon at 3 per cent per mensem.
In the present suit, which' was .brought in the
Small. CalIse Court of Mandalay,. the respondent
sought to recover the amOllnt due on the promissory.: notes or in the. alternative a like sum for
money lent. At the trial the learned Judge found
.. that' the promissory notes were not duly stamped,.
and therefore were inadmissible in evidence under
the Indian Stamp Act (II of 1899, s. 35). A decree
was passed in favour of the respondent, however,.
. Oil' the alternative claim for the amount of the:'
·loans without interest.
An application in revision having been filed~'
Dunkley J. referred the following question for:: \
determination by a Full Bench:
<:;." ...•.,.::..
.

.t ! .
11) I.L.R. 3 Ran. I' 6,125.
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.omstances .can the creditor sue for the original consideratio"n
.ithe promissory note cannot be proved? "
..;HAN

.oJ.M.A.
'KAREEM

OOMER
& Co.
:PAGE,

C.r.

In my opinion this is a pIa-incase, atld the··
answer· to the question propounded piesen ts . no
difficuIty.
. .
I. respectfully agree with Bowen L.J.that ·it is.
H extremely desirable
that we shol.1Id· keep clearly
in our minds. what points are points of law 'a~d'
what are. points;·'coffact. ". [in· re Romer an:d
Hasla'lIl (l).] .
There are many Indian· and English authorities
on this question, and T think that· from acoil~ider-
ation of the cases the·· foIlc)\\ring propositions : of·
law can be deduced: .
.
(1) \vhen a lOan is contracted it is an implied
. term of-the agreement that fhe loan-shall
be repaid [Pavana ReerwSarninathanand
another v~ Pana Lana Palaniappa (2)]
(2) .\;I,,'hen a promissory fl,ote or a bill of exchange,
or indeed anything· else, is givew by the
-, borrov,'er to the lender in connection with
the loan/either at the time \vheil the Idan
is contracted or .afterwards, tbeterms upon
which it isgi\ren and taken is aq uestion
of fad and not of . law [Day and another
v. McLeadnd another {3}J '
..
. (3 ~ It is primlifacie to be presun1ed (although
the presun':1ption is rebuttable) that the
parties to the loan transaction' 'have agreed
that the promissory note or 'other negotiable
instrument givell and taken in· sl1'ch,drcumstances shall'be treated as conditional payment
of the .loan.; fhecause .qf.a,cWm,onthe
. original consideration Joe money Jentb~ing ...
(1) (1893) 2 Q.B. 286 at p. 297. '
. r2}"t19i3, Al'LA.. 142;·
·(3) 22 ·Q.B.b. '610: .

-......., ?

,dO
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. :suspen.de'd·

d(lring .the currency' of; the
.' .. negotiable instrument, and if and so long
as . the:r.ights. of. the '. parties under the
.
instrument ,subsist, and are enforceablej, but
.the cause of adion to: recover the amount
of the debt revives if ~he negotiable instrument is dish,onouted. or the rights thereunder
. are not enforceable;,' Onthe. other hand the
.cause of action on the original consideration'
.·is extingu.ished when theamonnt due under
. the negotiable instrument is paid or if the
lender by negotiating the instrument or by
laches or otherwise has made the bill his
own,
and thus must be regarded
as having
.
.
accepted the negotiable instrument· in a~cord
, and satisfaction of the borrower's liability on.
the original. consideration ..

I ; •

J,9J4

•

MAUNG,

.

it.

\;

:CHlT

v.
:RdSHAN'

N.M.A.
KAREEM'
'OOMER

.&
!>AGE,

1/ It is perfectly weIl-kIiC)\Vn law, which is acted upon in every
form ot mercantile business,' that the giving of a negotiable.
s¢curity by a debtor to, his· CJ,'6ditor <:>perates as a conditional
payment enly, and not as a satisfaction of the debt,' unless the'
parties af,(l"<::e so to treat it: Sllcl~ a conditional payment is liable
to be defeated bn non-payment .of the negotiable instrument at
. maturity, andU issurp~'ising,thatther:ecanbe at the present day
.' any doub t. as to the business result. of sticha transaction"

.'

":.

it:

"it has. been established by a series' of authorities, which
. would be r~diculol1sto go through seriatim, that a biil of exchange
given fCl"' a debt amounts to conditional payment of that
debt; and is only con.ditional payment so long as it is running; the
paym~nt is liable tobe defeated whel} the bill is clishonol11'ed"

.(per BovJen L.J., ibid, p. 300).
, [Farr·. v, Price (2); . Alderson v. Langdale (3);
Ci:l11lidge v. Allenby (4) ; Sard v. Rhodes (5) ; Hopkins

c'

•

C.J..

'~

Tperl£sherM.R. in In'reRomer and Haslam (1)] and

(1) (1893) 2 Q.8. 286 at p.296.
(3) 3 Br. & Ad. 66Q.
(2) 1 East 55.
' ( 4 ) 6 B. & C. 373.
.
(5)1 M. & W. 153;

cO.

~.

.
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v. rVa1'e (1) ; Cohen v. Hale (2) i Burliner v. Ro);le and
another (3) ; Day and another v. McLea and another
CHIT
v.
(4) ; Golap C/ul11d Marwaree v. Thaku1'ani M 0 hokoon
ROSHAN
Kooaree
and another (5); Pl'mnathaNath ·Sandal
N.M.A.
KAREEM
and others v. Dwarka Nath Dey (6) i Ranlgopal Ghose
OOMER
& CO.
v. Dlzirendra N ath· Sen a~zd others (7) ; Maul1l!. Kyi
v. Ma Ma Gale and Glzothel' (8) ;. Dawsons Bank,
.PAGE, C.J.
Ltd. v. C.R. V.l/'. Chetty Finn and one (9) i Krishnaji
Narayan Parklzi v. Rajl'nal ManikcJzand JJ1arui adi
(10); RanclzllOd Raghunath Patel v. Ravijbhai
Nathabhai Patel (11) ; Jacob & Co. v. A. P. Vicumsey
(12) ; Yarlagadda Veera Ragavayya and oth.ers v.
GOl'antla Ramayya (13); .Alapati Ac!1uta1'mnanna
v. Vasireddi ]agannadham and anotlzer (14) ; Hit/"alal
v. Datadin (15) ; RmnSal'up v. ]asodha Kunwar
and othe1's (16); Kundan Lal and another v. Bhikari
Das Ishwar I)ai· andcinothel' (17) i Dhaneswal'· Sahu
v.. Ramrup Gil' (18).J
(4) If a promissory note or other negotiable
instrument is given by the borrower. to the
.. lender and the negotiable instrument is itself
the consideration for the loan, or if the·
promissoty note or other negotiable instrument is accepted as an accord and satisfaction
of the original debt, the lender is restricted
to his rights under the negotiable instrument, by which he must stand or .fall i for
in the one case the note or bill· is itself
MAUNG

(1) L.R. 4 Ex. 268..
(2) 3 Q.B.D. 371.
(3) L.R. 5 C.P. 354.
(4) 22 Q.B.D. 610.
(5) (1878) I.L.R. 3 Cal. 314.
(<JJ (1896) I.L.R. 23 Cal. 851.
. (71 (1927) I.I,-.R. 54 Cal. 380.
(8) (1919) 10 L.B.R. 54.
~9) (1923\ LL.R. 1 Ran. 121.

(10) (1899) LL.R. 24 Born. 360.
(11) 1:8 Born. L.Rep. 631.
(12) 29 Born. L. Rep. 432.
(13) (1905) I.L.R. 29 Mad. 111.
(14) 64 M.L.I. 79.
(15) (1881) I.L.R. 4 All. 135.
(16) (1911) I.L.R. 34 All. 158.
(17) (1921) I~L.R. 51 All. 530.
(18) (1928) I.L.R. 7 Pat. 845.
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the original consideration, and in the' other
the original debt has been liquidated by the
acceptance of the negotiable instrument.
Goddard .& Son v. O'Brien (1); Day and
anotherv. MeLea and another (1.) ; Pm'ana
Reena Sa111inatlzan mui another v. Pana
. Lana Palaniappa (3) ; Sheikh Akbar v. Sheikh
K!tan and another (4); Radhakmd Shah a
mld. others v. Abhoychurn Mittel' and others
(5); Damodar
Jagannah v. All1laram
Babaji \6); Potlzi Reddi v. Velayudasivan
(7); ParsDtam Narain v. Taley Singh
(8); Chanda Singh v. The At;zritsar Banking
Co. and anotlIer (9).
. (5) If it is agreed between the parties that the
promissory note or other .negotiable instru. ment shall be taken merely as collateral
~~curity for the repayment of the'loan the
lender is entitled to sue upon the original
consideration independently of the· security,
and \~ithout regard. to any rights that he
may possess under the negotiable instrument.
(6) Further, if the terms of the agreement [by
. which 1 mean the whole of the terms;
Kundan Lal v. Bhikari Das I shwar Das
(10); Nazir Khan v. Raln. Mohan (11)],
under which the loan was m'lde have
been e~bodied in a negotiable instrument
or in any other document no evidence can
be adduced in proof of the terms of the
contrad except the document itself, or
(1)9Q.BD.37.
(6) (IB!!8)
(2) 22 Q.B.D. 610.
(7) (1880'
. (3) (1913) 41 LA. 142.
(8) (1903)
(9) (1921)
(4)(1881) LL.R. 7 Cal. 256.
(5) (1882) I.L.R. 8 Cal. 721.
(10) (1929)
(111 (1930) LL.R. 53 All. 114.

LL.R. 12 Bom. 443.
LL.R. 10 Mad. 9~.
LL.R. 26 All. 178.
LL.R. 2 Lah. 330.
I.L.R. 51 All. 530.
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secondary evidence of the co:ntentsOf the
,document in cases. in which secondary
CHiT
V.
evidence thereof is admissible. It follows
ROSHAN
therefore that in such cases if the doc·ument
N.M.A.
KAR~EM
which, contains the whole of the terms 6f
OOMER
&Co.
the agreement is not admissible in evidence
PAGE. C.].
a suit to recover the amount of the loan
must fail, because tile plaintiff is not' in a
position to prQ,ve the debt.
Now,in my experience it rarely, jf ever, happens
that the whole of the terms of the agreement under
which a loan is made are embodied in a: prom issory
note or other negotiable' instrument given' to the
lender by the borrower except in cases in which
the parties contract that the negotiable instrument
sball itself be the consideration for the loan, and
the lender is. content to accept the negotiable
instrument in satisfaction of. the debt ~
not the negotiable instrument is. dishonoured at
maturity or is otherwise unenforceable. In cases
in which the' parties agree that the negotiable
instrument shall be taken as cO!1clitional payment
only and root in accord . and satisfaction o-f the
original debt I have myself never known Of heard
at an instance in which that.. term of the agree-ment .has been. embodieG.:1 in the negotiable instrument, and therefore in such cases s. .91 of the
Evidence Act has no application. MQreover, it
has long been a cause of surprise to me that
the courts should so often be· di,spcised. to hold .
.that a lender has agreed to accept a promissory
note or bill of exchange in satisfaction of the loan~
and not as conditional payment of the debt.
vVhy should he do so ? Why should the lender
be ready or willing to forego his right to recover
on the original consideration'. for the loan on
·MAUNG
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•
receipt of a promissory" note or bill of exchange
which may' never be met, or maybe unenforceable?
Take· an ordinary arid simple illustration. A trader
segs goods in. his office· or .in the bazaar and
takes a promissory note froni the. buyer. In ninety~
nine cases out of a hundred' it is a term expressed
or implied of the contract that the goods shall be
.rip
description,. and if they are' not the purchaser
is . exonerated. Why should not the seller in like
manner take the promissory note or bill of exchange
upon the terms' that unless the' note or bill is met
(it ,maturity, and . unless the rights. thereunder are
enforceable he is to be entitled to sue for the
price of the goods that he has sold? Why should
the seller agree to. fake the negotiable. instrument
upon the terms that 'unless the bill or note is met
andis enforceable he· shall lose his money?
• In my opinion it. is -neither common law norcofilman sense that normally he would' act so foolishly?
I apprehend that the same principles apply as
between borrower' and lender, and that when a
promissory note or bill of exchange is given for a
loan prima' facie it is given and taken as conditional pay~ent,and not in accord and satisfaction
of the' debt. If the promissory note or bill of
exchange is taken as conditional payment, and that
term is embodied in the document cadit questio;
but if it is not therein set out the document does
not· contain all the terms of the agreement upon
which the loan was made, and in my opinion s. 91
of the Evidence Act does not apply.
It appears to me that the reason why the High
Courts in India' have not found it possible to
answer the question propounded with unanimity is
. due to what, with all respect, I regard as an
unfortunate and incorr~et passage in the judgment
. . i,) bl .38
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of Garth C.]. in Sheikh Akbar v. Sheikh Kllan. and
another (1) which. is in th~ foHowing ter~s :
"When a 'cause of action for money is once complc.te in itself,
whether for goods sold, or for money lent, or for any other claim,
and the debtor then gives a bill or note to the creditor for paymerit
of the money at a future time, the creditor, if the bill, or note is
not paid at maturity, md.Y always, as a rule, su~ for the original
consideration, provided that he has not endorsed or lost or parted
with the bill or note, under such circumstances as 'to make the
debtor liable upon it to some third person."

In Sheikh Akbar v. Sheikh Khan (1) it was found
as a fact that the promissory· note was' itsdf the. sole
consideration for the loan; but because of the use of
the word "then" in the abov(; passage it has been
laid· down in some cases that if the 'handing over, of
the money and of the promissory note or other
negotiable instrument is simultaneous,or, as it is
sometimes stated, part of the same transaction, the
promissory note or bill of exchange must be regarded
as -being the sole repository of the terms of thE
agreement, and the sole consideration for the loan;
and that in such circumstances the lender is restricted
to his rights under the negotiable instrument, and
cannot . recover upon proof of the original consider·
ation, [see Radhakant Shaha and others v. A bhoycJmrli
Mittel' and others (2) ; Pothi Reddi v. Velayudasi'iJQ1;
(3); Midhu Sastrigal v. Fis'l.'anatha Pandara'
sannadhi (4); Pal;$olam Narain v. Taley Singh (5)
NazirKha-n v. Ram Mohan (6); NgaW-aik v. Ng,
Chit (7); Mating Kyi v.MaMa Gale. (8)].
I confess that I do not understand why in theabov(
cases so mRch significance. should have been held t<
(1) (1881) I.L.R. 7 Cal. 256 at p. 259. (5) (1903) I.L.R. 26 All. 178.
(6) (1930) I.L.R. 53 All. 114.
(2) (1~82) l.L.R. 8 Cal. 721.
(7) 2l)'.B.R. (1907-09) Evid.5.
(3) (1886) LL.R 1'0 M,ad. '94.
('8) ·(1919110·L,B.R.'54:per PraUJ.
. (4}Z6M;q.19.
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ttach to th~ handing over of the promissory note and
If the money being part of the same transaction; and
am . of~ opinion, with .all respect, that the fallacy
hat. lies within .the above proposition" of law is
hat it does· not appear to have been appreciated
n .those cases that it is not the time when, but
he terms upon which, the loan was made that
natters, al1d that whether the promissory note or
Jill of exchange was given at the time" when the
noney was handed over to the borrower. or sub;equently in either case it is necessary for the Court
to ascertain the terms of the agreement upon which
the loan \vas made; the question as to what those
terms were being .a question of fact to be determined according to. the particular circumstances
obtaining in each .case.
1 :w:ould answer the question propounded in the
above· s'ense. . The costs of· the hearing before the
Full Bench are· assessed at 10 gold. mohurs, and
will follow the event of the application for revision.
BAGULEY,

J.-. I

agree.

SEN) J.-I agree.
.LEACH,

J.-1 agree.

'DUNKLEY, J.~Iagree.
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CIVIL REVISION.
Before Ml', JlIstice Mya BlI, and J.l1'. Justice Dunkley.

MA THIN ON

1934

ANI;> OTHERS

v..

Feb. 20.

MA NGWE HMON

AND OTHERS.""

Valuation of admit/istrafion Sttif-Court-fees-Plainti/!'s right to· valuchtrisdietioll of COllrt-Valuation for pttrpose of court:fee and IilYisdicliotr.;
Court-fees Act (Vll of1870), s. 7 (iv) (f)-Suits Valuation Act (ViI of 1887)
s. S-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), s. 15.
.
An administration suit is a suit for a1) account and the court-fees thereon an
payable u~der s. 7 (iv) (j) of the Court-fees Act.
The plaintiff is entitled tl
make such estimate as he pleases of the value of the relief that he claims.
. Umma,. v. Ummar, I.L.R. 9 Ran. 165-foUo7lJcd.
Under s. 8 of the Suits Valuation Act the value of an administration suit fo
the purpose of jurisdiction and the value for the computation of court-fee mus
be the same. Consequently a plaintiff who valuefi his suit for the purpose 0
court-fee at less than Rs. 1,000, though the value of the estate is Rs. 9,000, mn!
file his suit in the Township Court and not in the Assistant Dismd COurt..
Ma Fatima v. Momill Sibi, I.L,R. iRan. 164-nj<-rrc'd f.'.

M-aung Pu for . the applicants.

Mukerjee for the 1st respondent.
MYA' Bu

and DUNKLEY, JJ.-The plaintiff-respon
dents brought a: suit against the defendant-applicant
for the administration of the estate of one' U.Shw
Thet deceased. In paragraph 12 qf the plaint th
respondents stated that they' valued the suit c
Rs. 9,508 for purpose of jurisdiction and at Rs. 10
for purpose of court-fee. In their written statemer
the applicants averred that the plaint had not bee
correctly stamped and that it' should be stamped fe
court-fee on a valuation of Rs. 9,500. A preliminar
issue was framed and heard on this question of tt.
* Civil Revision No. 311 of 1933 from the order of the Assistant Distri
Cour(of Hanthawaddy in Civil Suit No.9 of 1933.
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otlrt,-fee payable, and on· this issue the learned
1934
lssistant District Judge, following the ruling in MA THIN ON
;. K. Unimar v. C. K; Ali Ummar (1), correctly MA~GWE
le1d that an administration suit is a suit for an
H~ •
.ccount, and that court-f~es thereon are payable nMYAKBU
anJJd .
UN LEY, •
mder clause (iv) (f) of section 7 of the Court-fees Act,
hat the plaintiff is the person to make such estimate
LS he pleases of the value of the relief that he
;laims, and that therefore it was open to the plaintiff'espondents in this suit to value the relief claimed
tt Rs. 100 for purpose of court-fee. The present
lpplication has been filed in revision against· this
xder.
.
It is not now contended that, so far as the question of valuation for court-fee is concerned, the
::>rder of the learned Assistant District· Judge is
incorrect, but it is contended that, as a necessary
corollary of the order of the Assistant District Court,
it follows that the valuation for jurisdiction must also
be' Rs. 100 and that therefore the suit is triable by
tbe Township Court and· under the provisions of
section 15 of the Code of Civil Procedure ought to be
tried in that Court. It is contended further that
this question of jurisdiction is a question which goes
fo the root of the matter and that, although no
:specific issue on the point was framed, the learned
.Assistant District Judge should have taken notice of
:and decided· that point, and should therefore have
returned the plaint for presentation to the proper
Court, and in not so returning the plaint he failed
to exercise a jurisdiction which is vested in him.
Now, it has been held ,by this Court in the case
.'Of Ma Fatima and others v. Momin Bibi and others
(2) that in an administration suit the value of the
(1) (1931) I.L.R. 9 Ran. 165. ' " (2) (1929) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 164.
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suit for the purpose of both court-fee and jurisdic:tion is the amount at which the plaintiff values his·
MA ~GWE
share, the suit falling within the provisions of
HM~~.
section 8 of the Suits Valuation Act. Section 8 of"
~£:K~~Y~Jf th~t Act st~tes t~at in all suits,. othe~ than those'
referred to In sectIon 7, clalJses v, VI and IX, and clause,
X, sub-clause (d), of the Co.tlrt-fees Act, the value:
as determinable for the computation of court-fee and.
the value for the purpos,e of jurisdiction shall be the'
same. Consequently it is clear that in a suit foradministration, which is a suit referred to in clause (iv)ft
{j} of section 7 of the Court-fees Act, the value £orthe purpose of jurisdiction and the value for· the'
computation of court-fee must be the same, and.
therefore that in the present suit, if the plaintiff
respondents value the suit for the purpose of the'
determination of court-fee at Rs. 100, then the
valuation for the purpose of jurisdiction must be the:
same, and consequently the suit ought to be tried in{
the Township Court.
Hence we' hold that the'
contention of the applicants on this point !Dust.
prevail, and that in' not returning the plaint for
presentation to the proper Court, following upon his.
order of· the 13th September, 1933, the learned
Assistant District Judge failed to exercise a jurisdic-·
tion vested in him, and consequently that we should.
interfere in revision to correct this error.
We,however, consider that the plaintiff-respon-·
dents should, if they desire to do so, b;e given an!
opportunity of amending their estimate of the valua-·
tion for the purpose of court-fee and jurisdiction as·
given. in the plaint. They' will now be given an
opportunity of amending paragraph 12 of their plaint
such sense as they may be' advised, subject to the
one condition that the valuation for the purpose of
jurisdiction and the. valuation fo;r the purpose of
1934

MA THIN ON

in

•
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:ourt~fee

1934must be the same. If no amendment is,
nade within a month, then the pl~int, will be MA"T...wNON
v..
eturned.to the plaintiff-respondents for presentation MA NGWE
HMON.'· .
o the proper Court, namely the Township Court.
The' plaintiff:.respondents will pay the defendant- MVA Bu and
DUNKLEY, 11.
Lpplicants' costs of this application, advocate's, fee
wo gold mohurs.

CRIMINAL REVISION.,
Be/ore Mr.

h~stice

ENG HOCK

Mya Bu., Clnd J1ll'. JusUce D1mklcy.

~).

KING-EMPEROR.*

RI/les made /Iluler statl/tory prrwers-Impositiolt of penalty for breach of R1tlePenalty on person 1I0t responsible for breach-Validity of Rule-Electl'ic
meter-Breakage 0/ seal-l1mocent consumer's respomibilify.....Electricity Act
(IX of 1912), ss. 3i (41, 38 (4), 44-India/l Electricity Rules, 1922, rttle 106
ultra vires.
The sealing wires of boxes cont~illing the meters of the Rangoon Electric
Supply Company and placed by the company in a consumer's house were found
broken. The locked boxes and their contents were the' property of the,
c.ompany and were never in the charge of the consumer. There was no
evidence that the consumer or a,mem ber of his household or any of his sevants
had anything to do with the breakage. The consumer was prosecuted; the
magistrate found that the consumer was not guilty of an offence under s. 44 (c)
of the Electricity Act, but imposed a fine on him under rule 106, read with·
rule 29, .of the Indian Electricity Rules, 1922.
Held, (1) that rule 106 which imposed a fine solely on the consumer for
breach of rule 29, even though he \V'as in no way n:sponsible for ii, nullified
the provisions of s. 44 of the Electricity Act \\'hich allowed a presumption to be
drawn against the consumer which he could rebut: (2i that although under
s: 38 (4) of the Electricity Act tbe rules made by the Goyernment would take
effect on publication in the Gazette of India as if enacted in the Act, yet under
s. 37 (4) Government had no power to make a rule inflicting punishmt:nt for
the breach of a rule on a person who had not committed it ; 1)\ that rule 106
,vas, therefore, ultra vires.
,Johnson v. The Mayor ofCroydou, 16 Q.B.D. 708 ; Kmse v. JOhl1S011, (1898)
2Q.B.D. 91; MOltsell Bros., Lid. v. Loudon alld IVorth-Western RailwaJ' Co.,
(1917) 2K.B.D. 836; Parker v . .-llda, l1899) 1 Q.B.D. 20-referred to.
,Instill/ie of Pateut Agcuts v. Joseph LockwOJd, (1894)A.C.347-distillguished.

Wiljia';ns for the applicant. Rule 106, of the Indian

Electricity

Rules. which ' declares

the

consumer

* Criminal Revision No. 45B 6f 1934 from the Order of the Western Subdivisional Magistrate of Rangoon in Criminal Regular Trial No. 390 of 1933.
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liable for any injury caused to the meter' placed
by the licensee on his premises is unreasonable
because it gives no opportunity to the c~nsumer
to disprove his guilt. Moreover such a rule is not
supported by any section of the Act. Courts will
declare any rule which is unreasonable to be ultra
vires and void. Johnson v. Mayor of Croydon (1).
A. Eggar (Government Advocate) contra.
The
meter is the starting point in the whole scheme of
the Act, and one· of the main objects of the· Act and
the rules thereunder is to preserve its inviolability.
In this view rule 106 is intra 'I.Jins s. 37. The
consumer is f~·ee to contract with.the licensee on
the prescribed terms or not.
But the question how far a rule of this nature
would be valid when it contravenes a general
provision of law, as for instance, the liability of a
master for the criminal acts of his servants, presents
sonie difficulty. The l::tw on this point was recently
reviewed in Maung Ba Clzo v. King-Emperor (2) and
in Cr. Appeal No. 1041 of 1933. See also Hailsham's
Halsbury, Vol. 9, pp.. 12, 13.

[DUNKLEY, J. Does not rule 106 expressly contravene s. 44 of the Act by which a consumer is
given the opportunity to disprove his liability? ]
That section has no application to the present
case. Under that section the question of mens 1'ea
is relevant, but rule 106 brushes it aside [see
Griffiths v. Studebakers, Ltd. PH. Moreover, s. 38 (4)
of the Act expressly declares that all rules· made
under the . Act shall have effect
as if they had. been
.
enacted in the Act, and in such cases the Court is
(1) 16 Q.B.D 708.
(2) I.L.I~. 12 Ran. 300.
(3) (1924) 1 K.B.I02.
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powerless to· question the rules.
The Institute of
Patent Agents v. Lockwood (1); Municipal Corporation of Rangoon v. The Sooratee Bara Bazaar.
Co" Ltd. (2). It is a general principle of law t1:).at
Courts will lean towards supporting
rule rather
than towards stultifying it. S. R. Varma v. COI'POration of Calcutta (3); Goberdhone Das Deora v.

a

Doolichand (4).
J.-The applicant is the owner and
·occupier of a house known as No. 66, Cheape Road.
He receives a supply of electricity from the respon- .
,dent company, the Rangoon Electric Tramway and
Supply Company, Limited. There are three meters
:at his house, which meters are the property of the
company and have never been handed over to the
.custody of the applicant. The meters are enclosed
in 10,cked boxes of which the respondent company
keeps the keys. Each is sealed, inside its box, by
:a wire, and it js impossible to obtain access to
:these wire seals without opening the boxes. In
August, 1933, it was discovered that the sealing
wires 'Yere broken. It is alleged that tbis fact was
..firstdiscovered by meter-reader Maung Thein Aung
on the 25th August, and there is eyidence that the
seals were in order on the 27th July. It is not
'Suggested that the boxes appeared to have been
tampered witb, and, in fact, Thein Aung's evidence
is that .he unlocked the boxes and opened them
:and then discovered that the seals were broken.
He did not make any report of this fact,· and the
matter came to the notice of the company through
an inspeetio,n of the meters made by a senior
employe in· conseqtlence of the unexpected nature
DUNKLEY,·

(1) (1894) A.C. 347.
(2) I.L.R. 5 Ran, 212.

(3) ti...R. 60 Cal. 689, 693.
(4) I.L.R. 48 Cal. 955, 982.
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of the readings taken by Thein Aung. There is
no evidence that any servant of the applicant, or
member of his household; had: tampered:; \¥ith :the
meters, and, as the boxes Were locked and the'.
keys were in r the custody of the respondent company, and there were no signs that the boxes had
been tampered with, the inference arises th~t neither
the applicant's servants nor the members· of his
household were able to get at these seals to break
them, and it seems just as probable that a servant of
the company had broken the seals. The only fact
tending to sho\v that the breaking of the seals was
done by a servant of the applicant or .member
of his household is that in two meters the dials
had been turned· back so as to show a negative
reading of consumption for the past month, but it is·
admitted that·· the operation of. turning back· the dial
requires some little expert knowledge of electricity:
The applicant proved that he was away ffom Burma
during the whole of the period within which 'the
seals must have been· broken. He was prosecuted:
on complaint of offences under section 44 (c) of the·
Indian Electricity Act, 1910, and rule 106, read
with rule 29, of the Indian Electricity Rules, 1922..
The magistrate rightly held that the applicant was
not guilty of an offence under section 44 (c),but
proceeded to impose on him the penalty prescribed
by rule 106. Rule 106 is as follows:
" 106. Where, in contravention of rule 29, any seal referred'
to in that rule is broken, the consumer upon \vhose premises
the seal was placed shall be punishable with fine which.
may extend to fifty rupees."

Rule 29 is in the following terms:
"29. A licensee may affix a seal to any meter, maximum-·
demand indicator, or other apparatus placed upon ·a consumer's

VOL. XII]
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premises in accordance with section 26 of the Act, and to any
cut-out placed upon a consumer's premises in accordance with
rule 38, and no person shall break such seal without giving
the lice'hsee, and, where the meter is the property of the con·
sumer, the consumer also, not less than forty-eight hours'
notice in writing,"

It is clear that there had, been a breach of rule
29, for the seals on the meters, which are the property
of the respondent company and were placed on
the applicant's premises under section 26 of the
Act, had been broken by some person or other, and
notice in writing had. not been given by anyone to
the respon'dent company. The person who committed this breach of rule 29 is not known, but so
far as the application of rule 106 is concerned that
does not affect the matter, for the person liable to
the penalty under that rule is in any case~he consumer. Hence, on the rules as they stand,' the cOnviction of the applicant was correct, and this application has been urged before us on the sole ground
that rule 106 is ultra vi1'es of the Governor·General
in Council. This rule carries the notion of vicarious
punishment to its extreme limit. It makes the consumer liable to a penalty if the seal of a meter
placed on his premises is broken, \;\,Thoever may have
broken it, and even in spite of the fact that the
meter is not under his custody or control. For a
breach of rule 29 the only person who is to suffer
a penalty is the consumer, and he is liable to
the penalty in any and every case. No punishment
is inflicted by the rules on the person who actually
commits the breach of rule 29, and apparently he
is left to be dealt with under the provisions of
section, 44 of the Act, if he can be brought within
the scope of the provisions of that section. Section
44 prescribes the punishment to be inflicted on
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any person who maliciously injures any meter, or·
wilfully or fraudulently alters the index of any
'lJ.
Kliommeter, and it contains a provi,so to the effect that
EMPEROR.
under certain circumstances it shall be presumed,
DUNKLEY, J, until the contrary has
been proved, .that such act
has been knowingly and wilfully caused by the' consumer. Rule 106 therefore nullifies, in cases to
which rule 29 is applicable, the provision of section
44. of the Act which lays down that a presumption shall be drawn against the consumer. which
can be rebutted.
The learned Government Advocate, who has
appeared in support of the conviction, has laid stress
on the provisions of section 38 (4) of the Indian
Electricity Act, which says that "All rules made
under section 37 shall be published in the Gazette
of In,dia, and on such publication shall have effect
as if enacted in this Act." His· argument is that
,the words (( on such publication shall have effect as
if enacted in this Act" mean that, on their due
publication the rules become part of the original Act,
and, therefore, their validity cannot be canvassed
in a Court of law. As authority for this proposition
he bas referred to the remarks 'of Lord Herscbell
in the case of Instil-ute of Patent Agents v. Joseph
Lockwood (1), a case to which reference was
made by IllY learned. brother Cunliffe in Municipal
Corporation of Rangoon v. The Sooratee Bara
Bazaar Co" Ltd. (2';. The words used in the
Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Act· are very
-different to those used in section 38 (4) of the
Indian Electricity Act. In the former Act it is
laid down that rules made by the Board of Trade
·H Shall (subject as hereinafter mentioned) be of the
ENG HOC!l

(1) (1894) A,C.347 at pp. 359, 360.

(2) (1927) I.L,R. 5 R.m.212.
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same effect as if they were contained in this Act,
and shall be judicially noticed"; by "subject as
hereinafter mentioned" is meant that they are to be
•
laid before both Houses of Parliament and remain
before Parliament for consideration for forty days, and
during those forty days they .may be· annulled by
resolution of either Bouse. Now, section 38 (4)
contains no provision under which rules made under
the Electricity Act shall be brought before the
Legislature for consideration before they come into
force, and in this respect there is a fundamental
. difference between the provisions of the Patents,
Designs and Trade Marks Act and those of the Indian
Electricity Act. Moreover, the words used in the
English Act are that the rules shall be of the same
effect as if contained in the Act, whereas the words
in section 38 (4) of the Electricity Act are that they
shall have effect as if enacted in the Act, and these
latter words, when rightly construed, do not mean
that· the rules are· to be of equal authority with the
main provisions of the Act,· but merely state that if
validly made they are to be given the same effect as
the provisions of the Act.
Now, the rule-making power of the Governor:General in Council under the Indian Electricity Act,
1910, is contained in sl::ction 37 of the Act,subsection (1) of which section is as follows:
. II 37. (1) The Governor-General in Council may make rules, for
the whole or any part of British India, to regulate the generatioDt
transmission, supply and use of energy, and, generally, to carry
out the purposes and objects of this Act."

The power to prescribe a punishment for breach -of
a rule made under sub-section (1) is contained in
sub-section (4), which is as follows:
II (4) In making
any rule. under this Act, the GovernorGeneral in Cou~cil m~y direct that every breach thereof shall be

193-4
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punishable with fine which may extend. to three hundred rupees,
and, in the c1seof a continuing breach, with a further daily fine
which may extend to fifty rupees."

Rule 106 must have been framed unde'r the power
sub-section (4) of section 37, but this
sub-section gives authority to prescribe a punishment
only for the oreach of a rule, that is, the punishment
may be inflicted upon the person who breaks the
rule, and it does not cqnfer authority upon the
Governor-General in Council to prescribe:: that one'
person, i.e., the consumer, shall be made punishable
for the breach of a rule committed by another person,'
i.e., a stranger.
We have been referred to,a number of that class
of cases where a master has been held criminally
liable for the act of his servant committed within the
scope of the servant's employment, even if committed
without his knowledge or consent, or even against,
his orders ; and if the present rule were in the form
in which..it appeared in the Electricity Rules of 1911,
probably the consumer would be held liable to the
penalty of the rule if a seal were broken by his
servant or a member of his household, in accordance
with the principle so clearly explained in the case
of Mousell Bros., Lid. v. London and North·'
Western Railway Co. (1). But rule 106 goes fat
beyond the principle laid down in that case, for
it purports to make the consumer liable even for
the act of a stranger. I have been able to find only
one case where it has been held that under a
statute a man may become liable for the act of
a stranger, viz., Parker v. Alder (2), but that case
must be considered in relation to its own, peculiar
facts, and Alder was held liable for the adulteration

J. granted by

'.

",
(to) {1917l~ 2 "1(i,BiD:8S6.

i

,'(2) (1899) :i:Q.B;D: 20.
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bfhi; milk, which occurred after he had placed the
milk on a train,. because the property in the milk
passed to the vendet: only at Paddington station, and
not. at the place where Alder put it on the train.
The proposition that a person can be held criminally
liable for the wrongful act of a stranger, committed
without his knowledge,. is. a far-reaching proposition
.encroaching gravely on the ordinary rights of the
:subject. .Rules made under statutory powers enforceable by penalties - are to be construed like other
provisions. encroaching on the ordinary rights of
persons. They must, on pain of invalidity, be not
unreasonable, nor in excess of the statutory power
:authorizing them, nor be repugnant to the statute
{)r to the general principles of la\v; see J01l1lson ··v.
The May01', Aldermen, and BU1'gesses of Croydon (1)
'and Kruse v. Johnson (2). In my opinion, .rule 106
{)f the Indian Electricity Rules, 1922, is unreasonable, is repugnant to the general principles of law,
.and is in excess of. the powers conferred by
section 37 (4) of the Indian Electricity Act. It is
.also inconsistent with the provisions of section 44-of the Act. Consequently I am constrained to
hold that this Rule is ultra vires of the GovernotGeneral in Council and is, therefore, invalid.
For this reason, the conviction and sentence of
-the applicant are set aside, and the fine paid will
he refunded to him.
Bu, I.-Upon the principles enunciated
.J9hnson v. The Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses
Croydon (1) and Kruse v. Johnson (2) rule 106
the Indian Electricity Rules, 1922, must be held
be invalid as being unreasonable and repugnant
the general principles of law.
MYA

(1) (1885-86) 16 Q.B.D. 708.

(2) (1898) 2 Q.H.D, 91.
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This case constitutes a striking example of the
unreasonableness of the. operation of the rule and
its repugnancy to the general principles of law~
Although the meter was during the period i~ vd1ich
the breaking of the seal took place on the premises.
of the consumer, it was not either in his custody
or contro], for it was placed in a locked box thekey to which was kept by the licensee Qr his.
employes. Rule 29 prohibits the breaking of the:
seal of any. meter by anyone without giving the
licensee previous. notice in writing. Therefore thepenal provision in rule 106 operates against theconsumer not only for acts committed by himself
or his servants or dependents but also by anyonequite independent of him, as well as by the licensee
or his servants or employes. Inasmuch as rule 106holds the consumer liable for the breach of rule 29~
committed by persons quite independent of him orcommitted by the licensee or his ~ef\ants oremployes, it is not only unreasonable but is also·
obnoxious to the general principles of law.
Accordingly I agree with my learned brother that
rule 106 is unreasonable and is repugnant to the·
general principles of law and is in excess of the
powers conferred by section 37 (4) of the Indian·
Electricity Act. The application must, therefore, be:
allowed and the fine paid .refunded to the applicant..
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before. Sir Arthur Page, Kt.. Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Ba U, altd
Mr. Justice Leach.

McKENZIE & Co.,

LTD.

v.
AH WIN.*
Limitatiol1-Appeal fl01ll Original Side-Time requisite for obtailliug copies
of judgment aud decree-Vacation period-High Court Rules and Orders,
Appellate Side, CII. 1. Part III, Ch. 1 (AI, d. 5-LimitatiOIl Act (IX
of 1908), s. 12.
A judgment was delivered on the Original Side on the 25.th July 1933
in favour of the respondent. The appellant company had twenty days from
the date of the judgment, viz., up to the 14th August 1933, within which
to appeal. The appellant applied for a copy of the judgment on the 3rd
August 1933, and the copy was ready for delivery on the 10th August.
The appellant then applied for a copy of the decree on the 5th August
which was ready for delivery, on the 23rd August. The High Couct
vacation commenced on the 2nd September 1933. The memorandum of
, appeal was filed on the 6th September 1 9 3 3 . '
Held, that under the provisions of s. 12 of the Limitation Act and of the
Rules and Orders (If the High Court, Appellate Side, the appeal was in time.
l. S. SflTty v. T.S. Chdtyar, I.L.R. 6 Ran. 302; R,'y v. L.t, LL.R. 49
Cal. 999-j,'IlC't,"<·d.
Burma Buildillg al1d Loall Associatioll v. Maung Theill ;)fallllg, Ch·n
First Appeal No. 38 of 1932, H.C. Ran.-overruled.

J. C. Ray for the appellant.

P. B. Sen for the respondent.
C.].-In this case a preliminary objection
IS taken that the appeal is out of time.
It fails.
The judgment at the trial was delivered on the
25th of July 1933. The memorandum of appeal was
filed on the 6th of September 1933. By Article 151
of the First Schedule to the Limitation Act the
PAGE,

* Civil First Appeal No. 120 of 1933 from the judgment of lhis Court
on the Original Side in Civil Regular No. 75 of 1933.
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appeal from a decree or order of the OrigiIWl Side
of the High Court must be filed within 20 days of
.& CO., LTD.
the date of the judgment. Prima jacie, therefore,
AH WIN.
the appeaCis out of time. Now, the 20 day~ within
PAGE, C.T.
which the memorandum of appeal normally ought to
have beenlfiled!expired on the 14th of August 1933.
An application for a copy. of the judgment, however,
was made on the 3rd of August 1933, and the copy
of the judgment was ready for delivery on the 10th
of August. An application .for a copy of the decree
was made on the 5th of August, and the copy of the
decree was ready for delivery on the 23rd of
August. It follows, therefore, that jf the time.
requisite for o~taining a copy of the judgment and
a copy of the decree is excluded, the· appellants
would have 19 days in addition to the 20 days, which
expired on the 14th of August 1933 within which
to file their. appeal. As the additional 19 days
would expire on the 3rd of September and the
Long Vacation of the High Court commen ced on
the 2nd of September the appeal would be in
time.
. But it is contended on behalf of the respondent
that the time requisite for obtaining a copy of the
decree ought not to be taken into account, and in
support of his contention the learned advocat~ for
the respondent referred to The Burma Building
and Loan Association, Lhnited v, MaUl1g Thein M azmg
(1), in which case a Bench of this Court held that
an appeal ftom the Original Side is an appeal against
the judgment, and not against th~ decree or order
consequent upon ,the judgment that has been. passed
on the Original Side of the High Court. Theattention
of the learned Jl1dges who composed that Bench,
however, <;t.pparently was not called either· to the
(1) Civil First App. No. 3lrof 1932, H~C. Ran.
McKENZIE
'/).
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~(fles a~d •Orders of the High Court or to· the
lecisions of' the Privy Council in connection with
his matter; and in our opinion the view taken by
he Benth in Maung' Thein Maung's case cannot be
,ustained.
By section 12 of the Limitation Act it is provided
mder sub-section (2) that
'in computing the priod of limitation prescribed for an
Lppeal, an application for leave to appeal and an application
'01' a review of judgment, the day on which the judgment
~omplained of was pronounced, and
the time requisite for
)btaining a copy of the decree, sentence or order appealed
:rom or sought to be reviewed, shall qe excluded ;
(3) \V.here a decree i~ appealed from or sought to be
:eviewed, the time requisite for obtaining a copy of the jl1dgnent on which it is founded shall also be excluded."

The meaning and effect of section 12 has' been
considered' by the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council in Pramatha Nath Roy v. Lee (1) and in
T~ N. Surty v. T.S. Chettyar, (2). It is plain from
these two judgments that section 12 of the Limitation
Act applies to appeals from judgments of the Original
Side of this Court under clause 13 of the Letters
Patent; and in J. N. Surly v. T.S. Chettyar (2) Lord
Phillimore, in delivering the judgment of the Board,
,observed:
"Their Lordships have now to, return to the grammatical
.construction of the Act, and they find plain words directing
that the time requisite fer obtaining the two documents is to
be excluded from computation. Section 12 makes no reference to
the Code of Civil Procedure or to any other Act. It does not
-say why the time is to be exchlded, but simply enacts it as a
'positive direction.
. If, indeed, it could be shown that in some particular class
.of cases there could be no object in obtaining the two
(1) (1922) I.L.R. 49 Cal. 999.

(2) (1928) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 302.
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documents, an argument might be offered that no t!me ccmld
be requisite for obtaining Fomething not requisite. But this is
not so; the decree may be complicated, and it may be open
to draw it up in two different ways, and the practitioner may
well want to see its form before attacking it by his memo~
randum of appeal. As to the judgment, no doubt, when the
case does not come from up country,' the practitioner will
have heard it delivered, but he may not carryall the points
of a long judgment in his memory, and as Sir John Edge says.
the Legislature may not wish hinl to hurry to make a decision
till he has well considered it. There is force no doubt in the
observation made in the High Court that the elimination of
the requirement to obtain copies of the documents was part
of an effort to combat the dilatoriness of some Indian practitioners: and their Lordships would be unwilling to discourage
any such effort. All, however, that can be dOJ;le as the law
stands is for the High Courts to be strict in applying the
provision of exclusion."

Now, in Chapter I, Part III, of the Rules anc~
Orders of the High Court, Appellate Side, it i~
provided that
"the . rules relating to' appeals from original decree!
co ntained in Order XLI of Schedule I to the Code of Civi
Prccednre, so far as they are not inconsistent with or contrar~
to these rules, shall apply to appeals under clause 13 of th,
Letters Patent from decrees and orders made by a singl.
Judge of the High Court or by a Divisional Court in th
exercise of its Original Jurisdiction."

and in Chapter I (A), clause (5), it is provided tha
" Memoranda of appeal and applications shall be accompanie
by as many copies thereof as there are respondents and b
certified copies of the following documents :
(1) The decree or order against which an appeal or a
application is made,
(2) The judgment on which such decree or order
founded, unless the Court dispenses therewith, an

VOL. XII]
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(3) In appeals and applications from appellate decrees or
orders the judgment of the Court of First instance,
unless the Court dispenses there\vith."

At the time when Surly's case was decided a proviso
was annexed to clause (5) which ran as follows :
II Provided that a memorandum of appeal against a decree
or order of the High Court in the exercise of its original
civil jurisdiction may be presented without a certified copy of
the decree or formal order accompanying it."

But by High Court Notification No. 26, dated· the
15th February 1930, which came into force after
the decision in Surly's case, the proviso to clause
5 was deleted. It is manifest, therefore, that section
12 (2) applies to appeals from decrees or orders
passed on the Original Side of the High Court.
Having regard to the facts of the present case
we are of opinion· that there was no undue delay
on behalf of the appellants in applying for a copy
either· of the judgment or of the decree. .
. For these reasons the preliminary objection fails,
and we hold that· the appeal is within time.
[His Lordship then dealt with the facts of the case.
The appeal was dismissed, Ba U and Leach, JJ.
.concurring.]
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CRIMI NAL REVISION.
Before Mr. Justice Mosely.
1934

May 31.

KYAW HTIN v. AH

YOO.~

Public ser'lJant-Sllb-Inspect01' of E;tcise-Appoint11lent by Local Govern11limtDelegation oj pvwer of appointment to CommissionC'Y-Aecusatiolt oj offenc~'
cOn/mitted by Sub· Inspector in his public capacity-Previous sanction-'
Cl'illlillal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), s.197 (1).
A Sub-Inspector of Excise in Burma is appointed by the Local Govern~
ment under the rules framed by the Secretary of state for India in Council.
Rule 13 empowers the Local Government to remove or dismiss such officer.
The power to appoint and remove such officer has been delegated by the Local>
Government to Commissioners of Divisions. If it is sought to prosecute an
Excise officer appointed by the Commissioner for an offence alleged to be
committed by him whilst acting in the discharge of his public duty he is
entitled to the protection of s. 197 (1), Criminal Procedure Code, as a publi(1
servant, Vtz., that the sanction of the Local Government for such pr'osecrition
must be obtained.
King-Empe1'or v. U Maung Gale, I.L.R. 4 Ran. 128; In 1'0 ShCik Abdul'
Khader Saheb, 17 Cr. L.]. 168-·rejerred to.

BOlllanji for the applicant.

1IoSELY, J.-A complaint \vas made by a liquorshop licensee against the present applicant in revision,
a Sub-Inspector of Excise, and his peon of illegal
arrest and confinement, an offence under section 342,
Indian Penal Code. The magistrate quoted some
rulings referring to the necessity of the previous
sanction of the Deputy Commissioner for the prosecution of Village Headmen accused of illegal confinement, and pointed out that Sub-Inspectors of ExciSE
were appointed by Commissioners of Divisions. HE
held that previo1ls sanction was necessary to prosecute
the accused and that he had no jurisdiction tc
.. Criminal Revi;ion No; 189B of 1934 from the order of the Additiona
Sessions Judge, Arakal1. in Criminal Hevision No. 475 of 1933.
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:ntertain the complaiD:t, and ordered that it be
'ejected. The. order should have been one of
lismissalo of the complaint under section 203,
~riminal Procedure Code.
In appeal the learned Sessions Judge remarked
hat it was clear from .the terms of section 197 of
he Criminal Procedure Code that no sanction of the
Local Government or of any delegated authority was
1ecessary for the prosecution of the respondents.
He also remarked that it was arguable that in
:;oininitting the alleged offence the Excise officers
Nere not acting in the discharge of their duties.
As to this it may be briefly pointed out that
,ection 197, Criminal Procedure Code, ,,"as redrafted
_n the amended Act of 1923. The section now reads:
II
•
•
when any public servant who is not removable
[rom his office .save by or with the sanction of a' Local
Government or some higher authority,·is accused of any offence
alleged to have been committed by him while acting or
purporting to act in the discharge of his official duty, no Court
shall take cognizance of such offence except with the previous
sanction of the Local Government.' ,

The words before the amendment were "is accused
as such public servant of any offence ", and it was
repeatedly held prior to the amendment that the
section related only to those acts and omissions
which are declared in the Penal Code or other law
to be offences when they are committed by a public
servant in his capacity as such ; that is to say,
offences which are peculiar to his position as a
public servant or cases in which his _being a public
servant is a necessary element in the offence.
Several of such cases are quoted in Sankaralinga
Tevan v. Avudai Am-mal (1), an unauthorized report
which well sums up the law as it stood then on the
i1) 17 Cr.L J. 394.
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subject. It is clear, however, as was laid down in a
YAW HTIN ruling of this Court, King-Emper01;' v. U Maung Gale
AH \"00.
(1) that sanction is now necessary in such· cases if
MO;;;, J. the public servant in question is not removable from
office save by or with the sanction of a Local
Government.
Sub-Inspectors of Excise are appointed. by the
Local Government under the rules framed by the
Secretary of State for India under the Government
of India Act published in the Gazette of India, Part
I, of the 21st of June 1924 at page 552. Rule 13
empowers the· Local Government to remove or
dismiss any officer holding a post in a Provincial or
Subordinate Service. In the Schedule on Burma (7)
the Burma Excise Service is mentioned as one of
the services to \.V hich ,these rules apply. Rule 15
allows the Local Government to delegate its powers
to any subordinate authority. The power to appoin1
Sub-Inspectors of Excise was delegated by the Loca:
Government empowered in this behalf by rule 1:
of the Rules of the Secretary of State to Commis
sioners of Divisions by Excise Department NotificatioI
No. 17 of the 11th of May 1931 (N otificatiOI
C), correction pamphlet No.4 to page 29 of thl
Excise Manual. The power to appoint includes th
power to remove, vide section 16 of the Generc
Clauses Act (X of 1897).
It is argued in this application for revision b
the Excise officer concerned that though thes
powers were delegated yet the officer remains
public servant not removable from office save by (
with the sanction of the Loeal Government an
therefore within the ambit of section 197, Crimin:
Procedure Code.
(1) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 128.
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The same point was dealt with in a judgment of
Mr. Justice Coutts Trotter in the case of In re Sheik
Abdu. Khader Saheb (1), the Chairman of a Union
Panchayat under a Local Board..He said there:
II By a notification the power of
removal of a chairman of
a panchayat has been delegated by the Madras Government to
the President of the District Board in the district in which
the panchayat in situated. Now it is argued in the first place
that, by that act of delegation on the part of the Government,
the accused became #so facto removed from the category of
persons who are' not removable from office without the
sanction of the Government of India or the Local Government;
because it is argued that by the act of delegation he becomes
removable by a third authority, .namely, the President of the
District Board. To my mind that argument is unsound j and,
in my opinion, the delegation by the Local Government of its
power to a special officer only means that the Local Government performs that act itself through the meclium ofa particular
officer as the channel through which it is clone; and it is an
ordinary case of qzt£ fadt per alium fadt per se. It is no doubt
done in accordance with that delegation, but nevertheless it
remains the act of the Local Government. I am. therefore, of
opinion that the accused has established that he is \dthin
the meaning of this section a public sen'ant not removable
from his office without the sanction of the Local Goyernment."

I agree with the decision in Abdul Khader
Saheb's case (1). I would hold therefore that the
officer in question was protected by the provisions
of section 197 (1), Criminal Procedure Code, and
that the sanction of the Local Government was
necessary for his prosecution for an offence of this
kind.
Thi~ application in revision will therefore be
granted and the order of the Sessions Judge for
holding a further enquiry into the alleged offence
set aside. The complaint will stand dismissed.
(1) 17 Cr.L.J. 168 at p. 169.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Leach.
1934

GASPER & CO. v. LEONG CHYE.& CO.

*

IuneZi.
Pa~sing-off-TradC-lllark~Mark

commOTt to thc trade-.4cq1ticscl:1lcc-Plai1~tiff
not the ownel' of trade· mark-Right oj suit-Esscntials of passills:~off
case-.llljrillgement oj registered mark-Distinction-The '!"thrcc m,irk
rule."
The plaintiffs had imported into.Burma for over 12 years cheap whisky
which they sold in Rangoon in bottles bearing a label with the picture of
a steamer and the words" steamer brand " thereon. This whisky was largely
consumed by coolies who called it "jhazz marka" in Hindustani and "vada
marka" in Telugu. The plaintiffs were not the manufacturers of the whisky"
nor the owners of the label which belonged to the suppliers in Calcntta'.
The suppliers had transferred this part of their business to another firm
which now supplied the plaintiffs with the whisky, and the· plaintiffs sold it
under the same label. The owners of the label purpQrted to give it to the
plaintiffs, but did not execute any assignment in writing of their rights there··
in. The defendants began selling whisky in Rangoon under a label
bearing tbe picture of a steamer with the words" steamship brand" thereon, and under another label bearing a similar picture and the words "motor
liner brand" thereon. The plaintiffs sought an injunction.
The defendants contended that the steamer mark was common to the'
trade; that the plaintiffs had lost their rights by allowing another finn to'
use tbe pictllre of a battleship on their label; and that in any event the'
plaintiffs cOl'ld not maintain the suit as they were not the owners of the:
label.
Held, that (1) there wa!: no evidence that the steamer mark was,
common to the trade j (2) the mere fact that one firm was allowed to use,
a similar mark did not prevent the owner from asserting his rights against
another infringer; (3) the case being one for passing-off and not an action
for infringement as known in England it was immaterial that the plaintiffs
had no property in the label; (4) the plaintiffs as importers had established
a right to the exclusive use of the label in Burma. .
.The "three mark rule" discussed.
Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd. v. Bom/.an.; (19.24)' A.C. 755; Montgomery v.
Tholi/.pson, (1891) 8 Rep. of Pat. Cases, 361; Potl,lell v. Birmingham VinegarBretc/cry Co., Ltd., (1897) 14 Rep. of Pat. Cases, 720; Ullmam~ & Co. v..
Ltuba, (1908) A.C. 443-jollowed.
Ebrahim Currim v. Essa Abba Sait, l.L.R. 24 Mad. 163; West End:
H'atch Co. v. The Burma. WafchCo., I.L.R 35 Bom. 425-1'ejencd to.
Hirsch v. ]ol1as, (1876) 3 Ch. Div. 584-distinguished.
.. Civil Regular Suit No. 70 of 1934.

.
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Gregory for the plaintiffs. In view of an arrangement with the suppliers, the plaintiffs had the sale
right .to· use the· label, . and to prevent anyone else
from infringing· their right. An importer can acquire
a tight to a mark even though it is that of· the
manufacturer. Ebrahi1'/l Currim v. Essa Abba
Sail (1) ; The riVest End Watch Company v. The
. Burma rVatch Company (2).
.

•

.Clark for the defendants. The device of a ship
is a mark kno\\'n to the trade. . Alternatively, the
. plaintiffs cannot be regarded as having established
their right to an exclusive user of that device as
they have admittedly acquiesced in the user of a
similar mark by a third party. To succeed in a
passing-off action the plaintiff must establish that
the mark which he claims is associated in the minds
of the public ora pa:r:ti~ular class of the public
.with his goods: it is insufficient to establish· that
the. trade associated the plaintiff with the goods.
It is the plaintiffs' case that the mark did not
become their property until comparatively recently,
and only recently was there any mention made
of the plaintiffs in the label of the goods. Prior
to that the mark was the property of the shippers.
The plaintiffs are· not entitled to maintain the suit.
Hirsch v. Jonas (3); In tlte 1natter of the EU1'opean
Blair Cmnera Companfs Trade Mark (4) ; J. Def1'ies
& Sons, Ltd. and The H elios Manufacturing Company
v. Electric and 01'dnance Association Compa11J'r
Ltd. (5) i and Goodfellow v. Prince (6).
LEACH, J.-The plaintiffs have for more than
twelve years been importing into Rangoon and

---
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tl) I.L.R. 24 Mad. 163.
(2) I.L.R. 35 Bom, 425.
(3) (1876) 3 eh.D. 584.

(4) (1896) RP.C. 600.
(5) (1906) 23 RP.C. 3-n.
(6) \18(7) 35 Cll.D. 9.
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selling in the local market a brand of cheap whisky.·
The whisky which is now manufactured and bottled
~~.
in India is kno~.\'n as the "Steamer" brand, the
LEO:GC~.HYE label on the bottle having as its main feature the
J picture of a steamer and bearing the words "Steamer
L EACH, .
Brand." The whisky is largely consumed by
Corringhi coolies, who know it as the" Jhazz marka
or the "Vada marka", the Hindustani· and Telugu
words respectively for "Steamer brand'."
The
defendants have a distillery at Moulmein, and since
the year 1918 have been manufacturing a similar
whisky which they have sold as the "Phcenix"
brand. The label used in connection with the sale
of this whisky has printed on it the words "Phrenix
Whisky" underneath the representation of a phrenix.
In the latter part of 1931 the defendants commenced
selling their whisky under two new labels. Each
of these labels bears the picture of a steamer. On
one label the whisky is described as the "Steam
Ship Brand" and on the other label as the " Motor
Liner Brand." The plaintiffs charge the defendants
with having adopted these new labels in the hope
and expectation of stealing part of their trade. They
accordingly seek an injunction restraining the
defendants, their servants and agents from selling
whisky tinder these new labels, or under any label
which is a colourable imitation of the label used
by them.
The plaintiffs are not the manufacturers of the
whisky they sell. Until last year the whisky sold
by them was bottled by the firm of James ~nderson
and Company of Calcutta and while the plaintiffs
were obtaining whisky from this firm the words
"Bottled by James Anderson & Co., Calcutta"
appeared on the label. Last year James Anderson
and Company ceased bottling whisky and transferrf'd
1934

GASPER &
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1934
.this part of their business to Hajee Ismail Sait and
Sons, Limited, also of Calcutta. The label, however, GASPER &
remained . the same, except that for the words
~~.
" BotNed by James Anderson and Company, Calcutta ", LEC:GC~.HYJ!).
there were substituted the words Bottled by Rajee LEACH, J.
Ismail Sait and Sons, Limited, for Gasper and
Company, Rangoon." V\.'hen the plaintiffs were
dealing with James Anderson and Company their
own name did not appear on the label and it is
admitted by the plaintiffs that while James Anderson
and Company \vere supplying the whisky the label
belonged to the suppliers and not to the plaintiffs.
When James Anderson arid Company ceased doing
this business they purported to give to the plaintiffs
the right to use the steamer mark on the whisky
sold by them, but there was no assignment in
\Hiting and the plaintiffs did not acquire the business
of James Anderson and Company. The plaintiffs,
therefore, did not acquire a right in law to the
exclusive use of the steamer mark by reason of
the fact that James Anderson and Company purported
to give the label to them. It does not, however,.
necessarily follow, that the plaintiffs are not entitled
to maintain the suit.
In their \\Titten statement the defendants denied
that the labels complained of \\'ere fraudulent or
colourable imitations of the label claimed by the
plaintiffs. It was, however, obvious that this plea
could not be maintained in the face of the labels
themselves and at the outset it was conceded that
if the plaintiffs were entitled to the exclusive use
of the steamer mark as far as the local market was
concerned they would be entitled to the relief sought.
The defendants also put forward the plea that the
steamer mark was common to the trade. Evidence
was led on this issue and it was established that
(l
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one firm had since 1928 used in connection· with..
GA;;; & the sale of similar whisky in Rangoon the picture of
;~.
of a battleship. There was also some evidence that
:LEONG CHYE a second
firm had used the picture of a ~ailing
& co.
ship as its mark and that a third firm had used the
LEACH, J . .
.
b
.
f
picture 0 f a crUlser,
ut neither
0
these marks had
been used for more than a year and their use had
never been brought to the notice of the plaintiffs. The
learned advocate for the defendants very properly
did not contend that the evidence with regard to
the use of the sailing ship and cruiser marks
went to show that the mark claimed by the
plaintiffs \vas common to the trade. On this point
he contented himself with the argument that even
if the plaintiffs had acquired a right to the exclusive
use of the steamer mark they had lost it by reason·
of their acquiescence in another firm using the
picture of a battleship on its label. The main
contention put forward on behalf of the defendants
was that the plaintiffs had no right at all to the
steamer mark as on their own admission it belonged
to James Anderson and Company.
There is no substance in the argument that the.
plaintiffs are by reason of their acquiescence in the
use of the battleship label debarred from challenging
the action of the defendants in· adopting the steamship and motor liner labels. The battleship label
is used by Davidson's Limited, Calcutta, whose
agents in Rangooil are Charles Joseph and Company.
When whisky bearing that label was placed on the
Rangoon market in 1928 the plaintiffs did object to
the hbel being used, but the objection was not
persisted in as those in control of James Anderson
and Company and Davidson's Limited were members
of the same community.· . It· is, therefore, quite.·
dear that James Anderson and Company did acquiesce
1934

V()L.
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ip Davidson's Limited using the picture of a battleship on t!)eir label, but this in itself would not
operate to destroy any rights acquired by the
plaintIf.fs in respect of the label used by them.
Because A allows B to' infringe his rights it does
not follow that C is at liberty to do so. Of course,
where the owner of a trade-mark stands by and
allows a number of different people to copy his
mark he loses his rights in it by reason of the
fact that the mark has become common to the
trade, but no case has been quoted to me and I
know of none, where it has been held that the
owner of a trade-mark has thrown his mark open
to the trade generally by acquiescing in one other
person or firm using it. The Courts have frequently
applied what is known as "the three mark rule"
. in deciding whether a mark is common to the trade
·or not. This rule received statutory recognition in
the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Act, 1883.
Section.·74 of that Act provided that any device
which before the 13th of August, 1875, was publicly
used by more than three persons on the same or
similar descriptions of goods should for the purposes
of the section be deemed common to the trade in
such goods. In later Acts the definition was omitted,
but it is a reasonable test and one which the
Courts are entitled to apply. Applying it here, it
disposes of the defendants' contention that they are
·entitled to use the labels complained of by reason
·of the fact that the "Battleship" brand has been
.on the market· for several years to the knowledge
.of .the plaintiffs.
In deciding whether the plaintiffs are entitled to
maintain the suit notwithstanding their admission as to
the ownership of the steamer mark it is necessary to
bear in mind that this is a" passing off" action and

539
1934
GASPER &
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not the
as an,
-action
_
.specialized form of action known
"
for infringement which followed the introduction of

1934

GASPl'R &

~~.

the English Acts relating to the registration of trade
The reason for emphasizing here the <listinction between the two forms of action is that the learned
.
, advocate for the defendants has relied mainly on authorities dealing with the action for infringement. Before
the Tradp. Marks Registration Act, 1875, was passed,
trade mark actions, as they often are in this country,
\vere long and costly proceedings, but in passing this
Act Parliament made a serious attempt to do away with
the difficulty and cost of proving title by evidence of use
and reputatio'n.ln England the registration of a trade
mark constitutes proof of title, and an action for
infringement is only associated with an infringement of
a registered trade mark, which is now recognized as a
form of property. A condition precedent to anaetion
for infringement is registration. In this country we haveno .such system of registration and the remedy of the
aggrieved trader lies in a "passing off" action. In a
" passing off" action it is not a question of title as
known to the English Acts dealing with registration
of trademarks. The plaintiff must show that the
defendant has done something which is calculated todeceive. In other words the basis of a (( passing off "
action isa false representation.
In Powell v. The Biru1.ingha1'll Vinegar BreweryCompany, Lilnifed (1)-(" The Yorkshire Relish"
case)-Lord Halsbury stated the law with regard to
" passing off " actions in these words :

LEO~GC~~YE marks.
J
L EACH, .

"The proposition of law is one which, I think, Ihas been
accepted by the highest jndicial authority, and acted u"pon for a
great number of years. It is that of Lord Justice Turner, who
says, in terms : ' No man can h~ve any right to represent' his
(1) (1897) 14 RP.C~ 720 at Pl'. 727, 728.
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~ods.~s the goods of another person. In an application of this
1934
kind, it must be made out t~atthe.Defendant is sellirtR his Qwn G~SPER &
goods as the goods of another.' That is the only question of law· . Co.
which, as it appears to me, can arise ill these cases. All the rest LEON:-CHn
.
.
are questiollsof fact.' The most obvious way in \'lhich a man would
& Co.
be infringing the rule laid down by Lord Justice Turnerisif he were L~CH, J.
to say in terms, ' These are the goods mamlfactured by '·a rival
tradesman ; and it seems to be assumed that, unless he says something equivalent to that, no action will lie. It appears to me that
that is an entire delusion. By the· course of trade, by the
existence and technology of trade, and by the mode in whichthings
are sold, a man may utter that .same proposition, but in different
words and without using the name. of the rival tradesm<ln at all.
A familiar example, of course, is when, without lIsingany name,
by theidentity of the form of the bottle or the Jorm.of the label,
or the: nature of the thinglsold in the package, he is me Idtig the
statement not in express words, but in one of those diffel ent forms.
in which the statement can be made by something that he kliowS
will be
understood by the public. In each case if comes to
be a question whether or not there is the statement mac1e ; and if
the statement·is made, there can be no doubt of the leg:;! conclusion that he must be restrained from representing that the goods
th~t he makes are the goods of the rival tradesman. Then you
get back to the proposition which I have read from Lord Justice
Turner." .

.

so

'In' Montgomery v. ThoJ1'zpson (1), Lord Herschell
observed ':
""tlie Respondents are entitledto' ask that a rivalinanufactuI~er
sliall be prevented froin selling his ale under such a: designatic~
as to deceive the public into the belief that they are obtaining the
ale of the.Respondents, and he ought not the less to be restrained
from doin}:!. so, because the practical effect of such restraint may
bemu91rthe. san~e as if the pe~s(>n.s· seeking the injunction had a
right of property in a particular.name."

The .plaintiff in a passing-off action. has, therefore,
to show that the ~d of the defendant .complained of is
calculated to lead to :the<passing.:.off
oithe defendant's
. ,
(1)(1891)8R;P.C.-361 a.l p.365.
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goods for those of the plaintiff, and :it doe,s not "depead
·GASPER & 'on whether the latter hasacquinid any right bf':pr:operty
·CO.
in the device under whiCh he sells his gOods:;!~" :.:=:. "'.
v.
~;LEONG CHVE
Now, the plaintiffs are. n.di the '·ril'dnl1faCtu·fef.s 'ofihe
&1(;0.
..........Whisky, which they st?n,arid·theil·.·~dmissi~n,~~6.~~:il;at
LEACH, J.
in selling the whisky imported 'by then:l.All~Y'J~~ve
used. a label' introduced by the original; suppliers. '
The question is whether· the' plaintiffs'as· importers'
can:i» the circumstances of the case maintain anadjon '
for "pa~sing-off'" I <::~nsider .tl!a:t th~Y.ca.h:·:
is
admitted that the ,plainti~' haveoliilf up <l:su.ostantii:\l
.bu.sine55 by the sale'ofthe, wbisky i111 porteq. by
them. Mr. C. S. Joseph of the firm of Charles' Jos.eph
and Company, on·· whose 'evidence .the defendants'
rely, stated tllat " this whisky "is lmo\~rrl.. il~ 'the
trade as ,'Steamer ' whisky imported byGCisper and
Company", arid that the term "Steamer" 1;>rand, is
associated with Gasper and Company. :Mr. C;. Apcar, a
director of the Rangoon Stores, said :-" If a man asked
for' Jhazz ' whisky I ,vould understand that he' wanted
Calcutta whisky imported by Gasper and Company."
Mr. J. J. Johannes, who until the beginning of 1933 \Vas
the manager of the Central Stores, ' Ltd.,' which also
dealt in the whisky imported into Rangoon by. the
plaintiffs, said" If a customer came in and. asked fer
" )hazi 'marka 'we would give him th,e..·.plaintiffs'
whisky." 'MaunK Ba Kyi,' the salesman of th~ Union
Stores; Rangoon, who was called as a wit~essbythe
defendants said :-'.' Exhibit 'D ' . (abottle'of the
whisky Imported by the plaintiffs) is known 'as'Gaspet's
whisky. When I give orders for\vhiskyof the' br~nd
.Exhibit 'D': I \\Trite for ' Steamer' \\Thi.sky." <It
cannot in myopiniQn he effectively denied, in face of
the..evidence ofthese witnes~es, Jhat in Rangoopat any
-rat-e·-"-Steamer!!·, brand.. whJsk.y.,-is.assQciated ' ,with-, the
plaintiffs and not,· with, their"suppliers.
·1934
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there is ~tI,1ple authQrity for the proposition' that an
in sliGh: circumstances is entitled toinstitute
.' a<;:tion ,for I' passing off..':, . Lord Phillimbre in The
!perlal "Toba(:co Company of India, Limited v.
"
(.
.
'tl1'lanandothers 1), saId:

porter

,

l'It is possible for an importer to get a valuable reptttation

,: hims~lf and hi~ ,wares by his care' in selection or his
:C,clutions. as to transit and storage, or, because his local
lraeter is such that the a,rticle acquires a value by his
timony' to its genuineness; apd if, therefore, goods, though
th~ same make, are passed off by competitors as being
ported by him, he\vill have a right of action."

H~ Privy Council in. the case of ]. Ullmann and
lmpany v. Leuba (2) dealt with the very, point
>w at issue. In that case the plaintiffs who manuctured watches in Switzerland, had, acquired the'
l$iness; and trade marks of ariother S\viss firm of
3itc;h·rrianufacturers;. The assignors .had been .in
e::nabit of sending watches :manufactured by them
•. a.':custQmerat H~ngk()rig who ,sold '. them' under
e manufaetuters' trade. marks. The 'plaintiffsci:;}mencedan action, in Hongkong. for infringement of
.e trademarks and for" passing off ~~,the . defendant
~ing another ,dealer in watches in Hongkong. .It
as: htld that the trad.e in Ho.ngkpng,:belollged· to
le' ,original importer and that· the .plaintiff.s ..had
jt sufficient interest iIi it to .found a- cause of action.
ee'also Ebrahim Currim v. Essa. Abba Sail (3)
ld· The West End TtVcttch Company v.. The Burm-a
fatchCompany (4).
. In suppqrt of his argument that the plaintiffs
;)uld not maintain the suit, because 'the steamer
lark did not belong to them, the learned advocate
"(2) (1908) A;C.443 ~25 R;P.C;-673;
(3) (19001 -I.L.R. 24 Mad, 163,
(4): (l9.iO) I.L.R. 35 B()m.~42S.:' ',,"., .

.. :(1) (1924) A';C: 755: a! p.

.41 R,1l;.C. 4M.
.

.. ';:"

760·;
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for th~ defenqants quoted Hirsch v. JOl1as~l) ; Ii
the matter of the European Blair Camera CompaitY'
GASPER &.
CO,
Trade Mark (2) iI. Vefries & Sons, Ltd, and Th
V,
LEONG CHYJo: Helios
Manufacturing Company v.'' Eleetricam
& CO.
Ordnance Accessories Coinpany, Ltd. (3); and Good
LEACH, J,
fello,'lU v. Prince (4). He laid great. stress' onth
deCisjon in Hirsch v. Jonas (1). This, however, wa
not a "passing-off" action, but an action for i,nfdng{
,ment of a trademark "which had been,ft1gis,tere
at' Stationers' Hall. . The plaintiff, \\'ho' ~ra~ ~ 'cig::
merchant,entenid into an arrangement with 'of
Genir, a manufacturer of cigars at' Havannah, 1
'supply him with cigars of a particular descriptic
and to affix to each box consigned to him'the lab
registered at Stationers' Hall. In accordance\vi'
this arrangement the manufacturer affixed this>la'b
to all boxes 'consigned to .the plaintiff ~ind' 'h:
printed on the boxes his name as themanu!acftitt
The manufacturer' subseqU:ently supplied dgar~:.:'
the. same description with ,the same label> tot:
defendants;, Thereupon the< plaintiff 'brought
action to restrain' the 'alleged' infringement of I
trade.,.mark. " The COllrt 'held that, as there was
evidence ,of anycontraet that the manufactui
should supply the plaintiff with that particular ki
of cigar, it could not, on an interlocutory 'applicati<
restrain the defendants' from using the lab~l.,',.T
'plaintiffs-in the case before uie have in 4'e~li{)(i
far as the Rangoon, marketis',cOllceined,~i amonfjp,
of the sale of "Steamer" brand whis}{y,'and ;ie-V
apart from the fact that. the: c'ase 9f Hirsck
Jonas ,(1) Was :au-, action ,for infringement" and' .1
an ,action. Jor ; "p'ass;ingoff tI, which' the case il
befQ-f~::m~'Is;:'lp-e~¢-l"s:iiO'analQg)( hel\veep-'~tl?-e Ii".
(1f'!18"6) 3'Ch':D. 584:
(3) (1906) Z3 R,P.C~ 34l.
1934

(2) (1896) 13 R.P~C.

60<>;:

";(~l (1887) 3S Ch,n. 9,
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'The European Blair Camera COfnpany's case (1),
1934
ls,an application' to expun'ge, a trade-mark from GASPE~ &
e rygister. The 'question Was whether the' 'inanucv~'
cturerabroad" or 'the importer was entitled to, LJ<;O~GC~~YE
gisttation. It was: held, that there had been suffi- LEACH,J.
ent use of the mark in England by the manufacturer '
, prevent the importer from settingttp a claim to'
{elusive use.
'
i ;i The case. of Defries;;' Sons, Ltd., and The Helias

{rtnufacturing Company v. Electric' and Ordnance
lccessories Co rnpany, Litnited (2), was a passing-off
cHon, 'but far from supporting' the defendants'
ontention I consider that it supports the argument
dvanced on behalf of the' plaintiffs. The plaintiffs
nthaf case were American man:ufacturers of electrical
amps and other accessories. In 1896 an English
;yndicate calleu the II Stewart Electrical Syngicate,
:itd. "began to place on the English market lamps
nade 'by the American manufacturers to their order
t;Iid soldthem underthe name' II Stewart Arc Lamps."
[h 1903fhe goodwm'ofthe business of the Syndicate,
together' with :its rights to the' use of the word
I~ stewart'" in coi111ection with the sale of the goods,
\vaspurchased by the defendants, who continued to
sell the lamps under the same name. The plaintiffs
brought anactionto'restrain the defendants from
selling their goods' under the name II Stewart." 'The
.defendants resisted the claim and asked for an
injunction nis!taining the plaintiffs £torn 'using' the
word',: Stewart " 'It was held' that the word
Ste~art"as'~ssoc~ah~d. with the goods qf the nature
.of;;Hiose':';l~ suit' was.' the sale ·pl"0perty of the Syndi.cate',ahd its,s.uccessors" the deferidants;The':pl~intiffs'
;action' wa{: thereupon dismissed arid the ' defendants
'. .': >.~ / ; . _~ .; .:.} :"':
.:.~
.'<':' ." .- :.'. '" .' -. .~ ." ..~
,(l

C

I

:

." ' : :

(1)" (1896) 13 R:P:C: 600.'~ ,'.

•

'F)

(1906) 23 RP.C. 341.
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wyre_graI].ted an injunotion restraining the. pIai-niiffs,
G.ASP~R & fr<~m using the name "St<;lwart!'
~?
.1 also fail to see how thG' case of Goodfellow '.'1/..,
LEON~ CHYE Princ.e (1) helps the defendants. In 188'sa' firm'
&
h
' d to se11
- Co.
a f., campagne
sh"1ppers 10 F rance commence
LJ>ACH, J,
to theplai l1 tiff, who, was a wine merchant in the'
Gity ()f London, champagne under the label" Le Co.urf
et Cie &ims."
The label had been registered' in
France as the label of the shippers. In, ~886 the'
defendant commenced to sell champagne', whichhadi
been obtained from France by another firm of shipper$,
as "Le Court et Cie's Cllampagne."
The. plaintiff
sued to restrain the defendant from using thenaine of
"Le Cotl1'tet Cie" and from selling or advertising
under such name any champagne not manufactUl'ed r
sold, or shipped by or fortl1f~ plaintiff. It \vas held
by the Court of Appeal, composed' of Cotton, Lindl.ey
and Lopes, L.JJ. that the plaintiff .was neither on·
the ground of trade-mark rior of trade name entitled
to the relief sought. There ,vas no case on the ground
of ' trade lflark, as the label, which was capable of
registration in England, had not,in fact, been
registered. \\lith regard to trade name the evidence
did not establish that the name and brand of " Le'
Court et Cie" had become so; associated with the
wine' of the plaintiff as to, e?-able him to assert his,
common law right of restraining another person from
passing-off his goods as those of the plaIntiff.
.
. The il Steamer
brand, has become. associated!
with the plaintIffs so" far as .the Ib2:~i 'market
concerned and with no one else, anci'ip·.my opinion';
the action of the' d,eft::ndants in selling whisky under
the 't:"~o l-.bels 'co~piained or" gives the plaintiff$, "~'.
right of action against the(tll. The defendants' label's,
arecalcuiated t'o_ ~cieceive and, I considet., that they
1934

II

.," , (1) '(1887) 35 Ch.D.9. '
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were deliberately adopted by the defendants for the . 1934
purpose of stealing part 9f the plaintiffs' trade.. The.. GASPER &
explanation fOf their ad.Qption given by Leong" Ah
~~'
Kbee, the s.on of the. proprietor of the defendant LEO~GC~~YE
firm-the father did .notgo into the witn'ess boxLEACH, J.
was too far fetched to call for serious consideration.
There will, therefore, be an injunCtion restraining
the defendants, their servants or agents from selling
or offering fOf' saie in Burma whisky contained in
bottles. or . other receptacles bearing the· labels
cornpiained 'of or' either of them, or any other label
\'\'hlch tends to represent or lead to the belief that
the whisky sold or offered for salt:: by the defendants r
their servants, or agents, is the "Steamer" brand
whisky imported by the plaintiffs. The defendants
will be directed to deliver up to th.e plaintiffs all
bottles bearing the offending labels and any loose labels
which· may be .in their· possession or under tht::ir'
control. The plaintiffs \~'il1'be entitled to an account.'
'. of the profits made by the defelldants on the sale
of whisky bearing the offending labels. The plaintiffs
win also qe entitled to the costs of the suit, and I also.
award special costs of Rs. 85 per day for two days..
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FULL· BENCH...
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., eMef htstice, Mr. Justice Baguley, Mr.J'Ustice
Sm, Mr. !ii-stice Ba U. a1zd Mr. Jnstice Mackney.
. .'.
1934

IN RE R.M.V.R.M. RAMASWAl\,IY CHETTYAR

v.

1t41y 12.

V.T. FIRM

AND ANOTHER.*

01iginai Side, High Conrt-Ilttegral pad oj High COMt and fl.ot slJbordi~iate
to, it~Cif)i.l Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), 55. 22, 23-Suit filed, on
'Original Sidc-4-pplicatioll for tmllster-Com·t to ajJply to:":;'Gcti:eral
ClaltSCS Act IX of 189i), s. 3 (lSI (24)-111herent po1t'ersof High .Coltit
under s. 151 -oj Code.
i\. Judge of a High COllrt ·exercising o~iginal .civil jurisdiction cannot
be regarded as a Court "subordinate" to such High Court with~n s. 23 (3)
of the Civil Procedure Code. Th.e Original Side of the High Court is an
integral' part of the High Court.
Hafiz AI1Ii1'uddin v. Garth, 3' C.W.N. 91-jollowcd.
Gowldoss ' & Co. 'v. Sadasivil'r, ' 55' lVLl-.J. 671; Hifldustan Assurance
Society, Ltd. v. J1fulraj, 27 M.L.I. 645; lofanilldra Chandra v. Ray. I.L.R
56 Cal. 940; J awahir Kftt11ari v. Bose, 1 Pat. L.J. 389; Shaikh Hyat
Mah01lied v. Shaikh Mall1/lt, 45 Cal. L.J. 7l-considl'rcd.
..
Ednlji.Dinshaw ·v. :Dha'lIpat Mal, A.I.R. (1928) Lah. 183-disSCiltl'd {rolll.
V.E.R.M.V.E•. Chetty v. V.E.R.M.N.R. Cft.<'fty, 11 L.B.R. 446-.. otIo-'rlllt·d.
Sections '22 and' 23 of the Codl::. apply to the High Courts, but no
provision is made' in s. 23 prescribing'the CJurt to which an application
for a transfer of the suit under s. 22 is 'to be presentetd when thet suit
has been filed on the Original Side of the High Court. The High Court
has power to entertain stich an application under s. 151 of the Code,
and the application should be made on the Original Side of the High
Court which has seisin of the case.

The following reference was made by
MYA Bu and MACKNEY, n.-This is an application by one
of the two defendant.s in an inter-pleader suit pendhiJ4 on
the OriJ4inal Side of this Court for transfer of the case to
the Court of the Subordinate Judge, Devakottai, in .the
Madras Presidency. The application has been laid under'
seCtion 22 of the Civil Proc;edure Code and filed' in' the
Appellate Side of this Court in virtueo£ sub-sectioii ;, of
section 23. The other parties to the suit, namely, the

Civil Reference No. 5 of 1934.
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plaintiff and - the ,other defendant, have consented to the
application. Before grantin~ ,', the prayerl however, it' is
11/ r"
incumbent upon tIS to determine the question whether the RoM.V.R.M.
" I'lcat'<-'
,RAMASWAMY
app
IOn IS cortlpet en t .
CHETTYAR
in Shaikh Hyat Mahomed v, Shaikh !I1annu and others (1),
tI,
..
Benc1l of t he 'Ca Ieu tta H'
. ti ng 0 f V.T. FIRM.
a : 'D'.IVISlOn
'lgh Court. consls
Rankin,~ C.]. and Ghose" J. he'ld that the Origi~al Side of
the High Court is not subordinate to any other part of the
same Court, and that, consequently, an application to the
Division Bench of the" Hi~hCourt to: transfer'a suit filed
in the Origi1l11 Side to a Court subordinate to another Hi~h
Court' is incompetent.
Again,in !I1allilldra Chandra Nand" v. Lal Mollan Ray (2),
Rankin, C.J. observed that I,' sections 22 and 23,' (of the Civil
Procedure Code), do not seem to take effect upon the
Original Jurisdiction, 'bec::wse section 23, in pointing out the
Courts that are to exercise the powers given by section 22,
speaks of Courts subordinate to other Courts, and the High
Court on the Original Side elees not seem to be brought
"
,effectively within Rection 23.,"
The views expressed in thes~ 't",o cases of the Calcutta
.High Court are consistent with that' arrived at by a Bench
.of the Madras High Court, (White, C.]. and Tyabji, ]),
in an earlier case, namely, "SGctiClllS, 22 and 23, Civil
Procedure Code, do not apply, when the suit sought to be
£ransferred is one instituted on, the Original Side of the
High Court',. . " [See The Hi/lilll-statt Assura11ce and Mlltual
Benefit Soci~/y, Ltd. v. Rail JIlllraj alld others '(3).]
,On the other hand, a Bench of the late Chief Court of
Lower Burma, consisting' (f Sir Sydney Robinson, Chief
JJldge, who subsequently, became Chief Justice of this Court,
and Mr, Justice Duckworth1 who also later bec:l1ue One of
:the' Judges of this Court, held that section 22 of the Civil
Procedure Code applied to ail Courts in which a suit might
be brOl~ght; and, therefore to the Original Side of a High
Court, an~ that, the Ori~inaI, Side nlust' be taken to, be
,subordinate ,to the Appellate Side of the High Court, for
1:he, 'purposes ~b.f section' :23, and, con~equellt1y., tha! the
Appellate
Side had - - jurisdiction to transfet;
a suit from the
. '. .
.. . .. '
.
."

(1) 45 C.L.]. 71.

~.

./

(2) (1929) I.L.R. 56 Caj, 940, 954.
(3) 27 M.L.]. 645
,; ,
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Side'of a High Court; ..' [V.E;R..M.y.E. .Ra11lat~£.l.tha;~
Chetty
and
others V" V:E.R.M.N.R, Ramanathan f;lzeNY :an4
II/ 1'i~
R.M.V.R.M. another (1).]
These views were ilc1opt:e(tHl' a single' Judge"
RAMASWA.MY
case-Edt/iji
Dinshaw
and anotlie1' v. Ohalwjat Mat 13.Jzagwalz·
CI;lETTYA(~
f J .,
Das, in the Lahore High Court (2).
.
1934

V.T.FlRM.

Original

In view of, .the conflict of Judicial opinion upon the point,.
as set out above, . and cf the import~nce of having the
point definitely .and authoritatively settled, we refer the
following quest~on for the decision of a -Full Bench, namely.
" Whether the Original Side of a High Court is subordinate
to the Appellate Side of the High Court within the mean-:
ing of section 23 (3) of the CivilPrQcedure. Code."
and submit the case to the Hon'ble the Chief Justice ul~der
Rule 30 of Part III of the High Court Rules and OrdE!l's;

Doctor for the applicant. The. parties in· this
case. desire to have an inter-pleader suit :filed·' 011
the Original Side of the Court transferred to . , the
Court of the Subordinate Judge at Devakottah in
the JVIadras Presidency.. The questions for determination are to which Court is the application to be .
made, and whether the Original Side of the High
Court· is subordinate to the Appellate Side within
the meaning of s. 23 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
The scheme of ss. 15 to 24 bf the Civil Proc~dt1re
Code was considered in Manindia Char£draNandy
v. La1 Mohan Ray (3), and the view taken was that the
High Court on the Original Side was not effectively
brought within s. 23. ". In <Rindt/stan Assurance,
and Mutual Benefit Society,. Ltd; v. Rail Mull'aj (4)the inherent pow'ers of the' H'igh:C.oui't under :s; "151were' exercised, because S8. 22 '::anci 23 wer.eheia,
inapplicable to suits filed on tl~e Origiil<il Side~ ,..,',
. But the word "subordinate" in ·s. 23" (3) need
not be given a narrow construction.
All thats. 23.. seeks to eniphasize is the place \-'There the appHc~fioh''(1)

lfL.R.R.

446.

(2j A.I.R. (1928) Lah. 183.

(3) I.L.R.

~6

Cal•. 94G-.

., (4) 27 Mad. L.}. 645,
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for transfer is to be made.' In practice judgments
from the Original Side at:e heard andd€tetmined
ort. appeal by .. the Appellate .Side of the same' High
Court, and in this limited sense the Original Side
is subordinate to the Appellate' Side. This was the
view which found. favour with the Judges in
{l.E.R.M. V.E. . Ramanathan' Chetty and others y.
V.E.R.M.N.R. Ramanathan Chetty and, another (1) .
. Basu for the 1st ,respondent. The term" High
Court " has not been defined in the Civil Procedure
Code, but considering' the definition of the term
contained in s. 3 (24) of the General Clauses Act,
and the definition of the term "District Court"
in s. 2 (4) of the Civil' Procedure Code it appears
that the words "High Court" are intended to
refer to the Appellate Side only. The Original Side
is ii subordinate" to the Appellate Side of the High
Court for the purposes of appeal.
, S. 22 has given a valuable right to the partIes;
and Courts should not adopt a narrow Construction
of s. 23 if such a construction would have the effect
of negativing that right.

. Doctor in reply. The definition of' the term
"High Court" in the General Clauses Act does
not contemplate the sub-division of the High Court
into its Original and Appellate Sides. All that is.
indicated by that definition is that the High Coun
is the higl)est Court in the Province.
.

,

, ,PAGE,' C.J.-The question referred is "Whether
the' Origimi:l'Side' of a High Court is subordinate'.
to the Appellate' Side of the High Court within
t,he' .meanirigof section 23 (3) of the Civil'
Procedure, Go(le/.'
(1) 11 L.B,R. 446.
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Section 22 and section 23 run as follow3:
S. 22.-Where a suit may be instituted in anyone or
Power to tra'lsfer two or more Courts: and is instituted in
suits which may be . one of such Courts, any defendant, •after
instituted in more Ihan notice to the other parties, may, at the
one Court.
.
•
...
. ...

earliest possible opportunity and in all
cases where issues are settled at or before such. settlement,
apply to have the suit transferred to another Court, and the
Court to which such .application is made, ·after· considering
tbe objections of the other parties (if any), shall determine
in which of the several Courts having jurisdiction the suit
shall proceed.
S. 23. (1) Where the several Conrts having jurisc1icti9n are
subordinate to the same Appellate Court,
To what Court ·appli- an applicaticn under section 22 shall be
cation lies.
.
made to the Appellate· Court.
(2) Where such Courts m:e Sllboi"dh1ate to different Appellate
Courts but to the same High Ccurt, the. applicatknshall l.~e
made to the said High Court.
(3) \Vhere such Coui.-ls are subordinate to different High
Courts, the application shaUbe made to·. the. High COl~rt within
the lo~al limits of whose jurisdiction. the Court in which the
suit is brought is situate.

If the decision of Robinson, C.]. and Duck\votth, J. in
V.E.R.lI1. V.E. Rmnallathan Chetty and three others v.
V.E.R.M.N.R. Ramanathan Chetty alias SOllltlsundral'1'l
Clletty and anothe1' (1) is correct the answer must
be in the affirmative. The same view of the meaning
and effect: of s. 23 (3) \vas taken by. the· Lahore
High· Court in Edulji· Di1·t~ha'l~) and a11other' v.
Dha1~pat Mal Bhagwan Vas '(2).
The question,
therefore, is whether the construction that was put·
upon, :~. 23- (3:) b.Y the C~i~( Court in .V.E.R.M. V.E.
~q,},,!anathq,1'l Che~ty ll1:zd.:tl'P'ee others. v; V.E.R.M.N;R.
Ramanathan .Chetty alias SOl1lasundraln Chdfy' and
l111of!zer, H)'can be· ~us~~in~51. '. Havi?g regard to the
constitution of the High Courts and ,tll~':scheme . <;>f·
(1) 11 L.B.R. 446.

c".'

,J2),A::I.R. (1928) Lah. 183.
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the Letters" Patent by which. they are created I
cannot persuade myself that a Judge of a High
Court exercising original civil jurisdiction can be
•
regarded as a Court II subordinate " to such High
Court. I rcsf)ectfully agree with Arneer Ali, J. that
"the Original Side of the Court is an integral part
of the High Court," [Hafiz Amiruddin Ahnzed v.
G. L.Garth aild. anothe1' (1)J and is not a Court
(( subordinate" to the High Court within s. 23 (3)
of the Code [The 'Hindustan Assurance a'nd Mutual
BenefitSociet)'; Ltd. v. Rail Mulraj andotlzers (2) ;
Srimati ]awahir Killllari Debiv. . Naresh Chandra
Bose and others (3); Shaikh Hyat Mahon'zed v.
Shaikh Mannu and others (4); . Messrs. Gociildoss
]u1Il1ladoss & Co. and another v; N. M. Sadasivier
and others (5); Manindra Chandra Nand)' v. Lal
Molum Ray (6); s;3· of the Code is: 3 (15) (24)
of the General Clauses ActJ. In my opinion the
construction that was, put upon s. 23 (3) in V.E.R.M. V.
E. Ramanathan Chetty andihree'othersv. V.E.R.M.N.R.
.Ramanathan, Chetty alias Somasundram Chettyand
another (7) was not correct, and that case ,must
be regarded as overruled. In the present case an
applicatibnhas been made on the Appellate Side
of the· High Court that an inter-pleader suit filed
on the Original Side of the Court should be
transferred to the Court of the Subordinate Judge
at Devakottah in the Madras Presidency. All the
,parties to the suit desire that the transfer should
"be· made.·
"
."N()w," it is apparent from the terms of s. 23
"that". ~o provision
to
. . . is -made" prescribing the. Court
.
.'

,

(1) 3 C.W.N. 91 at p, 96 j (1898)
LL.R.-26"C~1;+33;"

(2) 27 M.L,]Ai45,:,- "
(3) 1 Pat. L.T.:389~

"

(4) 45 C.L.], 71.
-(Sj"SS"M.L.].671. "
[6ll1929-} LLiR:: S6':CaI.
(7)" n:L.B.R. "446: 1

940.
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which an application for a transfer. of the suit under
s.
22
is
to
be
presented
in
cases
where.
the
suit
HoM.V.R.M.
RAMASWAMY has
been filed, as in the present casq, 011 the,
. CHETT.YAR
Original
Side of a High Court. If the suit· ,h~d
tI.
V.T. ·FIR)!.
been filed in a Court subordinate to a High Court
PAGE, C.J. the High Court clearly would have had jurisdiction
to transfer the case [Vallabhbhai. Nara-nji . v. !Ii essrs.
Chhotalal Purshottanldas ,and Company (l)J;. v,Thy
should not the Hig!). Court in like manner'have
jurisdiction to transfer a case filed on the Original.
Side of the High Court? I see no reason or principle
upon whicll the two. cases can be differentiat~d.
Tula Ram v. H arjiwan Das (2) is no longer ad rem.
What,' then, is the proper course for the Court ,to
· take in such a case as the present? In Hil1dustan
· Assurancean.d Mutual Benefit Society, Ltd. v. RaJl
:Mulraj (3), Arnold :White! C.J. observed:

-'--

1/1.

l'e

.

.

I'The Court in which this suit has been instituted is not
a Court ~ubordinate toa High Court. Therefore s. 23 does
not apply. Jt was argued that s. 22 gives the jurisdiction <'mel
s. 23 cGuldnot cut it clo\vn. It seems to me, ho\vever, that
the two sections should be read together, and if ,,-,Ie find' that
s. 23 contains no provision itS to the Court to which the
application .should be made it may reasopably be held that
· s. 22 has no application to the particular facts of this case;"

and in Ma1'lindra Chan.dra Nandy v: Lal !v!o!Wlt
Ray (4) the Calcutta High Court held that
"sections 22. and 23 do not seem to take effect upon. the
Original Jurisdiction, becat1s~ section 23, in pointing out the Courts
thaLare to exercise the po\~ei's given by section 22, speaks of
Cou~t~ su1)ordinate to other Courts and the "High Court.' on the
Ori'ginal Side does not. s(lem to be brought. ~ffeQtively within
section 23.'"
~-

'(1) (19261 J,L.R. 51 B9m. 26.
(2) (1882) l;L.~. 5 All. 60;

(3) 27 M,L.Ii·MS. ,
(4) (1929J l.L;R;56 Cal. '940,

V~L.
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With "all due respect to the learned Judges who
decided these cases.Icannot accept the view which
they take of the Ineanirig and effect of sections 22
and 23. 'Section 22 is general in its terms, and both
sec'ion. 22 and section 23 apply.to the High Courts
(sections 117 and 120 of the Code). It is, of course,
true that section 23 does not prescribe the Court
to Which an application for transfer under section 22
shalf be made in a case filed in a High Court
which might :ah:;o have heen filed in another High
Goutt
a" Couitstibordinate to such other High
C9uft ibut: itcouid never have been intended, I
think;,' .that' in' such cases section 22 should have
ll<>.appljca:tion, and that the High Court in which
the:: suit ,has been filed should ~ be powerless, to do
what'n'light obviously be necessary to meet the ends
~f:':~}\lstice, 'n'ainely, to transf~r the ¢(1se to the Court
where the suit, ought to be tried. ,In my ,opinion
the"fligh' Court, has jurisdiction to pass such an
ordw under sectiorr151 of the GQde J 'and,' ram
disposed to think that it is convenient. that an
,application under section 22 in such a ca.seshotlld be
made on the Original Side of the' High Court
wh,ich has seisin of the' case. I \vould ans\ver the
.q uestio l1 propounded in the above sense ,

or in

BAGUl:;'EY,

1-1

agree.

SEN, J.~I agree.

BA U; J;-1 ' agree.
,MA6~EY,

J:-I' agr'ee.
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THE SECRETA~Y OF STATE FOR INDIA
IN COUNCIL
Z!.

D'ATTAIDES.*
Gov.-mmcni scrvant-·· H'rougJu I dismissa,(-SlIit against Governmentjo'r damages
-Port Officer 'whether Governme1lt servant-Clerks ilL Port office..,.-,l11dian
Ports Act (XV of 1908), s. 36-G Circular No. 49 of 1930~F1tIuiainenfat
Rulcs":;'Civil Service Regltlatio1/.s--'-:Gov~Y1Ime1lt of Iudia Act, s.96B":":'Rlile'S'S
-Crown's right to dismiss scrvant:-L.i1ll.italiol1 of tlle right -Enquiry before
dis1I1issal-E..~tcllt of c011lpC1tsatiOlL~II1Jl/rcdfeelings a11d loss of prospects.,
A Port Officer appointed uqder, s. 36 (1) ofthe Indian Pprts Act is the Agelit
or servant of the Local Government to' carry out the duties prescribed in that
sec,tion, His, actions "under s. 36, must be attributed to him, as lJ. Government
servant, and notas a private individual, I~ appointing and in dism,issing theclerks of his Port office the Port Officer mllst be regarded a3 haviiTg acted on
behalf of the Secretary of State.
The clerks employed in the Port office at Bassein have been ahvays regarded
by Government as coming under the Fundamental Rules and the Ch;l Service
Regulations, and therefore such a clerk before removal from office is entitled to,
the benc,fifof the form 'of enquiry laid down in the rules drafted under s. 96B of
the Government of India Act.
Priilul facie a person dismissed \vith6ut such enquiry is entitled to claimdamages from the Secretary of State.
The G Circular No. 49 of 1930, of the Government of Burma confers no-'
legal rights on a Govenlment servant.
is a series of directions given by
Government tei its servants, and consequently any infringement of it does not
give rise to a claim for damage~.
Baroni v. The Secrcta'ryof State for I1Idia, I.L.R. 8 Ran. 21E-:(lpprovcd.
The object and effect of s. 96B and rule 55 of the Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules is that while the Crown reserve$. to itself
the 'd ght. to dismiss its servants at pleasure, it does Iidt exercise that riglit until,
the servant has had the benefit of an enquiry.
A Government servant has no right of action: for wrongf~l dismfssal·or·
wrongful removal per. se. He has a right of action if he is removed from his
position without the provisions of rule 55 having,be.~n substantjallysomplied
.
'
willi.
Baroni v. The Secretary of Slate for India, I.L.R. 8 Ran. 215; Del/ning v•.
T/t.e Secretary of State for hulia, 37T.L.R. 138; Dunnv. The l Queelt, (1896)

It

• Civil First Appeal No. 22 of 1934 from the judgment of the District Court
of Basseill in. Civil Regular Suit No.9 of 1933.

vot.
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. q.B.D. 116; Hales v. The King, 34 T.L.R. 589; Satish Chandra v. The
5ccretary of Stale for l1ulia, I.L.R. 54 Cal. 44 ; Shenton v. Stllilh,'(1895) A.C.
!29---:referred to.
Where a servant is wrongfully dismissed from his employment the
iamages fo~ the dismissal cannot include compensation for Hie manner of his
iismissal, or for any remarks by an officer in conyection with the dismissal, or
ior his injured feelings· or for the loss he may sustain from the fact that the
:lismissal of itself makes it more difficult for him to obtain fresh employment.
Addis v. Gramophone Co., Ltd., (1905) A.C. 488-referred 10.
Held, on the facts of the case that the respondent who was . dismissed from
service as head clerk of the Port office at Bassein after an enquiry which was
not strictly in accordance with rule 55 was only entitled to nominal damages.
His conduct as head clerk and his attitude at the enquiry justified his
dismissal.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Cro\vn.

The. respondent was an employe of the Bassein Port
Administration, and was dismissed for misconduct.
He now claims dama~es against the Secretary of
State on the ground that he was a Government
servant, and that he was wrongfully remo\.'ed.
The respondent was appointed by the Port
Offic.er, Bassein, who derives his powers from the
Ports Act, 1908. He can, in no sense, be regarded
as the hand of the Government in making appointments to the Port office. Under s. 36 of the Act
the pay and allowances of all persons upon the
establishment of the Port are charged to the Port
Fund Account, and the respondent cannot contend
that his salary is debitable to Government. All that
the Local Government does under s. 36 (1) is to
exerci~e a supervision over the Port Fund moneys.
S. 96B of the Government of India Act does not
define the term "civil sen'ices in India"; but the
terIIls· 1I civil service ., and "civil servant' frequently
occur in die Superannuation Acts of 1859 and 1892.
The civil services in India are regulated by rules made
under sub~section (2). Sub-section (1), however,
reiterates the Crown's prerogative \fight to dismiss
its servants at will. Unless the plaintiff can· prove that
41
J
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he is within sub-section (1) he cannot claim the pri~ileges contained in sub-section (2). The mere fa,ct that
Government rules as regards pensions, etc., have been
applied to him cannot alter his position by estoppel.
The respondent's contention is that he belongs
to the "subordinate services" as defined in the
Local Government Circulars, VoL 2. But reading
that definition in the light of the Ports Act th~
Port Officer is not an authority subordinate to the
Local Government in making appointments to offices
under his control. There is also the general' rule
that the Government does not guarantee the acts
of officers appointed to perform special duties under
specified enactments.
There is 110 direct authority in point; but the
~losest parallel is the decision in' Bimalacharan
v. Trustees for the Indian Museum, (1). See also
J. R. Baroni v. Secretary of Statejor India in Co'uncil (2).
The damages awarded in the present case are
excessive. Assuming that the respondent was a
Government servant he can be reinstated and again
dismissed after a prop'er inquiry. He has not suffered
any damage. Damages are awarded on the principle
of restitutio in integrum; this does not include
damages for the manner of dismissal or for injured
feelings. Addis v. Gramophone Company, Ltd. (3) ;
Eric COllnty Natural Gas and Fuel Co., Ltd. v.
Samuel Carroll (4); Mayne on Damages.
Trutweill (for the respondent). Article, 706 01
the Civil Service Regulations (Burma Supplement:
indicates that, the respondent is a Governrnen'
servant. Articles 918,801 of the same Regulationl
deal with .the pensions. of servants in Port offices
·f:fl I.L,R. 57 Cal, 23i.
: J~)·l.~.R.; 8. Ran: ~;15..

(3) (1909) A;C. 488,
,.(4) (19W A,C~ 105.

lL.
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dsupport the contention that Gover~ment regards
eh persons as Government servants. . The use of
; term "officer" in s. 36 (1) of the Ports Act
significant; and the Port Officer is always a
)Vernment servant, and acts on behalf of the
)Vernment.
Moreover, Government should not be allowed
this stage to deny the status of the respondent,
ving given him to understand that all thy privi~es appertaining to Government servants will apply
him also. His predecessors in' office were all
}ated as Government' servants.
The Port Fund is administered by the Governent,and Local Funds are deemed to be included in
e general revenues of the Province, vide Article
-B of the Civil Service Regulations.
On the question of damages the respondent. has
st his livelihood as a result of the wrongful
smissal. He cannot get any other employment. On
,e other hand, if he had been given a proper oppor,nity of defending himself he would have vindicated
sinnocence, and would have become qualified for
full pension. The damages therefore should provide
lequate compensation for what he has actually
lffered.
BAGULEY,' J.-The

respondent was the head
.erk of the .Port office at Bassein. In conseuence of the discovery of defalcations and various
ther'malpracfices in the Port office he was placed
nder suspension. Charges were framed against him
ndan enquiry was held, and he ,,:ras then
ismissed from Government service by the Port
>fficer. He appealed to the Commissioner, IrraTaddy Division, who altered the orders of the Port
Hficer!' and directedlhat he should be -removed
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from Government service. He then filed a memorial to the Local Government which resulted in a
SECRETA1<Y
further investigation, but in the .end the Local.
OF STATE
FOR INDIA
Ill: COUNCIL Government refused to interfere with the. Commissioner's orders. After this he filed a suit before
D'ATTAlDES,
the District Court of Bassein claiming Rs. 32,0001
BAGULEY, J.
as damages for wrongful. n:moval from his office,.
and the District Judge gave a decree for the
amount claimed with costs. The Secretary of' State'
has filed the present appeal.
The points argued on behalf of the appellant
may be shortly .summarized as follows:
First of all, it is contended that the Secretary
of State is not liable as the' plaintiff was not
appointed by him or by anyone on his behalf;
secondly, it is argued that even if it were held that
the plaintiff was appointed by or on behalf of th~
Secretary of State he has not been wrongfully
removed from his office, because he is not entitlec
to th-e benefit of the form of enquiry prescribec
by the rules drafted under section 96B of the Govern
ment of India Act; thirdly, it is argued .that if thl
two pleas set out above both fail the damages allowe<
are exceSS1ve.
The plaintiff was appointed to his presen
position by the Port Officer, Bassein.. "Port Officer
is defined in the Indian Ports Act [Act 15 c
1908, section (5)J as synonymous with master-atter
dant, but in :respect of the working of the POl
office his powers are undoubtedly derived' frol
section 36 of the same Act. Section 3f. states
THE

'(.'.

"the Local Government shall appoint some officer or body
persens at every port at which any dues, fees or other charg
are authorized to be taken by or under this Act to receive tl
l?ame anel, subject to the control of the Local Government,
expend the receipts on any of the objects authorized by this Act
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f,he s~ction, after prescrIbing that the officer or
)ody .shall keep for the port a distinct account,
m<;l . after prescribing what money is to go into
:his P crt Fund, proceeds
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, All expenses inclU'recl for the sake of any such port, excluding
expenses on account of pilotage, but including
(a) the pay and allowances of all persons upon the establishment of the port,
(b) the cost of buoys, l.1eacons, lights and all other works
maintained chiefly for the benefit to vessels • • •
(c) pensions, allowances and gratuities of persons who have
heen employed in the port
,shall be charged to the Port Fund account of the port."

Under Marine and Commerce Department Notification No. 33, dated the 27th April, 1910, the
Port Officer, Bassein, is appointed under section
.36, sub-section (1), of the Indian Ports Act to
,exercise these powers with certain limitations which,
no doubt, represent the control of the Local
,Government referred. to in section 36 (1).
This section is rather peculiarly worded in
-that it directs the appointmeni. of "some officer
-or body of persons." Looking into the history of
the present Ad and the previous Port Acts we
·find. that in the Act of 1875 there ,vas apparently
·no Port Officer. There vvere certain marine officers
:referred to as master-attendant, conservator, harbourmaster and so. on, but they seem to have been
·concerned· purely with what may be called outside
·duties. Under section 47 all Port dues, etc., were
,collected by the Collector of Customs, and the
port dues together with certain other receipts were
.directed' to be entered in the Port Fund Account
which was to be kept by such officer as the
Local Government might appoint; certain expenses
were to be charged to the Port Fund Account, and

D'A'l'TAIDES.
BAGULEY,

J.
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the balance seems to have lapsed to Government,
although the section provided that the. balance
might be temporarily invested in such' manner asthe Local Government might from time ""to time
direct. The money in the Port Fund Account
certainly appears to have been regarded as at the
disposal of the Government.
In the Port Act of 1889) the term Port· Officer
firs~ .appears as synonymous· with master-attendant.
This Act of 1889 is more on the lines of the present
Port Ad, and its section 36 corresponds to section
36 of the present Act. The collection of the port
dues is taken away from the Collector of Customs
and is given to "the officer or body of persons"
appointed by the Local Government,. and the Port
Fund is to be treated as in the corresponding section
of the present Act; and the sediontnds in thesam"c
way as the present section 36 ends, with the
provision that
I ' subject to the
provisions of an)' local law as to the disposal
of any balance from time to time standing to the credit of a Port
Fund Account, any such balance may be temporarily invested in
such manner as the Local Government may· direct."

It seems then that the Port Officer, in his,
. capacity as officer in charge of the Port office and
the clerks employed in the Port office, is IlOt a man
. appointed under a certain Act to carry out the
provisions of that Act, but is the agent or servant
of the .Local Government appoInted by 'the Local'
Government to carry out the duties prescribed in
section 36. The Port Officer,. as is shown in the
official Civil List, is either a member .of the Burma
Marine Service in the case of the larger. ports'. or
else, in the case of . · minor ports such as TavoYr
, Mergui, etc., the Deputy' Commissioner. ' For this
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f\':ason he cannot be regarded as a person entirely
divorced from Government who is merely nominated
by Government to take charge of a special office
with which Government has no concern beyond
appointing him to take charge of it, and then
exercising a certain limited control over him. All
the Port Officer's actions under section 36 must be
attributed to him as a Government servant and
not as a private individual, and his actions as a
Government servant, it seems to me, must be
_regarded as being actions performed on behalf of
the Secretary of State. Therefore, in employing
the plaintiff and subsequently dismissing 'him, both
_acts within the ambit of his powers, (vide list of
officers competent to fill the ministerial and other
appointments reproduced as an addendum to
_paragraph 706 of the Burma Supplement to Civil
Service Regulations,) the Port Officer must be
regarded as having acted on behalf of the Secre_tary of State. For these reasons the first -plea raised
by the appella,nt must fail.
The next point to be considered is whether the
plaintiff was entitled to the benefit of the rules
relating to the suspension, punishment, etc., of
Government se.t"vants prescribed under section 96B
of the Government of India Act. This is a matter
of considerable difficuIty,as nowhere is it laid down
definitely who are and who are not persons in the
Civil Services of the Crown in India. Fundamental
Rule 2 issued with the Government of India Finance
Department Notification dated 19th November, 1921,
,states that the Fundamental Rules apply, subject to
-the provisions of rule 3, to all Government servants
whose pay is debitable to civil estimates in India,
and to any other class of Government ~ervants in
- India to which the Secretary of State in Council
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may by general or special order declare them to be
THE
applicable; and in the memorandum explanatorvJ of
'SECRETARY
OF STATE
these rules attached to the notification it is stated
l:~o~:ndl~ that the rule practically amounts to a defin"ition of
D'AT~~lDES. the term "Civil Services of the· Crown" which is
J used but not defined. in section 96B of the GovernB AGULEY, •
ment of India Act. The question then arises as to
whether the plaintiff's pay was debitable to civil
estimates in India. There is nothing to show that
the Port Fund of Bassein is in any way connected
with the civil estimates of India or of the Province
of Burma. The Marine~Commerce
Notification
already referred to states that with regard to the
Port Fund the budget estimates of receipts' and
expenditure shall be sanctioned annually by the
Commissioner of the Division; so, clearly, they are
not part of the general revenues of the Province.
It is true that the Local Government has claimed
that they are, in the course of the correspondence
about the transfer of the Port Fund to the local
bran
of the Imperial Bank of .India, but this
seems to me to be directly in opposition to section
36 (6) of the Indian Ports Act, which definitely lays
down that "subject to the provisions of any local
law as to the disposal of any balance from time to
time standing to the credit of a Port Fund Account,
any such balance may be temporarily invested in
such manner as the Local Government maydireet."
"This places the disposal of the balance of the Port
Fund Account ultimately in the hands of the Legislature, and not of the Local· Government. Be that
as it may, there seems very little doubt that the
Local Government have themselves accepted the
position that the employes of the Port Fund are
'Government servants. For instance, Exhibit S, which
is a letter from the Secretary' to the Government of
]934
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-Burma to the Commissioner, Irrawaddy Division,
dated as far back as 1901, states that the II Port
Fund office (except that at'Rangoon) may be held to
be a" civil office' under the Local Government.'"
Article 706 of the Burma Supplement to the Civil
Service Regulations, and the list thereto attached,
shows that the Port Officer, Bassein, has powers given
by Article 459 (d) of the Civil Service Regulations.
Article 801 of the Civil Service Regulations places
the establishments paid from the Port Funds
'managed by Government in a different position
from' establishments paid from the Local Funds.
Then, again) Article' 743 of the Civil Service
Regulations gives certain rights to a civil officer
,of the Government of India or a Local Government in receipt of less than Rs. 200 a month
who is disabled when serving in a civil capacity
with a' military force. Paragraph 922 of the
:Burma Supplement to the Civil Service Regulations impliedly recognizes this right, given to civil
,officers of a Local Government, as applying also
to employes of a Port Fund. The files from the
,Port office 'which have been placed before us
contain papers which show that the Port office
derks were always treated as though they were
subject to the ordimi.ry Government rules. For
instance, Exhibit A (3) (i), the pension papers of
the plaintiff's predecessor as head clerk of the
Port office-papers, which must have been within
his knowledge' as they were passed through the
. office while he was there-, show that this, head
.clerk had his pension awarded him under Articles
441-474 (b) of the Civil Service Regulations, and
the form refers to Articles 930 and 801, and the
pension was ultimately passed under Article 918
(b) of the Civil Service Regulations: while Exhibit
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A (3) (ii) shows that the Governor-in-Council in the

Finance Department sanctioned the commutation
of a portion of that pension for a lump sum payment. The plaintiff himself had a service' book
'IJ.
similar to that opened for clerks employed by
D'ATTAlDES.
Government. Exhibit A (2) (ii) shows that when the
BAGULEY, J.
Secretary of State issued the Fundamental Rules
,under section 96B of the Government of India Act
a copy was forwarded to the Port office as these
rules were regarded as applying automatically to
the Port office clerks, and all clerks were directed
to declare their intention as to whether they would
accept the new leave rules or whether they would
remain on the old leave rules. In these circumstances it seems to me quite impossible for the
,defendant to argue that the' plaintiff was ,not
entitled to the benefit of rules laid down for the,
benefit of persons in "the Civil Services of "the' ,
Crown in India." Whether he was, strictly speakingr
entitlect to that designation or not it 'is' i"eally
unnecessary to decide. The Local Governrnenthad
all along been regarding him as coming under the
Fundamental N.ules and the Civil Service Regu-,.
lations. He had seen his colleagues treated on the
footing that they came under these Rules, and after
'he had served for many years on the footing that
'these rules did apply to him, it is now not open
to the Secretary of State to argue that the rules·
do not apply to him. I would hold that the
plaintiff, therefore, was entitled to the benefits;
given to persons' in the Civil Services of the'
Crown in India~ and when he was placed under
suspension on certain ch<;trges he was entitled to'
the benefit of an enquiry as laid down in the rules.
drafted under section 96B of the, Governmed of
, India Act.
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It· is admitted that the enquiry which resulted
in the plaintiff's dismissal was not conducted in
accordance with these rules. The position, therefore, is that the plaintiff, who was entitled before
removal from office to a certain form of enquiry,
was not given that form of enquiry; so, prima facie,
he is entitled to damages, and there remains the
quantum of the damages to be assessed.
It is here that the plaintiff is in a posi tion of
.difficulty. He has contended all .along that he is
.entitled to the benefit of section 96B of the Govern-ment of, India Act and the rules framed thereunder.
He must take this section and the rules in their
entirety, and section Y6B begins
"subject to the provisions of this Act and of rules made
thereunder, every person in the civil service of the Crown in
India holds oftlce during His Majesty's pleasure . . ."

He is therefore in the position of a Government
servant holding office at pleasure who has been
removed from service, but is entitled to any benefit
that he can get from the wording of section 96B
and the rules framed thereunder.
. The •rule framed under the section with which
· we are concerned is rule 55 of the Civil Services
· (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules, and is to
be found on page .246 of the Government of
· Burma's Compilation of the Fundamental RIlles.
In addition to the provisions of this rule the
plaintiff claims that the provisions of G Circular
No. 49 of 1930 of the Government of Burma has
· 'been infringed, and he claims that the infringement
'of the provisions of this Circular also gives him- a
right of action. In my opinion, the G Circular
gives him rio rights at all. He is entitled to the
'benefits of the. Act and of the Rules framed thereunder, which rules are provided for in the section
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of the Ad itself. The G Circular is merely, 'as its
THE
wording implies,
a circular pointing
out to GovernSECl<ETAHY
~
.
OF STATE
ment officers the way in which they are· to
!~o~O~":dtL proceed in all. cases to which rule 55 applies.
D'AT~~IDES. The G Circular has no statutory basis. It is merely
. a series of directions given by Government to its.
BAGULEY, J.
d .
....
.
servants, an , In my OpInIOn, It gIVes no nghts to
any person which the Courts can enforce.
If an officer holding an· investigation, which
investigation should be held on the lines of the
G Circular, does not conform to the provisions of
the G Circular, he may very possibly get into trouble
with his superior officers; but the G Circular has
no more effect than this. 1 would, therefore, hold
that the plaintiff can get no damages for any breach .
of the provisions of the G Circular, and I agree·
with the decision of Cunliffe, J. to this eff~ct in
]. R. Baroni v. The Secretmy of State for India in.
Council (1).
.
The. next point for consideration is whether the
plaintiff can recover any damages for· the wrongful
dismissal. His sheet-anchor on this point is Gould
v. Stewart (2). That case turned entirel~ on the
wording of the particular Act then in question. It
only helps the plaintiff to the extent that it shows
that by the provisions. of an Act the Crown may
limit its power to dispense with or remove a servant
at pleasure.
The Government of India Act; in section 96B
to a certain extent clearly limits the power of the
Crown to dismiss at pleasure. The section, however,
differs fundamentally from the corresponding section
of the New South Wales Act il"eferred to in
Gould v. Stewart because it sets out at the beginning that "every person in the CivH Service of thf
1934

(1) (1930) I.L.R. 8 Ran, 215.

(2) (1896) A.C, 575 at p, 578
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Crown in India holds office during His Majesty's
pleasure" but with the limitation that he does so
subje@t to the provisions of the Act and of fules
framed thereunder. '1 he object and effect of section
96B and rule 55, in my opinion, is that while the
Crown reserved to itself the rigbt of dismissal at
pleasure it is providtd, in order to prevent high
handed" action on behalf of its agents, that the
Crown should" only exercise its right of dismissal at
pleasure after the servant concerned had obtained
the benefit of an enquiry into the circumstan~es in
respect of which the Crown might or might not
exercise its right of dismissal. The only rule which
we have to consider in this connection is rule" 55
already referred to. For plain dismissal or removal
from the service of the Crown per se the servant
has no right"" of action against the Cro\vn, [vide
Denning v. The Secretary of Slate for IlIdia in
Council (1); Shenton v. Smith (2); Hales v. The
King (3); and Dun1l v The Queen (4)]. In view,
therefore, of the opening words of section 96B of
the Government of India Act, the plaintiff can have
no cause of action for wrongful dismissal or wrongful
removal. He has, however, a right of action if he
was removed from" his position as head clerk without
"the provisions of rule 55 having substantially been
complied with, [vide Barolli v. The Secretary of
State (5) and Salish Chal1d1'a Vas v. Secreta1)' of
State for India (6)].
In paragraph 10 of the plaint he claims damages
from the Secrehry of State for remarks made by the
" Port Officer in his findings and by the Commissioner
in his order in the appeal which he filed to the
"

(1) (1920-21) 37 T.L.R. 138.
(2)(1895) A.C. 229.
d) (1917-18) 34 T.L.R~ 589.

"

(4) (1896) 1 Q.B.D. 116.
(5) (1930) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 215.
(6) (1926) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 44.
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Commissioner against the Port Officer's finding, but
damages can be given on this score in this sllit
according to the ruling of the House of Lor;,ds in
Addis v. Grallloplzone Company, Lil/'zited (1), of which
the head note is:

lIla
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"Where a servant is wrongfully dismissed. from his
employment the damages for the dismissal cannot include
compensation for the manner of the dismissal, for his
injured feelings, or for the loss he. may sl1stain from the
fact that the dismissal of itself makes it more difficult for
him to obtain fl'esh employment."

I am of opinion that in. this suit the plaintiff
can obtain no damages: (1) for his removal from
Government service; (2) for . any breach of the
provisions of the G Circular already referred to ; and
(3) for any remai'ks made by any official in connection \vith the dismissal.
He can only obtain
damages for any breach of rule 55, if. there had.
been such a breach.
In the course of the argument it was admitted
on behalf of the Secretary of Stah:: that there had
been a breach of this rule. What the breach was,
I confess, I am at a loss to understand. The
salient features of rule 55 are. that the servant
whose removal is proposed . must be informed in
writing of the ground on which if is3 proposed to
take action, he ni.ust be given an adequate opportunity
of defending himself; and the grounds on which
it is proposed to tak~ action are to be reduced
the form of a definite charge .or charges. .' In the
present case a series of charges were drawn .up and
-communicated to the plaintiff.
The rule goes on .to say that the person charged
shall be required to put in a \vritten statement of

to

(1) 11909) A.C.488.
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his defence.· The plaintiff was ·so required, and he
did put in a written statement~
The 'rule proceeds: "If he' so desires or if the
authofi, concerned so direct, an oral enquiry.shall
be h a." Referring to' the Port Officer's pr~ceed;
.ing we find that pages 73 to 92 inclusive consist
of the plaintiff's explanation and defence to the
·charges framed agaiilst him. Nowhere in this
document does he ask for witnesses to be called.
'The document
. consists of a forwarding . letter, and
,a general· explanation of five pages, a detailed
cSpecific. reply to each . charge comprising the
, remainder. At the end of his general explanation
.and defence (page' 77), occurs the sentence: Ii I
would therefore urge respectfully thattlze orders on
1ny exPJanation be passed at a very early date and
.that I may be exonerated from all blame and my
appointment restored to me
.." I 'do not
understand how it can· be said ..that he there
-demands that an oral enqttiry shall be held. In
fact, in this explanation he does not even ask to
be heard in person, and, so far as I can see, on a
perusal of his written explanation the Port Officer
might ha\ e· ·proceeded to pass orders immediately. I
:apprehend, however, that the admission was made
·either under a misapprehension, or else that it was
made because· in· preliminary. correspondence which
..:passed between the plaintiff and the Port Officer
.before the filing of the formal reply he had stated
.that certain persons ought to be called as witnesses.
Be that as it may, it 'has been admitted that
thereh~s been a breach C?f rule 55, and this judgment must be pronounced on the basis that there
was some breach of this rule. The questicn, there{ore, is left as to how damage;; can be assessed, not
for· the wrongful dismissal. but. for the wrong method
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of dismissal. The plaintiff relies on section· 73 of
the Contract Act. A party 'who suffers by any brea€h
SEt:RETARY
"
.
"
OF STATE
of contract IS entitled to receIve, from the party
FOR INDIA
h Ilas b ro 1(f'n th e contract, compensatIon
. •
IN COUNCIL W 0
for
D'ATT1,~lDES. any loss or damage caused to him thereby, which
- . naturally arose in the usual course from such breach,
BAGULE\. J, or which the parties
knew, when they made the
contract, to be likely to result from the brea~h of
it, and in consequence he asks that he may be given
a sum of money calculated on the basis of the
present value of an annuity equal to the pay which
he would have drawn had he remained in Government service till the age of 55, t06ether with the
estimated present value of t!le pension to which he
would have been entitled at the end of his service;
all this, be it noted, without being in any way
required to do a stroke, of work in return.
'
It is quite impossible to justify the assessmen1
of damages in this way. The wrong that the plaintifl
suffered consisted in his not having a full enqull)
which 'complied \vith rule 55 before removal
\-Vithont such an enquiry, he ought not to have
been remOved. In order to assess the damage we
must see what hi,.s positiun would have been if he
had been replaced in his position as he was before
his removal. He would still have to meet these
charges, there could be no application of' the: '
principle of "autrefois acquit", and he would still
be a servant holding office during pleasure, and so'
removable at any time after the holding of an
enquiry that complied' with rule 55. We have toconsider what benefit' he would have got from being:
so replaced.
I ;have, perused the whole of the proce);!'
din ~
which, led to the plaintiff's removal,-,the b
record of the Port. Officer's proceedings, th·,' still
THE
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ire bulky memorandum of appeal filed by the
.intiff to Hie Commissioner, ari~ the Commisneris orde.rs passed thereon-and I am in a good
sition to visualize the state of facts shown by those
)ceedings by reason of the fact that for nearly
o years I was a Port Officer myself, and I am,
3refore, conversant with the type of work that has
be done in a Port office. . I t is clear beyond
>,ubt, and in fact it has not been disputed by the
lintiff, that he was· head clerk, office superinten:nt, and confidential clerk to the Port Officer.
le necessity for the existence of such an officer
clear from his own case, which shows that he was.
e permanent head of the office ..whil~ Port Officers
~me, and went. in rapid succession. On page 198
the Commissioner's file he shows 11 Port Officers
Jder whom he has served. These Port Officers
3in..g to a very large extent officers entIrely
lexperienced in office management, it was natural
lat a re~ponsible person "vvas required as head
.erk and office superintendent. It is not disputed
lat the Jetty clerk, one Ba Ti, and another clerk,
:in Maung, -were guilty of very serious defalcations,
rhich went on for a long time, and which he failed
) notice. 'It is 'not disputed that owing to inefficient
ffice work a large number of boats had entered
nd left the· Port without being required to pay
lort dues. An efficient offis;e superintendent would.
mdoubtedly have discovered that something of this
jnd was going on in course of time, particularly in
dew of .the fact that he was aided by regular audit
lo.tes, which admittedly passed through hiS hands.
:n addition to this .there is on record an office order
:0 the effect that the head clerk should check all
,he registers in the office once a week. This office
:>rder was admittedly in the order book and uncanceHed.
.
42
.
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One of the plaintiff's grievances is that he was riot
THE
allowed to call the officer .who drafted the orde-r to
SECRETARY
depose to the fact that he had verbally canc~lled the
OF STATE
FOR. INDIA
order.
Assuming that the order bad been cancelled
iN COUNCIL
P.
verbally that would not exonerate the superintendent
P'ATTAIDES.
from ever checking any register kept by any clerk.
BAGULEY, J.
The office superintendent would naturally be expected
to have exercised a general supervision over the work
of all clerks, otherwise there is nothing in the name.
The plaintiff's main defence is that all the clerks worked
separately under the Port Officer, each was responsible
for his own work, and took his registers and papers
direct to the Port Officer; their work being no concern of his. It is .quite manifest that, if that be his
honest view of his duties, he was entirely ignorant of
the duties of an office superintendent, and that alone
would be a sufficient ground for removing him from
a post the duties· of which he bad failed to grasp.
Again, 'apart from .the charges actually· framed
on page 106 of the Port Officer's file, he has made
a most damaging admission sufficient to just~fy his
removal. One charge is concerned with certain reports
which he made to the Port Officer in connection with
cargo boats which had not paid their licence fees.
Reports were made by the port police of boats which
they had found without licences. On page 26 of the
record there is a report by the sub-inspector of por1
polite, dated the 6th February, 1930, iO. which ht
said that he had found two gigs without licences
On the same day the Port Officer endorsed on tIl(
report II Prosecute''', and this endorsemenj: is signee
" 6-2-30" On the 14th February, eight. days later
when under any normal circumstances the orde:
to prosecute would have come back through thl
head clerk and the prosecution would have· bee I
ipitiatedl there is (l. report by the plaintiff; The§1
1934
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gs have complied with the regulations as far as
ey' were concerned but could not produce their
:encesas these had not yet been issued from this
Under the circumstances they may be
nee.
.onerated and the order for prosecution set aside.
Ie relevant licences will be issued in a day or two."
1 page 106 the plaintiff admitted that these dates
~re correct.
In this case the order for prosecution
d somehow or other been held up in the office
r eight days. It is distinctly significant that Ba Ti's
Ja.lcations were intimately concerned with the
ying of unlicensed gigs. An office superintendent
10 could allow that sort of thing to happen is
'viously unfit for his work.
Further, on page 65 of the record tht>re is a
py of a sworn statement inade by the plaintiff that
: does not know Kin Maung's handwriting, and
.n Maung is one of the clerks working under him.
In addition to this the whole character of the
aintiff as shown by his attitude at the enquiry
:d in the· appeal shows him clearly to be a man
ho could never hold his post. His attitude through1t the enquiry was a mixture of grovelling servility
ld . almost· unconcealed insolence. In his so-called
emorandum of appeal to the Commissioner he
akescharges attacking the honesty and the ability of
.e Port Officer under whom he worked, and demands
at if he is to be punished all the Port Officers
Ider whom he has worked deserve to be punished
well) to say nothing of other clerks in the office
here can~be no doubt that once he had been
aced under suspension he took up a position which
ade it impossible for him ever to be employed
~ain in the Port office, Bassein, and that alone
auld be a good reason· for removing him from his
)st. If the present proceedings were all set aside
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and an enquiry strictly following rule 55 and the
G Circular as well .were to be held there could be
S,ECRETARY b
It th e pam
I' t'ff
OF STATE
ut one resu,
1
would b e remoyed f rom
I~o~;::~~L his appointment. This to my mind is a certainty,;
'A v.
nothing
else could be done.
.
D. TTA ID.·ES.
-'
Under these circumstances the damages which
BAGULE"f,]. the plaintiff is entitled to for the failure
to follow
the provisions of rule 55' must be nominal, and I
, wouJd give him a decree for one rupee as damages.
There remains the questions of costs.
With regard to this it is unnecessary to say very
much, but I cannot regard the Secretary of state
as having been well served in connection with the
way in which this case has been bandIed on his
behalf. Untenable defences have been raised. A
perfectly good plea in defence, which might have
put an end to the proceedings in the early stage~
under section 18 of the Indian Ports Act, vvas nevel
raised, and, as I have said, a breach of rule 5:
was admitted, which I, personally, am unable t(
discover. I think, therefore, that both sides ough
to bear their own costs throughout.
So far as the cross-objections filed by the plain til
are concerned, they naturally fall to the grouQI
directly it is' held that the plaintiff is not entitle'
to any substantial measure of damages.
jwould, therefore, set aside the decree of th
District Court, and in place thereof would give tb
plaintiff a decree for one rupee, and would ord~
that both sides do bear their own costs throughout
1934
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Cllfef Justice, alld Mr. lttstice Mya Bu.

THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE

1934

v.

Aug. 8.

THE MERCANTILE BANK OF INDIA, LTD.
AND OTHERS.*
nsolvency-Insolvent's right to deal with his properly after an act of insolvC1lcyA(ljudicatiott-Armulmelll-Paymellt by debtor to creditor after ammlmcntAppeal agai-nst ammlmeltt-Ammlmwt order set aside"':""Offidal Assignee's
rille-Relatio1l back-Lis pendens-Presidency-Towns Insolvencj! Act IllIof
1909), s. 57, p,'oviso.
A man who has committed an act of insolvency is not entitled to deal
He has no right to gather it in if it is not already in his
Jands, or to make payments to his creditors out of that which he has actually
tt his command. His dealings are liable to be set aside if insolvency
mpervenes.
Ponsford, Baker & Co. v. Union of London alld Smith's Bank, Ltd., (1906)
?.Ch.D. 4H-referred 10.
. '.On the 1st April 1933 a Chettyar Firm was adjudicated insolvent on
a creditor:s petition. On the 2nd June 1933 the insolvency Judge annulled
the adjudication. On the 8th July 1933 the creditor filed an appeal against the
order annulling the order of adjudication. On the 21st August 1933 the appeal
was allowed, and the annulment order set aside. Meanwhile, on the 1st
August- 1933, the firm had paid to the respondent Banks certain sums of
money in liquidation of their debts. The Banks were aware of the in~olvellcy
proceedings, but after the order of annulment and at the time of receiving
payment they made no inquirit's as to whether an appeal had been tiled
against the order. The Official Assignee claimed that the money paid to
them by the firm should be refunded. The Banks relied on the proviso to
s. 57 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act.
Heid, that the title of the Official Assignee related back to the first
available aet of insolvency upon which the insolvency petition was based;
and therefore pritlltl facie the payments by the insolvent firm on the 1st
August 1933 were void as against the Official Assi~nee. The onus lay on
the Banks to show that they were entitled to the protection and the benefit
of
proviso to s. 57 of the Act.
Ex parte Ca,·tll.'rigltf, 44 L.T. 883· -referred to.
In .re Teale, (1912) 2 K.H.D. 367-didhtguished.
Held furtlter, that the Banks were not prevented from receiving the money,
but that they did so at their own risk. In the circumstances obtaining on
Nith his estate.

the

* Civil Misc. Appeals Nos. 36. 37 and 38 from the order of this Court
on the Original Side in Insolvency Case No. 86 of 1933.
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the 1st August 1933 the insolvent firm had no title or right to transfer- the
money to the Banks, and Sl ch payinent was void as against the Official
Assignee. The principles underlying the doctrine of lis pendens aI'e not
dissimilar from the principles which are to be applied in construing ·S. 57
of [he Act.
Cha17d1'aIUa.lli Sllalla v. Anarjml. Bibi, 36 BOl'n. L.R. 717; Dinollath Ghose
v. Shal1la Bibi, I.L.R. 28 Cal. 23; Gobilld Chu11.dar v. G1~ru Clmr11., I.L.R.
15 Cal. 94 ; S. Goul/dan v. M. Goundan, I.L.R. 31 Mad. 268-rejerred to.

Hay (with him Hormasji) for the appellant.
Where there is an act of insolvency and an adjudication order follows thereoil the title of the Official
Assignee relates back to the date of the act of insolvency
on which the petition was founded. See s. 51 of
the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act.. The Appellate
Court in Sooniram Ramnira11jalldas v.. S.A.1?M.
Clzettyar Firm (1) did not readjudicate the insolvents, but merely set aside the order annulling the
adjudication of the Chettyar Firm, therebyconfirminE
the original order of adjudication~ There is therefore no question of ante-dating the: order of adjudication, as in In 1!e Teale. Ex pa1~te Blackburn (2).
The -present case is also distinguishable from h
re Teale in that the present respondents had noticE
of the petition in insolvency. The fact that thE
adjudication order was annulled was not sufficien'
to protect the transfers, because an appeal migh'
•
be preferred against the order of annulment.
[PAGE, C.J. What is the effect of annulling ar
order of adjudication?]
S. 21 deals with the power of the Court tc
annul adjudication orders, and under s. 23th<
property of the debtor either vests in an appointe<
of the Court or reverts to the debtor subject te
any conditions that may be imposed. The Appellate
Court may set aside the order of .annulment,a,n(
(1) I.L.R. .12 Ran. 64, 87.

(2) (1912) 2 K.B.

367.
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insolvency law the property of the insolvent is the
iroperty of the Official Assignee from the date of the
ct of ipsolvency on which the adjudication order
vas based.
See McCarthy v. Capital and Counties Bank (1) ;
-:lonsford, Baker & Co. v. Union of London and Smith's
'3ank, Ltd. (2) ; In re Wigzell. Ex parte Hart (3).
Under s. 57 of the Act the onus is on the
:rallsferee to show that he had no notice of the
)fesentation of an insolvency petition at the time
)f the transfer. In re Gershon and Levy. Ex parte
Coote and Richards. Ex' parte fiVestcolt & Sons (4)
Ex parte Revell. In re Tollemache (No.2) (5); Ex
parte Cartwright (6).
1

Paget for the Mercantile Bank of India, Ltd.
and Lloyds Bank, Ltd. It is admitted that the
Banks had· notice of the presentation of the petition
in insolvency, but the order of adjudication was
annulled, and the only question for aeclsion is
whether there was any live petition in insolvency at
the date of the transfer. There was none, and the
appellate order is to be regarded as a fresh order of
adjudication based upon the grounds of appeal.
The decision in In 1'e TeaLe covers the point at
issue in the present case.
The Insolvency Act is silent as to the effect of
transactions which take place between the date of
annulmtmt and the restoration of the order of
adjudication on appeal. In such cases .the Court
inust act. in such a way as to do justice between
the parties. In the present case the Banks knew

(1) (1911) 2 K.B. 1088.
. (2),(1906) 2 Ch. 444.
(3) (1921) 2 K.B. 835.

(4) (1915) Z K.B. 527.
. (51 13 Q.B.D. 727.
(6) 44 L.T. 883.
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that the order of- adjudication had been annulled,
and there \vas no obligation en them to make any
further inquiries.
Surridge for the Imperial Bank of India. The
words "notice of the presentation of any insolvency
petition" in s. 57, proViso, contemplate only a live
petition.
The effect of an order of annulment
normally is that the property revests in the debtor.
The date of the order of adjudication in this case i~
the date of the appellate order.

Hay in reply. The bankruptcy law exists for th~
benefit of all the creditors of insolvent persons, ane
to hold that the transfers in the present case af(
valid would be to prefer one creditor to another ir
insolvency.
PAGE,

C.J.-In my opinion these appeals must h

allowed.
Tile facts are simple and not in dispt.lte. 1'11
S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm were indebted to th
Imperial Bank of India, the Mercantile Bank c
India, Limited, and Lloyds Batik, Limited, respectivel
for large sums of money in current account. On th
1st of April 1933, upon a creditor's petition· of eve
date, an order was passed on the Original Side (
this Court adjudicating the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Fin
Insolvent.
On the 2nd of June 1933 an order waS passed 1::
the learned Judge sitting in insolvency annulling H
adjudication. On the 8th of July 1933 an· appea(w:
filed against the order annulling the adjudicatio:
On the 21st of August 1933 the appeal was allowe<
and the order annulling the adjudication was s,
aside. *
" Reported at (1933) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 64-,-Ed.
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Meanwhile, on the 1st August 1933, the S.A.R.M.
Ghettyar Firm had paid to the Imperial Bank of
India Rs. 33,747-5-0, the Mercantile Bank, Ltd.,
Rs. 2"0,361-7-6, and Lloyds Bank Rs. 11,919-1-3.
The applications out of which the present appeals
arise have been filed by the Official Assignee of the
S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm for a declaration in each
case that the transfers of these sums to the Banks
respectively were void as against the Official Assignee
of the estate of the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm.
Now, under section 51 of the Presidency-Towns
Insolvency Act the tit.le of the Official Assignee to
the estate of the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm is deemed
to relate back to the time of the commission of the
act of insolvency upon which the order of adj'udication was made.
II Relation
back of the title of the trustee in bankruptcy
(meaning. thereby the person in whom the bankrupt's estate
beC0111CS vested by the bankruptcy, by whatever name he· may
have been called) has existed ll,pder English statute law ever
since 13 Eliz. c. 7. In that statute the formal bankruptcY.might
take place at any time subsequent to an act of bankruptcy, and
the title of the trustee dated back to the date of the act of bankruptcy, i.e., he was entitled to the possession of the banki"upt's
propettysuch as it was at that date. The eff~ct of sl1bsequent
'iegislation has been; not" to create, but merely to limit this relation
back until under the Acts nOw in force its period has been reduced
to a maximum of three months, so that if the requisite b:J.nkruptcy
proceedings are not taken within that period the act of bankruptcy
cea<;es to be effective, and there can be no relation back to the
date of that act of bankruptcy even though bankruptcy should
. Nothing is tnore firmly estabsubsequently supervene.
lished iti bankruptcy law. thaIi that a man who has committed
an act of bankruptcy is not entitled to deal with his estate. He
has no right to gather it in if it is not already in his hands, or to
make payments to his creditors out of that which he has actually
at his command. He can give no good discharge to a debtor
who pays him with notice of the act of bankruptcy, because the
debt may by subsequen~ bankruptcy proceedings be turned into a
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debt di.Ie to his trustee. and not to himself. This is a principal
and fundamental part of our bankruptcy administration
'"
Until commission of the act of b:mkruptcy he was, of course, the
beneficial owner of whatever asset" he possessed, but by'the act
of bankruptcy his title to be regarded as such beneficial owner is
no longer absolute, blIt is contingent on no bankruptcy petition
being presented within three months of the date of the act of
bankruptcy which leads to a receiving order being made. If such
receiving ordel' be made the whole of the assets vests inhis
trustee as from the date of the act d bankruptcy. He is, therefore, in the position that should such a contingency occur he is
from the date of the act of bankruptcy something less than a 'mere
trustee of his assets for the creditors in his bankruptcy... U ntH
this state of suspense has been removed either by a receiving.
order or by lapse of time he has no right to deal with those assets
that were in his hands. and can give no title in them to ·any
transferee with notice."

[per, Fletcher Moulton, L.J. in Ponsford, Baker & Co.
v. Union of London and Smith's Bank, Li'1'l'lifed(1)].
The object for viThich the· law relating to insolvency was enacted was to provide a scheme under
which an insolvent, dcl->tor's estate spould be distri-·
buted, so far at any rate as unsecured creditors were
concerned, pari passu among the creditors of his
estate
In the events that happened the title of the
Official Assignee in the present case related back to·
the first available act of insolvency upon which the
insolvency petition was based ; and 'it follows, therefore, that prima facie the transfers by the insolvent
on the 1st of August 1933 to the three Banks were
void as against the Official Assignee of the' estate of
the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm. Indeed, if they are.
upheld the result will be that these creditors will
receive an advantage over the other creditors in the

(1) (1906) 2 Ch.D. 444 at p. 451.
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insolvency which they would not have obtained if
the estate of the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm had been
distributed in accordance with the insolvency law.
The ·onus, therefore, lies upon the respondents to
satisfy the Court that they are entitled to claim the
protection and the benefit of section 57 of the
Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act [Ex parte Cartwright (1)].
,
..u nder section 57 of" the Act it is provided inter
alia that payment by an insolvent' to any of his
creditors is not invalid "provided that any such
transaction takes place before the date of the order
,of adjudication and that the person with whom such
transaction,takes place has not at the time' notice of
the presentation 'of any insolvency petition, by or
against the debtor." , '
Now, on behalf of the respondents it is contended that, the transfers under' consideration fall
,within the proviso to section 57.
'. As, regards the first' branch of the proviso it is
urged that, as" the'respondent Banks' were creditors
who had received payments of the. sums in dispute
from the debtor firm before the 21st of August 1933
when the appellate order setting aside the order
annulling the adjudication was passed, for the
. purpose 'of section 57 the date of the order of
adjudication must be treated as being the 21st of
August ,1933 when the appellate order was passed,
'and 'not the 1st of April 1933 when the order of
adjudication was in fact passed. In support of the
respondents' contention reliance was placed upon
the declsion of Phillimore and Bray, JJ. in In re
Teale (2). In that case' it was held that, notwithstanding that the receiving order was passed on
(1) 44 L.T;" 883.

(2) (1912) 2 IU3.D. 367.
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the 24th October 1910, it must be treated as having
been passed on the 22nd of July when t~le'
-'OFFICIAL
.petition
was wrongly dismissed and an order' for
ASSIGNEE
V.
a receiving order ought to have been 'made.
THE
M~CANTILE
In like manner, in my opinion, the' effect. of the
BANK OF
lltDlA, LTD_ order passed by the Appellate Court on the 21st
of August 1933 was that the date of the order-of
PAGE, C.J.
adjudication was -the date upon which that order
was in fact passed, namely, the 1st of April !,933.
In In re Teale (1) it appears that between the
22nd July. 1910 and the 24th October 1910 the
-debtor had paid into and drawn out of his account
at the Union of London and Smith's Bank certain
sums of money, and that at the time when he
did so the. Bank was wholly unaware· that any
proceedings in bankruptcy had been taken against
him,_ and had no notice of any act of bankruptCy
that had been committed by him until the 25th
November 1910. Upon that footing Phillimore and
Bray, JJ. held that it would be inequitable to lwld
that the receiving' order should be treated quoad
the Bank as having been made on the date when
it ought to have been made, and not on the date
-when in fact it was made. I desire to reserve my
opinion as to. whether I should be prepared to
follow In r'e Teale (1) in circumstances similar to
those obtaining in that case; but that case, in my
. opinion, differs fote/ ado from the present case,
upon the facts, because, whereas in In. re Teale
(1) the Bank had no notice at any material time
of the bankruptcy proceedings that had been taken
against their· customer, in the present case it is
common ground tliat before it received the payment
in dispute each of the respondent Banks was fully
aware of the bankruptcy proceedings that had been
THE

(1) (1912) 2 K.B.J). 367.
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"taken in respect of the estate of the S.A.RM.
TlIE
Ohettyar Firm. On the 1st of August 1933 when
OFFlCJAcL
the transfers were made to them it is admitted ASSIGNEE
fl.
that ~ach of the Banks knew that the insolvency
THE
petition upon which the adjudication order was made MERCANTU.E
BANK OF
had been· presented on the 1st of April 1933, and INDIA, LTD.
that an order adjudicating the S.A.RM. Chettyar PAGE, C.J.
Firm insolvent had been passed on the same date.
-Mr. Nuttall, the agent of the Imperial Bank of
India, was the only witness called on behalf of any
of the respondents at the hearing of the. application; and the other two Banks concede that they·
stand in the same position as that indicated by
Mr. Nuttall on behalf of the Imperial Bank. This
witness stated that he was aware of the nature of
the insolvency proceedings that had been taken
against the S.ARM. Firm before the 1st of August.
Remade no enquiries, however, before he accepted
.the payment in question from the debtor as to
whether any appeal had been lodged against the
order annulling the adjudication of the insolvency
of the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Finn. In his own words
"1 think there was no necessity to enquire beyond
the fact that the adjudication had been annulled."
If he had made the most superficial enquiry he
would have ascertained that an appeal had been
. lodged against the order annulling the adjudication
on the 8th of July 1933, and that an appeal from
that order was pending,
Now, the learned advocates who have argued
the appeals on behalf of the respondents have asked
"Why should not the Bankson the 1st August
1933 without making any enquiry have been at
liberty to receive payment from the S.A.R.M. Chettyar
Firm of their debts, inasmuch as on the 2nd June
an order annulling the adjudication of the firm had
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been passed?" The answer is that there was no
THE
reason why they should not have accepted payment
Z:~~c;:~; of their debts from the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm on
T~'E
the' 1st of August 1933; but that if they did so
MBERCANTILE they ran the risk that ultimately it might be held
ANK OF
INDI~,LTD. that those payments were made by the S.A.R.M.
PA~Ei c.]. Chettyar Firm at a time when the estate of the firm
had become vested in the Official Assignee on
behalf of the creditors of the firm, and that"'as
against him the transfers were void.
As regards the second branch of the proviso to
section 57 it was contended on behalf of the respondents
that after the order annulling the adjudication of the
S.A.R.M~ Chettyar Firm there was no insolvency petition
subsisting or in existence of the presentation of which
they could have had notice. Indeed, the argument
went to this length, that in effect the filing of the
memorandum of the grounds of appeal against the
order annulling the adjudication was a fresh insolvency
petition." I cannot so read the proviso to section 57
of the Act, and in my opinion if the contention of the
respondents were to prevail it would have the effect
pro tanto of stultifying the procedure laid down
under the law of insolvency for the distribution of
an insolvent debtor's estate. I am of opinion, that
the obiect and effect of section 57 was to provide
that the hardship which otherwise might fall upon
a transferee without notice from the insolvent should
be obviated' if the transfer was, made before the
date of the order of ad judi~ation and' the transferee was ignorant of the grave financial' embarrassment' which had pefallen the debtor by the
presentation of an available insolvency petition by or
against him. In re Teale (1) is a case that concerned a transferee without notice. On the other
1934

(1) (1912) Z K.B;D. 367.
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nand when a payment is made by an insolvent to
hi~ creditor who has had notice of the presentation
of an available insolvency petition by or against·
the debtor the creditor receives the· payment or
accepts the transfer at his peril, unless at the time
when the payment is made the insolvency proceedings had necessarily reached finality. The present
case affords a simple illustration of the position.
Th6iie was nothing in law or in fact which pre.vented the Banks from receiving payment from the
insolvent in the way they did, but it would, in my
opinion, be idle to contend that on the 1st of August
1933 there was not· subsisting an available insolvency
petition against the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm of which
the respondent Banks had notice. Of course, if in
the event the appeal from the order annulling the
adjudication had failed or it had not been presented
within the prescribed ·limit of time or had been
withdrawn the payments to the Banks would have
been valid and effective. In the events that happened,
however, the appeal was allowed and the order
annulling the adjudication was set aside; with the
result that the title of the trustee to possession of
the estate of theS.A..R.M. Chettyar Firm from the
1st of April 1933 was confirmed. It follows, therefore, that on the 1st of August 1933 the insolvent
had no title to or right to transfer the property
which he transferred to the respondent Banks, and
the payment of the sums now under consideration
was void as against the Official Assignee That was
the risk .that the Banks ran in accepting the payments
in the circumstances obtaining on the 1st of August
1933. It must be borne in mind that if the appeal
from the order annulling the adjudication had failed
the recipients of these sums would have obtained an
fldvantage over the general body of creditors of th~
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estate of the S.A.R.M. Chettyar Firm. In the events·
that have happened, howev~r, they will have to
OFFICIkL
.restore the money that has been paid to them by
A&S;IGNEE
v.
the insolvent.
1'U:E
MERCAN!1'I!;E
The principles underlying the doctrine ,of lis
BANK OF
INI>IA,LT.D. pende1!1s, in my opinion, are not dissimilar from the
principles which are to be applied in construing'
PAGE,.CJ.
section 57 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act
[see Gobi1'ld ChunderRoy v. Guru Churn Kurrn4J.Par
(1) ; Dinonath Ghose and another v. Sharna Bibi (2,) ;
and Settappa Goundan and others v. Muthia Goundan
and seven others (3) ; see also Chandrarnani Shaha v.
Sreemati Anarfan Bibi' (4)].
.
For these reasons tbe appeals are allowed, the
order from which the appeals are brought is set
aside, and in each case a declaration will be made
as sought by the Official Assignee, and an order
passed tbat the respondent Bank do refund to the
Official Assignee the money transferred to the Bank
. by the ,.insolvent firm. The app.ellant is entitled to
his costs both of the original hearing and of the
appeal, the advocate's fee in each Court being seven
gold mohurs as aga~nsfeach respondent.
T,I;I'E

MYA

Bu,

J.-.I agree.

(1) (lS87) I.L.R. 15 Cal. 94.
(2) (1900) I.L.R. 2l:1 Cal. 23.

(3) (l908) I.L.R: 31 Mad. 268.
(4\ (1934) 36 Born. L.R. 717.
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Before~ir

Arthur Page, KI., Chief h4stice, and Mr.

JUStiCI~

Mya Bu.

THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE

v.

M. E. MOOLU~ SONS, LTD.
AND OTHERS.

(IN LIQUIDATION)

*

movabl0roperty, transfer of-Registralio/l-Inlerest i1l a lalld settlemelllPart perfOtJ'mance, doctrine of-Contract for sale of latld-Tille to landTrust property, how created-Legal and equitable estates-Ownership of
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55,56.
An interest under a settlement of landed property is an interest in
movable property and a sale or transfer thereof can only be made or
eeted by a registered instrument.
Ma Yait v. The Official Assignee, I.L.R. 8 Ran. 8; Mating Shwe Goh v.
lung Inn, I.L.R. 44 Cal. 542-referred to.
In India, apart· from statute, having regard to the law of registration there
no room for the equitable doctrine of part performance to operate.
A riff v. ] adunath, 58 LA. 91-jollowed.
A vendor under an unregistered contract for the sale of immovable property
reason of what he had said or done cannot be treated as holding the
operty as a trustee for the purchaser. Title to land cannot pass by a mere
mission when the statute requires a deed.
Jadunath v. Rup Lal, I.L.R. 38 Cal. 967; Dharam Chand v. Manji Sahli,
C.L.]. 436; Mathura Mohan v. Ram Kumar, I.L.R. 43 Cal. 7\10 i Narak
Jll v. Mangoo Lall, 22 C.L.]. 38G-referred to.
A trust in relation to immovable property, when non-testamentary, can
tly be effected by a registered instrument. The Indian law does not
cognize legal and equitable estates. The owner of trust property is the
Jstee only.
Rani Chhatra Kumari Devi v. Prince Mohall, I.L.R. 10 Pat. 851; Tagore v.
,gore, (1872) LA. Supp. 47; Webb v. Macpherson. I.L.R. 31 Cal. 57-referred.
By an agreement M contracted to sen to a person as trustee for a company
be formed certain of his assets which inc1nded the share of a person in a
:ttlement of landed property which M had purchased by a registered
.strunient. By a~other agreement the company, after its formation, adopted
,e first agreement and released the tn:stee. 111 was the managing director of
Ie company and was in substance its proprietor. There was no registered

* Civil First Appeal No. 57 of 1934 from the judgment of tbis Court Lm the
riginal Side in Civil Regular No. 539 of 1930.
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instrument of transfer from M to the company in respect o:f.the property.
Thereafter 111 was adj'ldicated insolvent· and a month later the company·went
into comp,;lsory liqt'idation. The creditors of- the company claimed the
•
property in preference to the creditors of M.
Held, that 11) the interest under the settlement being an interest ir
immovable property could not be transferred by M to the cOl11pa~y except by ~
.registered instrument and the agreements did not <;:reate any interest in o·
title to Ole property· in favour of the company, (2) having regard to the law 0
registration in India the payment of consideration by the company to M di'
not operate to bring into play the English' equitable doctrine of par
performance, (3) having regard to the law of trusts in IncHa, M did not hold th
property as a trustee for the compaily, (4) in the Circumstances of the case h
neither created nor had 6tny intention to 'create a trust in f,wour of th
comp6tny.

Clark for the appellant. The insolvent ha
purported to transfer the interest he obtained fror
Chit Maung in the Ohn Ghine estate [see J.Ha Ya:
v. The Official Assig1~ee (1)], to the responder
company. But there .is no registered document, all
the interest tbat is sought to be transferred
immovable property. Sul?ry Kurdeppa v. Goondaku
N agireddi (2). In India there is no distinctic
behveen legal and equitable property in the sense :
whiSh it is understood by the Court of Chancery
EnglancL In the presenf case there was merely
contract for sale of the interest referred to abov
and this cannot create any interest in the esta1
See Treba v. 111acpherson (3); 111aun.g Shwc Goh
Mau1'lg 111/1 (4) ; Honnasji v. Keshav Purslzotam (5
Kalachand v. Banerji (6) ; Rupchand v. ]ankibai (t
Estoppel cannot be held sufficient· to pass a
title to land or other immovable property; and t
Official Assignee cannot be prevented from raisi
the contention that the property in questi
belonged, in fact, to MoolIa and not to the compa!
MathU1'a Mohan v. Ram Kumtw (8); see a
(I) LL.R. 8 Ran. 8.

(2)

6 M.H.C.R.

71.

(3) I.L.R. 31 Cal. 57.
(4)

I.L.R. 44 Cal. 54<!.

(5) I.L.R. 18 Bom. 13.

(6) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 487.
(7) 27 Bom. L.R. 1441.
(8) I.L.R. 43 Cal. 790, 807.
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parte Revell. In re Tollemache (1) ; In re Vaun
•
'lun. Ex parte Pattullo 2) ; In re Van Laun (3).
More@ver, there can be no question of the
'cation of a trust in the present case. There is no
~claration of trust by the author of the trust as
:quired by s. 5 of the Trusts Act, and under s. 8
Ie subject-matter of the trust cannot be a beneficial
ierest under a subsisting trust. MooUa's interest in
Ie property was a beneficial interest in the settlement
: the date of the alleged transfer.
The trial Court held that there was an implied
ust; bl.lt under the Indian law there is no distincon between legal and equitable estates, and there is
aly one owner of the trust property, namely the
ustee. Rani CIthafra Kurnad Devi v. PI'ince Mohan
ikra111 Shah (4). Also Central Tntst and. Safe
leposit Co. v. Snider t5),
The .respondents' suit is also not maintainable
nder the provisions of s. 42 of the Specific Relief
.ct. Under s. 5+ of the Transfer of Property Act a
::mtract to transfer immovable property does not of
self create any interest or charge on such property,
nd the respondents are not entitled to any "legal
haracter" so as to come within s. 42. Moreover,
1e respondents have f~ilec1, in spite of repeated
bjections, to ask for any consequential relief, and a
uit for a bare declaration of this nature is not
Jaintainable. Narayana v. ShankU11ni (6); Surya1arayanamurii v. Tammanna (7) ; Raj Narain v.
:hama Nando (8).
:t'

Doctor for the respondents. The Official Assignee
s. estopped from contending at this stage that the
(1) 13 Q.B.D. 720.
(2) (1907) 1 KB. 155.
(3) 11907) 2 K.B. 23.
(4) I.L.R. 10 Pat. 851,869.

is) (1916) A.C. 266.

(6j LL.R. 15 Mad. 255.

(7) LL.R. 25 Mad. 50·t
(8) LL.R. 26 Cal. 845.
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property in question does not belong to the respondent comp;:my. The sole question in issue is whether
at the date of MooHa's adjudication the pro.perty, in
fact, belonged. to him or to the company. Under
s. 52 of the Presidency-ToviTl1s Insolvency Act
property held by the insolvent in trust for any otber
person does not pass to the assignee in insolvency.
For the purposes of this section no' formal declaration of trust is necessary. If it is establiSTred on
the evidence that the property was held in t~'us1
such property cannot pass to the Official Assigne~
Hardson v. Belilios (1); Rochefoucauld ~. ROMSlead (2). The law in India does in no way diffel
from the English law in this r.espect. Louis Kunhc
v. Crelho (3).
The acts and conduct of MooHa have all alon!
indicated that he held the property in trust for' th(
company. Moolla has received the agreed consideratioI
for the transfer, and has acted in pursuance of thl
agreement. The relationship between the parties ha
hP"""1 +h':1+ nf trnstee and beneficiary. and Moolla i
estopped from contending that the property is hi~
Jonathan Scott and Francis Richardson v. Rober
Surman Salen Owen and John Cruickshank (4)
Winch v. Keeley (5). In the circumstances, eve)
granting that a document was necessary, the doetrin
of part performance ought to be held applicabh
Hiralal v. Shankar (6) j Vizagapatam Developmet.
v. MUAuramareddi (7); Maung Myat Tha Zan ,
Ma Dun (8). Al'~ff v. Jadunath Majumdar (~
did not purport to lay down anything. to th
contrary.
(1)
(2)
(3i
(4)

(1901) A.C. 118, 123.
(1897) 1 Ch.U. 196.
18 M.L.]. 158.
125 E.R. 1235.
(9) I.L.R. 10 Ran.

(5) 99 E.R. 1284.
(6) I.L.R. 45 Born. 1170.
(7) I.L.R. 46 Mad. 919.
(8) I.L.R. 2 Ran.285~
530n.
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PAGE, C.J.-In the view that I take of this case
[t presents no difficulty. If I have gauged the
situatiol'l correctly the plaintiffs are making an
ingenious attempt
to circumvent the law of
registration in India. The attempt fails.
The facts are simple and not in controversy;
the qnestion is, what is the legal position disclosed
by the facts? The dispute is between the creditors
in th7 insolvency of one M. E. MoolIa and the
creditors in the winding· up of M. E. Moolla Sons,
Limited.
M. E. MoolIa used to speculate in rice and
other commodities in the grand style. He is
reputed to ha\-'c possessed at one time five hundred
lakhs, but· as is the way of such persons he overreached himself, and has lost everything. Now,
in 1920 M. E. MoolIa . conceived the phm of
creating a company to take over some of his property
and to carryon some of his activities. To this
end· he entered into two agreements: (a) on the 22nd
of December 1920, whereby he and his mother
Mariam Bee Bee contracted to sell to Mohamed Ally
Mod;:Ln as trustee for a company to be formed
certain of his assets on the terms therein set out.
On the 21st of January 1921 pursuant to this agreement M. E. MoolIa Sons, Limited, the respondent
company, was incorporated; and (b) on the 31st of
January 1921, whereby the agreement of the 22nd of
December 1920 was adopted by the respondent
company, and Mohamed Ally Modan was discharged
from all 9liability thereunder. Among the assets
which M. E. MoolIa contracted to sell to M. E. MoolIa
Sons, Limited, was
,e purohase of the right of MaungChit Maung in the estate
of his deceased father, U Ohn Ghine

...

Rs. 2,50,000."
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M.' E. Moolla was adjudicated insolvent on the. 7th
May 1927, and M. E. MoolIa Sons, Limited, \-vent into
,OFFICIAL
compulsory liquidation on the 21st June 19J7. The
ASSIGl'EE
"IJ.
question that falls for determination in the present
M, E.
,MOOI-LA
suit is whether the creditors in the insolvency of
S'OSS. LTD,
(ll-! LIQUI~ M. E. Moolla or the creditors in the liquidation of
, DATioN).
M, E. MoolIa Sons, Limited, are entitled to this
PAGE, C.J.
'asset.
Under a deed of settlement by U OhnG-hine
· of the '5th May 190B ,the' beneficiaries "of whom
Maung Chit Maung was one, became entitled to, (( a
"vestedright in the income,' contingent rights in the
: corpus!' .of the settled property, [per Lord Atkin in
'Ma Yaitand' othe1~s v., The Official Assignee (1)J. On
-the 17th December 1919 Maung Chit Maungby G
.registered deed of transfer conveyed to M'~ E~JViO'bll,
'for value "all his undivided' share of. inheritariC'f
right and interest in and to the estate of the sale
U Ohn Ghine' deceased and in the rents, profits
· investments, or income thereof, and all his ' righ
'and interest under the trusts of the said settle
ment if ultimately held to be of legal validity wit:
all the income, rents, investments, and profits c
· the said trust estate and all the estate right; tit1t
interest, claim, and demand, of the vendor in an
to any of the premises her~by €onveyed or tran~
ferrt:d or purported to be conveyed or h·ansferred.
It was the interest of Maung Chit Maung i
U Ohn' Ghine's settlement' thus acquired 'th;
M. E. MoolIa contracted to sell to M. E. MooHa Son
Limited. I am clearly of opinion,-indeed after U
decision of the Judicial Committee in M a Yait ar.
othe1's v. The Official Assignee (1) it is) I think, n:
open to dispute-that the interest in U Ohn Ghim
THE

(1) (1930) I,L,R.' 8 Ran. 8 at p. 11.
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1934
settlement which M. E. :i\lroolla contracted to sell
THE
to M. E. Moolla Sons, Limited, was an interest
OFFICIAL
in iKlmovable property, and fell within the ambit ASSIGNEE
v.
of section S4 of the Trallsfer of Property Act.
M.E.
MOOLLA
Ma Yail and others v. The Official Assignee (1) ; SONS,
LTD.
Lacey v. Hill (2); and In re Tho'mas (3). It follows, (IN LlQUl~
DATION).
therefore, that no· sale or transfer of that interest could
be made or effected otherwise than by a registered PAGE.C.J.
instrument. On behalf of the respondents it was
contended that, inasmuch as· M. E. MooHa had
received the agreed consideration. for the transfer,
and money belonging to M. E. MooHa Sons, Limited,
. had been expended in connection therewith, the
equitable doctrine of part performance ought to be
applied in aid of the claim of the respondent coni·
pany. I have long been of opinion,however, that in
. India having regard to ,the law. of registration there
is po room for this equitable doctrine to operate.
In Ariff v. ]adunath Maf1t1l1dar (4)-if I am able to
appreciate the burden and implications of this
seGtrching and, I speak with great deference, in
some respects iconoclastic judgment-the matter is
made clear. Lord Russell, delivering the judgment
of the Board, ohserved
.

"that it might well be doubted whether such a doctrine
cC'uld be applied or could operate in cases where statute law
required the existence of a registered document as an essential
for the creation of the title which the respondent claimed"; and
his Lordship added "whether an English equitable doctrine
should in any case be applied so as to modify the effect of an
Indian i>latute may well be doubted; but that an English equita1)le doctrine affecting the provisions of an English statnte relating to the right to sue upon a contract should be applied by
a.nalogy to such a statute as the Transfer of Property Act, and
(1) (1930) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 8.
(2) L.R. 19 Eq. 346 at p. 350.

(3) 34 Ch.D. 166.
(4) (1931) 58 I.A. 91 ; LL.R. 10 !<an. 53011.
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with snch a result as to create \vithout any writing an intere~t
which the statute says can only be created by means of a registered instrument, appears to their Lordships, in the absooce of
some binding authority to that effect, to be impossible."

MOOLLA

(see s. 53A of the Transfer of Property Act).
Again, under section 54 of the Transfer of
DATION).
Property Act it is expressly provided that a contract
PAGE, C.r.
for the sale of immovable property "does not_of
itself, create any interest in or charge' on such
property." In Maung Shwe Gait v. Maul1g Inn' (1)
Lord Buckmaster who delivered the judgment of
the Privy Council, observed:

SONS, LTD.
(IN LIQUI-

" In the English Courts, a contnict for sale of real property
makes the purchaser the' owner inequity of the estate . ,:
It has been pointed out to their Lordship:" that the under.lying principle, upon which this rule depends, has no application
to the sale of real estate in Lower Burma, siEce by section 54 of
the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 (a statute made applicable to
Lower Burma), it is expres~ly provided that such a contract
creates no -interest in or charge upon the land."

I am firm ly of opinion having regard to the
statute law in India that no title to or interest in the
rights of Chit Maung in U Ohn Ghine's settlement
was conveyed or transferred to M. E. MooHa Sons,
Limited, under or by reason of the contracts of the
22nd December 1920 and the 31st January 1921
[see also sections 17 and 49 of the Hegistration
Act, section 91 of the Evidence Act and section
55 (4) of the Transfer of Property Act].
The respondents, however, further contended,
,and the learned trial Judge has held, that in the
circumstances of the present case a trust of that
interest was created of. which M. E. MooHa was the
trustee and the respondent company the beneficiary.
(I) (1916) I,L.R. 44 Cal. 542 at p. 552.
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In my opinion this contention fails both in law and
on the facts. It was urged on behalf of the respondent • company that as both M. E. Moolla and
subsequently the Official Assignee representing his
estate must be taken expressly or impliedly to have
admitted that the beneficial interest in this asset
had passed to the respondent company under these
two agreements the true inference to be drawn from
the- facts disclosed in the evidence was that
M. E. Moolla held this asset at the time of his insol~
vency as a trustee for the respondent company, and
therefore that this asset did not pass to the Official
Assignee under section 52 of the Presidency-Towns
Insolvency Act, 1909. But, as was pointed out in
Mathura Mohan Saha v. Rmn Kzmzar Salta and
Chittagong D ist1'ict BoaTd (1). title to land cannot
pass by a mere admission when the statute· requires
a deed: ]adul1ath v. Rup Lal (2); Dharam Chand v.
Mal1ji Sahu (3); and Narak Lall v. Mangoo Lall (4)."
And it must be remembered that estoppel is a rule
of evidence and not a source of title; and that whatever was said or done by M. E. MooHa or the Official
Assignee in his insolvency, M. E. Moolla Sons,
Limited, must be taken to have had notice and
knowledge of the true facts through M. E. MoolIa
who was its managing director and in substance
its proprietor. Further, in my opinion to lay down
that the vendor under an unregistered contract for
the sale of immovable property by reason of what
he had said or done must be treated as holding the
propert:li' as a trustee for the purchaser would be to
act in direct violation of the law relating to registration in India, and would go far to defeat the
Ij

(1) (1915) I.L.R. 43 Cal. 790 at p. 807.
(2) (1906) LL.R. 33 Cal. 967.

(3) 16 C.L.]. 436.
(4) 22 C.L.]. 380.
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object to attain which that law was enacted. I am
also firmly of opinion upon a consic.ieration of th~
law relating to trusts in India that the contenti~n of
the respondent company that M. E. MoolIa held this
asset as a trustee for M. E. MooIla Sons, Ltd., cannot
be sustained. The interest of Chit Maung in the
trusts created under U Ohn Ghine's settlement whi<:;h
was the subject-matter of the two agreements of the
22nd December 1920 and the 31st January 1921 was a
beneficial interest therein, and under section H of the
Indian Trusts Act, it is expressly provided that the
subject-matter of a trust "must not be a merely beneficial interest under a subsisting trust." Again~ under
section 5 of the Trusts Act "no trust in relation to
immovable property is valid unless declared by· a nontestamentary instrument in writing signed by the author
of the trust or the trustee and registered," although no
dOll bt it is provided that the rules in that section
.should not operate so as to effectuate a fraud. Further,
in Rani Chhatra f{ull'la1'i Devi v. Prince JJ10ha11,
Bikram Shah (1) it was laid down by Sir George
Lowndes, who delivered judgment on behalf of the
Board, that
"even assumin~ that by reason of the CGntract the properties
were impressed with a continuing trust in favcur of the respondent, their Lordships are unable to hold that this would
entitle him to sue for. possession as 'owner.' . The Indian
law does not recognize legal and equitable estates: Tag9re v.
Ta.!{ore (2) i Webb v. Macpherson (3). By that law, therefore,
there can be but one 'owner' and where the property is vested
in a trustee, the 'owner' must, their Lordships thinli, be the
trustee. This is the view embodied in the Indian Trusts Act,'
1882: see sections 3, 55, 56, etc.
The ·trustee is, in
their Lordships' opinion, the 'owner' of the trust property, the
(I) (1931) LL.R. 10 Pat. 851 at p. 869.
(21 L.R. (1872) LA. Stipp. 47, 71.
(3) (1903) LRL. 31 Cal. 57, 72.
.
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right.of the beneficiary being in a proper case to call upon the
trustee to convey to him."

Now, in the present case it is not pretended that
a sale or transfer of Chit Maung's interest in the Ohn
Ghine Trust was effected under the two contracts
for sale; for no title or interest under such a transfer
could be. created unless the contract for sale was
registered. But in order to succeed as against the
Official Assignee it was incumbent upon the respondent
company to prove that it possessed some title in law
to this asset, and that the company could only acquire,
in my opinion, by obtaining the execution of a
conveyance duly registered. Until that is done it has
no title or interest in the asset under consideration.
The respondent company, however, has expressly
and deliberately refused to claim any relief in the
present suit except a bare declaration that "the
company is solely entitled to all the rights and interests
acquired by M. E. Moolla under the assignment of
the 17th December 1919," and has declined to pray
for any further consequential relief. In my opinion
upon that ground also the present suit must fail (see
section 42 of the Specific Relief Act).
. But the case does not rest there; for I am not
prepared to hold on the fads that M. E. MoolIa
indicated "with reasonable· certainty by any words
or acts an intention on his part to create thereby
a trust" (section 6 of the Indian Trusts Act). No
doubt M. E. Moolla and M. E. MooHa Sons, Limited,
are separate entities in the eye of the law; but in
considering whether M. E. MoolIa created or intended
to create a trust of this property in favour of the
respondent company it is essential not to lose sight
of the realities of the situation. M. E. MoolIa was
plunging heavily in speculation on the rice market,
and it may well, I think, have occurred to him, as it has
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occurred before and no doubt will occur again to
persons in his position, that it might be advisable that
OFFICIAL
ASSIGNEE
he should form a company through which he mighet
'II.
carryon
in part his financial operations, (it was stated
M.E.
MOOLLA
at the trial that M. E. MoolIa Sons, Limited, was not
SONs,LTD.
IN LIQUIthe only company that he formed for this purpose),
DATION).
and to which incase of need he might transfer or from
PAGE, C.J.
which he might transfer his property. Out of an
issued share capital of 165 lakhs in M. E. Moona Sons,
Limited, M. E. Moolla received 15,348 one thou~nd
rupee· shares, his .mother· Mariam Bee Bee being
allotted 1,150 shares and two other relatives one share
each. In considering whether M. E. MoolIa created
a trust of this asset in favour of the respondent company
it is not without significance I think, that whatever
M. E. Moona did was known to the respondent com..
pany through M. E. Moolla, its managing director,
who possessed an overwhelming proportion of the shares
of the company, and the opinion that I have formed
as to the object and intention of M. E. Moona in
incorporating M. E. Moolla Sons, Limited, is fortified
and confirmed by the fact that in Civil Regular
No. 271 of 1925, in which M. E. MoolIa sued the
trustees of U Ohn Ghine's settlement for a declaration
that he had acquired the rights of Chit Maung in that
settlement and for an account of the administration
of the trusts, M. E. Moolla claimed in 'his own right
as the assignee of the interest of Chit Maung in the
settlement, and not as the trustee or otherwise on
behalf of the respondent company.
In the events that have happened both M. E. Moolla
and the respondent company have become in.solvent,
and it may be that M. E. Moolla now would prefer to
see the title in this asset vested in the respondent
company; for whereas we have not been informed as
to how much is still payable by the respondent
THE

JL.
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.mpany to its creditors the liability of M. E. Moolla's
tat~ to the unsecured creditors is stated to be thirtyn.e lakh~ in respect of which no dividend whatever
,s been paid.
I am of opinion that the !I'espondent company has
.led to prove not only that a trust has been created,
It also that M. E. MooHa in the circumstances in
Iich he was placed, ever intended to perfect the title
the r~pondent company to this asset.
. For' these reasons, in my opinion, the suit fails
,th in law and on tlie merits. The appeal is allowed,
e decree from which it is brought set aside, and the
it 'dismissed. The Official Assignee is entitled to his
sts in both Courts.' In the trial Court·the advocate's
~wi11 be" twenty gold mohurs for the first day of
{hearing and special costs of ten gold mohurs for
:;h subsequent day of the hearing, and in 'the
>pellate Court, thirty gold mohurs.
MYA

Bu, J.-I agree.
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Bejore Mr. Justice Mya Bu, alld Mr. Justice Dimktey

P.A.A. CHETTYAR FIRM

193'4

v.

Feb: 21.,

T.R.M. CHETTYAR FIl~M.*
,llls01'vc11cy:-.;Joi1i't debt by insolveJit and deceased father~lnlieritall:ci By' son
oj property oj deceased jather- Disposal oj property by s01v~Recovery' of
property in insolvency-Creditor's claim to priority-Civil Procedure Code
(Act V oj 1(08), s. 52 (2)~Provi11,cia{]lls01'lle1icy'A'cf(V of 1(20)~ s, 61' (5)'~
A debtor was adjudicated insolvent on a creditor's' petition. 1'Vvo" of
the debts due to the creditor were by the insolvent and'his father",'Sinee·
deceased, jofntly. The insolvent inherited some property from his father
which he, disposed' of before his i1isolvericy. Only one I f such properties
was recovered in thl' insolvency proceedi'ngs on' the grolind' of ,undhe
preference. This being the only asset available to the creditors the
adjudic:atin'g Creditor daimed a preference over the other' creditors in
res~ect Of the debti due jointly by the insolvent ariel his fathet.:
lfe'ld, that bankruptcy is essentially a proceeding in pers01u:i1ii; and on1)1
tbe persl)nal debts due by the insolvent can be proved therei~., Tht
creditor could claim no priority over other credftors in respect of tht
joint debts in the son's insolvency
Nagasubrahmania v. Krislmamachm'iar, I.L.R'.SO Mad. 981-referred to.
Held jurthe1', that the creditor could have ~ued the insolvent under th.
provisions of s. 52 (2) of the Civil Procedure Code and made him personal1:
liable for the debis of his father to the extent of the father's estate that hal
come into his hands and had been disposed of by him, and then could hav
proven in re~pect of this liability in the insolvency.
Kinderley v. Jervis, 22 Beav. I-referred to.
But even in such a case the creditor could not claim priority in respe(
of the property disposed of and which had come into the hands of the Cou:
by operation of the insolvency law.

Bas1/, for the appellant.
Hay for the respondent.

Bu and DUNKLEY, JJ.-One Maung F
Than was adjudicated insolvent on" petitions file
by the present appellant, P.A.A. Chettyar Fir:
MYA

* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 70 of 1933 from~the order of the District Co'
of Henzada in Insolvency Case No.2 of 1931.
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the'. present respondent T.R.:M. Chettyar
1934
iFm~." The- debts due to the- respondent firm. wtelle.
P.A\A..
f
CHFJI'tf.Y!AoRi
·
l·A:hree. promIssory
notes, two 0 f wh.lCh ,or-an
FIRll! .
1l0unt of, Rs. 3,000) were jointly ex.ecuted by T.~:M.
'aullg-:Po Than and his father; U Po Hlaing, who CHEF'JJW;•.
TT~AR'
~d dii;ed- some time. prior to the petition to:
••• ...3.:.
M'la.'11n~: P0'.
Th an. Th eearne·
1
d Add"
1
.M~.. Btrt.and ..
[jll:wucate
.: ltiona' DUNKliW'l;.]l'.
istdd J;udg~·· of' Henzada, in his order elated: the.
t·"M()j}r.1933; hasi held that the debts' due on; the: .
':olinissoJJY olDtes. in favour of the respondent finn,.
g!Jled:jpintly by Po; Than and his father, U Po
laing, must be satisfiied out of· the' assets. realized
,the: insolvency in. priority to- any other debts due
~·Jhe. ins<i>lvent alone, and. it is ag~inst this order
at·th.e. present appeal has been filed.
At. the time of his adjudication Maung Po Than
,d no, assets whatever. He had" as sale heir of his
;her.".:. received certain irnmQiVable pr0-perty by way·
iijheritance, but prior to the petition to adjudicate
m he had. disposed of all this property. One- of
e,. transfers whereby he· .disp.osed of this property.
tS set aside in the insolvency proceedings as. an
~dtle. ,pFefeteace .under the pro.visions of: section! 54
-the,. Provindal. Insolvency Ac,tt and this p.roperty
.-the. only. asset which has become available: fO{ .
;trihution among tnecreditors.
The respondent firm claimed priority for their
bts-~. whi~h were due jointly by the insolvent
d, his; father on the ground that they we~e
~diioJ;s.·o£ .the father as weli as of the. insolvent.
fact, the .proposition which has been advanced .
,,.their behalf is that a .' creditor of an .ancestor
[lC, intervene
in the:. insolvency of the heir arid
Lim ." that his debt shall be first satisfied, to the
tent that the heir received assets of the ancestor's
:ate, before the claims of'any other creditors an~
ltt

,
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satisfied. It is contended that the creditorsot the
ancestor have a general lien, upon the assets' ot the'
CHET1'YAR
FIRM
ances tor' s es tat e for th e paymen t 0 f th eli[" d"ebts
T.~:Mo
and can follow such assets into the hands of the
CH;;:~~.R heirs, and for this proposition the case of K£nderley v.
-,
Jervis 0) is cited. No doubt, this proposition is
MYA 'Bu .and ' ,
t b ut 1,
°t 'd,oes not f 0 11' ow th at th e creditors
DU~~LEY, n., correc,
can, follow such assets into the hands' of other
persons. If the heir has' disposed of his arrcest6r~s,
property to other persons, who took the property
without notice of the creditors' claims, then: the
creditors' right to follow the property is lost ',.,
In the present case the whole of the property
had been so transferred to other persons by . {he
insolvent, and consequently the right of thecreditoff
to follow the property was lost. That rightcertainl)
cannot be revived to them by the fact that the heiJ
has been adjudicated insolvent, and that his transfer:
of the property inherited by him have· been se
aside under the provisions' of the bankruptcy law s(
that it now becomes avaUable for distribution ambn)
his creditors.
The learned counsel for the respondent firm ha
cited certain nnauthorized reports of the Allahabat
and Madras' High Courts in support' of the Pj["opc
sition that a creditor of the ancestorcah intervene i
the heir's insolvency and prove his debt; but thes
cases do not really support his proposition,' fori
each of these cases the creditor hadobtairted
decree against the insolveht as legal representat'i~
of his ancestor.
Bankruptcy is essentially a proceeding inpe
sonam, and only the personal debts due by· tl
insolvent can be proved therein. The case'
P.A.A.

0

'0'

" .(1\ 22 Bea,v: L;
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'VagasuIJrahinanfaMUdaliarv. N. Krishnamachttriar .. 1934
.i),~where it was held that unt:ilthete· is a persortal:·p:\.A.
lecreeunder section 52 oithe Civil Procedure Code,
l: decree against a- person as the· legal. representative
. ·T.~:M.
~f arrotherdbes not make him liable to adjudication C~~~:AR
indertheProvincial Insolvency Act, is authority for ..-.· .. .
··t'
. M Y A Bund
:h Is propOSl lbn.
D UNKLllY, JJ
" No· doubt if is true that the" legal representative
jf ·:ad.eceased person is liable for the debts of the
:leceased~to the extent to which property of the
leceased has come into his hands, but before any
mchliability . can" be proved in the insolvency of
,uch legal representative, it must first be crystallized
ntb a- personal . liability in accordance with the
jfoper< procedure, which is laid down in section 52
)f:· the Code of Civil Procedure,
The respondent
irm ought first to have brought a suit against the
nsolvent as the legal representative of his deceased
·ather and obtained a decree. . It is objected that
10 ~uch suit could be brought because of the
rtsolvericy, but the· reply to this argument is that
?o :Thanwas adjudicated on the petition of the
'espondent·firm, and if the· respondent firm desired to
~rif()rce the liability against Po Than's deceased father's
~state," then they should have instituted a suit against
lim as legal representative before filing the insolvency
;Yetition,or even after the· filing of the petition the stiit
:::ould have been instituted with the leave of the
.nsolvency Court. When such a decree had been
)btained, under sub-section (2) of section 52 Po Than
would be personally liable thereon to the extent of the
:is·sets of hi; father's estate which came into his hands,
:md, without doubt, the respondent firm could then
have proved this personal liability in the insolveucy;

CH::::AR

(1) (1927) LL.R. 50 Mad. 981.
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,PAA.
CIl£'I'TYAR

FiRM
1:1.

T,RM.
'CIfE!fTYAR

'FIRM.

MYA Ht1 and
DUNKLEY.;n.

but even so, as none of the ,assets of his Jath~r~s ,eState
remains in Po Than's possession, the respondent dim
could ,have prov.ed only.· as an ordinary . ,tlUSe,curec
creditor, and would not have been entitled 40 an:
prior satisfaction of its debts but wouldchav,e hac
to share rateably with the other ,creditors; oum.<iLe
th e prOVISIons
. .
t'1.. lrtl'c;)VHiI(:>1l:
n
".'
0f
sec t'IOn·61 (5) o·f .'I'Ie·
Insolvency Act; for, as I have said, :the· fact the
some of the property ·has been recoverecl,f.pr clistr
bution in the insolvency by theoperation.of"tb
bankruptcy law could not beheld to rev:iiVe,\tlJ
respondent firm's right against such pr0.perty.
Consequently, on both grounds, ,nam~lY',tha.t·
creditor of the father has noloeus standi tointerNer
and prove his debt in the son's insolven.cy, and,th
there remain no assets of the father's estate over whii<
the father's creditors can have a lien forthe:satisfa
tion of their debts, this appeal must succeed.
The order of the District Court, dated thed
May, 1933, is set aside and it is directed ,that 'ii
debts due by the insolvent to the respondent:fiI
shall rank for dividend on the same :footing: as It
other unsecured debts due :by the insolvent.
TheappeUantfirm js entitled to its oosts:<a:gai:1
the respondent firm, both in this COUIit ,and lin: ;t
District Court,advocate'sfe'e in thisCourt:fiveng(
rnohurs andi-n the Distriet CourLtwogolcl meih1tr

~oL·:N:uJ
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,CRIMINALREVI'SION.
IJ.efore Mr. Justice Mosely.

KING-EMPEROR v. BA CHO.*
clItencc·pjimprisotl,mellt andwhippillg for tllt'jl-Illegality of sen/mce of whiPping-Appellate Court's powers-Substitution offurther sentence ofimpriso-nmC'nt in lieu of whipping-Enhancemcnt of scntcncc-Crimiual Procedure
C04c.(Act V,0f.l898), 5 •. 423(1) (b) (3) .
. ;:rh~ft is not~noffence ·which is punishable with whipping in ad9iliQn to
mprisonment. though it may be punished with whipping in lieu of imprisonnent.: .·The Appellate Court··has power to alter the nature of the sentence, but
lot ;so as:t~henhance it. If the Appellate Coc.rt retains. the lIentence ofimprispnnen! awarded by the trial Court, and substitutes a further sentence of impr,isonnent in lieu of the illegal sentence of whipping, the Court is in effect enhancing
h.e sentence. ·The .proper course for toe Appellate Court to adopt i~ to.set
Iside ;theilIegal portion of the sentence and to refer the case for re,<isionby
he High Court.
King~Emperor v. Chit Pon, I.L.R. 7 Ran. 319; Queen v. Banda Ali, 6 Ben
:'.R..I\pp. :VI, 9S.."..,referred to•

J.-Therespondent Nga Ba Cho was
convi~eted ,by the trial Court of theft, and was sentenced
toone year's rigorous imprisonment and thirty lashes.
Theft is not an offence which is punishable with
whipping in addition to imprisonment by sedion40f
the Whipping Act, (India Act No. IV of 1909), though
itimay ,under se.etion 30£ that Act be punished with
whipping in lieu of imprisonment. In appeal this
erL"or was ,noticed, and the .SessionsJudge commuted
,these.ntenceof . whipping,-,-,.the illegal part of the
s.entenoe,-.toone of ten mQnths'rigorous imprisonment,makingthe sentence ,one ,0£ one year and Jen
:tn:Qnths' ,rigorous imprisonment. The Appellate Court
has· :power under section 423 (1) (b) (3),.Code,of
·Crim.inal iPrQcedure,to .alter the ,nature of the sentence,
. ;MQSELY,

• Criminal'Revision No. 212A of 1934 from the order of the Second Additional. (Special Power) Magistrate of Thaton in Criminal Regnlar Trial No. 154
of 1933.

1934
June 6.
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but subject to the provision that the sentence be nOl
enhanced. Had the sentence Qf'Whipping been <
EMPEROR
legal one this substitution would not have amountec
v.
BA CHO.
to an enhancement, vzde f{ing~Emperor ,v. ·Chit POlM:OSELY, J.
and one (1)~'
The question is whether the commutation amount.
to an enhancement because itwas a substihitibt{of ;
legal se~tencefor part oian illegal sente~ce. ' ,
The only rullng on thesubjed which r'i:an'trac
is' <tn unauthorized 'i~port 'of" 1871,' quoted,..h:{·:Chi
'Pon's case,-Queen v.' Banda Ali '.(2)~a."decisiotl,-b
a'Benchof two Jfidgesof the Calcutta High Cout'
'rhat was a precis~lysimilar case'tvherean,"aCcu.i~,
",had been sentenced to rigorous .impriSonment an
• whippin'g for an offence 'where whippirig c6ii1d ,Hc
be awarded in addition, andon appeal tI1e:Se~sl~r
Judge commuted the sentence of whipping' to ',oI1e,'(
a further sentence of imprisonment. In revision tt:
additional sentence of imprisonmentwassetasid
Loch, J. said briefly there that as, the addition:
punishment was illegal 'the Judgecouldnot'legaI:
commute it. Mitter, J. in a considered judgm'ei
said that the sentence of whipping was in the, eye'
the law an absolute nullity. Being abSOlutely tit
and void it was to be considered as if it had nev
been passed at all. " He said that the casewh'ere 'tl
sentence of a lower Court isfoun:d tobealtogeth
illegal stands on a different footing. ,It might' 'I:;
'he said, that the' Appellate Court could . in.:·stlch
, case quash the sentence as absolutely hull and voi
anddireet· the lower Court to pass a: new senten
•
according to law, or it might even pass such'
sentence upon its own authority. As to this·~
wished to express no opinion one way or the 6th,
KING-

(1) (1929) I.L,R. 7 Ran. 319.

(2) 6 Ben. L.R. APP~,

p.9S;
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Section 419 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
then in force was to much the same effect as
section 423 of the present Code. Section 419 read:

6()9
1934
KINGEMPEROR

v,
BA CHO.

II The AppeIrat¢ c.om'ti)J.ay, after perusing the proceedings of
the lower Court, and after hearing the appellant or his counselor
agent, 'reverse or alter the sentence of that Court, but not so as' to
-'enhance the punishment that shall have been awarded."

'.' I'think that' the line of reasoning adopted in
'jia~daAli's case was, correct, and that the substit~ti0n ·of a legal' sentence for the illegal part of a
s.entence does.atnotmtto· an enhancement. The
Sessions. Judge could only set the sentence of whipping asige,. arid ,if: lie,,. c~nsidered enhancement necessary 'should have rderred' the proceedings to this
Court in revision.
The case' was'orie of cattle theft. The accused
had a· previous conviction for house trespass, and I
'cgnsidef . that a punishment of one year and ten
months' rigorous imprisonment was well merited.
The additional sentence of ten months' rigorous
itnprisonment imposed in appeal will be formally set
aside and re-imposed in revision.

MOSELY,].

....
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Before 'Mr. !usti·ce DU1~kZey.
1934

June 21.

U PO YIN v. U BA GHIT;*
Limilalion-Acknowledg1'llent ofdebt-.Depositio1tin·Coltrt-1udge~sc.ertijicateCO/~1't clerk's statmlent and Sig1/.atU/'c as to .co/,redness .of depositiQnAcknowlcgment by agent-Limitation Act (IX of 1908), s. 19.
A suit was broughtagainst a debtor on a promissory ,note which on the
face of it was barred by the law of limitation. The plaintiff ,I,ejied on a sratement made by the debtor as a witness in <;ourt in an 'insolvency case
aclmowledgingthe debt. The,d.e,position ·wasnot lIigned by:Uie .debtQt;.,bl1t,the
J,udge of the Court had signed the usual certificate at the end·of the d~posilion,
and a clerk of the Coort had. signed a statement at the foot of the deposition to'
the effect thatjt .wasread over by him ill_Burmese to the.witness:andhad.been
,acknowle(!g~d to be correct. The plaintiff relied on this .deposition aup .the
signature of the clerk for the purpose of briugiug the case within II. 19 of the'
·Limitation Act.
Held, that the deposition as such was not signed. by :thcclerk. thatb..e was
not required bylaw to sign the deposition, auct that he was not ,the duly
authorized agent of the debtor to sign any acknowledgment on his behalf so as
to save limitation. The signatures of the Judge. and of the clerk were merely
.evidence of the correctness of the .statements madein the deposition, and .didnot
in any sense amount to an acknowledgment of the debt on behalf of the debtor.
KOlldaJ1lad.q.luv. All-Itri, I.L.R. 34 -Mad. 221-follrrtJJcd.
Kapu1' Cha/ld v. Na rilljall Lal, (1918) 53 P.R. cl30-refcrred to.
Annapagauda v. SaMadigyapa, I.L.R. 26 Bpm. 221; Govindq,sami v.
Goundan, I.L.R 44 Mad. 971; Lukshmauan Chctty v. Sadayappa Chctiy,
35 M.L.]. 571 i Rashbehary v. Anand Ram, I.L;R.43 CaI.21l~disti1lguished.

Tun M aung for the appellant.
Munsi for the respondent.
DUNKLEY, J.-The
plaintiff-respondept, as the
receiver in insolvency of the estate of one Hiru,
brought a suit upon a promissory note against the
defendant-appellant. The defence was that the suit
was barred by the law of limitation, and admittedly
the promissory note was, on the face of it, timebarred. It was,' however, pleaded on behalf of the

* Civil Second Appeal No. 104 of 1934 from the .judgment of the District
Court of Pegu in Civil Appeal No.5 of 1934.
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'plaintiff-respondent that the defendant-appellant had
made an acknowledgment of' indebtedness which
~as sufficient within the meaning of the provisions
of section 19 of the Limitation Act to give a fresh
"starting point to the period of 'limitation~and the
sole point which is now for decision before me, and
iin·;fact was "the· sole point for· :decision :before :both
!the lower Courts, is whether . there was suchan
'- :acknowledgment su'fIiCient to satisfy the .provisions
<of.:seetion 1:9 of. the Limitation Act and to make
·;a 'J£resh starting .pointof limitation, so as to .b1ilng
·:thesuit within time.
The aeknowledgmentupon whieh the .plaintiffltesp<1>ndent re1iediseontained in a deposition of
. the ;de£endant-appe~lant,madeas a witness -in insol. Neuey case No. 76 of 1931 of .the Di-strict.courtof
'Pegu. At the .beginning of his .deposition he made
;the following statement, according to the record :
"I borrowed Rs. 600 from the respondent on a promisscry
note. It is the exhibit promissory note."

•

This deposition was ··recorded in accordance with
.the ..provisions of rule 5 of Order XVIII of the
Civil Procedure Code, as substituted by the Rule
Committee of this Court, At the end of the de,position ,there is the' signature of the Additional Juq.ge
of the District Court underneath the certificate
,e Read 0:ver and acknowledged correct," and there
..is.-also the signature of a Clerk under the further
certificate 'I Read over .by me in Burmese and
aeknowledgedcorrect.' ,
Section 19 of the Limitation Act Ja);sdown that
. 'llWhere1before the expiration of the period prescribed for
. ··asu~t or application in -respect of any property or right, an
acknowledgment of liability in respect of such property or right
has been made in writing signed by the party against whom such

1934

U Po

YIN

V.

'U BA·CHIT.
-.DUNKLEY,

J.
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. t(PO YIN
'II.

UBA CHIT.

D:U~KLEY.

J.

·[Vo~.·xn

. property or right is claimed,.. ' .~ ·a fresh period of limitation
shall be computeclfrom th~ titue wh~m the aclmo\vlec1gment, .,~as
so signed."
' . '
.' .

and the second Explariatiqn ,to section 19 says lFrat
~

,

-'

'"

:. "

.

-

. ' :.

..'

For the pnrposes of this section' signed' means signed.. either
personally or by at). agent duly authorizecl in this behalf."
,...

.Consequently, in order to. save .limitation it isriecessary, first, that the ackIibwledginentof liability;sholl'ld
be made in writing, and. secondly, that this writiong
should be signed by the: party whom it issoughLto
make liable, or by an agent of that party ,duly
authorized in this behalf, thai is, for the purpose
of making such acknowledgment.
It is admitted in this. case that the acknowledgment has not been signed by the appellant,and
the case for the respor:dent is that the clerk who 'has
signed the certificate at the end of the deposition.
was the agent of the appellant for the purpose. of
making such acknowledgment of indebtedness. This
is a contention witb which I find it impossibleJo
agree. In the case of Kapur Chand v. N a1'injan f"al
(1) it was laid down by the Chief Judge of the
Chief Court of the' Punjab that a deposition m~de
by the defendant in .a110ther case, which was riot
signed by him or by his duly authorized agent,
did not fliifil the requirements of section 19 of'the
Limitation Act, and this is' a decision· with whith
I am in full agreement. On behaIt of therespon. dent a number of rulings of the Madras High Calirt
have been quoted in support of the contention fhat
the signing of the deposition. of the appellant· by
the Judge of the Court or by'the clerk of the 'Court
must be a signing by them as agents of .the
appellant. In the two earlier cases of. the. M~dras .
(1) (L918) 53 Punjab Record l 130.
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High Court, which have been cited, that is,Venkata
v. Parthasaradhi (1) and Periavenkan Udaya Tevar
v. Subramanian Chetti (2), it . is specifically stated
that the depositions in question were signed by the
debtor, and consequently it is clear that in those
cases there. was an acknowledgment which had been
duly. signed by the party whom it was sought to
make liable. In the Case on whiCh the respondent
most. strongly relies; namely;Swaminatha Odayar
v.Subbarama Ayyar (3},it is' not specifically stated
whether the deposition in question was actually
signed by the debtor himself or not, and, in fact, on
the Court this question
the arguments presented
was not in issue j but it· seems to me that it ought to
be: inferred; in· view of the' earlier cases, that it is
the . practice in the Madras Presidency for witnesses
to be required to sign their depositions. . However,
I :atpasked, on behalf' of thetespondent, to infer
that there was' no such signature in this case
because in an earlier case, namely, Govindasami
Pillai v. Dasai Goundan (4); it was held that where
th~.Judge of a Court made a payment on behalf of
a debtor in .satisfaction of a claim which had to be
paid 'by the debtor, then the Judge must be deemed
to have' been an agent duly' authorized by the
debtor; to : ~ake the payment, and the signature of
the Judge on the paper showing thepayrrient satisfied
the.. conditions of section 20 of the Limitation Act j
but· thIS case, it seems to me,can be clearly
distinguished from the circumstances of a person
making. an acknowledgment of indebtedness, for in
this;. particular case the Judge had a duty cast upon
hi~ by law to make the payment on behalf of the
dehtor, and consequently whether· the debtor himself

.

to

(1) (1892) I.L.R.16 Mad. 220.
(2) (1896)I.L.R. 20 Mad. 239.

(3) (1926) I.L.R. 50 Mad. 548.
(4) (1921) I.L.R. 44 M~d. 971.

1934 .
U Po YIN
'V.

U BA CHIT.
DUNKLEY, ].
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1934appoi,nted the, Judg~ as his agent. or' not Wa5
u PU~YIN a matter of no importance',. because" evenagai-nst
u BA~CHIX•. the wishes of the debtor, the. Judge. had, by, la~
DUNKLEY,I. to make the payment, and therefore; inmakillllg "it
he. acted as· the agent of the, debtor.. I ha;ve b-eew
referred to certain, ca~s" namely, AnnapagaudCE.
Tammangauda v. Sa,ngadigyapa and·.another' (l)\~
Lakshumanan Chetty' an,d oihers v.. R:M.K.S.SaiJl;ak"
yappa Chett] and o/he1'S (2) and, ,Rashbehary; L'mk
Mandar v. Anand Ram (3)" as· authQ1iities JOf> ·the..,
proposition· that no .contractual relationship between.
the principal· and ,the agent is Il.~ceS8ary' in.·respe.0t;
of an agent as, authoFityto make an'acknow-ledgmen1LI
under section 19 of the. Limitation Act. 01: a, paymeFllt,··
under section 20, and;· that the agency· in question: •. \
need' not be derived from.' the auth<DrizatioE: of; ,the:/
principal, 'but may be derived .by operation ,of law-.
or bya legal. duty having been, cast upon the· .agent ~
in the p.erformance of which it wasnecessa-r.y· fO;1:·
hi·m. either-to' make the acknowledgment. or to ma;k:e:",
the paY.Q.1entin question. With this, proposition 0'
law 1 am in entire agr.eem,ent, but it is nece~ryr'
that, in order to make· a valid·. ackn0wledgmeni;; the '
person purporting to! aict as agent· for the'debtmlIn
must have autholiity to> make.- the ackno'Wledgnrent,~:
either by reason of his authorization by· t,he, ,debtor:
to, make the. acknowledgment or· by' reason; ,oi.a ,;<
duty cast upon him by ·law.~ see,ofi·,tbispoint-;\
Kondamodalu Linga Reddi v.Alluri Sar'lJorayudu.' (4};.··
In my opinion it is absolut.ely dear tfu:at . neitlmer,,·
the AdditionaL Judge. of the. DistdctCourtnQ,P'th~,\
clerk, who sign:ed tlu,e-- cernneates at the'emJd ol;"tbe;,
appellant's deposition. in the insolveney case,,:had·,aBy.h·'
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11) (1901) I.L.R. 26 Bom. 221.
(2)3SM~L.J~ 571.
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authority, either derived from the: appellant himself or
1934 .
by reason of any duty cast upon them by law, to make u Pc;'YIN
an .acknowledgment of ind.ebtedness on behalf of the u B:CHIT.
appellant. Moreover, in this case the respondent DUN~.,J.
relied upon the' signature of the c1erkof the Court to
save limitation i yet rule 5 of Order XVIII, as substituted by the Rule Commiite'e of this Court, does not
require the clerk to sign the deposition (which is
.required- to be signed by the Judg.e only),. but merely
requires' him tosig'tt a c'ertifi:cate' that he has du'ly
. read over the deposition to the witness,_ which ceFtificate is to be appended at the foot of the depositioN.
CeDl'l'seqt:lenUy the' derkof the Court has not'signed the
deposition as such,. either as agent of the witness or in
any other capacity. In order that there should be' an
acknowledgment within the meaning of section 19' of
the Limitation Act, it must be in' the form of a writin~
which has been signed either by the debtor or by
some person duly appointed as l1:isagent in that behalf,
acknowledging the correctness of the statement contained in the writing. In this case there is no such·
signature by the debtor or by any other person.
Therefore, on ·both these· grounds this suit ought to
have been dismissed i both on the ground that· the
deposition has not been signed by the clerk t and· also
. on the ground that,' even if it be accepted that the
signatures of the Additional Judge, of the District Court
and~ the clerk are signatures intended to testi.jy to the,·
cOX:Jiect~ss eDf: the "statements· made in the deposition,
neV"erlhe-lesS'"thley' af'e~·· no.tsignatures· of .persons w1lr€5
were agents of the appellant duly authorized to' make
amackn@wledgmentofindeb1:edness on his behalf.
Consequently this appeal is allowed and the'
deCisions of both the lower Courts are reversed, and
the·plaintiff-respondenfs suit is dismissed with costs,
throughout.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, altd Mr. Justice Baguley.

NGA YWA

'1'1;)"

AND ANOTHp;R

v.

June 25.'

KING-EMPEROR.* .'
Conviction folflO'llling plea of guilty-Notice of e·/tha1Icement of se1ltence-Appeal .
agail1st conviction and sentence-Crimilzal Pro¢edure Code (Acf V ~f.'
1898), ss. 439 (6), 412-Court's duty as to confessed guilt-Natl~re .of tlJe,
charge-Circumstances atte1lding admission ofguUt-Accused's knowledge':""" .
l"Jurdcr-PZea of staroation.
.
An accused person is entitled
appeal against .both thecon~icti0ii"
and the sentence passed upon him notwithstanding his plea of guilty 'when ..
notice for enhancement of sentence has been ser.ved upon him. .Where :
an accused is convicted on a plea of guilty the Court ought to consider
whether the accused fully understood· the nature oHhe charge to Which, .
and the circumstances in which, he had pleaded. guilty. The gravity of the
offence of a cruel and deliberate ml1rderis in no way lessened because. the
accused cOlnmitting it was starving.'
.
.

to

Carlos for the appellant.

Tun By;t (Assistant Government Advocate) fOr . the'.
Crown.
.
!
C.J.-In this case the first accused Nga
Ywa was charged before the Sessions Court at Tavoy
.inlhe following terms:
.
PAGE,

.

.

"Firstly-That you, on or about the 16th day 6fJanuary 1934.
(2nd lazan of Tabodwe, 1295 B.E.) at the source of' the Zlbyet.'
cha:ung creek in furtherance of the cotilmonintentionof yourself;
and Si Bu Hpaw, did .commit murder by intention:ally causing the
death of Sein Gyin and thereby committed. an offence punishable
under section 302/34, LP.C."

A similar charge was preferred against the secbnd
accused Si Bu Hpaw.
* Criminal Appeals Nos. 632 and 633 of 1934 and Criminal Revision'
No. 430A. of 1934 from the order of the Sessions Judge of Tavoy artdMergJii'
in Sessions Trial No.6 of 1934.
.
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Both the acr.used were furtner charged with
JfffmCeS punishable under sections 392/39i /34 of the
Indian Penal Code.
At (he trial before the late Mr. J. P. Doyle, I.C.S.,
Sessions Judge of Tavoy, the charges were read and
explained to the accustd, and each of the accused
pleaded guilty to both charges. After the plea of
guilty had been recorded the learned Sessions Judge
asked the accused tbe .following questions:
To Nga Ywa (1st accused):
Q. Why did you kill Sein Gyin ?
A. I did it bec~use I was starving and I hoped to get some
provisions.
Q. You realize that you hwe pleajd guilty to murde~'?
A. I understand that I have pleaded guilty to the charge of
murder. I did it because I was starving.
To Si Bu Hpaw (2nd accused) :
Q. Why did yon kill Sein Gyin ?
A. 1 did it bec.:mse I was starving and I hoped to get some
provisions.
Q. YOl1 realize that you have pleaded g1.liity to murdel' ?
A. I nnclei'stand that I have pleaded guilty to the charge of
murder but I did it because I was starving.
.
Q. Harl you known the persall before whcm you killed?
A. The person we killed was an entire stranger."
II

Thereupon the learned Sessions Judge accepted
the. plea of guilty of each of the accused, convicted
them, and in passing judgment observed that II in the
special circumstmces I do not consider tbis to be a
case for the death sentence. I sentence each of them
to transportation for life."
Notice has been served upon the accused under
section 43.9 of the Code of Criminal Procedure calling
upon them. and each of. them to sr.ow cause why
the sentences that have been passed llfon lhem
respectively should not be enhanced. Each of the
accused has now appealed against both his conviction
45
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and the sentence that has been passed 'UPQil him; and
this in Qur Qpinion they are entitled to do notwHhstanding their plea Qf guilty [Criminal PrQcedure CQde,
s. 439 (6) : 412J
. The facts Qf the case as they appear frQm the
depQsitiQns in the cQmmittal CQurt disClQse a preme:
ditated and bi-utal murder. The deceased Sein Gyin
and tWQ Qther men were gathering rare herl;>s in the
district. AccQrding tQ the evidence Qf Wi!- Kaw~
which received cQrrQbQratiQn from' the eviden'ce Qf the
tWQ herb gatherers who were nQt killed, the' tWQ
accused' in the afternQQn of the day Qn \vhich the
mur9-er was cQmmitted went Qut with Wa Katv tQ
<;atch fish. Each of the accused had a. gun and ada.
AbQut dusk they saw tWQ Burmans, and according tQ
Wa Kaw the' tWQ accused said that they \vQuld shoQt
them dQwn. The witness added that they made a
pointed b~mbQQ with which tQ stab the' Bur-mans. . It
appears, hQwever, that it was the first accused Nga
Y\ya who made the pQinted bamboo. AbQuthalf an
hQur later, nQtwithstanding the prQtest QfWaKaw,
all threeQf them went tQ the jungle' near the Tiver
bed, and saw three Burmans lying dQwh on the ground
by the river near a big fire that they had made. The
tWQ accused fired their guns simultaneQusly and Sein
Gyin was struck. Wa Kaw ran atvay, but he came
back a little later andfQund the two' accused by the
fire. According tQ Wa Kaw, he . saw what tonk place
and after taking everything that they could find they
went back tQ their village.
Now, the tWQ Burmans whQ were nQt k111ed gave
evidence' in thecominittal CQurt, and stated th~tt after
Sein .Gyin was shQt they rart away.' Ba Nge stated
thatfrQrU the place where
was' hiding h~saw
man cutting Sein Gyin 'with a ·dd j .bulheQnly saw

he

a
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)ne man doing so. On the following morninK he
:otlnd Sein Gyin lying dead ina pool of blood. Every~
:hing left
behind in the camp of the three Burm,i.nS,
,
;xcept the rice, was missing. Eventually the tW9
Burmans identified Nga Ywa as the man whom they
;aw striking Sein Gyin. On being arrested by th,e
thugVi each of the accu$!d admitted that he was
guilty, confessing'that he had shot at the deceased and
'
cut him with ada.
'From the· doctor's evidence as to' the nature of
the injuries which the deceased had received it· is
obvious that whoever inflicted them must have
possessed ,one of the intentions laid down in the
Code as an essential ingredient of the crime of
murder. The deceased was terribly injured, receiving
no less than seven incised wounds which were
delivered· with such force that four. cut the- skull
and three' the bones of the deceased. In such
,circumstances it could not be pretended, and it was
Inot cOIltended by. the learned advocate for the
:appellants' who· has argued the appeal with good
:sense and skill," that Sein Gyin did not meet his
,death as a result of a callous and deliberate murder.
Now, 'in this case, . as the accused have been
.convicted on tht:ir own confession, it is necessary
that the Court should carefully consider whether
-the accused and each of them fully understood the
:nature of the charge to which they pleaded guilty.
The evidence in the committal Court other than that
of the Burmans was given in Karen, the language
which the two accused speak, and there can be no
,doubt th~t they fully understood the effect of the
-case that, was made against them. The second
:accused not only admitted 'to 'the thugVi that he
had shot at the deceased and struck him '\i\!ith a
,da, bl;1t, a~companied' by. the ten-house-gaung he went
,
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to his house, and produced the loot which he and.
the first accused had taken from the three' Burmans.
At the close of the case for the prosectltion. in the
committal Court the rnagistrate thought it right to'
examine the accused. He asked the first accused-;
Nga Ywa the following questions:
.

Nt;"
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.. O. \Vi,ness Wa Kaw has stated that on the 2nd IClzaw
of Tabodwe at night' you and the 2nd accused saw two ~urmJ.ns.
at the scurce of the Zibyet-chaung creek and that you and heagree,l to kill [he saB two Bm'mans by shooting down with
your guns and to stab them with pointed bamboo~ What haveyou to say?
A. It is true that we planned to do so and agl'eed upon.
Q. Wa Kaw has stated that yeu 1\"0 men then made th'e
exhibit pointed bamboo. Is it true ?
A. It is true.
Q. Wa Kaw ·has stated that later on the' same night you
saw three Burmans sleeping near the Zibye~-chat1l":g creek and
that yOll and the 2nd accused fired at them wLh your guns
simultaneously. \\7hat have you to say?
A. I· did shl ot at them.
Q.
Nge and Moe Gyi hav"e stated that when onf
Burman was lying down having been hit with the bullets YG\
again stabhed him with a pointed bamboo. What have' you f(
say?
A. I stabbed hitn.
Q. It is also sta:ed that you then cut the said Butman witl
a dah. What have you to say ?
A. I cut him.
Q. It is also stated that atter committing that offence yo
look <twa\, the 'things belonging to the said Enrmlns.·· Wha
have you to say ?
A. We took them.
Q. Have you anything more to say in pu·ticular:?
A. No. We did it because we were starving.':

Ba

To Si Bu Hpaw, the second accused, the.magistrat
addressed the following questions:
., Witness Wa Kaw has stated that en the 2nd laztln (
at the Source '(

TabO,dwc at night when you saw two Burmans
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~e ZibYcZt-c_haung creek you and the 1st accused agreed to kill
rem by sllcqting down with your guns and stab them with
Jinted bamboo. What have you to say?
A. It is true that we planned and a&treed to do so.
Q. Is" it true that you then made the exhibit pointed
amboo?
A. I did not make it. The first accused made it.
Q. It is also stated that later on the same night when you
aw three But'mans sleeping ne1r the Zibyet-chaung creek you
.nd the 1st accused fired at them with your guns simultaneously.
Nhat iJ,we you to say ?
A. We shot at them.
Q. Is it true tint after shootin~ wi~h the guns and when
1 Burman \vas lying hit with the bullets you two cut him with

falls?

A. It is true. The 1st accused stabbed him also with a
pointed bamboo.
Q. Vlah K1W has £tatecl that after commit~ing that deed
you took away the things belonging to the ~nid Burmans from
fhat place. What have you to say?
A. We did take them.
Q. Have yeu anythirg more to say in part!cuJar ?
A. No. V·.le did so because we were starving."

'There can be no reason to coubt, in our opinion,
.that in the committal Court the accused knew
;perfectly well the nature and effect of the proceedings,
:and of the evidence which was given against them.
After anxiously and carefully considering the case
'We are also satisfied that \vhen each of them. was
·examined in the commithl Court he clearly under:stood the nature and effect of the questions that
·were put to him, and of the ans\\'ers that he made.
Now, .at the trial the accused were defended by
;a wellknown and experienced advocate, and the
learned ~essions Judge, after the accused had pleaded
:guilty to the charges preferred against them, asked
,each of . them respectively the questions which I
~have set· out.· . We have no doubt, and any reason~htp. nerson "we think would conclude, that each of
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the accused thoroughly appreciated the nature and
effect of the charge to which he pleaded guilty
•
Indeed in our opinion the matter is placed beyond
controversy when it is borne in mind that aft.er .the·
accused had been sentenced to transportation for
life and were lying in jail, in the memorandum of
appeal that they presented to the GouIi there is no·
suggestion that either of them did not understand
the import of the charge of murder which had.
been read and explained to him and to \vhic11 each
of them pleaded guilty. Nay more, among the
grounds set out in the memorandum of appeal by
each of the accused it is stated II that the appellant
gave honest and true account at the trial of his·
case.'.'
Now, the law prescribes tha~ if an accused
pleads guilty he may be convicted thereon~ We ar~'
fully aware that before the Court accepts the plea
and convicts the accused the circumstances ill!
which the accused pleaded guilty must be scrutinized
with c~re. In the present case when' the)' were
arrested, in the committal Court. at the Sessions,.
and after conviction in jail the accused have:
consistently affirmerl that they deliberately caused;
the death of Sein Gyin, and there cannot be a:
shadow of doubt, we think, that the two accused'
committed a singularly callous and brutal murder,
for the sake of robbery. In our opinion in :thecircumstances obtaining in the present case. it
would be idle to contend that the accused oreither of them did. not fully understand the nature:
and effect of the charge that was made. against'
him, and of the plea of guilty which he made. Thequestion, therefore, that. remains for consideration
is the sentence that should. be' p~lssecl upon' the
accused respectively.
r
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That a ;premeqitated .and inhuman attack was
lade upon the deceased; and hIS companions by
two accused with the set purpose of causing
.1eir death is,. in our opinion, quite clear and not
pen to controversy. The learned Sessions Judge,
lowever, thought it his duty to refrain from
lassing a. capital sentence upon the ground that
he accused stated that they committed this brutal
nurder because. they were starving. Assuming that
o be 'the case it. would of course. afford no
ustification or excuse for the deliberate and wicked
::rime of which the accused' are guilty. But in
Jur opinion, after carefully weighing the matter iIi
:lJI its bearings, there is obviously no substance in
the suggestion that the accused committed the
murder because they were starving. Neither when they
were arrested nor when they were brought before
the thugyi did they mention to anyone that starvation
had driven them to commit this horrible murder j
and it was only when they were being examined
in the committal Court that for the first time they
put forward this plea. It is plainly an afterthought,
and cannot be accepted. In this connection it is
.not. without significance that, when the accused
were looting everything that they could find after
they had murdered Sein Gyin, they did not take
away the rice which was the only thing that they
left behind at the place where the deceased was
found the next morning. In our opinion the murder
of which the accused stand con\licted was a brutal
and premeditated one for which there can be no
excuseill' justification.
As regards the first accused,. Nga Ywa, there is
no doubt that he was the ring-leader. He is 25
years . ;q£ .age and no one can, I apprehend, read
the.eyidence .in the committal .Court without 15eing

le
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satisfied that he was the prime mover "'in the
NGAYWA
commission of this murder. We find no ground ,for
'II.
leniency in his case, and his appeal is' rejected.
KISGEMPEROR.
Acting in the exercise. of our revisional powers we
PAGE, C.l.
uphold the conviction, but alter the sentence and
in lieu of the sentence of transportation for life we
sentence the first accused, Nga Ywa, to be hanged
by the neck until he is dead.
As regards the second accused, Si Bu Hpaw, we
adjourned the hearing of this case in order that an
opportunity should be had for examining him with
respect to his age, and we have had the advantage
of the evidence of Dr. Butt, the Assistant Medical
Officer of the Rangoon Central Jail, upon this matter.
The accused Si Bll Hpaw iIi the committal Court gave
his age as "about 20." Dr. Butt, who has had
the experience of examining at least 500" persons
with a view to ascertain their age, stated that in his
considered opinion the accused Si Bu H paw was
not less than 17 years of age. He founded his opinion
not' nfily upon the general physical development of
the accused and the hair on his armpits and pubes,
but also upon the number and condition of his teeth.
It appears that this accused has 16 teeth in the
upper jaw and 15 teeth in the lower jaw, and among
those teeth he found two\visdom teeth in the upper
jaw and one wisdom tooth in the lower jaw. l'vlr. Carlos,
on behalf of the accused, asked the witness whether
the presence of wisdom teeth might not be found in
persons of much younger age j but the witness firmly
stated that in his opinion it would be extremely rare to
find teeth like those of the second accu&ed in a
pt:rson under 17 years of age.
We have carefully considered the matter, and
are of opinion that the second accused is overH
years of age. We have no doubt· that the' secone
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"-accu~ed has been guilty of a deliberate. and. inhuman
nmrder·, and although we take the view that· the
prime mover in the murder was the first accused,
Nga <Ywa, we are of opinion that the offence of
which the second accused is guilty is of so serious
a nature that condign' punishment must be meted
-out to him. In his ·case the appeal is dismissed, and
the sentence is upheld. At the same time we propose
to call the attention of the Local Government to
the provisions of section 29 (b) of Act I II of 1930,
:and to recommend that in this case the provisions of
ihat sub-'section may suitabJy be applied.
BAGUU::Y,
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HefQ1·e Sir Arthur Page,
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Chief Juslice, and
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Justice Bagltley.

H. HAGEMEISTER

19J4

v.

Juiy 3.

U PO CHO

AND OTHERS.*

insol'IJclIcy--Transfcr 1/ot in good faith-Omes of proof-Tmllsfer for pre-existent
debt--Value of propcrty-Tral1sjl'1'CC'S igllOl'allcc: elf otlter c:rcditorsProvi1lcial InsolvC1Icy Act (V of 1920:, s. 53.

In a proceeding under s. 53 cf the Provinci;\l Insolvency Act the onus lies
upon the applicant to prove that the transfer was 1I0t made in favour of a
:purchaser or encumbrancer in good faith and for valuable consideration.
Official Rcceiver v. P.L.K.M.R.M. Chcttyar FirJII. I.L.R 9 Hall. liO; Pope
v. Official Assignce, Rallgooll, I.L.R. 12 Han. 10S-!cllo:.'cd.
In satisfaction d pre-existing debts a debtor tramfc::rre-d to his creditor ~oml:
jewellery and also some immovahle properly by way of mortgage. The value
of the property transferred was not greater than the value of the debts which
were liquidated. At the time of the transfer the creditor was till aware that
there were other creditors of the transferor. The dt:btor was thereafter
.adjudicated insolvent.

* Civil Misc. Appeal No. 76 of 1934 from the order oi the District Cnurt IIf
Thaton in Civil Misc. Case No. 31 of 1933.
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Hdd, that the transaction being bOlla .fide .and for valu.e could not be ~
impeached.
. ' .
In 1'e Jukes, (1902) 2 K.B. 58--referred to.

Si,tfherland for the appelhint.
Ba 1.'1 aung for the 2rid' and 3rd respondents.

PAGE, C.J.-This appeal must be dismissed.
There is no doubt that the effect of the ruling
of the Judicial Committee in Official Receber.· ,i.
P.L.K.1I1.R.M. Chet~var Finn (1) and Pope v. OjjicicIl
Assignee, Rangoon (2) to the effect that in a.
proceeding under section 53 of the Provincial
Insolvency 'Act the onus ·lies upon the applicant to
prove that the transfer was not macle II in favour
of a purchaser or an encumbrancer.' in good faith'
and for valuable consideration" has placed receivers..
and creditors in insolvency in a great difficulty. In"
99 cases out of 100 in which proceedings. are taken
under section 53 of the Act the receiver knows nothing
of the transaction which is impeached, and he is
callecl upon to prove the negative in connection with
a matter' of which he cannot be expected to have.
any personal knowledge. I should' have thOltght
that in an application under section 53 .of .the
Provincial Insolvency· Act it would have .been the
intention of the Legislature, when once a . transfer'
of property by the debtor is proved within two years:
of the presentation of the petition, that the tr~nsferee
should be called upon to prove that he was a purchaser
in good faith and for valuable consideration. That,.
however, is a matter for the Legislatllre and' not for.
the Court, and it is the duty of the COllrt to·
administer the law as it stands.
In the present case it is not pretended that theappellant, who was one of the creditors in theinsolvency; had any personal knqwledge of the:
11) (1930l I.L.R 9 Ran. 170.(2) (1933) I.L.R. 12 Hao.IOS, <
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·transaction which is challenged, and it is cOnceded by
tlle ,learned advocate for the appellant that the case
for the applicant as' it stood before the respondent's
evide'hce was taken mllst have failed. On behalf
.of the appellant, however, it is argued that the
.effect of the evidence adduced on behalf of the
respondent was to lead to the inference that the
transfer under consideration was not made in favour
of a • .purchaser or encumbrancer in good faith and
for valuable consideration.
Now, it has not been contended,-if I may say
so, properly and rightly-that in the circumstances
of the present case the appellant discharged .the burden
of proving that the transfer' to the n:spondent was·
not bona fide within the meaning of that term as
used in the section; because, having regard to the
recent decision of the Privy Council in Pope v.
Official Assignee (1), it was incumbent upon the
appellant to prove that the respondent when she took
'the transfer was aware that the insolvent was indebted
. to.' other creditors. At the time when the transfer was·
made Ma Kha Ti was a creditor to U Po Cho for
a' sun; . of Rs. 2,000 and the· appellant also had
.a claim against the debtor in respect of which he
had filed a suit in' the High Court on the 13th.
of January 1932. There was no evidence, however,.
adduced at the trial that Noor Bi was aware of
either of these claims against U Po eho ; and in the
circumstances of the case the appellant did not press
the appeal upon the ground that the transfer was·
riot made bona fide within section 53 of the Act.
The leatned advocate for the appellant, however r
strenuo(lsIy contended that the transfer was not for.
vahlableconsideration. No ground of appeal in that
behalf is set out in the memorandum of appeal;'and
tl) (l933) I.L.R12 Han. 105.
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therefore it wotlld not be open to the. appe.llapt.
to base the appeal upon such a ground-. At the
same time upon the merits we are not prepared t~
interfere \·vith the conclusion at which the learned
trial Judge arrived that there \vas valuable consideration for the transfer. It appears that U Po Cho
was indebted tu. the respondent in a· large sum of
money, for the most part secured by three promis. sory notes. On the 3rd of September 1932, ten
months before the present petition in insolvencyO was
filed, a settlement had been arrived at between
U Po Cho and the respondent. Under the settlement it was· agreed between the parties thereto
that in consideration of Noor Bi releasing any claim
which she might have for the amount due to her
secured by the promissory notes, and delivering the
promissory notes to him U Po Cho should transfer
to her certain jewellery, and also' some immovable'
property by way of mortgage, \'alued in all at
Rs. 7,800. It is not contended that the value of the
property transferred was greater than the value of the .
.debts which were released; Indeed, there is· no'
·evidence to the contrary. It follows, thcrdore, that
there is no reason to suppose that the transaction
was a mere sham, and might be a device by means
.of . which' U Po eho would remain in possession
·of the property. Noor Bi at the trial stated that
she had pursuant to the settlement handed back to
U Po Cho the promissory notes, aI:ld U Po Cho swore
that he had received them from her at that time.
In these circumstances, in my opinion, there was
evidence upon which the learned trial Judge was
..at liberty to find that the transfer was for valuable
.consideration. In re Iukes (1).
(1) (1902) 2 K.B. 58.
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For: these reasons, in my opinion, theappealfails
ttndl must be dismissed with costs, five gold mohurs.

1934
H. HAGEMEISTER
V.

BAGULEY,

U Po CHO.

}.-1 agree.

PAGE, C.]..

APPELLATE CIVIL.
n"lou; Sir Ar/lmr /'tl.J<t, /(t., ClliLi lustice, and MI'. lilstict? 8,zglltey.

MAUNG BA HAN

AND ANOTHER

71.

MAUNG TUN YIN.*
Letters of admillistraftoJI--Nival claima'ltts-Admissiou olc/aim of ow.: applicallt 'by all other clainiallts--Status oj riv'll claimtl1lts when llcces.;ary to
determine-HIIsbimd's claim /0 administer-Status or fitness challenged..:.··
Procedure-Successi01l Act (XXXIX of 1925), s. 218.
Where the claim of an applicant for letters of administration to a deceased
person's estate is admitted by rival applicants the Court wo.uld norm;\lIy grant
letters of administration to such appliCant provided he is a fit and proper
person to administer the estate. Under ~uch circumstances i.t is unnecessary for
the Court to consider the status of the other rival claimants.
.
AltIJ.g Ma Khine v. JJJi Ok BOil, 9 L.B.R. 163 ; Ba Si'/l v. po) Hall, 11914-16)
2 U.B.R. 101; Ma Tin v. Doop Raj. (1892-96) 2 U.B.R 608; Ma Tok v.
Ma Til;, 5 L.B.R 78-raferrcd /0.
But where as bet\veen the rival claimanb illfo' sa the claim uj BOlle of tbe
claimants is admitted by the other claimants, the Court must ddcrmine the
status of the arplicant before letters of adminidration are iS5ueci to him.
Dlf.'ijapada Das v. Kalipada Dc, 31 C.W.N. 891:1; bia Thi v. Shwc Hlwa,.
1 L.B.R. 284 ; Mault-,!!, H1IIa! v. Ma B/ay, I.L.R. 1 Ran. 258; Slleoparsau Si1/~11
v. Ral1l11attdan Sill.!!,h, 43 I.A. 91-refi'r1'cd to.
A husband pril/ltl facil' is entitled to letters of aclmini5Lratioll to hi5 wik's
estate, but if his status as such or his fitness to administer the estate are'
challenged the Court must determine those issues.
Ne vVin v, Ma AIl1/l! Gale, 4 L.B.R. 293'-referred Ie••
. .;

Burjorjee for the appellant.
•
Paget for the respondent.
PAGE,

C.J.-These appeals are allowed.

" Civil First Appeals Nos. 41 and 46 of 1934 against the order of the District
Court of Pyapon in Civil Regulars Nos. 17, 18 and 26 of 1933.
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July 5:
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Three applications ,for the grant of lett;;:s of
administration were filed by rival claimants; "
HAN
(1) on the 4th of July 1933 by Ba Han, a nephew
V.
M:AUNG TUN
of Daw Tok, the deceased;
c'
YiN.
(2) by Tun Yin on the 17th, of July 1933, who
PAGE, C.}.
claims that he is the surviving busband of
Daw Tok; and
(3) by Ma Hla Nyun on the 6th of November
1933, who claims to be an adopted dan..g hter
of Daw Tole
Now, Ba Han admits the status of Tun Yin,
but denies that ofMa Hla Nyun. Ma Hla Nyun
denies the status of both Ba Han and Tun Yin, and
Tun Yin denies the status of both Ba Han and
Ma Hla Nyun.
When. the, applications were called forbearing
the learned District Judge held that, as
Han
admitted the status of Tun Yin,upon the footing
that he was the surviving husband of, Da\v Tok
Tun Yin was entitled to have, the letters graflted
'to him,' and refused to consider any other 'issues.,
He was further of opinion that the application of
Ma Hla Nyun was belated, and ought not to be
entertained.
As 'regards this last deCision, in my opinion,
the learned Judge came to a \vrong conclusion.
The application of Ba H an was' filed Otl the 4th
of July, and that of Tun Yin on the 17th of July
11)33. An application for a receiver was forth\vith
made by' Ba Han, and th"e proceedings in
,connection with the appointment of the receiver
came befoiethe High Court which determined the
matter on the 22Iid of November 1933.' 'Me<iri"vhile,
on the 6th of November 1933, Ma Hla Nyun filed
an application for letters of administration to be
granted to her, and on the 24th Novernber1933
1934

MAu~m

BA

Ba
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"Ma lIla Nyun, Ma· Aye Myin and Maung Hla Maung
a.ppljed· for an order that. they should be added as
parties in the applications of the rival claimants.
In tM.ese circumstances, in my opinion, ttJ-ere was
no ground .for holding that the application of
Ma Hla Nyun ought not to be entertained upon
the ground that it was belated or otbenvise.
Now, .questions relating to tbe appointment of
:a p~rsoil to administer· the estate of a deceased
person: ought· to be determined with all reasonable
expedition. Prima jacie, where there are· a number
·of rival.· Claimants, and the claim of one of: the
rivals is admitted by the other claimants, and the
applicant for letters of administration whose claim
is admitted is a fit and proper person to be granted
letters, in the normal course letters of administration
will be· granted to him, and it is unnecessary to
consHTei; - the status of the other rival claimants
fUa Tokv: Ma Thi (1); Aun,i! Ma Khi1'le v. Mi Oh
Bon (2); Nga. Ba . Sinv.Nga Po Han (3) i and
Ma Tinv. Doop Raj Barna (4)]. But where
as between the rival claimants inter se the claim
of none of the claimants is admitted by the ·other·
'Claimants, . in my opinion, it is incumbent upon
. the Court to determine the status of the. applicant
before. letters are issued to him [section 218, Indian
:Succe~sion Act (XXXIX of 1 (25); Ma TId v.
Sflwe Hlw.a . (5); M~ltmg ihnat v. Ma Htay (6);
Sheoparsan Singh and olhers v. Ran/nandan Singh
(since deceased) and ollzers(7); and D'wUapada Das
.and others v. Kalipada De and others (8)].
Now,· in the present case if Tun Yin possesses
the status of a husband letters of administration
(1) 5 L.B.R. 78.
12, 9 L.B.R. 163.
(3) (1914-16) 2 U.B.R.lOl.
(4) /1892-96) 2 U.B.R. 608.

(Sl 1 L.B.R. 284.
(6) (1923) I.L.R 1 Ran. 258.
(7)(1916) 43 I.A. 91 at p. 98.
(8l 31 C.W.X. 898.

1934
MAUNG HA
HAN.
V.
MAUNGTuN

YIN.
PAGE,

C.J.
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pril1'ld facie ought to be granted to him [Ne\. Win.
MAUXG BA
v. Ma AUlIg Gale(1)]. But his status ,\S ..a
HAN
husband
is not admitted by Ma Hla Nyun, nor is'
V.
MAUNll TUN
his fitness to administer the estate of Daw- Tok
YIN.
admitted
by Maung Ba Han.
PAGE. C.I.
In these circumstances, in ·my opinion, it wasincumbent upon the District Court to determine
the status of Tun Yin and his fitness to administer the
estate. Jn - my opinion the proper c')urse for the
District Court to take would be to try in the first
instance two issues:
(1) whether Tun Yin was the husband of Daw Tok ; and
(2) whether his conduct has been such that he ought not to'
be allO\ved to administer Daw Tok's estate.

If these hvo issues are determined in favour of
. Tun Yin the District Court probably will not
deem it necessary to consider the status._ of eitherMa Bla Nyun or Ba Han in the present proceecli-ngsr
On the other hand, if these issues are decide<r
against Tun Yin it will be necessary for the. Court
to determine the status of Ma Bla Nyun and
Ba Han.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the appealsmust be allowed, and the order against which theappeals are brought set aside. The proceedingswill be returned to the District Court, Pyapon, to·
be determined according to law in the light of
the above observations. The costs in respect of
each appeal we fix at _ten gold moburs, and theallocation of those costs will be' iilthe discretion
of the District Court at the _rehearing· of theapplications.
BAGULEY,

J.-l

agree.

~

(1) 4 L:B.R. 293_
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INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
.Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief lt~stice, M-r. Justice Mya Bu, and
Mr. htstice Maclmey.

IN RE THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX,

1934

BURMA

July 16.

v.
V.S.A.R. FIRM.*
Income-tax--Refcrencc to High Court-Duty of Commissioner of IIlC011lC-taxSpecific point of law to be stated--Court's function.
It is the duty of the Commissioner of Income-tax in a case stated to set out
specifically the particular point of law upon which it is sou~ht to obtain a
determination from the High Court. It is not for the Court to investigate the
facts for the purpose of finding out whether rnder any section of the Act a
point of law could be extracted and then to determine it.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
--K.-.-b-.---:BOSrfor the assessee.

C.J.-The question propounded is " whether
on the facts of this case the sum of Rs. 23,373 ·was
rightly included in the assessment."
We are not disposed to answer a question framed
in this general way. The question does not state
under' what provisions. of the Act or upon what
footing it is· claimed that the sum is assessable to
income-tax. If we were to consent to go into the
matter in such circumsiances the Court would be
flooded with applications in which, without setting
out a point of law, the Court would be invited to
determine generally whether the conclusions of the
income-tax authorities were correct
or not. In other
. .
:words, the Court would take upon itself the burden
of investigating the facts for the purpose of finding
out whether under any section of the Act a point
PAGE,

.

* Civil Reference NO.8 of 1934.
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In re
THE

COMMISSIONER OF

INCOME-TAX,

BURMA
'IJ.

v.~.A.R.
FIRM.
PAGE, C.}.

of law could be extracted therefrom, an&. then.
determining it. That is not the scheme of th~ Act, .
and we decline to answer a question which inefteet
would amount to a general appeal from the income-,
tax authorities. It is the duty of the Commissioner
in a case stated to set 'out specifically the particular point of law upon which it is sought to obtain
a determination from the, High Court. In the
present case that has' not been done.
l~t the
proceedings be returned in ord'er that the Cbmmissi'On-er
may have an opportunity to state a. case and refer
the particular question of law which in his opinion
hasa~isen.

MYA

Bu,

J.-I agree.

MACKNEY,

J.-1

agree.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befor-e Sir Arthur Page, !f(t., Chief Justice, and Mr. 1ustice Bagttky.
1934
July 17.

MA MU

AND OTHERS

v.
U NYUN.*
Burmese customary law-Adoption-Esselltials of adoption-Publicity-Death.
bed gift-Adoption shortly before, death.
According to Burmese customary law, an adult may be taken in adoption.
Ma Gyi v.Matmg Po Tha, 14 B.L.R. 15. ~refened to. '
An adopted child usually resides with the adoptive parents, but that is ·not
essential for a valid adoption. Though no formal ceremony is necessary fo!
adoption publicity must be given to the relationship.
Ma Ywet v. Ma Me, 36 I.A. 192; l11aung Thwe v. Maung TV-n Pe, A4tA
251-follcwed.
A Burmese Buddhist adopted four children, and executed a deed of adoptior
.in the rresence of several pers'ons the registration being effected in his house ir

* Civil First Appeal No. 39 of 1932 from the judgment of the District Cour
.
of Hanthawaddy in Civil Regular No. 33 of 19~1.
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l1ie pre~!'~ce of the s.llb,..r.egi.strar, :th-e civil sUrlie<m, t~ fal1lily pongyi aQd other

respect~le people of the town. Five days after the adoptive parent died.
fIelttt that there was sufficient publicity of the adoption.
A Burmese Buddhist cannot make a v,did .gjft of l1i.s pr.operty to str:;mger,s
when his;Odeath is imminent. In such a ~ase t)lere is a presul1lptio jf!,ris et 4e
iurethat the transferor intended the gift to operate after his :death to the
:}etriment ·of his natur<!J heirs.
VTezawunta Y, Mat!lIg Za.w Pe, I.L.R. 10 ·Ran. J.24-n;fe1"red to.
The doctrine of death-bed gifts does ndt apply to an adoption.
Ma Gyi v. Mau1Ig Pye, Civil First Appeal No. 25 of 1931, H.C. Ran.;
Ma PwaSwe v. Ma Titt Nyo, ~1902-03} 2 IJ.B.R., .Gift 1; Mi Mall v. Mauttg
Gyi, (l914-16) 2 U.B.R. 87; U Naga v. Maullg Hta, (1907-09) 2 U.B.R., Gift 7referred

to.

.

Clark (with him Kyaw Myint) for the appellant.
Thein .iII aUl1g (with him p~ B. Sen) for the
respondent.

PAGE, C.J.-Tbis appeal is allowed.
The petition for the.grant of letters of administr.at1-on out ·of which it arises iS I in. my opil)ion" .a
sp.eculative . pmceeding that ought to have' heen
dismissed. The ~ontroversy with which we are·
co.rt,cerned relates to the est~te of U' Ba TIm, who
in U& later years of his life ;changed his name to
U Po Thu Daw. The deceased's wife, Daw Aye
Mya; was the sister of U Po Thant. .Daw Aye Mya
andU Po Thant were possessed of the inheritance
that they had received from their father, U San
Hla BY1-1, U Po Thu Daw died on the 4th of
December 1927. The status of the respondent as
his brother is admitted. The petition by the respon,dent for the. grant of letters ,of administration '\vas
·filed on the 16th of September 1929, and a caveat
·:W~s . entered by .and on behalf of the appellants
upon the ground that they had been adopted as
.keittima c'hildren by UPo Thu Vaw.
.' .The main issue in the case is whether at the
time when he purported to execute the deed of
.adoption in favour ;of the appellants U Po Thu
Daw was insane or capable of executing a deed of

6.35
~93-4

MA

~~

fl.

U .NYU~.
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adoption. As I have stated, in, my opi~i~, the.
present proceedings are of a speculative nature,and
I say so for two reasons (1); because the respondent has admitted that he is being" financed i~ these
PAGE, C.J.
proceedings by a Chinaman in Rangoon,. who is a
friend of his, and to whom he has' agreed, if the
proceedings terminate in his' favour, to hand over
no less than 45 per cent of what he recovers : and.
(2) because, whereas U Po Thu Daw died on -the.4th
of December 1927, legal proceedings to obtain letters,
of administration were. not commenced by.' the
respondent ur.til the 16th of September 1929 when
the Civil Surgeon at Henzada, Dr. Banerji, who died.
in July 1928, was no longer available as a witness.
Now, Dr. Banerji was present when ,the deed of
adoption was formally registered, and he had giveu
a medical certificate to the effect that the deCeased
was 'I mentally quite fit to execute a deed of adop.
In the certificate the Civil Surgeon added
tion."
II he
answered my questions rationally and I foune
him quite sane." Of course, as the substantia:
ground upon which U Nyun challenged the validit)
of the deed of adoption was that at the time wher
it was executed the deceased was not in his righ
mind, during the lifetime of Dr. Banerji he woule
have found an obstacle in his way which it woule
be difficult for him to surmount; and I have n<
doubt that it was only after the death of Dr. Bauerj
that the respondent U Nyun and his Chinesefrien<
thought it worth while to take proceedings for th
purpose
of obtaining a grant of letters of ad mini::
.
.
tration to the estate' of his brother.
The appellants are four of the eight survivin,
children of Daw Aye Mya's brother U Po Thar.
and his wife Daw Mya. U Po TI1U Daw an,
Daw Aye Mya were childless. For reasons int
1934

MA Mu
v.
U NYVN.

.
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which!.1 it is, unnecessary to enter, since the death of
U Sa-Jl Hla Eyu the estate has remained undivided.
Va P6 Thant with his wife and children lived in
a house about', three-quarters of a mile distant from
that occupied by UPo.Thu Daw, and there was a
volume of evidence at the trial to the effect that during
the lifetime' of U Po Thu Daw and Daw Aye' Mya
this childless couple, ,uncle and aunt, showed great '
affection towards the" children in the large family of
whicn U Po Thant was the head.
The learned advocate for the respondent has not
.contended,-in my opinion' quite rightly/-although
there was evidence to the effect that there had been an
,earlier adoption of the appellants by U Po Thu Daw
and Daw Aye Mya, that the evidence was strong
·enotlgh to form a sound basis for a claim that the
appellants had befn adopted during the lifetime of
Daw Aye Mya who died· in 1925. About a year before
her death Daw Aye' Mya wen~ .over to U Po Thant's
house because she was more likely to, be' better attended
there than she would have been if she were living alone
with U, Po Thu Da\v-, and she died in U Po Thant's
house. There can be no doubt, I think, that at all
material times the undivided joint estate was managed
by U Po Thant, and in the management of the estate,
at any r~te after the death of Daw Aye Mya, he was
helped by his daughter, the appellant IVla Mu. Ma Mu,
who at the time when the deed of adoption was
executed was 22 years of age, appears to have been a
very capable and useful member of the family, and it
would seem \hat U Po TIm Dawand Ma Mu were on
extremely affectionate terms. 'She used' to visit her
uncle and to cook his food,and generally to look after
,him although she was living in U Po Thant's house.
Now, there was evidence, which the learned District
Judge accepted and to which I am also disposed to

637
1934

MAMu
v.
U NYUN.
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give credence, to the effect that the deed .0fad\Jptio~.
MAliu Was executed
on the 2nd of November
1927l •.as t. it
.
.
.
11,
purported to be, and that it was registered on the 29th
lJ 'Nyt;IN.
of November 1927.
PAGE, C.J.
The factum of the adoption by a formal registered,
deed is not in dispute, and,as I have stated, the main
ground upon which its validity was challenged was that:
U Po Thu Daw at the time when he purported to have:
executed it 'Was of unsound mind.. The evidence of
the unsoundness of mind of U Po Thu Daw, however"
was vague and unimpressive, and the learned trial
Judge refused to accept it. It appe,ars that U Po·
Thu Daw was living more or less in se~lusion. He had
been a jailor, and had retired from Government service'
in 1912, and at all material times thereafter he lived at
Henzada. He gave up the smart mode of dl~essing
which he would have followed while he was in Government service as a jailor. He began to lose interest in
the mundane affairs of every day life. He appears.
to have writteri some letters to the papers, but they
related to the charitable gifts by reason of which he as,
an elderly Burman was anxious to acquire merit. He
used to dress rather untidily, and was accustomed to
take a daily walk in the bazaar, talking to people but not
taking a serious interest in the busy life around, him.,
He changed his name after his retirement from Ba Thu
to Po Thu Daw. "Po, Thu Daw " I understand to bethe name given to a person who is living a secluded
and semi-mystic life, such as that of a hermit. He'
seems from time to time, perhaps as a joke, to have,
quoted. a saying" there being floods in the sky as ,the
monk rowed a boat, my puril Po Thu Daw shed forth
rays of glory", and, as he had dubbed himself" Po Thu:
Daw " to have obse.rved'that the saying might refer to'
himself. That is in substance the gravMnen of the'
charge of insanity. Some of the witnesses also said.
1934
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that hfl was choleric and was afraid of people in general
anp. of Po Thant in particula.r, who, he said, would, be
very glad to· get hold.of the" pots of J:l,1on~y that he
II

possessed. Be was, of course, a well~to~do geptlemao"
and after the death of his wife was in ,"wdisputed
and unchallenged possession of a large.sum of rponey.
Now, if .the evidence called on behalf of. the appellants
is accepted there can be flO doubt that the evidence as
to insanity .such as it was that was given on behalf of
the respondent was fabricated. Then~ was hard swear~
ing on one side or the ather, and tbe learned District
Judge who saw the witnesses and heard their testimony
preferred that given on behalf of the appellants. The
learned trial Judge pointed out that as the case
proceeded the allegation of insanity gained momentum.
In the original petition upon which these proceedings
were founded, although reference is made to the alleged
deed of adoption, not one word is said aboul U Po
Thu Daw being insane.; but if the' evidence called
on behalf of the respondent is ttuejand that, as one
witness said, for ten years before his death U' Po
Thu Daw was out of his mind, it is inconceivable that
no reference to that vital fact should have been made
in the original petition filed by the .resp.ondent. It was
only in the rejoinder to the objections raised to the
grant of letters· of administration to the respondent
that the respondent mentioned in paragraph 8 of the
rejoinder that for " over a year "before his death the
deceased had been of unsound mind. The learned
District Judge in such circumstances came to the
conclusion that the evidence to the effect that U Po
Thu Daw was not in his right mind when the deed of
adoption was executed was grossly exaggerated, and he
declined to accept it. In my opinion the evidence
called in support of the allegation of insanity fell far
short of what it was necessary to prove in order to

t934
~A'~U
fl.

V NYu~.
PJ\GE,

c.].
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establish that when he executed the deed of acfoption .
U Po Thu Daw was insane. Indeed, his conduft,·
MAMu
fl.
although
his way of dressing and manner of converU NYUN.
sation might have been eccentric, was not inconsistent
PAGE, C.T.
with the mode of life which is often adopted by elderly
orientals who 'after a busy life are living ih retirement,
with their eyes fixed more upon the next world than on
what is going on around them. Moreover; there was a
considerable volume of evidence called on bthalf of
the appellants which, if it wa~ accepted, was ~holly
inconsistent with the allegation that U Po Thu Daw
was not in his right mind when he executed the deed
. of adoption.
'
In the first place it is necessary to bear in mind that
the chief medical officer in the district, Dr. Banerji,
the Civil Surgeon, against whose integrity or ability
not one word has been said and who \vas present at
the formal registration of the deed of adoption,gave a
certificate in which he stated that C Po Thu Daw
answered the questions which he pnt to him rationally,
and that he was satisfied that he was" mentally quite
fit to execute the deed of adoption." Dr. Banerji
unfortunately is dtad jbut his certificate is properly
relied on as evide'nce that at the time when the deed of
adoption was executed and registered U Po Thu Daw
was competent to execute and register the document.
Now, on behalf of the respondent it has further been
contended that when the document was executed and .
registered U Po Thu Daw was not only insane but in a
state of physical copapse, in extremis and aware that his
dissolution was imminent. In this connection also
Dr. Banerji's certificate is valuable evidence, and the
form of the signature which it is not disputed is that of
U Po Thu Daw upon the deed of adoption is of
significance. In my opinion no reasonable man looking
at the signature of U Po Thu Daw which appears in
1934
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three' places upon the deed could imagine for a moment
that that was the signature of an insane man or of one
in extremis. The signature in each case is in a fine
bold:' handwriting, and apparently was written without
hesitation or difficulty.
The case, however, does not rest, there. On behalf
of the appellants a body of evidence was called,-which
the learned District Judge accepted and which in my
opinion he was right in so doing,-as to what happened
at the execution and .the registration of the deed of
adoption. If this evidence is accepted it is inconceivable that U Po 1'hu Daw on either of those occasions was of unsound mind or was, or imagined that he
'\-vas, in extremis. As to what took place it is sufficient
to refer to the evidence of U 1'i Lawka, the family
pongyi, and the sub-registrar.
U Ti Lawka stated

". I went to him (V Po Thu Daw) on the following day and
asked him the reason why I had been asked to come and see him.
He told ine that I being his Sayataga he wanted me to know of the.
adoption of Ma Mu, Maung On, Ma Khin Pu, Maung Kyi, the four'
of them, as his heirs. Po Thu Daw also told me that the Civil
Surgeon and the Registrar had been called to the house. When I
first got into the house Ma Mu, one or two other children and
. Ma Khin Pu, and one or hvo other people whom I could not
remember weJ'e present. Soon after this the Civil Surgeon, the
Registrar and some other respectable people came there. The
Registrar read out the letter. Registrar V Po Hla read out the
document. I do not l~now what the document was about. He
read it out in Burmese. The purport of the document was the
adoption of the children. He asked V Po Thu Daw if the
contents of the document were correct, and Po Thu Daw said
that they were. Po Thu Daw was asked how many children
he was <.dopting and he stated that there ""ere four. He
stated that they were Ma' Mu, Maung On, Ma Khin Pu and
. Maung Kyi. Both Po Thant and Daw Mya were present.
U Po Thant and Daw Mya gave their consent in reply to a
question by the Registrar. Ma Mu and other children were
present at that time. Ma Mu was asked whether she consented

1934
MAMu
'II.

U NVUN.
PAGE,
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and she said that she consented. This document wa~ then
handed over to the Civil Surgeon. Tbe Civil Surgeon ,first
spoke in English which I did not understand, and afterward~
he put questions in Bunnese. He asked U Po Thu Daw if it
was correct that he was adopting the children of U Po Thant
and Daw Mya, and Po Thu Daw said that it was correct.
Some of the people present signed the document, but I did
not nor was I asked."

The Registrar stated that
"when I got to Po Thu Daw's house for registration purposes:
there were present U Ti Lawka, Ah Leong, Kasim Dala~
Maung Thein, Ko Ko Hla, San Hlaing and others, as well
as Po Thant, his wife and children. The Civil Surgeon,.
Dr. Banerji, was also there. Po Thu Daw was sitting outside his
bed room
When I got there I asked him whether
the executed document was the one which he desired to have
registered. He said that it was and I asked him to read it
over~ Afterwards I read it out myself in Burmese in an
ordinary tone. I asked him did he admit the correctness of
the document, and he said that he admitted. I then asked
Po Tha.nt and his \yife did they agree to giYe their children
in adoption and they said that they did. 11a Mu also said
that she was willing to be adopted when I asked her.
Dr. Banerji also read the document and also questioned Po Thu
Daw about it. I cannot recollect whether he carried on the·
conversation in English. Po Thu Daw himself signed the
document.· He was in his right mbd then: After Po Thu
Daw, Po Thant, Ma Muand Ma Mya had signed the document
the witnesses signed the document."

There was other evidence to the same effect,
but it is unnecessary to burden the judgment· by
referring to it in detail. If the evidence of what
happened at the registration of the document was
accepted there cannot be a shadow of doubt that,
so far from U Po Thu Daw being out of his
mind or 'in extremis, he was fully cognisant of
what was taking 'place, and appreciated and under:~
stood that he was taking these persons in adoption..
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As regards the execution of the document on
the ,2nd of November 1927 Ma Mu stated that the
document was attested by Ko Ba Khant, Ko San
Hlaing and Ko Po Thi Hla. Maung San Hlaing,
who was the Manager of the District Co-operative
Bank, Henzada, stated that at the request of Po
Thu Daw he had a draft of the deed which had
. been drawn up by an advocate U Kyaw Zan
type9.- at the bank. He further stated that the
deed was executed on the day on which it was
typed, and that it was registered twenty days
later.
"I was present when the document was signed. It was
signed first by Po Thu Daw then by Po Thant and Daw Mya
and Ma Mu, then by Ba Khant, Po Thi Hla and myself . .
Besides the persons who signed on that occasion there were
a couple of people whose' names I cannot remember.}~

The witness further stated
"on the first day, November 2nd, the dccument was read
out by Po TIm Daw himself. He read it out in Burmese. He
asked Po Thant and Daw Mya to sign the ducument after he
read it out. He also asked Ma Mu. On the second occasion
UTi Lawka, the Civil Surgeon, U Ah Leong, U Thein, U Than
Pe, Kasim Dala, Po Hla, Po Thant, Daw Mya, Ma Mu, Ma Khin
Pu, Maung Kyi, the Registration Officer and myself, also Ba
Khant, were present. The Registrar explained the docL~ment.
He 3.1s0 questioned Po Thant, Po Thu Daw, Daw Mya and.
Ma Mu. He asked them whether they agreed to the adoptioa
of their four children. They said that they agreed."

There was further evidence to the same effect.
Now, these persons who were present at the execution
and registration of the document are persons of
respectability who are well-known in the district;:
and I .find. myself in. agreement with the learned
District Judge in being led irresistibly to the.
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conclusion that their evidence ought to be accepted.
It was argued on behalf of the respondent that
there were reasons why certain of these witnesses'"
should have given evidence in favour of the appella.nts ;
but, in my opinion, when the evidence is considered it is impossible to believe that these persons
who gave evidence in favour of the appellants
were parties to a wicked conspiracy to destroy the
right of U Nyunt as the heir of U Po Thu Daw.
Take the evidence U Ti Lawka by way of illustration.
He was the family pongyi. He.. had pass~d 25
lents. He knew all the members of the family
intimately. I asked the learned advocate for the
respondent whether he was prepared to say that
U Ti Lawka was speaking what he must have
known was a. deliberate falsehood. The learned
advocate with his usual adroitness, however, was not
to be drawn into any admission in this connection. He was content to say that inasmuch as
U Po Thu Daw and U Po Thant had handed over
property for the benefit of his kyaungdike U Ti Lawka
was interested to give evidence on behalf of tbe
appellants. I have carefully considered the evidence
of these witnesses, and I accept it without hesitation. The issue, therefore, as to whether Po Thu
Daw was insane at the time when he purported
to execute the deed of adoption must be answered
in a manner unfavourable to the respondent.
The second ground upon which the deed of
adoption was attacked was that the execution of
the deed had been caused by undue influence brought
to bear upon Po Thu Daw by U Po Thant and
Daw Mya. That is the allegation set out in the
petition. The learned trial Judge stated in his judgment that little was made of this allegation at the
trial because the allegation of undue influence was
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inconsistent with the allegation of insanity. The
eVIdence of the respondent at the trial was concentratedupon proving the words and actions of U Po
TI1U- Daw ; and it was stated on behalf of the
respondent that. his grievance. and delusion was
that he had been hardly treated by U Po Thant,
and that· he was constantly complaining that U Po
Thant . was endeavouring to get his· money away
from him; it was further stated that U Po Thu
Daw never went to see U Po Thant, and that he
was not on good terms with him. How is that
consistent with an allegation that U Po Thu Daw was
not insane, but executed the document because he
was induced to do so by the undue influence brought
to bear upon him by U Po Thant and Daw Mya? It
is a commonplace in lunacy that if a person of
unbalanced mind takes a strong dislike and evinces
a persistent aversion for some other person he
obstinately refuses to do anything however reasonable that that other person invites him to do. Be
that as it. may, . however, I am in· agreement \-vith
th~ view expressed by the learned trial Judge that
the respondent wholly failed to establish that the
execution of this document by U Po Thu Daw
was brought about through the undue influence of
U Po Thant and Daw Mya~
Th~ . third ground upon which the
learned
advocate for the respondent attacked the deed of
adoption was to the following effect; he contended
that according to Burmese customary law a deed
of adoption duly executed and followed by registration
in itself· could never afford proof of adoption, and
that it must be accompanied by some open and
notorious change of relationship between the adoptive
parents. and the children that were adopted by
them. It usually happens that when a person is
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adopted that person is an infant, and it notunnaturally tallows that after the .adoption , has
taken place the infant will be taken to live with
his adoptive parents; but residence with the adoptive
pa,rents is 110t essential to valid adoption, as the
learned advocate for the ,respondent inevitably
admitted,. An ,adult may be adopted,as in thecas,e
<0£111a Gyi and two olJlers v. Mau.ng Po Tha (l)
or, as in the present case, the adopted pail"ent,may
die soon after the adoption has taken place.. It is
satisfactory in the nebulous state of the Dhmu.n14thats
upon this subj:ect that the law has heen explained by the
Privy Council in two recent cases. . In Ma Ywet v.
MaMe ·andanother (2) Lord Dunedin, .deliveril~g
the judginent of the Bo.ard observed :
" It has already been laid down by this Boatd that,according
to the law of Burma, no formal ceremony is necessary to constitute
adoption. One may go further and say that, though adoption is a
fact, that fact can either be proved as having taken place on a
distinct arid specified occasion, or may be inferred from a course
ofconcluct which is inconsistent with any other supposition. But
in, either case publicity must be given to the relationship, and it is
e\dclent that theamouut of proof of publicity required will be
greater in cases of the latter category, when' no distinct occasion
can be appealed to."

In Maung Thwe v; Maung Tun Pe (3) Lord Phillimore, delivering judgment on behalf of the Judicial
Committee, after citing the passage to which I have
referred, added:
" it is most important that adoption ;,vith a view to il~heritance
which, in this community, takes the place of testamentary disposition, should be made kno'wn to all those liliely to be concerned;
(1) 14 B.L.R. 15.
(2) (1909) 36 I.A. 192 at p. 195.
(3) (1917) 44 I.A.251 at p. 254.
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;, ~nd ~heir .Lordships are anxious in no way to weaken what has
been stated to this effect
in former decisions."
.

.

In U M<iY Oung's Leading Cases on Buddhist
Law .(1919 edition) at page 12$) the learned author
observes that
"the best evidence of an adoption· is as to what actually teok
place .when the child was taken over by the adoptor. A deed
.may have been drawn up and executed j public announcement
may have been made to relatives, neighbours, friends and others
at a ~remotlyhelclfor that or any ot1}er purpose; the fact may
have. been atlvertised in the press or information purposely
drculated to the whole village or aeighbourhood j or, at the very
least, a few elders may have been called in to witness the
handing over of the child. Proof of any of these, or, perhaps, other
acts of volition would' be sufficient to enable the Ccurt to
.. pronounce for the adoption. And it may safely be held in aU
such cases that it is of the keittima variety on account of the
formality observed."

.In my opinion it is· idle to contend in the
circumstances of the -present 'case th~t the adoption
of the appellants, if otherwise valid, was rendered Df
nO effect through want of publicity of the factum. of the
adoption. To my mind it is difficult to l.mdersta:nd
. what more' the parties concerned could have done to
make public and formal the act by which U Po
Thu Daw adopted these four children. A formal
'deed of adoption was drawn up and executed by
U Po Thu Daw in the presence of a number of
persons, (several of whom signed the instrument as
attesting witnes~es), who were called in to give
publicity to the formal adoption by the execution of
a deed,· and at the subsequent registration of· the
document at U Po Thu Daw's house there were
present. the sub-registrar, the civil surgeon, the
family pongyi, a Chinaman who carried on business
·as . in a large way as a draper in Henzada, a
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Burmese slipper manufacturer in the same tOwn, a
hardware merchant and' ironmonger at Htm~ada.;
and the bank manager of the Co-operative Bank;
and one may well ask who else ought to 'have
been invited to the ceremony in order to give
publicity to the formal adoption? From the evidence
of Maung Tint, who was called as 'a witness oy{
behalf of the respondent, it is clear that the news
was all over the town within two or three ~ays,
because within that period he himself heard the
matter mooted in Henzada.
Maung Ba Myint,
another witness called on behalf of the respondent,
was specifically asked:
II Q. Did you know of any adoption of any of Po Thant's
children during the lifetime of Po Thu Daw ?
A. I did not ray attention. I heard about the adoption soon
after his death",

and the death took place five days after the registration of the deed. Maung Ba Shin also gave
evidence to the effect that nine or ten days after
the death of tr Po 'Thu Daw "I learnt on enquiry
that there had been an adoption by deed, and
this in itself made me suspect. that there would be
litigation.
The learned advocate for the respOlldent relied
upon certain passages in Manugye at pages 171,
235 and 281 and the case of ilia Gyi and two others
v. Maung Po Tha (1) to which reference has
already been made, and contended that there had,
not been such publicity of the ad0ption as would "
justify the inference that the requirements of the
Burmese customary law in that behalfl1ad been
complied with. In, my opinion the contention that
the adoption was of no effect by reason of want
of publicity wholly fails.
(1) (1907) 14 B.L.R., 15.

~OL.

XII]

'.

L<rstly, the learned advocate on behalf of the
respondent contended that as U Po ThuDaw
execllted the deed of adoption when he was in
extremis the, adoption ought to be treated as invalid
upon the analogy of the law relating to death-bed
gifts. In order to establish his contention it was
necessary for the learned advocate in the first place
to satisfy the Court that U Po Thu Daw at the time
when the deed was executed and/or registered was
in ext1-emis.
, In U Tezawunta v. Maul1g Zaw Pe and another
(1) Mya Bu, J. observed
\I it is
clearly deducible from the B~rmese phrases quoted
above that what is known as a • death-bed gift' ,under the
Burmese Buddhist Law is a gift made while the donor is in fact
on his death-bed and about to die, or, in other words, when his
death is imminent. In my opinionthe ~i£t must also be made by
the donor in the hopeless expectation of death, or, as 'observed
by their Lordships of the Privy CouDcil in Ebrahim Goolam Ariff
v. Saiboo (2), 'under pressure of the sense of the imminence of,
death ''',

and

f

ventured to add that

." when such a transfer is made by a Burman Buddhist whose
death is imminent, and who is under an apprehension that
his dissolution is at hand, it is commonly calIed a 'death-bed'
gift, and a presumptio juris et de jure arises that the transferer
intended the transfer to become operative after his death."

In my opinion there was no evidence before the'
Court at the trial to justify the conclusion that at
the time when U Po Thu Daw executed the deed
of adoption he was in extremis. His behaviour on
the occ~ion of the execution as well as of the
registration of the document destroys any such contention.The certificate of Dr. Banerji, if accepted,(1)(1932) LL.R. 10 Ran; 224 at p. 228.
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and I see no reason why it should not be,-i.s
conclusive of the matter, and as I have already'
pointed out it is not necessary that any reas~na~le
man should have expert evidence to assist. him
before he reaches the conclusion that no person
in extremis could have signed his name so boldly
and firmly as U Po Thu Daw admittedly signed
his name on the deed of adoption.
Moreover, the evidence as to the nature of the
illness from which U Po TIm Daw was suffering
makes it clear to my mind that he did not execute
this document under pressure of the sense of the
imminence of death Qr under an apprehension that
his dissolution was. at hand. What was the matter
with him? He was' suffering from flatulence, and
the cause of death given in the report of his death
was intestinal colic.
Ma Mu in the course of her evidence stated that.
'. it is not true that' U Po Thu Paw was seriously ill about a
month before his death. He fell seriously ill about two days
before his death. U Po Thu I)aw was in good health up to one
or two days before his death. Two or three days'before
his death, the doctor U Tun Nyein \;vas called to give
douches to U Po Thu Dawas he was costive. Iil those two 01'°
three days U Tun Nyein did not come and treat U Po Thu Daw
daily. I don't know how many times U Tun Nyein came and
gave douches to U Po Thu Paw in those two or three days."

Daw Mya' stated that
"it is not tnle that U Po Thu Daw was already ill at the time
of the execution of the deed. Tun Nyein attended on Po Thu
Paw three days before his death because Po Thu Daw was
suffering from constipation, and he gave an enema. Tun Nyein
had not to attend Po Thu Daw for a month; he attended him for
three days."

The only other material evidence upon this
matter was that of Maung San Myat, an unqualified
practitioner in' medicine, who. gave eVldence on
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ehalf .of the respondent. He stated that he was
:\lJ,ed in to' see U Po Thu Daw.
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I ~xamined the patient and after mixing the medicine
had it' administered. He' was suffering from flatulence (Iay.ik-tai)"
H

'his gentleman admitted
I have never taken a course in medicine in any .school
~cognized' by the Government. I learned medicine from my

lrents.'.'>

Ie was asked by the Court several times what
ind of medicine he gave to the patient and he
nswered.
daise. There are several kinds of salt.
There' were yan,
tum. ammonia and Epsomsalt. Yall is saltpetre. I mixed all
lese ingredients myself. I mixed them with lemon juice."
~here

can be little doubt, I think, that so far from

J Po Thu. Daw on the 2nd of Nov~mber or on the

:9th of Novem,ber being in extremis or being under
.n apprehension that his dissolution. was at hand
le was suffering from constipation and flatulence,
.nd it may be that afterwards this developed into
. stoppage in the bowels from which he died. In
ny opinion, although U Po Thu Daw may have
>een unwell on the 29th of November there is not
L scintilla of
evidence to justify a finding that at
he time when he executed the' deed of adoption
lr had 'it registered he was in extremis or in such
L condition as would
give room for the doctrine
-elating to death-bed gifts to operate. That is
.ufficient to dispose of the contention that the
loctrine rdating to death-bed gifts could have
my application by analogy or otherwise in the
~ircumstances of the present case, because the facts
lecessary . to bring the doctrine into play have not
)eenproved. However, as the learned trial Judge
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has decided· this case in favour'. of . the respOiidel'l~
upon the footing that the doctrine of the Burm~se,
customary law relating to death-bed gifts by. analogy'
applies to adoption, it is undesirable that. it"~hould
be supposed that I see eye to eye with the learned
District Judge' in this matter. In the first place the:
authorities are against him..
In Mi 'Alan and O}le v. Maung Gyi and thi-ce. otHers:
(1) McColl, A.J.C. said
..
" the adoption of a child though it no. doubt affects prejudicially
the expectations of the prospective heirs cannot on that. account;
be considered invalid any more than the marrying of a second
wife could be. Moreover, the adoption of a child with a view to
his inheriting is recognized. and there appear to be no restrictions·
whatever as to per&Qns or occasions. I know. of no texts forbidding
a so-called' death-bed' adoption'. and therefore such an .adoption
must be held to be valid. Moreover, there cannot be the same
objection to such an adoption as there is to a 'death-bed' gift froni'
the standpoint of Buddhist law (assuming that it is averse
. testamentary adoption). because a death-bed gift would enable a
person to disinherit his own children in favour of' a stranger.
whereas a death-bed adopt~on if there were natural children
would merely have the effect of diminishing their porti0I}:'! .::

to

The view upon this subject that was takceTI· in
Man and one v. Maung Gyi a11d th.ree,:others
(l) by McColl, A.J.C. was expressly endorsed and
affirmed by a Divisional Bench of this Court .in
Mq Gyi and others v. Maung Pye and o11e(2)~. In
that case Brown and Mosely, JJ. observed

Mi

,

"an additional ground has b~en argued in appeaf, tl~at sUch'al]
. adoption shortly before death, which has the effe9t of disEmtitljpf
natural beirs, is opposed to Buddhist law. That this is 110t so IJal
been very clearly sh~wn .in the case of Mi Mpn v.• Ma~ng Gy
(1), a decision with which we are in: agreement."
., .

One has always to treaq delicately when el)deavouriIl~
to dis90yer. the sotJ,:rce cmd. sapction of S1jCQ ad9ctrUi1
(1) (19l4~16) 2l],B.R: 87.

(2) Givir First App.. No.25;of:l9~L'.,
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that relating "to death-bed gifts in Burmese
:O;<;>tomary law. But it appears to me, as at present
ldvise'd, that the real ground upon which in ancient
imes ,it was considered desirable that when a man's
lissolution was imminent he should not
be allowed
:
to make a death-bed gift was that by so doing he
would be able to cripple the family by dissipating
the material resources from which it derived its
livelihpod. In Burma, as in other agricultural
countri~s, a family depends largely for its means
of subsistence upon being able to possess and till a
sufficient area of land. During a man's lifetime he
may do what he likes with his own; but it may
well have been regarded as extremely undesirable
that a man should make such a ~isposition of his
property inter ~'ivos as would 'necessarily have the
effett of depriving the family after his death ,of the
property from ',.vhich it obtained its livelihood. It
was probably for that reason, as it seems to me,
-that it was laid down that any transfer inter vivos
which would have the effect, and wbich was made
with the intention, of operating after the death of
-the transferor should be regarded as invalid as
against the heirs, because the effect of the transfer
~might well' be' to transfer to a stranger the family
property from which ,the members of the family
:obtained ,a .livelihood,:, and, I apprehend, the doctrine
-relating to deCl,th-bed gifts was enforced to prevent a
man at the point of death from making, such a dispo:sition, b~c'ause at such a tirnejt fillSt necessarily be
his intention' that the gift should, operate not during
ihis lifetime but after his .deat,h. 'In 111. anu TtVunnana
·Dhamrnathat, section 344, it is "laid do\vn that
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to another person (i.e. a stranger) such a gift of tht: vl·opel-ty·
is invalid, and it shall be divided and shared as inheritance.'"
f

The view which I hold on this subject appears
to have found . favour with Adamson,' J~C. in
MaPwa Swe v. Ma Tin N)'o (1) and with T\J\70mey,.
J.C. in U Naga and others v. Maung Hla (2). In
the latter case the leanled Judicial Commissioner
observed
'. the passage from the Manu Wunnana Dhammathat (section 344)cited in that judgment refers to the case of parents who are strickeIll
down never to rise again, and declares that in such circumstances·
a gift of property away from the ordinary heirs is invalid.'"

I desire to reserve my opinion as to whether it is;
permissible for a person in extremis tomakea.
gift of any part of his property to one or n10re of
his heirs. Such a transfer would not appear to violate
the doctrine relating to death-bed gifts, because the'
transfer would not have the effect of transferring
the family property from the family itself. If the'
opinion which I have expressed in connection with
the origin and sanction of the doctrineofdeath~bed'
gifts is sound it follows that such a doctrine' cannot
by analogy be applied to a death-bed adoption,.
because the effect of adoption is not to transfer
property away from the family, but by creating an
heir .oradding to the number of the heirs to keep
the property within the family. For these reasoi1s"
in my opinion, the application to ad,option of the
doctrine relating to death-bed gifts cannot be justified
as being in consonance with principle or with
authority.
One other question remains for consideration~
It has been laid down that under the Burmese
customary law no adoption of an adult can take place
(11 (190Z-03) 2 U.B.R. (;

(2) (1907-09) 2 U.B.R. Gift 7.
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N'ithout his or her consent [Ma Gyi and two others
Vo Jfaung
Po Tha (1)]. So far as Ma Mu is
:;oncerned, she actually executed the deed of adoption In which she formally consented to become the
:ldopted child of Po Thu Daw.
Of course, if Ma Mu was validly adopted by
U Po Thu Daw, and I have no doubt whatever
that she was, there is an end of the plaintiff
respoadent's case, and it becomes unnecessary
for the purpose of disposing of this appeal to
decide whether the other three children were validly
adopted or not. But as this question has been fully
argued, and in order, if possible, to prevent
any further litigation in respect 6f the sllccessian· to U Po Thu Daw's estate it is well, I think,
to add that in my opinion all the four children
were cluly adopted. Maung. On at the time of the
adoption· was of age, but it is clear from the
evidence that he had 'for a long time regarded
U Po Thu Dawand Daw' Aye Mya as his adoptive
parents. He stated that U Po Thu Daw had told
him that he had asked U Kyaw Zan to prepare a
deed of adoption,. and that when he returned to
Henzada two or three days before U Po Thu Daw's
death' he told' Maung On that the deed of adoption
had been registered. It is plain from the evidence
that at all material .times both before and after the
deed was executed Maung On consented to become
the adopted son of U Po Thaw. As regards the
other two children, who were minors, their natural
parents U Po Thant and Daw Mya expressly stated,.
in the deed' of adoption which they 'signed, that
they consented to these children being adopted in
keitthna form by U Po Thu Daw.
(l) (1907) 14 B.L.R. 15.
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The result is that the app~al is allowed, the ordei~
from which the appeal is brought set aside,an~ the
petition dismissed. As regards the proceedings· in
the District Court, in our opinion the right order is
that the costs therein awarded be refunded to the
appellants by the respondent. We think that the
appellants 1 to 4 are entith~d to their costs ofthjs
appeal, advocates' . fees, senior advocate 30 gold
mohurs, junior advocate. 20 gold mohurs.
BAGQLEY, J.-I agree that this appeal must be
allowed. I would like to reserve the point about
the adoption of all the four appellants. The
adoption of Ma Mu is undoubtedly proved in my
opinion, and if her adoption is. good, U N yun is
not the heir, and is therefore not entitled. to letters
of administration.
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Art/ittI' Page, Kt., Chief lttstice, and Mr. lttsfice ·Baguley:

1934
Jllly 20.

DAWSONS BANK, LTD.

v.
MA MAY

AND OTHERS.*

Bltrmese ct~stomary la~~-Guardian of minor's prope'rty-Mother not a de jure
gum·dian-Defacto gttardian-POWel" to dispose oj property-Legal.
necessity or minor's benefit--Guardiansal1d Wards Act (ViII oj 1890),
s. 27.
Under Burmese customary law a mother is ·not recognized as the lawful
guardian of the property of her minor children, and unless appointed a .
guardian under the Guardians and Wards Ad she is !lot the de jure·
guardian of their property. The mother has no power as a de facto
guardian to dispose of the property of her millor children for legal necessity or for their benefit.
.
A.R.V. Chettyar Firm v. M aU1tg Hla Gyi, LL.R 6. Ran. 329;
C.T.V.E. Chettyar v. Ma Saw Mwe, I.L.R. 12 Ran. 47 ; Ma~ng Tltin.Ma.ung·
v. Ma Sa~1J Shin, I.L.R. 11 Ran. 193; Ranja Khan v. Ma Chit, Sp. CiviL
2nd App. 563 of 1930. H.C. Ran.-approved.
.
•. Civil First Appeal No. 160 of 1933 from the judgment of the District
Court of PyapOn in Civil Regular Suit: No. 4Q oj,1932.

VOL. ·XII}

A person by becoming a de facto guardian of a minor is not thereby

'invested by law. with any powers over the property of a minor. S. 27 of
:the Gu1!lrdians and Wards Act applies to guardians recognized by the law
whether or not they have been appointed guardians under the Act, and does
not con''fer any power upon a person who without any lawful authority in
that behalf has usurped the position of a guardian, or has taken upon him·self the care of the property ofa minor.
Ima111bandi v. Mlltsaddi, LL.R.
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45 Cal. 878 ;iVlata Dill v. Sheikh AI/Iliad,

LA. 49-follo·wed.
BO/I

Kwiv. S.K.R.S.K.f(; Firm, LL.R 8 Ran. 172-distill{!./tished.

Y'tJung for the appellants.

Though there is nothinK
10 Burmese Buddhist Law on the subject of natural
or d~_~~~C?_g':l<l~dia~s,. [see. C.T.V.E. Vyravan

CORRIGNDUM.
LL.R 8 Ran. 172, Headnote, line -3, after the
widow, insert with-out.

were mmor children in that case also.
Under Hindu and Mahomedan systems or law
·a de facto guardian is givt:n power under certain
·circumstances to alienate tht: family property where
-such alienation is for legal necessity or for the
benefit of the -minor, and there is no reason why
·such a tule
should not apply to the present caSt.
.
It is also significant that the definition of the
term II g~ardian" in s. 4 of the Guardians and
·Wards Act is couched in very wide terms.
.

(1) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 47.. ·. -

(2) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 172,57 LA. 38.
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Hay for respondents 3 to 6. Guardianship is
a matter unknown to Burmese Buddhist Law. ~nd
as pointed out in Maul1g Thin Maung v. Ma Saw
Shin ( 1) a de facto or natural guardian cannot.
validly dispose of or encumber the properties of
the minors without the leave of the Court. Such·
a guardian is merely an intermeddler.
If money is expended on account of the minor's:
legal necessaries the plaintiff has other remedies.
Ray for the 7th respondent.
C.J.-This appeal is dismissed.
The suit out of which the appeal arises was·
brought by the appellant Bank to enforce a mortgage in its favour executed by the 1st respondent,
the 2nd respondent her daughter, and by the .1st
respondent purporting to act as the guardian and
on behalf of the respondents 3 to 6, her. minor'
children. The 7th respondent is impleaded as a
PAGE,

pui:Slle .murtgagee.

The sale question to be determined in the
appeal is whether the interest of the minor respondents 3 to 6 in the property subject to the mortgage
is bound by the mortgage.
The trial Court held that it was not. In my
•
opinion it is plain that the decision of the trial
Court was correct, and that the suit as. against
these respondents fails both on the law and the
facts.
In paragraph 2 of the plaint it is alleged that
"the 1st defendant who is the mother and natural
guardian of the 3rd, 4th,· 5th and 6th defendants
acted on behalf of her minor children in. creating
(1) I.L.R. 11 Rati. 193.

·VOL.

XII]

the mortgage, which was effected for legal family
llecessities and for the welfare of the minors."
Now, it "is not contended, and in my opinion
there is no ground for supposing, that under Burmese
customary law a mother is recognized as the lawful
guardian of the property of her minor children, and
as in the present case the 1st respondent has not
been appointed the guardian of.fespondents 3 to 6
UI~d~r the Guardians and Wards Act she is not the
de jure guardian of their property. It is urged,
however, that as under Hindu and under Muhammedan law· de facto guardians are recognized as
possessing authority in certain circumstances to
alienate or otherwise dispose of the property of
minors, in like manner a de facto guardian of a
rhinor under Burmese customary law can dispose
of the property of the minor for legal necessity or
for the benefit of the minor. In my opinion under
Burmese . customary law no· power is given to a
de facto guardian of a minor to dispose of the
immovable property of the minor.
. In Ranja Khan v. Ma Chit (1) this question was
considered by Carr, J. and in course of the judgment
his Lordship observed

.
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" I know of no provision in the Buddhist La'w which gives any
one authority to deal, as guardian, with the property cf a minor.
apd it follows therefore that in the case of a Buddhist the only
person who can, as guardian, deal with that properly is a
~uardian who has been appointed by the Court.
In that view
Maung Chit Yen 'had no authority whatever to execute the
conveyance in question, and therefore that conveyance could
have no effect whatever. In other words, it was void in so far
as it purported to affect the property of the minors."

[see also A.R. V. Chetf.yar Firm and three othersv. Maung
Hla Gyi and two others (2); Maung Thin Maung and
(1) Sp. Civ. Sec. App. No. 563 of 1930.

(2) (1928) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 329.
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others v. M a Saw Shin and others (1) ; and C. T. V.E. '
Vyra'van Chettyar v. Ma Saw Mwe and others ,(2)J
It is of interest that Baguley, J. in Maung Thin Maung
and others v. Ma Saw Shin and others (1)
to

came

the same conclusion on this matter as Carr, J. reached
without having had his attention drawn to the decision
of Carr, J. to which reference has been made. In
Trevelyan's Law relating to minors, (6th edition,
at page 167), the learned author stated that
the law applicable to persons other than Hindus and
Mahomedans does not permit guardians, other than those appointed by the Court, or having power given to them by the
instrument appointin~ them, to sell or charge the immoveable
property of their wards."
U

In this connection the observations of the Judicial
-Committee in Mata Din v. Shet'llh Ahmad Ali (3)
and hna1'l1bandi v. Mutsaddi (4) are in point. In
Mata Din v. Sheikh Almzad (3) Lord Robson, who
delivered the judgment of the Board, observed
it is urged on behalf of the appellant that the elder brothers
were de facto guardians of the respondent, anel, as such, were
entitled to sell his property, provided that the sale was in order
to pay his debts and was therefore necessary in his iilterest.
It is difficult to see how the situation of an unauthorized
guardian is bettered by describing him asa ' de facto' guardian.
He may. by his de facto guardianship, assume important responsibilities in relation to the· mil)or's property, but he cannot
thereby clothe himself with legal power to sell it."
II

And in bna111bandiv. 111 ulsaddi. (4) Mr. Ameer Ali,
in the course of the judgment of the Judicial Committee,
referring to the position of a mother under Mohamedari
law observed that .
(1)· (1933) LL.R 11 Ran;·193~
. . (~) (1933) I;L.R.12Rari: 47.

. m (1911)-39 -I.A;49 at p. 55;
.. (4) (1918)I.L;R. 45 Cal: 878.
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the'mother has no larger powers to deal with her minor
child's property thaD: any outsider or non-relative who happens
to oovecharge for the time being of the infant. The term
I de facto
guardian' that has been applied to these persons is
misleading: it connotes the idea that people in charge of a
child are by virtue of that fact invested with certain powers
over the infant's property. This i(~ea is quite erroneous; and
the judgment ef the Board in Mara Di"n v. Ahmad Ali (1)
clearly indicated it."

<l

Aftoc referring to the passage in Mala 1Jill~S case (1)
which I have quoted his Lordship proceed'ed,
"when the mother is the father's executrix, or is appointed
by the Judge as guardian of the minors, she has all the powers'
of a de jure guardian. Without sllch derivative authority, if
she assumes charge of their property of whatever description
and purports to deal with it, she does so at her own risk,
and her· acts are like those of any other person who arrogates
an allthority .which he does not legally ~ossess. She" may incur
responsibilities, but can impose no obligations on the infant:" .

In my
Wards Act
whether or
t~~:der:. the

opinion section 27 of the Guardians and
applies to guardians recognized by the law
not they have been appointed guardians
Guardians and Wards Act, and does not,
an~. was.:~not intended to, confer any power upon a
person who without any lawful authority in that behalf
has usurped the position of a guardian, or has taken
upon himself the care of the property of a mInor.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the mortgage in
suit did not' in any way affect the right or interest of
the four minor respondents in the property subject to
the, mortgage.
: As the decision of the Judicial Committee in Bo11.
J(w.i and·othersv. S.K.R.S.K.R. Firm andolhers (2)
was t;~lie4 tlPon: by the appellant it is well to point out
"(1): ;(1911}.39. tAo 49 abp. '55.: .

(2) (1929jI,L,:R; 8 Ran. 17i; 57 I.A>38.
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that in BOil K-wi's case the Judicial Committee did not·
purport to lay down any principle of la.'\T, and expressly':
held that their decision in that case was based solely
v.
Me. MAY.
upon the facts, inter alia that the de facto manager of
}>AGI>, C.r.
the property had received the assent of the heirs in
connection with the way in which she had dealt with
the family estate; no question relating to her authority
to alienate the property of the minors being either
mooted Ol~ determined at the hearing before the
Judicial Committee.
~
As the claim of the .plaintiff Bank fails 111 1m,v it is
unnecessary for the purpose of disposing of the appeal
to consider whether the mortgage in suit was executed
for legal. necessity or for the benefit of the· minor
respondents. this issue being one which in my opinion
does not arise and is not ad rem. But as the learned
District Judge found in fa"our of the appellant upon
that issue it may be well to point out with all respect
that, in my opinion, it is manifest that the mortgage
could not be justified on either ground.

DAWSONS
BANK, LTD.

[On the facts his Lordship held that the mortgage
was not effected for legal necessity or for the benefit
of the minors and that the appeal must be dismissed.]
BAGULEY, J.-I agree that this appeal must be
dismissed with costs.
In this case the appellant Bank desire to enforce a
mortgage of immovable property belonging to certain
people who did not themselves execute the mortgage
bond. It is for them to show that the mortgage bond
was executed by some· person who had autJ:iority to
bind the interest of the people who did not execute it.
They claim that the bond, executed· by the mother of
these minors for necessaries, binds .their interest.
There is no authority of any kind to show that a Burmese

'~OL. XII]
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J3uddhist mother, qua.mother, can dispose of her f:9inor
·children's interest in immovable' property. ,She is
not ~heir agent and, therefore, can only dispose of
their _property as their guardian. She has not bGen
appointed or declared their guardian by any Cou~t.
There is nothing to show that there is any Burm~se
customary law which; enables a Burmese Buddhist
niinor'sguardian to dispose of the minor's property;
so her poweito bind must be deducible somewhere
from -the Guardians and ,V\lards Act, from principles
of justice, equity and good conscience or from the
general la'w of minors.
Great reliance was placed on B011 Kwi's case (.1) as
being a case in which it has been held that an administratrix de son tort of a person's estate can bind all those
•interested in the estate some of\yhom were minors
:and also her children if she executes bOJ/il ./ide for good
consideration a mortgage for the· benefit of the estate.
It is possible that theruUng of the Privy Council in
that ca.se may in this particular instance have recognized
a transfer by the administratrix, who- was also the mother
Qrstep-mother of the minors, but the judgment does
not, show that their Lordships recognized that, they
were dealing with a minor's interest. The question of
minority was never raised before them. 'fhe Judicial
Committee never decides any point which is not raised
before it, nor can its decision, be taken as giving
any countenance to a proposition which it does not
directly purport to decide [vide Moment's case (2)] ; so,
even if the administratrix in Bon Kwi's case did execute
a mortgage. which interfered with the rights of minors
and it was. held to be good by the Privy Council, that
decision cannot be quoted in support of the proposition
that any person can under any circ~mstances bind the
(1) (1929) I.L.R..8 Ran. 172.

(2) 7L.RR. 10 at p. 13.
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interest of minors even if the transaction· is for th'C
DAWSONS
benefit of the minors, because the question of minority
BANK, LTD.
was never raised before the Privy Council.' There are
MAMAY.
published judgments of this Court from which it .might
BAG\JLEY. J. be argued that when a mortgage of this nature is not
proved to be for the benefit of the minors, it does not
bind the interest of the minors, but that when it is for
their benefit it does bind their interests,vide A.R. V.
Cheltyar v. Maul1g HlaGyi (1); Mazt1'lg Thin Maung
v. M a Saw Shin (2 I, and C. T. V.E. v)wavan Cl!eftyar
v. Ma Saw Mu!e (3). It was, therefore, for the Bank'
to prove affirmatively that this mortgage was for the
benefit of the minors if it desired to take advantage of
this deduction, if the deduction were warranh:d,and·
no special rules about the parties being bound by the.
mortgage bond are applicable in the present case
. because all such rules apply to cases of Hindu guardians
of Hindu infants and Mohamed~m guardians 6f
Mohamedan infants. Section 6 of the Guardians and
Wards Act appears to suggest that the rights of a.
guardian under the personal law of any race are not
intended to be interfered with by the passing of the
Guardians and Wards Act.
It iS,stated that the money was tldvanced to payoff
two mortgages, one for Rs. 10,000 and one for Rs. 8,00(}
and to release from pledge various articIes of jewellery,.
etc. The release of articles of jewellery from pledge
cannot be regarded as benefiting the minors, in fact,.
that was the object for which loans were made in the
case reported in C.T. V.E. Chelt)' v. jlda Saw
Mwe t3).
.
There remained. the two mortgages of the minors'
property which were paid off. With rega];(:l to. the
money bo,rrowed on the mortgage for Rs; 8,000 it is
'/).

.

.(1). (1928.) I;L.R. 6 Ran• .329. .
(2Hl933II.L.R 11 Ran. 193;
.(31,(1.933) I.L.R 12 ~an. 47.

)L:

XII]

,rbitted that l~s. 7,300 of that money was devoted to
lyiong land in the sole.' name of the minors' mother,
,d most probably the sum of Rs. 700 over went in
cidenHl.l expenses for stamp, registration, etc., in
mnection with' this purchase~ With regard to the
3. 10,000 mortgage, that is said to h~ve been given
r expenses for litigation to protect the minors'
~operty. The money, however, was advanced a month
~fore a:o-y suit was filed against the minors to deprive
em ot their property. This money was probably
lent for legal assistance for the minors' mother in the
'iminal case filed against her. It is said that money
as freely spent on lawyers in this case, special launches
~qvided and so on, but no special expenses of that
>Tt were spent in connection with the civil case, which
as filed after the money was advanced as that case
as· tried' in Rangoon with Hangoon lawyers. "The
,ank's agent says that he ascertained that the minors
Id their gua.rdian bad been engaged in litigation, but
e made no effective enquiries and never even asked
leir lawyers what the expenses of the minors were,
nd it requires a stretch of imagination for one to
nderstand how this Rs. 40,000 could be expended
.ghtly and prudently in safeguarding the minors"
ropert} in an estate worth only l~s. 60,000. At the
.methat these expenses were incurred the minors
rere entitled, together with their mother, to an income
fapproximate1y Rs. 14,000 a year, and, living as they
lid in a' small village. they must have been regarded
.s exceedingly wealthy and money could easily have
>een found to pay lawyers if. they are attacked in
.ny way. •
Once it has been shm:vn thattbe Bank have failed to
>rove that the money w~s borrowed for the purpose of
afeguarding the min~rs' estate, this cas.e carne under the
~eneral rule laid down in the cases already mentioned

.
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and was bound to fail but, as has been shown in thE
judgment of My Lord the Chief Justice if the~e <iase~
lay down as an exception to the general rule that ;;
mortgage executed by an unauthorized guardiani~
valid if the money is used for necessaries or for tht
benefit of the minors, that exception is not warranted
and my remark in C.T.F.E. Chettyar's case (1) on page
53 "Under very special circumstances a mortgagl
might be effected for raising money to save tht
property," which is purely obiter, is not correct.
CIVIL REVISION.
Before Mr. Justice Dunkley.

1934
JUllC 25.

A.K.A.C.T.V. CHETTYAR

v.
R.M.A.R.S. FIRM

AND OTHERS.*

Vqlt<atioll for j1~risdiction-Civil Procedurt' Cod... (Act V t~f 1905). O. 21, r. 63
Suit by crcditor-Awidance of transfer-Transfer of Propaty Act (IV
18£2 and XX (~f 1929), s 53-Rcpreseutativc suif-Value t'f prope:
trallsJi,rrcd- Crifcncl1l for jurisdiction-BCllejit of the decree.

When a suit is brought under the provisions of Order 21., rule 63, of t
Civil Procedure Code. by an attaching creditor to establish his righl to atl,
and bring to sale certain property, and in order to succeed it is necessary
avoid a transfer of the property OIl the ground that the h'amfer has been m.
with intent to defeat or delay the creditors of the transferor, the :mit must
brought in the form of a representative suit for the benefit of all t~le credit
of the transferor. The valuation of the suit for the purpose of jurisclictiOl
the value of the property transferred,alld not the amOtmt of the attach
creditor's decree. If the creditor succeeds in the suit the decree enures for
benefit of all the creditors of the debtor, both present and future.
Pillai v. M'uthura11lan, tL.R. 33 Mad. 205.c....rejerred to.
R.R.O.O. Chettyar Firm v. Ma Sei17 Yil1, I.L.R. 5 Ran. 58B-considered.

Basu for the applicant. /
Hay for the respondents.
* Civil Revision No. 116 of 1934 from the judgment of the District Co
:of'Pyapon in Civil Appeal No. 44 of 1933.'
.
(11 (1933) tL.R. 12 Ran. 47.
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DUNKLEY, J.-This application raises a question. 1934
f ·peouniary jurisdiction of considerable importance. A.K.A.C.T.V.
'h e pIam
. t'ff
4.
1 -app I'lcan~
0 bt'
ame d a money- d ecree CHETTYAR
v
gainst Ma Tin and a number of other persons , and R.M,A.R.S.
FIRM.
1 execution of that decree attached certain immovable
Iroperties said to. be worth more than Rs. 70',000.
'he 1st defendant-respondent brm applied for
emoval of attachment on the ground that the
Uached. properties had been transferred to them by
he judgment-debtors by a registered deed of sale,
nd the application was successful. Thereupon the
llaintiff-applicant brought a suit under the provisions
,f Order. XXI, rule' 63, of the Code of ,Civil
>rocedure, for the purpose of establishing his right
o attach and bring to sale these properties in
:xecution of his decree. He valued his suit for
mrpose of jurisdiction at the sum of Rs. 2,213-4-0,
)eing the amount of his decree, and brought it in
he Subdivisional Court of Kyaiklat. It was, however,
leld by the Subdivisional Court that the correct
raluation for jurisdiction was the value of the
)roperties in suit, and. the plaint was directed to be
'etumed to be filed in the proper Court. On appeal
o the District Court of Pyap()n, the learned District
·udge held that. the proper valuation for jurisdiction
Nas, not the value of the attaching creditor's decree,
Jut the'· total value of all the decrees which had
Jeen obtained against the same judgment-debtors.
[n my opinion the. decision of the learned Subiivisional Judge was correct and that of the learned
District Jll.dge was plainly wrong. In the case of
R.R.O.O. Chettyar Fi1'm v. Ma Sein Yin (1), it was
held that a creditor whose attachment has been
raised, and who avails' himself of the right given
by Order XXI, rule 63, of the Code, can sue on his
(1) (1927) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 588,
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ovm behalf alone for having the alienation declarecl
void, without mention of any other creditors (lr their
CHRTTYAR
debts, but in view of the provisions of sectiop 53 of
v.
R.M,A.R.S.
the Transfer of Property Act, as substituted by the
FIRM.
Amending Act of 1929, this decision is no longer
DUNKLEY, J.
good law. The 4th clause of sub-section {l)of
section 53 is in the' following terms:

A.K.A.C.T.V.

"A suit instituted by' a creditor (which term ilidudes',
decree-holder whether he has or has not applied for execution 0:
his decree) to avoid a transfer on the ground that it has beel
made with intent to defeat· or delay the creditors of th,
transferor, shall be instituted on behalf of, or for the benefit oj
all the creditors."

Coi1sequently, it is quite dear that when a suit i
brought under the provisions of Order XXI, rule 6::
of' the. Code of Civil Procedure, by an attachin
creditor to establish his right to attach and brin
to sale certain property, and in order to succeed
is necessary to avoid a transfer of the property a
the' ground that the transfer has been made ,vit
intent to defeat or delay the creditors of H
tral;sferor, or, as it is stated in the plaint in th
particular suit, that the transfer" is collusive, sha
and benami", the suit must be brought in the for
of a representative suit on bchaif of or for tl
benefit of all the creditors of the transferor, and f
provisions of Order I, rule 8, of the Code of Ci'
Procedure, will be applicable to' such a suit. T
transferee and the judgment-debtors as transfer<
will be necessary defendants in such a suit. In t
present .case the s1.;1it was properly brought as
representative suit, and the procedure laid down
Order I, rule 8, of the 'Code Df Civil Procedu
was correctly adopted. The question then arises
to what is the propervaluatibn of such a suit
.

.
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1e purpose of jurisdiction, and to my mind the
nswer is plain,' and that is. that the valuation for
nrisdidion must be the value of the properties
ransferred. It obviously cannot be the amount of
he ~lecree sought to be executed, for, if the suit is
uccessful, then the decision will be res judicata
LOd the' transfer will be declared void not only in
avour of the attaching creditor but in favour of all
)ther existing creditors. Moreover, the valuation
;annQt· be ihesum total of the debts due to all the
~xisting creditors, as held by the learned District
ludge, for the term "creditor" includes n0t only
.::reditors at the time of the assignment but also those
who subsequently become creditors. See Thomas
Pillai and others v. Muthuraman Chetfia1'. and
a1tother (1). The effect of such a suit, if succes~ful,
is to avoid the transfer for the benefit of all creditors,
both present and future, and, consequently;- it is
clear that the valuation of the suit for the purpose
of jurisdiction must be the value of the property
transferred.
It is perhaps desirable that I should add that
different considerations would apply when the suit
at the attaching creditor does not involve the
avoidance of any transfer of property. In such a
case section' 53 of the Transfer of Property Act has
no application and the suit need not be brought as
a representative suit, and its valuation for jurisdiction
would be the amount of the decree sought to be
executed or the value of the property, whichever is
less.
Thi~.pplication, therefore, fails and is dismissed
with costs throughout, advocate's fee in this Court
five' gold mohurs.
(ll (1909) I.L.R 33 Mad. 205.
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The plaint will now be returned to the plaintii!-.
applicant, who will be directed to insert therein a·
proper valuation of the suit for the purp~se· of
jurisdiction and to file it in the District Court.

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. justice Dunkley.
1934

July 2.

•

MAUNG TUN THEIN v. MAUNG SIN.*
Representative suit-Leave to file steil-Public notice-Omission to give noticc-':"
Repair of omission-Attachment in execution-Declaratory suit following
Courl's order-Court-fee- Value for jurisdiction-Civil Procedu.re Code
(Act V of 1908), 0; 1, r. 8; O. 21, rr. 58,63.
A plaintiff who wishes to file a representative suit must first obtain tbe
leave of the Court in that behalf. and the Court must give public notice of the
suit. But the omission to do so is not fatal to the maintenance of the suit and
the Court can at any lime order notice to issue, and the Appellate Court may
also remand the case to repair the omission.
Shiam Lal v. Lalli, I.L.R 44 All. 231--follo'ced.
\Vhere there has been a claim to attached property in execution proceedings
under Order 21, rule 58, of the Civil Procedure Code, and a suit for a
declaratioh of the right to attach this property is filed under rule 63 the suit is
a suil ,to alter a summary decision or order, and the court-fee tbt:reon is Rs. 10·.
The valuation for jurisdiction in sucb a case is different, and depends upon the
value of the attacbed property.
Phttl KU11lari v. Misra, I.L.R. 35 Cal. 202; U Po Thill v. O.A.O.K.R.J1f.
Firnl, I.L.R. 5 Ran. 699 -followed.
A.K.A.C.T.V. Chetlyar v. R.M.A.R.S. Firm, I.L.R.12 Ran. 666-distireguished.

E Maunl!, for the appellant.

No appearance for ~he respondent.
DUNKLEY, J.-.This appeal has unfortunately been
heard ex parte because the points raised are of
considerable importance. It arises out of a suit
brought by the plaintiff-respondent against the
* Civil Second Appeal No. 86 of 1934from the judgment of the District
Court of Bassein in Civil Appeal No. 47 of 1933.
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f~ndant-appel1ant,

in' the Subdivisional Court of
yonpyaw, under the provisions of Order 21, rule 63,
the -Code of Civil' Procedure. The respondent.
Itairied a decree in the Subdivisional Court,
vonpyaw, against two persons, named U Tok and
:l.W
Shin, and in execution of that decree he
:ached certain movable and immovable' properties.
le' appellant then laid a claim, under the provisions'
rule 58 of Order 21, on the ground that the
'operties belonged' to him, and his claim was
,ccessful and the attachment was removed. He
Lsed his claim upon two registered deeds whereby'
e attached properties had been transferred to him
r U Tok and Daw Shin.' The respondent thereupon
ed a suit under, the provisions of Order 21, rule 63,
leging that the registered deeds \vere sham transacJns executed without any consideration in order to
:;feat 'and delay, the claims of the creditors of
Tok and Daw Shin. In paragraph 1 of his plaint
:; said "that the plaintiff files this suit for his
enefit as well as for the benefit of all the other
:editors ,(if any) of U Tok and Daw Shin, his
Idgmen t~debtors."
Two 'points have been raised before me in this
~cond appeal.
It has, in the fil"St place,' been'
rgued that as the suit sought to" avoid' certain'
-ansfers as having been made with intent to defeat
r delay the creditors of the transferor; the provisions
f section 53 of the Transfer of Property Act, as
ubstituted by the Amending Act of 1929, were
pplicable, that, therefore, the judgment-debtors were
,ecessary parties to the suit and the suit must be
,rought as a representative suit, that the permission
.f the Court had to be obtained, and that the
lrovisions of rule 8 of Order 1 of the Code of
~ivil Procedure were applicable to the suit. I am

6711934
MAUNG

TuN ;:'EIN:
MAUNG.SIN.
DUNKLEY, ,J.
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of opinion that this contention must be sustain¥d.
MAUNG
In my judgm ent in Civil Revision No. 116 of t 934 '*'
TUN THEIN
I have held that, when a suit is brought unuer·the
v.'
MIWNG.SIN.
provisions of Order 21, rule 63, .by an attaching
DUloIKLEY, J,
creditor to establish· his right to attach and bring
to sale certain property, and in order that he may
succeed it is necessary to avoid a transfer of th<:
property on the ground that the transfer has beer
made with intent to defeat or delay the creditors 0:
the transferor, the suit must be "broughf in the forn
of a representative suit, on behalf of ·or for th(
benefit of all the creditors of the transferor, and the
provisions of Order 1, rule 8, of the Code of Civi
Procedure will be applicable, and the transferee· an<
the judgment-debtors, as transferors. will be necessar:
defendants in such a suit. The plaint in the pres·en
suit was properly frarried as on behalf of or for th
benefit of all the creditors of the judgment-c1ebtor~
but the judgment-debtors were not joined as defen
dants in the suit, nor were the provisions of Order 1
rule -8, observed. It has been held by a Full Benc
of the Allahabad High Court in the case of Shim
Lal v. Mussammat Lalli and others (1) that
"Order 1, rule l:l, of the Code of Civil Procedure (190:
requires that when a plaintiff brings a suit in a representath
capacity he must first obtain the leave of the Court to bring sue
a suit,and when the leave is granted, the Court shall issue noti(
that the suit has been instituted. The provisions. of the sectie
as to the isstle of notice are peremptory and the Court is bound
issue notice as required by the rule. If, however, thf. COi.l
omits to issue notice, the result is not necessarily that the enti
sIJit is vitiated and must be dismissed. The irregularity may 1
cured in appeal by the Appellate Court remanding the case to tl
Court of first instance in order that the omission may
repaired,"
t

l~eported

at I.L.R. 12 Ran. 666.-Ed.
(1) (1921) I.L.R. 44 All. 231.
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The second point which has been· raised is that,·
1934
as section 53 of the Transftr of Property Act is MAUNG
, bl e, tee
h
ff ect 0 f t h e d ecree IS
' to avol'd th e TUN v,THEIN
appIlca
t'
d
h
f
.
t ere ore asUl't f or a MAUNG
_SIN
.
t rans f ers III ques lOn, an
bare declaration does not lie but an additional DUNKLEY, J.
prayer for the avoidance of the transfers must be
added. It is urged that although the plaintiff can,
under the provisions of section 7, clause (iv) (c). of
the Court-fees Act, value the consequential relief at
su~h amount a's he desires, the valuation of the
suit for court-fee and jurisdiction must be the
same, and therefore the valuation' which the plaintiff
puts upon the consequential relief must determine
the Court in which the suit is brought. In my
opinion this argument is based upon a fallacy. It
would be perfectly valid if no objection under
Order 21, rule 58, to the attachment had ever been
made, but, although the provisions of section 53 of
the Transfer of Property Act are applicable to the
present suit in determining the form in which the
suit must be brought, the suit i;; not brought
under the provisions of that section, but is brought
under the provisions of Order 21, rule 63, and it
has been held, in the case of C Po Thein and
others v.. O.A.O.K.R.lI1. Firm (1), that when a claim
or .objection to attachment has been made under
Order 21, rule 58, a suit for a bare declaration,
under Order 21, rule 63, will lie, and with this
decision I am ·in complete agreement. Moreover,
it has been held by their Lordships of the Privy
Council, in Phul Kumari v. Ghanshymrt Misra (2),
that -when there has been a claim to attached
property in execution proceedings and conseq UCllt
thereon a suit for a declaration of the right to
'.1) 11927) I.L.R. 5·Ran. 699.

(2) (1907! I.L.R 35 Cal. 202.
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attach this property is made the suit is li a suit to'
alter or set aside a summary decision or order of
a Civil Court not established by Letters Patent- ",
V.
MAUNG SIN.
and that the proper court-fee payable thereon. is
DUNKLEY, J.
that prescribed by clause (i) of Article 17· of
Schedule II of the Court-fees Act, nanlely Rs. 10.
I am therefore of opinion that in a suit of this
nature the proper court-fee payable is Rs. 10, and
that the valuation of the suit for court-fee and
the valuation thereof for jurisdiction will always -be
different, the valuation for the latter purpose· being
the value· of the attached properties.
This appeal is therefore allowed, the judgments
and decrees of the Subdivisional Court and of the
District Court on appeal are set aside, and the
suit is remanded to the Subdivisional Court of
Kyonpyaw for disposal in accordance with law,
that is, the judgment-debtors. must be added as
defendants in the suit, the permission of the Court
to bring the suit must be obtained, and the provisions of Order 1, rule 8, of the Code of Civil
Procedure must be followed. The costs of this
appeal will follow the fi nal result of the suit,
advocate's fee in this Court three gold mohurs.
The defendant-appellant will obtain an order for the
refund 6f the court-fee . paid by him on this
memorandum of appeal.
MAUNG
TUN THEIN

yo1-.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, mid Mr. Jus/ice Ba U.

U SEIN'VVIN

AND OTHERS

v.
THE CENTRAL PLUMBING Co., LTD.*
Arbitration !hrough Court-Judgment ill accordauce with award-Appeal
agahlst decree-Grounds oj appeal-Plea of award beil/g invalid-Civil
P;ocedllreCode (Act V of 1908;, Sch. 11, para. 16 (2J-Para 15 II) (cl,
.. or bemg otherwise invalid ", 1Ileatlitlg of.
. Under paragraph 16 (2) of the Second Schedule to the Code of Civil
Procedure, 1908, no appeal lies from a decree based upoil a judgment
pronounced in accordance with an award ex<:ept upon one or other of the two
grounds therein prescribed.
Gulam Khan v. Muhammad Hassau, 21 M.L.]. 263-jollowed.
Balkishl1l1 v. Sohan Singh, I.L.R. 10 Lah. 871; Batcha Sahib v. Abdul
Gauny, LL.R. 38 Mad. 256; Guran Ditta v. Pokhar Ram, LL.R. 8 Lah. 693 ;
Hari Shankar v. Ram Piari, LL.R. 45 All. 441 ; Kll1Idiram v. ChandicllUrall,
1 P.L.]. 306; Lutawan v. Lachya, I.L.R. 36 All. 69 ; Jla!l0111ed AS111al v. Valli
Asmal, 26 B.L.R. 171 ; Narayaua Rao v. SaraMaialt, 21 M.L.]. 263 ; Rala R,II11
v. Bausi Lal, I.L.R. 13 Lah. 528; Suraj Singh v. Phul K1I1nari, l.LR. 48 All.
226; Tej Singh v. Ghasi Ram, I.L.R. 49 All. 812; Wiran Wali v. Hira Namf,
LL.R. 12 Lah. 408-considered.
Durga Charall v. Ganga Dhar, 34 C.W.N. 813; Girija Nath Roy v. Kanai
Lal, 27 C.L.]. 339; Golel1ur Bibi v. Abdus Samad, I.L.R. 58 Ca.l. 628 ; Pllrsidh
Narain v. Ghanshyalll Siugh, 9 C:W.N. 873; Ramesh Chandra v. Dutt, LL.R.
33 Cal. 498; Roy v. Roy, 25 C.W.N. 832; Seth Dooly Chand v. Mam7lji, 21
C.W.N. 387; Tej Singh v. Ghasi Ram, I.L.R. 49 All. 812-dissented from pro
tanto.
. The Legislature by inserting tile words "or being otherwise invalid" in
par~graph 15 (1) tc) olthe Second Schedule of the Code intended and provided
that every ground 'upoll which the validity of the award could be challenged
in law should fall within the ambit of paragraph 15 ill, and could be relied on
as a' ground for setting aside' the award. But no appeal lies on the ground
that~ although the judgment, was in accordance with the award. the award
itself was invalid except under paragraph 16 (2).

Ha)~

(with him Carlos) for the respondents. The
decree was pronounced under paragraph If) 1) of
* Civil First Appeals Nos. 121 and 122 of 1933 from the judgment of this.
Court on the Original Side in Civil Re~ular Nos. 338 and 339 of 1931.
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the Second Schedule to the Code of Civil Procedure, and is in accordance with and not in excess
of the award. It is therefore final and not open
to appeal.
Under the corresponding section 522 of the Code
of 18~2 it was held by the Privy Council that no
appeal lay from such a decree. Gula11'l Khan v.
Muhamnzad Hassan (1); Hansra-j v. Sunder LQl(2).
Notwithstanding these pronouncements there arose
a conflict of authority as to whether an appeal- did
or did not lie when the validity of the reference
or of the award was impeached. To set this
conflict at rest and to give full effect to the view
of the Privy Council the words " or being otherwise,
invalid" were inserted, in paragraph '15 of the
present Code,' and s.ince then the, High Courts of
Allahabad, Bombay, Lahore, Madras, and Patna' and
sometimes the Calcutta High Court have held tbat
no appeal lies on any ground of invalidity.
Lutawun v. Lacliya (3); Ajudlzia Prasad v.
Badar-Ul-Hussain (4) j Hari Shankar v. RaJn Piari
(5); Suraj Singh v. Phul Kumari (6); Mahmn.ed
,

'

Asmai v. Valli Asmai (7) ~ Guran Ditta v. Pokhar
Ram (8); Baikishan v. Sohan Singh (9); Raia
Ram v. Bansi Lal (10); Balcha Sahib v. Abdul
Ganny (11); Surya Na1'ayana Rao v. Surabhaiah
(12) ; Khudiram Mahalo, v. Chandicharan (13).
An appeal may lieul1der the Letters Patent
from an order setting aside an award .under paragraph 15, but not from a decree' made ,under
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

I.L.R. 29 Cal 167.
I.L.R. 35 Cal. 648.
I.L.R. 36 All. 69.
I.L.R. 3'.1 All. 489.
I.L.R. 45 All. 441.
I.L.R. 48 AlI. 226.

(7) 26.Bom. L.R. 171.
(8) LL.R. 8 Lah. 693.·
(9) I.L.R. 10 Lah. 871.
flO) LL.R. 13 Lah. 528.
(11) I.L.R. 38 Mad. 256.
(12) 21 M.L.]. 263.
(13) 1 P.L.]. 306.
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paragraph 16. Shib Kristo v. Salish Chandra (1);
·Ro~indr(/ Deh \'. ]o!!.elldra Deb (2).
In Nuja Har Narain Singh v. Chaudhrain
Bhagavallt (3) no question as to the competency
of the appeal was raised or considered,
Clark (with him Kra Gaing) for the appellants.
The addition of the words It or' being otherwise
inv~lid " to ti>e Code of 1908 is significant. These
words are to b~ construed ejusdem generis with the
invalidity of the kind specified in the preceding
sentences of paragraph 1S. Where the referencp. is
void ab il/itio, as in the present case, no qu'estion
of the competency of an appeal can arise, and the
cases that have been cited are of no avail. It is
only WbtTO:: the a\x,'ard becomes invalid after a valid
reference ill that behalf that an appeal i~ incompetent willfl the proceedings have reached the stage
described in paragraph 16. Seth Dooiy Chand v.
Mamuji Musaji (4) is in favom of this contention.
In Golerlllr Bibi v. A bdus Salllad (5) the learned
Jlldges took conflicting vievvs, See also Now Protap
v. Durga Prasad (6); Durga Charm? v. Ganga
Dhar (7),

Hay in reply. The cases relied on by ]\1r. Justice
Mitter ill Golenur Bibi's case and Durga C/zaral/ v.
. Ganga Dhar are of little authoritative value, and
they conflict with the sounder decisions of the
same Court. See Chairman of tlze Puruea J/lIllicipality v. Siva Sankar (8); Lal Mohan v. Sur(ya
KUI1UW (9); Suriya
Narain v. Banwari ]ha (10).
(1) I.L.R. 39 Cal. 822.
(2) 27 C.W.N. 420, 429.
{3] I.L.R. 13 All. 300.
(4) 21C,W.N; J87.
(5) U ...R. 58 'Ca;1.628.

(6) L.R. 53 LA. 1.
(7) 34 C.W.N. 813.
(8) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 899.
(91 11 C.W.N. IH2.
{,LO; 1$ .C.W.N. 626.
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Seth Dooly Chand v. Marnuji M usaji was a Letters
Patent appeal from a judgment setting aside. art
award and not, as stated by Mr. Justice Mijter,
from a decree based on .an award. Ram Pro tap
v. DU1~ga Prasad does not lend any support to the
view that the principle of ejusdem generis should
be applied. In. Rala Ram v. Bansi Lal such a
contention was rejected, and Golenur Bibi v. Abdus
Samad and Durga Charan v. Ganga Dharwere
expressly dissented frem.
PAGE, C.J.-In these two cases appeals have been
filed against the judgment, and decree of Leach J.,
who pronounced judgment under paragraph 16 (1) of
the Se'cond Schedule to the Code of Civil Procedure in accordance with the terms of an award made
pursuant to an order of the Court under paragraph
3 (1) of the Second Schedule. A preliminary objec~
tion has been ta~en that' no appeal lies. In my
opinion the objection must prevail.
Paragraphs 3, 15 and 16 of the Second Schedule
to the Code of 1908 run as follows:
'
"Paragraph 3.-(J) The Court shall, b~T order, refer to the
arbitrater the matter in difference whrch he is required to determine, and shall fix such time as it thinks reasonable for the making
of the award, and sh::ill specify such time in the order.
(2) Where a matter is referred to arbitration, the Court shall
'not, save in the manner and to the ~xtent provided in this
Schedule, deal with such matter in the same suit.
Paragraph 15.-(1) An award remitted under paragraph 14
becomes void on failure of the arbitrator or umpire to reconsider
-it. But no award shall be set aside except on one of the rollowing
'
,grounds, namely:
(a) corruption or misconduct of the arbitrator or umpire;
(b) either party having been guilty of fraudulent concealme~t
of any matter which he ought to have, disclosed, or of
wilfully misleading or deceiving the arbitrator or umpire ; .
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by the Court superseding the arbitration and proceeding U SEIN WIN
V.
with the suit, or after the expiration of the period allowed
THE
by the Court, or being othen\:ise invalid.
CENTRAL
(2) Where an award becomes void or is set aside under clause PLUMBING
Co., LTD.
(1), the Court shall make an order superseding the arbitration an,d
PAGE, C.J.
in such case shall proceed with the suit.
Paragraph 16.-(1) Where· the Court sees no cause to remit
ihe award or any of the matters referred to arbitration fer recon.
sid~ration in. manner aforesaid, and no application has been made
:to set aside the award, or the Court has refused such application,
the Court shall, after the time for making such applicaticn has
expired, proceed to pronounce judgment according to the award.
(21 Upon the juclgmentso proncunced a decrEe shall follow,
and no appeal shall lie from such decree except in so far as the
·decree is in excess of, or not in accordance with, the award."

It is not contended that the decree in the present
·case was "in excess of, or not in accordance with,
:the award."
It is urged, however, that the proceedings were
void ab initio, because the provisions of paragraph 3
·of the Second Schedule have not been complied
with, inasmuch as the order of reference was not
in the form prescribed under the appendix to the
Second Schedule (Form No.2). In support of his
~ontention the learned advocate for the appellants
relied upon the following rulings of the Calcutta High
Court, in which it has been held that paragraphs
15 and 16 of tile Second Schedule only apply to
cases in which there is a valid award in existence,
and do not operate in cases where the award is
invalid and therefore the decree lipon which it is based
is also-invalid and of no effect. In such cases an appeal
has been held to lie from a decree passed in
accordance with the a\vanl notwithstanding that neither
of the conditions precedent to the competency of an
appeal prescribed in paragraph 16 (2) of the Second
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Schedule have been fulfilled. [Parsidh Narain Singh
and
others v. Glzanshyam Narain Singh and ofhfrs
U SEIN WIN
P.
(1) j Seth Doo~l' Chand v. Mamuji Musaji and oth!rs
THE
CRNT/?AL
(2) j Gir~ia Nath Roy Choudhry and othe1's v. Ka1'lai
PLUMBING
CO., Lm. ~al Mitra and others (3); Faninetra Nath Roy v.
Dwaraka Nath Roy (4); Ramesh Chandra Dhar v.
PAGE, C.}.
KarunamQyi Duff (5) j Durga Clzar..m Vebnath and
others v. Ganl!.a Dhar Debnath and others (0) j Golenur
Bibi v. Abdus Samad (per· Mitter J.) (7) j see also
Tej Singh and another v. Ghasi Rm1Z and others Iper
MukefJi J.) (8).J I am firmly of opinion, however, with
all due respect, that the law laid down in these cases
is incorrect, and that these rulings pro tanto ought
not to be folloviTed.
In section 521 of the Code of 1882, which correspondtd with paragraph 15 U) of the Code of 1908,
the words" or being othenvise invalid" did not occur,
and it was held that under section 521 an objecthan to an award could not be taken except upon
the gro~!11ds therein set uut. In thes(~ circumstances both before and after the decision of the Judicial
Committee in Gillalll Khan v. Muhmmnad HassaJI
(9), in order to prevent what was regarded as the
hardship that would result if an appeal from a decree
passed in accordance with an award would lie only
if the conditions prescribed in that behalf had heen
fulfilled,. it \'i'as held that sections 521 and 522 and
paragraphs 15 and 10 presupposed the subsistence of a
. valid award, and that in cases in which the .J.ward
was invalid and therefore no valid decree could be.
based upon it an appeal would lie notwithst~nding
section 522, which in such cases had no application.
1934

(1) 9 C.w.N. 873.
(Si (1906) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 498.
(2) 21 C.W.N. 3il7. .
(6) 34 C.W.N, 813.
(~) 27 C.L.}. 3~9.
(7) (1930) I.L.R. 58 C<ll. 62i!.
(4) 25 C.W.N. 832.
(8) (1927) I.L.R. 49 All. 812.•.
(9) (1901) I.L.R. 29 Cal. 167.
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tne matter has been practically dealt with in various cases.
tis suf'Acient if I refer to the case of Joy Prokash Lall v. Sheo
;olam Singh (2) where it was held that the question under section
22 of the Code of Civil Procedure whether an appeal will lie
gainst a decree in accordance with the award depends upon
.hether the award upon which the decree is based is a valid and
egal award. There are several other cases whiclf have been
eferrecl. to in the course of the argument, cases not only in this
~ourtbut in the High Courts of Madras and Allahabad, which
.ppear to me consistent with the view laid down in the case which
have just cited. It appears to me that, if one were to hold the
:ontrary view, the result would be rather startling. It is not
lifficult to conceive of cases in which the award may be obviously
nvalid, and where the Judge of first instance, either through
nisapprehension of the facts or of the law, has yet made a decree
Lffinning the award. In these cases is there to be no appeal? I
hink there ought to be, and I concur in those decisions 'Yh-ich lay
lawn that there is."

'See the cases collected in Golenur Bibi v. Abdus
>amad (per Mukerji J.) (3) and in Tellapragada Surya
Varayana Rao v. Tellapragada Sarablzaialz (4).J
In Gulam Khan v. Muhammad Hassan (5), however,
n my opinion, it was specifically and finally laid
iown by the Judicial Committee that in cases in
Nhich a decree had been passed on a judgment
Jronounced according to an. award the decree should
)efinal, and that no appeal therefrom should lie
C except in so far as the decree is in excess of or
lot in accordance with the award." In Gulam Khan
i. Muhammad Hassan {5) the first and main objection
raised to the decree, which in that case had been
passed according to the award, was lC that the award
was bad with reference to section 462, Civil Procedure
(1) (1897) I.L.R. 25 Cal. 141 atp. 143.
(3) (1930) I.L.R. 58 Cal. 628.
(2) (1884) I.L.R. 11 Cal. 37.
. (4) (1911) 21 M.LJ. 263.
.'
.
(5) (1901) I.L.R. 29 .Cal: 167.
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"Code, inasmuch as the minor defe,ndants' ,:guatdiftnl

Gulam Khan, had agreed,without the 'leave!.of.th~
Courtl to refer the case to arbitration"(ibid.. p.,·177).
In these circumstances it was ·contended\hat thf
arbitration .proceedings' were void ab 'initio, and 'tha1
there was no valid or legal ·award uponwhiCfi tnf
Court would have jurisdiction to prortouhcejudgmen:
or to pass a decree.. Nevertheless the Judicial Com,
mittee held that no appeal'lay, and further. that nc
application in revision could be presented. Lon
Macnaghten, delivering the judgment of the Board
observed:

" The Court makes an order of reference on ;theagreemen
(which must be' the agreement of ali parties to'the suitYbein
brought before it, and fixes a time' £or' the delivety' 'of, the: awar
with power to enlarge the time, if necessary.When'the a\vard j
.submitted to the Court the Court may in certain specified case:
correct or modify it subject to a right of appeal. In certai
specified cases it nny remit the matter to the arbitrators or to tl:
umpir,y as1the case may be. No award is to be set aside excel
in one of three cases specified and defined in section 521 .
Then comes section 522, whichprovic1es that, if the Cou
sees no cause to remit the award, and if no application h:
been made to set aside' the award, or if the Court has l'efused sue
application, 'the Court shall after the time for making such appJ
cation has expiredproceec1 to give' judgment accordinl,t to tI
award.' It is emcted that' upon the judgment so given adecrl
shall follow' I and shall be enforced in manner provided hi the COl
for the execution
decrees. ,: At the end of th e se(;tion lherea
these important words 'No appeal shall lie from such deer
except in so fai' as the' decree is in' excess of or not inaccordan.
wifh the award,' Those words appear to' be perfectly de,
TheiiLordships would be doing violence to the plain language al
the obviousintentibn of the Code if they were to hold that an appt
lies from a decree pronounyed und~r section 522, except i~ sO far
thedt)cree may be iJ}excess of or not in'~ccordaricewiththeaw3I
The principle of' finality which ,finds' expressibn'in; the,"C6de
quite in accordance with the ~endency ofmbdern''deei~fort$intJ
counh'y, The Hmehas 10ng'golle"I:)y;sirice 'the C?UctS"of tJ

oi
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-tountty shewed any disposition to sit as a Court of Appeal on
awards in respect of matters of fact or in respect of matters
ofhw~"
.
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[See also Hal'lSraj v. SWldar Lal and Hansraj v. PLUMBING
Co., LTD.
Dwarka I)as (1).]
PAGE, C.}.
The earlier decision of the Judicial Committee
-in Raja Har N arain Singh v. Chauflharain Bhagwant
Kuar and another (2),in my opi~on, cannot be
regarded as in any way conflicting with the ruling
in Gulmn Kha'Yl v. Muhammad Hassan (3), because in
Raja Har Narain Singh v. Chaudharain Bhagwallt
Kuar and another (2) the question whether the appeal
was competent or not was neither raised llOf considered
;[Sur:ya Narain ]ha v. Banwari ]ha and others (4)].
Gularn Khan v. Muhammad Hassan (3) was decided
in 1901, and thereafter it has been held by the High
Courts at Madras, Allahabad, Bombay, Pabia, and
Lahore to· be settled law that under section 522 of
'the Code of 1882 and paragraph 16 (2) of the Second
Schedule to the Code of 1908 no appeal lies from a
.decree based upon a judgment pronounced in accord:ancc with an award except upon one or other of the
:two grounds therein prescribed [Tellapragada Surya ,
,Narayana· Rao v. Tellapragada Sal'abhaiah (5);
Batcha Sahib v. Abdul GU1my alias Abdul Karim Sahib
:and eleven others (6) ; Lutll7.t'an and others v. Lacllya
,£tnabthers (7); Hari Shankar v. Ram Piari and
!others(8) ; Suraj Singh and another v. Pllul Kumari
lU1fl another (9); Tej Singh and anotlzer v. Glzasi
Rain and others (10) ; Mahumed Valli Asmal v. Valli
Asmq'l('ll); KhudiramMahafo v. Chal'ldicharan
~

ttf:(1908) I L.R. 35 cal. 648.

(6) (1913) I.L.R. 38 Mad. 256.

(21tI891)l;L:R. 13 All. 300.
(7)
l$)H~Ol) I:L.R..
Cal. 167, ' ( 8 ) ,
~l4) is C.W.N. 6 2 6 . ( 9 )
.::tsr(i911J,21 -',f:L:j. 263. '
(10)

zi)

,

. :,:'.. :; ,.' " .,. ,..

'hI) :26B.L:R. in.

(1913) I.L.R. 36 All. 69.
(1923) I.L.R. 45 All. 441.

(1926) lL.R.48 All. 226.
(1927) I.L.R. 4i1 All. 'Si2.
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Mahato (1); Guran Ditta and others v.' PoldzalJ'
Rilill and atlOther (2); Balkishci11. v. Sohan' .Sinf,h
and Ladlza Ram (3); M ussannnat IiViran Hlali v.
Bira jVand and others and Matlzra Das (4) e; and
Rala Ralll- TVa laiti Rant v, Bansi Lal~Jaggan N ath (5).]'
It is only in the Calcutta HIgh Court that a
different view has been caken, but even in Calcutta.
divergent and contradictory opinions have been
expressed by Divisional Benches, and it would appear
in h ..,o instances even by the same learned Judge
(Ashutosh Mukerji J.' and Rampini J.).
I feel
constrained to say, with the greatest deference, that in
my opinion it would have been less perplexing to-" th~ .
other High Courts and probably more satisfactory
for the Calcutta High Court if one of the Divisional
Benches had referred the question to a Full Bench
for determination, .rather than that several Divisional
Benches should have been content to express.
different and contradictory opinions-I had almost said
indiscriminately-upon the constniction of sections.
521 and 522 of the Code of 1882 and paragraphs 15,
and 16 of the Second Schedule to the Code of 1Y08.,
In Haranund Naskar v. Doyal Chand N.askar
and another (6); Chintarnoni Aditya v. H aladhar
Maiti (7); Chail'man of the Purnea Municipality
v. Siva Sankar Ram (8); Lal Mohan Pal and others
v. Su:ya Kuma: Das and others (9); Surya Narai11:
]ha v. Hanwan ]ha and others (10) ; and Golenur
Bibi v. Abdus Samad (11) (per Mukerji J.) Divisional
Benches of the Calcutta High Court took the s"me
. view as that which has found favour with the
.other
.,
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.

(1) 1 P.L.J. 306.
(2)(1927) I.L.R.
(3).(1929) I.L.R.
(4~~J\930) I.L.R.
(5)(f93;l) I.L.F.
. .... .

. '

..

"

','

. '.
(6)2 C.L.J. 1 4 2 . . .. i
8 Lah.693.
(7) 2 C.L.J. 153. . , .,. : ..
10 Lah. 871.
(8) (1906) I.L;R. 33 C,al. ,~99.:;
12 .Lah. 408.
(9) 11 C.W.~.}lS2.
:' .
13 Lah. 528.
(10) 18 C.W.N., 626.
(11) (1930) I.L..R. 58 Cal. 6 2 8 . . '

.
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ffigh Courts, and with which I respectfully agree.
In _Chairman of the Purnea Municipality v. Siva
,Sankttr Ram (1) Maclean C.J. dissented from
.Pars'.dh Narain Singh atzd others. v. Ghanshyam
Narain -Singh and others (2), and while in Chintamoni Aditya v. Haladhar Maiti (3) and Surya
Nat'ain]ha v. Bal1wari ]ha and others (4) Ashutosh
Mu~erji J. held that no appeal lay, in Seth Dooly
Chand _v. Mamuji Musaji and others (5) the same
learned. Judge appears to have favoured the contrary
view.
Rampini J. also expressed inconsistent
-opinions on this question in Parsidh _Narain Singh
.and others v. Ghanshyam Narain Singlz and others
(2) and Lal Mohan Pal and others v. Surya Kumar
Das and others (6). In DU1~ga Charall Debnath

.

and others v. Ganga Dlw1' Debnath and others (7)
.and Golenur Ribi v. Abdus Sauwd (8) Mitter J.
(with - whose opinion on this point Mukerji J.
expressed concurrence) held that the words "or being
·otherwise invalid" in paragraph 15 (l) (c) of .the
Second Schedule must be construed as being ejusdem gerleris . with the two preceding grounds of
invalidity setout in' paragraph 15 (1) (c). i am not
,confident, however, that it could be held that these
two grounds form a genus; but, be that as it may,
in my opinion the contention that the \n)rds "or
beirig otherwise invalid" must be treated as ejl/sdenz
generis 'with 'the two preceding grounds of invalidity
has been satisfactorily answered by Shadi Lal C.L
it). RalaRam-IValaiti Ra/ll v. BallSi Lal-Jaggan Nath
(9). To' my mind, with all respect to the learned
]tldges ·who have taken the opposite view, it is clear:
. (1) (19061 I.L.R. 33 Cal. 899.
(2).9 C.W.N 873.
, ·"(3) 7. C,LI. 153.
,H) 18C,W.N. 626,'
(9) (1931)

I.:', 21 C.\\'.X. 387.

'
11 C.W.:\'. 11.52.
171 34 C.\V.X. 813.
(8i 11930.1 I.L.R .58 Cal. 628.
13 L.ab. 528.
!61
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in paragraph 15 (l}.(c) intended and provided-that
every 'ground upon which the validity of the 'award
in law could be challenged should fall within the
ambit of paragraph 15 (1) of the -Second' Scheduler
and could be relied on as a ground for setting aside:
the award; thus obviating the difficulty tl}<l.t had
arisen by reason of the ruling in Gulam [{!zan. v..
Muhammad Hassan (1) and the decisions' in· the'
earlier cases in which it had been held that an.
award could only be set· aside upon the . grounds- .
specifically set out in section 521 of the Code of
1882.
For these reasons, in my opinion, no. appeal lies:
from the decree of Leach l iIi the. prest:,ht cases.I am further of opinion that the appeal fails on:
the merits.' The material facts are set out· in . thejudgment of the learned trial Judge as follows;
II Th~suit was instituted
qn the 17th July 1931.- On the:
8th March 1932 the parties decided to refer the matters in
dispute to the <lrbitration of the two respective senior counsel
in the case. On that date the following order was ,pll.ssed by·
Cunliffe J.:
By consent the disputes between the parties in C.R. NQs..
338 ancl3390f 1931 are referred to the arbitratiol:l.
of the. two respective senior couns:e1 in :,the case.- A
formal appJicaticn to this effect will be made to thi~
Court on a sub.sequent date.'''
I

On the 14th March 1932. a joint petition.. wa~
filed by the parties. asking for a, stay of the sllit,
pCl1ding'the award of thear-bitJeators. This .p~titi9q
read as follows :
I' That it havinl! been agreed by the parties that alhw~~ters
in dispute in the abOve suit shall be referred tp th~Clirp~tra.

(1) (1901) I.L.R.29 Cal.. 167.

)\;.
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Esqr.~ ,Barrister~a~-law

and M;. A.
lUf,f-sqr,,,Barrisl~r-at-Law. with leave to them to appoint a~
rit'ire Ln the event of disagreemen\. petitioners pray that Civil
egularNo. 338 of 1931 . of this Honourable Court
be
ayed pending the award' of the arbitratcrs."
'11 of T: F.' R. McDonnell,

may'

.n. order was passed as prayed.
In my opinion in these circumstances the order
f reference in the present case substantially com·
lied with the provisions of paragraph 3 of the
·econde Schedule, and the. decision of Leach J~
Tas COlTcct.
The· appeals are dismissed with costs.

BA.

Vi

193,4.
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Before Sir .Arthur. Page. Kt., Cllief J /lstice, ami Mr. JNst{ce MY4.. Bu.

MADAN GOPAL BAGLA
v.

THE CHETTYAR FIRM OF S.P.K.A.A~M.
.

AND ANOTHER.*

Leiters Patent-Clause 13-Judgmmt-Civil Procedure Code (Act Vof 19081.
s. ,1.0-,-Order stayin.!!hearing of sIJii-Order nota. judgment.

An order under s. 10 o~ the Civil Procedure Code staying the hearing
pen?ing I~e determination of an appeal to His Majesty ill Council
In a for Iller suif'between the same parties is not a " judgment II within
clause. 13'. of.;.the Letters, Patent. The· order does not finally decide the
rig~is of. thl'l parties. nor does it put all end to the suit.
V.R.M. Ramat' Chct/yar v. Bank of Chettinad, I.L.R. 11 Ran. 19r4/errecl. ·to.·.
.
.
.Jivanla.l 'v" Vakhar,ia&Cp.• I.L.R. 57 Born. 364-disc/lssed.
of' a. snit

Dopto.r.fQf the appellant.
Hay {iv.·ith him Venkatram'l for

dent.·'
·.. ··b~:i'l Misccillan~Ous·.

the first respon-

Appeal No; 149 of 1933 {rom the ordr:r of thl'

Court on. the. Original Side in Civil-Regular No. 316 of 1933.
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·PAGE, C.J.-In this case it appears that tlole
appellant, who is the landlord of the respondel1ts;
obtained a decree from an. Appellate Bench t>f this
Court for rent in respect of the premises \vith·v,Thich
we
are concerned in the present suit..
FIRM 0\'S.P.K.A.A.M.
The respondent S.P..K.A.A.M. Chettyar Firm have
been granted leave to appeal to. His Majesty in
Council from the decree passed against them by
the Appellate Court, and that appeal is still pending.
The resp:.mdent a.N.R.M.M. Chettyar Firm did not
file an appeal from the decree of the Appellate
Court, but has been impleaded by the appellant as
a respondent in the appeal to His Majesty in Council.
Notwithstanding the pending appeal to ·His Majesty
. in Council the appeliant filed a suit against the two
respondent firms for subsequent rent in res1?ect of
the same premises upon the same ground as that
on which the claims in the earlier suits \vere
based. It is· obvious that the substantial matter in
issue in the present suit is substantially in· issue
in the appeal now before His Majesty in .Counell :
and in these circumstances the first respondent applied
under section 10 of the Civil Procedure Code fOt
an order staying the hearing of the present sui1
pending the determination of the appeal to Hi~
Majesty in Council, and an order in that sense ha~
been passed by my brother Shaw J. From tha·
order the present appeal has been presented. A
preliminary objection· is taken that· no appeal lie:
from that order upon the ground that it is not ~
"judgment" within the meanin·g of that term a!
used in clause 13 of the Letters Patent. . In m~
opinion the preliminary objection is well founded
The order as made does not, and does not purport to
"finally decide the rights of the parties", .or "t(
put an end to the suit or proceeding so far-a:
1934

. ·MADA};
GOPAL
BA,GLA
V.
THE
CHETTVAR

·VOL. XU]

the Court before \vhich the suit or proceeding is
.pending· is concerned." The effect of the order is
merely to stay further proceedings in the suit until
:after the appeal before His Majesty in Council has
been determined.
\Ve have been referred to the decision of the
Bombay High Coui"t in ]iva1'llal Narsi v. Pirojshaw
R. Vakharia & Co. (1). It is to be observed that
in ~hat case the Bombay High Court refused to pass
an order staying the suit under section 10 of the
Civil Procedure· Code, and proceeded to hear and.
·determine ·the suit. I desire to reserve any expression
·of opinion upon tbe gtlestion that arose· for consi-'
-deration· in ]ivanlal Narsi v. Pirojshaw R. Vakharia
.& Co. (1) until the proper occasion for doing so
:arises. As 1 ventured to point out in V.R.M. Raman
,Chettya1' v. Bank of Clzeftinad, Lh1'lited (2)
.

.

." it is highly undesirable·, as has happened in some cases,
that the Court should attempt to ennmerate the orders that
·do and those that do not amount to a • judgment' withIn
·clause 13 of the Letters Patent. Each case turns on its
,own facts, and ",-hether any particular order is a 'judgment'
-or not depends upon the effect of the order as made."

. In my opinion the order under appeal is not a:
within clause 13 of the Letters Patent,
and therefore the appeal does not lie, and must be
-dismissed \v:ith ·costs, five gold mohurs.
~'judgment"

MYA Bu,
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(I) (193'2) LL.R. 57 Born. 364.

(1) {1933) I.L.R. 11 R"IIl.. 19 at'p. 25.
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SA W CHONG GYE. ANI)

ANOTHER

v.
HAFIZ BIB!.

01«

Mor/gage. suil--SlIit bv !lei/'s of Chines~ Buddhist to enforce mortgage-,-.·
I.etlers of admi1listration or successioll certificate, tlecessity .of-lJlq.,tm;e:of a mortgage suit-Personal decree against 11lortgtlgor for balaltceSuccessi(m Act (XXXIX of 1925), ss. 212, 213,214.
.
..
Sl!bject to Ihe provisions of s. 214 of the Succession Act, the estate of
a Chinese Buddhist may be administered without the grant of probate or·
leiters of administration.
A- mOrtgage suit is a suit to realiie an interest in immovable property,..
and it cannot be placed in the same category as a suit in which the "plain~
tiffmerely seeks a rtioney dec~ee.
.
..
V,E.R.M.N.C.T. Chetty v. A.R.A.R.R.M. Chetty'ar Firm, I.L.R. 12 Ran.. 370referred to.
S. 214 of the Succession Ad has reference only to suits' to enforce
payment of simple debts; suits to bring mortaged property to sale are 110t
within its purview.
Held. that the heirs of a Chinese Buddhist, who dies i~testate, are entitled'
to file a mo~'tgage suit and to obtain a preliminary mortgage decree and:
alinal decree {or sale without the production of leIters of administration or
a succession certificate.
It'is only when' the mortgage decree-holder seeks a personal. decree:
for the balance found to be due to him after the sale of the property
that the necessity for the prodl:ction of letters.Of administration or a·
8uccC8Sioncertificate arises~
.
A11ltllanna v. Gurul/Illrlhi. I.L.R. 16 Mad. 64'; Mahomcd Yusuf 'v. Abdul"
Rahim, I.LR 26 Cal. 839; Na/I Chattd v. Yenawa •. I.L.R. 28 ~om. 6~0;,
Palaniytllidi v. Vee1'am11lal, I.L.R. 29 Mad. 77-/o11owed.
Fateh Chand v. M11hammed Bakhsh. I.L.R. 16 All. 259-dissenle-rtfro",:

Bhattarcharyya for the plaintiffs.
NQ appearance for the defendant~
LEACH, J.- This suit has beell. filed to recov~r
the amount due ana mortgage executed in favour
Civil Heg.ular .Suit No. 133 of 1934.
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·1934
Qf one,. Saw Chin Htini deceased. Saw Chin Htin,
SAW
\);ho' was' a Chinese Buddhist,. died intestate. The CHONG
Gn
plaintiffs are his sons,' who are minors suing by HAFIZtI.BmI.
theirenext friend. Letters of administration have not
LEACH, J.
been obtained, but it is contended that this is not
necessary as 'su<:;cession to the ,'estate is governed by
Chinese customary' law and" the plaintiffs an:: the,
only heirs. Succession to the estate is governed by
Chinese customary law, and the plaintiffs, ,as the
only esons, are entitled to succeed [Tan Ma Shwe.
Zin. v. Tan Ma Ngwe Zin U), Ma Sef1z v. Ma Pan,
Nyun (2); and Ma Seitz Byu v. Khoo Soon Thye' (3)}
, Subject to the pro" isions of section 214 of the
,Indian Succession Act, 1925, the estate of a Chinese
Buddhist may be administered without the grant
of probate or .letters of administraton. Section 29
provides that Part V of the Act,which deals with
'intestate successiun, shall not apply to the property,
of any Hindu,Muhammadan, Buddhist, Sikh or Jaina.
Although section 212 (1) stipulates that no "right ~o
any part of the property of a person who has died
intestate can be established in any Court of Justice, ,
unless letters of administration have first been granted
by a Court of competent jurisdiction sub-sedion{Z)
render~ the provisions of sub-section (1) inapplicable
in the case of the intestacy of a Hindu, Muhammadan, Buddhist, Sikh, Jaina or Indian Christian.
Section 5'8 sirpilarly renders inoperative the prpvisions
of Part VI of' the Act (which deals' with testamentary succession) so far as Hindus, Buddhists, Sikhs
or Jainas are concerned. Secti,on 213 (1) provides
that no e right as executor or legatee can be establisll~d, in any Court of Justice, unless a Court of
,

(1) (1932) I.L.R. 10 Han.,97.
(2) (1924) I.L.R. 2 Ran. 94.
(3) ,(193:3) l.L.R. 11 Ran. 310.

,
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competent jurisdiction in British India has granteq

'CHO~~WGYE ,probate of the 'will under which the right is clairne~,
RAFI~' BIBI. o~ has gra.nted letters of administration witl~tl~e.
LEACH,

J,

wIll or WIth a copy of an authenticated copy of
the will annexed. But sub-section (2) agaiJl makes
an exception in the case of a will made by a Hindu,
Buddhist, Sikh or Jaina. While a Burmese Jjuddhist
is, by his personal law, prohibited from. making a
will, a Chinese Buddhist is not.
Notwithstanding the exceptions 'referred to in
favour ,of Buddhists and the other communities
mentioned, section 214 (1) of the Act provides that
no Court shall pass
decree against a 'debtor of a
deceased person for payment of his debt to a perSon,
claiming on succession to be entitled to the effects
of, the deceased person or to any part thereof, except
on ,the production," by the person Sl) clail':ning, of
probate, letters of administration, or a succession
certificate. Sub-section (2) of this section declares
that the word "debt" includes aliy debt except rent,
revenue or profits payable in respect of land used
for agricultural purposes.
, The plaintiffs in this case claim: (1) payment of
the sum of Rs. 3,1l)S, the amount due on the mortgage,
with interest from the date of suit fo date of payment j
(2) the sale of the mortgaged properties in default
of payment; and \3) liberty to apply for a personal
decree for' the balance, in the event of the sale
proceeds being insufficient to payoff the amount.
due on the lTIOrtgage. The question which falls for
decision is whether the plaintiffs are seeking payment
of a" debt''' within the' n{eaning ofsecti01'1 214 of
the Indian Succession Act. If they are, the suit
cannot be maintained, unless letters of administration'
to .the' estate of the deceased are obtained or a
succession certificate' is granted.

a
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The question has been raised on numerous occasions
1934
1P the High Courts of India. The High Courts of
~
''''l
•
t
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d
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CHONG
a
cut
a:
a
ras
an
am
ay
a\:e
le
Vlew
a
a
v. Gyl'J
C
suit '0 enforce a mortgage is not a suit to recover HAFIZ Bmr.
payment of a debt within the meaning of section 214 LEACH, J.
of the Indie,n Sllccession Act, and that, therefore, it is
,not necessary to obtain probate, letters of administration,
or a succession certificate before proceeding to
institute a suit on a mortgage. 1 am not at the
mOl~ent referring to the question whether a personal
decree can be obtained without such grant in the event
of the sale proceeds proving insufficient to payoff '
the mortgage.' That is another matter. The Allahabad
High Court has taken the vie\\\, that section 214
does apply' to a suit to recover' the amount due
on a mortgage.
In Roghu Natlz Shaha v. Poresh Natlz Pundad
(1) the Calcutta High Court held that the want of a
certificate under Act XXVII of 1860 was not in itself
necessarily a bar to a suit by the son of a mortgagee to bring the mortgaged property to sale.
Section 2 of Act XXVII of 1860 provided that a
debtor of a deceased person should not be 'compelled
to pay his debt to any person claiming to be entitled.
to the effects of the deceased person or any part
thereof, except on the production of a certificate
to' be obtained in the manner provided for in the
Act, or of . probate or letters of administration,
unless the Court should be of opinion that payment
of, the debt was withheld from fraudulent or
vexatious motives, and not from any reasonable doubt
In the case referred to
as to the party entitled.
the Court took the view that the section did not
contemplate a decree other than a personal decree.
(1) (1887) I.L.R. 15 Cal;' 54.
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In Kancha1'l Modi v. Baij Nuill Singh (l)'itwa1f
held that the assignee of a' property
mortgagede. 'was
.
.
not a debtor within the ,meaning of section 4 , of
the Succession Certificate Act, 1889. ' Section· 4 'of
the Succession Certificate Act, 1889, corresponds to
section 214 of the Indian Succession Act,' 1925.
As in Roghu Naih Shaha v. Poresh NaihPtlt1.dari
(2), the plaintiff was only seeking a decree for the
sale of the property, and did not ask for per~onal
relief against the mortgagor. In deciding that ,the
plaintiff was not bound to take out a successi9n
certificate before he could obtain a decree the Court
pointe~out that a suit to enforce a charge against
immovable 'property was really a suit for 'the
recovery of an interest in immovable property.
Kanchall Modi v.Baij Naih Singh (1) was followed
in Bnid Naill Das v. Shaf11.analld bas (3). There
'a personal decree was asked for, but was not
granted, as that relief \vas barred by the law of
limitation. The decisions in Rd(~hu N ath SIJaha v.
Poresh Nath Pundari (2), KanchaT'l .",lodi v. Baij
Natlt Sing!l (1), and Baid Nalh Das v. Sha11'lanand
Das (3) were' all approved of in Mahomed Yusuj
v. Abdul Rahim Bepari (4). 'In the last-mentioned
case the Calcutta High 'Court expressly dissented
from the view of the Allahabad HighCotirt in
Pateh Chand v. Muhammad Bakhslz (5), where section
214, of the Indian Succession Act was .heldto apply
to mortgage suits. ]anaki B(lllay Sen 'v. 1tafiz
Mahomed Ali Khan (6), an earliEr Calcutta "case"
is not in line with the other Calcutta deCisions to
'which' I have referred, but this case has hbt beeil
(1) (i892) I.L.R. 19 Cal. 336,

, ,~'(2j'(1~87) tL.R.iS Cal.','S4.(3\ (18941 I.I.. R. 22 Cal. 143.

(4), (1899), I.L.R. 26 Cal. ,:839.
(i894) I.L.R.16 ' All, '259:
'~6)\f8S61'l.L.R. 13 Cal. 41.

'is)
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'{<>1lowed ·since. and was dissented fromin'Roghu
Nath;Shahav. Poresh N ath Pimdari( i).
• I have been referred to two decision:s of the
Ma.dras High Court. .The first' of' these is Amrnanna
v; Gurumurthi (2). There the son of a deceased
mortgagor b(ought a suit on the mortgage and
prayed for a decree for foreclosure or sale. A decree
, ':ior'forec1osure was granted. It was held that the
suit was not one for payment of a debt within
·the' meaning of the St.lccession Certificate Act, 1889.
The direction to pay. within. six months' contained
:in the decree was given not to fix a personal
liability for the debt, but to enable the defendants
to save their right of redemption and to bar its
extinction by foreclosure. The second Madras case
is Palaniyandi Pillai v. VeeraHl 111 al (3). While
.affirming that a decree for the enforcement uf a
mortgagee's rights, against the mortgaged property is
not a decree for a debt within the meaning of the
:Succession Certificate Act, 1889, the Madras High
Court here pointed out that it would be otherwise
'with reference to a personal decree for a debt. A
1iuccession certificate 'would be a condition prece·dent to a personal decree. In this case the Madras
'High Court also expressly dissented from the view
of 'the Allahabad High Court in Fateh Chand v..
Muhammad Bakhsh (4).
The effect of the provisioris of section 4 of the
:Sticcession 'Certificate Act, 188Y, was discussed' by
·-the' Bombay High Court in Nal1challd Khemcha/ld
Gujar v. Yenawalwm Anna '(5), where it held that
·the se.ction limited the necessity of a certificate under
the 'Act to suits in which the Court was called
.upon to pass a personal decree:' It did not apply

til: (iS87) I.L.R. 15 Cal. 54.
. (3)(1905; I.L.R. 29 Mad. 77.
'lZ}.dS9-2H.L.R. 16 Mad. 64.
(4) (1894) I.L.R. 16 ,,\!1. 259,
(S) (1904) r;L,R.28 BOtTI. 630.

---
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to a suit for sale of the· mortgaged property. In
this case there was no prayer for a personal gecree..
The judgment of the Court was delivered by·
Chandavarkar J. who observed:

J.
" So long as the decree does not direct the defendant to pay·
the debt, but merely provides that if he does not pay, themqrtgaged property shall be sold in satisfaction of the clebt, it
·cannot, we think, without straining the language of section 4 of"
the Silccession Cel·tHicate Act, be said to be a decree against
the debtor. Had the :l:-egislatm'e intended that the seetion
should apply to a suit for a sale on a mortgage, they would
have used apt words to convey that meaning."

With these remarks I am in entire agreement.
The case of Fateh Chand v. Muhammad Bakhsh
(1) was decided by a Full Bench· of the Allahabad
High Court. The reasons for holding that section 4·
of the Succession Certificate Act, 1889, did apply
to a suit to enforce a mortgage may be gathered
from the following observations of Edge C.J. in the'
course of. his judgment in that case:
., Money lent on the security of a mortgage is a debt due from,
the mortgagor to the mortgagee, although fro111 the· terms of"
the contract it may not be recoverable· from the mortgagor
personally or except by a decree for. sale of the mortgaged.
property. A mortgagee who brings his suit for sale is bringing.
his suit against hi's debtor; the mortgagor, {or payment of his.
debt by sale of the mortgaged property."

While the object of a mortgagee in filing a suit:
. on his mortgage is to recover the amount due:
thereon, the real nature of a mortgage suit is here:
lost sight of.
A mortgage is a transfer of an interest 1Il.
specific immovable property for the purpose of
securing payment of money~it is so defin.ed in;
(1) (1894) I.L.R. 16 All, Z59., ..

I
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,section' .58'; of the Transfer

of Property Act-and
a· Sl1~t ·to .enforce a mortgage is a suit to realize
{hat • interest. .The question was fuUydiscussed
in ., the. tecent·: case of V.E.R.M~N.CT.' Chetty v.
A.R.A.R.R.M: Cheitya;'· Finn (1) where a Full Bench
,0{ this Court held that a mortgag0 suit is a suit" for
land" .within the meaning· of clause 10· of the
Letters Patent.·: A mortgage suit being a suit to
realiz~ an· .interest iri .immovable property, it cannot
·beplaced in the ·san'le category as a suit in which
ihe plaintiff merely seeks a· money decree. Section
214 of the· Indian Succession Act has, I consider,
·reference only to suits to enforce payment of
simple debts; suits to bring mortgaged property to
:sale are not within its purview. Therefore, the
heirs of a· deceased Chinese Buddhist, \\'h.o dies
intestate, . cannot· ·be .compelled to obtain a grant of
letters of: administration or· a succession certificate
before asking the Court to· grant them a mortgage
<lecree.
.
The plaintiffs are not now seeking a personal
·decree. What they ask for is the sale of the mortgaged property in default of payment of the amount
due under the mortgage, and they request that in
the event of the sale proceeds proving insufficient
to pay the amount, liberty should be reserved to
them to apply for a personal decree. Before a
personal decre'e can be asked for, two other decrees
bave to be' obtained-a preliminary mortgage decree
:a,nd a final decree. for sale. It may be that the
mortgagor will pay the amount due on the mortgage within the period allowed for redemption. If
the property has to be sold it may be that the
'Sale proceeds will realize the amount due to the
(1) (1934) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 370,
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estate. The necessity for a personal decree may~
therefore, m:ver arise. Of course, if it does .ari~
. CHO~~ GVE the position will be different
and I consider. that
HAVIZ BIBI. the Court will be
bound to require the plaintiffs
.LEACH,]. to produce letters of administration or a succes-·
sion certificate before granting a personal decree as
they will then be asking for the payment of a.
debt within the meaning of the section. The fact
that they ask. for liberty to apply for a pelsonal
decree in the event of there. being a deficiency·
does not, however, alter the· character of the suit"
and does not preclude them from .obtaining a.
preliminary mortgage decree and a final decree forsale without the production of letters of adminis-·
tration or a succession certificate.
The defendant has not appeared, and the case
has been proved ex parte. There will, therefore, be'
a preliminary mortgage decree for the amount
claimed with costs. The question of a personal,
decree' will be dealt with when it arises.
1934
SAW

\;oL.XII]
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Belare'Sir Arthur Page, Kt" Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.

A.K.R.M.M.C.T. CHETTYAR FIRM

1934

v.

Aug. 8.

S. P. DAYABHOY & SONS

AND OTHERS.*

Insolvency-Debt dlle by one partner to another partner-Partnership
'creditors -P<Jstponetizent of partner's debt to the debts of outside creditors.
In.;l partnership 'suit the partnership subsisting between three partne~s
was ~issolved. and a decree was passed in favo:Jr of one partner for a
large amount as against the other two partners, The two partners other
,t~lan the decree hQlder were adjudicated insolvent, and the Official Assignee
handed over to, the representatives of the solvent partner, who meanwhile
had died, one-third of the assets of the.partnership that had been realized.
Thereafter the representatives of the solvent partner tendered a proof in
the insolvency for the large outstanding balaJ;ce due under the decree.
The creditors of the partnership claimed that the proof should be expunged.
Held, that the debt owing by ·the insolvent partners was due to a
member of the partnership who was liable as a partner to liquidate the
debts of the partnership, and comequently payment d the debt due to him
must be . pQstponed mtil alter the debts of the outside crc;ditors of the
partnership had been satisfied.
Nanson v. Gordon, (l876) 1 Ap.Ca. 195-followed.

Kalyanwala for the appellant.

Duetor fOf the 1st respondent.
Al1klesaria for the 2nd respondent.

C.]." In this case a business was carried
on by three partners, and the partnership was
dissolved. A 'large sum of money exceeding two
lakhs of rupees was held to be due to one of the
partners) Musafer, out of the. partnership assets in
the present suit, in which it· was found that the
partnership had been dissolved. After the partnership
suit had been instituted two of the partners were
PAGE,

•

-

I

•

.

.

• Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 85 of 1933 from the order of this Court
on the Original Side in lrisolvellcy Case No. 110 of 1928.
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adjudicated insolvent, and by an arrangement betv.reen
the solvent partner Musafer and the Official ~ssigne~
of the estate of the two insolvent partners the asse~
of the partnership in Burma and in the. MQ,dras
Presidency were realized, and one-third thereof was
handed over to the representatives of Musafer \vho
mean~Thile had died.
.Now, all the assets in the insolvency distributable
by the Official Assignee were partnership assets;
which had belonged to the firm, and the. repr·esentatives of Musafer who obtained a final deCl"ee in
the partnership suit on the 7th of December 1931,:
thereafter tendered a proof in the insolvency for a debt.
of Rs. 2,30,130-5-5, the one-third of. the partnershipassets which they had received realizing only about
Rs. 25,000.
Now, the 1st respondent had obtained two decrees:
against the three partners jointly and severalIy, and
on the 17th December 1932 sought to attach by way
of a prohibitory. order issued to the Official Assignee-a dividend of Rs. 20,920-15-0 which was about to be
paid to the representatives of Musafer in respect of
their claim in the insolvency to which I have refer,red.
On the 22nd of December 1932 the debt of the
representatives ,of Musafer was admitted, and ondhe
10th of January 1933 the Official Assignee, pursuant·
to the order of the executing Court, paid the dividend
of Rs. 20,920-15-0 into the Court which was executing
the decrees 'in favour of the 1st resp·ondent. That
sum the 1st respondent as the judgment-creditor in
the execution proceedings withdrew. The 2nd
respondent, who is a1so a creditor of the estate of
Musafer, claims rateable distribution with the' 1st
respondent of this sum of Rs. 20,920-15-0.
The application out of which the present appeal
arises was filed by one" of the creditors in the insol-

"
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veilc¥for-the purpose of obtaining an':ckder exptmgingthep.roof of-the debt by the representatives of Musaf'er
upoD'the ground that,inasmuch as the assets distri:..
butable, in the insolvericy, wer'e part of the 'partnership
assets and; Musafer was l:iaple as a partner
to liq~idate
...
the debts of tbe partnership, the debt of the represen-,
tatives of ,Mtisafer was' a debt owing by two partners
who were insolvent to a third partner, and as such
was, postponed 'until, after the: debts
the outside
creditors o( the partnershIp had been satisfied. ",The
learned Judge in insolvency ,dismissed the application
as he ~Tas, of opinion, that the representatives of
Musafetwere in the position of outside creditors in
,the ,insolvency, the ,in'solvency being not of the -firm
as such buf of two: persons' who were partners in
fir-m., With all due respect, in my opinion, this case'
IS cQvered by, fhe decision' 6f ,the House ,of Lords in:
John, Nanson and]bhn Di:i-onv,. 'J;.Viliiam Bonl1allie
Gordon :(lh in which' the: fact's wer-e'similar to those
in' the present- case. ,Lord Cairns in his speech
bbserved :" '
.

of

the

U The' continuin~pa~tner~, as I have s~id,' became bankrupt.
But before they became bankrupt Dixon himself died, and his
estate :came to be administered in the, Court of Chancery, and
is now being administered there.' A large amount of c1eb~
which existed agamst the ,firm at the time when Dixon died;
is still unpaid, and the creditors entitled to those debts have
proved ,those debts in, the administration in the Court of
Chancery. Now, these debts, ,pf course, have to be paid by
the estat~ of -Digonj, ,but they' are also debts, in the bankruptcy
aga,ihst theco~t[nuing Pa.t:t~e~sf· and. thereb~ing no joint estate;
that is tcf say, no joint estate belonging to the firm as it was
o~jginally const'ituted; these debt~ will' Iiav~ to be,'p~id out of
the only-estate iii the; ba~kruptcy. namely;the joint' estate of
thOse who were ,partners at the ,time of the'bankruptcy. Your
Lordships have therefore a,,;case, in v{hich: tpe, estate ()f tlJ-e.

(1:) (1876) 1 'Ap. Ca. 195 at

p:' 202., '
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deceased partner Dixon is liable to pay to these tted-itorsthat
I: have mentioned the amount of their debts,. a~d, ,.thos~ ,
M.M.C.T. ' creditors are at the, same time entitled ,to come upon the fund
CHETTYAR.,
'
'.
,..
.:. .
.
...
.'
FiRM .,
1ll bankruptcy, to have their debts paid out of that fund; and i\;lst
fl.
in proportioli as the estate of the deceased, Dixon, will can'Y
DA~~:~OY away a portion of that fadd for the payment of the debt due
& SONS.
to him, in, that proportion the fund which would be available
for
the payment of those creditors in the bankruptcy ,:\,m b¢
PAGE, C.].
lessened."
'
'
, 11l.l4

A.K:.R;

In my opiniotl the facts of this case bril~g i~
within the principles laid down in John Nansonand'
John Dixon v; f.Villial1l Bonnallie Gordon (1) ; and
as at present advised I am of opinion that the proof
of the representatives of Musafer ought to be expunged.
It is not necessary; indeed it would ,not be proper,
in my opinion for the Court at this stage to express
a final opinion upon' that ,iSsue, because it may be
that the appeal will riot finally be determined by the
saIne Division~lBen.Gh. Assuming, however, for the
purpose in hand that the appellant is entitled, to an
order expungiIig the proof of th,e, ,debt locig~d by the
representatives of Musafer the second form of relief
claimed by the appellant arises for consideration,
namely,
'
II that respCiildents
No. 1 be ordered to return and deposit
in Court the sUl'n of Rs. 20,920-15-0 wrongfully taken by them
in Civil Execution Nos. 527 and 528 of t932/'

Having regard to' the view taken ,by the
learJied Judge in . insolvency it became tmnecessafy
for him t6 consider Or deterliline this issue ;. btlt, as
we ar~ of opinIon pri'1'l'td facie that the proaJ of the
representatives of Musafer ought to be expunged,
before the Appellate Court qm be in a positio ll finally
to dispose of the appeal it· is necessary that -the
second issue sho'rikl be~ tried.·
(lUl'87~) 1 Ap. ,Ca'. 19~at p. 20~,

Vat. XU)
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1934.
\; In these circ1tQlstapces the proper! ()rder, . in' my
A:K'.R.
'0pinion, is thak-tb.:e,proceedings he ··r.eturned to the M.M.C.T..
Cot~rt in insolvency Jor· that issue lo, be tried, and CHETTyAR
FiRM'
for the finding' upon that issue to: 'be returned to
.iI, .
S. P.
fhis Court. When that has been done.. the Appellate DAYABHOY
'. Court. will be in. a. position to;.dispose of the appeal & SONS.
PAGE, C.].
.as a whole." T4e costs are n:served.

MYABu,J.••1 agree.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
. Befort' Sir Ar/hllr Page, Kt.. Chief Justiu, and Mt'. ltMlice Nya lJlt..

DA\\r TOKE

7'.

MA TIN OHN.*

BUriNcse citstomary Itlw-SuccessioN to estate-Sister and sh,p·dal~g1ltcr oj
. . .·the .decetlscd-Sister's claim-Attelldallce in' ldst illness and fUlleral
.. ~,aliQgement...,.Step.daug!lter'claim as lteir-Mailugye, Book X, s. 62.

The rule among Burman Buddhists that a relative who tends a deceased
Jlerson during his life. and buries hun is entitled to succeed to his property
-does not prevail in .cases where the deceased left a parent surviving him or
.a:n heitwho stood higher thari parents in the scale of succession. Among
:Socii. heirs a step~daughter is. included.
Held, .therefore; that, when the. dt'ceased left h~r surviving a stepdat!ghter, a sister 'of the deceased who claimed to h;we tended the deceased
'In her lasf illness and to have carried out the funeral arrangements, could
riot succeed' to the estate of the deceased in preference to the step-daughter.

Ba 1lan f pt tire appellant.
Seitz, Tim. Aungfor the respondent.

PAGIf, C.J.-Theseappeals are dismissed .
. 1'he. dispute is- between the sister and a step-child
<>fthe deceased, Daw E .Hla.
• Civil First Appeals Nos. 16 and 19 of 193{ from the judgment of this
¢ourt On 'the Origibal Side in Civil Re.~ular Suits Nos. 626 of 1932 and
138 of 1933,

1934
Aug. 13•
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At the':ttial :it was held that the ':daim" ~f the
,step-child to letters of administration must ,prevaiL
,'-M~'VTIN The two grounds upon which ,it,~as contendedjh~j
~HS..
the sister's claim to letters of administration ,oughf
,PAGE,C.J. to be preferred were~ il) that by reason of the unfilial
conduct of the respondent towards her'step"'mothet
she had lost her, right of inheritance, and~2r that asthe appellant had 'tended the deceased in her
last illness and had carried 'out fhearrangem'erlf for'
her funeral she was entitled to succeed to the estate
of the deceased whether there were any heirs of
the deceased or not, and whatever' the relationship
might be in which such heirs stood to the dece~sed.
Upon' the facts disclosed in the evidence," ii{:"'my
opinion, t4e' decision of" t1~e learned trial Judge on
the first issue was right, and in the circumstances of
the qise it "vas a reasonable inference that Ma Tin
Olul 'had not given up filial relationship \vith the
deceased.
, As regards the second ,issue' it is clear that
Daw Toke was tendirlg the, deceased, \vho 'was' a
cripple, during the last years of her life, and that
'she carried out the' funeral ceremony. In ,these
circumstances DL Ba Han on behalf of the, appellant
contends that under •section 62 of Book X ,of. the
Mal1ugye, even assuming that otherwise Ma TiIi Ohn
would be entitled to succeed, herc;l,q.immust be
,postponed to that of the app'eliant. In
opinion
section 62 does,'not assist the appellant. '(;Th~" .words,
"orphan relation" in section 62, having regard to
the Burmese text, mean", havit)g nO ' p-aren.ts."" It
is enough' to dispose of this case to hold ,that tipon
a true construction of 'se~tion 62 the claim of ,the
relative,Who tends theaeceased 'during his life
and buries hirn, to 'succeed 'totlle' property-"anim-ate
~nd inanimate in the' possession" 01 the dece~s,ed'~

PAWToKE

my

Vat. XII]

will not .prevail in cases where the deceased ··left
\ parent surviving him or an heir who stood higher
than. parents in the scale of succession. Among
suclJ heirs a step-daughter is included. It follows,
therefore, that both the contentions raised on behalf
of the appellant fail, and the appeals are dismissed.
We are of opinion that there ought to be no
costs of the original hearing, but that the respondent
is entitled to her costs of the appeals, five gold
moh~Jfs in all.
The result is that the decree in each case will
pro tat1to be varied; in. other respects it. will be
confirmed.
l\'IYA

70.5:
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Bu; J.-I agree.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
. Before Sir Ar:/mr .Page, KI., Chief Justicc; <Hul loll'. Justice MYll BII.

ELIZABETH O'DONOGHUE

1934

7-'.

Aug. 15.

SUTHERLAND

AND OTHERS.~f

Residllary /c.gacy-ikqllesl of cerlnin persollal properly /0 legatee-Bt'qllesf <>f
Yt'.~idnc oj persOllal property to allotlicr lcgatec-FiJ'st legacy voidResiduary legalce's clal71/ 10 tllt' legacy tliat jailed-Sllc(Cs~ioll Acl (XXX/X
of 1925.', ss. 102, 103, 118.
.
A residuary bequest of personal .e£tate carries, not only everything not
disposed of, but everything that in the event turns out not (0 be disposed of.
Itl rc Bagot, 3 Ch.D.3.48 ; Blight v. Hartlloll, 23 Ch.D, 218 ; Cambridge v.
RV/ls, 8 ViS, JUT!, 12-jollowed.
.
A testatrix devised certain immovable and movable property to a
Bishop of .the Roman Catholic Church, She also left certain plots of
lanel.to her niece and.added "I also give to my niece Mrs. O'Donoghue
all my personal property and effects." The bequest to the Bishop was
void under. s. 118 of the Succession Act.
Civil First Appeal No. 44 of .1934 from the judgment of this Court
on the Original Side in Civil Regular No, 48f of 1933:
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Held, that the bequest of personalty to the Bishop fell into the residue
of which the niece was the legatee.

Aiyangar for the appellant.

SUTHERLAND.

Sutherland for the 1st and 2nd respondents.

Da1'wood for the 3rd respondent.
S. R. Das for the 4th respondent.
PAGE, C.J.-This appeal must be allowed..
The sole question that falls for determination is
what is the true construction of the following words
in the will of one Mrs. A. Nicholas II I also give
to my niece Mrs. Bess O' Donoghue all my personal
property and effects?"
Now, the will must be construed as . a whole,
and the testatrix, who died within a few hours of
executing her will" on the 12th of March . i 933;
after devising certain immovable property to Bishop
Falliere, Lord Bishop of Mandalay, bequeathed also to
Bishop.Falliere certain personal property of which
she was possessed. The will then proceeds
'I I give and
bequeath to my niece Mrs. Bess O'Dcnoghue
of Insein 2 plotH of land near the A.B:M. School, Myingyan,
£01' her sole use
and benefit. I also give to my niece
Mrs. Bess O'Donoghue all my personal property and effeqts."

Primd facie the words II I give all my personal
property· and effects" are sufficient to constitute
Mrs. O'Donoghue a residuary legatee of the personalty
of the deceased within section 102 of the Indian
Succession Act. It follows, therefore, primd facie
that under section 103 Mrs. O'Donoghue is •entitled
to all the personal property belonging to the
testatrix at the time of her death of which she
. had not made any other testamentary disposition'
which· was capable of taking effect.
;.

.,
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Now,
,1934
. all the parties concerned in this will are
-agreed that the bequest to Bishop Falliere was ELIZABETH
. '
O'DONOGHUE
V01Q under sectIon· 118 of the· Act.
The bequest
v.
of personalty. to Bishop Falliere will, therefore, fall SUT~AND.
into the residue of which Mrs. a/Donoghue is PAGE, C.].
the legatee.
On behalf ot the respondents, however, it is
contended that upon a true construction of the
will- all that Mrs. O'Donoghue obtained under the
bequest of "all my personal property and effects"
were the wearing apparel and furniture of the
deceased. In my opinion there is no ground or
justification for so limiting these words. It is further
contended that under the words "all my personal
property and effects" Mrs. O'Donoghue did not
become a residuary legatee of the personalty but
acquired a specific legacy, namely, of such personal
. property and effects as were not included in the
bequest of personalty to Bishop Falliere.
In my opinion, having regard to. the settled law
for the construction of wills, suth a construction
is unsustainable. As long ago as 1802 in Cambridge
v, Rous (1) Sir William Grant M.R. laid down
the· law upon this subject in terms from which the
Courts have never departed, His Lordship observed
"it has been long settled that a residuary beql1est of
personal 'estate. (for it is otherwise as to real) carries, not
only everythrn~ not disposed of, but everything that in the
event tUj'ns -out not to be disposed of: not in consequence
of any direct or expressed intention ; for it may be argued
in all c~ses that particular legacies are separated from the
resioclue, and that the testator does not mean that the residuary
legatee should take what is given from him; no i for he
does not contemplate the· case i the residuary legatee is to
take only what is left ; but that does not prevent the right
(1) 8 Ves. Jun. 12 at p. 25.
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'of 'the' residuary legatee. ,A presumption,arises for the, ~'esiduall
legatee against everyone except the 'particular legatee. The
testator is supposed
to give it away,
,from
the residuary
.
.
..
legatee only fol' the sake of the particular legatee. Incase
of lapse of real estate the hek atla,~' takes; 'but in the
case of personal property the l;esic1mi.ry legatee is preferred
either to the next of kin or the executor."

.'.

~,.

,

.

In' Blightv. Bar/noll (1) IvIrs. Blight by her
will bequeathed all ,her }1ersonal property to. IH~r '
sister Christiana Hartnoll ,with the ,exception of a
certain d~bt and a leasehold wharf near Woolwich.
,It appears that Mrs. Blight had settled the wharf
upon 'certain trusts, and in the events that happened
the appointment of the wharf under the settlement
was held to be void. The question then arose
as to whether the wharf fell into the residue created
by th.e words "all my personal property"· ii1 the
will. It was held that it did. Fry J. in the
course of' his judgment observed
"I take 'the rule to be plain that in genel;al the residuary
gift carries every lapsed legacy and every legacy which on
any ground fails to take effect, but .that is subject to this
other rule that, if the testator has shewn some, intention with
regard to the excepted property inconsistent with 'its ever
falling again into the residue, effect must be given to that
intention."

In In re Bagot (2) Kekewich

J.

stated that

a

" one must bear this in mind, that there is
great differen~e
between the view from which one approaches ,any. specific
gift and the view hom which one approaches a residuary
gift for the purposes of construction. In, order to .ascertain
what is given, or whether any particular thing is well g~ven,
by a specific gift, you must look to see whether that particular
item is included. The question is, whether it is included or
not j but once given a residuary gift large enough in its
(1) 23 Ch.D. 218.

(2)3 Ch.D. 348 at p. 351.
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comprehend residue,. the question is, not what is

·.alJ.~hlde<t, out . whati.s excluded ; and you must find words
· 's~ffic'ent1y large, suffici~mtly 4efinite; sufficiently distinct, to

enable you to say that some item is excluded so that, to use
·the language of one of the authorities, what hitherto has
.' 'p~rporledto be the residuary' gift is reduced to the level of a
; specific gift, and ceases to be a residuary gift."

Lindley' L.J., in giving judgment dismissing' the
·appeal in that case, pointed out that
•

.J'.

•

~l

to ..exclude a particular portion of the personal estate
<?f a' testator, not otherwise disposed of by his will,. from a
bequest of his residuary personal estate it is necessary to
find an intention not to include that portion even if' it is
.his~ If- such an intention can be found effect mlist of coutse
be . given to it, and an intestacy will then necessarily be
the consequence."

And A.

L.

Smith

L.J.

added

II A general residuary gift of personalty in a
will swe.eps
up, and is intended to sweep up, all personal 'property of
which the testator may die possessed which from any cause
may happen not to be otherwise effectually disposed of ; and,
in my judgment, all such property falls into the general
residue, unless an intention is apparent in the will that it is
not under any circumstances to do so."

Now, applying this rule of construction to the
terms of the present will, it is common ground
that the words under consideration are wide enough
to constitute a residuary gift of the personalty. It
follows, therefore, that this residuary gift will not
:be construed as a spe~ific legacy of the personalty
other than that which had been bequeathed to
Bishop Falliere, unless upon a true construction of
the. terms of the will it is Clear that it was the
·intention of the testatrix that the bequest of personalty.
to Bishop Falliere should not be merely for the
benefit of Bishop Falliere, but that the subject-matter
of the legacy to Bishop Falliere should be excluded

~70l)
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,in f!,ny eventa,nd whether the 'Q:eques.t~to!Bis:.b~
E.E,!ZA)3E,TH Falliere was valid or not,frolTI ,the,gi£t ':0£ "':aU,tl:.y
()~P'psq(HlUE
•
'f); ','
personal property and effects '\'to Mrs. -a/Donoghue.
Sl!~ll~n.,LAND·H the Court is not satisfied that such waS the
PA~~; q. iJ;1tention of the te;;tatrix it Will Jpl19W ,that the void
legacy of personalty to :BishopF:alli~re will JaIl
into
the residuary gift to Mrs. O'ponoghu~.
' ,
..
.
There is nothing in my opinion, to be found
within the four corners of the will, and I dp not
take into accourit for thispurpo:se the 'Gml or
documentary evidence adduced at the trial, ''to
justify the Court in ,arriving at a condqsion that
th~ t~~tf,l.t~~x1. ~ho' gav~ all p.~r· per$oua1 prop~rty
tc:>J\'1rs. O'OoIJoghp.'e', intellded the.i:ePy" t1)at Mis.'
O/Donoghue should only receive a spetHie lega,cy
of personal property al1q effects e~~lusive of tpe'
personal, property bequeathed to Bishop F<illiere.
and that in no event 'should the persorialty which
fprmed the 'sp.bjyct 111att~r qf the legacy to Bishop
Falliere· fpll into the resklue.
"
, ,. f~r' th.ese' reasons, in'
opinion, th~ ~ap.pe.al
must be allowed, the decree' from whfch the appeal
is brought set aside, and letters of administration
with th v wUl annexed ,will issue to the appellant
:M;rs. O'I)onoght;le on th,e usual terms.
l)
,i
A,s r~gards cQs~s we thi~k that inasmuch as tbie
respondents both at the trial alld on, aP'f1>:e~: we.1!e
<:\11 in the same interest one set of . costs 'saQtdd
s~ffice, a,nd we award to, the responde-ilts; as,' their
<;osts: 'at 'the tda,! sixty gold IUQhurs and, t~n g.Ql<i
ffio4;l;lfS ill the a,ppeal. We a;ward; tn.e, appeJlant
Sifdy, gold ffiOh:urs as her c0sts of ,the, iri;U .and
t~1l gQl<1, n:lOhUJ;s as costs in,; the, appeaL All; these
«.Qsts will come out ,of the estate._

"!

.

my

J.-I,

MYA Bu,
ag~ee..
G.B.C.P.O.-No. 56, H.C.R., 28-11-34-2,500.
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ADVEl~SE PCSSESSlON- POss~'ssion' by.'pcrmissioll oj Ou'n.el'- COlltiu.1tallc~
of litle o/Owncr- Gift of i11l'/llov,\blc t,roperty-Trall.~fcr of Prope,l·ty
Act (ITT of 1882), s. 123., Where the facts of the case are consistent
with the ownership of the. property remaining in' the person who.
acquired it by a registered sale deed and also with the defendant
being in possession of the property with the permission of the
owner from the time when the owner had acquired the. property
until his death, and where tjlere is no evidence that the defendant's possession of the prop,erty was illconsistentwith the
continuance of the title of the owner, the defendant cannot in a.
suit for poosessil)n by the legal representative of the 'owner retain
the property on the ground of titJeby adver~e possession. A
Burman Buddhist cannot claim immovable property by way of
gift except by a registered instrument' in accordance with the
provisions of s. 123 of the Transfer of Property Act.
LIM CHARLIE 'U. THE OFFICIAL RECEIVER...
;~~
ADVOCA1E'S MISCONDucT-Moral turpitude-Test for strikil1g' off tlte
rolls-Bar Co1tl1cils Act (XXXViII of 1926), s.10 (1). The test
that the Court has to apply in consider,ing whether an advocate
should be stn:ck off the roll, of advocates is whether the proved
misconduct of the advocate is such that he must be regarded as
unworthy (0 remain a member of the honourable profession to
which he has been admitted, ~md unfit to be entrl1sted with the
responsible duties that an advocate is called upon to perform. Ex
parft: Broll'llsall,. 2 Cowper' 829 i 111 re Weare, (1893) ~ Q.B.
439-followcd. liz re An Advocate, I.L.R. 46 Mad. 903 ; Re Blake,
3 E. & E. 34; Re Hill, LoR. 3 Q.B. 543 ; lit re A Pleader, I.L.R.
57 Cal. 337 ; 111 tilt: matter of R. N. lIfukt:rji, I.L.R. 22 All. 49referred to.
'
IN THE :'IATTER OF AN ADVOCATE
AFTER-ACQuIRED PROPER'l'Y OF INSOLVENT
AGl'NT'S ACT OF INSOLVENCY

... "

23S

•••

110'
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428
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w. 64,·150'

ALLUVlON-Al;crt:fioll-Lmzd on Foreshore of TidClI RivC1'-Govermillfilt
Grant-BoUlldarids stated in Grant-Right of Grantees-Justice
Equity alld Good Conscience-Burma Laud m'ld Rez'crluc Act,(II-of,
1876j, S. 6-BuY111C< Laws Act (XIII of189~), s.13, sub-so 3., The'
prinoiple that gradual accretions to land by tidal action enure to
the landowner applies in Burma under, s. 13•. sub-s. ',3, of the
Burma l.a'.vs Act, 1898, as according to justice equity and good'
conscience, and is not exCluded by S. 6 of the, Burma Land and
Revenue Act, 1876. The principle'applies even if the boundary on
the water front of the land when granted is known or capable of
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'. being aScertained. In 1922 the respondents bought plots of land
on the. foreshore oIan island which had arisen in a tidal ijver in
. ~u'rma, the several vendors being holders of Government grants
,.nade .under the ab,ove Act of 1876: The plots comprised the
whole island,. which was'inostly subinergedat high tide. The
'. grants stated that they were made for .the purpose of dha1li
qlltivation; they described the plots as bounded by the river, bllt
on a.rough plan attached. to each grant four boundaries were
delineated by straight lines. Hcld, that the respondents were
.entitled to foreshore added to the plots by gradual accretion.
Atformy-Gcllerlll v.. M'Carthy (1911) 2 LR. 260, and Brightoll and
BOZIC' Gencral Gas COlllpariyv. Hovc BlIlIgalou.'s, Limited (1924)
1 Ch. 372-applied. .
.
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150'
640

AMENDMENT OF INsOLVENCY PETITIOK
ANNULMENT OF ADJUDICATION
ANNULMENT O'F AUJUDlCATIO:<. ORDER OF ANNULMENT SET ASIDE ON
APPEAL. EFFECT
ApPEAL AGAINST CONVIC'rIO:\ AND SEI'TENCE.
ApPEAL AGAINST DECREE 0:-< AN AWARD' M

PLEA OF GUILTY
_

577
616
675-

ApPEAL-Assistant District COllrl's order-Pro~'illcial Z,lsolveney
Act (V oj 1920" s, 75 (1)-B1trma COII'rts Act (Burma Acts Xl of
1922 ami IV of 1932), s. 3 (Z)-Judidal Departmellt Notification
No. 37, dated 15th February 1933. An arpeal from an order of
all Assistant District COllrt, passed in the exercise of its insolvency
jurisdiction, lies to the Dis,triet .Court and not to the Ifigh COllrt.
AH FWAIK V. RECEIVER, D1STRICT'COURT OF II'SEIN
ApP};AL F'ROM ORIGINAL .SIDE, HIGH COURT, LIMITATION

...

3SZ
.52S

IN COUNclI.-Competellcc of Appea/-Act
giving limited right oj appeal.fo High COllrt-Provincial Insolvency
Act IV of 1920), s. 4, sub-so 2 ; s. 75, .sub-s. 2. The ProviJ)cial
Insolvency Act, 1920, provides by s. 4. sub-so 2, that, subject to the
provisions of the Act, and notwithstanding anything in any other
law, every decision of a District Court under the Act is to be final.
By S. 75. sub-so 2, however, there is a right of appeal to the High
Court from decisions of the District Court (otherwise than Oil
appeal) upon specified matters. He/d. that in a case where the Act
gave a right to appeal to the High Court, an appeal from the
decision of the High Court lies to the Privy Council under, and
subject to. the Code of Civil Procedure. Where a Court is appealed
to as one of the ordinary' Courts of the country. the ordinary rules
of the Code Qf Civil ProCedure apply. Secretary of State for
India v. Cheiika.ni Rll1lla Rao, (1916) I.L.R. 39 Mad. 617; L.R.
43 LA. 192-jollowed.

ApPEAL TO HIS MAJESTY

tiAUNG BA THAW V. MA PIN

•••

of the High Com't
dismiasillg Pdi(iol~ for' 11Isolvellcj'-" FilIal orrie; "'-Vaille 'of .
~~1/bjeet-/llatter of appeal-Los.~ or detriment to applicant-Civil
Proccdlll'C Cod,; (Act V of 1908). s. 110. fhe petitioner applied to
the District Court of Mandalay for the adjudication of the respondent.· . The respondent by way of demurrer raised a plea that
the petition did not disclose an available act of insolvency, but the
District. Court entertained the petition.. On appeal the High
COllrt di~mbsed the petition. The petitioner applied for leave to

ApPEAL To HIS MAJESTY IN

COUNCIL-·Order

194-

'xxviii
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appeal to His Majesty in Councii unde.r s. 110 of the Civil
Procedure Code. Held, (1) that the order of the High Court\\'Rs
a final order ly<\ssed· on appeal _within clause 37 of" the Letters
Patent and 8s.109 and 110 of the Code. A'bdnl Rahman v.
D. K. Cassilll & SOI/.S; LL.R. 11 Ran.SS---applicd. (2) that under
s. 110 it is the extent to which the decree or order has operated to
the prejudice of the applicant. that determines whether the decree
or order is subject to appeal-or not, and whatever may -be the
v,alue of the properly in respect of which a claim or question is
involved in tht; appeal no appeal lit:s under s. 11'0 unless th.e
value of the loss or deteriment which the applicant has suffered
by the passing of the decree or order; and from which he seeks to
be relieved by His Majesty in Council; is Rs.: 10,000 or upwards.
Gttdivada v. Maltalakshmalllma, 34 C.\V.N. 235; Jogesh Cli-and1'a
Roy v. E1Ildad Mcali-, 59 LA. 29 ; Mukhlal Singh v. KislwniSillgh,
35 C.\V.N. 33 ; Subranzalliti Ayyar v. Sclla'll/al, LL.R. 39 Mad.
843~followed. Dalgleish v. CltoWdIt1'y, I.L.R: 33 Cal. 1286;
Mltham11lad Asltgar v. Abida Be{!,u11I, LL.R. 5~ All. ~58-disscllted
froJit'; (3) that the petitioner had failed to show any loss or detriment to himself or ny other alleged rreditor of the re3pondent
by reason _of the High Court's order. Neither the vah:e of the
petitioning-creditors' debts 110r the value of the respondent's
estate as a whole was a criterion. (4l that in the circumstances
it \v.Quld be opp~essive and. unjust to refer to the· District Court
und~r Order 45, Tille 5, of the Civil' Procedure Code the questi0'of the vah:e'of the subjed matter of the appeal. 151 Scml>lt;',o
that the application was not made bOlla fide and was only filec.for, the purpose _of injuring the business of the respondent \V h~,.
apparently was solvent and able to pay all his debts.
GALLIARA

v. A.M.M.

MURUGAPPA CHETTY

•••

..,

ApPEAL TO HIS :'t:L-1.JESTY I~ COUNCIL-rTalueat the dalcofsuit-I!alue

oj sul>jafi:l-IIIaftcr ill dispute 011 appenl-DLjcJ/d<lnt's application for
leavf to appeal-IJ/terest up, to date of decree .of High Cvurt- '
Plail/tiffs application-Civil Procedt~rc Code (A.et V of 19(8), s. 110.
For the purpose of appeal to·His Majesty in Cotlllcil in ,accordance
with the provisions of s, HQ of the Civil PrOCedl!re Code the
amo\lnt or value of the subject"matter of the suit at the date of its
institution in the Court of first instance lUust be ten thousand rupees
or upwards. Glld/vada v. Mallal,,·kshmalllllla, I.L.R. 53 Mad.
167-jollowed, Further, the amoL:ut or value of the subject-matter
in dispute on appeal to Hi;s Maj~ty in Conncil lUuSt likewise be
ten thousand rupees or upwards This means that' if the
defendant is seekin~ to appeal from the whole decree the amount
or value including- interest awarded against him up to and at the
date of the High Court decree under appeal must be tell thousand
rupee.s or upwards, Gooroopcrsad v. htggulcll1mder, &M.l.A. 166
-followed. Different considerationsma.y afise where t):le applicant seeking leave to appeal is the plaintiff in the suit. R~A.V.
NlIidl~ v. N, V.K. iVa/dll, I.L,R. 56 Mad,. -886 -; Ram J(J/11Iarfjl.
JJ1u!ffl,lIlmacl Yakllb, I.L.R...42 All. 4~5-1'cferre(1 to. The applicant was ill1pl~aded as a defe,ndant to a suit in which the amount
claimed exceeded Rs; 10,000. The trial Court dismisst:d tile ~lit
as against the applicant but on appeal to the Hi;!h, Court a decree
was passed, in!l;r ali:1, against the applicant for Rs. 9,1 -2-6-3 with
interest at 9 ! ttr cent'per annum on the whole amount claimed
from the date of the institutioil of the snit up till the date when
the sum of Rs. 5,700 0:1:\ waspai~t. into' Court by the applicant'
and therea.fter interest-at-9 per cent per annum 011 the balan'ce
after deducting from the amount claimed theSll,m that had been
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paid jnto Court. The interest so awarded and the sum of
Rs. 9,1il2·6·3 amounted in the aggregate to a sum exceeding
lts. 10,000 at the date of the decree of the High Court. Held,
J.hat the case fulfilled the conditions ofs.HO ofthe Civil Procedure
Code,and that the applicant was entitled to a certificate granting
leave to appe.ll to His Majesty in Council.
DAWS'lNS BANK, LTD.

v.

JAPAN CO'l'TON TRADIKG

COMPANY

164-

COURT-Judgment iu accordance ~/)ifh award
-Appeal agaiust decree-,Gr01l11ds of appeal-Pica 0/ mcard being
invalid-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), Sch. II, para. 16 (2)
-Para. 15 (1) ('I, ,. or bfillg 0.11c1·l(Iise ill'i'tllid ", meaning oj.
Under paragraph ]6 (2j of the Second S::hedule to the Code of
~vil Procedure, 1908, no appeal lies from a decree based upon a
judgment pronounced in accordance with an award except upon
one or other of the two grounds therein prescribed.' Glilam Khan
v,MnllatJ1mad Hassau, 21 M.LT 263-followed. Balkishan v .
. Soli an Singh, I.L.R 10 Lah: 871 ; Batcha Sahib v. Abdul Gaulty,
I.L.R. 38 Mad. 2::6 ; Gllran Ditta v. Pokhar Ram, I.L.R. 8 Lah.
693 ; Hari Shankar v. Ram Piari, I.L.R. 45 All. 441 i IOwdiram
v. Challdlcharan, 1 P.L.J. 3:'6 ; Lutawd.1l v. Lachya, I.L.R. 36 All.
69; lolaho1l1ed AS11llll v. Valli AsmaZ, 26 HoL.R. ]71 ; Narayana
Rao v. SaraMaialt, 21 M.L.I. 263; RalaRa1l1 v; Ballsi Lat, I.L.R:
13 Lah. 528 ; Suraj Sillgh v. Pll1ll KlImari, I.L.R. 48 'All. 7.26;
Tej $illgh v. Gliasi Ram, I.L.R. 49 All. 812 ; J-Virall H'nti v. Him
Nal1d, l.L.R. ] 2 Lah. 408-cousidercd. Dllrga Cl1af{111 v. Ganga
Dl1ar, 34 C.W.N. 813 ; GiriJ<1 Natll Roj' v.Kallal Lal, 27 C,!-.J.
359 ; GolCllllr Bibi v. Abdtls Samad, I.L.R. 58 Cal. 628 ; Parsidll
Naraill v. GltaltSltyam Singh, 9 C.W.N 8i3; Rllmeslt Chandra v.
Dutt, I.L.R: 33 Cal. 498 ; Roy v. Roy, 25 C.W.N. 832 ; Seth DooZy
Chal1d v. Mat1wji,.21 C.W.N. 387 ; Tej Singh v. Glwsi Ra111,I.L.R.
49 All. S12-disswt!d (rom pro tanto. The Legislature by
inserting the words I; or being otherwis.e invalid" in paragraph
15 (1) (c) of the Second Schedule of the Code intended and provided that every ground upon which the' validity of the award'
could be challenged in law should fall within the ambit of paragraph 15 (1), and could be relied on as a ground for setting aside
the award. But no appeal lies on the ground that, al1.hough the
judgment was in accordance with the award, the award itself was
invalid except under paragraph 16 (2).

ARBiTRATION THROUGH

U

SEIN WIN V. THE CENTRAL PLUMBING Co., LTV.

...

675

-Pending mit, Oral application to Coztrt for arbitrntionApplication recorded by Judge m diary-Order for arbitralionValidity of order-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), Sch. lI,
para 1 (21. 111 a suit for possession of land the parties agrr;ed to
refer the matter in dispute to the Superintendent of Land Hecords
and to abide by his decision. There was no application ill writing
asretJ:ards the reference, but the trial Judge recorded the agreement in the diary of the suit in' the presence of the parties'
advocates, and referred ihecase-to the Superintendent. Hddthat
this ~not1nted to a valid reference to arbitration. The provision
.of law requiring the application for arbitration to be in writing-is
directory only and not imperative. A bdli] Hamid v. Riaz-1ld·Dil1.
l.L.R 30 All. 32 ; LU:l:l1t1libai v. Haja CaSSlllll, I.L.R. 23 Bom. 629;
Mallabil v. lJialloharSil1g/1, I.L.R 46 All. 208 ; Shall/a Sl1l1drlllll v.
Abdul Lciti/. I.L.R. 27 Caj."q:l; Ullled Singh v. Sob!lal!. Mal,
I.L.R43Cal. 290-- referre'd fo>
.
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M.e. ANDI

A~IBALAl'rl
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to five ·arbif1'ators joinfli-Decisiott b.y
majority~A~lla1'd by fonr arbitrators-Ro proper meeti1lg of all the
arbitrators-Validity of tile award. Five arbitrators were appoin-.
ted by the Court to decide whether the plaintiff or .the defendant
shouldbe·th.e head of a kyaungdaik. After the third sitting, one
of the arbitrators who was the senior sa:>'ad,nc' amongft them
went away on· a peace mission and he asked that the deliberations
should stand over. The other. four arbitwtors, however, sent
separate awards to the Court. This was irregular and the Court
ordered the five arbitrators to sit together llnd make a joint award
according to the. opinion of the majority. Thereafter the four
arbitrators in the absence· of the senior sayadaw signed an award
in favour of the plaintiff and filed it in Court.. No meeting ofthe
five arbitrators was ever held pursuant to the Court's order to
consider the form of the award. Held, that a majority award is
valid. if permitted by the terms of the reference, notwithstanding
the absence of one or more arbitrators from the meeting at which
the award was made provided that due notice of the meeting was
given to them. In the present case as no notice of.such a meeting
was given to one of the arbitrators the .award was inoperative
and invalid. DaUillg v. Matchett, \VilIes'. Report, p, 215referred to.
.
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128
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617
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548
470
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666
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(XXXVIII

OF
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675
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705
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BEQUEST OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
BORS'l'AL SCHOO~, DETENTION IN
ECCLESIASTICAL LAw-Poggalika property-Transfer in
life-time of o'l.lmer-Deatl~-bed gift of poggalika pl'opel'ty-OCCztpatton of poggalika property QY leave and liceme-Sanghika
property-Misconduct of fflonk-,..Presidi1~gnl01~k's right of ef)icti011~
Cqm;ent ofBangha.. Under Buddhist ecclesiastical· law a inonk
may own a monastery as his poggalika property and may in his·
life-time validly transfer it by·gift. U PandaWlIll v. U Sandima,
I.L.R. 2 Ran.131-·referred to. So also he Can make a valid gift
oJ. such property on his death~bed, the gift to take effect immediately. The general. rule of Burmese Buddhist law' declaring
death-.bed gifts to be invalid has no application in such a case.
. The owner of a poggalika kyaullg may require the monks IiVilli
there to vacate, even though their occupancy has been by his leave
and license. The presiding monk of a sa1/ghika kyamlgdaik. has
the right to eject a monk or any other person living on the pr~
miseir who is guilty of misconduct· and no express approval or
consent of the Sanglia is necessary for such action. U J(cmcinda
v. U Tltiha, Civil First Appeal No. 147 of 1931, H,C; Ran.l'efiwl'l'd to. II Nanda v. UGa#da, I.L.R. 9 I~an. 77-cotlsjd,wed.
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13URMEsE BUDDHIST DIES CHRiSTIAN. ADOPTED CHIJ.D·S RIGHTS
CUSTOMARY LAw-Adoptio'/l-Esselttials. of adoptioltPublicily-Dt:alh-bed gift-Adoption shortly before death. Accord-

.BURMESE

ing to Burmese cu!\tomary law, an adult may be tcll:en in adoption.
Ma Gyi v. Mamlg Po Th.a, 14 B;L R. 15--referred to. An adopted
· _child usually resides with the adoptive parents,. but that is not
essential for a v,a!id adopti()n. Though no formal 'ceremony is
necessary for adoption publicity must be given to the relationship.
Ma Ywet v. Ma Me, 36 LA. 192 ; Maltllf!, Thwe v.Maul/if. Tim P.c,
44 I.A. 251-followed. A Burmese Buddhist adopted four childt:en.
·and executed a deed of adoption in the presence of several persons
the registration being effected in his house in the presence of the
sub-registrar, the civil surgeon, the family pOllgyi and other
respectable people of the town. Five days after the adoptive
parent died. Held, that there was sufficient publicity of the
adoption. A Burmese Buddhist cannot make a valid gift of. his
property to strangers when his death is imminent. In such a
case there is a prestlmptio juris ct de jure that the transferor
intended the gift to operate after his death to the detriment of his
natural heirs. U TezaWlmta v. !J1allttg Zaw Pe, I.L.R. 10 Ran.
224-referred to. The doctrine of death-bed gifts does not apply
to an adoptio.l. Ma Gyi v. Maung Pyc, Civil First Appeal No. 25
of 1931,' H.C. Ran i Ma Pwa Swe v. Ma Till ,\7yo, (1902-03)
2 U.B.R., Gift 1 ; Mi Man v. Ma!ltlg Gyi, (1914.16) 2 U.B.R. 87 ;
U Naga v.Maung Ria, (1907·09) 2U.B.R., Gift7-refcrred to.

...
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:BURMESE CUSTOMO\RY LAw-Guanliat! of a mitIOr-De facto guardia1t

-Power to deal with minor's property-Burma. Laws Act (XIII of
· 1898), s. 13 (1)-Guardians atld Wards Act IVIlI of 1890). ss. 4 (2),
27. Tft.epersonallaw of Burmese Buddhists does not recognize
guardians of the property of minors.· A person by describing
himself as a de facto guardian of a minor cannol clothe himself
with th~ legal power to sell or mort~age the minor's property.
'l~e only person' who can, as guardian, deal with a J;llinor's
property is a guardian who has been appointed b~' the Ct,ilrt.
S 13 (1) of the' Burma Laws Act does not apply to guardianship.
'Maung Thill !J1a1t11g v.lIla SmliShitl, I,L.R 11 Rill. .193.; Ranja
.Khat! v. Ma Chit, Special Civil 2nd App.563 of 1930, H.C. Ran. approved;· Mata Ditl v. Ahmad Ali, I.L.R. 34 All. 213--:-rejerrcd to.
C.T.V.E. VYRAVAN CHETTYAR

V"

MA SAW MWE

. . . . 47

xxxii

GENEHAL INDEX.
l.tAti.r.;.

LAw-Guardiat/. of minor's p1'Operty-~fothertUJt·
a de 'jure gtta1'dian-I)e facto .guardiat/.-Power to dispose' of
prope17y-Lcgal 1'/t'cessiiy or millar's bettefit-Guardiat/.s· attd
WaH/s Act (TTllI of 1890), s. 27. Under Burmese cnstomary law
a mother is not recognized as the lawful guardian of the property
of her minor children, and unless appointed a guardian under
the Guardians and \IIlards Act she is not the de jttre guardian of
their property. The mother has no pvwer as a {Ie facto guardian
to dispose of the property of her minor. children for legal necessity
or for their benefit. A.R.tr. Chettyci" Firm v. f,fauttg HlaGyi,
I.L.R.6 Ran. 329 ; C.T.V.E. Ch,'ftyar v. Ma Saiv !lfwe, IL.R. 12
Ran. 47; Mating Thin Maullg v. !Ita $pw Shin, I.L.R. 11 Ran.
193; Ranja [(han v. Ma 6,hit, Sp. Civil-2nd App. 563 of 1930. H.C.
R~n.. ;rpprovt'd. A l?erso~b~l1.~IlQ.9i~~de facto guardian of a
mInor IS not thereby mveste~J~y la-Wg;W.lfl'l:any powers over the
property of it minor. S.· 27' of the ,'pulir'dians and Wards Act
applies to guardians recognized by.the law whether 01' not they
have been appointed guardians under.the Act, al1d does not confer
any power upon a person who'· without ar(y.lawful authority in
that behalf has usurped the positi()n of a gpardian. pI' has taken
upon himself the care of the proper/Y.oIa mil1or~ . Iinambandi v.
Mutsaddi, I.L.R. 45 Cal. 8711 i;Malci'Ditiv.,Sheikh Altmad, 39 I.A.
49-follo'ii.'cd. Bo1/. K1('1: v. S.j(.RS.t(.R. Flrin, I.L;R. 8 Ran. 1.72
-distinguishcd.
.: ..' ,"

BURMESE CUSTOMARY

DAWSOl\S

BANK,

LTD. V. MA MAy
.

656,
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Bu RMESE CUSTOMARY LAW- Ittheritallce- Brother's claim in predeceased
sister's estatc-1".rcference over Parent"-Maliukye, Bk. X, sS. 19,
28-Li1'11ilation Act (IX of 1908), s: 123.· N, a Burman Buddhist,
received a sum of money from his mother in full 'satisfaction of his
. claim in the estate of his' deceased father. A sister of N
predeceased him and then N died, and aftenvards the mother
died. l.V in his lifetime was living separately from his mother.
His widow claimed his share of inheritance intbe estate ·ofhis
predeceased sister. Her claim, it/.ter aUa, w:\sopposed on· the
ground of limitation. Held, (1) that s. 123 of the Limitation Act
did not apply. The section only applies wher.e the suit is brought
against an executor or at) administrCitor '01' some person legally
charged with the duty of distributing the e~tate. .Gulcim Mohammed
v. Gulam Husein, 59 LA. 74-'followed;, . \2} that the doctrine laid
down in s. 28, 13k. X, ll1amtkye, was notto be extended by analogy'
or otherwise, (3) that as N was living .separately .from his mother
the provisions of s. 28 did not apply, (4) that under the provisions
of s.19 of Bk X, Manukye, N was an heir of his predeceased sister,
and therefore bis widow wf>\.~ entitled to her husband's .share eof
the inneritance. Maung "Kun v. Ma Chi, I.L.R. 9 Ran. 217folloteJecl~
.' '.
.
..
MA PWA

THIN v; U

NYQ

•••

...

•
BURM\O;SE CUSTOMARY LA \V~Joint pi'opcrly-Rell1aJ riC/gc of surviving

Irs!..

parcllt-Rights of child or children
marriage in joint
propcl'ty all l'clIlarriage-Tra IIsfer by as
ble -en!l1ler oj P"OPe-¥ty
~MillOr's share-Minor incapable oj cons rd-Exceptioll 10 gencral
rllic of law-Oulls of proof-Tran.sfer of Property Act (IV of 1882),
s. 4I.A.per~on '111 possession of immovable property as the
ostensible owner thereofc3tll1ot dispose of amlnor's share therein.
A minor is incapaplc. of consenting to a person holding himself
out as' the owner of the.property. ·and s. 41 of the Transfer of
Property Act has rio appTication in such a case. Abdulla K/tan v.
BUlltlii LL.R 34 All. 22 ; Dalibai. v.. G-opibai, I.L.. R '26 Bom. 433;.
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lJanbar sit/gil v. Kunwar, I.L.R. 29 All. 292"-reterred to. Where
a person claims an exception to a general provision of law, the
onus lies c6I him to prove that he comes within the exception.
-Hem Chandra v. Amiyabala, I.L.R. 52 Cal. 121; Hinzatlal v.
Vasudev, I.L.R. 36 Born 416-rejerred to. According to Burmese
customary law on the remarriage of a surviving parent the·
children of the former II1arriage acquire a vested interest in the
joint property of that marriage to the extent of the deceased
parent's share. The only child of his surviving father' will on
, the remarriage of the latter be entitled to a half share in the estate
of his parents. Ma Aye Me v. Ma Shwe Th'we, A.I R. (1931\ 302 i
Ma. Shwe YlI v. Ma Ki'/1. Nylm, I.L.R. 7 Ran. 240 ; Maull,g Aung Pe
v. U Tim AlI1~g Gyaw, I.L.R. 8 Ran. S24-jollowed. Ma1l11g Po Ki1J
~. Malmg T1l11 Yin,I.L.R. 4 Ran. 207-distingllisllcd. Shwe Po v.
Maung Bein, 8 L.B.R. US-overruled.
MAUNG SHIN BA

v

MAUNG 1{YWE ...

'55-

LAw-Succession to estate-Sister and. stepdQughterofthe deceased-Sister's Claim-Attendance in last illness
and funeral management-Step-daugllter's claim as lteir-Manukye,
Book X, s. 62. The rule among Burman Buddhists that a relative
who tends a deceased person during his life and buries him is '
entitled to succeed to his property does not prevail in cases where
the deceased left a parent surviving him or an heir who stood
higher than parents in the scale of succession. Among such heirs
a step-daughter is included. Held, therefore, that, when the
deceased left· her surviving' a step-daughter, 'a sister of·- the'
deceased who claimed to have tended the deceased in her last
illness and to have carried out the funeral arrangements, could
not succeed to the' estate:of,tQe deceased· in preference to the
step-daughter.
" ,,<-x

BURMESE CUSTOMARY
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CASH MEMO.
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703'
174

STAMP DUTY

'. G1I.STE DISABILITIES REMOVAL ACT

(XXI OF 1850), S. 1

CAUSE OF ACTION, PROMISSORY NOTE

184
500

CArSE OF ACTION TIME-BARRED, PAUPER SUIT

124

CHANCERY COURT. JURISDICTION IN PERsoNA~r

370"

system-Acco11l1ll0dation of caPital to
1110ftiSsil Chettyar by Rangoon ChetfYIl1'-TeI'1lIs t>f the ioallAuthority ot adathi to boYl'ow jor his constituent-Limit of authority.
According to the adathi system prevailing among Chettyar moneylenders in Burma a mofussil Chettyar who wishes to be certain
that he will have at his disposal during the course of the year
en01lgh capital to meet the requirements of his business employs
a Chettyar in Rangoon as his adathi. The adathi undertakes to
provide within a stated limit the capital necessary to meet the
requirements of his mofus~il constituent. Forthis accommodation
• the adathi gltts an agreed sum for his remunerat.ion and interest
at the current Chetty rate. 1£ the adathi supplies capital in excess
of the agreed limit, he may charge a hiJ'(her rate of interest. As
and when the mofussil Chettyar requires capital he instructs his
anathito' Procure the required sum for him, and. the adathi either
provides the money out of his own resources or obtains it from
one or other of the members of the Chettyar community in
Rangoon. Held that, apart from usage or estoppel, the adatlti had

CHETTYAR USAGE-Adathi

3

.
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no implied authority ~o bind his principal by contracting loans. to .
an unlimited extent withuut any instructions in that behalf from .
his constituent.
.
.
. : . •.
K.S

R.M.

CHETTIAR FIRM

v.

A.T.K.P.L.S.P. CHETTIAR FIRM

7
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184
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'CHILD, CUSTODY OF
." CHRISTIAN" WHO IS A
-CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT

V .OF 1908), S. 10
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275

670
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.432
670
'666
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37,,0

II, PARA 1 (2)
15 (1). (c), .
16 (2)
.

- - - - - - - - - - - , - - . - : . . . . - . , . ,.."..- , SCH.

_ - . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - -..-·,.SCH. II, PARAS.

,CIVI~ SERVICE REGULATIONS

1

'675 .
5.56
556

,CLERKS IN PORT OFFICE, GOVERNMENT SERVANTS'. RIGHTS'

.(XVIII OF 1923),
....
...
ACT (XVIII OF. 1923),

'CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (AMENDMENT) ACT

s.. 7

..•

..,

...

,CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDVRE (AMENDMENT)

s. 116 ...

419

•••

283

-COLLECTOR, A REVENUE OFFICER, NOT A- COURT

275

CONFESSED GUILT, COURT'S DUTY

616

CONSIDERATION, SUIT ON ORIGINAL

500

CoNTRACT FOR SALE OF LAND

.

.cONVICTION FOLLOWING PLEA OF GUILTy-Notice

..

,

'589

of elz!1anCel1lent of

sentence-Appeal against cOlwictiolt and se1Zlence~Cri-miizal
Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), ss. 439 (6), 412-Court's duty as to
COltfessed .guilt-Nature of tlte charge-Circumstances attentUng.
admissiolZ of glliU-Accused's knozvledgc-Murder-Plea of starvation. An accused person is entitled to appeal·against both the
conviction and the sentence passed upon him notwithstz:'"Aing.his
plea of ~uilty when notice' for enhancement of sentence [fis been'
served upon him. Where' an accused is convicted on a plea of
guilty the Court ought to consider whether the accused fully
understood the nature of the charge to which, and the circum-stances in which, he had pleaded guilty. The gravity of the
offence of a· cruel and deliberate murder is in no way lessened .
'becaus'e the accused committing it was starving.
.
NGA YWA V. KING-EMPEROR
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..,
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J9~s AWARDED TO INSOLVEKT, ATTACHMENT OF

:::OSTS, tvHEN NOT SUFFICIENT REMEDY'
:::OUR1:?FEES ACT (VII OF 1870), SSt 5, 7

.

.

(ivJ. 11

' s. 7 (iv)

:::otlliT-FEE, DECLARATORY SUIT

(J)

...

428
289
335
S12
670

Court Judge's jurisdiction to determine court-fees
. -Valuation of relief claimed- Valuation for jtlrisdiction-Court'fj
jurisdiction to entertai11 Sltit-ltljU11cti011 suit, valuation-Trial
. by Higher COllrt-Caurt-fee 011 dppeal to High CouTt---Court-fees
. Act (V1I of 18701, SSt 5, 7 (4), 11~llits. Valuation Act (VII of
188:i'), s. 8·. S.· S of the C01.\rt-fees Act does not confer on the
Judge of the High Court appointed under the section jurisdiction
to decide questions as to the sufficiency of court-fees in subordinate Courts. It only confers on him jurisdicti0Il to decide
.questions relating to court-fees in the High Court. .Under s 7 (4)
of the Act ina suit for an injunction the plaintiff must value the
relief sought. The amount at which he .values his relief is left
.entirely. to his.discretion. Faizullah v. M. Khan, 31 Bom.
L.R. 841 j Sunderabai v. Collector of Belgau11l, I.L.R. 43 Bom.
376; Ummar v. Ummar, I.LR. 9 Ran. ~6S-rcfer1ed to. The
provisions of s. 8 of the Suits Valuation Act do not mean that if
:the suit is valued at a certain amount for iJurposes of jurisdiction
-it. must be valued at the same amount for court·fees : but the
valuation for court-fees determines the value for jurisdiction, .
.Govindabin: v. Hallmaya. I.L.R. 45 Bom. 567 j Stt1ldel'abai v•
.colleelor of Belgau11I, I.L.R. 43 Born. 376-rejerred to. It is the
·duty ofthe.trial Court to satisfy itself as to the valuation of the
'relief sought'before assuming jurisdiction in ·the case. Where
ihe plaintiff has valued the relief and has paid the court-fees
'thereon he c<:nnat be compelled to pay a court-fee .based on the
higher valuation for jW'isdiction. . If the relief is valued at an
. .amount .which gives a lower Court jurisdiction the proper course
-is to return the plaint to be filed in the lower Court. Bachhan
1/. Municipal Board of Mirzapllr, I.L.R. 48 AlI. 412 ; Chhatarpali
1/. Katap Dei, I.L.R. 54 All. 232; Kal1-haiya v. Jagrani, I.L.R. 46
.All. 419; Manni Lal v. Radhe Gopalji, I.L.R. 47 All. SOI:4issenfed from . . The plaintiff filed a suit for aninjunction in the
Court' ofthe Assistant District Judge, Mandalay, valuing the suit
.at· Rs. 10,000 for purposes of jurisdiction but not valuing the
·.relief sought. The Assistant District Judge tried the case and
dismissed the suit. The plaintiff appealed to the High Court and
-there 'valued his relief at Rs. 130, paying the court-fee on that
amount. Held, that· the Assistant District Judge ought not to
have tried the case, bJt this defeetwas cured by s. 11 of the
Court-fees Act. Held jllrther, that as the' plaintiff in his
memorandum of appeal had valued his relief, and had paid the
approprlate fee in accordance with his valuation, he could not
be compelled to pay a further court-fee notwithstanding that his
valuation for jurisdiction stood ata higher figure.
.
.

:::QU'RT-FEEs-High

.

MAUNO NYI- MAUNG

v.

MANDALAY. MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE

COURT-FEE AND JURISDICTIO:-;
CRIMINAL LIA~ILITY of MASTER 'FORo ACT 9F: SERVANT ...

(V OF 1898), ·s. 3S-C(mvicti011 for two or
more offences at 011e trial~Se1:tence for olle offetlce only-Criminal
Law Admendmmt Act (XVIII of 192;1), s. 7. S.· 35 of the Criminal
Procedure Code relates to the quantum of the punishment that

..cRunNAL PROCEDURE CODE

.

335.
512
300
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the Court has jurisdiction to pass ~vhere the' accused is .cOl1vlctid
of two or more offences at one trial, and does not purport to pr::rdae
whether, and if so tinder· ,what' circllmsl;i.nces, the Court. b~
jurisdiction to pass or refrain from passing' sentenceinresped of
offences of which the accl:sed has been convicted or any of them.
The accused was chargee!' at the salu~ trial with the commission
of two offences, (1) uncleI- 5.37 and (2hiIider s. 301d) oHhe.Excise
Act. She pleaded 'guilty to both .charges. The magistrate
conwicted her for the second offence and ilnposccl a fine, but did
not convict the accused or pass any 5ielltenceupon: her for tbe.:first
offence. Held, that it was incumbent upon the magistrate to· pass
sentence upon the accused in respect of both the offences.
Quecn-Empress v. Wazir Jan; I.r-.R. 10 All..58- folloteied; EmptJ1~r
v, Avachit, I.L.R. 52 Bom. 277 ; Emperor v. Piru Ranta, I.L.R. 49 :
Bom. 916; Sothavalu v. Rama [(one, I.L.R. 56 M:ad~ 481~rcferrcd
to, Quecn-Emprcss v.. Aw Wa, 1 L.B.R.33-ovcriuled.
KING-EMPEROR

V.

.....

MI HLWA

..PAGE

41

CRIMINAL PROCEDU~E CODB (ACT V OF 1898), s. 117 (5)-E1tqu.iiy- .
Gang of thicvcs-Onc a11d same enqlliry ilt respect of associatcs as
thieves-Magistrate's discrction Where it is allt·ged that a, person
is in the habit of committing theft in association with other per.
sons as members of a gang. of thieves the magistrate.isat liberty in
·his discretion to deal with the case of all such persons in the same
enquiry under s. 117 (5) of the Criminal Procedure Code. This
section is not limited to proceedings under s.,107 or s. 108 of the
Code; but the magistrate must consider in each case whether his
order under s. 117 (5) would prejudice a person in his defence.
111 l'C Appasawmy, I.L.R. 54 Mad. 334--r<:fL'rrcd tLl. KillgEmpel'or v. Po Twc, 4 L.B.R. 46-dissmted from. The applicants
were well-known in the quarter of the town where they lived
(most of them lived in the same house) to be members of a gang
who were associated together in stealing bags of rice from cargo.
boats in the Rangoon river, A separate notice was served upon
each of them under s. 110 of the Code ~o show cause why he
shoulclnot yxecute a bond. upon thegrotind that hewas a thief.
Hcld, that ,3 magistrate was justified in uealing with all of them _
in the same .enquiry, upon the ground that each' and every of th:e ,
applicants had been associated togefher in the matter under
enquiry.
RANGOO MEAH v. KING-EMJilEROR

...

CR!MI~.-l.L

...' 1

PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V of.1898),.ss. 144, 435-A£;t XVIIl •
of 1923-High Com-i's jW'isdiction to revisc orders -umier s.l44";'
Order dirccting a person to abstain from rcsidi1lgin a ,place he
is-Positive orders to do partiwlm' t!lings. Under'S. 435 of the.'
Code of Criminal Procedure, as amended by Act XVIII of'1923,
the High Court'has jurisdiction to revise an order passedeunder
s. 144 of the Code. !t1uthuswa11li v. Ayiyar, I.L.R. 53 Mad, 320-'followed. Under' s. 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure a
inagistrate has no jurisdi<;:tion to direct' a person toabstaill from
residing in any plac;e where he was residing'at the time. the order
was passed. The section is not intended t6 'empower a magistrate
to make positive orders requiring people to do _particular things~
Emperor v. Sasmal, I.L.R. 58 Car. 1037-follotllcd.
. -THAKIN BA THAUNG v. KING-EMPEROR

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT VOF 1898)/ s, 197 (1)
-------~------~,

s. 262 (Z)
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PAGE
(ACT V OF
,

,

1898),'8. 393
, s. 423 (1) (b) (3)

. ' ss. 439 (6), 412
1898},s; 562 (1 A)-Dishonest
1IliSf:jpropriationand cheating-9ffences covered by the'secti01t-,
ConfJicti01r jor crimin.at breach oj trust-Release after admonition'
under $. $62 (IAI. The terms .. dishonest misappropriation" and
... cheatin'g " ,in s. 562 (1 A) ot the Criminal ?rocedure Code, refer
to the offences in the Indian, Penal' COde which are denoted
respectively thereby. that' is, s~ 379, pro tanto 5;.380. s. 403 and
s. .415. The tenhs cannot apply to dishonest misappropriation or
cheatinginall their forms. Where a person is convicted of the
:offence of criminal breach of trust under s. 405 of the Penal Code,
the C~urt has no power under s; 562 (IA) of the Criminal Procedure
'Code to release him after an admonition. Crown v. Rab Nawaz,.
I.L.R'. 1 Lah. 612 ; Empero.r v. Ramja1t, 17 Bom. L.R. 921 ; KingEmperor v.' NgaPyi, 3 L.B.R. 95 j Smidaratn v. King_Emperor,
U ..,R. 41 Mad. 53;1--: l'eft?rred to. Hamarai1t v. Ramji Das,12 All..
.' L.J. 465--dissented lrom.

.0' 0 ,
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PRIORITY OVER MORTGAGEE

~ROWN'S HIGHT TO DISMISS ITS SERVANTS
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556
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656

DEATH-BED GIFT, BVRM!'Si!: CUSTOMARY LAW'

634

...

DEBT DUE BY ONE PARTNER TO ANOTHER PARTNER, INSOLVENCY
DELAY, ACQUIESCENCE, INJUNCTION·.·SUIT.
DISMISSAL .OF SUIT, W A~T O~· JURISDICTION, RETURN OF PLAINT
DISSOLU'fION OI'PA~'l'NERSHIP, AGENT'S AUTHORITY
DRUNK Elo1NESS,

VOLUNTARY-Offelice
of murder-Specific iI/tent
constituting tlle cri11le-Ktw<i'Zedge alld illtellt-:Natural and probable cOliseqiteil.ce of :alt act--Accused's illteiztiolt to 11111l'derRousing oj passion to kill by fJolzlIltary driuking-Dnwkellness as
palliatiull.. Evidence of drunkenness which renders the accused

incapOl.ble of forming the specific intent essential to constitute the
,crime ought to be taken into consideration with the other facts'
.proved in order tq de.termine whethei he had that. intent, but
·evidence of drunkenness' falling short ~ of a proved incapacity in
the accuse.d to form the intent necess<1-ry to constitute. the crime,
:andmerel~d:stOl.bli6hingthat his mind ,was 'affected by drink so
·that Ji~nore I'eadily gave way to some violent .passion, does not,
'rebuUhe'presumption that a man intends the natural consequences
-of his acts. Director:. ojPliblic Prosecutions v. Beard, (l920) A.C.
·479-followed. TltIi Baw v. Ki1tg-Emperor,. 6 L.B.R. 100,approvea-. .Re Mand":l! Gadaba, I.L.R. 38 Mad.· 479; SltCYltv.
'Tfie Crowl1. I.L.R. 7 Lah. 50-referred. to. Drunkennessfalling
Short .of .a.,provedincapacity to .form ,the necessary intent may
never.theless be taken i!1to consideration as apa:Ilj.ation in. inflictirig'
:sentence. Waryalll Sillg!I,V. The .Crown, I.L.R. 7 ·Lah. 141-
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disse1ttcd jl'011l. .The. accIJsed became very drunk. but knew what·
he was doing. He· went to· his house, took hold of a da and
going along the roadsholJ,ted his intention to kill a pers()n with
whom he had had a dispute. A person on the road gently tried
to pacify him and thereupon the accused riot only threatened to
cut him but followed him and inflicted s\lch wounds on him Ulat
the person died. Held, on the facts of the case. that the accus·ed
must be imputed with the. same knowledge as he would have had
had he been sober, and his· act amounted to murder for which
there were no extenuating circumstances..
NGA SFIN GALE 'I. KING-EMPEROR
.,.
...
AIR-Damages at/d Mandatory I1tjunclionDelay and Acquiescence--Englisit alld Indian Law ofllljzmdiott
differcnt-Dejwd,mts' conduct-No. loss ofplaintitls' busi1/.cssPccul#a1'ycompellsation when Q1t adequatel:cltcf:-SPcc/ficRelicfAct ~
(1011877), s. 54. The plaintiffs claimed a prescrip!ivexight to light.
and air enteriog through windows in the northern. wall of their'
three-storeyed brilding which was situate in the bank area of the·
City of Rangoon and was llsed for office and bl'siness purposes.
They sued the defendants for an injunction restrainjn~ them froLD.
proceeding with the erection of th.eir five-storeyed building on the
adjoining land to sllch a height or in such a way as would,
substantially obstruct the plaintiffs' ancient lights. As the defendants had completed their. building during :the pendency of the
SIJit, they further asked for a mandat'.>ry ill junction for the removall
of such portion of c'efendants' building as interfered with theplaintiffs' right to light and air. Prior to the erection of the·
defendants' bdlding the plaintiffs wrote a number of letters tothe defendants warning them of their rights. but the defendants·
ignored the warning and proceeded to complete the building.,
The trial Judge held that under the provisions of s. 54 of the,
Specific Relief Act the Court may grant a perpetual injunction;
where an invasion is SliCh that pecuniary compensation would:noL
afford. adequate relief. The question whether an injunction ShOlllcI:
issue whether the plaintiffshould be awarded damages depended,
on the circulllstances of each particdar case If· it· is clear
that damages will afford adeqliate relief to the injured party and
the defendant h:ts not been guilty of any high-handed action or
unneighbourly conduct, an award in damages would be the appropriate remedy. The trial Judge held that an actionable ndsance
had been caused and granted a mandatory injunction on the
following grou.nds : (1) that damages would not afford the plaintiffs
in this case adequate relief,. (2) that the plaintiffs could not berequired to reconstrucftheir building to suit the convenierice of
the ,defendants, (3) that the defendants could have designed their'
. building in such a way as to' respect the rights of the plaintiffs, (4~·
that the defendants had acted unfairly and in an i.mneighbolirIy',·
spirit. The defendants appealed contending that damages were an,
adequate relief; that the plaintiffs werenot entitled to an iiljllUCti011! .
owing to their delay in filing the suit; that the only damage: which·
the plaintiffs had sustained was a loss of comfor~, but that tihir' .
busin.ess had not suffered in any way by the acti.on of the defen-·
dants ; and that both the balance of convenience and the dispro~·
portionate hardship l'n the defendants which would resultfrointheinjunction required that no mandatory injunctiOn should issue.
Held; that the respondents were not guilty of any laches 01"·
,lcquiescence, and were not bound to sue for an i,,'criminjuijetjon,
in the suit. Black v. Scottish Temperallce Life Assural1ce Company,,;
42 Ir. 4.T. Rep. 194--refel-red to. In the Circumstances of the caseaccording to English law . the· respondents were entitled to all<
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injunction
of course. A Court of Equitywonld take into account
the conduCt of the defendants and the burden was on them to show
cause why the Court should not issu~ an injunction. Having
regard to their conduct the defendants could not discharge this
burden'. CoIls v. Home and Colonial Stores, (1904) A.C. 179;
Martin v. Price, (1894) 1 Ch. 276; Sheljer v. City of London
Electric Lighting Cotn,/any, (1895) 1 Ch. 287-referred 10. But the
law of India differed materially from the law of England relating
to injunctions. A Court in India is not concerned with the' defen·
dant's conduct, but has to consider whether the invasion is such that
pecuniary compensation would not afford adequate relief. Anath
Nath Deb v. Galstaun, I.L.R.16 Cal 252; Boyson v. Dea1te, I.L.R.
22 Mad. 251 i Dawson v. Princess ROll1laC, I.L.R. 6 Ran.456 i Dhunjibboy v. Lisboa, I.L.R. 13 Born. 252; Gllanasham Nilkant v.
Moroba~ I.L.R• .18 Born. 474 i Sultan Nawaz JUlig v. Rustomji.
I.~.R. 20 Born. '704 'j Titllr.am v. Cohm; I.L.R. 33 Cal. 203-rejerred
to. Benode Coomaree Dossee v. Soudaminey, I.L.R. 16 Cal. 252discussed. In England also damages and not an injunction are
frequently awarded in cases where ,in earlier days' an injunction
would have been decreed as ofconrse. Black v. Scottish Temperance
Life Assurance Company, 42 Ir. L;T. Rep, 194 ; Colis v. Home at/d
Colonial Storts, (1904) A.C. 179; Holland v. Worley, 26 Ch. 578';
Ki,le v.'Jolly, (1905) 1 Ch. 480; Sli,ith v. Smith, L.R. 20 Eq. 500referred to. Held that, having regard to all the 'Cirl:l1mstallces
of the Case, the appropriate relief for the Court to award in this case
was damages and not an injunction Notwithstanding the action
of the appellants the respondents' building still remained substantially useft11 for business purposes Although the light in their
rooms had been darkened and artifi.:ial illumination had to be
resorted to more frequently the respondents had suffered no 10'ss
of bt:siness. An injunction would ,entail' upon the appellants
immense, expenditure' out' of all' proportion to the extent of the
injury' that the respondents had' suffered by reason of the
appellants' ·violation of their easements of light and air.
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POOZUNDAtnm B.4ZAAR Co., LTD. fl. ELLERMAN'S, AR,RACAN
, RICE AND TRADING Co., LTD. ...
,..
ELECTRICITY ACT (IX OF 1912),ss. 37 (4), 38 (4),44

ELECTRICITY: RULES, 1922, RULE 106 ULTRA VIRES...
ENGLISH AND INDIAN LAW OF INJUNCTION ...
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ACT (I OF 1872), SS. 32 (5), 33, 112
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decree~Transfer
of decree for executioltExecnting Court's power to order instalments-Civil Procedure
Code (Act V of 1908), s. 42, Order 20,l'ule 11.(2). A court to
which a rrioneydecree is sent for execution has no power either.
undeJi, s. 42 or Order 20, rule 11 (2) of the Civil Procedure Code
eto order payment of the decree by instalments. Jurisdiction in
this behalf can only be exercised by the Court which passed the
decree.. Gajadhar Parasad v. M. J. Parasad,I.L.R. 4 Pat. 440.;
Gandharap Singh v. S. Singh, I L.R. 12 All. 571-referred fo.
();R.M.M.S.P.S V."FIRM 'IJ. K.P.P.N1RAYANAN CH~TTYAR

169'
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AC'rIoN.,-.-I)efelzdant's suitjol' damage,-...
Costs when not a sufficient remedy:~Stoppage oj busimss by fa.lse·
and malicious averments-Stay order by GO'llerlzmentDepartmmh
Right of actio It {odoss a/business. It isa generat.rule of law that
a civil action, though'false>;and.malicious.in itsinstitlltion, will not
give rise to an action for damages" The el(pense,towhich.thc;
defendant is put in resisting the suitis ordinarily met by an· order .
for costs But where- a·. civil action ,necessa,rily ·or natur·ally bas
resulted in damage· which: cannot, be, recompensed byanorc:ler
for costs, and such action is institutedrfalselyandmaUc.iously, a .
suit for' damages lies· at the· instance of the defendant.
Har Kumar. De v JagatBandhu De,l-L.R. 53Ca.l.l008; Joykalee
Dasseev. The Representative ojChalzdmalla, 9·W:.R 133 i Quartz
Hill Gold .Miuing Company v. Eyre, 11 Q.B.D. 674; So,vile v.
Roberts,.! Ld: Raym. 374.,-.-re{crred to. Imperial Tobllcco Company
v. Bonnan, 46 C.L.J. 455; MohilZi Mj5~er. v. S. N. Sitzgh, I.L.R. 42
Cal. 550-distingztislted. The plaintiff obtained a pawnshop
license from the Municipal Committee of Pegu for a period of
three years; The defendant who was a rival applicant, after
unsuccessfully applying to the Commissioner of Pegu, obtained .
. from the Minister of Education an order stopping further action' .
in respect of the issue of the pawnshop license pending the.
<lisposal .of his application for revision. of the. Commissioner's.
<lrder. He alleged that contrary to the usual practiCe the COIllmittee did not open all the tenders in the presence of the tenderers
who were compelled to leave the room.. This he said was: a
<leliberate departure from the. usual procedure which would lead.
to-fraud and corrupt practices . It was also alleged that the tender·
by the plaintiff was not the highest· tender. The Local
Government,: after inquiry, held that there was no ground for
interference with the proceedings of the Municipal Committee.
and rejected the application of the defendant. The plaintiff sued
the defendant for damages for the loss of his business for over
two months, the result of the interim stay, which he alleged had
b~en obtained by means of false and malicious averments. Held,
that onc·'the evidellce the defendant's averments were false and
maliciolls ; that damage was the' direct and natural result thereof;
:and that the plaintiff was entitled to maintain the suit. Qtui!re
whether the principle which governs the general rule that a suit
WillllOl lie for instituting a false and malicious civil action would
apply t~ an order, not of a Court of law, but of a Department of
•
....
Government.
.
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place-SPcctators-Na
parficipation by spectators-Gambling Act (Burma Act Iof1899),
s. 10. Persons who are merely present at aset fif(ht of birds or
animals in a public place, and are mere spectators without.·
,participation or encouragement of any kind bygest.ures, expressions or actions, cannot be said to aid and abet the fight. and are
not punishable under s. 10 (b) and Ie) of the Burma Gambling.Act.
Queen v; COtley,S L.R.Q.B. 534; Q1Jeen-Emprcss v. Nga Kywey
S.J.L.B. 163 j Queen-Empress v. Nga Shwe Kya, 1 U.B.R 119"":"
referred to.
.
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.c.V.T" Chettyar Firm v. Commissioner of Itu;ome.ttix, I.L.R. 6 Ran.
492; C;ommissioner of Income-tax v. P.K.N.P.R. Cheftyar Firm, I.L.R.
.8~an. 209 j E.M. Chettyar Firm v. Commissioner of Income-tax,
.I.L.R. 8 Ran. 435 j Itt the matter of Ishar Das. 21.T.C. 12 : In
the matler of Lalla Mal Mills, 1 I.T.C. 226; Itt the matter of
Makham Lol, 1 I.T.C. 416; P. lrludaliar v. CommissW1ter of
Income-tax, '2 I.T.q. 514 jItt the matter of ,Radhey Lal, I L.R. 52
.All. 991; Subbiah Ayyar v. Commissioner of Income-tax, I.L.R. 53
Mad. 510 ; Thrikamjiv. Commissi01ter of Income-tax, 1 I.T.C. 406referred to. Co-mmissioner of Income-tax, v. Maharajadhiraja of
Darbhanga, 60 I.A. 146; Caledonian Railway Company v. Banks,
1 Tax Cases'487 ; North Staffordshire Railway Company v. Edge,
(1920)A.C. 254; Trustees Corporation, Limited v. Commissioner of
l#/-COme-tax, I.L.R. 54 Born. 437-applied. Commissioner of
Income-tax, Bombay v. Nati01eal Jf1etual Life Association of
A1lstralasia; I L.R. 55 Hom. 637; Kajorimdl v. Commissioner
.of Income~tax, 3 I.T.C. ,451 j ShilJa Prasad v. Commissioner of
become-tax, 31.T.C. 406-disse1tted jrom. An assessee desirous
()f obtaining the opinion of the Court on a point of law cannot
apply under s. 45 of 'the Specific Relief Act" but must proceed
under s. 66 (2) of the Income-tax Act. Si1t Seng Thin v. Commissioner oj become-tax, 21 T.C. 39-rejerred to.
bi reTHE COMMISSIONER OF IN'~OME-TAX, BURMA v. C.P.L:L.

FIRM...
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'''lINcoME-TAx~Rejerence to

High COllr/-Duty oj Commissioner ojIncot/Wtax-Specific point of law to be stated-Coitrt's function. It is the
duty of the Commissioner of Income-!ax in a case stated to set out
sPecifically the particular point, of law upon which it is sought to
obtain~a ,determination from the High Court. It is not for the
Court to investigate the facts for the purpose of finding out whether
under any section of the Act a point of law could be extx:acted and
then to determine it.
1/1 re THE CO)d~ISSnNER' OF
V.S.A.R. FIRM

IKCOME-TAX,

BURMA
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, 'INJUNCTION, REMEDY OF, EASEMENTS
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:INHERITANCE, BURMESE CUSTOMARY LAW

J.NSOLVENCY-Amendment of petiti011 for adjudication-Formal
dejects,-Alterafiolt, oj the substance of act of insolvellcyAdjudication--Strict compliallce with terms of the Act-Departure
from dwelling house-Essellttal ingredielit-Dtssolutioll ofpartilership-:..,Agelll'~ dcl ojinsolve1tcy-Notice of suspensiOlt oj paymentProt'i-ncial Insolvency ,Act IV of 1920), ss. 13 (2) (a), 6 (g),Parblfrship Act (I~ .of 1932),. ss. 34,41: Where the amendment'
of an msolvencypettbon that IS sought IS one that does not affect
'the substance' Of the petition, but merely will have the effect,of
'bringing the petition into conformity with the rules 'of practice,
,or of femedying a formal defect, the Court in its discretion may
~roperly grant leave for the amendment to be made even jf the
:amended petition, would necessarily be re-presented more than
three months after tfJe alleged act of insolvency, provided that no
hardship would thereby be worked to ~he responclents. Charan'
.Diis v. Ami· Khall, I.L.H 48 Cal. 110; Ex parte Dearle, 14 Q.B.D.
184-referred 10.' But where the amendment is one that goes to
the toot of the petition and alters the substance of lhe act of
:insulvency alleg.ed the Court ought not to permit the amendment

335
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to' be made. at any rate if the effect of so doing would be that· the
amended petition would be re~presented more than three.
months' after the date of the act of insolvency alleged. I1~' re
Mmtgham, 21 Q.B.D. 21 ; 111 re Maund, (1895) 1 Q.B.195: Weldolt
v. Aenl, 19 Q.B.D. 394-reje1'1'ed to.' !J. creditor who presents,a '
petition in insolvency must comply striCtly with the terms of tpe
Insolvency Act. The fact of the debtor having departed from his
dwelling house or place of business in itself cqnnotes nothing.
The' essential ingredient of the act of insolvency is that the act
was committed by the debtor with intent to defeat or delay his
creditors. The omission of such an allegation is not a: mere formal
defect. Ablt fIaji Slileiman v. Haji la1t Mahomed, 8 Bom. L.R.
648; Ex parte Coates, 5 Ch. Div. 979-reJerred til. Where' aU
the partners of a firm but one have been adjudicated insolvent the.
firm is dissolved, and an agent of the firm ceases to be the agent
of the firm and has no authority after the date of adjudication W"
::ommit any act of insolvency as agent of the'partners; Abdul
Sattar v. V.E.A:R.M.'Firm, I.L.R. 10 Ran. 215; Ex pMte Blain,
12 Ch.D. 522; COOke v. Vogler Company, (1901) A.C. 102;
Friend v. YOU1tg, (1897) 2 Ch. 421; Kastur Chand v. Dhanpat
Singh, I.L.R. 23 Cal. 26; Mutlm v. Nagat/dis, 28 Bom.L.R. 680;
Salton v. New Beeston Cycle Compa1ty, (1900) 1 Ch.43-referred to.
A debtor does not commit an act of insolvency merely by suspending
payment of his rlebts. 'A debtor commits 'an act of insolvency
only when' he gives notice to any of his creditors that
he has suspended or is about to suspend payment of his debts due
to his creditors I'(enerally. In alleging such notice, the time,
place and particulars of the notice should be accurately specified.
N.S.M.M. CliettyarFi1'1/t v. Moodaliar, I.L.R. 11 Ran. 9601'efel'I'ed fo.
A.M.:Jl. :JIURUGAPPA CHETTYAR v.,N. C. GALLIARA
lNSOLVE:SCY-c\lsfs al,'u'rd"tl to i1lSolvcnt 'in s'ui~ fo,' damages for
pcrs011111 tLlrt-A.pplication by 11loney decree-holder for attachme.nt
-Official dssig1l<'<"'< claim-Non inft'1'vCtttion by Official Assigtlee '-,
Insolvcnt's riglit of disposal. The respondents who became
insolvent brought a suit' claiming damages for a personal tort, and
in the course of the proceedings they were awarded costs in the
Appellate Court and before the Privy Council. They h!ld not then
obtained thei.F,discharge.'Theappellailt who had obtained prior
to the insolvency a money decree againt them applied for leave
to exect1te his decree by attachment of the costs awarded to the
insolvents, fIeld, that the damages obtained by an undischarged
insolvent in respect of a personal wrong and costs awarded to an
insolvent in such a suit are property of the insolvent which'is
capable of passing to h!s assignee in insolvency under the, Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act. Affleck v. Hammond,(1912)
3 K.B.D. 162 : Baaey v. Thurston & Co., (1903) 1 KoB.P. 137: In,
re Graydon, (1896) 1 Q.B.D. 417; In re Roberts, (1900) l-Q,E.D.
122-referred to. Exparte Vi1te, (1878) 8Ch. Div. 364-diss<1nted
from. But the property will not pass to the Official Assignee until
he has intervened and claimed it. Cltoung Taik v. Ma Thein Nu,
I.L.R. 8 Ran. 665-rcfcned to. H elit further that as the oiicial
Assignee had not intervened, the 'appellant ought not to be given
leave to execute his decree. Cohen v. Mitchell, (1890) 25 Q.B.D.
262-apflled.
.M'
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h:soLVnNCY -Debt due by o1tepal'tner to anotlter part'ter-Part11,el'ship ,

credito,'s-Postponelllcllt of partner's debt to tlte debts of ,outside
cI'edito"s. In' a partnership suit the partnership subsisting
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between three partners was dissolved, and a decree was passed
in favour of one partner for' a large amount as against the other
t ....o partners, The two, partners other than the decree-holder,
were adjudicated insolvent, and the Official Assignee handed
~ver to the representatives of the
solvent partner, who
meanwhile had died. one-third of the assets of the partnership
that had been realized. Thereafter the representatives of the
solvent partner tendered a proof in the insolvency for the large
outstanding balance due under the decree. The creditors of the
partnership claimed that the proof should be expuuged. Held,
,that the debt owing by the insolvent partners was due to a member 6f the partnership who was liable as a partner to liquidate
the debt9 of the partnership, and consequently payment of the debt
due to, him must be postponed until after the debts of the outside
~editorsof the partnership had been satisfied. Nanson v. Gordon,
(1876) 1 Ap. Ca. 195-followed.
A'.K.R.M.M.C.T. CHETTYAR FIRM V. S.P. DADABHOY & SONS
lNSOLVENCY-Fraudulel1t prefereme-Date of commencemwt of period
of three months -Provinciallnsolvcf/cy Act (V of 1920), s. 54-Document of transfer-Requirements of registration law-Title, whe1~ it
passes-Registrati01t Act (XVI of 1<)08), ss. 17, 47,49. Where a
transfer of immoveable property is sought to be set aside in
insolvency on the ~rourid of fraudulent preference the date of the
commencement of the period of three months ,,,ithin which it
must be set aside is the date of the registration of the document,
and not the date of its execution. Under s. 47 of the Registration
Act, a registered document operates from the date of its execution,
but the title purported to be transferred thereby does not pass
until registration has been effected.
,
U BA SEIN v. MAUNG SAN
...
..,
...
INSOLVENCy--lmolvent's right to'deal with /tis property after an act oj
insol'/Jellcy-Adjudicafion-Anmllment-PaYl1ieut by debtor to
credit01' aftcr annulment-Appeal against a1l1mtnzellt-Attnul11lcnt
order set aside-Official Assignee's title-Relation back-Lis pendens-Presidency-Towns Insolvellcy Act (Ill of 1909), s. 57, proviso.
A man who has committed an act of insolvency is not entitled to
deal with his estate. He has no right to gatlier it in if it is not
already in his hands, or to make payments to his creditors out of
that. which he has actually at his command. His dealings are
liable to be set aside if insolvency supervenes. Ponsford, Baker &
Co. v. Union of LOlldoit and SHUtl/'S Bank, Ltd., (1906) 2 Ch.D.
444-referred to On the 1st April 1933 a Chettyar firm was
adjudicated insolvent on a creditor's petition. On the 2nd }\1I1e
1933 the insolvency judge annulled the adjudication. On the 8th
July 1933 the creditor filed an appeal against the order annulling
the order of agjudication. On the 21st August 1933 the appeal was
allowed, and the annulment order set aside. Meanwhile, on the
1stAugust 1933, the firm had paid to the respondent Banks certain
SUlnll of money in liquidation of their debts. The Banks were
aware of the insolvency proceedings, but after the order of
annulment and at the time of receiving payment they made no
inquJries as to whether an appeal had been filed against the order.
The Official Assignee claimed that the money paid to them by the
firm should be refunded. The Banks relied on the proviso to
s. 57 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act. Held, that the
title of the Official Assignee related back to the first available act
,of insolvency upon which the insolvency petition was baeed ; and
therefore prima facie the payments by the insolvent firm on the
1st August 1933 were void as a~ainst the Official Assignee. The
onus lay on the Banks to show that they were entitled to the
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'protection and the benefit of the proviso to s. 57 of the Act. Ex
parte Cartwright, 44 L.T. 883-referred to.' In re Teale, \1912)
2 K.B.D. 367-distinguished. Held further, that the Banks were
not prevented frOm receiving the money, buUhat they did so at their
own risk. In the circlllnstances obtainin~ on the 1st August 1933
the insolvent finn had no title or right to transfer the money to·
the Banks, and such payment was void as against the Official
Arsignee. The principles underlying the doctrine of lis pendens
are not dissimilar from the principles whkh are to be applied
in construing. s. 57 of the Act. Chandr,lmani Shalta v. Anarjan
Bibi, 36 Bom. L.R. 717; Dinonath Ghose v. Shama Bibi, I.L.R. 28
CaL 23; Gobind ChimdQ'Y v. Guru Chuorn, I.L.R. 15 Cal. 94;
S. Goundan v. M. Goundan, I.L.R. 31 Mad. 268 -reft:rred to.
THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE
INDIA, LTD.

v.

THe

MERCANTILE
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debt by insolvent and deceased father-Inheritance
by SOlt of property of deceased father-Disposal of proPerty
by son-Recovery of properly in insolvency-Creditor's claim to
priority-Civil Procedure Corle (Act Vof1908J,s. 52 (2)-Provincial
1molvU/cy Act (V of 19201, s. 61 (5). A debtor was adjudicated
insolvent on a creditor's petition T~l\To of the debts due to the
creditor were by the insolvent· and his father, since deceased,
jointly. The insolvent inh~rited some property from his father
which he disposed ·of before his insolvency. Only one of such
properties was recovered in the illsolvency proceedings on the
groiind of undue preference. This being the only asset available
to the creditors the adjudicating creditor claimed a preference
over the other creditors in respect of the debts due jointly by the
insolvent and his father. Held, that bankruptcy is essentially
a proceeding in personam, and orily the personal debts due by the
insolvent can 'be proved therein. The creditor could claim no
priority over uther creditors in respect of the joint debts in the
son's insolvency. Nagasubrahmallia v. Krishnamachariar, I.L.R.
50 Mad. 981-referred to. Held fUI'ther, that the creditor could
have sued the insolverit .under the provisipns of s. 52 (2) of the
Civil Procedure Code and made him personally liable for the
debts of his father tn the extent of the father's estate that had
come into his hands and had been disposed of by him, and then
could have proved in respect of this liability in the insolvency.
Killderley v. Jervis, 22 Beav. 1--referred to. But even in Iluch a
case the creditor could not claim priority in respect of the property
disposed of and which had come into the hands of the Court by
operation of the insolvency law.

INSOLVENCy-Joint

P.A.A. CHETTYAR FIRM v. T.R.M. CHETTYAR FIRM
•••
INSOLVENCY-Suspension of paymeI1.t-Notice of suspension byagent-:Cltettyar agent's powcrs-Annulmimt of adjudicatiQn~Di.scretion
of the Court-Preside1tcy-To~l)ns 1nsolve1tcy Act (Ill of 1909), s. 9
(g), s.21. In March 1933, the respondent .~hettyar firm ha:;l
two agents in Burma, one who was about to leave Burma
and was collectb.g outstandings in the districts, and another
who had recently arrived and was to succeed the fir~t
agent at an early date. Both the agents had powers of attorneY
that gave them the fullest authority in the conduct of the firm's
business. .On the 31st March, in the absence of the first agent,
the second agent was managing the business of the firm in
Rangoon with the help of a head assistant and other clerks. On
that day there was a· rush of creditors on the Rangoon firm.
Some were paid, but soon payment was stopped. and a number
of cheques were diShonoured. The agent in{ormed some of the
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. CItWULAR No.. 49 OJ.' 1930, GOVERNMENT OF BURMA
AMBLING ACT (BURMA ACT. I OF 1599),.s. 10
iNE~L CLAUSgS ACT (X .OF 1897), s 2 (25)
_ _--...,
--'-_, s. 3 (15) (24)
'IFT
IMMOVEABLE PROPERTY ~ ..
·OVERNMENT. OF INDIA AC~, s. 96B.

OF

dismissal-Suit against GOV<:rtl1J1Cllt
jar damagcs-'Port ·Officcr whether Governmentscn'ant-Clcrks in
Port Office-Illdiall Porfs Act (XV' {if 19081, s.36-GCirwltlr
No. 49 of1930:""Fulldal1lcntal Rttles-Chil Service RegulalivllsGovernmcnt of Indill. Act, s. 96B-Rule 55-Cnn(J/I's l'ight to
dismiss servali.t-Umitatioll of tile right-Ellquiry hcfore
dis.,missal-Extellt of c011lpeJlSation-.llljuYcd jeL'li"/lgs aud loss vf
pro~pects.
A Port Officer appojn~ed under s. 36 (11 of the Indian
Ports Act 'is the' Agent or servant of tlie Local Government (0
carry out the duties prescribed in that section. His actions under
s. 36 must be attributed to him as a Government servant, and not
as a private individual. In appointing and in dismissing the
.clerks of his Port office tlie Port Officer must be regarded as
having acted on. behalf of the Secretary of State. The clerks
,employed in the Port office at Bassein have been always regarded
by GoverlllIlent as coming ·tinder the Fundamental Rules and the
Civil Service Regulations, and thei'efore such a clerk before
'removal from officc is entitled to the benefit of the form of enquiry
:laid down in the rules drafted under s. 96B of the Goyernment ')f
.India Act. Prill/ll facie a persoil dismissed without such enquiry,
is entitled to claim damages from the Secretary of State. The
-G Circular No. 49 of 1930 of the Government of Burma confers
:no legill. ri~hts on :a,.Govermnent servant., it is a series .of
,directions given by Government to its" servants, and consequently
any infringement of it "does not give rise to a claim for damages.
.Baro1li v. Tlte SecretarY of Slate for 11ldil1, I.L.R 8 Ran. 215appro/;ed, The object and effect of s. 96B and rule 55 of the Civil
ServiceS (Classification,. Cpntrol and Appeall Rules is that while
'the Crown rcserves. to itself the ..right to dismiss its servants at
pleas\lre, it does·not;!::xercis.e tbat' right unt~l the servant has hacl
'the benefit of an enquiry. A Government,serl'l!nt has no right of
..action for wrongful disinissal.or wrongful removal pel'S':. He has
.a right of ac'jon if he is removed from his position without the
. provisions of rule 55 having been substantially complied with.
BarOld v. The Secretary of Statc for ·India; I.L.R. 8.Ran. 215 :
.Den1ling v. The Sccretary of State for Illdia, 37 T.L R 138;
.Dunn v: The 'Queen, (1896) 1 Q.B.D. 116; Hales v. Tile King,
34l:.L:R. 589 ; Salish'Chat/dm v. The Secretar~' of State fiw I1ldia,
I.L.R. 54 Cal. 44; Shcnlolt v. Smith. (1895, A,C. 229-1"jcl'rctl to.
Where a servant is wrongfully dismissed from his employment
'the damage~ for the dismissal cannot include compensation for
:the manner of his dismjssal, or for any renlarks by an officer in
conne.ction with the dismIssal, or forbis injured feelings or for
the loss he may s~lstain .from the fact that the dismissal of itself
makes it more difficult· for him to obtain fresh employment.
Addis v. Gra11/ophone Co ,Ltd., (1905) A.C. tJ88-rejerrcd to. Hdd,
'Qn th~ facts of the case that the respondent who was dismissed
irom service as head clerk of the Port office at Bassein after an
.enquiry which was not strictly in ac<.:ordance with rule 55 was
-orily entitled to nominal damages. His conduct-as head clerk and.
,.his attitude at the enquiry justified his dismissal,;
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ·INDIA V. D'ATT/dDES
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GUARDIAN OF BURMESE BUDDHIST MINOR, POWER OF DrSPOSITION..

.47T
47'

GUARDIANSHIP OF CHILD...,..Mother at birth of child $eparated· from
father-Child !i'IJiI1g with mother with cO/lsent of fatller-:-Mofh~.r'$
death-Right oj father to cllstody of child-Guardians altd Wards
Act (VII of 1890), s. 25. The mother of a child was separated
from the father (the respondent) at the time' when the child was
born. The father had consented to the mother retaining
possession of the child during its infancy, and the child lived with.
its mother, who since the birth of the child had been living with
the appellant as his wife. The mother died and the natural father .
applied for the custody of the child. Held, that, although at the
time of the child's birth the mother was not living with the father, .
for the purposes of s. 25 of the' Gl!ardians and Wards Act the child
must be deemed to have been at that time in the custody of the
father, and in the circulllstances of the case. he was entitled to
apply for and obta~ the cl!stody of his child. Abdul Aziz Khan
v. NaIl-he Kha11, I.L.R. 49 All. 332; Mohidew v. Maho111;ed
Ibrahim, I.L.R. 39 Mad. 608-referred to. . Ac/tiatlal v. Chimatllal,
I.L.R. 40 Rom. 600-dissetlted from.
1611
MAUNG ZAW V. MAUNG HLA DIN
.
,656GUARDIAN OF MINOR, DE JURE, DE FACTO
47
'GUARDIANS AND WARDS ACT (VIII OF 1890), SS. 4 (2), 27
161
- - - - - - - - - _ - - - : - - - - - , s. 25

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,s. 27
HIGH COURT, INHEREl"T POWERS
HIGH COURT'S INHERENT POWERs-Dismissal of suit on gro/Hld of
waitt of jurisdictiolt- Refllrn of ptail1t to Plaintiff-Cit/il Procedure
Code IAct V of 1908), O. 7, 1'.10- Absetlce of rule in High Cou/·t.
Although Order 7. rule 10, of the Code of Civil Procedure does
not apply to the High Court, it may by. reason of its inherent
powers direct, in a suit 'which it has dismissed for want of jurisdiction, that the plaint shall be returned to the plaintiff so that he
may file it in the proper Court. and thus avoid losing the court-fce
a,ll'eady paid. Prabhakarbhat v. Pandit, l.L.R. 8 Born. 313applied. C.T.A.M. Firm v. Ko YinGyi, I.L.R. 7 Ran. 88 ;
Galsfamtv. Raja lal1.aki Nath, 38 C.W.N. l8S-referred fo.
BHAIYET v.L. CHONG R:HA
HIGH COt:RT, ORIGINAL SIDE
HIGH COURT, REVISIONAL POWERS, LAND ACQUISITION ACT
_ _ _--.,;
,CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE,
s. 144
HIGH COURT, RULES AND ORDERS. ApPELLATE SIDE
HINDU LAW-Widow from Madras-Power of adoptiol1-ConSc11t ~f
sapindas-No sapindas living. A Hindu widow coming. from
Madras has power to adopt a son with the consent of her deceased
hl!sband's sapil1d£ls unless there is some express prohibition l:,y
the husband.. Sri Bal11su v. Sri Ball/su, I.L.R, 22 Mad. 398referred to. Such consent is not necessary when there are no
sapi1zdas living at the time of the adoption. . Krisll1ay)'a v;
Laksl1111ipatlli, I.L.R. 43 Mad. 650-refel'rcd to.
P. ApPALSWAMY V. E. MOOSALAYA
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HUSBAND'S CLAIM TO LETTERS OF ADMI:>;IS1R \TIO~
o

629"'

ILLNESS, ATTENDANCE 'AT, CLAIM TO INHERITANC.E

'.' IMMOVABLE PROPERTY, TRANSFER of-Registration-Interest in

a land.

$~ttlenzent-Partperformance,doctrine of-Contract for sale ofland
~-Title to laltd-Trust property, haw created-Legal and eq1~itable

.estates--Ownership of trust property-Transfer of' Property
Act (IV oJ 1882), ss. 53A, 54, 55 (4) -Registration Act (XVI
of 1908), ss.17, 49-Trusts Act (II of 1882), ss. 3, 5, 6, 55 56.
An interest under a settlement of landed property is an interest in
immovable property and a sale 'or transfer thereof can only be
made or effected by a registered instrument. Ma YaU v. The
Official Assignee, I.L.R. 8 Ran. 8 ; Mautlg Shwe Golt v. Maung
Inn, I.L.R. 44. Cal. 542-referred 10. In India, apart from statute.
having regard to the law of registration there is no room for the
equitable doctrine of part performance to operate. Ariff v.
Jadunath, 58 LA. 91--follou'cd. A vendor tincer an unregistered:
contract.for the sale of immovable property by re~50n of what he'
had said or done cannot be treated as holding the proper-ty as a
trustee for the purchaser. Title to land cannot pass by a mereadmis'sion when the statute requires a deed, Jadunath v. Rup'
Lal, I.L.R. 38 Cal. 967 ; Dltaratll Chand v. Mnnji Salm, 16 C.L.].
436 : M"t!lura M ohart v. Ram KU11Iar, I.L.R. 43 Cal. 790 ; N arak'
La" v. Mangoo Lall, 22 C.L.]. 3!3O-rcjernd to. A tnlst in
relation to immovable property, when non-testamentary, call only
be effected by a registered instn:ment.· The Indian law does not
recognize legal and equitable estates. The owner of trust
property is the trustee only. Rani Clz!lalm Kumari De~'i v.
Pri1lce Mohall, I.L.R. 10 Pat. PSI; Tagorcv. Tal!.ore, (1872) ~,A ..
Supp. 47 ; Webb v. Macphersoll, I.L.R.31 Cal. 57-refprrL'dto.
By an agreement.M contracted to sell to a person as trustee for a'.
company to be formed certain of his assets which included the'
share 9f a person ina settlement of landed property which M had
purchased by a registered instrument. By another agreement thecompany, after its formation, adopted the first agrec:ment and
relea.sed the trustee. },f"was the managing director of thecompany and was in substance its proprietor. There was no'
registered instrument of transfer from·M to the company in..
respect of the property. Thereafter M was adjudicated insolvent
and a month later the company went into compulsory liquidation.
The creditors of the company claimed the property in preference
to the creditors of M. Held, that (11 the interest under the
settlement being an interest in imm ovable property could not be
transferred by M to the company except by a re~istered
instn;mcnt and the agreements did not create any interest in or
title to the property in favour of the company. (2) having regard to
the law of registration in India the payment ofcon~ideratioh by
the company to M did not operate to brinJ{ into play the English
equitable doctrine of part performance, (3) having regard to the
law of trusts in India, M did not hold the property as a trustee for
the company, (4) in the circUulstances of the case he neither
cre;Jted nor had any intention to create a lrust in favour of
the company.
THE UFFICIAL ASSIG~EE fl. M. E. MOOLL \ SONS, LTD.
'c.OME-1AX ACT (Xl OF 1922), ss. 6 (vii; 7, 12
_ _ _ _ _~ - - - - _ ,.s.13
_ _ _ _ _-', s. 28

.
, ss. 28, 30, 31, 32
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , s.34
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,:INcoME-TAx-Assessment for one year completed by 1Ilcome-taxojJicel'Assessment for following year-Revisiolt of {igures-Re-asscssnzent
jor the Pl'cvious year-" Escaped assessment ".,-l1tcon1e-ta.>: Act (XI
oj1922), s. 34. In the course oHhe ass,essment for 1929-30the
Income-tax officer rejected the accounts of the assessee for the
year 1928-29 in respect of his tobacco business, and \lpon the
materials before him as~essed the income under, s. 23 (3) ;of the
Income-tax: Act. In the, following year another Income-tax:
officer in the cour~e of assessgtep.t pI:oceedingsJor the year 1930-31
took the view tllathis predecessor.haci estimated the quantity of
tobacco at too high, and the profit at too low a figure, and,
purporting to proceed under s. 3~,assessed what he'regarded as
the income which had escaped assessment for the, year 1929-30.
Held, that the assessment was not' under s. 34, and was lI~ade
without jurisdiction.. It was an attempt. by the Income-tax officer
to go behind and revise the assessment made by his predecessor'
which was completed, and had become final; ,
111 re THE COMMISSIOXER;OF INCOtdE-TAXV. U Lu Nyo '
iINCOME-TAx-(iratuity to employi 01Z termiltntioli of sc!'vice-ln-sol,t'ellcy
of employcr-Gl'atttity paid by outsider+IJl~ollle-tax Act, (Xl of
1922), ss. 0 (vi), 7,12. The ,assessee at one time was in the service
of the British India steam Navigatioil Company' as purser. He
then joined Bulloch Brothers & Co;, Ltd, who were the agents of
that steamship cOlupanyin Rangoon. There was an understand-, '
ing between him and the latter company, but no legal, coutract;
that he would be paid by the company a gl'atllity On the
termination of his service if it had been satisfactory: Bulloch
Brothers went into liquidation, and Lord Inchcape, who was
intere~ted in both the companies,voluntarily paid the asse'ssee a
sum of money equal to the gratuity which he II,ight have recei\'ed
from the conlpany, and took an assignment of any claim (there
being 110 legal right), that the assessee might have against the
company. The income-tax authorities claimcd income-tax on
this sum under s. 6 (vii and s, 12 of the Act Held, (1) that the
sum was not income of the asses$ee derived from" other sou,rees "
within s. 6 (vi) ; In i'l! TZte COlltmissioner of lticome-tax, Burma v.
Bombay Burm,~ Trading CorporatiO,I1, I.L.1~. 11 Ran 172~rejerrcd
to. (21 that the sum was not chargeable 'as inCome ,unc\er s. 6, 7,
Qr 12 ; Commissioner oj IncQme-fax, Bqngnl v. Slum Wallace &>,
,Co.,I.L.R. 59' Cal. 1342-rejerred to. (3) that the payment was
exempted from income,-tax under s. 4 (3) (viii as heing a recdpt
of a c<1sual and non-recurrillg nature l1()t arising from, the exerciSe
Qf the assessee's occupation, or by way', of addition to the.
remuneration of the assessee as an employe of Bulloch Brother~,',
In tlte matter of the Bisl!op of LIlCk1tow, I.L.R 54 AU. 223 ; Cooper
v. Blackistolt, 5 T.C. 343; Cowan v. Seymo1l1" 7. T.C. 372,;,
Rev. Herbert v. McQljade, 4 T.C. 489; Reed v. Seyinolt1'. 11 T.C.
625 ; Turton, v.; Coopel', ,5 T.C. 13S-'I'eje1'1'ed fo.,
In re .THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX. BURMA V,
R. JOHNSTONE
....
; .. ;
.. ,
, ...
'iNCOME-TAX-M ethods of accoll1ding"-'-sclection oj method-111Col1!e~t~.',;(;
officer's choice-Basis oj assessment-Income aud receipts-Profits"
ascertaimnellt oj-Losses in the accounting year-·Land fakc1't over
by creditor in lieu- oj debt-Gain or loss to assessee in the ac.couttti'llg~
year-Subsequent salc oj l,wd-ltlcome-tax Act (XI oj 1922), s. 13.
The assessees who are a firm of Chettyar money-Icnders took over
lands from their ,debtors, who were unable to pay in cash, in ,
liquidation of their debts, Their former method of accounting
was to' set out in their books the value of the land taken over a,t a
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:e;taili figure which was' allocaled in part to the principal sum
and in part to iriterest. They were assessed to income-tax on the
amolmt appropriated to interest hi· the year. in which the land
wastrarisferrcd but the "profit" in respect of the value' of the
land taken over was nut taxed until the assessees sold the land.
In the accounting year 11932-33) the assessees changed their
method of ·ar.countili~ in respect of transactions of this nature,
and contended that. where they took ovei' land from a debtor hi
fuJi satisfaction of bOth the principal and the interest due, and the
value of the land transferred was less than the principal amount
due tothem no profit had accrued, and they were not liable to be
assessed for income-tax in. respect of the transaction. Held that,
according to the meaning and effect of s. 13 of the Income-tax Act
an asseesee is entitled to make ese of any method of accounting
tha~ he chose to adopt; but (a) he must follow the selected method
regularly and not change it so frequently as to prevent a fair
estimate of hi.s incoine being made de anno in annum; (bl if the
method employed does not reveal the true income the Income-tax:
officer may adopt some .other basis; (c) the Income-tax' officer is,
required to compute the assessee's income and not his receipts
and i'n·dl./bio he may take as income what the assessee himself
treats as income and'that income may be treated as arising. when
the assessee treats it as arising; but the Income-tax officer has·to,
determine the real income as a matter of fact, and is 110t bound bv
the book entries of the assessee; (d) in assessing the profits and
gains of a year the losses in that year must be taken into accOl;lpt, but
not the losses· that may have been incurred in some previous year.
Held also .that in the circumstances of the present case lhe assessee
was not precluded by his book entries from proving what the trueposition was~ and was. entitl«:d to show that the figure at which the-·
. land was valued in his' books of account fc;>r the purpose of settle-,
ment of the debt bore no relation to the real value of the land that
had been transferred" to him in satisfaction of the debt. The
Income-tax officer w.as not bound to accept the assessee's figures,or the assessee's method of accounting if the profits a'nd gains of"
the year of assessment cOl11d not properly be deduced therefrom.
1-n re The Aurangabad Mills, I.L.R. 45 Bom. 1286 : Commissioner
ot Taxes v. 1'hc Melbourne Trust, (19141 A.C. 1001 " Comtllt'ssiotlcr
of 111come-ta:.;, Bombay v. Ahmedabad Cotton Mills, I.L.R. 54 Born.
213; Commissioner Of IlIcomc-tax, Madras v. A.T.K.P.L.S.P.
Cltdtyar, I.L.R.·SO Mad. 765 : Conl11/issiollcr of IlIcome-fax, lifadms
·v. Cltetlgalfiaraya, I.L.R. 48 Mad. 836 : CommissiotlC1' of 11lcomc-ta,~"
Bihar v, Mahar{ljadhiraj Of Dal'b1Janga. I.L.R. 12 Pat. 318,' Com.. missioner of Income-tax, Central Pl'ovitlCes v. Sir S. ChitnaVis, 36
C,W,N. 797 ": Edward Collins, Ltd. v. Commissiotu;rs of Itlland
Revel1uc, 12 T.C.'773 : Gresham Life I1/s1I1'Qnce Society v, Bishop,
(1902) 4.C'. 287: Hall & Co., Ltd. v. Commissi01urs of Itlland
RevcllUe, 12 T.C. 382; Raja RagTmnimdall Prasad v. Commis~liJ1ler of Itlcome-ta~, 'Bihar, ·I.L.R. 12 Pal 305 ;' Standard Life
A5S1/1'a'llce Co. v, Alltn, ~ T C. 447 : The Sun ltlsul'ance Office v.
Clark, 6 T.C. 59; VCtlktadl'i v, Partltasarathi, I.L.R. 44 Mad. 570:
lfThimster & Co. v. Commissiollers ofl1l1atld RevC1/.ue, 12 T.C. 813 ;
Y"Ollllg & Co, v. Commissioners of Inland R~'Ve11tlc, 12T.C. 827cot/sidered and explaill(:d.
In re

THE COMMISSIONER OF IIo:COME-TAX, BURM,\ 'V. P.L.S,M.
FIRM...
...
...
..,
....

how determitlcd-lmpositiol1 and quantum of
pr.1I4lty-Discretion of ltlcomc-ta.'l: O(ftcer-Assessl'.c's right to
adduce. evidence of real income-Nature atld object of evidCtlcc11lcol1u-tax Act (Xl of 1922), S5. 28, 30,3J, 32. The maximum
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penalty which can be imposed under s. 28 (1) of the Income-tax Act
is determined by ascertaining the differen,'e betweell the amount
of the tax on the income set out in the false return a,nd the amo~t
ofthe tax on the income in respect of which the assessment ~
been made. b~ re The Commissioner of b~come-tax; Burma v.
A.A.R. Cltettyar Firm, I.L.R. 11 Ran. 75-;-:appro'IJed.', Whether
a penalty ought to be imposed. anel, if so, the ?-mount of the
penalty, are matters that, sllbject to ss. 30, 31, 32, lie within the
discretion of the Income~tax officer. An assessee is entitled to be
heard upon these qllestiuns and to adduce evidence as to his real
income, not for the purpose 6f, varying or affecting the
. asse!tsment made for the purpose of imposing the tax, but in
. order to show either that no penalty ought to be imposed or that
the amount of the penalty ought to be less than the maximum
prescribed under s. 28. lt~ re The CommissiotlcCr of In.come-tax,
Burmav. A.A.R. Chettyar Firm, I.L.R.ll Ran. 75; K.M.O. Chettyar
Firm v. The Commissioner of lt~come-tax. Burma, I.L.R.,12 Ran.
268; Kitlg-Emperor v. Hoosmally & Co., I.L.R. 43 Mad. 498referred to.
'
11/ re A.A. R. CHETTYAR FIRM' V. THE COMMISEoIONER OF
INCOME-TAX
..•
...
'...
...

470
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of penalty-Questiot/, vffact for Income-tax. autlwt'ities-'-ltlCOme-tax
Act (XI of 1922), s. 28. Owing to the default of the ass~ssees in
failing to make a proper return or prodl.:cing certain books the
Income-tax officer estimated their income for the year 1931-32
under s. 23,(4\ of the Income-tax Act at Hs. 50,000. The assessees
returned their assessable income as '/IiI owing to an alleged trading
loss of over Rs. 31,000. According to the finding of the Incometax authorities the assessees had furnished misleadin . and inaccurate particulars of their income, and also had concealed a portion
of their income. The assessees hart wrongly deducted about
Rs. 38~'OOO in making thei, return of assessablC'income. A penalty"
was imposed on the assessees under s', 28 representing the
difference between the tax on Rs. 7,000 and the tax on Rs. 50,000.
The assessees applied for a mandamus, and contended that the
maximum penalty that could be imposed on them was the tax on
Rs. 12,000, i.e. the difference between Re. 50,000 and Rs. 38;000.
Held, that the words" real amount" and" correct income" in,
s. 28 of the Act refer to assessable income, and that in imposing'
the penalty the Income-tax authorities had followed the terms of
the section. The real amount of the assessable income was,
Rs. 50,000, whilst the assessable iIicome returned by the assessees ,
was tzil. Consequently they were liable to a penalty equal to th:e,
amotmt of the tax on Rs. 50,000. The quantum of the ,penalty
within the statutory limit that ought to be imposed is" a 'm~tter of'
fact and not of law, and is to be rletermined by the "Income-tax
authorities, and not by the Court.
c
K.M.O. CHETTYAR FIRM V. THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOMETAX, BURMA
...
..,
...
•••
NCOME-TAX ACT (XI OF 1922), ss. 66 (2), 66 (3l-Questiotl of law":::"
Assessee's omission to require Commissioner to refer qnestiolt of law
to High CO!wt under S', 66 (2)-High Court's power to order
Commissiomr to state a case tltlder s. 66 (3j-Specijic Relief Act
(I of 18771, s. 45. The Court has f.O jurisdiction, on an application
by an 'assessee under s. 66 (3) of the Income-tax Act, to order the.
Commission,er of Income-tax to state a case and refer any question
of law for consideration by the High Court which the assessee has
..Dot duly required the Commissioner to refer under s. 66(2). A.K.A~
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:litors assembled at his place of business that he could not pay
rfi if all· .:demanded payment at the same time, bLt that he
aid 1»-Y ·.them gradually after collecting.outstandings. Such
:ements· were repeated by the other assistants of the .firm to
~ito?s, including the creditor firm abovenamed. This firm got
Chettyar firm adjudicated insolvent by an e:.: parle order on
ground of notice of suspension of payment of debts. On
iew the insolvency judge set asid:: the order on the grounds (1)
t there was no suspension of payment, and (2) that neither the
nt; 'nor the assistants had any acthority so as to bind the
icipals. The creditor firm appealed. Held, allowing the
,lication for adjudication, that (1) the action of the Chettyar
1 in dishonouring cheques and refusing to pay the creditors
ounted toa suspension of payment. John Crook v.1. &R.
rley, fUl91f A.C". 316-referred to. 12) that the speech of the
:nt to the creditors ar;nounted to a. notke of suspension; Clough.
)amuel, (1905) A.C. 442; 111 re A Debtor, (1929) 1 Ch. Div.
:-refer,ed to. (3) that, having regard to the wide' powers
[ferred upon the Chetfyar. agent to conduct jn Burma the
.iness of his absentee principals, the notice of suspension by
.agent was an act of insolvency by the principals within the
a1ling of the Explanation to s. 9. of the Presidency-Towns
olvency Act; GopaZ Naidu v. Mohall Lal, l.L.R.·49. Mad. 189 ;
;tur Chand v. Dhallpaf Singh, I.L.R. 23' Cal. 26-referred to.
fhat the repetition of the notice by the assistants had ho
:utory significance, and the technical error of the petitioning
ditors'in relying: on the notice given by the head' assistant
~ht not to prevent them from showing that an' order for
udication on the merits ought to be made. E.'!! parte Coates,
77) 5 Ch. Div. 979:-dissented froini. PER .BAGULEY,J.---The
Ner of the. Coint to annul· anadjildication under s; 21 (1) of
: PresidencY-T.Qwns InsolVency Act is discretionary. Hem
j v; Krisheri.' L(JI, I.L.R. 10 Lah.106;· In re Hester, (1905) 2
3.D. 666; In re Keet, (1889) 22 Q.RD. 632.-:..referred fo. In an
?lication under s. 21 the Cour.t is not r.estricted to considering
, original application for adjudication an'd the acts alleged.'
:rein,. anoif good grounds for the debtor's adjudication exist
the date of filing: the application, ..even though not set out in
, application, the Court may refuse to exercise its discretion
favour of the debtor. 111 re Low, 72 L.T. 450; Lovell v.
auchaillp, (1894)A.C.· 607"":-referred to.
Abdul Sattar v.
~.A.R.M. Firm, I.L.R. 10 Ran. 215-distinguished.
SOONIRAl\I RAMNIR.-I.~]ANDAS ~'. S.A.R.:U. CHETTYAR FIRM'
ENCY-Transfer lio! In good faith-Onus of proof-Transfer for
~"existent debt-Value oj proPerty-Tra11sferee's ig1Wrance of
:er creditors--Provimial Imolvel1cy Act (V of 1920), s. 53. In
proceeding. under"s. 53 of the. Provincial Insol\'e-ncy Act the
us lies upon th-e applicant. to prove that the transfer was not
Ide in favour of-a purchaser or encumbrancer in good faith and
. valuable consid.eration. Official Receiver v. P.L.K.JI.R.M.
ettyar Firm, LL.R. 9 Ran. 170; Pope v. Official Assignee,
mgoon, I.L;R. 12 Ran. 10S--foliowed. In satisfaction of preisting debts a debtor transferred to his creditor some jewellery
d a160 some immovable property by way of mortgage. The
rue of the property transferred was not greater than the value
the debts which were liquidated. At the time of the transfer
e creditor .was unaware that there were other creditors of the
msferor•. The debtor'· was thereafter adjudiCated insolvent.
lid, that the transaction being bonafide and for value. could not
impeached. In re Jukes, 119021 2 K.B. 58-referred to.
HAGEMEISTER v. U Po CHO

...
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INSOLVENCY-Transfer ~!!ithin two ,'cars of Insolvcllcy-Purchascr in
good faith-Absence of kn071lted{!.e that Tramferor InsolventPresidency-Town, -Inso!ve1Icy Act (Ill 'of 1909), s. 55. "
transfer to a purchaser made by a person adjudged an insolvent
under the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act, 1.909, within tW(
years of his insolvency, cannot be set aside pnder' s. 55 of the Ad
if it was a real transaction for consideration, in the absence of
proof that the purchaser knew that the seller was insolvent when
the purchase was made; that the transfer was of· the whole of
the available assets is not in itself sufficient to show want of good
faith.

....

POPE V. OFFICIAL ASSI<;iNEE, RANGOON

105

INSVRANCE-Lapsed policy ·-Mol1eys paid to call1'asscr-Provisionaf
receipt-Misappropriation by canvasser-No new policy IssuedLoss by firc-Liability of Insuralice Company. The respondent
who had insured the stock-in-trade in his shop with the appellant
company allowed the policy to lapse. He then paid a SU~ of
money to a canvassing agent 9f the local agents of the company,
and obtained from him a provisional. regeipt for a new policy.
The money was not paid to the local agents but· was misappropriated by the canvasser; and no new policy was issued to the
respondent. The g90ds were destroyed by"fire, :lndthe.respondent
claimed the insurance money. from the company on the ground
that the receipt of the canvassing agent amounted to a ren'ewal of
the policy, as also did another receipt purporting tobe.signed by
the local agent~ for the renewal of the policy. Hcld, that the
first receipt did not refer .to a renewal of a lapsed policy, but to a
proposal for a new policy; that the second receipt was a forgery,::
and did not bind the local agents or the company; that the receipt
of the money by the canvassing agent and his action in the
circumstances did not bind the company. Acey v. Fernie, 7 M. &
W.-l51: Gcol'p,e TVhitechurch, Limited v. Cavullagh, (19021 A.C.
117 ; London and Lancashire Lifc Assul'ance Company v. Fleming,
(1897) A.C. 499; Ruben v; Great· FingaU Consolidated, (1906) A.C;.
439-rcferred to
.UNIVERSAL FIRE AND GENERAL INSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED
V. SHUP SHIN HTAI
...
...

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT NOTIFICATION
RUARY 1933
...
....

No. 37, DATED 15TH

....

.JURISDICTION OF HIGH COURT, MORTGAGE
LIMITS
...
...

OF
...

...
PROPERTY
'"

JURISDICTION, VALUATION OF SUIT ;..

.,..

FEB-

..,
OUTSIDE
....

4'
...

..,

ACQUISITION PROCEEDINGS-Collector's award-Collector, ·a
rcvcnueofficer-Collector's reftlsal to makc a referet/.~e-Revisiot£·
by High .Court-Collector, 'Wt a Cotlrt- Land Acquisition Act (1.oj
1894), ss. 11, 18-Civil Procedure Code (Act V· of 1908j, s. 115.
In making an award under s. 11 of the Land Acquisition Act the
Collector is acting as a revenue officer and in an administrative
.: and not, ill a judicial capaci~y. The Col1ector therefore is not

LAND

3~

.1:

K~OwLEDGE AND INTENT, MURDER CASE, DRUNKENNESS

1894), SS. 11, 18
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LAND ACQUISITION ACT (I OF

31
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fUDGMENT OF MAGISTRATE, CHILD'S LEGITIMACY
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Lcting as a Court when he makes' or refuses to make a reference
!,hder s. ,18 of the Act, and the High Court has no jurisdiction to
:evise his o.rder under s. 115 of the Civil Procedure Code. Durga
Das ~.QllCen-Empress, I.L.R. 27 Cal. 820: Ezra v. Secretary of
,taJe for India, LL.R. 32 Cal.'605-followed. Abd'lPl Sattar v.
rhe Special Deputy Collector, I.L.R. 47 Mad. 357 ; BalkrisJma
Daji Gupte v. The Coilect01', I.L.R. 47 Born. 699; British India
Steam Navigation Companyv. Secretary of State for India, LL.R.
38 Cal. 230; H. N. Burjorjee v. Special Collector. 5 B.L.}. 26 ;
Leslie v. Collector of Merg1d, J L.B.R. 132-referred to. Admitlis~rator-GC1leral of Benga'l v. Land Acquisition Collector, 12 C.W.N.
241 ; Krishna Das v. Land Acquisition Collecto'r, 16 C. W.N'. 327 ;
Saraswati v. Deputy Collector, Champarall, 2 Pat. L.J. 204iisswted from.

M.

H.

MAY.ET V. LAND

ACQUlSIT~ONCOLLECTOR, MYINGYAN

275

) TAKEN OVERIl'l LIEU'.0.1' DEBT, 'INCOME-TAX

483

\L ANll EQUITABLE ESTATES, INDIAN LAW

589

CHILD-Birth during marriage--" Access "-Burden of
prooj-;-Maitttetl{ltu;e proceedings-Father's denial of patemityMagistrate's judgmen-t-Mother's statement-Admissibility of
statements agai1tst child -Evidence Act 11 of 1872), ss.32 iSl, 33,
112. Where it is admitted or proved in a suit that woman is
the wife of a certain person and that a child was born of the
woman d,uringthe continuance of the marriage. Held, that the
burden of proving that the couple had no access to each other al
any time when the child could have been begotten, lies on the
pers.m disputing the legitimacy of the child. The term
" access'~ in s. 112 of ,the ,Evidence Act does not imply actual
~habitation but oiily opportunity of intercourse. Held fttrther
that the statements of the father (since deceased) in his written
statement i'Ii. a maintenance case filed by the mQther of the child,
denying Ihe paternity of the child, are not within s. 32 (51 or 8.33
of the Evidence Act and are not admissible in evidence as against
the child. The judgment of the magistrate in: the same proceedings, holding that the child was not the child of that father, is not
binding upon the child and is inadmissible in evidence. Statements
by the mother that the child was begotten by a person' other than
her husband are inadmissible against the child.
:TIMA'CY OF

a

KAHAPAYA SERVAI V. MAYANDI...

...

...

ADMINISTRATION-Rival claimants-Admission of claim of
one applicant by all other claimants-Status of rival claimants whett
necessary to determine-Husband'sclaim to administer-Status or
,fitness challenged-Procedure-Succession Act (XXXIX of 1925),
s.218. Where the claim of an applicantfor letters of administration
to a deceased peison's estate is admitted by rival applicants the
Court would nl:>rmally grant letters 0f administration to such applicant provided he is a fit and proper person to administer the estate.
Under CSlichcircumslances it is unnecessary for the Court to
consider the status. of the other rival claimants. Autlg Ma Khine
v. Mi Oh B01i, 9 L.B.R. 163 ; Sa Sitt v. Po Han, (1914-16)
2 U~B.~ 101 ; Ma Titt v. Doop Raj. 11892-961 2U.B.R. 608 ;
Ma·7ok v; Ma Thi, 5 L.H.R. 78-referred to. But where as
between the rival claimants ittter,se the claim of none of the
claimants is admitted' by the other' claimants, the Court must
determine the status of the applicant before letters of administration are issued to him. Dwijapada Das v. Calipada De,
31 C.W.N. 898; Ma Tht v. Shwe Hlwa, 1 L.B.R. 284;
1l1aung Hmat v. Ma Htay, I.L.R.l Ran. 258 ; Slteoparsatt Singh

TERS OF

243
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-GENERAL INDEX.
v. Ranmandan Sirigli, 43 I.A. 91-refer:rcd to. A husband prima facie is entitled to letters of administration to his wife's ~state,
but if his status as SllCh or his fitness to administer the estate are
challenged the Court must determine those issues. Ne Win •..
Ma Aung Gale, 4 L.B.R. 293-referred to.
MAUNG BA HAN 'U. MAUNG TUN YIN

LETTERS PATENT, CLAUSE 1 0 . . .

...
LETTERS PATENT-Clause I3-Judgmwt-Civil Procedure Code (Act
V of 1908), s. 10-0rder staying hearing of suit-Order 110t a
judgment. An order under s. 10 of the Civil Procedure' Code
staying the hearing of a suit pending the determination of an .
appeal to His Majesty in Council in a foriner suit between the
same parties is not a "judgment" within clause 13 of the Letters
Patent. The order does not finally decide the rights of .thtl
parties nor does it [lut an end to the sdt. V.R.M. .Raman
Chettyar v. Bank of Chettinad, Ltd., I.L.R. 11 Ran. 19-referred to.
JifJanlal v. Vakharia & Co., I.L.R. 57 Born. 364-discussed.
MADAN GOPAL BA(;LA 1/. S.P.K.A.A.M. FIRM •••
..
LIGHT AND AIR
.••
...
•••
...
..,
LIMITATION ACT (IX OF 1908), s; 12
.. ,
.. ,
..,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - , s. 19

,..

- - - - - - - - - - - , s. 1'23
•••
LIMITA1'loN-Acknowledgment of debt- Deposition in Cou1't-'-.Jndge's
certificate-Court clerk's statement a'1ul signature as to C0Y1'cct1icss
oj deposition-Acknowledg1nent by agent-Li11iitation Act (LX oj
1908), s. i9. A suit was brOught against a debtor on a promissory.
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note which on the face of it was .barred by the law of-limitation.
The plaintiff relied on a statement made by the debtor as a witness
in Court in an insolvency case acknowledging the debt.· The
deposition was not signed by the debtor, but the Judge of the
Court had signed the usual certificate at the end' of the deposition,
and a cleric of the Court had signed a statement at the foot of the
deposition to the effect that it was read over by him in Burmese
to the witness and had been ackno\Vledg"ed to be correct. The
plaintiff relied on this deposition and the signature of the clerk for
the purpose of bringing the case within s. 19 of the Limitation
Act.. Held, that the deposition as 511ch was not signed by the
clerk, that he was not required by law to sign the deposition,
and that he was not the duly authorized agent of the. debtor to
sign any acknowledgment on his behalf so as to save limitation.
The signatures of the Judge and of the clerk were merely evidence
of the correctness of the statements made in the deposition, and,
did not in any sense amount to all acknowledgment of the debton
behalf of the debtor. KondCl1l1adaln v. AUlIri, I.L.R.·34 Mad. 221followed. t,;a.pur Chand v. Nari1'l.jan Lal, (1918) 53 ·P.R. 130-I'eferred to. Ann.apagauda v. Sangadigyapa, I.L.R. 26'Bom221;
Govindasami v. GOU1tda1Z, LL.R. 44 Mad. 971 ; Lukshm3.nan
Chetty v. Sadayapa Chetty, 35 M.L.]. 571: R4shbe1zal'y v. A1w1'Id
Ram, I.L.R. 43 Cal. 211- distinguished.
U Po YIN

U BACHIT...
...
... •
(rom Origittal Side-Time l-equisite for obtaining
coPies 0/ judgment a1l-d'decree-Vacation period-High Court Rules
and Orders. Appellate Side, Cit. 1, Part Ill, Ch. 1 (A). d. 5-Limitation Act (IX of J908), s. 12. A judgment was delivered on the
Original Side on the 25th July 1933 in favOl'r of th, respondent.
The appellant company had twenty days from the date of the
V.

LIMITATION-Appeal

6
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judgment, viz., up to the 14th August 1933, within which to
appeal. The appellant applied for a copy of the judgmentlon the
.3rd August 1933, and the copy was ready for delivery on the
1~th August. The appellant then applied for a copy of the decree
.on the 5th August which was ready for delivery on the 23rd August.
The High Court vacation commenced on the 2nd September 1933.
The memorandum of appeal was filed on the 6th September 1933.
Held, that under the provisions of s. 12 of the Limitation Act and of
the Rules. and Orders of the Hight Court, Appellate Side, the
appeal was in time. J. N. Surty v. T.S. Chettyar, LL.R. 6 Ran.
302 ; Roy v. Lee, I.L.R. 49 Cal. 999-followed. Burma Building
and Loan Association v. lvImmg Thein Maung, Civil First Appeal'
No. 38 of 1932, H.C. Ran.-ollerr1~led.

•

McKENZIE &

Co.,

LTD.,

v.

AH WIN

LIS PENDENS, ApPLICATION o~' PRINCIPLES IN INSOLVENCY

LOAN-Promissory floteor oth.r "i1lStrument for loan-Question oflaw
. and fact-Instrument prima facie u conditional .payment-Instrumentitselfthe consideration for the loan-Right ofsuifupon original
consideration-Embodiment of aU the itenJs in the i1lsfrument, effect
·of-Prima facie presumption-Normal practice of lenders-Money
paid and instrument taken sim1l1talleollsly-Cicumstances of
each case-Evidence Act (I oj 18721, s. 91. When a loan is contracted it is an implied term of the agreement that the loan shall
.be repaid. In case of a suit on a loan what points are points of
law and what are points of fact should be clearly borne in mind.
.saminathan v. Palaniappa, 41 I.A. 142; Itl "e Romer gild
Haslam, (1893) 2 Q.B. 286-refel'red to. When a promissory
note or any other instrument is given by the borrower to the
lender in connectIon with the loan, either at the time when the
loan is contracted or afterwards, the terms upon which it is given
and taken is a question of fact and not of law. Day v. 111cLea, 22
'Q.B:D.610-referred to. The giving of a ne~otiable security by
a debtor to his creditor operates,. prima facie, as a conditional
payment only, (lnd not as a satisfaction of the debt, unless the
parties agree so to treat it. Such a ;::onditional payment is liable
.to be defeated on non-payment of the negotiable instrument at
maturity. In re Romer and Haslam, (1893) 2 Q.B. 286-foUowed.
Achularanza'nl1a v. Jal!.annadham, 64 M.L.I. 79 j Alderson v.
Langdale, 3 Br. & Ad. 660 ; Blirlinerv. Royle, L.R. 5 C.P. 354 ;
·Ca-midge v. Allenby, 6 B. & C. 373 ; Cohen v. Hale, 3 Q.E.D. 371 ;
Dhatleswar Sah'll v. Ramrup Gil', LL.R. 7 Pat. 845 : DaWions
Bank, Ltd. v. C.R.V.V. Chetty Firm. l.L.R. 1 Ran. 121; Day v.
McLea, 22 Q.B.D. 610; Farr v. Price, 1 East 54 j Golap Chand
"Y. Mohoko01J'l Kooaree, I.L.R. 3 Cal. 314 ; Hiralal v. Datadin,
I.L.R. 4 All. 135 j Hopkim v. Ware, L.R. 4 Ex. 268; Jacob v.
'Vicumsey, 29 Born. L.R. 432 ; Krishuaji v. Rajn/al, I.L.R. 24
Born. 360'j KundMt Lal v. Bhikari Das, I.L.R. 51 All. 530 ; Mmmg
Kyi v. MaMaGale, 10 L.B.R. 54; Pra11latha Nalli. v. Dwarka
Na!h, I.L.R. 23 Cal. 851; Ral!.az'ayya v. Ra11layya, J.L.R. 29 Mad.
111 ; Ram Sarup v. Jasudha KU1Iwar, I.L.R. 34 All. 158 j Ral/clilrod
v. Ravijbhai, 28 Born. L.R. 631 ; Ram.S!.opal v: Dhircndra Nalh,
I.L.R 54 Cal. 380 ; Sard v. Rhcdes, 1 M. & W. 153- .. col/sidercd,
If the negotiabie instrument is giv.en by the borrower to the lender
and the negotiable instrnment is itself the consideration for the
loan, or if the ·instrument is accepted as an accord and satisfaction
of the or'iginal debt, the lender is restricted to his rights louder the
negotiable instrument by which he must stand or fall. In I'e
R011lcrandHllslam, (1893) 2 Q.B. 286; Ch:Jnda Singh v. Thc Anzrif.sar Banking Co., I.L.R. 2 Lah.330 ; Damodar v. Atmaraill, I.L.R.
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12 Born. H3 ; Goddard & Sun v. O'Brim, 9 Q.B.D. 37 ; Parso/a'n.
v. Taley Singh, I.L.R. 26 All. 178 ; Pothi Rcddi v. Velayudasi'IJaiJ, .
I.L.R. 10 Mad. 94; Radhakant Shaha v. Abhoychur11 Mitter. I.L.R.
8 Cal 721; Sa11li1Lathan v. Palaniappa, 41 LA 142; SheillhAkbar.
v. Sheikh [{han,I.L.R. 7 Cal. 256-c0l1sidcl·ed. If it is agreed
between the parties that the instrument shall be takeluuerely as
collateral security for the repayment of the loan the lender is
entitled to Sl,e upon the original consideration independently of
the security, and without regard to any rights that he may possess
under the instrument. If all the terms of the agreement u~der
which the loan was made. have oeen embodied in a negotiable
instrument or in any other document no evidence can be adducecl
in proof of the terms of the contract' except the document itself,
and if such document is for any reason inadmissible in evidence,'
the suit must fail. Normally and prima facie a ler.der is regarded
as taking a negotiable instrument only as conditional payment,
and not in satisfaction of the loan. Where the handing over of the
money and of the instrument is simultaneous it does not follow that
the instrument is the sole repository of the terms of the agreement.
It is not the time when, but the terms upon which, the loan 'was
made that matters, and that is a qtlestion of fact to be determined
according to the particular circumstances obtaining in each case.
MutTtu Sastrigal v. Pandarasatmadhi,. 26 M.L.}.19 : Nga Waik
v. Nga Chit, (1907-09) 2 U.B.R Evid. 5; Nazir Khan v. Rain
Mohatt, I.L.R. 53 All. IH ; Pothi Rcddi v. Velayudasiflan,I.L.R.
10 Mad. 94 ; Parsotam v Taley Singh, LL.R. 26 All. 178 ; Radhakant v. Mitter, I.L.R. 8 Cal. 721 ; Sheikh Akbar v. Sheikh Khan,
LL.R. 7 Cal. 256-dissmted fro11l.
MAUNG CHIT

fl.

ROSHAN N.M.A.

Loss OF PROSPECTS, DISMISSAL FROM

K.~REEM

OOMER & Co.

GOVERN~IENT

SERVICE

MALICIOUS SCIT
MASTER AND SERVANT-Criminal liability of master for act of str'L'antMens fl.-a -Liability by statute-Possession of hammer-mark by'
servant~Unlawfulfelling of timber by serflant- Master's liabiIitjlBurma Forest Act (Burma Act IV of 1902), ss. 55 (d), 58 (a)Rules 87 (b) (vi), 98. The appellant had obtained from
Government a grant of 500 acres of land, taken out of a forest
reserve. for the purpose of the cultivation of kapok. He paid a
royalty for the teak standing on the land, and was allowed to fell .
and extract the same on certain conditions; and for that purpose
was allowed the use of a property hammer. The appellant
entrusted the hammer to his servant who supervised the felling of
the trees. The servant was prosecuted and convicted for unlaw~
fully felling teak trees under s. 55 (dl and s. 58 (a) of the Forest
Act, and tmder rule 87 (b) (vi) f6r unlawfully impressing a property
hammer-mark on green teak timber. The appellant was'subsequently prosecuted and convicted, itlter alia, for impressing his.
property mark on certain timber which was unlawfully felled'
under rule 87 (b) (vi.1 and rule 98 of the Rules made under the
Forest Act. The appellant pleaded that the offences were committed by his servant without his knowledge or connivance, and.
therefore that he was not liable. Held, that, although ordinarily
a master is not criminally responsible for the aets of his servant
which he has not expressly authorized, yet by statute he may
be liable to be punished for such acts. The Forest Act casts an
ab'olute duty upon the licensee that no tree will be felled or
m.uked except in strict conformity with the terms of the license.
and th'erefore the appellant was rightly convicted of the offences.
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Allen v. . Whitehead, (1930) 1 K.B. 211; Bond v. Evans, 21
Q.B.D. 249 ; Emperor v. Bab~1 Lal, I.L.R. 34 All. 319 ; Mousell
Brothers v. London alld Nor/h· Western Rail~eJaY Company, (1917)
2 X.B. 836 ; MlllliilS v. Collins,9 Q.B.D. 292 ; Parker v. Alder,
u'899} 1 Q.B. 20; Pearks Limited v. Ward, (1902) 2 K.B. 1 ;
Queen-Empress v. Tyab Ali, I.L.R. 24 Bom. 423..,.-referred to.
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paid tinder a. mistake of jact when recoverableBanker's lien-Particular aud general lien..,-No lien over one's
OtVn property-Trl/st moneys-Set off. H. a Rangoon rice
merchant, bought large quantities of rice in Burma, and shipped
them to Germany for a German firm. He was financed in the
business by the plaintiff Bank which provided H with an overdraft
account on which he drew cheques. As security the Bank
obtained certain documents from H under which the Bank
possessed a lien over all the rice that was pu:·chased. When .the
rice was loaded on chartered vessels H pres"nted to the Bank the
shippinR documents which included bills of lading, invoices and'
. bills of exchange. These bills were in sterling, usually payable
at 90 days' sight, and their acceptance was guaranteed by a
London house. The Bank bought these bills from H at an,
agreed rate of exchange, and credited the price to the overdraft
account of H These bills not only included the actual value. of
the rice, but, unknown to the Bank; also the commissi,m, brokerage and profit of H. H. ho\\'ever, had not utilized the proceeds of
every cheque that he drew :iigains~ his oYerdraft for the purchase'
of rice, with the reEult tbat on his death the Bank di5co\'ered that
while the overdraft amounted to nearly 15 iakh3 of rupees the
stocks of rice paid for amC'unied to abOl.:t ~ l.1kh5 cniy, a.,d there
was a large stock unpaid for in existence.. It was in the interest
of all parties to ship the rice without delay. The est;lie of H was
placed in the hands of the Administrator-General, and he by an
arrangement with the Bank had a second overdraft ;lccoum opened.
in his favour. The same procedure as in the case of H was
followed with the result that all the rice was shipped. the ne\\"
overdraft account, amounting to about 13 lakhs, was settled, and
H's overdraft reduced by about 8 lakhs. The AdministratorGeneral tr~ted the Bank as an ordinary creditor as regards the
unsecured portion of H's overdraft, and paid the Bank with other
unsecured creditors two dividends of two annas each in the rupee..
He tIren discovered that the bills of exchange included commission,
brokerage and the profits of H, and claiming these on behalf of
the estate he deducted them as moneys paid under a mistake from.
the thhd dividend paid tothe Bank. The Bank sued the Administrator-General for the amount, contending that the moneys cOl1ld
not be recovered by the Administrator-General on the ground of
mistake, that the· Bank had a shipping lien on the amount or had,
in the alternative, the general banker's lien thereon. Held, (J)
that money honestly paid by a mistake of fact could he recovered
back, although the person paying it did not avail himself of
means of knowledge which he possessed. Home and Colonial:
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Insurance Company v. I"ol1don Guaral1tee and Accident Comf>any,
45 T.L.R t34; Imperial Bank of Canada v. Bank oj Hamiltol1,
(1903· A.C. 49; Kelly v. Solari, 9 M. & W.54-followed. (21 that
if the person paying had a duty to give-the payee some information as regards the payment, ar had been estopped and the payee
had altered his position to his detriment by parting with the ,money,
the person paying could not recover it back. Deutsche Bank v.
Beriro, (1895)1 C.C. 123; Holt v. Markham, (1923)1 K.B.D. 504 ;
Skyring v. Greenwood, 4 B. & C. 282-I"eferred to. (3) that in the
circumstances of the case the Administrator-General was entitled
to claim'the amo.unt representing the brokerage, commission; and
profits left in the Bank's hands by reason of a mistake of fact, and
there was nothing in the position or conduct of the Administrator. 'General disqualifying him from recovering the amount. (4) that
according' to the course of dealing between the parties 'the Bank
:acquired a lien over the stock of rice and the shipping dOl;:uments
but not over the bills of exchange. These were the property of
the Bank by purchase, and a person cannot be said to ,have a lien
·over his own property. (5) that the Administrator-General dealt
with the Bank in re.spect of money obtained and placed with the
Bank in a fiduciary capacity. That the profits made by the
Administrator-General belonged to the general body of H's
·creditors. That by a mutual error of the parties a portion of these
profits'were pla.ced in the old overdnlft account, but that the error
did not entitle the Bank to daim a general lien such as they had
over H's money in his life-time. Money in a trustee account at a
Bank cannot be set off against debts nn a private account in the
trustee's name. Bank of New South Wales v. G. V. Butter
Company, (1902) A.C. 550; Jones. v. Peppel'com, 1 Joh. 430; Ex
pal"te Kingston, 6 Ch. Ap. 6·2; In re London 'and Globe FinatlCe
CorporatIon, (1902) Z Ch. 416-rejerl'ed to.
.
LLOYDS BANK, LTD. V.
BURMA...

:MORTGAGE IN I1'ODIA
---.

THE ADMINISTRATORcGENERAL OF

.. ,

PLACg OF SUING ON...

....
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••.

..,

.. ,

370

...

..,
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by heirs of Chinese Buddhi~t to enforce
of administration 01' succession certificate,
necessity oj-Naturc oj a 11/ortgage suit-Personal decree aRainst
mortgagor for bnlallce-·Succession Act (XXXIX of 1925), .IS. 212,
213,214. Subject to the provisions of s. 214 of the Succession
Act, the estate of a Chinese Buddhist may be ~dmini <tered
without the grant. of probate or letters of administration. A
mortgage suit is a suit to realize an interest in· immovable
property, and it cannot be placed in the same category as a
suit in which the plaintiff merely seeks a money decree.
V.E.R.M.N.C.T. Chetty v. A.R.A.R.R.M. Chettyar Firn/, I.L.R.
12 Ran. 370-1"eferred to.' S. 214 of the Succession Act has
'reference onlY to suits to enforce payment of simple debts; suns
to bring mortgaged property to sale are not within its purview.
.Held that.the heirs of a Chinese Buddhist, who dies intestate, are
entitled to file a mortgage suit and to obtain a preJimin~ry
mortgage decree and a final decree for sale without the produc·tion of letters of administration or a succession certificate. It is
only when the mortgage decree-holder seeks a personal decree
'for the balance found to be due' to him after the sale of the
property that the necessity for the production of letters of
.administration or a succession certificate arises. A nl11lanna v.
,Guru11turthi, I.L.R. 16 Mad. 64; Mohamed Yusufv. Abdul' Rahim,

MORTGAGE

SUIT-Suit

ff!ort.~age-Leiter5

25
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I.L.R '26 Cal. 839; Nan Chand v. Yenawa, I.L.R 28 Born. 630 ;
PaJaniyandi v. Veerammal, I.L.R. 29 Mad. 77-follQWed. Fateh
Chand v. Muhammed Bakhsh, I L.R 16 All. 259-dissented from.
SAW CHONG GYE 'II. HAFIZ BIBI...
MORTGAGEE'S TITLE TO RENTS AND ~PROFITS

690

...

...

.. ,

. . . ' 437

COMMITTEE-Contract for destruction a1ld reconstruction
of' culverts-Contract wholly unnecessary-Contract given to
beneflt near relative of Vice-President-Misconduct-Liability oj
.members-Suit jor competlsatiofJ-Burma Municipal Act (Burma
Act III oj 1898), s 43. Twenty-three brick culverts on roads
within the Municipal area of Thayetmyo were destroyed by the
order of the Municipal Committee and new wooden structures
were erected on the old foundations. At the time of pulling
<lown'the culverts they were in perfectly good condition and there
was no reason to alter them, but the contract work was given to a
man closely related to the then Vice-Presidelit of the CorilII~ittee.
Held that under the provisions of s. 43 of the Burma Municipal
Act all the members of the Committee who took part in this
transaction were guilty of misconduct, and were liable to be sued
by the Secretary of State for India in Council for ihe loss caused
to the ,Municipal Committee.

MUNICIPAL

U BA KYAW

'II. SECRETARY OF STATE FOR I~DU

.. ,

99
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616

NATURE OF 'MORTGAGE S U I T . . .

...

..,

690

...

64

MURDER, PLEA OF STARVATION

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION OF PAYMENT BY AGENT

...

625

ONUS OF PROOF, TRANSFER OF PROPERTY, INSOLVENCY
ORDER STAYING HEARING OF SUIT.

I.

JUDGMENT"

687

...

COURT-11Itegral part of High Court and not'
mborditlate to it-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of' 1908), ss. 22,23
-Suit filed 0/1 Origil1al Side-Application fot transfer-Court to
apply to-Gweral Ch1llscs Act IX of 1897), s. 3 (IS) (24l-Inherent
pou:ers oj High COllrt und/'r s.151 o/Code. AJlldgeofaHigh
Court exercising original ch'il jurisdiction cannot be regarded as a
Court "subordinate" to such High Court within s. 23 (3) of the
Civil Procedure Code. The Original Side of the High Court is an
integral,part of the High Coun. Hafiz Amimddin v. Garth,
3 C.W.N. 91~folloU'ed. Gowldl'ss & Co.v. Sadasivier, 55 M.L.J.
671 ; Hindustan dssnml1ce .society, Ltd. Y. MIII1'llj, 27 M.L.J. 645 ;
fda1lindr,a Cha11dra v. Ray, I.L.R. .56Ca1. 940; Jawahir Kumari
v. Bose, 1 Pat. L.J. 389: S7:'likl/ Hyat Jiah011led v. Shaikh
.3;C.annu, 45 Cal. L.r 71-collsid:r,d. Edulji Dinshaw v. Dhal1pat
lflal, A I.R. (1928) Lah. 183-dissc'//ledjl'o11l. V.E.RM.V.E. Chetty
v. V.E.R.M:N.R. Che.iiy, 11 L.B.R. 446-ovuruled. Ss 22
and 23 of the Code apply to the High Courts, but no provision is
m~de in s. 23 prescribing the Court to which an application for a
transfer of the suit under s. 22 is to be. presented when the suit has
been filed on the Original Side of the High Court. The High
Court has power to entertain such an application under s. 151 of
the Code, and the application should be made on the Original
Side of the High COllrt which has seisin of the case.

ORIGINAL SIDE, HIGH

In

I'e RM.VRM. RA"rASWAMY CHETTYAR

v. V.T.

FIRM...
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PARTNERSHIP ACT (IX OF 1932), 5S. 34, 41
PARTNERSHIP DEBTS, PARTNER AS CREDITOR, INSOLVENCY

69~

PASSfNG-OFF-Trade-mark-.'\{ark common to the trade-Acquiescence
-Plaintiff not the owner of trade-mark-Right of suit-essentials
of pdssing off case-lnfringement of registered mark-DistinctionThe" three mark rule." The plaintiffs had imported into Burma
for over 12 years cheap whisky which they sold in Rangoon in
bottles bearing a label with the picture of a steamer and the
words "steamer brand" thereon. This whisky was largely
consumed by coolies who called it ". jhazz marka" in Hindustani
and " wada marka" in Telugu. The plaintiffs were not the
manufacturers of the whisky, nor the owners of the label which
belonged to the suppliers in Calcutla. The suppliers had
transferred this part of their busmess to another firm which now
supplied the plaintiffs with the whisky, and the plaintiffs sold it
under the same label. The owners of the label purported to gi~e
it to the plaintiffs, but did not execute any assignment in wliting
of their rights therein. The defendants began selling whisky in
Rangoon under a label bearing the picture of a steamer with the
words .. steamship brand" thereon, and under another label
bearing a similar picture and the words "motor liner brand "
thereon.. The plaintiffs sought an injunction. The defendants
contended that the steamer mark was common to the trade; that
the plaintiffs had lost their rights by allowing another firm to use
the picture of a battleship on their label; and that in any event
the plaintiffs could not maintain the suit as they· were not the
owners of the label. Held, that (1) there was no evidence that
the steamer mark was common to the trade; (2) the mere fact
that one firm was allowed to use a similar mark did not prevent
the owner from asserting his rights against another infringer;
f3j the case being one for passing-off and not an action· for
infringement as known in England it was immaterial that the
plaintiffs had no property in the label; (41 the plaintiffs as
importers had estahlished a right to the exclusive use of the label
in Burma. The ,. three mark rule" discussed. Imperial Tobacco
Cp., Ltd. v. Bonnan, (1924) A.C. 755 ; Montgomery v. Thompso 11 ,
(1891) 8 Rep. of Pat. Cases, 361 ; Powell v. Birmingham Vinegar
Brewery Co., Ltd., (1897) 14 Rep. of Pat. Cases, 720 ; Ullmann &
. Co. v. Leuba, (1908) A.C. 443-followed Ebr-ahilll Curr;ffI v.
Essa Abba Sail, I.J;,.R 24 lI1ad. 163; West End Watch Co. v.
The Burma .Watch Co., I.L.R. 35 Bam. 425-rejened 10. Hirsh
v. Jonas, (1876) 3 Ch. Div. 584-distinguished.
.~. ~-~ GASPER & Co. v. LEONG CHYE & Co:

...

PAUPER SUIT-Calise of action time-barred-Good and subsisting
cause of action-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), Order 33,
rule 5 (dl. Where the petition for leave to sue ilt [roma pauperis
shows that the cause of action is barred by the law of limitation,
it cannot be said that there is a guod and subsisting cause of action
and the application must be dismissed. U Ba Dwe v. Maung I,u
Pan, I.L.R. 10 Ran. 357-refcrrcd to. Bhajja v. Said Khan, I.L.R.
54 All. 525-disselltedfrom. The petitioner applied for leave to
sue in forma pat~peris to recover compensation for wrongful dismissal from Government service. The dismissal order was
passed o.n the 19th September 1922, and t~e application for leave
to sue was filed on th~ 14th August 1933. Held, that the claim
being on the face of it time-harred under Art. 115 of the limitation·
Act, the application must be dismissed.
H. PASCAL '11. THE SECRETARY OF STA.TE FOR INDIA
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.

PENALTY FOR BREACH OF SATUTORY RULE

515

PEWALTY, QUANTUM OF,' INCOME-TAX ACT

268

P€RSONAL DECREE, MORTGAGE SUIT BY HEIRS

690

PLAINT, RETURN OF, DISMISSAL OF SUIT

432

OBLIGATION-Dl'unkenness-Un/itness for responsible duties.
A ple~der appeared for an accused person in a criminal case in a
drunken condition, and was unable properly to conduct the case
<In b~half of his client. On another occasion, and ill spite of a
warning, he came into the Court of the District Judge in a
drunken state and insulted the Court. On a third occasion he
tried to assault a bench clerk. The pleader was at one time a
teetotaller and in a good practice. He took to drink after his wife
went mad and died. Held, that the pleader was no longer fit to
be allowed to hold himself out as a person who could be entrusted
with the responsible ddies that must needs be performed by a
member of the legal profession. and his nallle must be struck off
the list of the lower grade pleaders.

PLRADER'S

I~ TH· :l1.nTE~ 01' A LOWER GR.~DE PLEADER...

POGGALIKA PROf£RTY, BUDDHIST L.-\w

...

...

.. .

.. .

PORT OFFICER. A("o:~;'; >:11' GOVERNMENT...

."

PORTS ACT (XV OF

POSSESSION

1908), s. 36

or' L.1''iD,

180
455
556
.._ . . .

556

...

238

.. ,

105

f'f,l;MISSION OF OWNER, ADVERSE TITLE

PRESIDENCy-ToWNS Il!iSOLVENCY ACT, (III OF

1909),

S,

9 IgJ. s. 21

. s. 55
, s. 57,
PREVENTION OF CRIME
OF 1930), s. 25 (1)

(YOUNG OFFENDERS) ACT

...

...

64

PROVISO

(BURMA ACT

...

... 344, 349

355

PRIVY COUNCIL, ApPEAL TO

500

PROMISSORY NOTE, SUIT BASED oN LOAN
PROVINCIAL INSOLVEl\CY ACT (V OJ:'

577

HI

1920),

SS.

4 (2), 75 (2)

194

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , SS. 13 (21 (a), 6 (gl

150

----~---------,

s. 53

625

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , s. 54

263

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , s. 61 15)

602

- - - - - - - - - - - - - , s. 75 (1)

352

PUBLI~ NOTICE, RF,PRESENTATlVE SUIT

670

•

SERVANT-Sltb-lnspector Of Excisc-Appoitltmelr.t by Local
GOfJernmellt-Delegatio11 of power of appointmellt to Commissioner
-Accusation of offence committed by Sub-Inspector ill his public
capacity-Previous satletiolt- Crimitlal Procedure Code (Act Vof
1898), s. 197 (1). A Sub-Inspector of Excise in Burma is
appointed by the Local Government under the rules framed
by the Secretary of State for India in Council. Rule 13 empowers

PUBLIC
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the Local Government to remove or dismiss such officer. The
power to appoint and remOTe such officer has been delegated by
the Local Government to Commissic.ners of Divisions. If it is
sought to prosecute an Excise officer appointed by.the Commissioner for an offence alleged to be committed by him whilst
acting in the discharge of his public duty he is entitled to
the protection of s. 197 (1), Criminal Procedure Code, as a public
servant, 'Viz., that the sanction of the Local Goveniment for such
prosecution must be obtained. King-Emperor v U Mawng Gale,.
I.L.R. 4 Ran. 128; lt~ re Sheik Abdul Khader Sahe~, 17 Cr. L.J.
168-referred to .
.KYAW HTIN V. A~ Y<;lO

.

•••

•••

,..

53()

RECEIVER-Appoit~tment it~ mortgage suit-Nature ofpossession
title of r~ceiver-Colle.ctionof rents and profits-Mortgagee's

and
title
to rettts and profits-Priority of Crown debts-Transfer oj Property,
Acts (IV of 1882 and XX of 1929), s. 8. Both in England and in
India it is open to the Court to appoint a receiver in a mortgage
suit in a proper case. Jaikissondas v. Zenabai, I.L.R. 14 Bom.
431 ; P1'atchett v. Drew, (1924) 1 Ch. 280-,referred to. A receivor
appointed by the Court collects and receives, pending the determination of the proceedings, the rents and profits of the property
entrusted to him for the benefit of those entitled to it. The
property in his hands is in custodia legis for the persoDo who can
make a ·title to it. Eastert~ Mortgage Co. v. Karim, I.L.R. 52 Cal.
814; Malmg Oltn Tin v. P.R.M.P.S.R.M. Fi1'm, I L.R. 7 Nan. 425
-referred to The rents and profits arising (lut of mortgaged
land in the hands of a receiver prima facie ate riot sums payable
to the mortgagor, but form part .of the mortgaged property upon.
which the debt due to the mortgagee was securt~d. Held, that the
Crown is not entitled to be· paid s l:ch rents and profits in respect
of a debt due by the mortgagor to Government in priority to the
party entitled to it, viz" .the mortgagee decree-holder. Asltgar.
Reza v. Md. Hussein, LL.R. 30 Cal. 556; Bank of Upper India
v. Administrator-General of Bengal, 22 C.W.N. 793; Raja Gour
Chandra v.Raja llJakunda Deb, 9 C.W.N. 710 ; Tilok Chand
v. Beattie & Co., 29 C;W.N. 953-referred to. Ramesh~lJar v. Sl1aba,
I.L.R. 47 Cal. 418; Sri Raja Rao Ve1tkatakumara v. Gokuldoss.
I.L.R. 54 Mad. 565-dissmted from.
MA

Joo

TF.AN 'II. THE COLLECTOR OF RANGOO.N

REGISTERRD TRADE-MARK AND PASSING OFF
REGISTRATION ACT (XVI OF

1908), 58.17.47,49
, SS. 17, 49

RELATION BACK, DOCTRINE OF

REPRESE~TATIVE
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SUIT-Leave 10 file suit-·Public notice-O'mission
to give /lotice-Repair of omission-Attachment in executiol~
Declaratory suit fol/ou'ing Court's order-Court-fee--Value for
junsdiction-Civil procedure Code (Act V of1908) , O. 1, r. 8 ; O. 21;
rl'. 58, 63. 1>. plaintiff who wishes to file a representative suit
must first obtain the leave of the Court .in that behalf, and the Court
must givepubhc notice of the s.uit. But the omission to do so is
not fatal to the maintenance of the suit and the Court can at any
time order notice to is~ue and the APPellate Court may also remand
the case to repair the' omission. Shiam Lal v. Lalli, LL.R. 44 All.
231-followed. Where there has been a claim to attached
property in execution proceedings urider 0, 21, r. 58, of the Civil
Procedure Code, and a suit for a declaration of the right to attach
this property is filed nnder rule 63 the suit is a suit to alter a sum-
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mary decision or order, and the court-fee thereon is Rs. 10. The
valuation for jurisdiction in such a case is different, and depends
uptfn the value of the attached property. Phul Kumari v. Misra,
It-L.R. 35 Cal. 202; U Po Thin v. O.A.O.K.R.M. Firm. I.L.R. 5 Ran.
6'J9-followed. A.K.A.C.T.V. Cheftyar v R.M.A.R.B. Firm, I.L.R.
.
12 Ran. 666-distinguished.
MAUNG TUN THEIN V. MAUNG SIN ...

.,.

..,

670·

Ly.GAcY-Beq1Ies.t of certain persotwl propert:>· to legateeBequest of residue of personal property to another legatee-First
legacy ."oid~ResidlUiry legatee's claim to the legacy that f..iledSuccession Act (XXXIX of 1925), ss. 102, 103, 118. A residuary
bequest of personal estate carries, not only everything not disposed
of, but everything that'in the event t;;rns out not to be di~posed of.
In re ]Jagot, 3 Ch.D. 348; Blighl v. Hartuoll, 23 Ch.D. 218;
Cambridge v. RlJus, 8 VesJun.. 12-jollowed. A testatrix devised
certain immovable and movable property to a Bishop of the
Roman Catholic· Church, She also left certain plots of land to her
niece and added" I also give to my niece Mrs. O'D6noghue all
my perSllnal property and effects." The bequest to the Bishop
was void under s. 118 of the Succession Act. Held, that the
bequest of personalty to the Bishop fell into the residue of which
the niece was the legatee.

·RESJIlUARY

ELIZABETH O'DONOGHUE V. S'UTHERLAND

705,

RIVAL.CLAIMANTS
TO LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION
.
.

629

.

RULE

55, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT

....

556- .

POWERs-Imposition of penalty for
breach of Rule--Petlalty on persotl not responsible jor breachValidity oj Rille -Electric meter-Breakage ofseal-Innocent consumer'sresponsibility-ElectriCity Act (IX oj :1912), ss. 37 (4),38 (4j),
44~India11 Electricity Rttles, 1922, rule 106 ultra vires. The sealing wires of boxes containing themet~rs of the Rangoon Electric
· Supply Company and placed by the company in a consumer's house
were found broken. The locked boxes and their contents were the
· property of the company and were never in the charge of the
consumer. There was no evidence that the consumer or a
.memher of his household or any of his servants had anything
to do with, the . breakage. The consumer was prosecuted; the
. magistrate found that the consumer was 'not guilty of an offence
under s. 44 (c) of the Electricity Act, but imposed a fine on him'
under rule 106, read with rule 29, of the tndian Electricity Rules,
1922. Helli. (1) that rule 106 which imposed a fine solely on the
consumer for bre1!ch of rule 29, even though he was in noway
· responsible for ·it, nullified the provisions of s. 44 of the Electricity
Act which 'allowed a presumption to be drawn against the
consumer .;vhich he could rebut'; (2) that although under s. 38 (4)
of the-Electricity Act the wles. made by the Government would
take effect on publication in the Gazette of Indta as if enacted in
the Act,.yet under s. 37 (4) Government. had no power to make
a rule 9nfiicting punishment for the breach of a rule on a person
\\'ho had not committed it ; (3) that rule 106, was, therefore,
ultra vires. Jo!mson v. The Mayor of Croydon, 16 Q.B.D. 708;
Kruse v. Johnson, (1898) 2 Q.B.D. 91 ; Mousell Bros.• Ltd. v.
London and North-Wcsler.n Railwa} Co.• (1917) 2 K.B.D. 836 ;
Parktr v. Alder, (18991 1 Q.B.D.. 20-refel'red to. Instituteof
Patent Agents v. Joseph Lockwood, ((1894) A.C. 347-distrnguished.

RULES MADE UNDlW . STATUTORY
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v.

KING-EMPEROR
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'SA~GHIKA PROPERTY; BUDDHIST LAW
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THEFT-Illegality of.
scntmce of whiPPiitg-Apptllate COi.rt's po~!!ers-Substitntiott of
further Set.fe1/.ce of imprisomllent in lieu. oj 7!!/tiPPittg- EnhatU:ement of sentence-Criminal P1'ocedu1'l~ Code (Act V of 1898), s. 423
(1) (b) (3). Theft is not an offence which is p~nishable with
whipping in addition to imprisonment, though it may be punished
with whipping in lieu of imprisonment. The Appellate Court has
power to alter the nature of the sentence, but not so as to enhanc·e :
it. If the Appellate Court !'etains theseJ.ltence of imprisonmell'"
awarded by the trhl Court, and substitutes a further. sentence... ·of .
imprisonment ·in lieu of the illegal sentence of whipping, the
Court is in effect enhancing the sentence, The proper course for
the Appellate Court to adopt is to set aside the illegal portion of •
the sentence and 1·0 refer tl1e case for revision by the High Court.
Killg-EmPe1·01' v. Chit Pon, I.L.R. 7 Ran.· 319 ; Queen v. Banda
Ali, 6 Ben. L.R. App. VI. 95-1'efe1'1'ed to.
.

~SENTENCE OF IMPRISONMENT AND WHIPPIN(j FOI~

607

KING-EMPEROR 'lI. BA eHO
~SEli:TENCE OF SEVEN

YEARS-C011t1izission of another offence by accused
undergoit.g sentetu:e-Sen·tellce oj .WhiPpitlg-Crimitlal Procedure
Code (Act V oj 1898), s, 393- Whipping (Burma Amendmmt) Act,
. (VIII of 1927), s. 2. Where a'person has been sentenced to
suffer imprisonment for seven years or more and whilst under- .
goitig such s.entence cominits and is convicted of an. offence for
which a sentence of whipping with or without imprisonment can
be passed, the Court is not precluded from passing a ~entence of
whipping with or without imprisonmellt upon sue!:: .:om-iction..
The pro\'isions of s. 393 of the Cri:nir;~.l Pr,xediire c,:.ce as arn=ded by the \Yhipping iBurma Amendment' Act, 1927. do not
·apply in s,:ch a case. NEla Nyi Gyi \;. Killg-E1J1p,·,·,yr, I.L.R. ,
Ran 769-riistinguishcd.
.
40+

KING-EMPEROR V. NGA NYI NGE
'SIGNATURE OF JUDGE ON DEPOSITION, ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DEBT

610

'SPECIFIC RELJEf ACT (1 OF 1877), S. 45

322

- - - - - - - - - - - - , s. 54·

20e
453

:SPECTATORS AT AN ANIMAL FIGHT
STAMP ACT (II OF 1899), S. 2 (23), 8CH. I, ART. 53

174

DUTy-Cash lIlemol'andu11l issued by seller to buyer OJ goodsNature of the document-Instrument not a receipt-Stamp Act
(II of 1899), s. 2 (23), Sch, I, A I', t 53. A cash memorapdum issued
by a seller to his customer on the purchase of alt artide. is not a
receipt within s. 2 123' of the Stamp Act, alid is not chargeable
with duty under Art. 53 of 8ch. I of the Act. The mernorand.m
records the fact that on the· specified date a·cash transaction had
been carried out at the price stated thtlrein. It is not an instrnment of acquittance, and by delivery of it to the customer the
,seller does not intend to provide him with evidence that he tad
,paid for the goods to which it relates. Aitortwy-GcnCI"al v.
Ca1'lton Ball.k, (1899) 2 Q.B. 151f; Civil Reference No.5 of 1904,
.2 L.B.R. 307 ; Queen-Empress v. ]uggematlt, 1.f.. R. 11 Cal. 267.nferred to.
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SU~CE!SSION ACT (XXXIX OF

4, 5, 23, 25; 29, 36, 37, 48
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705
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BURMESE CUSTOMARY. LAW

SUCCESSI6~-'··Christian"·who is a-Caste Disa·bilities Removal Act
· tXXI of 1850); s. I-Succession to the estale ot persoll changing his

rcligioll-Adoptioll of child by Burmese Buddhisl-Adopfi~'e parent
.dies a Christiall-Right of i11heritallce of adopiai chi;d-SucccsSiO/l Act (XXXIX of 1925), ss. 4,5,23, 25, 29, 36, 3i, 48.. For the·
purpose of the Indian Succession Act a Christian is a person who
· t:rofesses any form of the Christian religion, and in administering
the estate of a Christian the Court mu,t haye regard to the outward and formal recogni:ion of his rt:ligious belief, and not
to what may be the real, though undisclosed, conyictions of the
deceased. Abdool Razack v. Aga ilJaho1lled, 21 I.A. 50- referred·
to. The Caste Disabilities Removal Act, 1850, s. I, only applies to
proted the actual person who either renounces his religion or
has been excluded from the communion of any religion or has
been deprived of caste. When a person by changing his relIgion
has changed also his personal law that law will govern the rights
of st'ccession to his estat.e.. Kamaw9ti v. Digbijai Sitlglt; I.L R.
43 All. 533; Milar Sell Singh v. Magbul Hasan Iatan, 57 I.A ..
313-applien.. Where a Bunnes':: Bl:ddhist adopts a child with a
view to inherit, such right of inheritance is not indefeasible, and
if the adoptive parent dies a Christian the adopted child cannot
claim to inherit 011 intestacy :IS if the child were an own child.
An adopted child is not an heir of hios deceased adoptive parent
according 10 the rules of Succl:ssion laid do.wn ill the Succession
Act. .
MA KHIN THAN

V.

MA AHMA

SUIT AGAI!':ST GOVERNMENT FOR WRONGFUL I>ISMISSAL

"-Letters Patel/f, clause lO-lo!ot'fg'lge by deposit oj
litle-deeds in Rangootl-Properly sitllate ortis/do' jurisdiction - Sui I
to ellforce mortgage-J1Irisdiction oJ Chaucery Com'l to act in personam -Foreclosure or sale s1lit in England-Nortgage in IndiaImmovable property-Transfer of Property Ads .IVof 18S2 and
XX oj'l929f, s. 58-Ge1icral Cla'uses ACt ix of 189i.. , s.225)Burma Act.! of 18lJ8, s. 2 129J-Civil ProCedtlre Code (Act V of
19m~, O. 34. Whatever m~y be the Qhjlct that a. plaintiff has in
view'when he files a suit, and whatever may be the nature of
otherqnestions that fall to be· determined in the suit, if and in so
far asothe suit having re~ard to the issues raised is one in which
<the decree will affect directly the proprietary or possessory title
to land or other immovable propt'rty pro tanto the suit is a
· "stiiffor land "'within clause 10 c,f the Letters Patent. and cannot
be tried or. determined by a ('ourt outside the territorial jurisdiction of whicb .the lano or immlJvable property is situate.
Gokll}das v Cllagal/lal, .I.L.H 5" C;:o.... 655---,-jollowed. A. Nadal'
v. Commissioners jqr flip Port of Rao/gooll, I.L.R. 9. Han. 13;

., SUIT FOR LA:-ID

5

184
556
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Ah Shark v. Bee LU1n Ting Co., C.R. 496 of 1926.. H.C. Ran. ;
Bhaiyatv. Lim Chong Kha, C.R.1M of 1933, RC I<an.-approved,
Bank of Chettinad v. Ma Sein, C.R. 414 of 1931, H C. Ran.;
Chettyar Firm oj R.M.P. v R.M.N. Chetfyar Firm, C.R. 522 of
1931, H.C. Ran.; Premjee Ramjee v. M.M.S.M,S.Firm; C.R. 13 of
1933, H.C. Ran.-overruled. Bibee.Jatttt v.]Jadec, Ind. Jur. I. 40 ;
East Indian Railway Co. v. Bengal Coal Co., I.L.R. 1 Cal. 95 ;
Harendl'a Lal Y. Haridasi, I.L.R. 41 Cal. 972; India Spinning &
Weavmg Co. v. Climax Industrial Syndicate,· I.L.R. 50 Born. 1 ;
Land Mortgage Bank v. Ahmed, I.L.R. 19· Cal. 361 ; Leslie, .In
the matter oj, 9 Ben. L.R. 1il ; Michael v. Ameena Bibi, I.L.R.
9 Cal. 733 ; Nalum v. Krishnasawmy, I.L.R. 27 Mad. 157 ; Pareshl '
Nath'v. Chattopadhya, I.L.R. 29 Cal. 1 ; Pranlal v, Goculdas, 27
Born. L.R. 570 ; Provas Cha.ndra v. Mukerji, I.L.R. 56 Cal. 979;
Ratanchand v. Dutt, LL.R. 58 Cal. 882; Satyabrata Sen v. Gopal
Das Co., 49 C.L.J. 235 ; Sreemuty Lalmoney v. Shaw, Ind. Jur. 1.
319; Sreenath Roy v. Ghose, I.L.R. 5 Cal. 82-exptai11ed and
approved. Halimbhai v. Framroz, 1.1. R. 51 Born. 516-dissented
from The nature and extent of the jurisdiction ir~ Persottam exer~
cised by the Court of Chancery in England considered. Ex parte
Pollard, Mont. & Ch. 250; Cranstowt~ (Lord) v. Johnston, 3 Yes.
Jun. 170 ; Lord PortprUngt01t v; Soulby, 3 Mylne & Keen 104;
Perm v. Lord Baltimore, 1 Ves Sen. 444 ; Compat~hia De' Mocam·
bique v. British South Africa Co., (1892) 2 Q.B. 358-reJerred to.·
In England a suit to enforce a mortgage by foreclosure or sale
would'be regarded not only as substantiall.v a s.uit for Janel, ·but
also as a suit which touches the realty, and direCtly· affects the
title to and disposition of the land. Itl, re Hoyles, (1910) 2
Ch. 333; (1911) 1 Ch. 179-referred to. In India a mortgage is
immovable property~ Bank of Upper India Y. Skitt1k'r, I.L R. 51
All. 49 . ; Elumalai v. M/ldaliar, I.L.R. +J. Mad. 965 : Hara Lall •.
Nitambilti Debi. I.L.R. 29 CaL 315 ; Parish SatlJ Y. ClJattopadhya,
I.L.R 29 Cal. 1; Sakhill(idin v. SarlUzr, 22 C.\V.N. 645-rejcrn'd to.
The Court when it passes a preliminary decree or. a final decree
in a mortgage suit in favour of the mortgagee does not lay any
obligation upon the mortgagor to do or refrain from doing any
thing. It merely gives the mortgagor and any other party entitled
in that. behalf an option, which he mayor may not elect to exercise,
to redeem the property. in the manner therein prescribed. The
COilrt in such a case cannut be said to act itt. Personam. The
defendant created a mortgage in favour of the plaintiff by depositing in' Rangoon the title-deeds of immovable property situate
in Myaungmya District as security for a loan advanced to him in
Rangoon. The plaintiff filed a suit in the High Court ilpon the
mortgage. Held, that. the High Court had no jurisdiction to.
entertain the plaintiff's suit to enforce the mortgage by sale of
the mortgaged property.
V.E.R.M.N.C.T. CfrJj:TTYAR v. A.R.A.R.R.M. CHETTYAR FIRM
SUIT ON MORTGAGE
ADMINISTRATION
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SUIT FOR MONEY, PROMISSORY NOTE, ORIGINAL CONSIDERATION
SUIT ON ORIGINAL SIDE, HIGH COURT, ApPLICATION FOR TRANSFER .•
SUITS VALUATION ACT (VII OF 1887), S. 8

PAGE

.548

.. ,335,512

SUMMARY TRIAJ;.-Two offences-Term of imprisonmmt-Criminal
Procedure Code IAct V of 1898), s. 262 (2). In a summary
trial an accused person convicted 'of more than one offence .cannot
be sentenced to imprisonment for a term exceeding three months
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in the aggreg Ite under s. 262 \21 of the Code of Criminal
Proeedure. A sentence of three months' imprisonment may be
lI!flicted on each charge to run concurrently but not consecutively.
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,SENTENCE OF WHIPPING
MARK RULE" ....
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TRUSTS ACT

(II

OF

18821, ss. 3, 5, 6, 55, 56...

TRUST MONEY, BANKER'S LIEN

..,
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TRUST PROPERTY, OWNER OI<'...
ULTRA VIRES RULE, ELECTRICITY RULE

106...

VALUATION FOR ApPEAL TO PRIVY COUNCIL

SIS

164·

...

VALUATION~OF. ADMINISTRATION

SUIT-Court·fees-Plaitttiff's right to
value-Jurisdicti01~ of Court-Vaillaticn for purpose of court·fce
andjurisdiction-Court-fees Act (VII 01 1870), s.7 (iv) If)-Suits
Valuati01~ Act (VII of-1887) s. 8-Civil Procedftre Code (Act Vof
1908),s.15. An achninistr3tion suit is a·suit for an account and
the cOUIi~fees thereon are payable under s. 7 (iv) (ft of the Court·
fees Act. The· plaintiff is entitled to make such estimate as he
.pleases of the value of the relief that he claims. Ummar v.
Ummar, I.L.R. 9 Ran. 16S-followed. Under s. 8 of the Suits
Valuation Act the value of an administration suit for the purpose
of jurisdi9tion and the· value for the computation of C()urt-fee must
be the same. Consequently a plaintiff who values his suit for the
pwpose of court-fee at less than Rs. 1,000, though the value of the
esTate is Rs. 9,000, must file his suit in the Township Court and not
in the Assistant District Court.. Ma Fatima v. Momin Bibi,
lL.R. 7 Ran. 1M-referred to•

• MA

THIN ON V. MA NGWE H)lON

...

..,

...

Procedure Code (Act V of 1908),
0.21, r. 63-Suit by creditor-AvoJdance of transfer-Transfer of
PropM'ty Act (IV of 1882 and XX of 1929), s.53-Representative
suit-Value of property transferred-Criterion jor jurisdictiofl.Benefit of the decree. When a suit is brought urider the provisions

VALUATION FOR JURISDICTION-Civil

512
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of 0.21, r. 63, of the Givill'rocedure Code by ·.an attacl}ing
creditor to. establish his rightto attach arid' bring to'sale certain'
property, and in order to slicceed it is neces'sary'to i!.voida transfer
'of the property on the ground that the transfer has been made
with intent, to defeat or ' delay, the creditors of the transferor, the
suit must be brought in the form of a representative suit for the
benefit of all the creditors',of the,transferor. The valuation of the
suit for the purpose of juri~diction is thl; value of the property
transferred, and not the amount of the attaching creditor's. decree.
,If the creditor ,succeeds in the suit the decree enures for the
benefit of all the creditors of the debtor, both present and future;
Pillai v. Mutlt1wamall, I.L.R. 33 Mad.'20~-ref,'rrcd fo. R.R.O.O.
, Cftettyal' Firm \1". Ma Sei1i Yin, I.L:R. 5 Ran. S88-considered.·
A.K.A.c.T.V. CHETTYAR 7/.

R~M.A.R.S.FmM
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VALUATION OF SUITS

335

VALUE 01' SUBJECT-MATTER ON' ApPEAL '10 PRIVY COUNCIL

355
670

VALUE OF SUIT FOR JURISDICTION
\1\rHII'PI~(; (BUHMA AME~DMEl'T) ACT (BURMA ACT

VIII

OF 1927), S. 2
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r:g..'r! 18~S('1[.te.".cc of rfefC1l.t":01t In Borsfal
School mui wkipPillg-P1'CVCfl.tiolt of C,rimc (YoUJlg Offcndc'rs)
Act ,(!3UrtlW Act III of 1930), 5'. 25 111.' The offender, about
18 years of 'age. was convicted of an offence under s. 366A of the

1-,-HIPF.i:.. . \.I'- ."1CCifS":!

',indian Penal Code and was sentenced to be detained in the
Borstal S'chooI for, two years and also to receive 20 lashes: Held,
that under s. 25 (1) of Burma Act III of 1<;30 the sentence of
whipping was illegal.'
"
KIl'G:,.EMPERoR ~'. SH\\ E BEI~

•••

...

...

349

\VHlI'PING-Ddcntion in BO'/,sftil Sclzoot-8epa1'afc c01ivicfiolls U1ldc1'

ss. 326 and 324 of fhe tndiau. Peiuit Code in sa111e triatScnfc'nce of ridcn/io'n for o/fcu.cc Uncle1' s. 326-SC1ItMICI' of
'whiPPing fo'/' offencc 1I11dc1' s. 324-Lcgality of scu.tCllCCS-P1'Cvcntion oj C'/'imc (l'01lr1g Offclldc'/'Sl Act (Bu'rma Act 111 of 1930),
.s. 25 U1- VVlz-ippillg(BII1'1JIq Amcndment) Act (Burma Act VlIl
oj 19271, s. 3. ''fhe accm'ed, aged over 10, was convicted under

s. 326 of the Indian Penal· Code for causing grievous hurl 10 one
person and t;nder s. 324· for causing simple hurt to' another person.
For the first offenc!;: the magistrate' directed hllll to be sent to the
Borstal School and for the second offence he ordered tha1 the
accused should receive 20 lashes. ' Held, thatthe separate punishments for, the separate offeno::es were legal and j l,st.
Kn'li-EMPERoR

v.

NGA OHN SHWE

\VHIPPlNG, S~NTENCE OF, ACCUSED U~DERGOl~G IMPRIS0NME'NT

GJ3.C.P.O.-No. 68, H.C R., 1~2,cM\"
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